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Preface
This study had its beginnings over a decade ago in Professor David Adan-
Bayewitz’s graduate seminar on Talmudic Archaeology at Bar-Ilan University. As
a topic, I proposed to investigate the history of one Galilean rural site, utilizing
advanced field survey techniques and recent pottery studies, combined with an
inquiry of the relevant literary sources. Thus began a fascinating journey into that
region’s past, one that has continued to this day through surveys, excavations and
historical research. The work, which began as a monograph about a single site,
developed over the years into an extensive study covering a large portion of the
Eastern Lower Galilee.
Exploring Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine Galilee, one becomes involved in
several fields of scholarship: archaeology, history, geography and religious studies
and deals with a variety of classical, Talmudic, ecclesiastic and liturgical sources.
The interaction with researchers in these disciplines not only enriched my
perspectives, but often forced me to rethink conclusions and attempt to rise above
the “dry archaeological data.”
Some remarks concerning conventions in this volume are in order. Due to its
scope, an attempt has been made to use as few footnotes as possible. Throughout
the text, abbreviations and shortened references have been utilized where possible.
A list of abbreviations appears at the beginning of the volume and a bibliography
at its end. For the ancient sources, scientific editions noted in the bibliography are
referred to, except where stated otherwise. Page numbers in references to rabbinic
literature follow the scholarly editions found in the bibliography. The text of this
volume was completed in the summer of 2006 and the bibliography has not been
systematically updated from the end of that year to the present.
It is my pleasure to thank the many individuals who provided assistance during
the years of research. First and foremost is Professor David Adan-Bayewitz – my
dissertation director – who guided me through each phase, introduced me to the
intricacies of pottery identification, and established high scientific standards
which he helped me attain. Much of his wisdom and many of his comments are
embedded in this work. Comments and information provided by fellow research-
ers and colleagues proved useful in many phases of this project. Among these
scholars are Chaim Ben-David, Ze’ev Safrai, Yoram Tsafrir, Eric Meyers,
Douglas Edwards, Ze’ev Weiss, Danny Syon, Mordechai Aviam, Elhanan Reiner;
and past and present staff members of the Israel Antiquities Authority: Moshe
Hartal, Yardenna Alexandre, Haya Ben Nahum, ‘Abdullah Muqari, Yosef
Stepansky and Yitzhak Tor. Gerald Finkeilsztejn deciphered the Rhodian jar
handles, Gabriela Bijovsky identified the numismatic finds, Yulia Rodman illus-
trated the pottery and Donald T. Ariel provided access to the Israel Antiquities
Authority’s numismatic files. Thanks also go to Samuel Wolff, Nimrod Getzov
and Dina Avshalom-Gorni who provided assistance in identifying sherds from
several sites belonging to periods both earlier and later than those covered by the
present study. The home of Ofrit and Shai Barkai at Kibbutz Beit Rimmon became
my second home for the entire survey season. Professors Ze’ev Safrai, Shim‘on
Dar and Hanan Eshel, the heads of the Department of Land of Israel Studies at
Bar-Ilan University, provided ongoing support and aid in obtaining the requisite
funding.
My sincere thanks go to Alan Paris for translation of this work into English and
to Arieh Marzel for the typesetting. My thanks also go to my friends Michael
Osband and Yuri Yomtov for their help in proofing during the final stages of this
book’s preparation.
I am grateful to Professors Peter Schäfer, Annette Y. Reed, Seth Schwartz and
Azzan Yadin for accepting this manuscript for publication in the TSAJ series, and
to Dr. Henning Ziebritzki and Ms. Tanja Mix of the Mohr Siebeck Publishing
House for their assistance in preparing the volume for publication.
This research would not have been possible without financial support provided
by several institutions – the Bar-Ilan University President’s Doctoral Fellowship
and the Rotenstreich Scholarship of the Israel Council for Higher Education. The
work was also assisted by research grants from the Memorial Foundation for
Jewish Culture and from the Department of Land of Israel Studies and Archaeol-
ogy at Bar-Ilan University.
This book is a revised and expanded version of my Ph.D. dissertation in archae-
ology (Leibner 2004). Work on the final version was carried out during my stay as
a Rothschild Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Michigan, at the invitation
of Professors Sharon Herbert and John Cherry. Thanks are also due to the staff of
the Kelsey Museum of Classical Archaeology and the University of Michigan
Central Library. The support and encouragement of the staff at the Scholion Inter-
disciplinary Research Center in Jewish Studies at the Hebrew University and its
director, Professor Israel Yuval, made the completion of this project possible. I
extend my thanks to all of them.
Finally, I would like to thank the members of my family. My parents, Gladys
Leibner-Blassberg – who carefully read and corrected the manuscript – and the
late Yehuda Leibner both of whom gave me a love for Jewish history and for the
exploration of the Land of Israel. My wife Efrat and my daughters: Kinneret,
‘Einat, Re‘ut and Aluma, provided encouragement and support throughout the
years and have tolerated my frequent absence from home.
Institute of Archaeology
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The aim of this study is to provide the most accurate picture possible of the
settlement history of the Lower Galilee during the Hellenistic, Roman and
Byzantine periods.
During these periods the region played an important role in the development
of Judaism and Christianity. Current knowledge concerning the settlement
history of ancient Galilee, however, is both limited and haphazard.
Any attempt to describe the historical and cultural framework of a human
society must rely, first and foremost, upon primary data regarding the nature of
settlements in which people lived and were active, as well as changes that
occurred there over time. The relatively numerous archaeological excavations
conducted in the Galilee during recent decades have focused primarily on
exposing public buildings and urban spaces. Therefore, reconstruction of settle-
ment history in the region, particularly in the rural areas inhabited by the major-
ity of its population in antiquity, is still largely based upon literary sources
rather than systematic archaeological data. In order to generate a comprehen-
sive view of the settlement history of the study-area, two independent methods
were used in this research: a study of literary sources and an archaeological
survey.
The area selected for research is located in the northern part of the Eastern
Lower Galilee, between longitude 185–200 and latitude 242–261, an area of
some 285 square kilometers. It extends from the Tiberias–Sepphoris route in the
south to the foothills of the Upper Galilee in the north, and from the Sea of Gali-
lee basin in the east to the eastern margins of the large Central Galilee valleys in
the west.1
Selection of this region as the study area was due to its advantages in archae-
ological terms and the variety of relevant historical sources concerning its
settlements, particularly ones dating to the Roman period. The area is sparsely
settled today, including several villages no longer inhabited after Israel’s War of
Independence (1948). Its archaeological sites have remained well preserved in
comparison to sites in other parts of the Lower Galilee, where rapid develop-
ment has taken place in recent decades. This made it possible to thoroughly
1 The exception to this is Sammu‘iya [site 1], which lies slightly north of this area. Part of
the urban area of Tiberias is located in the southeastern corner of the survey grid and was not
surveyed as part of this study.
survey every site in its entirety and to gather large samples of pottery. Another
significant archaeological advantage was the extensive existing knowledge
about the pottery of this area for the periods covered here, which facilitated an
advanced analysis of the survey’s findings (see Chapter 4).
Many of the settlements in the region, as well as some key events in the First
Jewish Revolt against Rome, are mentioned in the works of Josephus Flavius.
Palestinian rabbinic sources also frequently mention settlements in the region.
The impression obtained from both Josephus and rabbinic literature is that, at
least during the Roman period, this region was predominantly settled by Jews.
Christian sources concentrated on the eastern boundary of the region, along the
shores of the Sea of Galilee. This area constituted a focal point of Jesus’ activity
and was a center for Christian pilgrimage and interest during the Byzantine
period.
In view of the current interest in historical study of Palestinian Jewry in Late
Antiquity and in research on rabbinic literature produced in the Land of Israel,
this region is of particular importance. The survey in the rural area between
Tiberias and Sepphoris reflects both a significant Jewish demographic center
during this period as well as an area in which figures who shaped rabbinic













Map 1: Orientation Map
literature of the Land of Israel lived and were active. Furthermore, it was an area
in which both Jews and Christians were active during the Byzantine period.
The relevant historical sources are written mainly in Greek, Aramaic, and
Hebrew. All the sources that provide us with information concerning the settle-
ments and their history have been translated and examined and the different
manuscripts of rabbinic sources have been compared and evaluated.
Nonetheless, for most of the periods dealt with here, the literary sources
alone cannot provide a clear historical picture, and for some of these periods,
not even a basic historical framework. For example, there is a lack of historical
sources for most of the Hellenistic period in this region. For the Byzantine
period after the mid-fourth century CE, they are few and sporadic. The abun-
dance of sources from the Roman period, mostly from rabbinic literature, do not
provide a clear picture, and complex methodological problems are inherent in
their use.
On the other hand, through archaeological survey, which is the core of this
study, a systematic historical-settlement picture for the region emerges for some
fifty sites where evidence of settlement during the periods in question was
encountered. The focus of the survey involved collecting large samples of
pottery from every site. The great progress that has taken place in recent
decades in the study of pottery that was common in the region during the peri-
ods under discussion has made it possible to divide the finds into sub-periods
and to present a detailed picture of the settlement history at each site and in the
area as a whole.
The settlement picture obtained through the archaeological survey enables
the examination of ancient Galilee, beyond the information derived only from
the historical sources. In addition, the reliability of a given historical source can
be examined against the archaeological finds.
Previous Archaeological Surveys
The first systematic study of this region was the pioneering and thorough work
of V. Guérin, who began his survey in the mid-nineteenth century. His monu-
mental essay (1868–1880, 1985), the fruit of one man’s dedicated labor, is
surprising in its wide range, its accurate site descriptions and its geographical-
historical proposals based on both fieldwork and the historical sources.
The surveyors of the Palestine Exploration Fund’s Survey of Western Pales-
tine (henceforth: SWP), began their work in the region during the 1870s. Their
comprehensive activity included describing and mapping most of the archaeo-
logical sites known today in the study area. Monumental structures, burial
caves, and various architectural elements were likewise documented in draw-
ings and plans, the importance of which is great in view of the fact that some of
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these were subsequently damaged or disappeared (Conder and Kitchener 1881:
Vol. I).
The importance of the surveys of Guérin and of the SWP lies in their having
been the only full field surveys ever undertaken in this region. The names of
many sites appearing in their surveys do not appear in later publications and
maps and many of the sites they recorded suffered subsequent damage.
However, these 19th century surveyors, were unfamiliar with pottery typology
and chronology and could not date the sites they explored.
An important archaeological study that was unfortunately never completed
or published is the Western Sea of Galilee Survey conducted by B. Ravani, the
regional inspector of antiquities during the 1950s for the Israel Department of
Antiquities. This survey covered roughly the eastern half of our study area.
Ravani’s records, kept in the archives of the Israel Antiquities Authority
(henceforth: IAAA), contain important information about a series of small sites
that do not appear at all in previous studies and maps, as well as notations
concerning the periods of settlement at the various sites based on the pottery
that was collected.2
Since Ravani’s day, some information concerning sites in the region has
come to light through survey work focused on major sites or through surveys of
a few sites in overlapping adjacent regions.
The Arab Villages Survey Team (henceforth: AVST) worked in the area
during the 1960s and surveyed Arab villages that were abandoned during the
War of Independence. The data collected included documentation of buildings,
architectural features and agricultural installations (IAAA – unpublished).
In 1978, the Meiron excavation team published conclusions based on a
survey conducted in a series of settlements in the Galilee and the Golan, includ-
ing ‘Akbara, Be’er Sheva of the Galilee, ¡orvat ‘Ammudim and Arbel, which
are located within our study area. However, types and quantities of pottery
4 Chapter 1: Introduction
2 The pottery collected by Ravani, which was processed by the late Y. Dayan, is stored
(apparently only in part) in the warehouses of the Survey Department of the IAA in Jerusalem.
Unfortunately, some of the material has been lost and some of it could not be relied upon (e.g.,
boxes bearing a map reference and name of one site, while the registration card within the box
bore the map reference or name of another). Pottery which could be relied upon was examined,
counted and compared to the sample that we collected. In most cases, it matched the periods
represented in the present survey. Due to the relatively small quantities of indicative sherds
from each site in the Ravani survey material, and because of the problem of securely identify-
ing the source of the pottery for at least part of this collection, the data from the Ravani survey
has not been incorporated into this report. Nonetheless, when material representing a period
not represented in our sample was encountered, and the site appeared securely identified, this
has been noted in parenthesis on the pottery table for that site. It is noteworthy that Ravani’s
sharp powers of observation often correctly identified the periods of settlement at the various
sites, despite the absence in his day of refined pottery chronologies for numerous local wares.
A summary of the history of settlement in the vicinity of Wadi ‘Amud, based primarily on the
archaeological data from Ravani’s records, was recently published by Tepper et al. (2000).
collected were not published. (Meyers et al. 1978; for drawings see: Meyers et
al. 1981, Pl. 8.23–8.29).
Zvi Gal’s work on the settlement geography of the Lower Galilee during the
biblical period (Gal 1982; 1992) incorporated 13 sites from the current study
area, six of which were noted as yielding Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine
period sherds, without indicating types or quantities.
The work of R. Frankel and his colleagues in the Upper Galilee (Frankel et
al. 2001), in which typical pottery types (fossils directeurs) were described and
illustrated for each period and quantities at each site were noted, represents an
important innovation in spatial-archaeological research of the Galilee. After
over forty years of archaeological surveys in the Galilee, this was the first
survey to present a database – a prerequisite for any scientific research. Nine
sites in the northern portion of the present study area were surveyed also by the
Upper Galilee team.
Excavations and Additional Archaeological Data
from the Survey Area
H. Kohl and C. Watzinger, the pioneers of archaeological research on ancient
synagogues, excavated several probes at the synagogues of Arbel and ¡orvat
‘Ammudim at the beginning of the twentieth century.
A few topical studies included sites in the survey area. Z. Yeivin (1971)
documented the settlement plans of Kefar ¡ananya, Arbel and ¡orvat
‘Ammudim. G. Foerster (1972) documents the remains of synagogues at Arbel
and ¡orvat ‘Ammudim. A survey of synagogues by Z. Ilan (1987; 1991)
included ten sites in our survey area in which synagogue remains were found.
The first extensive excavation in the region for which dating was based upon
local and imported pottery and coins was conducted in the 1970s at Migdal in
the southern Gennesar Valley by V. Corbo and S. Loffreda (Loffreda 1976;
Corbo 1976; 1978).
In the early 1980s, L.I. Levine excavated at the synagogue of ¡orvat
‘Ammudim. The pottery from this excavation was published by D. Adan-
Bayewitz (Levine 1982; Adan-Bayewitz 1982).
In the 1980s, D. Adan-Bayewitz excavated a workshop and other areas at
Kefar ¡ananya as part of a comprehensive study of the typology and chronol-
ogy of Kefar ¡ananya ware (Adan-Bayewitz 1989; 1993).
A cultic structure dated to the Persian and Hellenistic periods was exposed
by R. Frankel at Har Mi«pe Yamim in the northern part of the survey area
(Frankel 1993; 1997; 1997).
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In addition, several salvage excavations have been conducted at sites in the
region (see the site descriptions in Chapter 5), though most are limited in scope
and the finds for several have not yet been published.
The History of Research concerning Settlement-History in the
Galilee during the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine Periods
Since the beginning of modern research and until the end of the twentieth
century, all of the studies dealing with the settlement history in the Galilee
during the periods in question have been largely based upon historical sources,
sometimes in combination with available archaeological data. Summaries of
this topic, though partial in nature, may be found in the works of E. Schürer,
E.W.G. Masterman and G. Dalman from the beginning of the twentieth century
(Schürer 1901–1909; Masterman 1909; Dalman 1935). The works of S. Klein
(1909; 1923) and in particular his book, The Galilee (1967), are the first that
survey the topic in chronological order and systematically discuss the historical
and rabbinic sources relating to the Galilee, its sites and administrative divi-
sions in antiquity. As part of a comprehensive historical-settlement survey of
the Land of Israel during the periods in question, concern with the Galilee is
found in a book byM. Avi-Yonah (1966) and in greater detail, in a volume deal-
ing with the Land of Israel from the destruction of the Second Temple to the
Muslim Conquest (EIDST).
In the early 1980s, three monographs appeared dealing with settlement,
ethnicity, economy and government in the Galilee. S. Freyne (1980) studied the
period from the conquest of Alexander the Great to the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. M.
Goodman (1983) studied the period from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt to the begin-
ning of the third century CE. Z. Safrai (1985) examined primarily the period
from the end of the Second Temple to the end of the Byzantine period. The latter
two, together with A. Oppenheimer’s study (1991) of the Galilee during the
time of the Mishnah, are largely based upon rabbinic sources.
Summarizing the survey they conducted in the Upper Galilee, Frankel and
his associates (Frankel et al. 2001) presented a synthesis of the settlement
history in that region from the Neolithic to the Ottoman period. This is the first
study to present a summary of the settlement history of the Hellenistic, Roman
and Byzantine periods in the Galilee based upon systematic archaeological
research.
Further recent studies largely based upon archaeological findings relating to
this topic are those of H. Lapin (2001), dealing with economy and settlement
geography in northern Palestine during the Late Roman period, and M.A.
Chancey (2002), dealing with the ethnic identity of the inhabitants of the Gali-
lee during the Early Roman period.
6 Chapter 1: Introduction
The extensive literature published in recent years concerning ancient syna-
gogues and the Jews of the Galilee in antiquity in general, is directly related to
our concerns. Due to the enormous quantity of material, it is not brought here
(see Levine 2005; Schwartz 2001). These studies generally rely on architectural
and epigraphic archaeological findings, such as synagogue remains and tomb
inscriptions, focusing concern on periods during which such finds are wide-
spread, i.e., the Late Roman and Byzantine periods. This sometimes led to a
skewed view of settlement history, a problem that will be further addressed
below.
The History of Research on Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine
Pottery of the Galilee
Pottery is the main tool upon which archaeological research aimed at recon-
structing a spatial historical-settlement picture relies. The small number of
historical sources concerning the region that are available for lengthy time peri-
ods and the paucity of archaeological excavations reflecting entire periods,
particularly in rural areas, make pottery the only tool that allows us to systemat-
ically document settlement change in the region. In surveying studies of pottery
from the Galilee, a distinction should be made between Roman pottery, which
has been intensively studied in recent decades, and Hellenistic and Byzantine
(fifth century CE onward) wares, about which our knowledge is relatively
restricted.
Aside from a few assemblages published by S. Loffreda from Capernaum
(1972; 1982), and a few vessels from Yodefat (Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam
1997), Hellenistic pottery from the survey region or its immediate surroundings
has not been published. A number of small assemblages have been published
from Meiron, Gush ¡alav and esh-Shuhara (Meyers et al. 1981; 1990; Aviam
and Amitai 2002). These are all in the hilly Upper Galilee, and quite distant
from the survey area. Rich assemblages and detailed typological and chrono-
logical discussions are found in the publication dealing with the local and
imported pottery from Tel Anafa (hereafter; TA, Slane 1997; Berlin 1997) and
Tel Dor (Guz-Zilberstein 1995). These are also relatively far from the survey
area and belong to the Phoenician world and material culture, which is distinct
from that of the survey area.3
The beginning of systematic research on Roman pottery of the Galilee is
marked by the studies of Loffreda (1970; 19702; 1974; 1982; 1984), which are
based mainly on his excavations at Capernaum, Migdal and Tabgha, all sites on
the eastern border of our survey area. Loffreda’s publications provided, for the
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3 Thus, for example, no definite examples of Phoenician semi-fine ware, found both along
the coast and in the Hulah Valley (Berlin 19973), were found in our survey area.
first time, a systematic typological-chronological study of local Roman period
pottery.
The excavations at four sites in the Upper Galilee by the expedition of E.
Meyers (Meyers et al. 1976; 1981; 1982; 1990), and in particular, the publica-
tion of extensive assemblages from domestic dwellings from these excavations,
mark the next significant phase in the study of Galilean pottery.
An extensive typological study of local Roman period Galilean pottery was
published by F. Díez Fernández, based on excavations carried out up to the early
1980s (Díez Fernández 1983).
The research of D. Adan-Bayewitz concerning local kitchenware found in
the Galilee from the Roman period covered the topic from the aspects of literary
evidence, typology, chronology, petrography and production centers, bringing
this area of research to high levels of precision (Adan-Bayewitz 1985; 1993;
2003). Based on chemical and micromorphological analysis, Adan-Bayewitz
showed that the vast majority of kitchenware common in the Galilee from about
the mid-first century BCE to approximately the late fourth century CE were
produced in workshops at Kefar ¡ananiya. Through systematic study of
published pottery assemblages from stratigraphic excavations, Adan-Bayewitz
established a chronology for this important group of vessels. Another important
production center in Roman Galilee was Shi¢in near Sepphoris, where mainly
jars, flasks and kraters were produced, though apparently, no cooking ware. The
vessels from this production center (as well as several other competing produc-
tion centers where mainly jars were made) are being studied by Adan-
Bayewitz’s team and the basic typology, chronology and distribution of the
vessels belonging to this group are becoming clear (Adan-Bayewitz, in prepara-
tion. See Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman 1990; Adan-Bayewitz and Wieder 1992;
Adan-Bayewitz et al. 1995). Noteworthy among the other studies that have
dealt with Galilean pottery is the work of D. Avshalom-Gorni (1999), which
deals with the typology of Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine period jars from
the western Galilee, and the work of M. Baluka (1999), which deals with
destruction-level assemblages from the earthquake of 363 CE at Sepphoris.
The state of research concerning local Galilean pottery of the Byzantine
period is less advanced. Except for a few types, our current knowledge does not
allow us to chronologically separate the various local types and our knowledge
of production centers in the region during this period is quite limited. The
knowledge regarding imported fine ware, which is quite common at Galilean
sites of the Byzantine period, is much better. These vessels, prevalent through-
out the Mediterranean basin, have been the topic of intensive research and their
chronology is firmly grounded (Hayes 1972; 1980).
The excavation of the Byzantine church at Beth Yera¢ in the 1950s by P.
Delougaz (Delougaz and Haines 1960) was the first excavation in the region
that relied on pottery chronology and in which pottery of this period was
published. Relatively few assemblages from Capernaum were published by
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Loffreda (above), and by V. Tzaferis (Tzaferis 1989). Byzantine assemblages
from Kursi on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee were also published
(Tzaferis 1983). Relatively rich Byzantine assemblages from Yoqne‘am, Beth
She‘arim and el-Shubeika in the western Upper Galilee were published by M.
Avissar, F. Vitto and D. Avshalom-Gorni (Avissar 1996; Vitto 1996; Avshalom-
Gorni 2002). These sites are relatively far from our survey area.




Geographical Background and Agricultural Potential
Most of the study area is hilly and slopes steeply from the Galilee’s main water-
shed in the west to the Sea of Galilee in the east, a 500 m. drop in elevation over
a span of roughly 10 km. The area is divided by three main streams that may be
defined as separate settlement basins and as natural routes; Wadi Arbel, Wadi
ªalmon and Wadi ‘Amud. Aside from this hilly region, which is relatively
homogeneous in terms of its agricultural and settlement potential, two adjacent
areas have been included within the study: to the west, the eastern edges of the
fertile valleys of central Lower Galilee: Tur‘an, Netofa, Sakhnin and ¡ananya,
and to the east, most of the alluvial and well-watered Gennesar Valley. Inclusion
of these test areas was intended to enable examination of the influence of vary-
ing geographic-agricultural conditions on settlement history.
The eastern part of the Lower Galilee consists of a series of basaltic plateaus.
With the exception of the ¡uqoq hills in the northern part of the region, all take
the form of sloping blocks that rise moderately from southwest to northeast, and
descend in steep slopes toward the wadis or to the Sea of Galilee. Most of the
region is ancient basalts, upon which deep basaltic soils, well suited to agricul-
ture, developed. In the northern and western parts of the region lie areas of chalk
and dolomite bedrock upon which mainly rendzina soils and patches of terra
rossa developed. The clayey, basaltic soils in this region hamper the absorption
of rainwater and the few springs here are mostly located in the wadis at the base
of geological faults. Therefore, the hilly region that constitutes most of the
survey area is suitable mainly for Mediterranean highland dry-farming, primar-
ily cultivation of olives and grapes, combined with grain or flax in the patches
of soil or in the valleys that form a part of this region.
The center of the Lower Galilee, the margins of which are a test area of the
study, consists of a series of broad east–west valleys with steep ridges separat-
ing them. These ridges, with an average height of 500–600 m. above sea level
(henceforth: a.s.l.), are mainly formed of chalk. Their erosion into the broad
valleys below them (150–200 m. a.s.l.), generally resulted in the development
of deep terra rossa soils. These valleys have the best agricultural potential in the
entire Galilee, and despite the few permanent springs, the largest centers of




















































































































































































Map 2: Elevation Map
The Gennesar Valley in the east is characterized by deep alluvial soils that
were washed down into the valley from surrounding hills. The valley is rich in
water sources. In addition to the three primary streams in the region that drain
into it (Arbel, ªalmon and ‘Amud), it has several large perennial springs as well.
This valley is the only region in the entire survey area in which irrigated agricul-
ture on a significant scale is possible. Aside from the remains of irrigation chan-
nels constructed in recent generations, there is historical evidence of irrigated
crops (alongside dry farming) in this valley in antiquity (see Chapter 5 site 26).
Climate and Precipitation
The eastern part of the survey area is warmer and drier than the western part.
The entire region is characterized by a typical Mediterranean climate consisting
of rainy winters and dry hot summers. Daytime temperatures range from an
average of 26°–30° C. in the hottest month of the year (August) to an average of
10°–14° in the coldest (January).
The average annual rainfall increases significantly from 300–400 mm. in the
Yavne’el Valley in the south – a borderline amount in terms of the ability to dry-
farm grapes and olives (Karmon 1973: 199–201; Bitan 1982: 15–20) – to
600–700 mm in the area of the ¡ananya Valley in the northwest of the region
(Karmon 1994: 44–45). The average number of rainy days (days with a mini-
mum of 1 mm. rainfall) is approximately 50.
Water Resources
Thirty of the fifty sites included in this study are located within 500 m. of
permanent water sources – springs, perennial streams, or wells. Generally, the
settlements that are not next to permanent water sources are in chalky areas or
on exposed chalk outcrops at the edges of basaltic regions. Quarried cisterns,
often dozens in a single settlement, were found in all of these settlements.1
Except for the large springs along the Rift Valley (the area of Tiberias and the
Gennesar Valley), all of the springs in the survey area are of small or medium
size (Kadmon 1956: V.3), and some even dry up at the end of the summer.
Along the ‘Amud and ªalmon Valleys, there are segments in which water flows
year-round, and it may be assumed that before water was pumped from them,
these streams were perennial for most of their length, as the now dry water
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1 Exceptions were: ‘Oodaysa [Site 50], which is located upon basaltic rock and has a
seasonal pool next to it, and Tel Ma‘on [Site 45], which is also located upon basaltic rock, but
all that remains of the site is a small sherd scatter, therefore, it is not possible to determine its
nature or installations.
channels at the outlets of these streams indicate. However, despite these
segments with perennial flow and despite most of the springs in the region
being concentrated in the stream valleys, the possibilities for irrigation in the
region are extremely limited because of the narrow stream beds bounded by
steep slopes.
The Road Network
A network of roads undoubtedly existed in this region long prior to the paving
of Roman roads.2 In the absence of archaeological data concerning this
network, the first part of our survey will be based upon the topography of the
natural routes in the region, historical sources, and the routes that appear in the
SWPmap from the end of the 19th century. The region is crossed by the ‘Amud,
ªalmon and Arbel wadis, all three of which flow to the Sea of Galilee. It may be
assumed that all three served as routes for local movement in antiquity.
B1. The Wadi ‘Amud Route: This wadi descends sharply from the eastern
heights of the Upper Galilee in the north, southward to the Sea of Galilee, via
the area of the ¡uqoq hills. The wadi is passable for its entire length. However,
large parts in which the stream flows in a narrow canyon and areas in which
there is perennial flow leave only a narrow and rough path.
B2. The Wadi ªalmon Route: This wadi flows from north of the central Lower
Galilee to the Sea of Galilee, and the streambed is wide and allows for comfort-
able passage. Its winding course considerably lengthens the route between the
northern Lower Galilee to the Sea of Galilee basin and it seems that it was used
primarily for movement on a regional level, between the settlements along it. A
branch of this route connects to another route that crosses the Sakhnin Valley
and leads to the ‘Akko Coastal Plain (B7).
B3. The Wadi Arbel Route: The broad channel of this wadi, which crosses the
southern part of the survey region from west to east, constitutes the shortest and
most comfortable route between the area of the Netofa Valley and its settle-
ments to the Sea of Galilee basin. This route was still in use at the beginning of
the 20th century (SWP I: 379; Dalman 1935: 118), and there appears to be
evidence in rabbinic literature for the use of this route in the Roman period (see
below, Chapter 5, Site 29). A branch of this route descends to the Arbel Valley
settlements.
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Map 3: Geography and Routes in the Region
In addition to wadis, there are several other natural routes in the region
(concerning two of these, which were eventually paved, see the section “Roman
Roads”):
B4. The Beth-HaKerem-Ramat Korazim Route: This is a broad, comfortable
east–west route that connects the ‘Akko Coastal Plain via the Beth-HaKerem
Valley, the ¡ananya Valley and Wadi Livnim with the eastern Galilee, the
northern Sea of Galilee and the Golan. The route crosses the canyon of theWadi
‘Amud at the foot of Kula‘t Shuneh [Site 11] and continues via the Korazim
basalt plains. At this point the route splits, with one arm descending to the
northern Sea of Galilee and continuing to the western Golan and the other
ascends to the northeast toward the Benot Ya‘aqov pass. Fragmentary remains
of a paved road have been uncovered only in a limited area in the ascent from
the Sea of Galilee basin to the area of the Korazim basalt plains. Awater conduit
that apparently belonged to the same road was excavated here as well. The
dating of both remains unclear (Ilan 1989-90: 15; Stepansky 1997: 30).
I. Roll identified this road on his map as a Roman road (TIR: Map 4). This
was based on the few fragmentary remains of paving whose attribution to the
Roman period is unclear. The fact that not a single milestone was found along
this route casts further doubt upon its identification as a Roman road.
B5. The Watershed Route: The hilly nature of this region permits comfortable
north–south movement only at its periphery. A north–south route stretches
along the western edge of the region, while taking advantage of the Galilee’s
main watershed line, which passes upon the ridges between the great valleys in
the west and the wadis flowing in the east. This is the most comfortable route
connecting the Jezreel Valley and the southern Lower Galilee to its center, since
it does not involve crossing ridges or deep channels. Continuing to the northern
Lower Galilee and to the Upper Galilee, one must climb toward Maghar or the
Wadi ªalmon ascent toward the region of the ¡ananya Valley.
B6. The ¡ananya Valley–Meiron Route: This route is the most comfortable for
traveling between the Lower Galilee and the eastern Upper Galilee and the
settlements in the vicinity of Meiron and Gush ¡alav because it bypasses the
Mt. Meiron ridge to the east at the lowest possible spot. The route climbs the
upper part of Wadi ªalmon to the foot of the sites of Kefar ¡ananya and Parod,
crosses the ridge of Mt. Shamai near the site of Sammu‘iya [Site 1] and contin-
ues northward toward Meiron and Gush ¡alav.
B7. The Sakhnin Valley Route: This route extends from the ‘Akko Coastal Plain
in the west, via the settlements of the Sakhnin Valley, extending to the Wadi
ªalmon basin (Route B2).
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Roman Roads
Data concerning Roman roads has been assembled by I. Roll (TIR: Map 4), who
refers to three roads passing through this area. The first two roads may clearly
be identified as Roman roads on the basis of milestones and paving techniques,
while the identification of the third as a Roman road is doubtful (see above,
Route B4).
R1. The Sepphoris–Tiberias Road: A road running from west to east between
‘Akko and Sepphoris, and from there, via the Tur‘an Valley and along the water-
shed between the Yavne’el and Arbel Valleys to Tiberias. The easternmost
known remains of this route are located at Mashkanah [Site 44] near the Golani
Junction, and include a milestone bearing an inscription apparently mentioning
the Emperor Caracalla (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus) (Shenhav 1984: 107),
active in the early third century CE. It is not clear if the road was constructed
during his reign or was only refurbished then, but it is noteworthy that mile-
stones found along the road to Sepphoris, both from ‘Akko and from Legio,
mention the Emperor Hadrian as builder or restorer (Hecker 1961: 176; Roll
1995: 39) and the portion from Sepphoris to Tiberias probably also dates to that
time. The route from Mashkanah eastward is not clearly known. A small
segment of a paved road that was identified near Kh. Nasr ed-Din (=Beth
Ma‘on, see Chapter 5, Site 46) west of Roman Tiberias suggests that the road
from Mashkanah followed a bow-shaped course in a southeasterly direction,
descending abruptly to Roman Tiberias from the west.
Reference to the use of this route prior to its being paved as a Roman road
apparently appears in the description of the arrival of Josephus to Galilee.
During his journey from Sepphoris to Tiberias he decided to make camp at Beth
Ma‘on, which lies on this route at a distance of “four stadia from Tiberias”.3 In
the 19th century, the eastern part of this road was still in use (see: Guérin 1868-
80, Vol. 1: 265; SWP Vol. 1: 379 and the attached map).
R2. The Western Sea of Galilee Road: Milestones from this road were discov-
ered both south of Tiberias and north of Tiberias, near Capernaum (TIR: Map 4).
A portion of this route, between Tiberias and Migdal, is mentioned twice by
Josephus in his description of the events of the year 66/7 CE (War 3, 539; Life
276). Josephus probably refers to an unpaved route, since the earliest archaeo-
logical evidence for a paved Roman road in Judaea dates from the year 69 CE
(Isaac and Roll 1982; 9; Isaac 2000: 110).
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This chapter presents the repertory of pottery vessels that form the basis of this
study. The discussions in the following chapters all require a basic familiarity
with the pottery types found in the survey area.
The Presentation of the Pottery
Upon completion of the fieldwork, analysis and computerization of the find-
ings, seventy-five pottery types (some of these further divided into subtypes)
from the periods under discussion were selected to serve as the basis for this
study. The tables in Chapter 5 present the quantities of each of these seventy-
five types at every site and the percentage that each type constitutes of the
sample at the site. The summaries for each site present the total number of rims
collected, the number of identified rims and their percentage within the sample,
and the number of unidentified rims and their percentage within the sample.
The types selected are ones whose chronological range is well known in Gali-
lean pottery research and of which at least three examples were found during
the survey. The vast majority of these types are found in large quantities over
the survey area and are also noteworthy for a high level of uniformity, primarily
those dated to the Roman and Byzantine periods. Rare types, of which fewer
than three examples were found, but which are known from pottery research,
are indicated by a star in this chapter and appear under the heading “miscella-
neous” in the tables.
This detailed presentation of the pottery repertory from each site is important
for several reasons:
A. The pottery finds constitute the basis for describing the settlement history of
each site. Presentation of the repertory makes it possible to examine the
archaeological data upon which the conclusions are based and to update
these conclusions in accordance with future innovations in pottery research
(see Joffe 1993: 8–11). The quantities of identified and unidentified pottery
make it possible to evaluate the size of the body of data on which the conclu-
sions depend, as well as the possibility that periods of habitation were not
noted as a result of unidentified sherds.
B. The detailed presentation facilitates comparison of the quantitative and
geographical distribution of the various types and enables comparison with
inventories of vessels from other regions. These data assist in locating
production centers, trade contacts and material-cultural boundaries (Adan-
Bayewitz 1993; Frankel et al. 2001: 5).
C. Detailed presentation of large samples from sites that were settled only
during certain periods can serve as an independent archaeological testimony
to the presence or absence of various types during those periods, and can aid
in dating them (Ben David 1999: 148–169; Adan-Bayewitz 2005: 11–14).
In its detailed presentation of the pottery, the present study joins a number of
recently published surveys carried out in Israel that have followed this method-
ology.1 Unlike most of the surveys conducted in Israel published to date that do
not include an itemization of the types of vessels and their quantities, such
detailed presentation makes possible the evaluation of the size and quality of the
database as well as evaluation of the historical conclusions resting upon that
data.
An important advantage of the study area is the advanced state of local
pottery research since the vast majority of the finds from the survey are pottery.
Due to their limited familiarity with local pottery, many surveyors working in
the Mediterranean region based their historical reconstructions largely on
imported wares. This carries the risk of entirely missing periods during which
the pottery was almost exclusively local (Hayes 2000: 107).2
In this chapter, vessels are presented in chronological groups. Each type is
briefly described, with references and an illustration. Common vessels or ones
with several variants are provided with more than one illustration. Vessels
common to adjacent periods and ones that, due to similarity in rim profile,
cannot be distinguished from types belonging to adjacent periods, have been
classified into groups of “intermediate types” (see discussion of these types in
chapter 4).
For the pottery plates for each period, a representative site with the richest
assemblage for that period was selected. For every period, a supplementary
plate is presented that includes types not found at the representative site.
A special plate is devoted to the transition between the Late Roman and the
Early Byzantine periods, because of the changes in the Galilean pottery reper-
tory and the dramatic settlement changes that occurred around this period.
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1 See Southern Samaria Survey (Finkelstein and Lederman 1997), Upper Galilee (Frankel
et al. 2001) and Lower Golan (Ben-David 2005).
2 Hayes andMartini, for example, present the possibility that settlements of the 3rd century
went virtually unidentified in the Liri Valley survey in central Italy, due to the absence of fine
ware or other “Classical” types of that period (Hayes and Martini 1994: 34). This difficulty
noted in a study by Hayes, one of the foremost researchers of Roman pottery, emphasizes how
crucial familiarity with the local common wares is in shaping an accurate historical picture.
This presentation is, in effect, the only repertory to date encompassing the
common pottery in this region during the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine
periods.
Hellenistic Period Pottery (Pl. 1–2)
Except for a few Hellenistic assemblages from Capernaum, there are, at the
present time, no publications of Hellenistic assemblages from the survey area
and its immediate surroundings. Therefore, many references below are to the
rather distant sites of Tel Dor and Tel Anafa (hereafter = TA) at which system-
atic stratigraphic excavations were conducted and rich Hellenistic assemblages
were found and analyzed (Stern 1995; Herbert 1997). The plain ware (hereafter
= PW) from TA has been published by A. Berlin (1997) and the fine ware (here-
after = FW), by K.W. Slane (1997). The comparisons to types from TA follow
their classifications. The recent publication of the pottery from Gamla (Berlin
2006) provided important information on types and quantities from rich assem-
blages at a nearby site, with strong connections with the survey area. The Helle-
nistic published assemblages from Gamla, however, are from the first century
BCE, though they seem to include a fair amount of earlier, residual pottery
(ibid: 7, 133).
The knowledge of the local Hellenistic types does not enable their classifica-
tion into sub-periods with a high level of certainty. The only group found in the
area that has been precisely dated is the red-slipped tableware found in numer-
ous excavations throughout the eastern Mediterranean region and referred to by
K. Kenyon as Eastern Sigillata A (hereafter = ESA). This group constitutes a
significant chronological anchor for the Late Hellenistic period and the Early
Roman period. The absence of types belonging to this group in assemblages
dated to 145 BCE at Kedesh (Herbert and Berlin 2003: 21, 30) and their high
frequency in slightly later assemblages from Tel Anafa, enables us to precisely
date the appearance of this group to the third quarter of the second century BCE
(Slane 1997: 257–260).
Khirbet ‘Eika [site 42], which according to the survey findings was not
settled after the Hellenistic period, was selected as the representative site for
this period (Pl. 1). The types presented in the supplementary plate (Pl. 2) are
taken from Nasr ed-Din [site 46 (nos. 1, 3)], Nimrin [site 43 (nos. 2, 4, 10)],
Beer Sheva‘ [site 6 (nos. 5, 6, 8)], Ein Camonim [site 9 (no. 7)], and ªalmon
[site 19 (no. 9)].
1. Persian/Hellenistic Mortaria = P/H Mor (Pl. 1: 1, 2). Large, shallow bowl with thick walls
and thickened rim. Similar bowls first appear at the end of the Iron Age and are very typical of
the Persian period (Stern 1982: 95-98, type 5; Stern 1995: 53–54, Fig. 2.2; Stern and Magen
1984: 14–16, Fig. 5, no. 9–15). It is accepted that they ceased to be used during the course of
the fourth or first half of the third century BCE (Blakely and Bennet 1989: 61). At Capernaum
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and Yodefat, such vessels were found in rich assemblages dated to the Hellenistic period, with-
out any finds from earlier periods (Loffreda 1982: 284, Fig. 1, no. 1; Adan-Bayewitz and
Aviam 1997: Fig. 12.1). Also at Tel Keisan and Dor, bowls of this type were found in strata
securely dated to the Hellenistic period and it appears that at least in northern Israel they
remained in use until the beginning of the second century BCE. They have therefore been
defined in this study as intermediate Persian–Hellenistic types (Briend and Humbert 1980:
108; Guz-Zilberstein 1995: 295, Fig. 6.9, no. 1–7).
2. Persian/Hellenistic Thickened-Rim Storage Jar = P/H TNSJ (Pl. 1: 14). Jar with a relatively
short neck; rounded, considerably thickened rim, sometimes slightly everted. The fabric is
light colored, generally yellowish to light brown with numerous dark grits. These jars are typi-
cal of the Early Hellenistic period though in Galilean assemblages they also appear during the
Late Persian period (N. Getzov, oral communication) and it has therefore been decided to
relate to them as an “intermediate” Persian–Hellenistic type.
3. Galilean Coarse Ware = GCW (Pl. 2: 5–8). A diverse group of vessels, roughly made, of
pinkish-orange fabric with large white grits; generally hand made. Most of the vessels belong-
ing to this group found in the survey are large storage vessels (jars and pithoi) and their number
increased in areas near the Upper Galilee, though they are also found in the southern part of the
survey area. Based on the Upper Galilee Survey and unpublished excavations (primarily
Mi«peh ha-Yamim, Sasa and Yodefat), it has been proposed to date these vessels to the Persian
and mainly to the Hellenistic period (Frankel et al. 2001: 61–62; 110). Very few vessels of
these types, however, have been published as parts of dated assemblages. This pottery is found
at a number of sites identified as pagan, which include finds pointing to influence from the
Phoenician coast. It is absent at Phoenician coastal sites. The abandonment of many sites with
this pottery during the period when the Hasmoneans took control of the area led researchers to
conclude that it should be identified with pagan population with ties to the Phoenician coast,
but apparently of a distinct ethnic origin (Aviam and Amitai 2002; Frankel et al. 2001;
109–110).
Vessels with similar characteristics (though perhaps of slightly different color) were found
recently in the Kedesh excavations in a stratum clearly dated to the mid-second century BCE,
and petrographic examination revealed that the source of the material is somewhere in the
central or eastern Upper Galilee (Herbert and Berlin 2003: 28). It is noteworthy that the finds
from Kedesh generally indicate close connections with Tyre and the Phoenician coast. Some of
our survey sites also yielded GCW pottery together with ESA pottery, indicating connections
to the Phoenician coast.
4. Hellenistic Bowls = Hell. Bowl. Due to their limited number, it was decided to unify all of
the bowls into one group. Bowls with everted rims of local orange-pink fabric (Pl. 1: 3; Pl. 2: 1)
and bowls with inverted rims (Pl. 1:4) are the most typical. Compare: Capernaum (Corbo and
Loffreda 1985: Fig. 6.21–22; 25–30).
5. Black Slip Predecessor of Eastern Sigillata A = BSP. Examples: Pl. 1: 5; Pl. 2: 2 (compare
TA FW 1, 4). A group of black-slipped imported vessels that, according to the recent excava-
tions in Kedesh, had begun to appear around the mid-2nd century BCE (Herbert and Berlin
2003: 30). BSP vessels were apparently from the same production center as the ESA group,
and it seems that this group ceased to be produced around the end of the 2nd century BCE
(Slane 1997: 257–272; Berlin 2006: 14).
6. Hellenistic ESA = Hell. ESA. Examples: Pl. 1: 6, 7 (compare: TA FW 11, 12). A group of
imported red-slipped tableware that K. Kenyon referred to as Eastern Sigillata A at Samaria
(Crowfoot et al. 1957: 282–284). The well-dated strata at Tel Anafa and Kedesh indicate the
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third quarter of the second century BCE as the beginning of the appearance of these vessels.
Included under the Hellenistic ESA category are only rims of vessels that belong to the period
up to the mid-first century BCE, as in the studies by Slane for Tel Anafa (Slane 1997: 283–300,
309–322).
Hellenistic Cooking Pots
7. Concave-Necked Cooking Pot = CNCP (Pl. 1: 10; Pl. 2: 3). Thin-walled cooking pot, plain
rim and concave neck. Reddish to dark-brown fabric, core generally grey, specked with small
white grits. This is the most typical type of Hellenistic cooking pot in the region and at Dor is
found as an innovation in assemblages from the third century to approximately the mid-first
century BCE. Compare: Yodefat and Dor (Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: 142, Fig. 12.3;
Guz-Zilberstein 1995: 299, Fig. 6.19; Berlin 2006 32, Fig. 2.10.4–14, 2.11.1–6).
8. Additional Cooking Pots = Hell. CP. Cooking pot with triangular rim (Pl. 1:11). At Tel
Anafa and Dor, this pot belongs mainly to the Hellenistic period, though it apparently begins to
appear at the end of the Persian period. In Gamla this type is well represented in first century
BCE assemblages (Berlin 1997: 87, PW 178–180; id. 2006: 32, Fig. 2.12.4–6; Guz-Zilberstein
1995: 299; Fig. 6.18).
A globular cooking pot with a plain rim (not illustrated). Generally brown, sandy, grayish
with gray core and small black grits. Compare: Anafa (Berlin 1997: 88, PW 184–186).
Cooking pot with small ledged rim (Pl. 2: 4). Dark brown fabric specked with small white
grits. Compare: Tel Anafa (Berlin 1997: 90: PW 205).
9. Hellenistic Jug = Hell. Jug (Pl. 1: 12, 13). Jug with thickened, generally everted rim, usually
of yellowish or light orange fabric with large grits, recalling the rims of jars from this period.
On rims that don’t include handles, it is difficult to distinguish between jug rims and the small
jar rims. Lapp (1961: 15) noted that the earlier jugs are characterized by thicker walls and rims
than the later examples. Compare: Dor (Guz-Zilberstein 1995: 308, Fig. 6.30, no. 1–6).
Hellenistic Storage Jars
Lapp (1961: 14–15) and Berlin (19972: 44–47) distinguish typologically and
chronologically between storage jars typical of the Early Hellenistic period
(until approximately the mid-second century BCE), which are characterized by
a rounded, highly thickened rim and relatively short neck, and jars typical of the
Late Hellenistic period (approximately 150–50 BCE), which are characterized
by a thickened and elongated rim and a longer neck than the earlier type. Jar
rims are the most widespread find from the Hellenistic period in the survey
collection and they have been divided into four categories, distinguished by rim
shape and fabric:
– Persian/Hellenistic jar with thickened rim – above, type no. 2 (P/H TNSJ).
10. Hellenistic Storage Jar = Hell. SJ. Jar with relatively short neck, rounded rim, consider-
ably thickened and sometimes slightly everted. This jar is morphologically similar to the early
type (see Pl. 1: 14) but is of a different fabric, generally pink-orange with light-colored grits.
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Compare: Beth Zur (Lapp 1961: 148, Fig. 11.3A); Dor (Guz-Zilberstein 1995: Fig. 6.35.8);
esh-Shuhara (Aviam and Amitai 2002: Pl. 14.8). Jars of this type are attributed to the Early
Hellenistic period. The absence of parallels from well-dated strata at sites in this area,
however, does not allow for precision regarding finds from the survey and the type has been
classified as General Hellenistic. Jars that do not belong to one of the other clear types have
been included in this group (eg.: Pl. 1: 15, 17).
11. Ivory Storage Jar = ISJ (Pl. 1: 16). Jar with thickened rim, globular interior and generally,
light carination or square profile on exterior of the rim. The rim is everted and the neck is
higher than in the previous example. The fabric is white-ivory colored with few small light
colored grits. Unlike other types of storage jars made of various fabrics, this type is of uniform
fabric – and appears to have been made at a single production center, making it of special value
here. At Beth Zur and Dor, storage jars with carinated or square rims are placed together with
Late Hellenistic period vessels. The distinct material, however, and the absence of parallels
from well-dated strata from sites in the area do not allow such precision regarding finds from
the survey and the type has been classified as General Hellenistic (Lapp 1968: 71–72, Fig. 22,
no. 1, 2, 4; Guz-Zilberstein 1995: 311, Fig. 6.37.5, 6; Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: 142,
Fig. 12.9).
12. Long Rim Storage Jar = L. Rim SJ (Pl. 1: 18; Pl. 2: 10). Jar with elongated, everted ellipti-
cal rim and a higher neck than the previous type. Generally, the rim is entirely folded outward,
creating a uniformly thickened rim. Generally made of light colored material, orange-yellow
or orange-pink, combined with large light-colored grits. Berlin (2005: 425–428; 2006: 48)
refers to this type as “squared rim jar” and notes that it is found in Jewish settlement areas of
Judea, Samaria, the Galilee and the Golan from roughly the beginning of the first century BCE.
At Gamla, these jars also appear in area R, which was occupied only from the late first century
B.C.E. onward (Berlin 2006: 48). At Dor, similar jars appear beginning in the final quarter of
the second century BCE (Guz-Zilberstein 1995: 311). Compare: Capernaum, Yodefat and
Gamla (Loffreda 1985: Fig. 1.26; Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: Fig. 12.7, 8; Berlin 2006:
48, Fig. 2.22, 2.23).
Hellenistic/Roman Intermediate Types
13. Hellenistic/Roman ESA = H/R ESA. Eastern Sigillata A vessels that cannot be defined as
belonging to the Hellenistic period or to the Early Roman period.
14. TA FW 24 ESA = TA FW 24 (Pl. 1: 8, 9). Small bowls with ring bases and inverted rims, the
most common among the ESAware in the survey findings. This bowl is classified as Type 24 at
Tel Anafa and appears there in second century BCE assemblages up to the end of that century
(Slane 1997: 278–280; 309). However, the small number of bowls of this type with red slip
from Tel Anafa (three examples only; all the other examples are black slipped) as well as their
occurrence in assemblages of the first century BCE and the first century CE at Capernaum
(Loffreda 1982: 281–282; 288–290, Fig. 2: 2 and Fig. 3: 20–21; Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 114) led
to their classification here as Hellenistic/Roman types.
15. TA FW 13 ESA = TA FW 13 (Pl. 2: 9). Shallow, wide bowl with ring base, low sides and
sometimes, slightly inverted rim. This bowl is the most common one at Tel Anafa and appears
there in both Hellenistic and Roman assemblages (Slane 1997: 285–297). Since it is not possi-
ble to distinguish between the different variants based on the rim only, this type has been
defined in the present study as Hellenistic/Roman.
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Roman Period Pottery (Pl. 3A, 3B, 3C, 4)
The main basis for dating the Roman and the Early Byzantine periods and their
division into sub-periods is the kitchenware of Kefar ¡ananya (hereafter KH)
as defined and dated by Adan-Bayewitz (Adan-Bayewitz 1993; 2003). All of the
typological and chronological definitions of these types in the present study are
based on those of Adan-Bayewitz. These types are the most common in the Gali-
lee during the Roman period. As an example, archaeometric study of assem-
blages from Sepphoris, located some 25 km. from Kefar ¡ananya, showed that
approximately 75% of the cooking vessels from the Roman period strata origi-
nated in the Kefar¡ananya workshops (Adan-Beyewitz and Perlman 1990).3 A
similar picture emerges from the findings of the present survey, in which vessels
of the Kefar ¡ananya forms constitute 73% of the dated vessels for the period
between the mid-first century BCE to approximately the end of the fourth
century CE (and 58% of the finds from the entire survey). The earliest evidence
for the presence of the Kefar ¡ananya forms in various excavations is from
strata of the second half of the first century BCE, and the latest belong to the
beginning of the fifth century CE. It seems that the production at Kefar¡ananya
totally ceased around 430 CE. However, the penetration of vessels from other
production centers (different also typologically from the Kefar¡ananya types –
see below), which take the place of the Kefar ¡ananya vessels, is documented
as early as the mid-forth century assemblages at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999). At
Meiron and Kh. Shema‘ the hegemony of vessels from neighboring Kefar
¡ananya in the layers of this period is still apparent. Another important produc-
tion center in the Roman Galilee was at Shi¢in near Sepphoris, where mainly
storage and serving vessels were produced but apparently, no cooking vessels.
The vessels from this center and from several other production centers that
produced mainly jars, are being studied by Adan-Bayewitz’s team and the basic
typology, chronology and distribution of the vessels of this group are becoming
clearer (Adan-Bayewitz, in preparation).4 Migdal has been selected as the key
site for the Roman period pottery types due to the outstanding wealth of pottery
from this period (Pl. 3A, 3B, 3C). According to the findings of the survey and
the extensive excavations, this settlement was founded around the end of the
second/beginning of the first century BCE. The types presented in the supple-
mentary plate (Pl. 4) are taken from¡azon [site 12 (no. 1, 2)], Beth Netofa [site
29 (no. 3, 4)], el-Khirbeh [site 49 (no. 5, 12)], ‘Ammudim [site 37 (no. 6)],
Mashkanah [site 44 (no. 7)], el-Ma‘aser [site 38 (no. 8)], Wadi ‘Amud caves
[site 14 (no. 9)], Bellaneh [site 10 (no. 10)], and ‘Akbara [site 3 (no. 11)].
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3 An additional production center for similar vessels, though for a relatively limited period
of time, was active at Yodefat. See Aviam 20042: 17–18.
4 I wish to thank David Adan-Bayewitz for the chronological data concerning the vessels
from this group.
Early Roman Pottery
The rich assemblages from Gamla and Yodefat (sites destroyed in 67 CE) and
from Tel Anafa (abandoned at around the mid-first century CE), three settle-
ments that were never restored, provide an accurate picture of the local vessel
repertory during the Early Roman period. The stratigraphic and systematic
excavations conducted at these sites have yielded extensive chronological
evidence concerning the local pottery in the region during this period (for
Gamla pottery, see: Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 118, 126–127, 165–181, 205–206,
221–223; Berlin 2006; for Yodefat pottery, see Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam
1997; Aviam 2005; regarding the local pottery from Tel Anafa, see Berlin
1997).
16. Early Roman Krater = ER Krater (Pl. 3B: 10). A large krater with a broad, everted grooved
rim. The walls are thinner than the kraters of the Middle Roman period (Adan-Bayewitz, oral
communication).
17. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot Type 3a = KH3a (Pl. 3B: 11–13). Globular open cooking pot
with thin walls, characterized by broad ledged rim, usually slightly concave. Like the follow-
ing type (KH4a), it is found in assemblages dated from the mid-first century BCE to the mid-
second century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 111–119).
18. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot Type 4a = KH4a (Pl. 3C: 3–5). Globular, closed cooking pot
with thin walls, characterized by a small groove in the inner edge of the rim (Adan-Bayewitz
1993: 124–125).
19. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot Type 4b = Kh4b (Pl. 3C: 6–9). Globular, closed cooking pot
with thin walls, characterized by a broad rim with two grooves. Dated from the mid-first
century CE to the mid-second century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 126–128).
20. Shelf-Rim Casserole = SR Casserole (Pl. 3B: 8, 9). A casserole characterized by a very
broad ledged rim with two grooves and upper basket handles attached to the rim. Dating
follows Adan-Bayewitz (oral communication).
21. Early Roman Cooking Pot = ERCP. Two rare types were included in this category, exam-
ples of which have not been published as types in the Kefar ¡ananya repertory. The former is
an open cooking casserole with a broad ledged rim sharply twisted upward at the edge. The
reddish-brown fabric has small, light- and dark-colored grits and the core is gray. At Tel Anafa,
this type is called the Galilean Curled Lip Casserole and it is described there as made of fabric
similar to that of Kefar ¡ananya ware (Galilean cooking ware). It is dated from the end of the
first century BCE to the early first century CE (Berlin 1997: 102). The latter, a cooking pot
characterized by a single groove on the rim, parallels type 10.4 in Díez Fernández’s typology
(Díez Fernández 1983: 119, no. 265–269; Loffreda 1974: Fig. 30.5). The dating follows Adan-
Bayewitz (oral communication).
22. Storage Jar with Straight Rim = T1.3 SJ (Pl. 3C: 12–14). Jar with a straight, high, usually
sharpened rim, and generally, ribbed exterior. Often has a narrow groove or ridge at the base of
the rim. Parallel: type T 1.3 and T 1.4 in Díez Fernández’s classification (Díez Fernández
1983: 107, no. 23–34). This jar is very common in Early Roman period assemblages and is
dated from the mid-first century BCE to the mid-first century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1990: 92,
no. 9–10). Jars of this type were produced at Yodefat and are therefore referred to as Yodefat
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Jars (Avshalom-Gorni and Getzov 2002: 78). Compare: Capernaum, Yodefat and Gamla
(Loffreda 1982: Fig. 2.5 [group C]; Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: Fig. 12.14; Berlin 2006:
48, Fig. 2.26, 2.27).
23. Early Roman Grooved Storage Jar = ER GrSJ (Pl. 3C: 15, 16). Jar characterized by
rounded, everted rim, with inner groove at the top and a ridge at the base of the neck. Parallel to
type T 1.5 in Díez Fernández classification (Díez Fernández 1983: 107, no. 44–58). Very
common in Early Roman period assemblages (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 114). At Gamla was
found mainly in first century CE assemblages (Berlin 2006: 48). Compare: Capernaum,
Yodefat and Gamla (Loffreda 1982: Fig. 1.30 [group B]; Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: Fig.
12.13; Avshalom-Gorni and Getzov 2002: Fig. 5.1.8–12; Berlin 2006: 48, Fig. 2.28.4).
24. Early Roman Jug = ER Jug (Pl. 4: 7). Jug with thin walls, rounded, slightly everted rim and
ridge slightly below rim. Parallel to Díez Fernández type T 9.2 (Díez Fernández 1983: 116, no.
210–226). Compare: Capernaum and Yodefat (Loffreda 1982: Fig. 3.23 [group E]; Adan-
Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: Fig. 12.18).
25. Early Roman Juglet = ER Juglet (Pl. 3C: 21). Juglet with very thin walls, simple, everted
rim and prominent ridge at the middle of the neck. Parallel to type T 8.2 and T 8.3 in Díez
Fernández’s classification (Díez Fernández 1983: 115, no. 189–193; 195–198). At Gamla was
found mainly in first century CE assemblages (Berlin 2006: 57). Compare: Yodefat and Gamla
(Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: Fig. 12.19; Berlin 2006: 57, Fig. 2.30.11–16).
Intermediate Early Roman/Middle Roman Types
26. Kefar¡ananya Cooking Pot 3a/b = KH3a/b. Rims that could not be established as belong-
ing to Early Roman period type KH3a or to Middle Roman period type KH3b (Adan-Bayewitz
2003: n. 36).
27. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot 4b/c = KH4b/c. Rims that could not be established as belong-
ing to Early Roman period type KH4a or Middle Roman period type KH4c.
28. Early/Middle Roman Storage Jar = ER/MR SJ. Jar with slightly everted rim with an inner
groove that could not be established as belonging to the Early Roman (no. 23) or the Middle
Roman (no. 36) types.
29. Kefar¡ananya Bowl 1a = KH1a (Pl. 3A: 1–3). Cooking bowl with nearly vertical, slightly
everted sides, characterized by a single groove on the rim. Based on its appearance in small
quantities at Gamla, Yodefat and in well dated assemblages at Capernaum, its earliest appear-
ance is dated by Adan-Bayewitz to the beginning of the last third of the first century CE. Very
common in second–third century CE assemblages (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 88–91).
Middle Roman Pottery
A detailed picture of the Galilean vessel repertory of the Middle Roman period
was obtained from the relatively extensive (30 excavation squares) excavation
at Nasr ed-Din west of Tiberias. The assemblages from the excavation together
with the numismatic evidence indicate that the site was abandoned during the
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third century CE (see Ben Nahum 1999; Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 17 and the
details below in chapter 5 site 46).
Further evidence for the vessel repertory of this period was obtained from
rich assemblages from cisterns on the western hill at Sepphoris, which are also
dated to the second–third centuries CE. As a result of her work on the destruc-
tion layer of the 363 CE earthquake at Sepphoris, Balouka indicated the types
present in the destruction layer and missing from the cistern assemblages (see,
for example, Balouka 1999: 54, 59, 63, 65).
30. Kefar ¡ananya Bowl 1b = KH1b (Pl. 3A: 4–6). Cooking bowl with slightly slanted sides
and two small loop handles, characterized by two grooves on the rim. Earliest appearance is
dated to the late first/early second century CE and it occurs until the early or mid-fourth
century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 91–92). At Sepphoris, this is the most common bowl type
in assemblages from the mid-second to the end of the third centuries CE. Only a few examples
were found in assemblages of the destruction layer (Balouka 1999: 63).
31. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot 3b = KH3b (Pl. 3C: 1, 2). Open cooking pot with thin walls
and sharp carination at the shoulder, characterized by a flat, narrow horizontal ledged rim.
Found in assemblages of the second–third centuries CE. Its appearance is dated by Adan-
Bayewitz to the beginning of the second century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 119–124). A few
fragments of this type were found in assemblages dated to the mid-fourth century CE at
Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 59) and indicate that its production ceased around that period. Its
main period of use was during the second and third centuries (Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 18).
32. Middle Roman Krater = MR Krater (Pl. 4: 5). Large krater with broad rim that terminates
in an upward-pointing hatchet shape. A groove between the vessel wall and underside of the
rim facilitates carrying of the vessel. This krater is characterized by much thicker walls than
that of the Early Roman type, and is distinguished from the Late Roman krater by the rim
design (Balouka 1999: 79). Vessels of this type were produced at Shi¢in (Adan-Bayewitz and
Perlman 1990: 165).
33. Kefar ¡ananya Kettle(?)5a = KH5a (Pl. 4:8). A cooking vessel with thin walls, narrow,
high neck and two loop handles on the shoulder. Characterized by a flat rim. Dated from the
early second to the third or early fourth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 135–139).
34. Kefar ¡ananya Jug 6a = KH6a (Pl. 4:10). Jug with narrow mouth, thin walls and handle
extending from neck to shoulder. Characterized by a downward-pointing hatchet-shaped rim.
Dated to the early second century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 142–143).
35. Kefar ¡ananya Jug 6b = KH6b (Pl. 4: 11). Jug with neck opening to a broad, everted
mouth. Generally characterized by a downward-pointing hatchet-shaped rim. Dated from the
second century to the late third/early fourth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 143–144).
Absent from destruction layer assemblages at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 68).
36. Middle Roman Grooved Rim Storage Jar = MR GrSJ (Pl. 3C: 17–18). Jar characterized by
rounded, everted rim with inner groove and a ridge at the base of the neck. Dated to the Middle
Roman period. Several features distinguish it from similar jars belonging to the Early Roman
period (above, no. 23. See Loffreda 1974: 26–27, 143–144). Jars of this type were produced at
Shi¢in (Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman 1990).
37. Middle Roman Storage Jar = MR SJ. Additional jars defined on the basis of Adan-
Bayewitz’s study of jars (in preparation).
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38. Storage Jar, Probably Middle Roman = SJ Prob Mr. Additional jars defined on the basis of
Adan-Bayewitz’s study of storage jars (in preparation).
39. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot 4c = KH4C (Pl. 3C: 10–11). Closed cooking pot with thin
walls, characterized by two shallow grooves on the rim and distinguished from the earlier type
(KH4b) by several features (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 126). Its appearance is dated to the early
second century and is common in second–third century assemblages. Its absence from the 363
CE destruction layer at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 53) and its inclusion in assemblages dated to
the beginning of the fourth century indicate that it was in use until the beginning of that century
(Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 128–130).
Intermediate Middle Roman/Late Roman Types
40. Kefar ¡ananya Bowl 1b/d = KH1b/d (Pl. 3A: 10–12). Cooking bowls with two grooves on
the rim which could not be established as belonging to type KH1b or type KH1d, as well as
bowls that constitute a kind of intermediate type between these two types. These have a thick-
ened rim like KH1d, but without the pronounced step where the rimmeets the body that is typi-
cal of KH1d (Adan-Bayewitz 2003: n. 36).
41. Middle Roman/Late Roman Bowl = MR/LR Bowl (Pl. 4: 3, 4). Bowl with relatively thick
walls, sometimes ribbed with cut slanted rim (but sometimes the rim is straight). The material
is generally light brown/orange. Parallel to type T. 19 in Díez Fernández’s classification (1983:
130, no. 535–544). Balouka believes that these bowls were jar lids and notes that they are
common in second–fourth century assemblages, including the destruction layer of 363 CE at
Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 77, Pl. 6: 1–4). Vessels of this type were produced at Shi¢in (Adan-
Bayewitz and Perlman 1990).
42. Middle Roman/Late Roman Storage Jar = Mr/Lr SJ (Pl. 3C: 19–20; Pl. 5B: 1–3). Under
this definition are included jar rims that could not be established as belonging to Middle
Roman or Late Roman types, or ones whose time-span apparently overlaps both periods (based
upon the storage jar study by Adan-Bayewitz, in preparation). Common in this group are jars
with folded rim and a ridge at the base of the neck (Pl. 5b: 1–2). These occur in assemblages
from Sepphoris. Balouka notes that in the Middle Roman types, the rim is sharpened and care-
fully profiled and in the Late Roman types, which disappear after the mid-fourth century CE,
the rim is more rounded (Balouka 1999: 73, Pl. 4: 5–8).
Late Roman Pottery
43. Kefar ¡ananya Bowl 1c = KH1c (Pl. 3A: 7–9; Pl. 5A: 1–3). Cooking bowl with slanting
walls, ribbed on the interior, and a thickened rim with a single, accentuated groove. Dated from
the mid-third to the end of the fourth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 98–100).
44. Kefar ¡ananya Bowl 1d = KH1d (Pl. 3B: 1–3; Pl. 5A: 4–6). Cooking bowl with slanting
walls, ribbed on the interior and a thickened rim with two accentuated grooves. Dated from the
mid-third to the end of the fourth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 100–103) but found only
in small quantities in the 363 destruction layer at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 65).
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45. Late Roman Krater = LR Krater (Pl. 4: 6). Large krater with thick, rough walls and twisted,
hatchet-shaped rim. Unlike the Middle Roman krater, in this type the flat, broad rim and the
groove beneath the rim, intended to facilitate transport of the vessel, disappear. The rim is
generally firmly folded outward and nearly fixed to the outer vessel wall (Balouka 1999: 79).
The vessel is found in the destruction layer at Sepphoris, and Balouka (ibid., 80) proposes
dating it to the second third of the fourth century CE. Vessels of this type were manufactured at
Shi¢in (Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman 1990: 165).
46. Storage Jar, probably Late Roman = SJ Prob LR.Defined on the basis of Adan-Bayewitz’s
study of storage jars (in preparation).
47. Diamond Rim Storage Jar = Diamond Rim SJ (Plate 5B: 4, 5). Jar with thickened rim with
diamond-shaped cross-section and a ridge at the base of the neck. Most common among the jar
types in the 363 CE destruction layer at Sepphoris, and rarer in earlier assemblages. In strata
later than the destruction layer, it is found only in small quantities (Balouka 1999: 75, Pl. 4:
9–14). At Meiron, this jar is found in a destruction layer dated to 365 CE (Meyers et al. 1981:
60–69, Fig. 3.22, 3.25, 3.26). Its production appears to have been limited to the fourth century.
Intermediate Late Roman/Byzantine Types (Pl. 5A, 5B)
During the period around the mid-fourth century CE, there were far-reaching
changes in the region’s material culture. In the stratigraphic excavations in the
upper city (acropolis) at Sepphoris, an extensive destruction layer resulting
from the earthquake of 363 CE has been documented. The rich assemblages that
lay buried beneath this destruction layer constitute a window to the mid-fourth
century and provide an extensive picture of the vessels common in the Galilee
during that period. These assemblages, studied by Balouka (1999), indicate a
decline in the presence of the Kefar ¡ananya types and an increasing predomi-
nance of vessels produced in competing production centers, which are
typologically different from the Kefar ¡ananya vessels. The beginning of the
significant presence of Byzantine imported ware (LRRW) is also documented
in these assemblages and a similar picture of significant penetration of LRRW
vessels around the mid-fourth century likewise emerges from the survey find-
ings (see below). Khirbet ¡amam, which according to the results of the survey
and the shovel testing was abandoned around that time, has been selected as the
key site for the presentation of the transitional phase between the Late Roman
period and the Early Byzantine period. Additional vessels belonging to the Late
Roman and Early Byzantine periods are presented in the Roman and Byzantine
pottery plates.
48. Kefar ¡ananya Bowl 1e = KH1e (Pl. 3B: 4–7; 5A: 7–9). Cooking bowl with slanted walls,
ribbed on the interior, and a thickened rounded or square rim. Sometimes there is a groove
under the rim on the outside. This is the latest type of bowl among the Galilean Bowls
produced at Kefar ¡ananya and it is dated from the mid-third century to the end of production
at Kefar ¡ananya around 430 CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 103–109; 148–150; 2003: 20–30).
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Plate 5A: Late Roman-Early Byzantine Transition. Kh. ¡amam
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Plate 5B: Late Roman-Early Byzantine Transition. Kh. ¡amam
According to Balouka (1999: 66), this type is nearly exclusive among the Galilean Bowls
appearing in the 363 destruction assemblages at Sepphoris.
49. Deep Bowl = Deep Bowl (Pl. 4: 2). Large, deep bowl with nearly vertical sides, apparently
a variant of KH1e. Dated according to Adan-Bayewitz (oral communication). Compare:
Meiron (Meyers et al. 1981: Pl. 8.1.14–15, 22, 37).
50. Kefar¡ananya Bowl 2 = KH2 (Pl. 4:1). V-shaped bowl characterized by a vertical or occa-
sionally slightly inverted rim, and a sharp carination beneath the rim and the thick, ribbed
walls. Rare. Dated from the beginning of the fourth to the beginning of the fifth century CE
(Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 109–111).
51. Kefar ¡ananya Cooking Pot 4d = KH4d (Pl. 5A: 13; Pl. 6A: 5–7). Closed cooking pot
characterized by plain rim, short neck and relatively thick walls, in comparison to the earlier
cooking pots from Kefar¡ananya. Dated by Adan-Bayewitz from the late third/early fourth to
the early fifth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 130–132). Balouka (1999: 54 Pl. 1: 1–7)
notes that at Sepphoris, this type is missing from the second–third century assemblages and is
found in the 363 destruction layer.
52. Kefar¡ananya Kettle (?)5b = KH5b (Pl. 4:9). Cooking vessel with high neck and two loop
handles on the shoulder. Characterized by a thickened, everted rim. Dated from the beginning
of the fourth to the beginning of the fifth century CE and found in small quantities in the 363
destruction layer at Sepphoris (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 139–141; Balouka 1999: 67).
53. Kefar ¡ananya Jug 6c = KH6c (Pl. 4: 12). Jug with narrow neck, wide mouth, handle
extending from neck to shoulder and relatively thick wall. Some of the types have a down-
ward-pointing hatchet-shaped rim (similar to types KH6a–b) and some have a rounded everted
rim (similar to KH5b). From small rim sherds it is not always possible to distinguish between
the various types. Dated from the beginning of the fourth century to the beginning of the fifth
century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 144–146) and found in the 363 destruction layer at
Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 69).
Byzantine Period Pottery (Pl. 6A, 6B, 6C, 7A and 7B)
The knowledge of local Byzantine pottery is limited in relation to that of Roman
pottery and many types can only be dated generally as “Byzantine” without
further subdivision. Workshops that were active during this period have been
identified up to now mainly in the western Galilee. However, except for storage
jars and a few types of early Byzantine cooking pots, about which our knowl-
edge is somewhat greater, we know virtually nothing about the chronology,
origins and distribution of the other local types.5 Despite this, as opposed to the
Roman period, during which imported wares are virtually absent, imported
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5 At the present time, workshops have been identified at Yavor, Bata and Kav in the west-
ern Galilee and at Na¢af in the central Galilee. It is worth mentioning that up to now, no
production site in the eastern Galilee that was active beyond the beginning of the fifth century
has been identified. Concerning storage jars, see: Avshalom-Gorni 1999; concerning the work-
shop at U«a: Ben-Tor 1966; concerning the workshop at Na¢af: Vitto 1980.
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Plate 6A: Byzantine. Arbel
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Plate 6B: Byzantine. Arbel
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Plate 6C: Byzantine. Arbel
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Plate 7A: Byzantine. Supplementary Plate
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Plate 7B: Byzantine. Supplementary Plate
Byzantine wares (LRRW) of types dated to the mid-fourth century and onward,
become very common in the survey area. The relatively precise dating of these
imported types enables to divide them into sub-periods.
Arbel [site 39] has been selected as the key site for the presentation of
Byzantine pottery. This site is outstanding for its wealth of Byzantine pottery,
both local and imported. All of the Byzantine sites that were surveyed were
already settled during the Roman period. Therefore, it was not possible to pres-
ent a site at which only Byzantine pottery is found. The types presented in the
supplementary plate are from Beth Netofa [site 29 (7A: 1; 4; 7B: 11)], Mimla¢
[site 24 (7A: 3, 7, 8, 7B: 7)], Abu-Shusheh [site 26 (7A: 2)], Kh. Bellaneh [site
10 (7A: 5)], ‘Ammudim [site 37 (7A: 6, 7B: 2, 9, 10)], Nasr ed-Din [site 46 (7B:
1)], Har Nitai Caves [site 33 (7B: 3)], Nimrin [site 43 (7B: 4)], ªalmon [site 19
(7B: 5)], el-Khirbeh [site 49 (7B: 6)] and ¡uqoq [site 17 (7B: 8)].
Local Pottery
54. Byzantine Krater = Byz Krater (Pl. 6A: 1). Broad krater with thickened square rim and
thick walls. Dark brown-red fabric with numerous small black and light colored grits. Rare.
Compare: Capernaum (Type C12a) and Beth She‘arim (Loffreda 1974: Fig. 12: 1–6; Vitto
1996: Fig. 24.1).
55. Byzantine Cooking Bowl = C3a (Pl. 6A: 2, 3; Pl. 5A: 10, 11). Based upon classification by
Adan-Bayewitz (1993: 156–159). Cooking bowl with two heavy, horizontal handles and a cut,
slanted rim. The walls are often ribbed. Reddish-brown fabric with sandy texture. Dated by
Adan-Bayewitz from the mid-fourth century onward (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 156–159). At
Sepphoris this bowl appears only in assemblages belonging to the 363 CE destruction layer
and later (Balouka 1999: 61, Pl. 3: 1–4). The bowl is extremely common during the Byzantine
period and continues into the Early Islamic period (Avissar 1996: 139). Compare: Capernaum
(Type C5) and Beth She‘arim (Loffreda 1974: Fig. 11: 1–12; Vitto 1996: Fig. 24.5, 6).
56. Byzantine Cooking Bowl Cover = Cover C3a (Pl. 6A: 4). Cover of the above cooking bowl.
Characterized by rim, usually cut at a slant, and sometimes by ribbed walls. Compare:
Capernaum and Beth She‘arim (Loffreda 1974: Fig. 11: 13, 14; Vitto 1996: Fig. 24.7, 8).
57. Byzantine Cooking Pot = C4a (Pl. 6A: 8; Pl. 7B: 11). Based upon classification by Adan-
Bayewitz (1993: 159–162). A closed, neckless cooking pot, with ribbed walls. There are
several variants of this vessel and the difference between them is the modeling of the rim,
which varies from a broad, furrowed ledged rim to an everted rim that generally points upward.
Reddish-brown material with sandy texture. Dated by Adan-Bayewitz (1993: 159–162) from
the mid-fourth to the beginning of the fifth century. At Sepphoris, this vessel occurs only in
assemblages belonging to the 363 CE destruction layer and later; it is common in Byzantine
period assemblages (Balouka 1999: 56, Pl. 2: 1–7).
58. Kefar¡ananya Cooking Pot 4e = KH4e (Pl. 6A: 9). Closed globular cooking pot with rela-
tively tall neck and ribbed walls. Characterized by rim with an exterior ridge below the lip or
slanted outwards. This pot is identical in form to C4b (below), but of distinct fabric. Balouka
(Balouka 1999: 55) notes that at Sepphoris this type appears only from the mid-fourth century.
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It is dated from the mid-fourth century to the end of production at Kefar ¡ananya around 430
CE (Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 19).
59. Closed Byzantine Cooking Pot = C4b (Pl. 6A: 10–12; Pl. 5A: 12). Based upon classifica-
tion by Adan-Bayewitz (1993: 162–164). Closed globular cooking pot with tall neck and
ribbed walls. Characterized by slightly inverted rim with an exterior ridge below the lip or
slanted outwards. This vessel is identical in form to KH4e, but of distinct fabric. The earliest
assemblages in which this type appears are from the 363 destruction layer at Sepphoris. It is
common during the course of the Byzantine period. Compare: Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 19;
Balouka 1999: 55 Pl. 1: 8–13; see also Vitto 1996: Fig. 24.10.
60. Plain Byzantine Cooking Pot = Sim Byz CP (no illustration). Globular cooking pot with
plain rim and ribbed neck and walls. The fabric is rough and sandy. Compare: Capernaum
(Loffreda 1974: Fig. 10: 5, 6).
Byzantine Storage Jars
Included in this category are two types that apparently first appear not prior to
the mid-fourth century CE.
61. Black Storage Jar = Black SJ (Pl. 6A: 14, 15). Jar with slightly thickened, sometimes
slightly inverted rim. Characterized by black or gray walls, ribbed, with red core, usually deco-
rated with white brush lines. This type is found in small quantities in the 363 destruction layer
at Sepphoris and particularly, in the overlying layers (Balouka 1999: 76, Pl. 5: 5–13).
62. Flat Rimmed Storage Jar = FR SJ (Pl. 6A: 13). Jar with flat, thickened, square-shaped rim,
with short, twisted and usually slightly inverted neck. Jars with this type of rim were produced
at several sites in the western Galilee, including U«a, where they are attributed to Stratum 7,
dated to the first half of the fifth century CE, and ¡orvat Bata and ¡orvat Kav, where they are
dated to the end of the fifth century and the sixth century CE (see Avshalom-Gorni 1999:
59–64, Pl. 4, 1–12 = ‘U«a stratum 7; Pl. 4: 13–17 = Bata; Pl. 5: 1–6 = Kav). Its absence from the
363 destruction layer assemblages at Sepphoris, published by Balouka, indicates that the
beginning of its production is indeed later than the mid-fourth century. Compare: Capernaum
(Loffreda 1974: Fig. 9: 6–9).
Late Roman Red Ware (LRRW)
The red slipped tableware that was common in the eastern Mediterranean
during the Late Roman and Byzantine period has been studied by Hayes (1972;
1980). According to the repertory of LRRW vessels from the excavations at
Sepphoris, as well as the collection of finds from the survey, the penetration of
these vessels to the easternmost parts of the Galilee appears to have begun only
in the fourth century CE, primarily toward the middle of the century. Due to the
relatively precise dating based on extensive excavations conducted throughout
the Mediterranean region, this group serves as a powerful dating tool. There-
fore, it was decided to include illustrations even of types represented in small
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quantities in the survey material. As LRRW types are defined on the basis of
Hayes’ study (1972), all of the references in parentheses are to this work, unless
otherwise indicated. All of the types represented in the survey repertory are
bowls, except for a few examples, which are explicitly noted. The finds from
the survey area include types from three groups:
A. African Red Slip (ARS) = vessels originating in North African workshops
(296–299).
B. Cypriot Red Slip (CRS) = vessels apparently originating in Cypriot work-
shops (385–386).
C. Phocaean Red Slip (PRS) = vessels originating from the area of Phocaea in
western Anatolia (Hayes 1980: 525).
63. ARS 50 (Pl. 7A: 1, 2). Beginning of the fourth to the beginning of the fifth century (the two
latest variants of this type) (69–73).
64. ARS 58 (Pl. 5B: 10; Pl. 7A: 4). End of the third/beginning of the fourth century to the third
quarter of the fourth century (93–96).
* ARS 59 (Pl. 6B: 1, 2; Pl. 7A: 3). First quarter of the fourth to the first quarter of the fifth
century (96–100).
65. ARS 61 (Pl. 7A: 5, 6). First quarter of the fourth to the mid-fifth century (100–107).
66. ARS 67 (Pl. 6B: 3; Pl. 7A: 8). Mid-fourth to the mid-/end of fifth century (112–116).
67. ARS 93 (Pl. 7B: 1, 2). Last quarter of fifth to the mid-sixth century (145–148).
* ARS 103 (Pl. 6B: 4). Beginning of to the last quarter of the sixth century (157–160).
68. ARS 104 (Pl. 6B: 5–7). First quarter of the sixth to the first quarter of the seventh century
(160–166).
* ARS 105 (Pl. 7B: 3). Last quarter of sixth to the mid-seventh century (166–169).
* ARS 107 (Pl. 7A: 7; 7B: 4). Beginning of to the mid-seventh century (171).
69. CRS 1 (Pl. 5B: 6, 7; Pl. 6B: 8–10). Hayes dated its initial appearance around 370–380 CE
(Hayes 1980: 528). However, the large quantities found in the 363 destruction layer at
Sepphoris attest to an earlier appearance, around the mid-fourth century (Balouka 1999: 86). It
appears until the third quarter of the fifth century.
70. CRS 1/2 (Pl. 5B: 8 [?]; 7B: 5, 6). A type not classified by Hayes, characterized by slanting
walls and a thickened rim with a triangular cross-section. Very common in the 363 destruction
layer at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999: 87, Pl. 9: 8–10) and appears to first occur around the mid-
fourth century (Adan-Bayewitz 2003 n. 89).
71. CRS 2 (Pl. 6B: 11–13). Mid-fifth to the beginning of the sixth century (373–376).
* CRS 7 (Pl. 6C: 1). Deep basin with thickened rim, mid-sixth to beginning of seventh century
(378–379).
72. CRS 9 (Pl. 6C: 2–4). Type A (common in the region): mid-sixth to the beginning of the
seventh century. Type B (rare): end of the sixth to the end of the seventh century (379–382).
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73. CRS 10 (Pl. 6C: 5; Pl. 7B; 7). Late sixth to late seventh century (382).
* CRS 11 (Pl. 7B: 8). Basin with horizontal handles; mid-sixth to mid-seventh century (383). In
the Upper Galilee Survey, large quantities of this type were reported at sites in the western part
of the area while it was entirely absent in the eastern part (Frankel et al. 2001: 116 Pl. 37). In
the survey area, only one example of this vessel was found.
* PRS 1 (Pl. 7B: 9, 10). End of fourth to the third quarter of the fifth century (325–327).
*PRS 2 (Pl. 5B: 9). Final third of the fourth to the mid-fifth century (327–329).
74. PRS 3 (Pl. 6C: 6–9). From the second third of the fifth to the mid-sixth century. Sixth
century types are characterized by a small offset marking beneath the rim on the exterior (see
Pl. 6C: 7–9) (329–338); Adan-Bayewitz 2003: n. 84).
* PRS 5 (Pl. 6C: 10). Mid-fifth to sixth century (339).
75. PRS 10 (Pl. 6C: 11–13). Types A and B: end of sixth to beginning of seventh century; type
C (more common): beginning of to mid-seventh century (343–346).
Division of Vessel Types from the Survey Findings into Periods
The periods of settlement at the various sites were dated on the basis of the
pottery repertory presented above. The division of the types into periods was
carried out as follows:
Hellenistic Period (300 BCE–50 BCE): The small number of the excavations
and publications of Hellenistic assemblages from the Galilee do not permit divi-
sion of the finds from that period into sub-periods. The 12 types (some with
sub-types) that make up the group of Hellenistic finds (nos. 1–12 above) will
therefore be presented as a single group with a long chronological range of ca.
250 years. Nonetheless, a few vessels do provide, to some extent, chronological
anchors. These include the Hellenistic BSP and ESA types, which date from the
late second century BCE onward, and with considerably less certainty, the local
storage jars with elongated rims, which apparently belong to the Late Hellenis-
tic period. The mortarium, the thickened-rim storage jar and apparently also the
GCW appear in both the Persian and Early Hellenistic periods. Since this study
does not deal with the Persian period, these groups were not divided between
these two periods. However, at sites where obvious Persian sherds were found,
it is noted that some of these types perhaps belong to the Persian period.
Early Roman Period (50 BCE–135 CE): The Hellenistic/Roman ESA vessels,
including types TA24 and TA13 (nos. 13, 14, 15 above) were divided between
the Hellenistic and Early Roman period on the basis of our policy regarding
intermediate types (see below).
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The main representation of Early Roman groups are types KH3a, KH4a,
KH4b and storage jar T1.3, to which have been added an additional storage jar,
jug and juglet represented in more modest quantities, and a krater, casserole and
two cooking pots found in very small numbers (nos. 16–25 above).
Middle Roman Period (135 CE–250 CE): Types KH3a/b, KH4b/c and storage
jar ER/MR were divided between the Early and Middle Roman periods on the
basis of the policy adopted for the division of intermediate types (see below).
Type KH1a, the initial appearance of which is dated to the last third of the first
century CE, and which is found mainly in the second and third centuries (Adan-
Bayewitz 2003: 16–17), was divided between the Early and Middle Roman
periods according to a ratio of 1:2 respectively.
Type KH4c is also common in second–third century assemblages. However,
it is still found in assemblages from the beginning of the fourth century, and
therefore has been divided between the Middle and Late Roman periods at a
ratio of 2:1 respectively.
Aside from types KH1a and KH4c, the group of Middle Roman types is
primarily represented by types KH1b, KH3b and by storage jars MR SJ, MR
GrSJ and in significantly smaller quantities by MR Krater and types KA5a,
KH6a and KH6b (above, nos. 30–38).
Late Roman Period (250–350 CE): Types KH1b/d, MR/LR Bowl and MR/LR
SJ (above, nos. 40–42), have been divided between the Middle and Late Roman
periods according to intermediate types.
The group of Late Roman types is mainly represented by types KH1c,
KH1d, and DR SJ, and in considerably smaller quantities by storage jars SJ
Prob LR and LR Krater (above, nos. 43–47).
Transitional Late Roman/Early Byzantine Period: The assemblages that are
well dated on the basis of the 363 CE earthquake at Sepphoris constitute a
unique tool for delineating the Galilean vessel repertory of this period. The
comparison of pottery assemblages from the destruction layer with earlier and
later assemblages from Sepphoris indicate the mid-fourth century as a period of
considerable change in material culture. These changes include the penetration
of new types from new local production centers and the beginning of consider-
able penetration of LRRWvessels into the region. At the same time, there was a
significant decline in the presence of Kefar ¡ananya and Shi¢in types (Adan-
Bayewitz 1993: 124, 148–150, 155–164; 2003: 17–23; Balouka 1999: 90).
Findings of the survey indicate that during the Late Roman and Early
Byzantine periods, dramatic changes occurred in settlement in the region.
Precisely identifying the time of the crisis at various sites may be problematic,
because the lifespan of several types, and in particular, type KH1e, (which
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constitutes up to 30%–50% of the finds at many sites), overlaps both the Late
Roman and the Early Byzantine periods.
In dividing this dominant type and the other intermediate types of the LR/E
BYZ (KH2, KH4d, KH6c and Deep Bowl, above nos. 48–53), this study
followed Ben David (2005: 42), with some refinements based upon the pottery
of the 363 destruction layer at Sepphoris:
A. All of the intermediate types were attributed to the Late Roman period at
sites that did not have any local or imported Byzantine sherds.
B. All of the intermediate types were attributed to the Late Roman period also at
sites where the number of sherds of the types appearing only from the mid-
fourth century on was less than 5%, and the LRRW vessels are only of the
types found in the 363 CE destruction layer at Sepphoris.
C. The intermediate types were divided equally between the Late Roman and
Early Byzantine period at sites where Byzantine vessels (from all of the sub-
periods together) were found in considerable amounts of 5% or more of the
finds.
Establishing the criterion for a period of habitation at a site based upon 5% and
more of the finds, relies on statistical studies showing that a threshold of 5%
generally serves as the definition of a significant occurrence; one that cannot be
a matter of chance alone. This is especially true concerning the Byzantine
period, which is closer to the surface. Also, at many sites, it constitutes the last
occupational stratum and should be the one best represented on the surface.
Throughout the entire region, and not only in settlements, sherds are continu-
ously encountered scattered on the ground surface, evidence of passers-by,
shepherds, fertilization of fields, etc. Hence, a find of a few sherds from a
specific period at a site does not attest to settlement at the site during that period.
This point will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter.
At many sites, there were considerable finds of late Kefar ¡ananya types,
without any of the types that first appear in the Galilee in assemblages around
the mid-fourth century and later. The conclusion was that these settlements
were abandoned prior to the mid-fourth century CE. Even if we assume that the
inhabitants continued to reside there after the mid-fourth century and that an
absolute dominance of Kefar¡ananya tableware was maintained there, the date
of abandonment cannot be postpone by more than a few decades, in view of the
cessation of production of the Kefar ¡ananya types around 430 CE and their
total absence from assemblages belonging to the mid-fifth century (Adan-
Bayewitz 2003: 21). The total absence of Byzantine vessels at these sites,
compared to their presence at other sites, sometimes quite nearby, leads to the
conclusion that the end of settlement at these sites cannot be pushed beyond
approximately the third quarter of the fourth century.
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Byzantine Period: The Byzantine period types are divided into two groups:
LRRW vessels (13 sub-types), which are well dated on the basis of numerous
excavations in the eastern Mediterranean; and local wares (9 types), which are
dated to the Byzantine period in general. The division of the Byzantine period
into three sub-periods: Early, Middle and Late, is based upon the imported
wares that are widespread at all of the sites at which there was settlement during
these periods. The local pottery has been divided arbitrarily among the different
sub-periods of habitation (see in detail below).
Early Byzantine Period (350–450 CE): This period is represented by the LRRW
types: ARS 50, ARS 58, ARS 61, ARS 67, CRS 1, CRS 1/2, KH4e, a third of
the local Byzantine types (with the exception of the flat rimmed storage jar – see
below), and in addition, 50% of the LR/E BYZ Kefar ¡ananya types (above).
All of the local Byzantine types were placed in this sub-period at sites in
which the LRRW vessels that were found belong only to the Early Byzantine
period, without later types.
Middle Byzantine Period (450–550 CE): This period is represented by the
LRRW types: PRS 3, CRS 2, ARS 93, half of the flat-rimmed storage jars
(which apparently begin to appear not earlier than the fifth century), and a third
of the other local Byzantine types.
Late Byzantine Period (550–650 CE): This period is represented by LRRW
types: ARS 104, CRS 9, CRS 10, PRS 10, half of the flat-rimmed storage jars,
and a third of the other local Byzantine types.
At sites in which LRRWvessels are entirely absent from one of the sub-peri-
ods, the local Byzantine pottery was divided equally between the two remaining
periods.
Contribution of the Survey to Pottery Studies
9,419 rims belonging to 75 types spanning from the Hellenistic to the Byzantine
periods, were collected during the course of the survey. This large database
assists in gaining a familiarity with the distribution of the different types and in
certain cases, also assists in their dating. The total quantities of sherds from
each type may be found in Table 2.
Below, we will examine a number of types and groups of particular interest
for which the survey findings contribute to our knowledge.
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Hellenistic Period
No. 3 GCWGroup: More of these vessels were collected as we got closer to the
Upper Galilee, however they are also found in the Lower Galilee, as had already
been indicated by excavations at Yodefat. The two sites with the richest finds
belonging to this group are from the southern part of the region: ‘Eika [site 42 (9
rims)] and Kh. el-‘Aiteh [site 41 (6 rims)]. This group is entirely absent at sites
established at the end of the second century BCE and in the first century BCE,
which lends support to the view that they were no longer produced during this
period (though this fact may have an ethnic reason. See discussion in Chapter 6).
No. 12 Long Rim SJ: This type is found in small quantities at many sites at
which the rest of the corpus is not earlier than the mid-first century BCE, and
lacks any other Hellenistic finds. This supports the view that this is a Late
Hellenistic type and that it continued into the early Roman period, even to the
early first century C.E as attested lately at Gamla (Berlin 2006: 48).
Nos. 6, 13-15 ESAGroup: A total of 57 rims belonging to this group were found,
18 of which are of types belonging to the Hellenistic period. The rest (including
the most common type – TA FW 24) were types that we could not establish as
Hellenistic or Early Roman. The fact that the vast majority of the sherds from
this group were collected at sites that had been settled during the Hellenistic
period, and their clear absence from most of the sites established during the
Early Roman period, suggests that during the Early Roman period, these vessels
had virtually ceased to be used at sites in the survey area.
Roman Period
First and foremost, the dominance of the Kefar ¡ananya types among the thou-
sands of cooking vessels from the Roman period that were collected should be
noted. Aside from a few exceptions, there are no cooking vessels that do not
belong to the Kefar ¡ananya types. These types have been examined in detail
by Adan-Bayewitz (1993; 2003) and only a few comments regarding their rela-
tive numbers will be made here.
Nos. 17-19, 29 Early Roman Repertoire: At Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [site 11] and the
Wadi ‘Amud site [site 13], two sites that were abandoned probably as a result of
the First Jewish Revolt, a total of 65 examples of cooking pot KH3a and 99
examples of cooking pot KH4a were collected. Only four examples of bowl
KH1a and not even a single example of cooking pot KH4b were collected at
these sites. These data corroborate the conclusion of Adan-Bayewitz that
despite the appearance of KH1a and KH4b at Gamla, which was destroyed in 67
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CE, their production began only a short time prior to the Revolt (ibid. 1993:
88–91, 126–128; 2003: 16).
Nos. 43-44, 48 Late Roman Galilean Bowls: Among the Galilean Bowls of the
Late Roman period, dated from the mid-third century to the late fourth/early fifth
century (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 100, 103, 109), the enormous number of exam-
ples of type KH1e (2,381 examples constituting 25% of all survey finds) vs. 356
examples of type Kh1d and only 124 examples of type KH1c, should be noted.
Nos. 51, 58 KH Late Roman/Early Byzantine Cooking Pots: The relatively
small number of closed cooking pots of the fourth and early fifth century from
KH is noteworthy. A total of only 55 examples of KH4d and 25 examples of
KH4e were found (compare: Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 22).
No. 22 T1.3 Storage Jar: This jar is very common at many sites settled in the
early phases of the Early Roman period, such as Migdal [Site 34: 26 examples],
‘Ammudim [Site 37: 21 examples], ¡amam [Site 32: 18 examples], ‘Oodaysa
[Site 50: 13 examples]. In contrast, it is entirely absent at Kh. el-‘Aiteh [site 41],
which was abandoned between the end of the second century and the mid-first
century BCE. At Kh. ‘Eika [site 42], which was abandoned during the same
period, a single rim of this type was found. This single rimmay have come from
the nearby site of ¡ittin which was occupied during the Roman period. These
data support Adan-Bayewitz’s view that the production of this type began
around the mid-first century BCE (Adan-Bayewitz 1990: 92–95, no. 9–10). A
total of 211 storage jars of this type were collected, 160 of these (76%) in the
southern part of the survey area, from the line of the Netofa and Arbel valleys
southward. At Yodefat there was a workshop in which jars of this type were
produced. Similar types were probably also produced at Shi¢in. It appears,
however, that their distribution was relatively limited.
Nos. 32, 45 MR Krater and LR Krater: Shi¢in, near Sepphoris, has been identi-
fied as the center of production of such types. The small numbers of these types
collected during the survey (total: 24), despite their large sherds, in contrast to
the reports from Sepphoris of a large number of these vessels, indicates a
limited area of distribution. Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman (1990: 165) have
noted that these types are relatively rare beyond the hilly region of the central
Lower Galilee. Support for this view is found in the distribution of the finds,
since 21 of the 24 examples were found in the southern part of the survey area,
south of the Arbel–Netofa valley line.
No 47 Diamond Rim SJ: This type is entirely absent at sites abandoned during
the third century as well as from sites abandoned during the early part of the
fourth century. On the other hand, this type is found, sometimes in significant
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quantities, at sites abandoned during the second half of the fourth century.
These dates correspond to the findings of Balouka at Sepphoris, where this type
is mainly found in assemblages of the 363 CE destruction layer, and infre-
quently, in earlier and later assemblages (Balouka 1999: 75).
Byzantine Period
No. 62 Flat-Rimmed SJ: The clear absence of this type from the sites abandoned
up to the second half of the fourth century, as well as its absence from the 363
destruction layer at Sepphoris, indicate that its initial appearance was not earlier
than the end of the fourth century.
Nos. 63-75 Late Roman Red Ware: The survey findings show that the signifi-
cant penetration of these vessels into interior regions of the Galilee began
around the mid-fourth century CE and the phenomenon reached its peak during
the second half of the fifth century. A decline in the presence of these vessels,
though they still appear in considerable quantities, is noteworthy in the sixth
century, followed by a strengthening at the end of that century and in the first
half of the seventh century. Relatively numerous vessels are found up to the
final stages of the production of this group (around the mid-seventh century).
However, this later period is represented in the area by two types only: CRS10
and PRS10.
A similar picture regarding the beginning of the significant penetration of
LRRW and the common types was noted in the survey of the adjacent Lower
Golan (Ben David 2005: 26). A different picture emerged from sites in the
Coastal Plain were there was a significant presence of the third and early fourth
century types (Tsuf 2003). The question is why at a particular time large quanti-
ties of imports began to penetrate into a region where, for hundreds of years,
demand had been satisfied by local production. The question becomes more
acute in view of the fact that such imports were being used in adjacent regions
for a long time before they appeared here. The main reason for the penetration
of these imports into the interior of the Galilee and the Golan appears to be
connected with mechanisms involving the development of marketing routes for
the region’s olive oil. Extensive olive oil production in the eastern Galilee and
western Golan began only in the fourth century and increased during the
fifth–sixth centuries (see below, chapter 6). These pottery imports appear to
have arrived as returning cargo along the routes that exported olive oil from the
region.6
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6 The connection between the routes for the export of agricultural products and imports (or
exports) of fine ware during the Byzantine period, was examined in a study dealing with the
ARS ware in North Africa and Sicily (see Fentress et al. 2004).
532 rims belonging to 26 types of this group were found at sites in the survey
area. The presence of these vessels throughout the survey area, including small
sites distant from main access roads, is noteworthy. The graph and table below
present the amounts of 13 types of common LRRW, based on a division into the
Byzantine sub-periods.
























The ARS ware appears in modest quantities only (approximately 9% of the
LRRW vessels). Tsuf’s study (2003: 96) indicates that this group was marketed
primarily at coastal sites and is rarer in the interior. The marketing of this group
in the region seems to diminish around the beginning of the fifth century.
Though the sample here is too small to establish this with certainty, it appears to
revive during the sixth century. This is indicated by comparison of the numbers


































Graph 1: LRRW by year.
of type ARS 93, which belongs to the Middle Byzantine period, with ARS 104,
which is mainly sixth century. This picture lends support to the study by Hayes,
which pointed to a decline followed by an increase similar to this throughout the
eastern Mediterranean region (Hayes 1972: 368). It is noteworthy that type
ARS 104 is the latest representative of the African group in the region, while the
types from the first half of the seventh century, ARS 105/106, which are found
at other sites in the eastern Mediterranean (ibid. 169), are nearly absent in the
survey area.
Of types PRS 1 and PRS 2, which belong to the period up to the mid-fifth
century, only a single vessel of each was found (total of 0.4% of all LRRW
vessels). In Tsuf’s catalogue these early types constitute 4.6% of all of the finds
(based upon 1,034 vessels from sites in Israel, ibid.: VI; 80). Examination of the
sites at which they were documented (ibid., 243–249) clearly indicates their
marketing mainly in the coastal plain and its vicinity (the majority are from
Caesarea, Ramat Hanadiv, Castra, ‘Ovesh and Jalameh). Marketing of PRS
vessels to the interior of the Galilee, on the other hand, began only from the
second third of the fifth century, with the massive penetration of type PRS 3
(which constitutes 34% of all of the LRRW vessels in the survey). The signifi-
cant presence of PRS vessels continued in the Late Byzantine period with PRS
10, which is the main representative of the seventh century (23% of all of the
LRRW vessels).
The CRS vessels maintain a stable presence during all of the sub-phases of
the Byzantine period. Of interest is the clear absence from the survey area of
types CRS 7 and CRS 11 – large basins from the Late Byzantine period (a total
of three vessels were found constituting 0.6% of all LRRW vessels). In Tsuf’s
catalogue, these vessels constitute 7.6% of all of the finds and they were mainly
recorded at sites in the Coastal Plain (ibid. 295–302; 313–316). Also, in the
Upper Galilee survey, CRS 11 was reportedly found only at the western sites
and was absent from the eastern ones. (Frankel et al., Pl. 37).
It should be noted that among the many thousands of body sherds of LRRW
pottery collected and examined in the course of the survey, only one (from
¡uqoq) was found with a cross decoration. The frequency of the cross decora-
tions on LRRW vessels at nearby settlements with Christian populations (such
as Kh. Kerak or Beth Shean, see for example, Hayes 1972: 348, 363–268) show
that their absence from the survey area is apparently the result of intentional
avoidance by the Jewish population. Based upon considerable finds of LRRW
with cross decoration from assemblages found in dwellings around the syna-
gogue at Capernaum, Loffreda maintained that during the Byzantine period, the
site was largely settled by Christians (Loffreda 1984; see also Ma‘oz 1999:
144). The apparent avoidance of these vessels by Jews in the survey area
strengthens this view.
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Table 2: Total quantities of pottery types from the survey
Type Counting Percentage Type Counting Percentage
P/H Mor 35 0.3% Diamond Rim SJ 217 2.2%
P/H TNSJ 124 1.3% KH1e 2381 25.2%









H Bowl 55 0.5% KH2 7 0.07%
BSP 6 0.06% KH4d 55 0.5%
Hellenistic ESA 19 0.2% KH5b 8 0.08%
CNCP 95 1% KH6c 8 0.08%









Byz Krater 3 0.03%
H Jug 92 1% C3a 68 0.7%
H SJ 91 1% Cover C3a 24 0.2%
ISJ 18 0.2% C4a 23 0.2%
Long Rim SJ 227 2.4% KH4e 25 0.2%
H/R ESA 15 0.1% C4b 119 1.2%
TAFW 24 14 0.1% Simple Byz CP 15 0.1%






ER Krater 11 0.1% FR SJ 24 0.2%
KH3a 390 4.1% ARS 50 4 0.04%
KH4a 559 5.9% ARS 58 13 0.1%
KH4b 113 1.2% ARS 61 7 0.07%
SR Casserole 5 0.05% ARS 67 5 0.05%
ERCP 13 0.1% ARS 93 4 0.04%
T1.3 SJ 211 2.2% ARS 104 14 0.1%
ER GrSJ 16 0.1% CRS 1 47 0.5%
ER Jug 9 0.09% CRS 1/2 12 0.1%
ER Juglet 20 0.2% CRS 2 54 0.5%
KH3a/b 127 1.3% CRS 9 36 0.3%
KH4b/c 116 1.2% CRS 10 21 0.2%
ER/MR SJ 381 4% PRS 3 177 1.8%








MR GrSJ 79 0.8%
MR SJ 82 0.8%
SJ Prob MR 328 3.4%
KH4c 284 3%
KH1b/d 129 1.3%
MR/LR Bowl 81 0.8%
MR/LR SJ 508 5.4%
KH1c 124 1.3%
KH1d 356 3.8%
LR Krater 11 0.1%
SJ Prob LR 85 0.8%




The importance and limitations of the archaeological survey have been dealt
with in numerous studies, mainly in recent decades, due to the increasing role
played by surveys as a tool for reconstructing spatial settlement history. A
number of reasons exist for the recent development of this branch of archaeo-
logical research:
1. The understanding that an attempt to create as complete a picture as possible
of the past cannot be based solely upon excavations. The latter deal with the
exposure of individual sites, mainly urban ones, while most of the popula-
tion, certainly in the Classical world, lived in the countryside (Cherry 2005).
The fact that the excavation of a single site is expensive, lengthy and can
teach only about the settlement history of that particular site or a part thereof,
has resulted in the development of studies covering numerous sites and
attempts to create a historical picture of an entire region.
2. The understanding that there is a connection between environmental vari-
ables (including climate, water, soil, and agricultural potential) and the
settlement history of a given region (Cherry 1991: 4), encouraged spatial
studies that utilize geographical-ecological tools in order to clarify long-
term questions such as waves of settlement and abandonment, prosperity and
decline, population movements, etc.
3. The transition from an archaeology of “rulers, monuments and historical
events” that characterized research up to around the mid-20th century, to
more general research concerning the forms of settlement, material culture
and economic life of human societies.
Furthermore, improvements in pottery research have made it possible to
conduct archaeological surveys of this type, that are mainly based upon pottery
data.
Although the majority of archaeological surveys in Israel and elsewhere rely
on the same operative assumptions, the main methods of fieldwork, collection
and presentation of data, and analysis are rarely the same from one survey to
another.
Limitations of Archaeological Survey
An examination of some of the studies dealing with the reconstruction of settle-
ment history on the basis of archaeological survey shows that the advantage in
this method – gathering archaeological data for an entire region with consider-
able savings in time and costs – has often turned into a stumbling block. Many
of the studies conducted in Israel and elsewhere in the Middle East present
conclusions based upon partial or extremely limited data or, worse still, do not
present the data at all (pottery types and quantities), something that would be
unthinkable in other scientific disciplines. In many publications it is clear that
the researcher is unaware of or ignores the limitations of the data and the
conclusions that may be drawn from them. Survey maps of the Archaeological
Survey of Israel, for example, were intended for the purpose of documentation
and registration of archaeological sites. Most of those published to date include
information provided by the surveyor concerning the periods of settlement at
the sites, without presenting a database of any sort. Sometimes, the summary
presented relies upon finds of only a few sherds. This is apparent from sites
where quantitative data is presented. On the basis of this preliminary informa-
tion, numerous works have been written comparing “settlement intensities” of
different periods and even reconstructing demographic and economic processes
or specific historical episodes.1
Aside from these problems, there are inherent methodological questions and
problems regarding archaeological surveys, foremost among which are:
A. To what extent do the pottery finds on the surface reflect periods of settle-
ment at a given site, and to what extent do the quantitative differences among
the pottery finds from different periods indicate the size of the population in
each period?
B. Do changes in the quantities of pottery (in archaeological excavations as
well) necessarily reflect demographic change, or are there perhaps other
factors that influence the quantities, such as periods during which pottery
was used less, proximity of the site to production centers, etc. ? (see Millett
1991).
C. The difference in the quality and extent of pottery studies concerning differ-
ent periods and regions can lead to an over-representation of certain periods
better known to researchers and an under-representation of periods whose
pottery is not known. A good example of this may be seen in studies of the
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1 As an example, the work of Lapin (2001), seeks to describe the economic and geograph-
ical-settlement structure of the Galilee during the fourth century, a period in which, based upon
the Archaeological Survey of Israel maps, constitutes in his opinion the apogee of settlement in
the region (ibid., 8-9). This point of departure, upon which Lapin relies on as the basis for his
geographical-economic-spatial analyses, is totally unfounded. As will be seen below, the
fourth century was a time of severe settlement crisis in the Jewish Galilee to which Lapin
relates.
Early Islamic period in the Land of Israel (and simultaneously, at the begin-
ning of the Middle Ages in Europe, see Barker 1991), when it appears that at
least part of the reported dramatic decline in the intensity of settlement stems
from the limited familiarity of researchers with the pottery of these periods.
D. There are specific problems that vary from one region to another, such as the
ability to chronologically subdivide the local pottery, or sherds from certain
periods that are gathered more frequently due to their size or outstanding
color (cf. Orton et al. 1993: 33; 169).
Archaeological Methodology in this Study
The idea that underlies this study is an attempt to obtain a historical-settlement
picture of a defined geographical region during the Hellenistic, Roman and
Byzantine periods, based on the collection and analysis of archaeological data
and an analysis of the array of geographical and historical conditions that influ-
enced settlement in that region. The core of this study is the survey work, which
involved the collection of large samples of pottery belonging to the periods with
which we are dealing from settlements in the region. The impressive advance in
the research of local Galilean pottery in recent decades enables analysis of the
findings at a high resolution i.e., identifying a high proportion of the findings
and dividing them into relatively short sub-periods.
Several methodological tests that were conducted and close familiarity with
local pottery, constitute the basis for the method of the survey and the analysis
of the findings. Next, the size range of every site during each period is evalu-
ated. This in turn, enabled us to produce a dynamic historical-settlement picture
at individual sites and for the entire region.
Definition and Location of Sites
This study deals with the history of settlement in a particular region and accord-
ingly, the sites surveyed and discussed are settlement sites only. Not every kind
of evidence for human activity in the region, such as installations in open fields,
rock-cuttings, agricultural terraces or field scatters, are considered. Despite the
importance of such off-site features for the reconstruction of human activity in
an area in the past, as emerges from the extensive literature on this topic
published in recent years (e.g., Stoddart and Whitehead 1991; Cherry et al.
1991: 37–54), research questions, funding and manpower limitations led this
research to focus on settlement sites only.
The survey methodology was designed with a focus on the history of settle-
ment. Therefore, it was decided to conduct an intensive survey of known
archaeological sites (cf.: Ofer 1993; Maeir 1997) using advanced techniques,
rather than what is known as “fieldwalking.” Nonetheless, a systematic
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fieldwalking survey covering approximately the eastern half of the survey
region was carried out at the end of the 1950s by B. Ravani (IAAA – unpub-
lished) and all of the sites noted by Ravani were re-examined. Hence, this
research combines a survey of known archaeological sites with a fieldwalking
survey (cf. Finkelstein and Lederman 1997; Frankel et al. 2001).
Identification of the archaeological sites in the survey area is based upon the
following sources of information:
A. The Official Gazette (Yalkut ha-pirsumim) in which all of the sites that have
been officially declared by the IAA appear.
B. Palestine Exploration Fund maps of the late 19th century (Conder and
Kitchener 1881–1883), which include sites and names that do not appear in
later maps.
C. Maps of the British Mandate. The importance of these maps (particularly the
1941 edition) is in their delineation of the division of agricultural lands
among villages and in the detailed naming of agricultural plots, which
frequently preserve names of sites – information that does not appear on later
maps.
D. Maps of the Israel Map Center.
E. Recent aerial photographs as well as aerial photographs by the RAF from
1945 for some of the area. Their importance lies in their documentation of
sites subsequently destroyed by development in the region.
F. Reports by researchers and surveyors who worked in the region or in parts of
it, including V. Guérin (1868-80), the PEF (Conder and Kitchener
1881–1883), Y. Aharoni (1957), Z. Gal (1992) and the Survey of the Upper
Galilee (Frankel et al. 2001).
G. The thorough survey by B. Ravani, which is in the IAAA, helped in locating
sites that were not officially declared. In addition, the reports of AVST
assisted in completing the picture at several sites.
H. Oral communications, particularly from IAA personnel: Mr. Y. Stepansky,
inspector for the eastern Galilee–Golan region, and Mr. Y. Tor who began
work on the Arbel Survey Map in the framework of the Archaeological
Survey of Israel.
It should be noted that most of the area is very accessible, frequented by hikers,
and well known to archaeological inspectors. Even if there are small sites that
have not been identified (as might be reasonably supposed), these do not signif-
icantly alter the overall historical-settlement picture (Cf., Ofer 1993: 144 and
see below in detail). The extensive information on the location of sites in the
region led us to prefer a methodology of site survey over other methodologies
used when limitations of manpower exist, such as survey of random sampling
areas (see Barker 1991: 3–4).
The basic definition of a settlement site in this study is: a concentration of
sherds and/or architectural remains over an area of at least half a dunam (0.05
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hectare).2 Sites smaller than half a dunam, or sites that, despite repeated visits,
did not yield at least twenty indicative sherds from the periods with which this
study deals, were not placed on the list of settlement sites and are treated sepa-
rately as “archaeological features.” Most of these sites were so small or had
such meager pottery finds that it was not clear at all whether they were settle-
ment sites or chance sherd scatters, agricultural installations and the like. The
weight of these features in the reconstruction of settlement history of the region
is insignificant. The inability to gather a sufficient sample of pottery from them
upon which to base secure conclusions, forced us to separate these from the list
of settlements whose dating is based on broad statistical samples, for fear of
creating a distorted settlement map for some periods.
At all of the sites documented in the above sources, a preliminary survey was
conducted. If pottery belonging to the periods under study was identified, a
systematic survey with a group of students was carried out (see below).
Testing the Survey Methodology
Examination of the idea that a survey of sites in an area that has already been
extensively studied, can provide sufficient data upon which to base a reliable
historical-settlement reconstruction (Banning 1986: 26–28) was done by
conducting a fieldwalking survey of a test region. The intention was to examine
how many sites would not have been reached without such a comprehensive
survey and what their significance was in reconstructing the settlement history
of the region. The size of the test region was nine square km. between latitude
194–197 and longitude 250–253 (see map 4). The region, extending along both
sides of Wadi ªalmon, is hilly and constitutes a typical geographical unit of the
study area. Prior to the walking survey, three sites (Ravid [20], Livnim [22] and
Saban [27]) were known, as were two terrace sites in which Ravani noted
pottery scatters, and a mill and several isolated structures along Wadi ªalmon.
The systematic survey was conducted by a group of 15–20 students with 15 m.
spacing between fieldwalkers. This test documented archaeological features
including quarrying and winepresses in open areas, terraces, remains of aque-
ducts, a few mills, and remains of isolated structures along the course of Wadi
ªalmon, which, based upon their style of construction and state of preservation,
appear to date to recent centuries.
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2 Much has been written in recent decades about the definition of “sites” in areas in which
the surface is continuously covered by finds (cf., Doelle 1977: 202; Cherry 1983: 394–397). In
a survey in central Cyprus, for example, sites were defined as any concentration of artifacts
that allows examination of the connections between them, while settlements were defined as
concentrations of finds and architectural remains covering a minimum area of 10 dunams (1
hectare). See Given and Knapp 2003: 28.
During the course of this “full coverage” survey, a scatter of sherds of
approx. half a dunam, in an area currently cultivated (map reference 1964/2506)
was identified. This includes sherds from the Iron Age II, the Ottoman period
and three from the Middle/Late Roman period (Site A on map 4). An additional
site, which includes indistinct remains of the wall of a building and a small
sherd scatter extending over approx. 1/4–1/2 dunam, was found at map refer-
ence 1968/2527; eleven indicative sherds that were gathered there belong to the
Middle and Late Roman periods (Site B on the map). An additional site, noted
by Ravani (his Site 71), was found as a small terrace on the slope of Wadi
ªalmon (map reference 1948/2527), with no building remains. Only four sherds
were collected here, all Middle Roman (Site C on the map).
The small number of the sherds and building remains at these sites makes it
difficult to determine if these small sites were settlements, agricultural terraces
or installations. The test showed, however, that the vast majority of significant
settlement sites (of several dunams) in the area were already known. Appar-
ently the premise that underlies the method of site survey in a well known area
withstands critical examination and this method can create a portrait of the
greater part of the settled area in antiquity. Even if small sites of 1/4–1/2 dunam
were widespread in a given period, these do not change the overall picture of the
settlement history of the survey area, which includes hundreds of dunams of
built areas. At the same time, if these sites are indeed settlements, then consis-
tently missing them creates a danger that the selective survey will miss specific
settlement patterns, such as individual houses in the open that, at least according













Map 4: Full Coverage Survey Area
to the results of the fieldwalking survey, may have been more widespread
during the Middle Roman period.3
The conclusion that the vast majority of settlement sites from the periods in
question in the region are known and documented is further supported by an
examination of the results of an extensive survey conducted in the Upper Gali-
lee (Frankel et al. 2001). This survey covered over 800 square km., 310 of
which were given full coverage, while the remainder surveyed only known
sites. Comparison of the methods used reveals that in the full coverage survey,
almost no new classical period sites (Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine) that
were previously unknown were discovered. For example, of 81 Hellenistic
period and later sites on the ¡anita and ‘Amka maps, which were intensively
surveyed, only five did not appear on earlier maps or in previous studies, and of
these, three are caves, one a sherd scatter over one dunam and the last, a three
dunam site. It should be noted that a distinct picture emerges at pre-Hellenistic
sites, where 16 previously unknown sites were located, though most were very
small.4
Field Scatters
A noteworthy phenomenon that emerged from the full coverage survey of the
test area is the large number of isolated sherds collected in fields, unrelated to
sherd scatters or any other finds that might point to settlement. Particularly
obvious were finds of Galilean Bowls of the Late Roman/Early Byzantine
period.5
In recent years, research has dealt extensively with the occurrence of
field scatters, and it seems that they are mostly a result of field fertilization
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3 Therefore, even if these minor “features” do not change the overall historical-settlement
picture, they contain important information for understanding security, economy and agricul-
ture during their periods of habitation.
4 A few reasons can be pointed out for differences in the preservation of and ability to iden-
tify classical and pre-classical sites. First, the artifacts from classical periods are generally
much more obvious on the surface and often better preserved in comparison to those from the
Bronze and Iron Ages, which influences visibility (see Bintliff et al. 1999). It also may be
connected to the rate of geomorphological processes producing layers of soil covering, which
is more pronounced at older sites. The sequence of settlement or a gap in the sequence in the
region influences both the familiarity of the local population with the sites that were settled in
the past and the preservation of their names, factors that directly influence sites being noted on
modern maps.
5 For example, on a 1,500 by 300 m. strip, between Moshav Livnim and the Migdal–
ªalmon road (an area of approximately 1/2 square km.), which was surveyed by 20 surveyors,
21 rim sherds unrelated to any site or sherd scatter were collected in a 2 hour period. Of the
finds, 17 rims are of Galilean Bowls of the Kefar ¡ananya type (two KH1b, three KH1d and
twelve KH1e) and the four remaining ones are of various types.
(Wilkinson 1988; 1989)6 and partly of passers-by, shepherds, etc. Familiarity
with this feature is important in the study of the history of settlement sites, since
it appears that not all sherds accumulated on the surface at sites are evidence for
settlement phases. Some apparently are the result of field scatters. Determining
which sherds are evidence for a period of settlement and which are field scatters
is a methodological problem. At the same time, the large samples that were
gathered from every site (see below), usually enabled us to distinguish isolated,
unusual sherds that apparently do not represent a period of settlement.
Size and Definition of Pottery Samples
Large samples of pottery were needed in order to sketch an accurate historical
picture. This is because an evaluation of changes in site sizes over time was
based partially upon statistical analysis of the quantity of pottery from the
different periods. A sample of at least 100 indicative sherds from each site from
the periods under discussion was established as a research requirement. The
term “indicative sherds” throughout this work, refers to vessel rims exclusively
and the count, data on the tables and analysis relate only to vessel rims. There
are types or groups that can be identified by bases or body sherds (such as the
ESA group or the LRRW group). With most of the types, however, this is not
possible. In order to establish a uniform and measurable parameter for all of the
types and so that it will be possible to conduct statistical comparisons, only
vessel rims have been counted.
Identifiable body sherds of vessels from periods not represented in the rim
sherds have been noted in the tables with a star, but were not included in the
counts or in the evaluation of site size of the various periods.
Over 100 indicative sherds from the periods covered by the study were
collected at 39 of the 46 sites at which a pottery survey was conducted. Four
sites yielded over 60 indicative sherds and the three remaining sites, from 20 to
40 sherds. A total of 9,419 sherds belonging to periods covered by this study
were collected and the average number of identified sherds per site is 204. The
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6 Wilkinson’s studies of this topic show a correlation between a period of population
growth and the intensification of agriculture indicated by fertilization, and as a result, spread of
contemporary pottery over the fields (Wilkinson 1989). The prominent color and size of sherds
of the Galilean Bowls, however, is probably the main reason for their being the most common
type collected in fields, as the period of their production is one of a decline in regional settle-
ment. Historical evidence for fertilization of fields in antiquity coming from the survey area, is
found in the Y Ta‘anit 4, 6 (69b): “Why does it (the land of Israel) produce fruit? Two
amora’im: one said: Because they manure it, and the other said: Because they turn over its soil.
There was an event with a man who was sowing in the valley of Arbel and he plunged his hand
(into the soil) and came up with scorched earth and set aflame his seeds”. This appears to refer
to a concentration of undecayed fertilizer that can burn seeds (see also White 1970: 129).
tables in Chapter 5 present the quantitative data for each type from every site
and the percentage it constitutes of the sample from the site.
The large sample of vessels from every site allowed us to determine with
relative certainty the periods not represented at all in the finds as periods during
which there was no settlement at a given site. In addition, the large sample
enabled us to discern chance finds that in a small sample would likely lead to
erroneous interpretations. For example, in a sample of 20 sherds, 2–3 Byzantine
sherds at a site with rich Hellenistic remains might be interpreted as a period of
settlement (10–15%), while such a small number in a sample of 100 sherds
(2–3%) would not be considered significant. In the latter case, it appears that
2–3 sherds represent seasonal agricultural activity or finds left by passers-by.7
Collection Method
The survey was conducted over a period of five consecutive seasons. At every
site, a preliminary survey was conducted for several hours, to verify if the site
had pottery from the relevant periods, to determine the extent of the site, and to
divide the site into sub-areas prior to the main survey. Determining the division
into secondary units changed from site to site. At some of the sites, it was based
upon topographical features, such as a gorge crossing the site or terraces at
different levels. At sites where there were no outstanding topographical
features, such as sites at tops of hills or along slopes, the site was arbitrarily
divided according to compass directions and objects on the surface. Small sites
of up to a few dunams were not divided into sub-areas.
The survey was conducted by a group of 15–20 students who were divided
into teams and collected sherds from all parts of the site, including slopes and
peripheral areas. The sherds from the various areas were collected and stored
separately in order to allow examination of chronological differences between
the areas (see Wilkinson 1999: 46), data presented in Chapter 5. At sites where
no differences were discerned among the finds from different parts of the site,
the sherds were eventually combined into a single sample.
Sites were visited twice and even three times in different seasons and on the
average, each site was surveyed between 4 to 5 hours with a team of this size.
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7 The processes that settlements undergo during the course of and following their abandon-
ment have been extensively discussed in the theoretical archaeological literature in recent
years. These include individuals who come to harvest or to take building stone, and nomads
who encamp at a site or use enclosures such as sheep pens. All of these leave scattered remains
from later periods (see Cameron and Tomka 1993). A good nearby example is Meiron in the
Upper Galilee where extensive excavations indicated that structures were gradually emptied
and the village totally abandoned during the course of the late fourth/beginning of the fifth
century CE. A number of sherd and coin scatters of the fifth–seventh centuries (not in strati-
graphic layers and unrelated to the remains in the early village) were interpreted by the excava-
tors as evidence for visitors or temporary inhabitants (see Meyers et al. 1981, 161).
Among the students participating in the survey, approximately a third were
regular participants and had previous surveying experience.
Visibility
Visibility, which directly affects the ability to gather artifacts from the surface,
is determined by the density and height of vegetation; the type, color and texture
of the soil; the season of the year; and the quality of light. The impact of these
factors has been examined in several studies, (e.g., Cherry et al. 1991: 38–45;
Terrenato and Ammerman 1996; Given and Knapp 2003: 54–56).
The vegetation in the survey area is composed mainly of annual and low
species (batha), which dry out during the summer and enable good visibility of
the surface during the survey season, i.e. the end of the summer and the fall. In
addition, establishing minimum criteria for the required sample size (see above)
in large measure remedied the main problem arising from difficulty of visibility,
which is the question of the reliability and representative character of the finds.
At sites where there were such difficulties, we returned repeatedly at different
times of the year during which visibility changes, or following underbrush fires
that sometimes occur during the summer, exposing the surface entirely. Long
hours of manpower were devoted in order to obtain an adequate sample.
The vast majority of the survey sites are ruins, not used for agriculture today.
Those in cultivated areas are mainly located in olive orchards, in which the
ground is exposed throughout the entire year. This has advantages and disad-
vantages. On the one hand, the exposed ground and sherds brought to the
surface by plowing greatly facilitate collection. On the other hand, it appears
that certain types of pottery disintegrate and disappear from the upper layer of
fields that have been plowed over extended periods (Bintliff et al. 1999).
Methodological Test of Surface Survey: Shovel Testing
In order to examine the reliability of historical settlement reconstruction based
upon surface pottery collection, a series of shallow excavations were conducted
at three sites. This technique, known as shovel testing, is based on a method
developed by Y. Portugali, mainly in order to examine changes in the size of
sites and to aid in selecting locations for stratigraphic excavation (Portugali
1982: 170–188).
The aims of this technique in the present research were:
A. Comparison of periods represented among surface finds to those represented
among sub-surface finds.
B. Comparison of relative amounts of vessels from the various periods repre-
sented among the surface finds with those lying below the surface.
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C. Examining extent of settlement during different periods at specific places in
the site, as opposed to the broad areas into which sites were divided for the
surface survey (see Shenkman 1999; Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 10, 17).
D. Comparing specific types of wares from surface finds with ones from sieved
earth and attempting to note patterns or types that are more frequently repre-
sented among the surface finds due to the large size or outstanding color of
the sherds.
The test pits, 1.5 m. wide and 20 cm. deep, were scattered equally over the
surface of the site with at least one test pit located in each distinct sub-area. All
excavated soil was carefully sieved and all pottery fragments of 1 cm. and larger
were collected.
Similar to the majority of the survey sites, the three sites that were selected as
test cases are ruins (as opposed to tells) that include sloping areas. Hence, the
chances are small that these sites have “sealed” underground layers that are not
partially exposed in certain areas on the slope (see Portugali 1982: 187). It is
likely that pottery of the relatively early periods will be represented in soil
carried down slopes by erosion. These sites were selected following the conclu-
sion and analysis of the surface survey, and except for the above four aims, each
of the three sites represented a different question that arose from analysis of
surface finds.
A. Kh.¡amam [Site 32]: The surface survey noted an abrupt cessation of settle-
ment that took place at the site around the mid/late-fourth century CE, and no
later pottery was found here. The aim of the shovel test was to determine if the
absence of the Middle and Late Byzantine period would be confirmed by exca-
vation or was merely a result of having missed areas in the surface survey, that
were settled during these periods.
B. Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [Site 11]: At this site, considerable quantities of Early
Roman and Middle and Late Byzantine pottery were collected, but no pottery
from the periods in between, a phenomenon not encountered at any other site in
the survey area. The aim of the shovel testing was to clarify the reliability of the
surface survey results and to clarify if the strange gap would indeed be borne
out by excavation or was merely the result of ineffective survey or of remains of
later periods covering the areas settled in the intermediate periods.
C. Nasr ed-Din [Site 46]: In the northeastern part of this site, extensive archaeo-
logical excavations were conducted by H. Ben Nahum of the IAA (Ben Nahum
1999; Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 17), and the aim of the shovel testing was to
compare results of extensive excavation with those of shovel testing and surface
survey. In the surface survey, sherds from three main periods were collected
(Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine). However, the small amount of Late
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Roman and Early Byzantine pottery raised the possibility that settlement at the
site had not been continuous. The aim of the shovel testing was to attempt to
clarify this.
Table 3: A comparison of findings from shovel testing with those from surface survey,
by period







H 4 (1.2%) 5 (2.1%) 24 (13.5%) 9 (20.4%) 53 (41%) 15 (15%)
ER 48 (14.5%) 63 (26.6%) 101 (57%) 30 (68%) 32 (24.8%) 43 (43%)
MR 81 (24.5%) 96 (40.5%) 0 0 22 (17%) 20 (20%)
LR 170 (51.3%) 58 (24.4%) 5 (2.8%) 0 12 (9.3%) 11 (11%)
E BYZ 28** (8.4%) 12** (5%) 0 0 0* 0*
M BYZ 0 1 (0.4%) 10 (5.6%) 1 (2.2%) 6 (4.6%) 7 (7%)
L BYZ 0 0 37*** (21%) 4*** (9%) 4 (3%) 4 (4%)
Total Iden-
tified
331 237 177 44 129 100
* The total absence of clear Early Byzantine types led us to attribute the few intermediate types of
LR/E BYZ to the Late Roman period.
** At Kh. ¡amam, where a sharp break in settlement in the mid-fourth century was noted, the surface
survey encountered 7 sherds of types that began to appear from the middle of the fourth century
onward, while 43 sherds of the Late Roman period were found (not including type KH1e). Similar
ratios between the vessels of these two periods were encountered in the shovel testing results. There-
fore, Bowl KH1e, which has a range overlapping both the Late Roman and the Early Byzantine peri-
ods was divided in the table between them at a ratio of 1:6.
***The Byzantine period finds from shovel testing at Kul‘at esh-Shuneh include only 1 rim of LRRW of
type PRS 10C, which is dated to the Late Byzantine period. In the surface survey, 21 rims of LRRW
were collected, 17 of them dated to the Late Byzantine period (12 of PRS 10; 2 of CRS 9 and 3 of
CRS 10) and 4 others of the Middle Byzantine period (3 of PRS 3 and a single vessel of CRS 2),
however of variants appearing only from the beginning of the sixth century on. The renewal of settle-
ment at the site thus began after the beginning of the sixth century. Vessels dated in pottery studies to
the entire Byzantine period were divided in the table among the secondary periods on the basis of the
ratio of LRRW finds.
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Conclusions
Kh. ¡amam
A. Chronology: All periods represented in the shovel testing are also repre-
sented in the surface survey aside from a single Middle Byzantine sherd (0.4%)
found in the shovel testing, which does not seem to represent a settlement
phase. The very small number of finds that begin to appear in mid-fourth
century assemblages in the Galilee (strata of the 363 earthquake at Sepphoris)
and the absence of later finds strengthen the conclusion that the settlement was
abandoned around the second half of the fourth century CE.
B. Relative Quantitative Comparison of Sherds representing each Period: A
considerable difference between the two methods emerges regarding the rela-
tive quantities of pottery vessels of the different periods. In the surface survey,
the later periods are significantly better represented at the expense of earlier
periods.
A central factor influencing the difference in finds obtained by the two meth-
ods is type KH1e, which constituted 44% of the finds (146 rims) in the surface
survey, while in the shovel testing it constituted only 11.8%. In comparison to
other vessels, this vessel is particularly large, with a thickened rim and breaks
into large sherds that are prominent on the surface. Apparently, for that reason,
it was collected in relatively large amounts in the surface survey. At other
survey sites, the dominance of this type stands out, and at certain sites it consti-
tutes 40% and even 50% of the finds.
The conclusion is that at many sites at which type KH1e occurs in large
quantities, its high percentage in the assemblage should not be taken at face
value and does not indicate increased activity during the Late Roman and Early
Byzantine periods during which this vessel is common. As we shall see below,
shovel testing at Kul‘at esh-Shuneh and Nasr ed-Din clearly showed that
LRRW is also overrepresented in the surface finds, apparently because of its
outstanding color and large sherds. However, the quantities of this ware are
much more modest and do not produce significant changes in relative frequen-
cies.
C. Settlement Extent: Fourteen pits were spread over the entire site. In the south
and east, the site is bounded by high terraces above the gorges of Wadi Arbel
and Wadi Saviona. In the west it is bounded by a steep rise and the cliffs of Mt.
Nitai. Our shovel tests revealed that the settlement extended to these topograph-
ical limits. On its northern side, the site has no topographical boundary and the
survey and shovel tests indicate that Pit K lies at the site’s northern limit.
The following table presents pottery finds from the various shovel tests
divided into sub-periods.
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Table 4: Finds from Shovel Testing at Kh. ¡amam according to sub-period
Type / Pit A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
Hellenistic CNCP 1
Long Rim SJ 1 1 1 1
Hell/ER Hell/Rom ESA *
Early
Roman
KH3a 2 1 4 3
KH4a 2 1 1 1 2 4 1 2 1
KH4b 1 1 1 1
ERCP 1
T1.3 SJ 2 1 1 1
ER Juglet 1
ER/MR KH3a/b 3 2 1 3 1 2 2 2 1
KH4b/c 1 1 1 1 3
ER/MR SJ 3 1 3 1 1 3 4 3 7 2
Middle
Roman
KH1a 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
KH1b 2 2 1 3 1
KH3b 1 1 2 1 3 1
MR Krater 1 1
KH6b 1
MR GrSJ 1 1 1
MR SJ 1 1
SJ Prob MR 1 1 2 1 2
KH4c 2 9 5 1 2 4 4 5




KH1c 2 1 1
KH1d 1 1
Diam. Rim SJ 2 1 5 1 3 1
LR/E.Byz KH1e 7 5 5 1 3 1 3 3





Cover C3a 1 1
KH4e 1 1
C4b 1
Sim. Byz CP 1
CRS 1 1
CRS 2 1
miscellaneous (D) 32 MT (E) 1 ¢ 2nd c. (M) 1 ¢ 3rd c.
MT = Mosaic Tessera; ¢ = coin (see coin appendix)
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The Hellenistic period is represented by small quantities in five of the probes,
four of them in the high upper part of the site.
The Early Roman period is represented in all probes, except for one at the
very center of the site. It appears that this absence is a matter of chance and that
the entire site was inhabited during this period.
The Middle Roman period is also represented in all probes except for one,
and it appears that the entire site was inhabited during this period, except,
perhaps, for the area of Probe K at the northern boundary of the site.
Sherds from the Late Roman period (including intermediate LR/E BYZ
sherds) were found in nine of the fourteen probes. The probes from which types
of this period were absent (A, G, K, and L) are noticeably located at the periph-
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edges of the site, in which one or two sherds from these periods were found, as
opposed to numerous sherds from earlier periods.
Only nine sherds belong to types that begin to appear in Galilee assemblages
roughly from the mid-fourth century on. These were found in five probes,
which with the exception of H (yielded a single sherd), are all located in close
proximity around the center of the site. The restricted distribution of Late
Roman and Early Byzantine pottery at the site thus enables us to note the
contraction of the settlement toward its center during this period. The abandon-
ment of the settlement was preceded by phases of decline. It is noteworthy that
in the surface survey the Late Roman period finds were the most dominant and
if solely based on that method, the settlement’s stages of decline would not have
been determined.
Analysis of the shovel testing leaves considerable doubt concerning the
different formulas proposed for calculating the size of a site during different
periods, based upon the quantity of surface finds from each period.
Early Roman sherds from the probes constitute only two thirds of the
number of sherds from the peak period (the Middle Roman period). According
to the above formulas, the obvious conclusion would be that during the former
period only two thirds of the site was inhabited. Nonetheless, the Early Roman
period is represented in all of the probes including ones at its fringes where this
period is dominant. In addition, the quantity of Late Roman pottery in the
probes is similar to that of the Early Roman period, whereas the probes indicate
that the settlement during this period was considerably smaller than during the
Early Roman period.
Kul‘at esh-Shuneh
A. Chronology: All periods represented in the shovel testing are present in the
surface survey. The surface survey collected five rims of type KH1e, which
belongs to the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods, with no other finds
from these periods. The probes did not find even a single sherd belonging to the
Late Roman period and not a single sherd that must date to the Early Byzantine
period. It therefore appears that these KH1e sherds do not represent a settlement
phase at the site, but belong apparently to the phenomenon of “field scatters”
(see above).
B. Relative Quantitative Comparison of Sherds representing each Period: The
Hellenistic period constitutes 13.5% of the finds from the surface survey and
20.4% in the probes, though the small number of finds from this period makes it
difficult to show a clear trend. The Byzantine period, which in the surface
survey was 31% of the finds, weakens to 11.2% in the probes.
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Table 5: Finds from shovel testing at Kul‘at esh-Shuneh according to sub-period
Type / Pit A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
Hellenistic Hellenistic ESA 1
Hell. CP 1 1
Long Rim SJ 2 1 1 1




KH3a 1 1 1 1 3
KH4a 1 4 1 2 3 3 1 1 2
ER Juglet 1
ER/MR KH3a/b 2 1
ER/MR SJ 1
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The LRRW vessels, which are so prominent because of their size and red
slip, constituted some 12% of all finds in the surface survey, while in the probes,
these vessels were only 2% of all finds.
The shovel testing results strengthen the conclusion (based upon the surface
survey), that the site was abandoned in the Early Roman period, after the mid-
first century CE.
C. Settlement Extent: On the northern slope near the summit are several narrow
terraces suitable for construction and beneath them is a sharp slope that is
unsuitable for building. The southern slope descends gradually to the branch of
Wadi Livnim. In its upper portion there are extensive terraces where, according
to the probes conducted in them and on the summit of the site, settlement was
concentrated in later periods.
The Hellenistic period is represented by small quantities of sherds from seven
probes conducted in all parts of the site except for the summit. The Early Roman
period is represented in 11 out of 14 probes throughout the site. It is absent from
probes C, I and K which are located at the center of the site, next to the remains
of an Ottoman fortress. This absence may be due to medieval layers covering
this area, or due to erosion sweeping material down the steep slopes.
TheMiddle/Late Byzantine period is represented by a small amount of mate-
rial found in two probes at the southern side of the site.
Nasr ed-Din
A. Chronology: Imported wares (LRRW) from both the Middle Byzantine and
the Late Byzantine periods were collected in the surface survey, while there
were no imported wares from the Early Byzantine period. In the shovel testing,
only Middle Byzantine LRRWwere found, while there were no Late Byzantine
examples and again, none from the Early Byzantine period.
The presence of the Late Byzantine period in Table 3 is the result of the divi-
sion of the local pottery types, dated generally as “Byzantine” between the
Middle and the Late Byzantine period. It is based upon the finds from the
surface survey, which indicate the presence of these two periods here.
In contrast to the relatively rich finds from the Middle Roman period (20%),
there is weak showing for the Late Roman period (11% of the finds), despite
this period having supposedly been better represented in the layer near the
surface.8 The clear absence of vessels that must be dated to the fourth century
and of vessels that must be dated to the Early Byzantine period indicates that
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8 KH1e, for example, generally constitutes 30–50% of the finds at sites that were settled
during the Late Roman period, while here it is only 7% of the finds from the surface and 5% of
the finds from the probes.
from the second half of the third to the second half of the fifth century, the site
was abandoned or had only very limited settlement. In the IAA excavation in
the northeastern portion of the site, the picture is even clearer. No finds later
than the mid-third century were encountered (see below). Renewal of the settle-
ment during the Middle Byzantine period was very limited in scope, as indi-
cated by the pottery found in the probes.
B. Relative Quantitative Comparison of Sherds representing each Period: It is
surprising that in the surface survey the strongest representation was the earli-
est, dating to the Hellenistic period, while in the shovel testing, the Early
Roman period gained strength to emerge as the dominant one. Perhaps the
Hellenistic vessels, in particular the storage jars, left large and particularly obvi-
ous sherds on the surface in comparison to the small, delicate ones of the Early
Roman period. This explanation, however, is not entirely satisfying since at two
other sites where shovel testing was conducted, no similar phenomenon was
noted.
The picture that emerges from the probes points to a significant weakening
of the settlement by the Middle Roman period, which is represented in 12
probes only and constitutes 20% of the finds, while the Early Roman period is
represented in 18 probes and constitutes 43% of the finds. In the results of the
surface survey the Early and Middle Roman period finds were rather similar
(24% and 17% respectively). Findings from the shovel testing that relate to the
Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods match those of the surface survey and
the settlement appears to have been abandoned at the end of the third century. It
remained uninhabited at least until approximately the mid-fifth century, when
settlement at the site was renewed on a more limited scale.9 Similar to the
results at Kul‘at esh-Shuneh, here too, finds of LRRW from the surface survey
are greater than those from the probes (11.5% vs. 3%). Apparently the size of
the sherds and their red slip make them particularly visible on the surface.
C. Settlement Extent: The Hellenistic period is represented in 6 of the 24 probes,
all along a strip in the lower half of the site. The Early Roman period is repre-
sented in 18 probes and this is the floruit in terms of sherd quantity in the vari-
ous probes. A concentration of probes from which finds from this period were
absent lies in the northwestern corner of the settlement. The Middle Roman
period is represented in 12 probes throughout the site, once more, with a weak-
ening in its northwestern part. The Late Roman period is represented in five
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9 The Late Roman period is represented by only a small number of Galilee Bowls (KH1d,
KH1e), which are found in Galilean assemblages from approximately the mid-third century.
The small amounts of this type (which is the most common type at the majority of the survey
sites), and the total absence of the fourth century types indicates abandonment around the
second half of the third century.
probes in different parts of the site. The very sparse settlement of the Byzantine
period is concentrated mainly at the center of the site, at the foot of the spring,
and slightly to the south and east.
Table 6: Finds from shovel testing at Nasr ed-Din according to sub-period
Type / Pit A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
Hellenistic CNCP 2 1
Hell. CP 1 1
Hell. Jug 1 1
Hell. SJ 1
Long Rim SJ 3 3 1
Hell/ER Hell/Rom ESA *
Early
Roman
KH3a 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
KH4a 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
KH4b 2 1 1 1 1
T1.3 SJ 1 1 1 1 1
ER Jug 1
ER Juglet 1
ER/MR KH3a/b 1 1
KH4b/c 1 1 1 1







SJ Prob MR 1 1
KH4c 1 2 1
MR/LR KH1b/d 1 1




SJ Prob LR 1







Mid. Ages 4 1 2 4 10 9 1 2 10 7
Miscellaneous (G) 1 LR/BYZ
lamp 12 Mosaic
stones
(M) 1¢ 2nd c.
B.C.
(N) 2 ¢ 6th
c.
¢ = coin (see Appendix on coins at end of report)
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Comparison between Findings from Surface Survey, Shovel Testing and
Excavations
Extensive salvage excavation in the northeastern part of the site was conducted
by Haya Ben Nachum of the IAA, who generously allowed us to examine the
pottery corpus from that excavation.10 It should be noted that the excavation
area has undergone intensive construction in recent years and it was not possi-
ble to collect pottery in this area during the course of the survey.
The finds from loci on floors of buildings (some of which stood to their full
height, according to the excavator), including complete vessels and numerous
ones taken for restoration, clearly belonged to the Middle Roman period (Ben
Nahum 1999). Finds from other loci that the excavator believes to represent
material that was washed in following the destruction of the structures, also
include a large amount of Hellenistic and Early Roman finds and it is clear that
during these periods there was significant settlement in this part of the site.
Among the hundreds of vessels and rims that were examined, only four rims
belong to the Late Roman and Byzantine periods and three others to the Middle
Ages.11 Thus, it may be concluded that this area of the settlement was aban-
doned around the third century CE and was not re-inhabited. This picture of
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10 The rich pottery corpus, which includes many hundreds of rims, entire vessels and
restored vessels, was examined over the course of five hours by my dissertation advisor, Prof.
Adan-Bayewitz, and me in the warehouses of the IAA at Nahalal.
emerges from the surface survey and the shovel testing, though in both cases,
sherds from the mid fifth century on attest to sparse settlement in the vicinity of
the village spring.
Kefar ¡ananya
Extensive shovel testing, including 68 shallow test probes, was conducted by D.
Adan-Bayewitz in 1989 at the site of Kefar ¡ananya, which is included in the
area of the present survey. The results, including comparison to the findings of
the current surface survey, were published in Y. Shenkman’s M.A. thesis (1999:
54–61) and are presented here courtesy of Y. Shenkman.
The comparison is based upon 2,570 rims collected in the shovel testing, in
contrast to 543 collected from the surface.
Before presenting the comparison, it is important to note that because Kefar
¡ananya was a major production center, it is difficult to create a historical-
settlement reconstruction based upon quantitative comparison of pottery
vessels from the different periods. The fact that during a single visit to the site
lasting several hours, 543 vessel rims were collected (401 of these of local
manufacture), several times the average quantity collected at sites of similar
size, indicates the considerable influence of pottery production on the finds
here.
Table 7: Comparison of finds from shovel testing and surface survey at Kefar ¡ananya;
divided into main periods (adapted from: Shenkman 1999: 36, 54)
Period Shovel Test Survey
Roman 2241 (87%) 416 (76%)
Byzantine 49 (2%) 25 (5%)
Middle Ages 181 (7%) 65 (12%)
Modern 7 (0%) 0 (0%)
Unknown 91 (4%) 37 (7%)
Total 2570 543
A comparison of finds resulting from the two survey methods shows that all of
the main periods represented in the shovel testing are also represented in the
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11 One KH1e, one C3a Cover and two LRRW. The nearly total absence of type KH1e from
this rich pottery corpus as well as the absence of other outstanding fourth century types indi-
cates abandonment prior to the penetration of type KH1e around the second half of the third
century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 105. On finds from the excavations at Nasr ed-Din, see also
Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 17).
surface survey and that the quantities of finds from different periods are quite
similar. On the other hand, there is an increase in the presence of Byzantine and
Middle Age sherds in the surface survey findings in comparison to the ones
from the Roman period. This may be due to the proximity of the former to the
surface as well as the fact that the sherds of these periods are more obvious and
are therefore more likely to be collected by surveyors.
The comparison showed considerable differences in the representation of
types produced at the site during the sub-periods of the Roman period. The main
difference was a significant dominance of Late Roman and Early Byzantine
period vessels over ones from the earlier periods in the surface survey
(Shenkman, ibid.).
Summary
Comparison of the findings from surface survey and shovel testing at four
different sites leads to four main conclusions:
A. Chronology: At all of the sites, the periods represented in the probes are also
represented in the surface survey. Therefore, surface survey based upon a large
sample of indicative sherds collected from all areas of a given site may be used
to determine the periods of settlement. Moreover, at two of the four sites, the
finds from the surface survey include sherds from sub-periods that are not
represented in the shovel testing.
B. Quantitative Comparison of Vessels from different Periods and the Relation
between the Size of the Sample and the Size of the Settlement: In general, it is
possible to affirm that later periods make a stronger showing in surface survey
than earlier ones, though there are variations in degree from site to site. Thus, it
is clear that there is no direct correlation between the quantity of pottery finds
from the different periods and the size of the site during those periods. The
quantity of sherds of the Early Roman period, for example, both at Kh. ¡amam
and at Nasr ed-Din, was nearly double in the shovel testing to the amount found
in the surface survey.12
C. Settlement Extent: Concerning the later periods of settlement at the site, it
may be categorically stated that a paucity of pottery indicates contraction of the
settled area. For example, at all four sites a significant decline in the number of
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12 The relative paucity of Early Roman finds from the surface compared to the later periods
at different sites is apparently not only a result of the layers of covering, but also of the style of
vessels during that period, which are characterized by thin, fragile walls that break into small
fragments that are difficult to locate during survey.
sherds from the Byzantine period is noted and the finds from that period were
concentrated in a particular area and in a relatively limited number of probes
(for the finds from Kfar ¡ananya, see Shenkman 1999: 44). Concerning the
early periods of settlement at the site, no correlation was found in the shovel
testing between the percentage of sherds from a particular period and the extent
of settlement at the site in that period. At Kh. ¡amam, for example, while
sherds of the Early Roman period constitute only two thirds the number of
sherds from the peak period (the Middle Roman period), it was represented in
all of the probes carried out in all parts of the site.
D. Overrepresented Types: When comparing finds from shovel testing to finds
from surface surveys, several types of pottery are over-represented on the
surface because of their size or outstanding color. This should be taken into
account in evaluating the intensity of settlement based upon ceramic finds. The
most outstanding example of this phenomenon is KH1e, which is the most
outstanding type in most of the survey sites. At Kh. ¡amam, for example, this
type constitutes nearly half of the surface finds, while in the shovel testing it
was only about a tenth. Other types with much smaller representation in the
shovel testing than in the surface survey are LRRW vessels, which are promi-
nent due to their size and red slip. Nonetheless, due to changing conditions from
site to site (particularly the scale of coverage of later periods), we cannot
propose a fixed correction factor for the deviation caused by these prominent
types.
Comparison of Survey and Excavated Finds
At some of the survey sites, excavations (mainly salvage) had been conducted
in the past. Their publication enabled us to compare finds from prior excava-
tions with finds from the current survey. The excavations of each site will be
dealt with in Chapter 5. Here we shall present only a comparison of the histori-
cal-settlement portrait that emerges from the two methodologies.
Table 8 (below) indicates that at most of the sites, periods not represented at
all in the excavation findings do occur in the surface survey. The main reason
for the advantage of the survey appears to be the limited extent of excavation,
which in most cases was a salvage excavation that focused upon a limited part
of the site, while the survey findings come from the entire site. It does not seem
possible, therefore, to create a historical-settlement portrait of a site based on
excavations of a limited scope since it is unlikely that excavation of a few
squares will expose all of the periods of habitation. In such cases, the picture
obtained from a survey based upon a large sample and collection from all parts
of the site is considerably more accurate.
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Parod – – ÷ + + + + + ÷ + – ÷ – ÷
Hazon – ÷ – + + + – + – + – – – ÷
Huquq – ÷ + + + + – + – + – + – +
Migdal + + + + + + + + + + – ÷ + ÷
Ammudim – + – + + + + + + + + + – +
Nasr ed-Din + + + + + + – + – – – + – +
El-Khirbeh + + + + + + + + + + ÷ + – –
Exc. = excavation, Sur. = survey
+ = period represented in finds, ÷ = poor representation in findings, – = not represented in findings
Practical Conclusions: Evaluation of Site Size in each Period
Abasic premise of every regional archaeological survey is that the pottery finds
provide an indication of the settlement history of the region. However, there are
significant differences of opinion over the question of the extent to which the
quantity of finds from the various periods reflect changing settlement intensity.
Some scholars assumed that there is a direct connection between the variable
amounts of pottery finds from different periods and demographic change.
According to these researches, comparison of the percentage of finds from the
different periods (while giving weight to variables such as the different lengths
of periods) can provide a reasonable indication of population density in each of
the given periods of habitation.13 Other scholars believed that the differences in
the amount of finds do not necessarily reflect demographic changes. Frankel et
al., for example, presented a series of constraints that influence fieldwork and
the amount of finds from different periods. They believed that these factors are
too numerous and complex to allow calibration that will make it possible to
faithfully represent the size of a site in different periods. As a result, these
researchers decided to note only the maximum size of every site without
attempting to evaluate its size in different periods (Frankel et al. 2001: 5–6).
The present survey methodology, based upon in-depth familiarity with the
pottery of the periods being studied, collection of large samples of pottery, divi-
sion of the sites into sub-zones during collection, shovel testing which indicated
overrepresentation of certain types, and comparison of survey and excavation
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13 E.g., Ofer 1993: 162; Finkelstein and Lederman 1997 vol. I: 20–22; Ben David 2005: 22.
results, seems to allow a cautious estimation of the size of sites during different
periods.
In effect, evaluation of the size of sites in different periods is the raison
d’être for every advanced analysis of survey results that attempts to express
something beyond a collection of dots on a map. Clearly, creating a portrait of
the settlement or demographic changes in a given area on the basis of the
number of sites from each period, or on the basis of the implicit assumption that
the size of every site in every period was equal to the maximum size of the site,
lacks credibility since it ignores the main parameter of different sizes of sites
and changing sizes through the ages. Undoubtedly, an estimate, even approxi-
mate, of the size of sites during different periods, will be a closer approximation
of reality than the erroneous assumption that all sites are equal in size or that
every site in every period equals that site’s maximum size (Ben David 2005:
19).
Estimation Methodology: On the site sheet in Chapter 5, the maximum size of
the site is presented based on the extent of the ruins and the dispersion of sherds,
combined with an examination of aerial photographs. In comparing the size of
the site as it emerged from the shovel testing and from the surface survey,
according to formulas based on calculations of percentages of finds from each
period, considerable differences were obtained. Estimation of the size of the
site, therefore, will not be a direct correlation between the amount of finds from
a particular period and the size of the site during that period. The estimation will
rather be based upon the conclusion that in general, the early periods suffer
from under-representation while the later periods, primarily the Late Roman
and Byzantine periods, enjoy overrepresentation. A central element that does
not allow the establishment of a fixed formula for this calculation is the extent
of coverage of the period in question in later strata, something that changes
from one site to another and even from area to area within a given site. This and
a series of other variables that influence the survey work and the pottery finds
and are incalculable (such as: type of soil, topography, degree of erosion, etc.)
lead to the view that no precise numerical result for each period, obtained from
a mathematical formula, can ever be accurate. Instead, a method of classifica-
tion into different categories comprising a range is presented.14 It is important to
note that the range of size proposed is based upon estimation, taking into
consideration various parameters, not all of which may be quantified, with an
aim of presenting generalized concepts of size rather than precise size. Such
generalized concepts of size enable us to compare different sites and different
periods. Despite all of the problems involved in this manner of presentation,
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14 For other surveys in which settlements were classified by range (though not following a
methodical study such as that conducted here utilizing shovel testing), see Broshi and Gofna
1984; Finkelstein and Lederman 1997 vol. I: 20–21.
there is no doubt that estimation, even if approximate, is far preferable to the
alternatives: not presenting data concerning settlement size at all, or assuming
uniform size for all periods.
Examination of size of the settlements in the survey area points to common
patterns upon which six settlement size categories have been defined:
Category A: 0.5–3 dunam/very small
Category B: 4–10 dunam/small
Category C: 11–20 dunam/medium
Category D: 21–40 dunam/medium-large
Category E: 41–60 dunam/large
Category F: 61–90 dunam/very large
At single period sites, the size of the site has been established as the area
covered by building remains and a spread of pottery (with the exception of steep
slopes).
At a site whose maximum size is smaller than the top of the range of the
proposed category, the size range has been limited accordingly. For example, in
the case of a site whose maximum size is 30 dunam and during a given period
belonged to Category D, a size range of 21–30 dunam has been established.
In evaluating the category of settlement of each period at multi-period sites,
aside from the quantity of pottery, the following variables have also been taken
into consideration:15
A. Division of the site into sub-areas: Most of the sites were divided during the
fieldwork into several collection zones and pottery from each zone was
collected and analyzed separately. At some of the sites it was possible, thanks to
this procedure, to note clear changes in the extent of the settlement in different
areas during different periods, which aided in evaluating the size of settlements
in different periods.
B. The Period in Question and the degree of later Coverage: For example, a few
Hellenistic sherds and a few Byzantine sherds found at a large and rich Roman
site. It is probable that the site was settled during the Hellenistic period and that
the few finds are the result of extensive coverage of the Roman period remains.
On the other hand, it seems that the Byzantine sherds do not represent a settle-
ment phase at the site, since the latest period should be the best represented on
the surface.
C. The Lengths of the different Archaeological Periods: For example, the length
of the Early Roman period in our study is 185 years. One would clearly expect
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that this period be better represented than the Middle Roman period (115 years)
or the Late Roman period (100 years).
D. Quantities of certain Types: The quantities of certain types representing
particular periods which, according to the shovel testing conclusions, are
overrepresented among the surface finds due to their size or color (e.g., KH1e or
LRRW vessels).
E. Coverage and Erosion: The degree of coverage and erosion at a site and the
position of a site or part thereof in a ploughed area (this results in a decline in
finds from later periods).
In addition, estimation of changing size of sites is also based on intimate famil-
iarity that is the result of repeated visits and extended work at these sites.
Intermediate Sherds
Vessels whose period of existence extends across overlapping periods (such as
KH1e) as well as different vessels with similar rims from contiguous periods for
which dating could not be established on the base of the rim alone (such as
KH4b/c) have been defined as intermediate types. The policy regarding these
intermediate types was as follows:
A. When only one of the two periods was represented among the securely dated
finds from the site, all of the intermediate types were attributed to that
period.
B. When two periods were represented, the intermediate sherds were divided
between them at a ratio similar to that of the securely dated finds they
contained.16
C. Types whose main existence is in one period, but which are also found in part
of the adjacent period, were proportionately divided between the two periods
in accordance with the main and secondary period of occurrence (see details
concerning each type at the end of Chapter 3).
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Since this work does not deal with the Persian period, this group was not divided between the
two periods. Nonetheless, at every site where there were undisputed Persian finds, it is noted in




This chapter includes the presentation of the data collected in the field research,
a discussion of the historical sources relating to each settlement (when such
exist), and an analysis presenting a historical portrait of each settlement.
At the beginning of this chapter we present tables detailing the quantities of
pottery from every site, based upon a division into the 75 common types found
in the region during the periods covered, as presented in Chapter 3. The number
of sherds recorded refers to vessel rims only and each type is represented by an
absolute number and by the percentage that it represents in the sample from the
site (or in the sample from the sub-area for sites at which such subdivisions are
indicated). Coins and identified vessels that do not belong to the 75 common
types are presented under the heading “miscellaneous.”1 Types that are not
represented among the rims but that occur as identifiable body sherds have been
indicated by a star, but have not been counted. The summary line for each site
presents the number of identified sherds (from the periods being studied) and
their percentage of the sample, the number of unidentified sherds and their
percentage of the sample and the total number of sherds collected.
In this chapter, every site is presented in three parts:
A. Site sheet: contains the geographical, topographical, toponymic and archae-
ological data as well as a bibliography of previous studies.
B. Historical sources: a presentation and analysis of historical sources dealing
with the settlement, if such exist.
C. Historical analysis: presentation of the periods of settlement at the site, esti-
mate of size during those periods and a discussion of periods of particular
interest.
1 All of the coins found in the survey are presented in Appendix 1; Rhodian jar handles
from the survey area collected by B. Ravani appear in Appendix 2. Sherds collected by Ravani
belonging to periods not represented in our sample are presented in parenthesis.
Structure of the Site Sheet
The site sheet has a uniform structure and contains the following data:
Site number: The sites in this survey have been numbered in accordance with
their location: from north to south and from east to west.
Site code number: The code number of the site follows the system used in the
Israel Survey (eg., Frankel and Getzov 1986: 6) and consists of the first two
digits of the longitude, the first two digits of the latitude, the third digit of the
longitude and the third digit of the latitude, and finally, the serial number of the
site in this survey.
Site name: The name of the site as it appears in the maps of the Israel Mapping
Center and, if there is a difference, also the name as it appears in the SWPmap.
Some of the sites names are preceded by the Hebrew abbreviation¡. (=¡orvat)
or the Arabic Kh. (=Khirbet) meaning “ruin.” For sites not appearing on these
maps, names appearing in other publications have been used; those without a
name have been named after a nearby geographical or topographical feature.
Map reference: The center of the site according to the Old Israel Grid.
Elevation: Elevation of the site above sea level.
Origin of the name: Ancient name, Arab name, modern name, etc. In the event
that the name is mentioned in Ottoman tax censuses, this is presented according
to the transliteration in Rhode’s work (1979).
Type of site: This refers to the present condition of the site (and not to its former
settlement ranking). The categories are: tell, ruin without recent building
(dating to the past few hundred years), Arab village (of the last centuries) over-
lying an ancient ruin, cave complex and a scatter of sherds.
Site size: The maximum size of the site based upon the extent of the scatter of
ancient remains and pottery (except for steep slopes) and a measurement of this
area on aerial photographs. Ordinary ground measurement was carried out at a
small number of sites to verify these data.
Topography: The topographical setting of the site and the relationship between
it and major topographical features in its vicinity.
Arable land: Type of soil within a 1–2 km. radius of the site. These data are
from a map of soil types of the Israel Ministry of Agriculture Department of
Land and Water, at a scale of 1:50,000 (unpublished). This map notes only
general soil types and is based in many cases upon analysis of aerial photo-
graphs and the type of rock formation and topography rather than on sampling
(my thanks to Mr. M. Krakovski of the Ministry of Agriculture for his explana-
tions and for permission to utilize this map). The radius of the agricultural plot
was increased in cases of particularly ample plains clearly adjacent or related to
a particular settlement.
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Legend for Soil Types (after Kadmon 1965 III: 1): Terra rossa: Red soil formed
from the decomposition of hard limestone and dolomite.
Rendzina: Light gray or light brown soil formed from the erosion of chalk,
marlstone or caliche (nari).
Grumusol: Dark brown or black soil with a high percentage of clay.
Colluvial soils: Soils containing a high percentage of coarse material and stones
that were transported by gravity. These are generally found in the alluvial fans
of streambeds or at the foot of bare slopes.
Alluvial soils: Soils that developed upon hilltops and heights and have been
washed into the valleys, creating areas of deep soil, generally clean of coarse
material and stones.
Nearest water source: Natural water source: spring, well or perennial stream in
the vicinity of the site.
Water installations:Man-made water installations at the site and its immediate
vicinity.
Agricultural installations:Agricultural installations at the site or in the immedi-
ate vicinity.
Finds: Construction remains, architectural elements, caves, burials and small
finds from the current survey and previous research.
Natural fortification: A description of the extent of natural fortification at the
site and the level of accessibility.
Proximity to roads: Proximity to Roman roads and to natural routes in the area
described in Chapter 2.
References to the site in previous studies and surveys: Bibliography, main find-
ings, and pottery data noted in prior studies.2
Identification: Proposals for the identification of the site in previous studies.
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2 In the data presented from the Upper Galilee Survey (Frankel et al. 2001) I have attrib-
uted types KH1c, KH1d and KH1e, which are found from the mid-third to the late fourth/early
fifth century, to the Roman period. In the Upper Galilee Survey, these three vessels are
combined into a single type (Type 48) and classified as Byzantine (ibid., p. 68).
Historical Sources and their Treatment
The historical sources examined in this chapter are those that clarify matters
related to the settlements themselves, such as proposals for identification,
evidence for periods of settlement, settlement economy, and historical events
related to the settlement. The advantage of a study of literary sources in this
work is the ability to evaluate their reliability or at least the historical frame-
work in which they appear in light of the archaeological findings. For exam-
ple, Josephus reports the fortification of a site called Selame (ªalmon) in
preparation for the Jewish Revolt against Rome. Whether or not there was a
settlement at ªalmon in the first century CE, its character and size or its place in
the array of surrounding settlements during that period are the type of questions
that we have been able to clarify in the framework of combined historical and
archaeological research.
In the Greek literary sources, which constitute the bulk of the written sources
belonging to the Second Temple period, the Greek version was examined inso-
far as possible and an attempt was made not to rely upon the accepted English or
Hebrew translation. The Greek version appearing in the Loeb Classical Library
series was used, without evaluating or comparing the Greek manuscripts, a task
beyond the scope of this research. Nonetheless, in the re-translation of the
Greek texts there were occasionally significant differences from the existing
translations.
It is important to note that from the latest references in biblical literature until
I Maccabees, written in the second half of the second century BCE – a period of
over 500 years – there is almost a total absence of historical sources about the
Galilee (Rappaport 1993: 20) and no source mentioning sites in the area
covered by our research. Even in the works of Josephus Flavius, which are
almost the exclusive source for the events in the region from the end of the
second century BCE, there are relatively few references to events in this region
during the entire period up to the Jewish Revolt, for which there is considerable
detail thanks to the active role Josephus played in those events. It is noteworthy
that Josephus’ descriptions of the Hasmonean and Herodian periods are based
mainly upon Hellenistic historians, whose sympathy was for the Hellenistic
cities and whose reports must therefore be treated with caution (Stern 1993).
Rabbinic literature, mainly from the second to the fourth century, constitutes
the bulk of the relevant sources concerning the Middle and Late Roman-period
sites. As is known, there is disagreement concerning the use of rabbinic litera-
ture as a historical source. Scholars who believe that it is possible to isolate
“historical kernels” from rabbinic sources face considerable methodological
obstacles (e.g., Fraenkel 1978).
An analysis of the sources from rabbinic literature has been undertaken
according to the following set of guidelines:
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A. Comparison of the main manuscripts of the texts in question. If significant
changes were encountered, an attempt was made to evaluate which of the
versions is to be preferred.
B. As a rule, preference was given to traditions from Palestinian literature over
those from the Babylonian Talmud (hereafter, B). This is because all of the
comparisons between parallel versions from the two corpora have clearly
demonstrated that the Palestinian traditions are preferable, both in textual
terms and in terms of historical accuracy. For traditions appearing only in the
B, an attempt was made to evaluate whether it is possible that the tradition
reached Babylon from Palestine and only by chance no parallel was found in
the Palestinian literature, or whether it was an independent Babylonian liter-
ary creation.
C. A similar preference was given to compositions edited during the Roman
period – the Mishnah (hereafter, M) and the Tosefta (hereafter, T) – or
shortly afterward – first and foremost, the Talmud Yerushalmi (hereafter, Y),
which was completed around the third quarter of the fourth century CE
(Sussmann 1990: n. 35, 187). Preference was given also to the early layers of
midrashic literature, which, though edited during the fifth or sixth century,
reflect mainly traditions of the Roman period.
Traditions in rabbinic literature are sometimes attributed to a particular sage not
because they originated from him but for different reasons such as editors’
desire to give validity to a tradition. Hence, it is important to rely upon liter-
ary works that were edited in earlier periods and that set the limits of the
latest possible period in which a tradition could have originated. In a few
cases, however, this study also presents traditions that first appear in
midrashic literature edited only in the Middle Ages. In most of these cases, it
was not possible to evaluate their historicity.
D. Halakhic traditions in which settlements are mentioned, particularly those
concerning concrete halakhic matters, were preferred in terms of their histor-
ical reliability over references in aggadic traditions. In the latter it is some-
times difficult to separate between the “aggadic shell” and the “historical
kernel.”
E. An attempt was made to evaluate the inception of various traditions, particu-
larly based upon the names of sages who report them. Needless to say, the
time of the creation of a given tradition is usually not identical to the time of
its editing and incorporation into the literary framework, which was some-
times many generations later.
After the abundance of rabbinic traditions that date mainly up to the fourth
century, the region falls into oblivion in terms of historical sources for most of
the Byzantine period. Scattered and random reports are found in Christian
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compositions, such as the writings of Church Fathers and of pilgrims. However,
they generally do not help clarify questions related to settlement history in the
region.
Numerous references to settlements in the region are found in the Palestinian
piyyutim (liturgical poetry) dating to the Byzantine period, mainly in those deal-
ing with the Priestly Courses. Such references are found from the classical
period of piyyut – such as the Kedushtaot of Hadutahu of the sixth or seventh
century (Fleischer 1983: 91); or piyyutim for the Ninth of Ab by El‘azar ha-
Qallir around the early seventh century (Fleischer 1984/5: 406); and up to the
late generations of Palestinian piyyutim such as those of R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen of
Kafra from the eighth century (S. Elizur 2004: 639; Yahalom 1999: 112). The
poetic and symbolic style of the piyyutim, however, as well as their obscure
nature makes it difficult to draw historical conclusions concerning settlements
or incidents that are mentioned in them. The inscriptions containing the list of
the Priestly Courses and their settlements in the Galilee, that were placed in
synagogues during the Byzantine period (Avi-Yonah 1962: 137) probably
belong to this symbolic world and should be treated similar to the piyyutim in
terms of drawing historical conclusions. On the settlements of the Priestly
Courses see in detail, below Chapter 7.
Presentation of the Historical Analysis
Apottery survey was conducted and a historical-settlement portrait is presented
for 46 of the 50 sites included in this study. The picture presents the periods
during which the site was settled or abandoned as well as the evaluation of
the size-range of the site during the different periods based upon the methodol-
ogy described in Chapter 4. The beginning of each analysis notes the quantity
of pottery upon which the historical portrait is based. As already noted, the
sample includes only indicative vessels, that is, rims of vessels that are well
dated in the archaeological literature and that belong to the periods dealt with in
this study.
Of the sites where a pottery survey was conducted, four are cave assem-
blages with remains of construction, rooms and quarried cisterns and rich
pottery finds attesting to permanent dwellings during specific periods. In view
of the extent of cave assemblages and their rich finds, there is no doubt that in
the caves of Kul‘at Ibn Man [Site 35], for example, there were more inhabitants
than at the farm at Ka¢al [Site 16] or at Tel Ma‘on [Site 45] during the Roman
period. This view and the need to give a certain amount of expression to the
settlement in these caves led to the attempt to evaluate the size of the popula-
tion, though these cave assemblages certainly are not ordinary settlement sites
and their precise significance is not always clear.
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Aside from these 46 settlements, several other sites were studied that were so
small or had such insignificant pottery finds that it was not at all clear if they
were tiny settlement sites, mere sherd scatters, agricultural installations, etc. So
as not to distort the settlement map during different periods, these small sites
were separated from the list of settlement sites of the survey and have been dealt
with as “archaeological features” in relation to the adjacent settlement.
Sites in the Survey Area where Pottery was not Collected
Located in the survey area are the villages of Maghar, ‘Ailbun and Tur‘an [Sites
15, 28 and 47], where there is archaeological evidence for settlement during the
periods covered by the survey. These villages have undergone intense develop-
ment and construction in recent decades. Despite repeated visits, we were not
able to obtain a reasonable portrait of the extent of ancient settlement and did
not succeed in collecting pottery over sufficient areas and in sufficient quantity
to allow a reliable presentation of the history of the settlement. Therefore, the
discussion regarding these settlements will relate only to the literary sources
and to the random existing archaeological data. At Mizpe Yamim [Site 2] as
well, where a Persian/Hellenistic period Temple was excavated in its entirety,
we did not collect pottery and the discussion will be based upon the preliminary
excavation reports.
* * *
The following table (table 9) presents the quantities of pottery from every site,
based upon a division into the 75 common types found in the region during the
periods covered, as presented in Chapter 3. The last page of this table (p. 101)
presents the number of sherds representing each period at a site and the percent-
age they constitute of the sample at that site.


















No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 2 1.7 4 3.4 2 2 1 0.9 1 0.9 2 1.7 3 2.6
3. ‘AkbaraW. 1 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.8 2 1.6 1 0.8 1 0.8
‘Akbara E. 1 1.3 2 2.6 1 1.3 1 1.3
4. Parod
5.¡. Kefir 6 4.4 1 0.7
6. Be’er Sheva‘ 1 0.7 6 4.4 1 0.7 2 1.5 2 1.5 2 2 1.5 1 0.7 3 2.2
7. Zeitun er-Rama 2 8.3 4 16.7 5 20.8 3 12.5 1 4.2
8. Kefar¡ananya
Kefar¡ananya E.
9. ‘Ein Camonim 5 1.6 3 1 1 0.3
10. Bellaneh 1 0.5 1 0.5
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 3 1.7 3 1.7 4 2.3 6 3.4 2 1.1 3 1.7 3 1.7
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T 1 2.3 2 4.5 5 11.4
12.¡azon 1 0.9
13.W. ‘Amud site 3 2.6 1 0.9 3 2.6 4 3.5 9 8 4 3.5 1 0.9 4 3.5
14.W.‘AmudCav.W. 1 2 2 4.1 7 14.3
W.‘AmudCav. E. 2 2.7
16. Ka¢al
17.¡uqoq areaA (2) 2 1.2
¡uqoq area B
18. SheikhNashi 2 1.1 1 0.5 2 1.1 12 6.6 1 0.5 7 3.8 6 3.3 9 4.9
19.¡.ªalmon 4 1.6 1 0.4 3 1.2 1 0.4 3 1.2 2 0.8 3 1.2 8 3.1
20.¡. Ravid 3 3.3
21. Kh. Luziah
22. Livnim
23. ‘EinNajmiah 3 3.8 3 3.8 1 1.3 1 1.3 15 18.8
24.¡.Mimla¢ 2 1 2 1 3 1.5 5 2.5 3 1.5 12 5.9
25. Hararit 3 11.5 2 7.7 1 3.8 1 3.8
26. Abu-Shusha 3 1.6 1 0.5 1 0.5 3 1.6 1 0.5 4 2.2 5 2.7 8 4.4
27.¡. Sabban 1 0.7 1 0.7
29.¡. BethNetofa 2 0.6 9 2.6 1 0.3 3 0.9 10 2.9
30. Kh. Es‘ad 1 0.6 2 1.1
31.¡.Mizga 3 1.8 2 1.2 4 2.4 3 1.8 8 4.9
32. Kh.¡amam 1 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.3
Kh.¡amamS.T. 1 0.4 4 1.7
33. HarNitai Caves 1 0.9 6 5.5
34.Migdal areaA 3 1 3 1 5 1.6 2 0.7 7 2.3
Migdal area B 2 2
Migdal area C
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 7 5.7 1 0.8 2 1.6 1 0.8 2 1.6 7 5.7 4 3.3 14 11.5
36. Arbel CavesW. 14 10.9 3 2.3 7 5.5 2 1.6 4 3.1 1 0.8 30 23.4
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 1 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.3 3 0.9
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 5 2.1
¡. ‘AmmudimE.
38. el-Ma‘aser 1 0.8 2 1.5
39.¡. Arbel 2 0.5 4 1 2 0.5 2 0.5 10 2.5
40.¡ittin 1 0.7 3 2 1 0.7 1 0.7 2 1.4 4 2.7 1 0.7 4 2.7 3 2 4 2.7
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh 5 3.9 36 28.3 9 7.1 9 7.1 3 2.4 13 10.2 17 13.4 5 3.9 10 7.9 2 1.6 3 2.4
42. Kh. ‘Eika 7 5.9 26 22 6 5.1 5 4.2 4 3.4 9 7.6 15 12.7 8 6.8 19 16.1 4 3.4 2 1.7
43. Nimrin 2 1.3 3 1.9 2 1.3 1 0.6 1 0.6 2 1.3 5 3.2 5 3.2 4 2.6 6 3.8
44.Mashkanah
45. TelMa‘on
46. Nasr ed-Din 1 0.8 2 1.6 3 2.3 7 5.4 6 4.7 11 8.5 2 1.6 2 1.6 19 14.7
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 7 7
48. Lubieh 1 3.2
49. El-Khirbeh 7 2.9 1 0.4 1 0.4 5 2.1 1 0.4 2 0.8 4 1.7


















No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 1 0.9
3. ‘AkbaraW. 1 0.8 2 1.6 4 3.2 1 0.8
‘Akbara E. * 1 1.3 3 3.8
4. Parod * 3 2.5 7 5.8 1 0.8 2 1.7
5.¡. Kefir 4 2.9 1 0.7
6. Be’er Sheva‘ * 1 0.7 12 8.8 16 11.7 12 8.8 2 1.5 1 0.7
7. Zeitun er-Rama
8. Kefar¡ananya 9 2 11 2.4 5 1.1 1 0.2
Kefar¡ananya E. 1 0.4
9. ‘Ein Camonim 1 0.3 1 0.3 15 4.9 14 4.6 2 0.7 2 0.7
10. Bellaneh 9 4.4 18 8.8 1 0.5
11. Kul‘at Shuneh * 30 16.9 55 31.1 1 0.6 3 1.7 5 2.8
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T * 1 2.3 7 15.9 18 40.9
12.¡azon 4 3.6 4 3.6 2 1.8
13.W. ‘Amud site 9 8 2 1.7 28 24.8 26 23 1 0.9 7 6.2 2 1.7
14.W.‘AmudCav.W. 6 12.2 7 14.3 4 8.2 1 2
W.‘AmudCav. E. 1 1.4 6 8.2 16 21.9 6 8.2 3 4.1 1 1.4
16. Ka¢al 6 9.5 19 30.1 2 3.1 9 14.2
17.¡uqoq areaA * 5 3 3 1.8 4 2.4 2 1.2
¡uqoq area B 3 5.6
18. SheikhNashi 3 1.6 2 1.1 7 3.8 19 10.4 3 1.6 1 0.5 2 1.1
19.¡.ªalmon * 1 0.4 1 0.4 1 0.4 17 6.7 16 6.3 4 1.6 5 2 1 0.4
20.¡. Ravid 7 7.7 4 4.4 3 3.3 2 2.2 2 2.2
21. Kh. Luziah 2 1 1 0.5
22. Livnim 1 0.3 1 0.3
23. ‘EinNajmiah 1 1.3 15 18.8 1 1.3 3 3.8
24.¡.Mimla¢ 1 0.5 4 2 5 2.5 1 0.5 2 1 1 0.5
25. Hararit * 2 7.7 3 11.5 1 3.8
26. Abu-Shusha 1 0.5 10 5.5 5 2.7 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5
27.¡. Sabban 1 0.7 14 9.8 2 1.4
29.¡. BethNetofa * 1 0.3 5 1.5 4 1.2 3 0.9 6 1.8 2 0.6
30. Kh. Es‘ad 11 6.3 22 12.6 6 3.4 10 5.7 1 0.6
31.¡.Mizga * 15 9.1 13 7.9 5 3 1 0.6 2 1.2 2 1.2
32. Kh.¡amam 1 0.3 8 2.4 10 3 2 0.6 13 3.9
Kh.¡amamS.T. * 10 4.4 15 5.7 6 1.7 1 0.4 5 2.2
33. HarNitai Caves 8 7.3 13 11.8 2 1.8 4 3.6
34.Migdal areaA * 1 0.3 32 10.5 32 10.5 4 1.3 2 0.7 25 8.2 2 0.7
Migdal area B * 2 2 3 3.1 1 1
Migdal area C 4 9.1 3 6.8 1 2.3
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 2 2.5 13 10.7 1 0.8 5 4.1
36. Arbel CavesW. 3 2.3 10 7.8 2 1.6 2 1.6 2 1.6 1 0.8
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 1 0.3 16 4.6 21 6.1 5 1.4 10 2.9
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 6 2.6 7 3 1 0.4 3 1.3 8 3.4
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 2 6.5 3 9.7
38. el-Ma‘aser * 3 2.3 4 3.1 2 1.5 2 1.5
39.¡. Arbel 17 4.2 14 3.4 5 1.2 9 2.2 2 0.5
40.¡ittin 1 0.7 1 0.7 6 4.1 1 0.7 1 0.7
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh 1 0.8 3 2.4 1 0.8 2 1.6
42. Kh. ‘Eika 1 0.8 2 1.7 2 1.7 1 0.8
43. Nimrin * 3 1.9 2 1.3 5 3.2 2 1.3
44.Mashkanah * 3 1.2 14 5.8 1 0.4 3 1.2
45. TelMa‘on 3 3.9 3 3.9 4 5.3 5 6.6 1 1.3
46. Nasr ed-Din 10 7.8 4 3.1 1 0.8 7 5.4 2 1.6
Nasr ed-Din S.T. * 8 8 13 13 6 6 5 5 1 1
48. Lubieh 1 3.2 2 6.5
49. El-Khirbeh * 1 0.4 1 0.4 9 3.7 14 5.8 2 0.8 13 5.4 1 0.4










KH1a KH1b KH3b MR
Krater
KH5a KH6a KH6b MR
GrSJ
No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 2 1.7 1 0.9 2 1.7 1 0.9
3. ‘AkbaraW. 2 1.6 1 0.8 2 1.6 1 0.8 3 2.4 4 3.2 1 0.8 1 0.8
‘Akbara E. 1 1.3 4 5.1 1 1.3 4 5.1 3 3.8 1 1.3
4. Parod 2 1.7 1 0.8 5 4.1 6 5 1 0.8
5.¡. Kefir 2 1.5 4 2.9 2 1.5 2 1.5 4 2.9
6. Be’er Sheva‘ 3 2.2 6 4.4 4 2.9 20 14.6 22 16.1 4 2.9 1 0.7 1 0.7
7. Zeitun er-Rama 2 8.3 2 8.3 1 4.2
8. Kefar¡ananya 1 0.2 1 0.2 18 4 35 7.8 15 3.3 1 0.2
Kefar¡ananya E. 1 0.4 2 0.8 8 3.2 14 5.6 3 1.2 1 0.4
9. ‘Ein Camonim 7 2.3 5 1.6 6 2 17 5.5 19 6.2 11 3.6 1 0.3 1 0.3
10. Bellaneh 1 0.5 2 1 9 4.4 5 2.5 6 2.9 10 4.9 3 1.5 1 0.5
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 1 0.6 4 2.3 1 0.6 1 0.6
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T 1 2.3 3 6.8 1 2.3
12.¡azon 2 1.8 6 5.4 10 9 7 6.3
13.W. ‘Amud site 1 0.9 3 2.6 1 0.9
14.W.‘AmudCav.W. 1 2 1 2 9 18.4 2 4.1 1 2 2 4.1 1 2
W.‘AmudCav. E. 1 1.4 3 4.1 10 13.7 3 4.1 1 1.4 2 2.7 1 1.4 3 4.1
16. Ka¢al 1 1.5 1 1.5 3 4.7 6 9.5 1 1.5
17.¡uqoq areaA 3 1.8 1 0.6 4 2.4 3 1.8 2 1.2 2 1.2
¡uqoq area B 2 3.7 1 1.9 1 1.9 1 1.9
18. SheikhNashi 2 1.1 5 2.7 5 2.7 1 0.5 1 0.5
19.¡.ªalmon 1 0.4 5 2 19 7.5 5 2 4 1.6 3 1.2 4 1.6
20.¡. Ravid 4 4.4 1 1.1 8 8.8 2 2.2 8 8.8 5 5.5
21. Kh. Luziah 5 2.4 2 1 3 1.4 3 1.4
22. Livnim 1 0.3 6 1.9 3 0.9
23. ‘EinNajmiah 3 3.8 7 8.8 6 7.5 2 2.5 2 2.5
24.¡.Mimla¢ 2 1 7 3.4 4 2
25. Hararit 2 7.7 3 11.5 1 3.8 4 15.4 3 11.5
26. Abu-Shusha 1 0.5 5 2.7 2 1.1 2 1.1 7 3.8 9 4.9 2 1.1 1 0.5
27.¡. Sabban 2 1.4 6 4.2 6 4.2 7 4.9 1 0.7 4 2.8
29.¡. BethNetofa 1 0.3 4 1.2 10 2.9 2 0.6 5 1.5 9 2.6 1 0.3 1 0.3
30. Kh. Es‘ad 5 2.9 4 2.3 15 8.6 10 5.7 8 4.6 8 4.6 1 0.6 2 1.1 5 2.9
31.¡.Mizga 1 0.6 8 4.9 10 6.1 23 14 10 6.1 19 11.6 4 2.4 2 1.2
32. Kh.¡amam 1 0.3 4 1.2 2 0.6 15 4.5 5 1.5 17 5.1 13 3.9 1 0.3 10 3
Kh.¡amamS.T. 1 0.4 17 7.4 7 3.1 28 10.9 10 3.9 9 3.9 9 3.9 2 0.9 1 0.4 3 1.3
33. HarNitai Caves 2 1.8 13 11.8 3 2.7 3 2.7 10 9.1 4 3.6
34.Migdal areaA 2 0.7 1 0.3 3 1 11 3.6 11 3.6 27 8.8 10 3.3 4 1.3
Migdal area B 3 3.1 6 6.1 5 5.1 7 7.1 8 8.2
Migdal area C 1 2.3 4 9.1 1 2.3 6 13.1 1 2.3
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 1 0.8 4 3.3 15 12.3 2 1.6 5 4.1
36. Arbel CavesW. 2 1.6 7 5.5 6 4.7 2 1.6
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 1 0.3 5 1.4 2 0.6 7 2 2 0.6 3 0.9 2 0.6 1 0.3 1 0.3
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 1 0.4 5 2.1 1 0.4 2 0.9 2 0.9 1 0.4 3 1.3
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 2 6.5 1 3.2 1 3.2
38. el-Ma‘aser 2 1.5 4 3.1 4 3.1 2 1.5 2 1.5 1 0.8 2 1.5
39.¡. Arbel 1 0.2 4 1 16 3.9 8 2 11 2.7 6 1.5 5 1.2
40.¡ittin 2 1.4 1 0.7 5 3.4 3 2 5 3.4 7 4.7 3 2
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh 2 1.6 1 0.8
42. Kh. ‘Eika 1 0.8 1 0.8
43. Nimrin 1 0.6 1 0.6 2 1.3 6 3.8 1 0.6 3 1.9 2 1.3 1 0.6
44.Mashkanah 2 0.8 1 0.4 9 3.7 3 1.2 5 2.1 1 0.4 2 0.8 1 0.4 1 0.4
45. TelMa‘on 5 6.6 6 7.9 16 21.1 4 5.3 3 3.9 1 1.3
46. Nasr ed-Din 2 1.6 2 1.6 6 4.7 6 4.7 1 0.8 1 0.8 2 1.6
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 1 1 2 2 4 4 11 11 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
48. Lubieh 1 3.2
49. El-Khirbeh 2 0.8 2 0.8 2 0.8 8 3.3 4 1.7 11 4.6 4 1.7 2 0.8 3 1.2



















No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 2 1.7 4 3.4 3 2.6 2 1.7 1 0.9 7 6 47 40.1
3. ‘AkbaraW. 1 0.8 3 2.4 4 3.2 1 0.8 3 2.4 5 4 3 2.4 2 1.6 59 47.6
‘Akbara E. 1 1.3 2 2.6 3 3.8 2 2.6 3 3.8 1 1.3 41 52.6
4. Parod 4 3.3 3 2.5 3 2.5 5 4.1 8 6.6 2 1.7 61 50.4
5.¡. Kefir 3 2.2 2 1.5 15 11 2 1.5 8 5.9 2 1.5 18 13.2 45 33.1
6. Be’er Sheva‘ 1 0.7 3 2.2 1 0.7 1 0.7 3 2.2 3 2.2
7. Zeitun er-Rama 2 8.3 1 4.2 1 4.2
8. Kefar¡ananya 1 0.2 4 0.9 22 4.9 3 0.7 3 0.7 17 3.8 49 10.9 3 0.7 2 0.4 212 47.2
Kefar¡ananya E. 4 1.6 2 0.8 2 0.8 2 0.8 3 1.2 189 76.2
9. ‘Ein Camonim 3 1 3 1 6 2 4 1.3 6 2 8 2.6 28 9.1 2 0.7 135 44
10. Bellaneh 1 0.5 2 1 7 3.4 4 2 3 1.5 10 4.9 1 0.5 6 2.9 4 2 89 43.6
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 5 2.8
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T
12.¡azon 12 10.8 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.9 4 3.6 2 1.8 6 5.4 30 27
13.W. ‘Amud site 1 0.9
14.W.‘AmudCav.W. 1 2 1 2 1 2
W.‘AmudCav. E. 1 1.4 1 1.4 6 8.2 1 1.4 2 2.7
16. Ka¢al 3 4.7 1 1.5 11 17.4
17.¡uqoq areaA 1 0.6 4 2.4 6 3.6 2 1.2 3 1.8 23 13.7 1 0.6 4 2.4 16 9.5 10 6 46 27.4
¡uqoq area B 1 1.9 2 3.7 4 7.4 4 7.4 7 13 1 1.9 15 27.8
18. SheikhNashi 1 0.5 4 2.2 2 1.1 1 0.5 3 1.6 4 2.2 2 1.1 4 2.2 3 1.6 55 30.2
19.¡.ªalmon 1 0.4 3 1.2 4 1.6 4 1.6 4 1.6 1 0.4 9 3.5 8 3.1 52 20.5
20.¡. Ravid 4 4.4 5 5.5 7 7.7 4 4.4 7 7.7 16 17.6
21. Kh. Luziah 7 3.3 7 3.3 9 4.3 12 5.7 3 1.4 18 8.6 3 1.4 3 1.4 123 58.9
22. Livnim 69 22 2 0.6 1 0.3 149 47.6 4 1.2 8 2.5 28 8.9 30 9.5
23. ‘EinNajmiah 2 2.5 1 1.3 1 1.3 1 1.3 2 2.5 1 1.3 8 10
24.¡.Mimla¢ 8 3.9 9 4.4 2 1 9 4.4 5 2.5 1 0.5 4 2 50 24.6
25. Hararit
26. Abu-Shusha 7 3.8 6 3.3 13 7.1 13 7.1 1 0.5 1 0.5 10 5.5 7 3.8 1 0.5 41 22.4
27.¡. Sabban 1 0.7 1 0.7 7 4.9 5 3.5 2 1.4 7 4.9 6 4.2 47 32.9
29.¡. BethNetofa 4 1.2 24 7 3 0.9 8 2.3 13 3.8 21 6.2 9 2.6 16 4.7 4 1.2 5 1.5 3 0.9 129 37.8
30. Kh. Es‘ad 6 3.4 4 2.3 7 4 2 1.1 1 0.6 3 1.7 7 4 15 8.6 17 9.7
31.¡.Mizga 4 2.4 1 0.6 4 2.4 2 1.2 7 4.3 4 2.4 1 0.6 5 3
32. Kh.¡amam 12 3.6 3 0.9 9 2.7 4 1.2 1 0.3 5 1.5 9 2.7 17 5.1 6 1.8 3 0.9 146 44.1
Kh.¡amamS.T. 2 0.9 7 3.1 32 14 4 1.7 1 0.4 4 1.7 2 0.9 13 5.7 28 12.2
33. HarNitai Caves 3 2.7 1 0.9 6 5.5 2 1.8 2 1.8 5 4.5 17 15.5
34.Migdal areaA 7 2.3 11 3.6 15 4.9 5 1.6 4 1.3 5 1.6 28 9.2 2 0.7 1 0.3 30 9.8
Migdal area B 6 6.1 6 6.1 4 4.1 5 5.1 2 2 9 9.2 1 1 26 26.5
Migdal area C 3 6.8 6 13.6 2 4.5 2 4.5 4 9.1 1 2.3 5 11.4
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 4 3.3 1 0.8 3 2.5 1 0.8 5 4.1
36. Arbel CavesW. 2 1.6 3 2.3
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 2 0.6 14 4 10 2.9 4 1.2 13 3.8 7 2 4 1.2 14 4 1 0.3 19 5.5 155 44.8
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 1 0.4 4 1.7 1 0.4 9 3.8 4 1.7 2 0.9 3 1.3 8 3.4 71 30.3
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 1 3.2 2 6.5 1 3.2 16 51.6
38. el-Ma‘aser 5 3.9 7 5.4 4 3.1 2 1.5 4 3.1 2 1.5 8 6.2 4 3.1 1 0.8 51 39.5
39.¡. Arbel 1 0.2 8 2 15 3.7 5 1.2 1 0.2 4 1 3 0.7 15 3.7 11 2.7 65 16
40.¡ittin 3 2 4 2.7 2 1.4 3 2 1 0.7 12 8.1 3 2 1 0.7 3 2 8 5.4
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh 2 1.6 3 2.4
42. Kh. ‘Eika 1 0.8 2 1.7 1 0.8 1 0.8
43. Nimrin 1 0.6 2 1.3 2 1.3 2 1.3 2 1.3 2 1.3 8 5.1 24 15.4
44.Mashkanah 3 1.2 9 3.7 4 1.6 4 1.6 1 0.4 6 2.5 3 1.2 13 5.3 1 0.4 6 2.5 60 24.7
45. TelMa‘on 1 1.3 2 2.6 3 3.9 19 25
46. Nasr ed-Din 6 4.7 1 0.8 3 2.3 2 1.6 9 7
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 5
48. Lubieh 2 6.5 3 9.7 1 3.2 1 3.2 1 3.2 14 45.2
49. El-Khirbeh 6 2.5 13 5.4 12 5 7 2.9 9 3.7 4 1.7 9 3.7 2 0.8 7 2.9 47 19.5
50. ‘Oodaysa 10 9.5 4 3.8 3 2.9
Late Roman/E. Byzantine Byzantine
Type Deep
Bowl




C4a KH4e C4b SimByz
CP
No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 4 3.4 4 3.4 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.9
3. ‘AkbaraW. 1 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.8
‘Akbara E. 1 1.3
4. Parod 1 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.8
5.¡. Kefir 2 1.5 3 2.2 1 0.7 1 0.7 4 2.9 1 0.7
6. Be’er Sheva‘
7. Zeitun er-Rama
8. Kefar¡ananya 2 0.4 2 0.4 1 0.2 3 0.7
Kefar¡ananya E. 4 1.6 1 0.4 3 1.2 3 1.2
9. ‘Ein Camonim 1 0.3
10. Bellaneh 2 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 8 4.5 2 1.1 1 0.6
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T 1 2.3 2 4.5
12.¡azon 6 5.4 1 0.9 6 5.4 2 1.8 1 0.9
13.W. ‘Amud site 1 0.9
14.W.‘AmudCav.W.
W.‘AmudCav. E. 1 1.4
16. Ka¢al
17.¡uqoq areaA 1 0.6 1 0.6 1 0.6 2 1.2 1 0.6
¡uqoq area B 1 1.9 3 5.6 5 9.3
18. SheikhNashi 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.1 2 1.1 2 1.1
19.¡.ªalmon 1 0.4 3 1.2 1 0.4 2 0.8 2 0.8 1 0.4 1 0.4
20.¡. Ravid
21. Kh. Luziah 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5
22. Livnim 1 0.3 8 2.5 1 0.3
23. ‘EinNajmiah
24.¡.Mimla¢ 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 3 1.5 11 5.4
25. Hararit
26. Abu-Shusha 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.1
27.¡. Sabban 2 1.4
29.¡. BethNetofa 2 0.6 3 0.9 4 1.2 1 0.3 6 1.8
30. Kh. Es‘ad 1 0.6
31.¡.Mizga
32. Kh.¡amam 1 0.3 2 0.6 2 0.6
Kh.¡amamS.T. 1 0.4 5 2.2 1 0.4 2 0.9 2 0.9 1 0.4 1 0.4
33. HarNitai Caves
34.Migdal areaA 2 0.7 1 0.3 1 0.3 4 1.3
Migdal area B
Migdal area C
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 2 1.6
36. Arbel CavesW. 1 0.8 3 2.3 1 0.8
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 2 0.6 1 0.3 2 0.6
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 1 0.4 3 1.3 3 1.3 4 1.7 1 0.4 20 8.5 1 0.4
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 1 3.2 1 0.3 3 0.9
38. el-Ma‘aser 1 0.8 1 0.8
39.¡. Arbel 5 1.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 5 1.2 2 0.5 2 0.5 1 0.2 16 3.9 2 0.5
40.¡ittin 3 2 7 4.7 1 0.7 1 0.7 10 6.8 2 1.4
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh
42. Kh. ‘Eika
43. Nimrin 1 0.6 2 1.3 7 4.5 1 0.6 12 7.7 7 4.5
44.Mashkanah 3 1.2 1 0.4 3 1.2 6 2.5 1 0.4
45. TelMa‘on
46. Nasr ed-Din
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 4 4 1 1 2 2
48. Lubieh 1 3.2 1 3.2 1 3.2



























No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 3 2.6 1 0.9 3 2.6 1 0.9
3. ‘AkbaraW. 3 2.4 1 0.8 1 0.8 2 1.6
‘Akbara E. 1 1.3
4. Parod
5.¡. Kefir 1 0.7
6. Be’er Sheva‘
7. Zeitun er-Rama
8. Kefar¡ananya 1 0.2 5 1.1 1 0.2 2 0.4 1 0.2
Kefar¡ananya E. 1 0.4
9. ‘Ein Camonim
10. Bellaneh 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 13 7.3 2 1.1 1 0.6 2 1.1
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T 1 2.3
12.¡azon 1 0.9
13.W. ‘Amud site 1 0.9
14.W.‘AmudCav.W.
W.‘AmudCav. E. 1 1.4 1 1.4
16. Ka¢al
17.¡uqoq areaA 2 1.2 1 0.6 4 2.4 3 1.8 1 0.6
¡uqoq area B 1 1.9
18. SheikhNashi 1 0.5 2 1.1 1 0.5
19.¡.ªalmon 1 0.4 8 3.1 1 0.4 2 0.8 1 0.4 5 2 1 0.4
20.¡. Ravid
21. Kh. Luziah 2 1 1?
22. Livnim *
23. ‘EinNajmiah
24.¡.Mimla¢ 8 3.9 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 3 1.5 6 3 1 0.5
25. Hararit
26. Abu-Shusha 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5
27.¡. Sabban 1 0.7 1 0.7 1 0.7
29.¡. BethNetofa 3 0.9 1 0.3 1 0.3 2 0.6
30. Kh. Es‘ad 1 0.6
31.¡.Mizga 1 0.6
32. Kh.¡amam 1 0.3 1 0.3 1?
Kh.¡amamS.T. 1 0.4 1 0.4
33. HarNitai Caves 1 0.9 1 0.9
34.Migdal areaA 1 0.3
Migdal area B 1 1
Migdal area C
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 6 4.9 1 0.8 2 1.6 1 0.8
36. Arbel CavesW. 13 10.2 4 3.1
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 6 1.7 2 0.6 1 0.3 1 0.3
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 7 3 1 0.4 1 0.4 2 0.9 5 2.1 1 0.4
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 1 3.2
38. el-Ma‘aser 1 0.8 1 0.8 3 2.3 1 0.8 1 0.8
39.¡. Arbel 12 2.9 1 0.2 4 1 1 0.2 5 1.2 7 1.7 1 0.2 12 2.9 11 2.7
40.¡ittin 2 1.4 1 0.7 1 0.7 2 1.4
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh
42. Kh. ‘Eika
43. Nimrin 8 5.1 1 0.6 1 0.6 2 1.3 1 0.6
44.Mashkanah 5 2.1 1 0.4 5 2.1 5 2.1 3 1.2 5 2.1 9 3.7
45. TelMa‘on
46. Nasr ed-Din 1 0.8 3 2.3 1 0.8
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 1 1 1 1
48. Lubieh 1 3.2














No. Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.
1. Sammu‘iya 5 4.3 4 3.4 34 22 117 78 151
3. ‘AkbaraW. 3 2.4 stonevessel 23 16 124 84 230
‘Akbara E. 5 6 78 94
4. Parod 3 2.5 1 0.8 tile 22 15 121 85 143
5.¡. Kefir 2 1.5 12 8 136 92 148
6. Be’er Sheva‘ 19 12 137 88 156
7. Zeitun er-Rama Hasmonean¢ 4 14 24 86 28
8. Kefar¡ananya 4 0.9 12 2.7 KH7 PRS1 tile 15 3 449 97 464
Kefar¡ananya E. 3 1.2 TAPW304 15 6 248 94 263
9. ‘Ein Camonim 12 4 307 96 319
10. Bellaneh 1 0.5 12 5 204 95 216
11. Kul‘at Shuneh 3 1.7 3 1.7 12 6.8 47 26 177 74 224
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T 1 2.3 4THC.¢ 16 27 44 73 60
12.¡azon 1 0.9 7 6 111 94 118
13.W. ‘Amud site 28 20 113 80 141
14.W.‘AmudCav.W. TAPW162 14 22 49 78 63
W.‘AmudCav. E. 12 14 73 86 85
16. Ka¢al 8 11 63 89 71
17.¡uqoq areaA 4 2.4 ARS59 CRS11 21 11 168 89 247
¡uqoq area B 2 3.7 4 7 54 93
18. SheikhNashi 17 8 182 92 199
19.¡.ªalmon 11 4.3 15 5.9 2tile 29 10 254 90 283
20.¡. Ravid 25 21 92 79 117
21. Kh. Luziah 11 5 209 95 220
22. Livnim 313 100 313
23. ‘EinNajmiah 1 1.3 stonevessel 38 32 80 68 118
24.¡.Mimla¢ 1 0.5 12 5.9 5 2.5 ARS107 ARS59 PRS5 Byz.Jug tile ¢Sidon 34 14 203 86 237
25. Hararit 5 16 26 84 31
26. Abu-Shusha 1 0.5 46 20 183 80 229
27.¡. Sabban 8 5.6 9 6.3 ARS107 CRS7 15 8 145 92 158
29.¡. BethNetofa tile 20 6 341 94 361
30. Kh. Es‘ad 3 2 175 98 178
31.¡.Mizga 21 11 164 89 185
32. Kh.¡amam PRS2? 2tile 2NDC.¢ 3RDC.¢ 12 3 331 97 596
Kh.¡amamS.T. 22NDC¢ 3RDC.¢ 32mosaicstones 16 7 237 93
33. HarNitai Caves 1 0.9 ARS105 ARS107 4 4 110 96 114
34.Migdal areaA 1 0.3 1 0.3 ARS91 23 7 306 93 480
Migdal area B 4 4 98 96
Migdal area C 5 10 44 90
35. Kul‘at IbnMan 3 2.5 1 0.8 5 4.1 Hasmonean¢ Arrowhead 21 15 122 85 143
36. Arbel CavesW. 3 2.3 3Hasmonean¢ 1stc¢ Byzbulla ArrowheadsCrusader¢ 19 13 128 87 147
37.¡. ‘AmmudimN. 1 0.3 21 6 346 94 681
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 1 0.4 27 11.5 7 3 PRS1 44 16 234 84
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 5 14 31 86
38. el-Ma‘aser 1 0.8 10 7 129 93 139
39.¡. Arbel 45 11.1 20 4.9 TAPW304 ARS62 ARS103 CRS7 PRS6 3tile 43 10 407 90 450
40.¡ittin 1 0.7 10 6.8 6 4.1 L.R.OilLamp 36 20 148 80 184
41. Kh. el-‘Aiteh E.RCasserole 23 15 127 85 150
42. Kh. ‘Eika 33 22 118 78 151
43. Nimrin 2 1.3 2 1.3 5 3.2 CRS3? 28 15 156 85 184
44.Mashkanah 3 1.2 15 6.2 22 9.1 2ndC.BCE¢ 2tile 28 10 243 90 271
45. TelMa‘on 6 7 76 93 82
46. Nasr ed-Din 1 0.8 2 1.6 1 0.8 CRS9imitation 27 17 128 83 287
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 2 2 L.R/ByzOilLamp 12mosaicstones 2ndCBCE¢ 26thC¢ 31 24 100 76
48. Lubieh 4 11 31 89 35
49. El-Khirbeh 2 0.8 9 4 241 96 250
50. ‘Oodaysa 7 6 105 94 112
Total
H ER MR LR E.BYZ M.BYZ L.BYZ
Ident. No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1. Sammu‘iya 117 15 13% 1 1% 12 10% 41 35% 33 28% 8 7% 7 6%
3. ‘AkbaraW. 124 7 5.6% 11 9% 17 14% 48 38.7% 32 25.8% 7 6% – –
‘Akbara E. 78 5 6.4% 7 9% 13 16.6% 50 64% – – 1 1.3% – –
4. Parod 121 – – 16 13.2% 19 15.7% 80 66% – – 4 3.3% 2 1.6%
5.¡. Kefir 136 7 5% 7 5% 22 16.1% 63 46.3% 30 22% 7 5% – –
6. Be’er Sheva‘ 137 20 14.5% 57 41.5% 52 38% 8 6% – – – – – –
7. Zeitun er-Rama 24 15 62.5% – – 6 25% 3 12.5% – – – – – –
8. Kf.¡anany 449 – – 33 7.3% 90 20% 191 42.5% 112 25% 16 3.3% 7 1.5%
Kf.¡ananya E. 248 – – 3 1.2% 33 13.3% 111 44.7% 98 39.5% 3 1.2% – –
9. ‘Ein Camonim 307 10 3.2% 50 16.2% 66 21.5% 181 59% – – – – – –
10. Bellaneh 204 2 1% 38 18.6% 44 21.5% 69 33.8% 48 23.5% 2 1% 1 0.5%
11.Kul‘at Shuneh 177 24 13.5% 101 57% – – 5 2.8% – – 10 5.6% 37 21%
Kul‘at Shuneh S.T. 44 8 18% 31 70% – – – – – – 2 4.5% 3 6.8%
12.¡azon 111 1 0.9% 13 11.7% 31 28% 43 39% 22 20% – – 1 0.9%
13.W. ‘Amud site 113 36 32% 73 64.6% 1 0.8% 2 1.6% 1 0.8% – – – –
14.W.‘AmudCav.W 49 11 22.4% 26 53% 11 22.4% 1 2% – – – – – –
W.‘AmudCav. E. 73 2 2.7% 44 60.2% 19 26% 4 5.4% 2 2.7% – – 2 2.7%
16.Ka¢al 63 – – 43 68.2% 7 11.1% 13 20.6% – – – – – –
17.¡uqoq 222 2 0.9% 23 10.3% 42 19% 95 43% 41 18.4% 13 5.8% 6 2.7%
18. SheikhNashi 182 43 23.6% 38 20.8% 22 12% 42 23% 37 20% – – – –
19.¡.ªalmon 254 26 10.2% 60 23.6% 37 14.5% 54 21.2% 34 13.3% 22 8.6% 21 8.2%
20.¡. Ravid 91 3 3.3% 23 25.2% 43 47% 22 24% – – – – – –
21. Kh. Luziah 209 – – 5 2.4% 30 14.3% 108 52% 66 31.5% – – – –
22. Livnim 313 – – 2 0.3% 157 50% 129 41.2% 25 8% – – – –
23. ‘EinNajmiah 80 23 28.7% 25 31.2% 21 26.2% 10 12.5% – – 1 1.2% – –
24.¡.Mimla¢ 203 28 13.8% 14 7% 32 15.7% 46 22.6% 42 20.6% 27 13.3% 14 7%
25.Hararit 26 7 27% 9 35% 10 38% – – – – – – – –
26. Abu-Shusheh 183 26 14.2% 26 14.2% 52 28.4% 51 27.8% 26 14.2% 1 0.5% 1 0.5%
27.¡. Sabban 145 2 1.3% 24 16.5% 29 20% 43 29.6% 25 17.2% 9 6.2% 13 9%
29.¡. BethNetofa 341 25 7.3% 29 8.5% 77 22.5% 166 48.6% 44 13% – – – –
30. Kh. Es‘ad 175 3 1.7% 65 37% 61 34.8% 44 25.1% – – 2 1.1% – –
31.¡.Mizga 164 20 12.1% 63 38.4% 65 39.6% 15 9.1% – – 1 0.6% – –
32. Kh.¡amam 331 4 1.2% 48 14.5% 81 24.5% 170 51.3% 28 8.4% – – – –
Kh.¡amamS.T. 237 5 2.1% 67 28.2% 90 38% 62 26% 12 5% 1 0.4% – –
33. HarNitai Caves 110 7 6.3% 36 32.7% 36 32.7% 18 16.3% 9 8% – – 4 3.6%
34.Migdal 448 22 5% 132 29.5% 146 32.5% 135 30% 4 0.9% 4 0.9% 5 1%
35.Kul‘at IbnMan 122 38 31% 32 26% 24 19.6% 7 5.7% – – 7 5.7% 14 11.5%
36.Arbel CavesW. 128 61 47.6% 25 19.5% 14 10.9% 4 3% – – – – 24 18.7%
37.¡.‘AmmudimN 346 6 1.7% 61 17.6% 51 14.7% 213 61.5% 9 2.6% – – 6 1.7%
¡. ‘AmmudimS. 234 5 2.1% 28 12% 24 10.2% 60 25.6% 52 22.2% 45 19.2% 20 8.5%
¡. ‘AmmudimE. 31 – – 6 19% 4 13% 16 52% 5 16% – – – –
38. el-Ma‘aser 129 3 2.3% 16 12.4% 30 23.2% 46 35.6% 30 23.2% 4 3% – –
39.¡. Arbel 407 20 5% 61 15% 62 15.2% 78 19% 61 15% 74 18.2% 51 12.4%
40.¡ittin 148 24 16.3% 16 11% 39 26% 21 14% 12 8% 21 14% 15 10%
41.Kh. el-‘Aiteh 127 117 92% 3 2.3% 3 2.3% 2 1.5% 2 1.5% – – – –
42. Kh. ‘Eika 118 110 93% 1 0.8% 4 3.4% 2 1.7% 1 0.8% – – – –
43. Nimrin 156 31 20% 18 11.6% 15 9.6% 30 19.3% 29 18.7% 14 8.9% 19 12.2%
44.Mashkanah 243 – – 27 11% 41 16% 61 26% 47 19% 24 10% 43 17%
45. TelMa‘on 76 – – 30 39.4% 23 30.2% 23 30.2% – – – – – –
46. Nasr ed-Din 129 53 41.4% 32 24.5% 22 17% 12 9.3% – – 6 4.7% 4 3%
Nasr ed-Din S.T. 100 15 15% 43 43% 20 20% 11 11% – – 7 7% 4 4%
48. Lubieh 31 1 3% 3 9.6% 5 16% 13 42% 9 29% – – – –
49. el-Khirbeh 233 20 8.5% 48 20.6% 63 27% 58 25% 32 13.7% 12 5% – –
50. ‘Oodaysa 105 2 2% 59 56.2% 44 42% – – – – – – – –




Map ref.: 1927/2626; Elevation: 690 m. a.s.l.; Origin of Name: a small Arab
village until 1948; Ottoman census: Samuíyya; Type of site: Arab village built
on ancient ruins; The AVST reported that the Arab village covered only the
southern part of the ancient settlement. Site area: 22 dunams; Topography: a
shoulder on a spur that descends northward fromMt. Shamai. Arable land: terra
rossa with a bit of rendzina on the steep slopes; a very limited flat area in a tribu-
tary of Wadi Shamai. Nearest water source: ‘En Shamai in a tributary of wadi
Shamai, 450 m. from the center of the site;Water installations: a large cistern in
the southern part of the site; Agricultural installations: two threshing wheels
and a threshing basin from the oil press of the modern village. Fragments of an
ancient threshing basin and an oil-press weight (AVST); small domestic olive-
oil installation (bodidah); Finds: pedestal; column, apparently in situ, and
remains of a mosaic floor (AVST); impressively large ashlar, 2.1×0.6×1 m.,
apparently part of a lintel; 11-m.-long ashlar wall, a single course of which
protrudes above the surface; limestone column drum, 40 cm. high;
Anumber of well preserved burial caves, most with arched entrances, dot the
western slope of the spur. Some of the burial niches are vaulted while others are
square in shape. A kind of trough measuring 60×30 cm., perhaps a niche for an
infant burial was found in one of the caves near the enterance. A similar find at
¡uqoq was interpreted by Ravani (1961: 121–127) as a place for secondary
burial.
A staircase cut into the bedrock descends from the site to the southwest,
passing a cliff that bounds the site to the west. This appears to be an ancient path
leading to the spring and to the agricultural tract in the tributary of Wadi
Shamai.
Natural fortification: Only on the western side; comfortable access from all
other directions;
Proximity to roads: On the ¡ananiya Valley-Meiron route (B6); some 5 km.
north of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 2: 455) noted the burial caves,
remains of the public building, column drums and Doric capitals as well as two
springs upon which spring houses were constructed. The PEF surveyors further
noted cisterns, a sheikh’s tomb and ancient architectural elements incorporated
in numerous houses in secondary use (SWP Vol. 1: 200, 209, 256). Aviam
(1984: 31) found a coin of Alexander Jannaeus and parts of an oil press. Ilan
(1987: 20–21; 1991: 34) noted elements of an ancient synagogue and based
upon the remains of an ashlar wall, established its location in the southern part
of the site. Recently, the site was surveyed in the Upper Galilee Survey and the
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Fig. 1: Sammu‘iya: niche for an
infant or for secondary burial
Fig. 2: Sammu‘iya: entrance to a
rock-hewn burial cave
Fig. 3: Sammu‘iya: small domestic
olive-oil installation (bodidah)
Fig. 4: Sammu‘iya: entrance to a rock-hewn
burial cave
Fig. 5: Sammu‘iya: square burial niches in a
rock-hewn burial cave
Fig. 6: Sammu‘iya: large ashlar, apparently
part of a lintel
Fig. 7: Sammu‘iya: rock-hewn staircase lead-
ing to the tributary of N. Shamai
following pottery finds were reported: Persian/Hellenistic – 1, Roman – 13,
Byzantine – 2, Crusader/Mamluk – 13, Ottoman – 9 (Frankel et al. 2001: 81;
88; 93).




In Y Shabbat 14, 4, 14d a follower of Jesus named Ya‘akov of Kefar Sama’3 is
mentioned in a story whose characters date to the beginning of the second
century CE. Ilan (1991: 34) proposed that this Kefar Sama’ is perhaps identical
to Sammu‘iya. Asimilar name – Simai – appears in YGittin 1, 2, 43c.4 From the
discussion, however, it seems that this settlement was near Sepphoris and in the
administrative jurisdiction of ‘Akko, and does not fit Sammu‘iya.5 These were
probably two sites with similar names. It is also possible that the name of the
site is not ancient and migrated for some reason from nearby Kh. Shema‘.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 117 identified sherds)
The beginning of settlement at the site is in the Hellenistic period, with a signifi-
cant 13% of the finds, partly apparently from the Early Hellenistic or even Late
Persian period. Only one sherd unequivocally belongs to the Early Roman
period (KH4a) and it appears not to represent a settlement phase. 10% of the
finds are from the Middle Roman period, however the low number of distinc-
tive types from this period (KH1a, KH1b, KH3b, KH4c) apparently indicates a
renewal of settlement only at roughly the beginning of the third century CE, or
perhaps only a small settlement during the second century CE. This gap in
settlement between the Hellenistic and the Middle Roman period and the coin
of Alexander Jannaeus found at the site may indicate its abandonment follow-
ing the Hasmonean conquest and renewal during the floruit in the second-third
centuries.
A significant presence at the site during the Late Roman and Early Byzantine
period (35% and 30% of the finds respectively) is also apparent even if we
ignore type KH1e, which constitutes 40% of the finds at the site. Settlement
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3 Thus in the Leiden Ms. and in the printed versions, while the parallel version (Qohelet
Rabbah 1, 8 [p. 79]) has Ya‘akov of Kefar Sekhnaiah.
4 Aparallel version in TGittin 1, 3 reads Sasi or Sasai and BGittin 6b reads Kefar Samai.
5 R. Eshtori ha-Par¢i (Kaftor va-Perah p. 44a) and Klein (1967: 61) propose identifying
this Simai with Kefar Sami‘a near Peki‘in while Ilan (1987: 20) proposes identifying it with¡.
Sasi near Usha.
continued at the site in the Middle and Late Byzantine periods (6.4% and 5.5%
of the finds respectively). At the site are remains of a monumental building that
was identified by Ilan as a synagogue.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
11–22 – – 11–22 11–22 11–22 4–10 4–10
Site No. 2
19–26/30/2
Har Mi«peh Yamim/Jebel Tubaket el-Arba‘in
ïéòáøà ìà ú÷áåè ìá'â/íéîé äôöî øä
Map ref.: 1935/2604; Elevation: 734 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name:modern; Type of
site: Persian and Hellenistic period temple; Site area: 2.7 dunams; Topography:
hilltop; Arable land: patches of terra rossa on steep and rocky slopes; Nearest
water source: – – ; Water installations: cistern in eastern part of site; Agricul-
tural installations: – –
Finds: A temenos and a temple dating to the Persian and Hellenistic periods
were excavated by R. Frankel (Frankel 1993; 1997). Several bronze figurines
displaying Egyptian motifs were found (Frankel and Ventura 1998). Also found
were Tyrian coins, a Byzantine coin and Persian and Hellenistic pottery, with a
considerable quantity of GCW.
Natural fortification: Located on a steep hilltop overlooking the entire area;
Proximity to roads: – – ; Prior surveys and studies: Frankel 1993; 1997;
Frankel and Ventura 1998; Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis
From the preliminary publication of the excavation, the entire site appears to
have served as a temple temenos during the Persian and Hellenistic periods, and
there does not seem to have been a settlement here (Frankel et al. 2001: 110).
The importance of the site is in the indication that it provides concerning the
religion of the inhabitants of the surrounding area during the Persian and Helle-
nistic period. Frankel proposed that the site was established as a border temple
during the Persian period, when the region was under the hegemony of the
Phoenician coastal cities. In addition, Frankel points to the end of the Persian or
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beginning of the Hellenistic period as a time during which changes were under-
way in cultic practice at the site. He believes that this shows the weakness of the
influence of the coastal towns and the strengthening of the local pagan popula-
tion and tension between these two groups. Hellenistic pottery and a Seleucid
coin of Antiochus IV or V indicate, in Frankel’s opinion, abandonment after the
middle of the second century BCE, apparently following the Hasmonean
conquest (Frankel 1993: 1061–1063; 1997).
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ




Map ref.: 1970/2605; Elevation: 400 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: ancient;
preserved through the Middle Ages to the time of the Arab village located here
today; A Cairo Geniza document dated to the eleventh century mentions
Abu Sa‘ad al-‘Akbari (Mann 1920–22 II: 246, 357). This is probably
Athbara/Achara which appears in Crusader documents. It is mentioned by a
14th century traveler as ‘Akbara (Yaari 1976: 91) and in the Ottoman tax census
as ‘Akbara al-Hiqab; Type of site: Arab village upon ancient remains; lately,
inhabitants have moved to a new neighborhood and the vicinity of the ruins is
very sparsely inhabited. Site area: The deep channel of Wadi ‘Akbara creates a
clear division between the western part of the site – 10 dunams, and the eastern
part – 30 dunams; Topography: ‘Akbara West (S.E. 400) – a hill rising sharply
west of Wadi ‘Akbara and connected in the north by a long spur to Ramat
Pash¢ur. ‘Akbara East – the lower portion of the steep slope that descends from
Mt. ‘Akbara to Wadi ‘Akbara; Arable land: terra rossa and light-colored
rendzina on steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘Ein ‘Akbara in the wadi, 350
m. from ‘AkbaraWest and at the foot of ‘Akbara East;Water installations: a wall
from which ‘Ein ‘Akbara gushes, part of which is of ashlar construction is
perhaps a remain of a spring house; Agricultural installations: ‘Akbara East – a
threshing wheel from an oil press was observed (oral communication by Y.
Stepansky).
Finds: A wall of large ashlars approximately 20 m. long in the eastern part of
the site was uncovered by Damati (1989–1990) and identified by Ilan (1987: 32;
1991: 51) as part of a synagogue structure. Architectural elements and ashlars
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are scattered near the wall and are incorporated in secondary use in the houses
of the village.
Natural fortification: ‘Akbara West: The hill rises steeply above Wadi ‘Akbara
and is naturally protected on the east, south and west. In the north, the hill is
connected by a saddle to the rest of the spur. ‘Akbara East: – –
Proximity to roads: On the Wadi ‘Amud route (B1) and approximately 3.5 km.
north of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies: The traveler Moshe Basola who visited in 1522
noted that there is a “destroyed synagogue, 3 cubits high walls remaining on
two sides…” (Yaari 1976: 143). Guérin visited in 1870 and reported remains of
buildings on the western hill of ‘Akbara, which is today entirely exposed, as
well as remains of a public building known by the locals as al-Kanise (the
church) at ‘Akbara East. Guérin identified the site with the Akbara that was
fortified by Josephus (Guérin 1868–80 vol. 1: 351–352).
In a small segment of the Madaba Map that is separate from the rest of the
mosaic the letters Áãâáñ appear. Avi-Yonah (1954: 76) proposed that this
segment reflects northern Palestine and that the inscription should be completed
as Áãâáñ[á] which is ‘Akbara. It should be noted that the name of ‘Akbara in
Greek appears only in the writings of Josephus where it is written ²Áê÷áâÜñùí
and ²Á÷áñÜâç.
In the IAAA, there is a letter dated to 1965 in which antiquities inspector N.
Tfilinski reports a Hebrew inscription on a building stone he found at the site.
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Fig. 9: ‘Akbara: wall of large ashlars, probably a synagogue









Fig. 10: ‘Akbara: architec-
tural element in secondary
use (courtesy of M. Aviam)
The present location of this stone is unknown and no transcription of the
inscription remains. In 1968 Foerster (1983: 253) identified the location of the
synagogue next to the spring. In 1976, theMeiron excavation team surveyed the
plateau east of the village of ‘Akbara and reported finding no sherds or evidence
of settlement dating earlier than the Middle Ages. This, together with the non-
strategic geographical location of the Arab village (‘Akbara East), led this team
(Meyers et al. 1978: 3) and later Aviam (2004: 100) to propose that ancient
‘Akbara fortified by Josephus should be sought elsewhere.
Y. Stepansky reported on building remains and Iron, Roman-Byzantine, and
Medieval pottery on the western hill (IAAA).
The site was recently surveyed by the Upper Galilee Survey and the count of
pottery published was:
‘Akbara West: Iron – 2, Persian/Hellenistic – 2, Roman – 20, Byzantine – 2
‘Akbara East: Persian/Hellenistic – 1, Hellenistic – 1, Roman – 14, Byzantine –
4, Crusader/Mamluk – 8, Ottoman – 6 (Frankel 2001: 77; 82; 88).
Identification:Most researchers identified this site with Acchabaron mentioned
in Josephus and ‘Akbara in rabbinic literature (Klein 1967: 40; TIR: 56).
Rosenfeld (1993) believed that most of the rabbinic literary sources in which
‘Akbara is mentioned, relate to another settlement by this name, which should
be sought in the vicinity of Sepphoris.
* * *
Historical Sources
Second Temple period: Josephus noted that among the places he fortified during
the preparations for the Jewish Revolt “… in the Upper Galilee he built the
place called ²Áê÷áâÜñùí ðÝôñáí [“the rock of Acchabaron” or “the high place
of Acchabaron]… (War 2, 573). In a parallel source, (Life 188) Josephus states:
“I… provided similar protection for certain villages in Upper Galilee, also in
very rugged surroundings, named Jamnia, Ameroth and A÷áñÜâç
[Acharabe].”6
M. Aviam proposed identifying Josephus’ Acchabaron with ¡orbat Sela‘,
some 2 km. south of present day ‘Akbara (Aviam 2004: 101; Aviam and Rich-
ardson 2001: 181). This small ruin is located upon a steep slope at the foot of a
cliff containing caves, a location regarded by Aviam as fitting the name “rock of
Acchabaron” in Josephus. Aviam believed this name was intended to differenti-
ate between the fortification in the cliff and the settlement itself.
No significant evidence for settlement during the Early Roman period was
found in our survey at ¡orvat Sela‘ (see below). The Early Roman finds from
‘Akbara itself, as well as the strategic character of the western hill, affirm that
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6 The switching of the letters ñ and â in Life appears to be a copyist’s error.
this is the Acchabaron fortified by Josephus. The term “rock of Acchabaron” in
War probably originated in the cliffs that overlook the settlement of ‘Akbara.
This is probably an expression merely reflecting this lofty and naturally forti-
fied location, like the parallel expression appearing in Josephus’ Life,
“villages… in very rugged surroundings” or the elevated portion of the settle-
ment.7
Rabbinic Literature: The name ‘Akbara/‘Akbari/‘Akbora/‘Akbarin occurs
several times in rabbinic traditions. The earliest is connected with individuals
who lived during the second half of the third century CE.8 Some of the traditions
mention R. Yannai’s disciples in ‘Akbara who engaged in agriculture and lived
communally to some degree. Scholars have claimed that R. Yannai himself
(first half of the third century CE) had founded the bet midrash and was its head.
Aside from a single vague Babylonian tradition, however, there is no source
linking R. Yannai himself with ‘Akbara.9 The earliest traditions mentioning this
bet midrash note halakhot presented by R. Yo¢anan to the sages of ‘Akbara,
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7 ðÝôñá is translated as rock or cliff as well as ridge, mountaintop or rocky area, similar to
the description in Josephus’ Life (Rengstorf 1979 vol. 3: 405). The word ²Áê÷áâÜñùí is in the
genitive case, which expresses belonging, thus the expression may be translated: “the
rock/cliff of ‘Akbara” or “the peak/ridge of ‘Akbara” which means “the heights of the city.”
Indeed, both Jamnia, which is identified with ¡orbat Yavnit, northeast of Safed, and Meroth,
identified with ¡orbat Marus west of Ayelet ha-Sha¢ar, which are mentioned together with
Acchabaron among the “villages in Upper Galilee, also in very rugged surroundings,” are not
located on or in immediate relation to cliffs. It thus appears that Josephus’ intent was that these
villages are located in a hilly, rocky area.
8 See Y ‘Eruvin 8, 4, 25a; Ma‘aserot 2, 1, 49c; Shevi‘it 8, 6, 38b; Klein 1939: 117–118;
1967: 124. Although in the B (Bava Metzia 84b) R. El‘azar ben Shim‘on (late second century
CE) is mentioned at ‘Akbara, this entire series of legends in the B is borrowed from the Pesiqta
de-Rav Kahana 23 (p. 198–199), and there, in the original traditions, Gush ¡alav rather than
‘Akbara is mentioned as the place where the story takes place. It appears that the editors of the
B combined this tradition with errors or even tendentious changes (see Friedman 1993: 122,
132).
9 On the nature of the bet midrash and the proposal that R. Yannai founded it, see Halevy
1901: 273–276; Albeck 1969: 161; Oppenheimer 1978. The tradition in the B (‘Avodah Zarah
30a) tells a story about “R. Yannai bar ‘Akbori, and some say (it was) bar Hadya bar ‘Akbori,
had some wine remaining in his jug…”, thus in the Munich Ms (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek-
95). The legend goes on to say that a snake that wanted the wine that remained in the jug filled
it with water and drank the wine that floated to the surface. From this source it appears that the
man in question is one whose father’s name is ‘Akbori rather than that being the name of the
place where the event occurred. In the printed versions, in which there were apparently copy-
ists errors, the text states: “Why, R. Yannai was in Bet ‘Akbori and some say (it was) bar Hadya
was in Bet ‘Akbori, and they were sitting and drinking wine….” It is difficult to accept this
corrupted aggadic tradition in the B as evidence for R. Yannai living at ‘Akbara, and it should
also be noted that in Babylonia itself there was a town called Akbara, and it is possible that this
is the place mentioned (see B Kidushin 71b according to the Vatican MS., [Bibliotheca
Apostolica , Ebr. 110–111]; see also Eshel 1979: 206).
apparently in the second half of the third century CE (Y Shevi‘it 8, 6, 38b;
‘Eruvin 8, 4, 25a). R. Yo¢anan, who died in 279 CE, was himself a student of R.
Yannai (Albeck 1969: 184), and there indeed appears to be a connection
between him and the bet midrash at ‘Akbara. A visit by R. Ami and R. Asi (Y
‘Eruvin 8, 4, 25a), the heads of the Tiberias academy around the end of the third
century CE, attest to the importance of the settlement at least in rabbinic circles.
Since R. Yannai is mentioned frequently at Sepphoris, though his place of
residence is accepted as having been at ‘Akbara in the Upper Galilee, Rosenfeld
(1993) believed that most of the sources in rabbinic literature in which ‘Akbara
is mentioned refer to another settlement with this name that was close to
Sepphoris. A critical reading of the sources presented by Rosenfeld, however,
does not support this proposal, and furthermore, clearly indicates that R.
Yannai’s home was indeed in Sepphoris and not at ‘Akbara.
Rosenfeld relied mainly upon the following two sources:
A. Y Shabbat 2, 1, 4d and in parallel, Y Terumot 11, 7, 48b:
éìî äåä äéì ìéæéî ìéæà éî .àééøåôéö àééç éáø éáâ àéúãéáéò ãáòéîå ìæà äåä éøáëò øá àéððç 'ø
...äôøù ïîù àðéöåá
R. ¡ananya bar ‘Akbari used to go to work for R. ¡iya ªipporiya (the Sepphorean)…
When he was (about) to leave, he (R. ¡iya) would fill his (R. ¡ananya’s) lamp with oil
of burning…
R. ¡ananya would receive oil for his lamp to light his way home from his employer, R. ¡iya.
Since it is impossible that he walked every evening to ‘Akbara, a distance of 30 km. from
Sepphoris, Rosenfeld believed that another ‘Akbara should be sought in proximity to
Sepphoris (the identifications proposed by Rosenfeld are also unreasonable in this regard since
they are 4–6 km. from Sepphoris, again, a distance that it would be difficult to imagine some-
one walking with a lit oil lamp). However, Rosenfeld’s interpretation of the name ¡anina bar
‘Akbari as denoting a place of residence, that is, ¡anina of ‘Akbara, does not seem plausible.
The word bar in Palestinian rabbinic literature is generally used to denote “son of” together
with the name of the father, meaning that the name of the father of R. ¡anina was ‘Akbari
(Kosovsky 1979–2004 vol. 7: 572). Reference to the dwelling place of a person is generally
indicated in the Y by adding the name of the place to the person’s name with the addition of the
suffix yod aleph (and in some editions occasionally, under the influence of Babylonian
Aramaic, by the suffix aleph he), just as in the tradition with which we are dealing – R. ¡iya
ªipporiya. Other examples: Yosi Me‘onah, R. Yosi Mamla¢ya, etc. Sometimes, the place name
is preceded by dmn (from), such as R. Avdomi dmn Haifa, and in the case of settlements with
compound names of two words, the prefix dalet is usually added to the name of the settlement
– R. Ya‘akov di-Kefar ¡anin.
B. Leviticus Rabbah 16, 2 (p. 349):
ïî 'åàå æéøëî äéäå éøåôéöì úåëåîñä úåøééòá øæçî äéäù ãçà ìëåøá äùòî 'íééç õôçä ùéàä éî'
...äéðéì÷øèá èùôå áéúé äåä ,ééðé 'øã äéúéáì áø÷ àøáëò äãäì ìàò .áñéå ééúé íééç íñ ïáæîì éòáã
“‘Who is the the man that desireth life’ (Ps. 34:13): there was a case of a peddler who
used to to go round the towns in the vicinity of Sepphoris, crying out: ‘Whoever wishes
to buy the elixir of life, should approach and take.’ He came to this ‘Akbara and came
near the house of R. Yannai who was sitting and learning in his triclinium…”
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While according to this version, ‘Akbara is one of “the villages in the vicinity of Sepphoris,” in
the better Mss., the sentence “He came to this ‘Akbara” does not appear (see introduction to
Leviticus Rabbah, p. XXXV). It seems that the error was caused by a copyist familiar with the
sources about the students of R. Yannai at ‘Akbara and since the tradition recalls the house of R.
Yannai, he added ‘Akbara (Adan-Bayewitz 19852: 97 n. 41). According to the original version,
it is thus clear that the home of R. Yannai was in Sepphoris or nearby.
These sources join numerous other sources which mention that R. Yannai was
active at Sepphoris.10 The fact that R. Yannai is mentioned in the Scroll of Gene-
alogy (ïéñçåé úìéâî) of the sages of Sepphoris (Y Ta‘anit 4, 2, 68a), the fact he
was a student of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi who was active at Sepphoris, and the fact
that he was the teacher of R. Yohanan who studied at Sepphoris, confirm the
assumption that Sepphoris was the home and center of R. Yannai’s activities.
Summary
A. The earliest literary evidence concerning the bet midrash of R. Yannai at
‘Akbara dates to the last third of the third century CE, apparently following
the death of R. Yannai, who was active in the first generation of Palestinian
amoraim (ca. 220–250 CE).
B. No source indicates the dwelling place or center of activity of R. Yannai as
‘Akbara. The tradition in Leviticus Rabbah from which it emerges that R.
Yannai lived at Sepphoris or in its vicinity and the numerous traditions
mentioning him in relation to Sepphoris indicate that R. Yannai lived in and
was active at Sepphoris.
C. There is no real foundation for Rosenfeld’s assumption that there was
another settlement called ‘Akbara near Sepphoris.11 Frequent references to R.
Yannai relating to Sepphoris cannot serve as evidence since, as we have
seen, R. Yannai indeed lived and was active at Sepphoris and not at ‘Akbara.
It may be stated that despite the prevailing scholarly view,12 there is no source
indicating that R. Yannai lived at ‘Akbara, nor any source showing that he estab-
lished his bet midrash there. It appears that he lived and was active at Sepphoris
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10 For example: Y Berakhot 4, 7, 8c: “R. Yohanan said, I saw R. Yannai standing and pray-
ing in the irrigated fields of Sepphoris”; Y Berakhot 3,1, 6a tells that at the time of the death of
R. Yehuda ha-Nasi at Sepphoris, R. Yannai allowed the priests to take part in the funeral; Y
Sanhedrin 7, 11, 25d: “R. Yannai said, I was walking on that road of Sepphoris”; in Y Ketubot
1, 10, 25d, R. Yannai attests to an episode that occurred at Sepphoris.
11 The evidence presented by Rosenfeld from the Assyrian Annals of the eighth century
BCE must also be rejected. The identification of ‘Akbara among the settlements in the Lower
Galilee in the Annals was based upon the letters b.a.r.a (Mazar 1933: 3). The renewed publica-
tion and analysis of what appears there have raised more reasonable proposals such as Gabara
in the Lower Galilee or Beth Barah (Judges 7:24) in the Jordan Valley (Tadmor 1968: 63; 1994:
82–83).
12 Halevy 1901: 275; Albeck 1969: 161; Oppenheimer 1978: 139; Margalioth 1995: 225.
as Frankel (1967: 150) noted with some hesitation. It seems that the bet midrash
at ‘Akbara was established by students of R. Yannai and they or others called it
“the school of R. Yannai” after their teacher.
Agricultural activities: Honey: Concerning a discussion on the measure of the
log mentioned in the Pentateuch, R. Yonah noted that the students of R. Yannai
at ‘Akbara still use a measuring vessel of this capacity for measuring honey; this
may indicate honey production here (Y Shabbat 8, 1, 11a).
Oil and wine: In a halakhah concerning the change necessary in crafts involving
processing of agricultural products during the sabbatical year, theM (Shevi‘it 8,
6) notes:
ñéðëîå ùúåë ìáà éáèå÷áå ãáá íéúéæ íéùåò ïéàå .äáøòá àåä êøåã ìáà úâá íéáðò íéëøåã ïéà
.äãéãåáì ñéðëîå ãáä úéáá àåä ïçåè óà øîåà ïåòîù 'ø .àãéãåáì
Grapes may not be trodden in the winepress, but they are trodden in the kneading-
trough. Olives may not be processed in the threshing installation and in the oil-press but
they may be crushed and brought into a bodedah (a small domestic press). R. Shim‘on
says: he may even crush (the olives) in the threshing installation and then put in the
bodedah.
This halakhah is treated in Y Shevi‘it 8, 6, 38b:
éàðé éáøã ïéìéàì éøåä ïðçåé 'ø .éáèå÷á úåùòì åøéúä åðéúåáøå – 'éáèå÷áå ãáá íéúéæ ïéùåò ïéàå'
ïéìèåð åäé àìù éàðé 'ø úéáã ïéìéàì éøåä ïðçåé 'ø .ïðáøë éáèå÷á úåùòìå ïåòîù 'øë íééçøá ïåçèì
.úåòî àìà [ïîù] ïéé ïäéãá øëù
Olives may not be processed in the threshing installation and in the oil-press – and the
sages allowed processing (the olives) in the oil-press. R. Yohanan instructed those of R.
Yannai (lit. disciples) to crush in the threshing installation as (allowed by) R. Shim‘on
and to to use the oil-press as (allowed by) the sages. R. Yohanan instructed those of the
house of R. Yannai (lit. disciples), not to take wine13 [oil] in exchange for the use of
their pressing installations (during the sabbatical year), but rather money.
From the above source, one may draw several conclusions concerning the agri-
cultural activities of the students of the bet midrash of R. Yannai at ‘Akbara in
the days of R. Yohanan (around the third quarter of the third century):
A. The permission to crush with a threshing installation relates to crushing
olives, thus providing evidence for the cultivation of olives there.
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13 Thus in the Leiden Ms., in the Venice printed edition and in the parallel (Y ‘Avodah Zarah
5, 1, 44c). In the discussion that follows, however, all of the Mss. present the tradition “they
should not take oil in exchange for the use of their presses” and it appears that this is how it
should be revised; see Feliks 1986 vol. 2: 193. Frankel regarded the development of this
halakhah from theM to the Y as evidence for an increasing laxity in laws governing the sabbat-
ical year; see Frankel 1994: 80.
B. The prohibition of taking a percentage of the oil (or wine) from the farmer
during the sabbatical year in exchange for their production indicates that the
students of R. Yannai at ‘Akbara owned an installation of some sort. While in
ordinary years farmers paid a percentage of their agricultural produce for the
use of this facility, in sabbatical years they paid money.
C. If the tradition “they should not take wine in exchange for the use of their
press” is authentic, then it offers literary evidence for pressing installations
for wine production at ‘Akbara, installations of a type documented at other
sites through archaeological research and may have been mentioned in
another rabbinic source (see Frankel 19972).
Summary of Rabbinic Sources: The reliable traditions in rabbinic literature in
which ‘Akbara is mentioned are relatively limited chronologically, and extend
from the second to the fifth generation of Palestinian amoraim (ca. third quarter
of the third to the mid-fourth century).14 It should be noted that most of the tradi-
tions relate to R. Yohanan, the student of R. Yannai, and students of the
former.15
Historical Analysis (sample size: 202 identified sherds)
While conducting the survey, this site was divided into three collection areas:
the eastern plateau; the western hill; and the deep channel of Wadi ‘Akbara,
which separates the two (the two latter samples were finally unified into a single
collection). The difficulty in collecting sherds among houses of the village at
‘Akbara East led to a large portion of the pottery from this area having been
collected to the east of and above the village houses and it is probable that due to
this, the picture of settlement in this region (particularly during the Byzantine
period) remains unclear. It should likewise be noted that in this area to the east
of and above the village, only Roman pottery was gathered and there does not
appear to have been settlement in this area during the Hellenistic period.
In both areas, the ceramic record of the Hellenistic to Late Roman period is
similar. First, there was settlement during the Hellenistic period (total of 6% of
the dated finds) and on the western hill, perhaps already during the Persian
period. It should be noted that a significant quantity of Iron Age pottery was
found on this high hill and it appears that the earliest settlement was here. In
both areas, settlement continued during the Early Roman period (total of 9%)
and the Middle Roman period (total of 15%) and in both, the largest percentage
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14 R. Yosi son of R. Bon, one of the latest figures mentioned in the Y (around the mid-fourth
century CE, see Sussmann 1990, n. 35), is mentioned at ‘Akbara (Y Terumot 10, 5, 47b).
15 For example, R. Zeira – Y Berakhot 6, 1, 10b; R. Ami and R. Asi – Y ‘Eruvin 8, 4, 25a.
Also mentioned are students of the students of R. Yo¢anan such as R. Yonah, the student of R.
Zeira – Y Shabbat 8, 1, 11a.
of pottery belonged to the Late Roman period (48.5%), especially Type KH1e,
which constitutes some 50% of all finds at the site. Aside from a single sherd,
no Byzantine pottery was found in the eastern area. Types of LRRWof the Early
and Middle Byzantine periods were found in the western area. Together with
the local Byzantine pottery that must be later than the mid-fourth century CE,
the Byzantine period pottery constitutes 9% of the finds on this hill. The LRRW
vessels of Late Byzantine period are entirely absent, attesting, probably to the
disappearance or thinning of the settlement during the first half of the sixth
century CE.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
11–20 20–40 20–40 20–40 4–10 4–10 – –
Discussion: The Second Temple period: Aviam proposed identifying Josephus’
Acchabaron with ¡. Sela‘, some 2 km. south of ‘Akbara (Aviam 2004: 101;
Aviam and Richardson 2001: 181). The findings of the survey that we
conducted at ¡. Sela‘ and in the caves above it do not support this identifica-
tion.16 Despite this site’s small area and the difficulties of collecting pottery due
to erosion of ground cover, we gathered 63 indicative rims of pottery vessels
from the ruin and from the cave area. Analysis of the finds indicated that there
was a presence at the site during numerous periods, however only two indica-
tive rims belonged to the Early Roman period. Similarly, in the Upper Galilee
Survey, only a single sherd belonging with certainty to the Early Roman period
was found (Frankel et al. 2001: 88). It is worth noting that in other cave assem-
blages that we surveyed, large quantities of Early Roman pottery were found.
According to the minimal number of Early Roman sherds at this site, it is there-
fore difficult to propose that there was significant activity here during the Early
Roman period. An examination of the sites selected by Josephus for
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16 The pottery finds from ¡. Sela‘ include: 1 P/H Mor; 1 P/H TNSJ; 2 Hell. Bowl; 6 CNCP;
2 Long Rim SJ; 1 KH3a; 1 ER Juglet; 1 ER/MR SJ;1 KH4c ;1 CRS1;1 CRS9 – a total of 18
indicative rims from the periods under investigation. It should be noted that body sherds of
Roman pottery are very few at the site, in contrast to the numerous body sherds of pottery from
periods earlier than the Roman period and Medieval sherds. In addition to Aviam’s report, one
of the caves in the northern part of the cliff apparently contains a miqveh. In the cave, which
measures 2×2×2, are remains of plaster covering most of the walls. The floor level of the cave
lies below the level of the path leading to it and three steps descend to the interior from the
opening on the western side. A channel fed the miqveh from an opening near the stairs. In the
plaster surrounding the opening there are repairs that differ in appearance from the original
plaster. At a higher level on the cliff are construction remains and the scattered sherds attest to
activity during the Ottoman period.
fortification shows that these were generally central Jewish settlements that
could be easily strengthened (see also Aviam 2004: 94). Since it is extremely
doubtful that ¡. Sela‘ was settled during the Early Roman period, it is difficult
to suppose that it was the ‘Akbara fortified by Josephus.17 Since no remains are
visible on the western hill today, the researchers focused upon ‘Akbara East,
where early finds were discovered upon the surface. Indeed, this area lacks stra-
tegic importance. However, the hill of ‘Akbara West is high and naturally forti-
fied on three sides. Man-made fortification would be necessary only on its
northern side, where it is connected to the saddle of the spur above it. The
significant quantity of Early Roman pottery found on the western hill and on the
eastern plateau show that the site as a whole was one of the largest sites of the
Early Roman period. The size of the settlement, the preservation of its name, the
Early Roman pottery and the natural fortification of the western hill show that
the accepted identification of ‘Akbara here remains valid. The ‘Akbara fortified
by Josephus is, apparently, the westernmost hill of the two parts of the site that







Fig. 11: ‘Akbara: aerial photo (photograph: seeMapping)
17 The fortified sites that have been identified with certainty are all large settlements, appar-
ently the largest and most central in their regions (Safrai 1985: 190). It is not possible to estab-
lish the size of each site during the first century CE, however, as a rule, these are settlements
that extend over tens of dunams. Thus, Gamla, which covers approximately 100 dunams,
Yodefat which covers approximately 47 dunams, Be’er Sheva‘, which covers approximately
50 dunams and Meroth, Migdal and Sakhnin, each of which covers tens of dunams. ¡. Sela‘
extends over a few dunams of a steep hill and certainly does not meet the above criteria, as
opposed to ‘Akbara, which undoubtedly was the largest and most central settlement in the
region during that period.
were settled during the Early Roman period. As we shall see below, the sites
that Josephus chose to fortify were settled in the Hellenistic period and we can
establish with certainty that some of them were already fortified during that
time. In view of the significant settlement at ‘Akbara during the Hellenistic
period and the elevated topography of the peak of ‘Akbara West, it may be
proposed that the site was fortified in the Hellenistic period. Josephus’ activity
would appear to have consisted of restoration or reuse of the existing fortifica-
tions, which also appears likely given the short time at his disposal to prepare
for the Revolt. Accordingly, he selected sites at which there were already fortifi-
cations. The survey results also reveal that, unlike Hellenistic settlements
generally characterized by strategic location and fortification, the settlements
first constructed during the Early Roman period were not fortified. Thus, it is
understood why Josephus’ fortifications are located at previous Hellenistic
settlements.
Byzantine Period: The absence of Byzantine pottery in the eastern region
leads to the conclusion that at the beginning of the Byzantine period, settlement
was mainly limited to the western hill. At the same time, some questions remain
unanswered at this stage: remains of a public building identified as a synagogue
were found in the eastern part of the site. If this area was indeed abandoned
during the Byzantine period, then apparently this is a building of the late Roman
period, placing this structure among the early synagogues in the region. In addi-
tion, if our conclusions are correct, the question arises whether the synagogue
continued to function during the Byzantine period when the settlement was




Map ref.: 1904/2597; Elevation: 428 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arab village
until 1948; appears to preserve the name of the ancient settlement Parod;
perhaps this is the al-Farradiah mentioned among the settlements of Jund Urdun
by Muqaddasi in the tenth century (Le Strange 1965: 39, 439). In Crusader
documents: Ferradija; Ottoman census: Farradiyyah; perhaps af-Friyawa (af-
Frida’a?) mentioned by a traveler in the fourteenth century (Yaari 1976: 90);
Type of site: Arab village on ancient ruins; Site area: 25 dunams; Topography:
high hill above a tributary of Wadi ªalmon; Arable land: terra rossa on moder-
ate slopes; a limited plain around the adjacent tributary of Wadi ªalmon; Near-
est water source: ‘En Parod, 750 m. north of the center of the site; Water
installations: remains of a modern aqueduct (of concrete) upon remains of an
earlier aqueduct from ‘En Parod to the site; Agricultural installations: large
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winepress north of the site; A complex of two columbaria was excavated by O.
Tal and associates, who proposed that the northern columbarium ceased to be
used during the Early Roman period, when the installation was incorporated
into a burial cave that remained in use until the fourth or fifth century CE. Stone
ossuaries were found in the cave. The columbaria installation is dated to the
Late Second Temple period. The southern burial cave was apparently quarried
during the Byzantine period and damaged the southern columbarium (Tal et al.
1999; Tal et al. 2002). It should be noted that none of the pottery vessels
published from this excavation are necessarily later than the fourth century CE.
Other burial caves are located west of the tributary of Wadi ªalmon.





Fig. 13: Parod: columbarium Fig. 14: Parod: winepress
Finds from other periods: Medieval pottery; Natural fortification: relatively
steep slopes in the west, north and south; comfortable access from the spur to
the east;
Proximity to roads: on the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6) and approxi-
mately 1.5 km. north of the Beth ha-Kerem-Korazim route (B4);
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80, vol. 2: 456) and the SWP (vol. 1:
203) noted that water-powered mills were destroyed. Ben-Zvi visited the site in
1933 and identified the sheikh’s tomb north of the site with the tomb of R.
Tan¢um of Parod that is mentioned in descriptions of Medieval pilgrims (Ben-
Zvi 1933: 16–20). Ilan (2002) surveyed the aqueduct and the flour mills along it
and noted Byzantine sherds embedded in the plaster. However, an excavation
conducted by Adan-Bayewitz in a section of the aqueduct near Kefar ¡ananya,
indicated that its construction was not earlier than the Middle Ages (Adan-
Bayewitz 1997: 277). The site was recently surveyed by the Upper Galilee
Survey and the following pottery finds were reported: Iron – 2, Roman – 41 (29
of them KH1e), Byzantine – 2, Crusader/Mamluk – 6 (Frankel 2001: 77; 88;
93).
Identification: Most scholars identify this site with Parod, mentioned once in
the B (Ben-Zvi 1933: 16; Klein 1967: 83; Reeg 1989: 542; TIR: 200).
* * *
Historical Sources
The only tradition in rabbinic literature that mentions Parod is in the B (‘Avodah
Zarah 31a):
òì÷éà ïðçåé 'ø àäã éøúùéì éîð äéúùá éëä éà ...'äàðäá øúåîå äéúùá øåñà éåâ ìöà åðéé ãé÷ôîä'
åðéé ãé÷ôîä' :ãåøô ïîã íåçðú 'ø äéì àðú ?àøô÷ øá úðùî äðåùù íãà ïàë ùé íåìë øîà .ãåøôì
åäé íù àìà ?êúòã à÷ìñ åäé íù .åäé íù õòä ìåôéù íå÷î :äéìò éø÷ .'äéúùá øúåî éåâ ìöà
.åéúåøéô
‘Wine (of an Israelite) that had been deposited with an idolater must not be drunk, but
the benefit of it is permitted’… In that case (if he assigned a separate corner for the
wine) it should be permissible for drinking also. For when R. Yohanan happened to be
in Parod18 he inquired if there was anyone who could recite the Mishnah of Bar-
Kappara, and R. Tan¢um of Parod quoted to him (the following): ‘Wine which had been
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18 Thus in the Ms. of the Jewish Theological Seminary and in the Venice imprint. The
Munich Ms. (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek-95), however, reads øåøàô. In B ‘Avodah Zarah 38b,
R. ¡iya Parwa’a (äàååøô) is also mentioned (thus in the Munich Ms., and in the Jewish Theo-
logical Seminary Ms. äàøåøô), as citing teachings of Bar Kappara, in a story that takes place in
the home of the exilarch (àúåìâ ùéø) in Babylonia. Rosenfeld (1998: 83) proposed reading
äàãåøô and believed that this was a sage from the village of Parod. However, the versions in the
Mss. make it difficult to establish this view.
deposited with an idolater is permissible for drinking.’ Applying the verse, (Eccl. 11:3)
‘In the place where the tree falleth, there shall it be’ (R. Yohanan commented): How can
it be assumed that there it shall be? But it means that there shall its fruit be!
Concerning a discussion of the source that establishes that wine that has been in
the care of a gentile is forbidden, it is told that R. Yohanan arrived at Parod and
asked if there was anyone who can recite the Mishnah of Bar Kappara on this
matter. R. Tan¢um, a native of Parod, quotes from the Mishnah of Bar Kappara
a tradition permitting the drinking of wine that has been in the care of a gentile.
R. Yo¢anan quotes the verse from Eccl. and explains that in the place where a
tree falls, there shall be its fruits. It appears that what R. Yo¢anan meant is that
the death of Bar Kappara and perhaps also his activities were at Parod and that it
is symbolic that his fruit, i.e., his teachings, should remain there.19
Summary: This source in the B ‘Avodah Zarah mentions a visit by R. Yo¢anan
(mid-third century) at Parod and hints at Parod being the burial place and
perhaps the place where Bar Kappara was active (Albeck 1969: 149).20
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19 Thus the traditional commentators interpretation. Rashi, for example notes: “Parod –
residence place of Bar Kappara, who was already dead… ‘there shall be its fruits’: whoever
needs the teachings of a sage should ask the people of his town who learn from him…”
Concerning the historical accuracy of this tradition, it should be noted that it appears that this
issue in the B and the parallel in the Y (‘Avodah Zarah 2, 3, 41b) are based upon one source.
The baraita presented in the B in the name of the tanna R. Yehuda ben Betheira prohibiting
drinking wine that has been in the care of a gentile is presented in the Y (not as a baraita at all)
in the name of the amora R. Yo¢anan. As stated, according to the B, R. Yo¢anan is the person
who arrived at Parod and his discussion revealed that wine that has been in the care of a gentile
may be drunk. In the Y, however, not only does this story not appear, but R. Yo¢anan himself
forbids drinking wine that has been in the care of a gentile. In addition, it should be noted that
aside from this source in the B, R. Tan¢um of Parod is not mentioned elsewhere in rabbinic
literature. Furthermore, Bar Kappara, who is frequently mentioned in rabbinic literature in
reference to several places (see following note), is never mentioned in reference to Parod. This
one tradition referring to Parod is thus part of a discussion that apparently underwent numerous
changes by the editors of the B and is not mentioned at all in the parellal discussion in the Y, a
fact which raises doubts concerning its historical accuracy (see in general, Freidman 1993:
122). On the other hand, reference to Parod, which does not occur at all in the Palestinian liter-
ature, may be indicative of a core of authentic tradition that reached and was only preserved in
Babylonia.
20 There are numerous views concerning the location of the bet midrash of Bar Kappara.
The proposals include Caesarea, Sepphoris, Lod and the south (íåøã). Following the discovery
of the inscription “This is the bet midrash of Rabbi Eliezar ha-Kappar,” Urman (1983), who
summarized the various views, proposed that the bet midrash should be located at Dabbura in
the Golan, where the inscription was found. The evidence from the archaeological survey
pointing to the beginning of settlement at Dabbura only after the time of Bar Kappara led Ben
David (1999: 178) to propose that the bet midrash at Dabbura was not established by Bar
Kappara but was named after him, similar to the conclusion proposed here concerning the bet
midrash of R. Yannai at ‘Akbara.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 121 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of the settlement is during the Early Roman period, represented
by a significant 13% of the finds. A similar quantity from the Middle Roman
period (16%) indicates stability in settlement size. The almost complete
absence of types that begin to penetrate the region from the mid-fourth century
onward leads to the conclusion that the intermediate LR/E BYZ types belong to
the Late Roman period, and this period is represented by 66% (with 61 rims out
of 80 vessels representing this period of type KH1e). Even if the considerable
weight of this type is ignored, this period still remains the most significant. Of
121 vessels identified at the site, only 6 (4.9%) must be later than the mid fourth
century CE, including three LRRW vessels of the Middle and Late Byzantine
periods and two local Byzantine types that we cannot date more precisely.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 11–25 11–25 11–25 – – 0.5–3? 0.5–3?
Discussion: The problematic nature of type KH1e, which is dated to the Late
Roman and Early Byzantine periods, strongly emerges here. 50% of the dated
finds are KH1e, making it difficult to determine when the settlement decline at
the site occurred. In any case, the total absence of LRRW types dated to the
second half of the fourth century and the paucity of local Byzantine pottery
demonstrate a sharp decline or abandonment of the site not later than approxi-
mately the mid-fourth century. It is important to note that of six clearly
Byzantine vessels at the site, four may be precisely dated and they are ones
whose appearance is not earlier than the beginning of the sixth century CE (PRS
3E, PRS 3F, PRS 3H, PRS 10; see Hayes 1972: 337; 343). A small settlement
was probably renewed around the first half of the sixth century. We have identi-
fied renewed settlements such as Kul‘at esh-Shune [Site 11] and Nasr ed-Din
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Graph 2: Diagnostic sherds
from Parod. Total = 121
[Site 46] at abandoned sites around the first half of the sixth century. It is possi-
ble that a similar scenario occurred at Parod. Based upon the quantity of pottery
it seems that Parod reached its maximal size (up to 25 dunams) during the Late




¡. Kefir/Kh. et-Tahuneh äðåçàè-à úáø'ç/øéôë úáøåç
Map ref.: 1868/2601; Elevation: 370 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: et-Tahuneh –
Arabic, after the remains of a nearby flour mill; Type of site: pottery scatter in a
terraced olive grove; Site area: 6 dunams;21 Topography: base of a moderate
slope near the valley; Arable land: extensive alluvial plains, mainly of terra
rossa and brown grumusol, in nearby ¡ananya Valley; Nearest water source:
‘En ha-Ari, some 450 m. from the center of the site; another seasonal spring in
the nearby wadi 200 m. from the center of the site;Water installations: remains
of an aqueduct and the chimney of a flour mill, apparently Medieval, on the
other side of the wadi, some 400 m. from the site; Agricultural installations:
– – ; Finds: – – ; Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: approximately 1 km. north of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat
Korazim route (B4) and approximately 2 km. west of the ¡ananya Valley-
Meiron route (B6);
Prior surveys and studies: The SWP (vol. 1: 247) noted a destroyed modern
flour mill and remains of an aqueduct. The site was recently surveyed in the
Upper Galilee Survey and the pottery finds published are as follow:
Persian/Hellenistic – 1, Roman – 17, Byzantine – 3 (Frankel 2001: 81, 87).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 136 identifiable sherds)
The location of the site in a ploughed olive grove made it easier to collect
pottery and to determine the boundary of the area in which the sherds are
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21 In the Upper Galilee Survey, the size of the site was noted as 25 dunams, however it
appears that they included the mill site (et-Ta¢uneh) and the area between it and the ruin as a
single large site (Frankel 2001: 34). Based upon the current survey, the site appeared as a scat-
ter of sherds (that is located in a ploughed orchard) some 400 m. distant from the remains of the
mill located on the other side of a wadi. There is no continuity of the sherd scatter between the
two foci. It thus appears that the early site and the mill (apparently Medieval or Ottoman) are
not a single site.
concentrated. Of the seven sherds that represent the Hellenistic period (5% of
the finds), six are GCW that apparently appear as early as the end of the Persian
period and seem to disappear around the end of the second century BCE. It is
therefore probable that there was a settlement gap at this site between the
Persian/Hellenistic phase and that of the Early Roman period, which is not
earlier than the mid-first century BCE. The settlement continued to exist
through the entire Roman period and reached its floruit during the Late Roman
period (46.3%). The large number of Diamond Rim SJ (18) and the presence of
KH4e, vessels characteristic of the mid-fourth century, prevalent in the 363 CE
destruction layer at Sepphoris, is worth noting. Despite this, the absence of
LRRW vessels of the Early Byzantine period is significant. Of 12 vessels that
must be later than the mid-fourth century (9.5%), only two are imported and
belong to the early PRS 3 type (apparently Type C) that begin to appear around
the second third of the fifth century. The rest of the Byzantine pottery is local
and cannot be more precisely dated. However, in view of the relatively low
quantity of this pottery and the absence of later imported vessels, it appears that
settlement here came to an end during the Middle Byzantine period.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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0.5–3 0.5–3 4–6 4–6 4–6 0.5–3 – –
Site No. 6
18–25/99/6
¡. Be’er Sheva‘/Kh. esh-Sheba òáù åáà úáø'ç/úéìéìâä òáù øàá
Map ref.: 1894/2596; Elevation: 472 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: esh-Sheba –
Arabic; apparently preserves the ancient name Be’er Sheva‘; Ottoman census:
Siba; Type of site: ancient ruin without recent construction; Site area: 50
dunams; Topography: steep hill that rises above Wadi ªalmon and is a spur of
Mt. Hillel to the north; Arable land: terra rossa on steep slopes; in the adjacent
¡ananya Valley, there are extensive alluvial plains of mainly terra rossa and
brown grumusol; Nearest water source: ‘En Parod, 1.2 km. from the center of
the site;Water installations: three large cisterns in the upper part of the site; two
of them with capstones with niches of unknown function; Agricultural installa-
tions: columbaria south of the site (Tal et al. 2002);
Finds: massive walls, fortifications (Meyers et al. 1978: 4; Tal et al. 2000),
burial caves, coins and bronze figurines (Aviam 2004: 28; 257; 20052);
Finds from other periods: Iron Age pottery;
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Natural fortification: the hill is well protected on four sides. Access from the
saddle to the north is also quite steep;
Proximity to roads: on the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4) and on
the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6);
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80, vol. 2: 456) noted caves on the
southeastern slope. The team headed by E. Meyers noted that the site was
settled from the Late Hellenistic period to the Late Roman period (Meyers et al.
1978: 4). Gal (1992: 31) noted pottery from the Early Bronze I, Iron II, Persian-
Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine periods. Aviam (2004: 95; 1992: 329)
reported Iron, Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and Islamic pottery and
from a yet unpublished survey, there appears to have been a walled Hellenistic
period city of approximately 60 dunams that existed until the second century
CE. Adan-Bayewitz examined the pottery finds from Aviam’s survey and noted
that the site was apparently settled from the Early Hellenistic period and ceased
to exist in the second half of the third century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 77).
Tal and his associates surveyed the fortification at the site (Tal et al. 2000). The
site was most recently surveyed by the Upper Galilee Survey and pottery finds
reported are: Iron – 4, Persian – 9, Persian/Hellenistic – 11, Hellenistic – 2,
Roman – 22 (Frankel et al.2001: 77; 80; 87).




The only historical sources that mention Be’er Sheva‘ are the writings of
Josephus. In two parallel texts dealing with the places he fortified in preparation
for the Revolt, Bersabe (ÂçñóáâÝ) is noted among the settlements of the Lower
Galilee. As known, there are a number of differences between the two lists. In
War (2, 573) Bersabe is mentioned at the beginning of the list, between Jotapata
(Yodefat) and Selame (ªalmon), while in Life (188), it is mentioned at the end
of the list, between the Arbel Caves and Selame. As stated, it appears that the
sites selected for fortification by Josephus appear to be large, centrally located
settlements. Be’er Sheva‘, which satisfied this criteria, covered an area of tens
of dunams in the first century CE and also enjoys natural fortification. In the
chapter dealing with geographical description of Palestine, Josephus noted
(War 3, 39) that the breadth of the Lower Galilee extends “from a village in the
Great Plain called Xaloth to Bersabe (ÂçñóÜâçò). At this point begins Upper
Galilee, which extends in breadth to the village of Baca, the frontier of Tyrian
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territory.” According to this description, Be’er Sheva‘ is located on the
geographical boundary between the Lower and Upper Galilee. Despite this, in
the description of the M (Shevi‘it 9, 2), nearby Kefar ¡ananya is mentioned as
the border-mark between the Lower and Upper Galilee. Z. Safrai (1985: 64)
believed that the movement of the boundary demarcation from Be’er Sheva‘ to
Kefar ¡ananya stemmed from the fact that Kefar ¡ananya took the place of
Be’er Sheva‘ as the central settlement in the region. The fact that this important
site is not mentioned in rabbinic literature seems to suggest that during the edit-
ing of the earlier corpuses of rabbinic literature in the third-fourth centuries, the
importance of this settlement had already declined.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 137 identifiable sherds)
Settlement at the site began in the Iron Age and continued during the Persian
period. This is supported by the Upper Galilee Survey (Frankel et al. 2001: 32)
and by numismatic finds (see below).
Of the 20 sherds representing the Hellenistic period (14.5% of the finds), six
were intermediate Persian/Hellenistic types and could belong to the end of the
Persian period. The most outstanding pottery finds were of the Early Roman
period (41.5%). A slight decline is seen in the Middle Roman period (38%).
Considering the fact that during this period settlement ended at the site and that
it should, therefore, be optimally represented on the surface, it appears that the
size of the settlement contracted. The few Late Roman sherds (6% of the finds)
show that the settlement ceased to exist around the second half of the third
century CE, shortly after these vessel types begin to appear.
Data about the 60 coins from this site collected by Y. Yannai and M. Aviam
were analyzed and kindly made available by D. Syon and D.T. Ariel. There are
significant differences in the relative weight of different periods between the
two collections. The abundant finds, however, which in themselves are of statis-
tical significance, must be addressed. The coins are presented in the following
table by century, with the coins that circulated in two centuries classified in
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Graph 3: Diagnostic sherds
from Be’er Sheva‘.
Total=137
accordance with their main period. For example, coins of Alexander Jannaeus
(103–76 BCE) have been assigned to the first century BCE.
5th BCE 4th BCE 3rd BCE 2nd BCE 1st BCE 1st CE 2nd CE Medieval Ottoman
1 20 14 1 9 7 5 2 1
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
41–50 41–50 20–40 – – – – – – – –
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Fig. 17: Be’er Sheva‘: aerial photo (photograph: seeMapping)
Discussion: Due to the absence of data concerning the area from which the
coins were collected, the extent to which they reflect changes in settlement at
the site can not be determined. The main difference, however, between the
collection of coins and the pottery finds is that in the former the Early Hellenis-
tic period is the dominant one, while in the latter, the Early Roman period
predominates. In any event, the numismatic finds strengthen the conclusion that
the site was abandoned following the Middle Roman period.
The finds of smashed figurines at the site and GCW pottery led the Upper
Galilee Survey team to propose that during the Hellenistic period the site was
settled by a pagan population. Aviam (20042: 10) even proposed the existence
of a temple in the settlement during that period. In addition, Aviam (2004: 28;
95) propounded that remains of Hellenistic fortifications that he exposed at the
site are related to a network intended to protect the ‘Akko-Ptolemais hinterland.
As we shall see below, sites with man-made fortifications located at strategic
points on hilltops surrounded by steep slopes characterize the Hellenistic period
settlements. It thus appears that this phenomenon of fortified sites should be
related to ‘Akko Ptolemais and to its control over its chora. This array of data
together with the rich numismatic finds dated to the Ptolemaic and Seleucid
period attest to a clear affinity for the Phoenician coast and strengthen the
assumption that Be’er Sheva‘ was settled by a pagan population during the
Hellenistic period and was settled by Jews only following the Hasmonean
conquest of the area.
It is significant that the pottery finds point to continuous settlement during
the course of the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. Were it not for the small
finds, we could not assume ethnic change at the site at a certain phase during
those periods. A similar picture emerged from the excavations at Yodefat
(Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997), which was also continuously settled during
the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. There too, were it not for the small
finds, it would not be possible to identify changes in population at the site
around the end of the second century BCE.23 Beyond its specific importance,
this conclusion is also important from the spatial-historical perspective and
methodologically for the following reasons:
A. Yodefat and Be’er Sheva‘ apparently were originally pagan and following
the Hasmonean domination of the area, were settled by Jews (concerning
Yodefat, see ibid. and Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997). It may be assumed that at
additional sites at which there is a continuous pottery sequence during the
Hellenistic-Early Roman period, there were also ethnic changes and Jewish
settlement following the Hasmonean domination of the region. Aside from
archaeological evidence from the above sites, this assumption is alluded to in
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23 But see Syon (2004: 219–222), who proposed that Yodefat was settled by Jews even
before the Hasmonean conquest of the Galilee.
rabbinic literature (see the discussion on the Hellenistic period, below, chap-
ter 6).
B. Dramatic events, such as ethnic changes in the site’s population over a short
period of time, cannot be established on the basis of the pottery alone.
Josephus’Fortifications
As we shall see below, also other sites that Josephus chose to fortify are ones
that were already settled during the Hellenistic period. At some of these, such as
Be’er Sheva‘, the archaeological finds show that they had already been fortified
prior to the time of Josephus. The importance of Be’er Sheva‘ during the Early
Roman period, as indicated in historical sources is also confirmed by the
archaeological finds, attesting to a large settlement of tens of dunams during
that period. On the other hand, circumstances leading to the abandonment of
this large site during the third century, after centuries of continuous settlement,
remain unclear. The decline during the Middle Roman period corresponds to
the movement of the boundary demarcation between the Lower and Upper
Galilee from Be’er Sheva‘ to nearby Kefar ¡ananya indicated in the M. Also
remarkable is that the site, which was of a considerable size during the Middle
Roman period, presented no sign of a monumental synagogue.
Site No. 7
18–25/79/7
Kh. Jul/Zeitun er-Rama äîø -à ïåúééæ/ìå'â úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1878/2591; Elevation: 210m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Kh. Jul – Arabic;
The source of the name Zeitun er-Rama is due to the location of the tell in olive
groves of the village of Rama; Type of site: ancient tell; Site area: 15 dunams;
Topography: small, terraced tell at the center of a flat valley; Arable land:
extensive alluvial plains in the ¡ananya Valley consisting mainly of terra rossa
and brown grumusol; Nearest water source: – – ; Water installations: – – ;
Agricultural installations: small columbarium cave on the plain some 100 m.
north of the tell;
Finds: – – ;
Natural fortification: The tell is 15–20 m. above the surrounding plain and
dominates it.
Proximity to roads: on the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4) and on
the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6);
Prior surveys and studies: Aharoni (1957: 81) surveyed the site in the 1950s
and noted that the pottery finds included mainly Iron I and II pottery and a few
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sherds from the Persian period. Aharoni believed that during the Hellenistic
period the settlement moved westward, toward the area of the spring of the
village of Rama where there is pottery from the Hellenistic and Roman periods
and no earlier pottery.
Gal (1992: 29) surveyed the site and noted the following distribution of
pottery finds by period: Early Bronze – 5%; Iron – 8%; Persian – 27%; Helle-
nistic – 17%; Roman – 19%; Ottoman – 24% (no absolute numbers). Aviam and
Stepansky (1990: 46–47) surveyed the columbarium cave and noted that the tell
was settled at the end of the Iron Age and during the Persian and Hellenistic
periods. Adan-Bayewitz surveyed the site and noted that it was not settled
during the Roman or Byzantine period (1993: 76).
Identification: Aharoni identified the site with biblical Ramah (Joshua
19:36).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 24 identifiable sherds)
Only 24 vessels belonging to the periods under investigation were collected at
this site, as opposed to 198 indicative sherds from earlier periods, the vast
majority from the Iron and the Persian periods. This large collection shows that
the small sample belonging to the study periods is not a result of poor survey
technique, but is rather due to the limited presence at the site during those peri-
ods. Among the sherds belonging to the study periods, 62.5% belong to the
Hellenistic period and the vast majority to the group defined as Persian/Helle-
nistic. The few Roman sherds – six of them from the Middle Roman period and
three from the Late Roman period – were found in the orchard surrounding the
site and not on the tell itself and do not indicate a settlement phase at the site but
rather a field scatter. The sample includes mainly Persian/Hellenistic vessels
while most of the widespread types known from other Hellenistic sites are
absent. It appears, therefore, that the abandonment of the site took place at the
beginning of the Hellenistic or perhaps even at the end of the Persian period,
around the second half of the fourth or the first half of the third century BCE.
Likewise, it seems that the settlement reached its greatest size during the Iron
Age and decreased in the subsequent periods.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–10 – – – – – – – – – – – –
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Site No. 8
18–25/98/8
¡. Kefar ¡ananya/Kafr ‘Anan ïàðò øôë/äéððç øôë
Map ref.: 1897/2587; Elevation: 360 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Kafr ‘Anan – an
Arab village until 1948. The “widow of Ben al-‘Anani” mentioned in a twelfth
century Geniza document (Braslavsky 1954: 78) and Kafr ¡anan mentioned in
a thirteenth century document (Goitein 1962: 146), may refer to this site.
Ya‘akov ben Netan’el, a traveler who visited the region prior to 1187, noted a
synagogue quarried into the hill of which one built wall remained (Adan-
Bayewitz 19972: 276–277). At the beginning of the fourteenth century a traveler
calls the place Kefar ¡anin (Yaari 1976: 89), while in the sixteenth century
Ottoman census and in travel and rabbinic literature of that period, the form
Kafr ‘Inan appears (see Braslavsky 1954: 216–222).; Type of site: Arab village
upon ancient ruins; A considerable quantity of sherds, installations and quarry-
ing were found upon a hill east of the village (SE 358), attesting to expansion of
the settlement to this hill during some periods. Two burial caves are at the north-
ern base of the eastern hill.; Site area: 50 dunams; eastern hill: 12 dunams;
Topography: slope facing southwest above the ¡ananya Valley; Arable land:















Fig. 18: Aerial photo: ¡ananya valley and surroundings (photograph: seeMapping)
extensive alluvial plains of terra rossa and brown grumusol in the ¡ananya
Valley; Nearest water source: – – ; Water installations: numerous cisterns scat-
tered around the site; remains of an aqueduct from ‘En Parod to the site, a
distance of 2 km., dated by Adan-Bayewitz to the Middle Ages (1997: 277);
Finds and agricultural installations: The AVST documented numerous
cisterns, olive press weights and a number of architectural elements including a
pedestal, a capital decorated with an acanthus motif, numerous ashlars and an
ashlar wall standing to a height of two courses for a length of 12 m. Frankel
(1984: 371) reported elements belonging to four different installations for oil
and wine production. Z. Ilan identified remains of two public buildings at the
site, which he identified as synagogues, one quarried in the rock in the eastern
part of the site and the second constructed of ashlars in the western part of the
site. An ossuary measuring 70×70×50 cm. was found during road widening
work (IAAA). A pottery kiln was excavated by Adan-Bayewitz (2003: 9) and
three columbaria near the site were surveyed by Tal and his team (Tal et al.
2002).
Finds from other periods: Medieval, Ottoman and modern pottery (Shenkman
1999: 44–45).
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: On the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4) and on
the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6).
Prior surveys and studies: Braslavsky (1933: 18–23) was the first (after the
twelfth century) to identify the quarried synagogue. The AVST documented
structures and architectural elements and Z. Ilan (1989: 97–100) surveyed
remains of two public structures. Adan-Bayewitz’s comprehensive work (1993)
included an archaeometric study, a literary study and archaeological excavation
of a pottery kiln and 68 probes throughout the site (for results of the latter, see
Shenkman 1999).
Adan-Bayewitz’s archaeometric study and the micromorphological study
conducted withWieder (Wieder and Adan-Bayewitz 2002) showed that most of
the cooking ware at Roman period sites in the Galilee was produced at this site.
Adan-Bayewitz’s archaeological study showed that the activities of the work-
shops at the site lasted from the first century BCE to the beginning of the fifth
century CE. The study also showed that the settlement was founded during the
Early Roman period and continued until the Byzantine period and existed again
during the Middle Ages and in modern times.
Identification: Kefar ¡ananya, which is mentioned in rabbinic literature as a
production center for pottery vessels and as a settlement on the boundary
between the Lower and Upper Galilee (Adan-Bayewitz 1997: 276–277).
* * *
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Historical Sources
Location and importance:M Shevi‘it 9, 2:
ìãâî àåäù ìë ïèîìå äééððç øôëî .ïåéìòä ìéìâ íéî÷éù ìãâî åðéàù ìë ïìòîìå äééððç øôëî
.ïåúçúä ìéìâ íéî÷éù
From Kefar Hanaya and above, wherever sycamores are not grown (is) Upper Galilee.
And from Kefar ¡ananya and below, wherever sycamores are grown (is) Lower Gali-
lee.
The reference to Kefar ¡ananya in the M as marking the boundary between the
Lower and Upper Galilee appears to show that, at least around the early third
century CE, this site was a central settlement in the northern Lower Galilee and
therefore, it was worthy to serve as a boundary marker. Based upon Josephus’
citing nearby Be’er Sheva‘ as a boundary marker, while the M mentions Kefar
¡ananya as such, Safrai (1985: 63) deduced that during the period of the M, the
importance of the latter rose and became the main settlement of the region.
Further support for this is found in an additional tannaitic source regarding the
tithing of cattle that also describes Kefar ¡ananya as a landmark.
T Bekhorot 7, 3:
íéùåìùå íééðù ?äîäá ìâø äîë .úëìäî äîäá ìâø àìî àìå äòåø ìâø àìî óøèöî äîäá øùòî
....úåôøèöî åìà éøä éøåôéöá ùîçå éðúåò øôëá ùîçå äéððç øôëá ùîç åì åéä ?ãöéë .ìéî
(For the purpose of) tithes of animals are included together (as one herd those animals
which are found) the full distance traveled by a grazing animal and not the full distance
traveled by a walking animal. What is the distance traveled by a (grazing) animal?










Fig. 19: Kefar ¡ananya: aerial photo (photograph: seeMapping)
Thirty-two miles. How so? If he had five in Kefar ¡anaya and five in Kefar ‘Otnai and
five in Sepphoris, why, these are included together…
Apparently, Kefar ¡ananya was selected as an example as it is at the appropri-
ate distance of 16 miles from Sepphoris or 32 miles fromKefar Otnai. However,
as Adan-Bayewitz (1993: 30–31) noted, other settlements in the region during
the Roman period also conform to this radius, including Be’er Sheva‘, Shazor,
Ramah, Parod and Bellaneh (survey site nos. 10–14). Thus, it may be reason-
ably assumed that Kefar ¡ananya was selected as an example due to its being
the most important and best-known settlement in the region.
Craft Specializaions
Pottery: Evidence for Kefar ¡ananya as a pottery production center appears in
tannaitic and amoraic literature, and has been extensively discussed by Adan-
Bayewitz (ibid. 23–41).
T Bava Metzia 6, 3:
ïéöéáä ìò ïé÷ñåô ïéà .äæì ùé äæì ïéàù éô ìò óàù äðùä úåîé ìë úåôùéàá ìáæä ìò åîò ÷ñåôå
åìàá ìáà ,ïáì øôòá ïéùåòä åìéàá ?íéøåîà íéøáã äîá éñåé 'ø øîà .åùòéù ãò àìà øöåé ìù
ùé äæì ïéàù éô ìò óàù õå÷ì øúåî äéúåøáçå ïéçéù øôë ,äéúåøáçå äéððç øôë ïåâë øåçù øôòá
.äæì
And one sets a price (lit. with him) for the manure in the dung heap every day of the
year, for even if this one has none, the other one will have (some). The price for (a)
potter’s ball of clay (lit. potter’s egg) may not be set until they are made. Said R. Yosi:
Under what conditions? With those who make (pottery) with white clay. But with those
whomake with black clay, such as Kefar¡ananya and its neighbors or Kefar Shi¢in and
its neighbors, it is permitted to fix (a price), for even though this one has none, the other
one will have (some).
This halakhah, which mentions R. Yosi (mid-second century CE), is the earliest
literary source referring to Kefar¡ananya as a pottery production center.24 This
halakhah deals with determining the price of nonexistent merchandise, which
creates a problem related to the prohibition on interest if the value of the
finished merchandise is different from the price established in advance. Adan-
Bayewitz deals with this source, and from the proximity to a discussion about
fertilizer found through the entire year, deduced that the Kefar ¡ananya and
Kefar Shi¢in pottery vessels were produced throughout the year. Adan-
Bayewitz proposed that the production of pottery vessels at the site fit the
seasonality of the production of olive oil, for which evidence was encountered
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24 Lamentations Zuta 1, 5 indeed mentions a “cooking pot of Kefar ¡ananya” in a story
about two youths from Palestine who were captured and sent to Rome, a story apparently
connected to the First or Second Jewish Revolt. However, Lamentations Zuta was edited much
later (Herr 19712: 1,515) and the story has no parallel in early sources (Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
35).
at the site (ibid. 24–26; 235–236). Another tradition mentioning Kefar¡ananya
as a pottery production center appears in Genesis Rabbah 86, 4 (p. 1058):
ïáú óñåé äî äéì øîà ...àöåéå ùçìî ñðëðå ùçìî :àçà 'ø íùá àðåä 'ø 'åúéà 'ä éë åéðåãà àøéå'
?ïéùøç ïéùøçã øúàá íéøöîá ïéùøç ÷ùîãá ïéæåâ ,äéððç øôëá ïéæåø÷ ,åøôòá
‘And his master saw that the Lord was with him’ (Gen. 39.3): R. Huna in the name of R.
A¢a: (he saw him) whispering on his way in and whispering on his way out… he said to
him: What Joseph, straw in ‘Afaro, krozin in Kefar ¡ananya, fleeces in Damascus,
sorcery in Egypt, in a place of sorcerers sorcery?
Potiphar wonders if Joseph has chosen to bring magic to Egypt, which is full of
magicians. That would be like bringing straw to ‘Afaro, which has plenty of
straw, wool to Damascus, which is well-known for its wool, or pottery vessels
called krozin to Kefar ¡ananya, which is a pottery production center.25 The
comentator is R. A¢a who lived in the first half of the fourth century CE and the
tradition is presented by his student, R. Huna. It thus appears that the facts in
this story in which Kefar ¡ananya is a production center, were also known in
the days of R. Huna, that is, in the mid-fourth century CE (Adan-Bayewitz
1993: 36).
Commerce
Y (Ma‘aserot 2, 3, 49d):
ïåòîù éáø .åúéá ?äðéìä íå÷î åäî ".äðéìä íå÷îì ïéòéâî ïäù ãò ïéìëåà úåøééòá ïéøæçîä ïéìëåø"
ïéìééòå ïééøå÷ ùîçå òáøà 26ïéñøèå ïé÷ôðã äéððç øôëã ïéìéà ïåâë" :äéòùåä 'ø íùá ùé÷ì ïá
".ïåäéúáá ïéëîã
“…Peddlers who circulate among towns eat (their untithed produce as a random snack)
until they reach their night’s lodging.” What is meant by “night’s lodging”? His own
home. R. Shim‘on b. Lakish in the name of R. Hosh‘ayah: “Like those (peddlers) of
Kefar¡ananya who go out and go round to four or five settlements and come to sleep in
their homes.”
Adan-Bayewitz (19852) showed that the peddlers in Roman Palestine dealt in
light-weight products of high value such as perfumes and clothing. According
to Resh Lakhish, who noted “those of Kefar¡ananya” as typical merchants, the
involvement of people from Kefar ¡ananya in commerce was significant and
known among the inhabitants of the Galilee during that period.
Cattle: From the above source mentioning Kefar ¡ananya regarding the tithing
of cattle (T Bekhorot 7, 3), Z. Safrai (1985: 65) deduced that there was cattle
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25 Concerning the identification of the vessel, see Adan-Bayewitz, 19892.
26 Thus in the Vatican Ms.. The source of the word ©rsyn (ïéñøè) is Greek and means “go
round.” In the Leiden Ms. the word has been changed to ïéøçñ (trade). See Adan-Bayewitz
19852: 79.
breeding activity at Kefar ¡ananya. However, Kefar ¡ananya is presented in
the T as an example of a geographical range and it may not be unequivocally
deduced that the example reflects actual cattle breeding there.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 697 identifiable sherds)
Sherd collection at this site was divided into two main areas – remains of Kefar
‘Anan, which is the familiar site of Kefar¡ananya and the nearby hill to the east
(SE 358) to which the settlement expanded during the Middle Roman period.
The beginning of the settlement at the main site dates back to the Early
Roman period (7.3% of the finds) with no sherds earlier than that period. Sherds
of the Middle Roman period constitute 20% of the finds and the Late Roman
period represents 42.5% of the finds (the vast majority belonging to type KH1e,
which constitutes 47% of all the finds at the site). The relatively strong repre-
sentation of the Early Byzantine period (25%) is also mainly due to this type
and here too, it is probable that the sharp decline in settlement actually preceded
this period. This type, however, makes it difficult to clarify the picture. The
settlement remained very sparse during the Middle (3.3%) and Late Byzantine
period (1.5%).
On the eastern hill only two Early Roman sherds were found and these do not
seem to attest to a settlement here during this period. It appears that the expan-
sion of the settlement to this hill took place only at the beginning of the Middle
Roman period (13.3% of the finds) around the first half of the second century
CE, as attested by 8 KH1a vessels that belong to the earlier phase of this period.
The Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods yielded the most pottery (44.7%
and 39.5% respectively) thanks to type KH1e, which constitutes 76% (!) of the
finds. This extremely large percentage is unparalleled at other sites and may
possibly be related to production of this type, which may have occurred on this
hill. In any event, the presence of Diamond Rim SJ and of Kh4e type vessels
indicate a settlement here around the mid-fourth century. Only three vessels, all
imports of type PRS3, belong to types dating later than the mid-fourth century.
It thus appears that the settlement on this hill ended near the time of the penetra-
tion of these vessels to the region, around the first half of the fifth century CE.
The fact that Kefar ¡ananya functioned as a production site does not allow
us to compare the quantities of pottery vessels from the various periods in order
to establish the dominance of a given period. It is probable that some of the
pottery collected in the survey originated from wastes of the workshops. For
example, type KH1e constituted the majority of vessels discovered in connec-
tion with the kiln excavated at the site and which belonged to the final period of
production there (Adan-Bayewitz 1989: 99). That may explain why the percent-
age of KH1e finds here is high in comparison with its percentage at other sites.
In any case, in the shovel testing at the site conducted by Adan-Bayewitz, the
small quantity of Byzantine pottery found (approximately 2% of the finds –
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without local types) was entirely concentrated in the limited area at the center of
the slope, clearly pointing to a contraction of settlement during the Byzantine
period (Shenkman 1999: 36; Adan-Byaewitz 2003: 22).
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 21–40 41–60 41–60 41–60 11–20 4–10
Site No. 9
19–25/18/9
‘Ein Camonim íéðåîë ïéò
Map ref.: 1914/2583; Elevation: 280 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name:modern; Type of
site: ancient ruins with no recent settlement; the western part of the site was
damaged by heavy agricultural machinery; Site area: 6 dunams; Topography:
edge of a spur located between two deep wadis; Arable land: terra rossa and
brown grumusol on moderate to steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘En Shit,
400 m. north of the center of the site; springhouse; Water installations: – – ;
Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: remains of massive fieldstone walls;
Natural fortification: The site is bounded by wadis on the south, east and north.
To the east, the site is connected to the spur above it;
Proximity to roads: approximately 1.5 km. from the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat
Korazim route (B4) and 1.5 km. from the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6);
Prior surveys and studies: the site is adjacent to the Kh. Bellaneh (approxi-
mately 400 m. to the southeast), however, there is no continuity of building
remains and sherd scatter and they are separated by the streambed of Wadi
¡ananya. It is not clear if previous surveys at Bellaneh (see next site) related to
both of these as a single site, or did not identify this site at all.
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 307 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of settlement at the site is in the Hellenistic period (3.2%) and it
was continuously settled during all the Roman sub-periods. The largest amount
of pottery belongs to the Late Roman period (59% of the finds). This period is
dominant also if the weight of type KH1e, which constitutes 44% of all finds at
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the site, is reduced. The absence of types typical of the mid-fourth century
(Diamond Rim SJ, KH4e), the paucity of other late Kefar ¡ananya vessels and
the fact that not even a single sherd belonging to the groups that penetrated the
region from the mid-fourth century onward has been found, all suggest the
abandonment of the site around the first half of the fourth century CE. There is
no indication of a monumental public building at the site.
Estimate of site size in dunams:
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–6 4–6 4–6 4–6 – – – – – –
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Fig. 20: Aerial photo: ‘Ein Camonim and Kh. el-Bellaneh (photograph: seeMapping)
Site No. 10
19–25/17/10
Kh. el-Bellaneh äðàìá-ìà úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1914/2579; Elevation: 322m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic; Ottoman
census: Mazra‘at Ballanah; Type of site: ancient ruin without recent settlement;
The entire area of the site has been cultivated with heavy machinery. All of the
building stones and remains of the ruins have been gathered into piles; Site
area: 20 dunams; Topography: slope facing northward to Wadi ¡ananya;
Arable land: terra rossa and brown grumusol upon moderate to steep slopes;
Nearest water source: ‘En Shit located 900 m north of the center of the site;
springhouse;Water installations: three large cisterns in the southern part of the
site; Agricultural installations: two oil presses, a winepress (turned into a stone
quarry), cup-marks (perhaps installation for domestic oil production) and a
number of unidentified items;
Finds: – – ; Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: approximately 1 km. from the Beth ha-Kerem -Ramat
Korazim route (B4) and 1.5 km. from the ¡ananya Valley-Meiron route (B6);
Prior surveys and studies: cisterns and piles of stone (SWP vol. 1: 236); weights
of an oil press (IAAA); The site was surveyed in the Upper Galilee Survey and




Historical Analysis (sample size: 204 identifiable sherds)
The two Hellenistic sherds may be evidence for a settlement toward the end of
the Hellenistic period, around the mid-first century BCE, or slightly earlier,
however, we were unable to draw unequivocal conclusions in this regard. The
site was clearly settled during the Early Roman Period (18.6% of the finds). The
moderate increase in the number of finds during the Middle (21.5%) and Late
Roman period (33.8%) does not seem to attest to growth in the size of the settle-
ment, as it originates in the stronger representation of the later periods in the
surface finds. A decline in settlement at the site is perceptible during the Early
Byzantine period (23.5% – a period that is mainly represented by the intermedi-
ate LR/E BYZ KH1e type, which constitutes 43% of the total finds at the site).
Only seven sherds (3.4%) are of types later than the mid-fourth century CE,
three of which belong to the “Sepphoris group” (1 ARS61 and 2 KH4e) and two
of which belong to local Byzantine types that cannot be more precisely dated.
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Fig. 21: Kh. el-Bellaneh: water
cistern
Fig. 23: Kh. el-Bellaneh: water
cistern
Fig. 22: Kh. el-Bellaneh: base of a direct-pressure
screw oil press
Fig. 25: Kh. el-Bellaneh: crushing
basin of an olive oil press
Fig. 24: Kh. el-Bellaneh: small domestic olive-oil
installation (bodidah)
Fig. 26: Kh. el-Bellaneh: small crushing basin
An isolated vessel of the Late Byzantine period (PRS10) does not seem to
represent a settlement phase. The site appears to have been abandoned around
the second half of the fourth century. There is no indication of a monumental
public building at the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 11–20 11–20 11–20 – – – – – –
Site No. 11
19–25/57/11
Kh. Shune/Kul‘at esh-Shuneh äðåù-à úòì÷/äðåù úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1959/2571; Elevation: 80 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic name of
the ruins; Type of site: ancient ruins; Site area: 15 dunams; Topography:
basaltic mound overlying chalky hill above the confluence of Wadi ‘Akbara and
Wadi ‘Amud; Arable land: terra rossa on steep slopes; Nearest water source:
‘En Livnim, 450 m. from the center of the site; Water installations: near the
summit, an apparent cistern; Agricultural installations: – – ; Finds: – –
Natural fortification: The site rests upon a steep peak, difficult to access from
all directions.
Proximity to roads: The site overlooks the Wadi ‘Amud route (B1), another
local route in Wadi Akbara and the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4)
which crosses Wadi ‘Amud just below the site. Remains of an ancient road of
unknown date are located west of the site, north of Kibbutz Livnim (Y.
Stepansky, oral communication).
Finds from other periods: Iron, Early Islamic and Medieval pottery;
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 353) noted the remains of a
small fortress at the top of the hill built of limestone and basalt (ablaq). These
remains are clearly visible in a British aerial photograph from 1945. Ravani
surveyed the ruin in the 1950s and reported Middle Bronze, Roman and
Byzantine pottery and pottery from the twelfth-thirteenth century CE. Tepper
and his team surveyed a constructed and rock-cut pathway from ‘En Livnim to
Kh. Nawariya on the opposite side ofWadi ‘Amud (Tepper et al. 2000: 23, 103).
* * *
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Historical Analysis (sample size: 221 identifiable sherds)
Shovel testing at this site and comparison of these finds with those of the
surface survey were discussed in Chapter 4. The site was settled during the Iron
Age and the clear absence of Persian period pottery indicates that the site was
not settled during that period. Renewal of settlement at the site occurred in the
Hellenistic period (13.5% of the surface finds and 18% of the finds from the
excavation). The climax was reached in the Early Roman period (57% of the
surface finds and 70% of the finds from the excavation). There is not even a
single sherd belonging to the Middle Roman period a fact that points to the
desertion of the site in the Early Roman period. This abandonment appears to
have occurred after the beginning of production of type KH1a in the last third of
the first century CE (Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 16–17), as emerges from vessel
finds of this type.
A similar ceramic record of a sharp depopulation in the very same period
emerges from the nearby site of Wadi ‘Amud [Site 13], located further down
Wadi ‘Amud and apparently also at Ka¢al [Site 16] on the opposite side of the
Wadi. The First Jewish Revolt is the most probable historical framework to
explain this abandonment (see discussion in Chapter 6). Five Kh1e vessels and
a single coin found in the surface survey (2.8%) are the only items representing
the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods and do not seem to attest to a
settlement phase. In the shovel testing, not even a single sherd belonging to
these periods was encountered. Renewal of settlement at the site occurred
around the first half of the sixth century, as attested by imported Byzantine
wares, the earliest of which belong to the late variants of PRS3. Most of the
Byzantine material belongs to the Late Byzantine period (21% of the surface
finds). All of the Byzantine pottery from the shovel testing (with the exception
of a single Late Byzantine LRRW vessel) is of local types that can not be more
specifically dated. Finds from the surface survey, on the other hand, included 21
LRRW vessels (12% of all finds), both Middle and Late Byzantine. This differ-
ence in the percentage of imported finds between the survey and the shovel
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Survey: total 177
Shovel test: total 44
Graph 5: Diagnostic
sherds from Kul‘at esh-
Shuneh. Total=221
testing clearly shows the “over-representation” that imported vessels enjoy in
surface collection as a result of the sherds’ color and size.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–10 11–15 – – – – – – 4–10 4–10
Site No. 12
18–25/76/12
¡azon/Kh. Hazzur øåæç úáø'ç/ïåæç
Map ref.: 1874/2569; Elevation: 460 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Hazzur –
Arabic; Ottoman census: Hazzur; Type of site: ancient ruin; the edges of the site
are covered on all sides by the modern Moshav Hazon that encircles the site;
Site area: 10 dunams (part of which has been built upon); in a report prior to the
establishment of the moshav, the size of the site appears as 18 dunams (IAAA);
Topography: a mound upon a spur that splits from Mt. ¡azon; Arable land:
terra rossa and rendzina on steep slopes; extensive alluvial plains consisting
mainly of terra rossa in the adjacent ¡ananya Valley (1 km.); Nearest water
source: – – ; Water installations: three large cisterns; documentation in IAAA
of additional cisterns with capstones; Agricultural installations: Threshing
installation of an oil press and winepresses (IAAA);
Finds: ceramic roof tile bearing impression of the Sixth Roman Legion, caves,
architectural remains and cisterns connected to a tunnel that Tepper and Shahar
identified as a hiding complex (Bahat 1974; Tepper and Shahar 1987: 287);
Natural fortification: the site is protected on three sides by steep slopes. To the
south, it is connected to the saddle of Har ¡azon.
Proximity to roads: Some 2 km. south of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim
route (B4) (difficult access);
Finds from other periods:Medieval and Ottoman pottery;
Prior surveys and studies: in the survey conducted here prior to the founding of
the moshav (IAAA), Hellenistic/Roman (base of a terra sigillata bowl), Roman-
Byzantine, Early Islamic, Mamluk, and Ottoman (scant) pottery was reported as
well as a coin of Constantine I (317–320 CE) and a coin of Constantins II
(346–361 CE). D. Bahat conducted a salvage excavation in cisterns at the site
and found pottery vessels dating back from the first to the third centuries CE, a
roof tile of the Sixth Roman Legion and Iron and Persian periods pottery. The
buildings he uncovered were dated to the Medieval period and no stratified
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remains from the Roman period were reported (Bahat 1974: 160–169). Exami-
nation of the finds from Bahat’s excavation was carried out by Adan-Bayewitz,
revealing that the pottery assemblage from cistern I belongs to the early second-
early third centuries CE and that all of the Roman period cooking vessels exca-
vated at this site were produced in nearby Kefar ¡ananya (Adan-Bayewitz
1993: 136–137, 213).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 111 identifiable sherds)
Settlement began here is in the Early Roman period (12% of the dated finds). A
single rim of Long Rim SJ characteristic of the Late Hellenistic period may
indicate the beginning of settlement in an early phase of the Early Roman
period-around the mid-first century BCE. The dominant pottery finds belong to
the Middle and Late Roman periods (28% and 39% respectively). Four local
Byzantine sherds (3.6%) of types that were first produced around the mid-
fourth century indicate that the settlement continued to exist until that time.
Most of the finds belonging to the Early Byzantine period (20%) belong to the
LR/E BYZ group with a lengthy chronological range, making it difficult to date
the abandonment of the settlement precisely. The small quantity of unequivo-
cally Byzantine pottery seems to indicate abandonment close to the beginning
of the penetration of Byzantine types to the region around the mid-fourth
century. A single Late Byzantine sherd (PRS10) does not seem to attest to
permanent settlement at the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 4–10 11–20 11–20 – – – – – –
Site No. 13
19–25/65/13
Wadi ‘Amud Site (S.E-29) (29-â.ð) ãåîò ìçð øúà
Map ref.: 1969/2556; Elevation: 29 m. b.s.l.; Origin of name: the nearby wadi;
Site area: 7 dunams; Topography: a broad terrace above the western cliff of
Wadi ‘Amud; at the eastern foot of Har ¡abakuk; Arable land: terra rossa and
brown grumusol on moderate slopes; limited alluvial plain on a nearby terrace
above the streambed of Wadi ‘Amud; Nearest water source: ‘En Shavshevet in
the streambed of Wadi ‘Amud, some 250 m. east of the site (difficult access);
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Water installations: large cistern in the western part of the site; Agricultural
installations:winepress; leveled, cleared areas and remains of ancient terraces;
Finds: two blocked burial caves, tops of walls and remains of a massive struc-
ture at the center of the site; Natural fortification: the site is protected only on
the side of Wadi ‘Amud in the east, but is located in an isolated and hidden
locale.
Proximity to roads: On the Wadi ‘Amud route (B1) and approximately 1 km.
from the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies: B. Ravani surveyed the site and reported Neolithic,
Chalcolithic, Early/Middle/Late Bronze, Hellenistic and first and second centu-
ries CE pottery (no quantification indicated). Tepper et al. who published
Ravani’s report also noted that Hasmonean and coastal city coins were collected
at the site, though no further details were provided (Tepper et al.: 25, 45). Gal
(1992: 35) reported Iron II pottery.
Identification: – –
* * *
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Fig. 27: Wadi ‘Amud Site: entrance to a rock-hewn burial cave
Fig. 28: Wadi ‘Amud Site: water cistern Fig. 29: Wadi ‘Amud Site: winepress
Historical Analysis (sample size: 113 identifiable sherds)
The site had been settled in Bronze and Iron periods, but no decisively Persian
pottery was collected. Renewal of settlement was in the Hellenistic period (32%
of the finds) and the floruit was in the Early Roman period (64.6%). The
imported vessels of the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (ESA) make a
strong showing, constituting 12.4% of the finds. An isolated Middle Roman
vessel (KH6b), two fourth century vessels (KH6c and Diamond Rim SJ) and a
single Byzantine vessel (Black SJ) are anomalies and do not seem to attest to a
settlement phase during these periods. The presence of three KH1a vessels indi-
cate abandonment of the site after the beginning of production of this type in the
third quarter of the first century CE. As in the case of Site 11, we propose that
the abandonment of this site is connected to the First Jewish Revolt (see discus-
sion in Chapter 6). The high percentage of imported vessels is exceptional and
may be related to Roman military presence connected with the abandonment of
the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–7 4–7 – – – – – – – – – –
Site No. 14
19–25/75/14
Wadi ‘Amud Caves ãåîò ìçð úåøòî
Map ref.: 1972/2553–7; Elevation: 10–90 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: the nearby
wadi; Type of site: two groups of caves approximately 500 m. apart, on the east-
ern cliff of Wadi ‘Amud; Site area: – – ; Topography: at the top of a very steep
slope at the base of the cliff; Arable land: terra rossa and brown grumusol;
moderate slopes suitable for agriculture east of and above the cliff (in the
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Graph 6: Diagnostic sherds from
Wadi ‘Amud Site. Total=113
vicinity of Moshav Ka¢al) – very difficult access; limited alluvial plain on the
other side of Wadi ‘Amud (around Site 13); Nearest water source: ‘En
Shavshevet in the streambed of Wadi ‘Amud, some 250 m. from the western
group of caves and some 700 m. from the eastern group (difficult access);Water
installations: two quarried, plastered cisterns in the eastern group of caves;
Finds: building remains at the enterance of the western caves; rooms and man-
made quarried niches in the two groups of caves.
Natural fortification: Access is only from below and is difficult (access to the
eastern caves is extremely difficult) making the cave complexes easily defensi-
ble;
Proximity to roads: above the Wadi ‘Amud route (B1) and approximately 1.5
km. from the Beth ha-Kerem Valley-Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies:B. Ravani surveyed the cave complexes and reported
the western group contained Early Bronze, Iron II, Roman and twelfth-thir-
teenth century CE pottery and that the eastern group of caves contained Roman
and twelfth-thirteenth CE century pottery (no quantities given). Aviam and
Moshe (1988: 7) reported a wall at the entrance to the western cave, Hellenistic
and Roman pottery and a Hasmonean coin.
Tepper and his team surveyed the cave complexes and reported remains of
built fortifications, arrowheads and coins (no details provided) in the western
assemblage, and proposed that these were refuge caves related to the Jewish
struggle against Herod during the first century BCE and the events of the First
Jewish Revolt (Tepper et al. 2000: 87–96).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 122 identifiable sherds)
The quarried rooms, built remains in the western complex, plastered cisterns in
the eastern complex and metal nails found at the entrance of the caves attest to
permanent settlement during certain periods. At the same time, there are differ-
ences in the pottery assemblages between the western and eastern cave
complexes. The more accessible western complex and the Wadi ‘Amud site
[Site 13] located opposite it on the other side of the wadi, existed simulta-
neously during the Hellenistic period, as supported by the significant finds from
this period in this complex (22.4% of the finds). There was probably a connec-
tion between the settlement and the opposite cave complex. In the eastern caves
only two Hellenistic sherds (2.7%) were found. In both complexes, the Early
Roman period is the most dominant in terms of pottery finds (53% of the west-
ern assemblage and 60% of the eastern). Tepper and his team suggested these
complexes were caves of refuge during the uprisings against Herod and the First
Jewish Revolt (Tepper et al. 2000: 87–96). This idea is strengthened by findings
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of the current survey. In view of the data from nearby Sites 11 and 13, it seems
reasonable to connect the activity in these caves to the First Jewish Revolt. As
opposed to the abrupt break in the Early Roman period documented at the
nearby sites [11 and 13], there were significant pottery finds from the Middle
Roman period in both cave complexes (22% of the western assemblage and
26% of the eastern). In view of the difficult living conditions in the caves and
the extremely difficult access, it is hard to assume that the settlement in the
caves during this period pertained to a civilian population from the nearby aban-
doned villages that remained to work their lands. There is no unequivocal proof
regarding who inhabited these caves at that time.
In functional terms these caves are not similar to an ordinary civilian settle-
ment and it is difficult to compare them to other sites in terms of their settlement
ranking. Nonetheless, due to the archaeological evidence concerning continu-
ous habitation over several periods, apparently not only as places of refuge, it
was decided to evaluate their possible size.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ




(No pottery was collected at this site)
Map ref.: 1882/2550; Elevation: 300 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arab village; in
the Ottoman tax census, Magar Hazzur; may preserve an earlier name; Type of
site: Arab village upon an ancient ruin; Site area (of ancient site): unknown;
Topography: moderate to steep slope on the southern slope of Mt. ¡azon;
Arable land: terra rossa and brown grumusol on moderate slopes and extensive
alluvial areas south of the site, near Wadi ªalmon; Nearest water source: the
village spring, approximately 300 m. and ‘Ein el-Man§ura approximately 800
m. from the center of the ancient village;Water installations: – – ; Agricultural
installations: four threshing installations of olive presses in different parts of
the site (Y. Stepansky, IAAA).
Finds: Ilan (1991: 163) documented a limestone object bearing a relief of an
eagle and reported architectural elements belonging to a monumental structure
that was visible in the past in the center of the village. In the IAA numismatic
catalogue, a coin of Alexander Jannaeus from the site is listed.
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An early fourth century CE Greek inscription recently found at the site
mentions Constantine the Great. In view of the high likelihood that the local
population was Jewish as well as the simple style of the inscription, researchers
believe it to be local, apparently the work of Jews, and part of a public building
lintel (Stepansky 2000; Damati 2004):
´Õðåñ óùôéñßáò êáé íßêçò êáé (áß)ùí ßïõ äéáìïíÞò ôùí äåóðüôùí ôïõ êüóìïõ
Êùíóôáíôßíïõ Áýãïýóôïõ êáé ôùí á íäñéïôÜôùí ÊáéóÜñùí
Translation: For the salvation, victory and eternal life of the lords of the earth
Constantine Augustus and the heroic emperors (Damati 2004: 52).
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: on a branch of the watershed route (B5); approximately 2
km. from the Wadi ªalmon route (B2) and 2.5 km. from the Beth ha-Kerem-
Ramat Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies:Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 457) noted that, except for a
damaged capital, he did not observe any signs of antiquities at the site. He
believed, however, that the village sits upon an ancient site and seems to
preserve a Hebrew name, apparently Ma‘ara. Ilan (1991: 163) suggested that,
based upon architectural elements observed in the past in the village, there was
a synagogue at the site.
Y. Stepansky reported Roman-Byzantine pottery, ashlars and a frieze frag-
ment uncovered during the course of construction work in the village
(IAAA);
Identification:Ma‘ariya, which is mentioned in piyyutim of the Priestly Courses
(Klein 1939: 106; Safrai 1985: 198; TIR: 182).
* * *
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Fig. 30: Maghar: dedication inscription mentioning Constantine the Great (courtesy of the
IAA)
Historical Sources
Klein (1939: 106) was the first to propose identifying Maghar with Ma‘ariya of
the piyyutim of the Priestly Courses (a settlement attributed to the Priestly
Course of Bilgah).27 The settlement is not mentioned in rabbinic literature.
The only piyyut that may reflect familiarity with the realia of the settlement in
which numerous caves were quarried, is a lengthy kerovah by Haduta (Palestin-
ian, ca. late sixth-early seventh century [see Fleischer 1983: 91]) in which the
paytan rhymes several times playing on the words m’rh (cave) – Ma‘ariya
(äéøòî-äøòî).
A list of holy places dating from the Early Islamic period mentions
äéøòîá äâìá úñðë “knst (synagogue of) blgh at Ma‘ariya” (Reiner 1988: 239). It
should be noted that the prefix mðr (caves), in the Ottoman tax censuses is not
unique to this site and also appears at additional sites in the Galilee such as
Mazr‘at Maghar al-¡amam and Magharat Masmur. Z. Ilan, for example,
proposes identifying Ma‘ariya with Maghar al-¡ayyat near Ha«or ha-Glilit
(Ilan 1991: 50).
“Casalien Mogar” is mentioned in a Crusader document and perhaps this is
also the Maghar, which is mentioned in the 13th century by the Muslim geogra-
pher Yakut “as a village in the region of Filastin” (Le Strange 1965: 498). In the
16th century, the village is mentioned in the Ottoman tax censuses in the form
Magar Hazzur (i.e., Caves of Hazor), a form that was preserved until early
modern times.
Summary: The only literary evidence mentioning the village Ma‘ariya are
piyyutim from the end of the Byzantine and the Early Islamic periods. It is
neither clear if Maghar is identical with Ma‘ariya nor if the settlement existed at
the time these piyyutim were composed.
Historical Analysis
Since the village is presently inhabited, it was not possible to gather pottery in
sufficient quantity and over a satisfactory portion of the site. The following
analysis is based upon literary sources and chance archaeological finds. If the
identification of the site with Ma‘ariya of the piyyutim is indeed correct, this
could serve as some indication concerning the period of the site. As will be
explained in detail in Chapter 7, based upon the survey findings we are unable
to establish if indeed there was migration to Galilee of the Priestly Courses
following the First or Second Jewish Revolt, a suggestion that has been
proposed in various studies.We can establish, however, that in the sixth century,
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27 See: Haduta – Kahle 1967, 11–14; ha-Qallir – Goldschmidt 1968: 50; R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen
– Elizur 2004: 636.
during which piyyutim of the Priestly Courses were first composed, at least
some of these sites were abandoned, some for quite some time. This leads to the
conclusion that the list of sites of the Courses that forms the basis for the
piyyutim (and the stone slabs that were placed in synagogues) was composed
during an earlier period. The date of the list cannot be established precisely.
However, a brief quote in the Y shows that the list, or at least a portion thereof,
was known at the beginning of the fourth century.28
In the IAAA there is a report on Roman-Byzantine pottery found in the
village and architectural elements found in the village indicate the presence of a
monumental public structure at the site, apparently a synagogue. In addition,
the inscription published by Stepansky and Damati that also belongs to a monu-
mental building (perhaps the same one), is dated to the fourth century, probably
around 324–337 CE. As we shall see in detail below (Chapter 7), monumental
synagogues are all found in medium-and large-sized settlements – the smallest
belonging to Category C (11–20 dunams) and most in Categories D-E (21–60
dunams). We shall further maintain that the phenomenon of monumental syna-
gogues belongs mainly to the third/early fourth century onward.
This “circumstantial evidence” strengthens the suggestion that Maghar was
at least a Category C settlement and existed during the Roman period as well as
the Byzantine period (at least during part of the latter). The remains of four
olive oil presses found in the village strengthen the assumption that this was a
large settlement and that it continued to exist during the Byzantine period when
the oil production industry increased (see discussion on the economy of the
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28 The earliest evidence relating to a small portion of the list of the Priestly Courses is found
in Y Ta‘anit 4, 6, 68d in the words of R. Levi who was active in the late third-early fourth
century CE, and in the words of R. Berekhiya, who was active about a generation later (Albeck
1969: 256; 321). More extensive evidence for this list are fragments of inscriptions, apparently
from synagogues, bearing passages from this list, but none of these was found in a clear strati-
graphic and thus datable context. The dating of the inscription remains from Caesarea to the
third-fourth century (Avi-Yonah 1962: 139) and of the inscription from Bait al-¡ader in
Yemen to the fifth-sixth centuries (Degan 1972–73: 303) are on the basis of purely
paleographic considerations and, as noted by Naveh (1978: 5): “It is quite doubtful if it is
possible to attribute any chronological significance at all to the differences in the forms of
letters in the inscriptions… and they probably only reflect the level of skill of the craftsman
who executed the inscription…” One might assume that the Caesarea inscription is earlier than
the Priestly Courses piyyutim, since the second and later phase of the synagogue in which the
inscription stood dates to ca. the mid-fifth century CE (Avi-Yonah 1993: 279), while the
piyyutim of the Priestly courses known to us are not earlier than the late sixth or early seventh
century CE (Trifon 1989: 79 n. 14). However, it is also possible that the inscription was incor-
porated in the synagogue (which apparently remained in use until the seventh or eighth century
CE) several generations following its rebuilding. This assumption should not be dismissed
particularly in view of the inscription being on a portable stone rather than as a structural
element, such as a mosaic floor. Avi-Yonah (1962: 139) proposed that these memorial inscrip-
tions were earlier than the piyyutim and served as an inspiration to paytanim. Reiner (1996:
297), on the other hand, believed that the piyyutim are earlier than the synagogue inscriptions.
Byzantine period, below, chapter 6). The circumstantial nature of the evidence
enables us to present a partial historical-settlement record only, and therefore,
the data from this site shall not be incorporated in the summary tables and in the




Map ref.: 1978/2548; Elevation: 80 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name:modern, after the
name of the nearby settlement; Site area: 1–2 dunams; Topography: atop a
moderate spur some 200 m. east of the cliffs of Wadi ‘Amud; Arable land: terra
rossa and brown grumusol on moderate slopes; Nearest water source: – – ;
Water installations: large cistern at the center of the site; Agricultural installa-
tions: large winepress (4.5×4.5 m. pressing floor and 2×2×1 m. collecting vat),
on the western declivity of the spur and another smaller winepress on the hill
east of the site; Finds:massive remains of fieldstone construction; remains of a
massive outer wall, perhaps a fortification;Natural fortification: – – ; Proximity
to roads: ca. 2 km. from the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4); Prior
surveys and studies: B. Ravani surveyed the site and reported Middle Bronze I,
Hellenistic and Roman pottery (no quantities given).
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 63 identifiable sherds)
The survey at this small site yielded only 63 identifiable sherds from the periods
covered by this study. The site was first settled in the Early Roman period and
the finds from this period are the most dominant (68.2%). A sharp decline is
noted in the finds from theMiddle Roman period (11.1%). It is likely that settle-
ment ceased after the Early Roman period for several generations. The finds
from theMiddle Roman period consist of only a few intermediate ER/MR types
and of three sherds of KH4c, which is common from the beginning of the
second to the beginning of the fourth century CE. The total absence of the
common Middle Roman types (KH1b, KH3b and the jars of the period) is
significant-apparently indicating the end of settlement. After a hiatus, settle-
ment was renewed at the site, apparently around the early/mid-third century CE.
The total absence of vessels later than the mid-fourth century shows that the site
was abandoned again, probably in the first half of that century. As shown above,
the abandonment of Sites 11 and 13, located on the other side of Wadi ‘Amud,
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was appently related to the events of the First Jewish Revolt. The settlement
picture at Site 16 is less clear since pottery belonging to theMiddle/Late Roman
period was also found there. Based upon the absence of clear second century
types, it may be proposed that the site was abandoned for a certain time during
the Early and Middle Roman periods.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ




Map ref.: 1952/2546; Elevation: 30 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Yukuk-Arab
village until 1948; preserves the name of the ancient settlement ¡uqoq; accord-
ing to fourteenth-fifteenth century travelers, Ya‘aquq/Yaquq (Yaari 1976: 91;
110); Ottoman census: Yaquq; Type of site:Arab village over ancient ruins; Site
area: 25 dunams; Topography: moderate hill; Arable land: terra rossa and
brown grumusol on moderate slopes and extensive alluvial plains west of the
site; Nearest water source: ‘En ¡uqoq, 200 m. from the center of the site;
modern spring house; Water installations: three large cisterns; Agricultural
installations: five winepresses around the site; weights of an oil press; Finds:
numerous ashlars; architectural elements, including column drums; caves, a
hiding complex, burial caves and a group of quarried cist tombs; Natural fortifi-
cation: steep slope only at the eastern side; Proximity to roads: ca. 2 km. north
of the Wadi ªalmon route (B2) and 3 km. south of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat
Korazim route (B4).
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 354–359) noted ashlars,
columns, cist tombs and caves. North of the site B. Ravani excavated burial
caves that were in use from the first to the third century CE. The caves
contained evidence of secondary burial and three ossuaries dated to the late
first/early-second century (Ravani and Kahane 1961: 121–147; Aviam and
Syon 2002: 168). In Ravani’s survey, Early Bronze, Iron, Persian, Hellenistic,
Roman, Byzantine and twelfth-thirteenth century pottery was reported (no
quantities given). Tepper and Shahar (1987: 311–313) surveyed a hiding
complex at the site. Tepper et al. (2000: 25, 83–84) reported amiqveh at the site
and unique installations that they refer to as “¡uqoq installations” that they
believed served to produce oil from the mustard plant. Based upon the
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architectural elements, including a lintel decorated with a menorah that had
been reported at the site in the past, Ilan (1991: 122) suggested that a synagogue
stood at the center of the site.
Identification: Perhaps Biblical ¡ukkok (see summary: Lissovsky and
Na’aman 2005: 9–12); Roman Byzantine ¡uqoq/ ¡iqoq (TIR: 148); E. Damati
(1986: 37–43) proposed identifying the site with Caphareccho, one of Josephus’
fortifications.
* * *
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Fig. 31: ¡uqoq: architectural element from a
monumental building
Fig. 32: ¡uqoq: architectural element from a
monumental building
Fig. 33: ¡uqoq: ossuary from a burial cave
excavated by B. Ravani (courtesy of the
IAA)
Fig. 35: ¡uqoq: ossuary from a burial cave
excavated by B. Ravani (courtesy of the
IAA)
Fig. 34: ¡uqoq: capstone of a water
cistern
Historical Sources
Damati (1986: 37–43) proposed identifying ¡uqoq with êáöáñåê÷þ
(Caphareccho), Josephus’ “missing” fortress (War 2, 573; Kapharath in Life 37,
188). A philological examination, however, does not seem to support this
proposal. This name appears in tannaitic and amoraic layers of Palestinian
rabbinic literature in various forms: ñåáà/ñåëéà/ñåëéò/åëò/ñåëà øôë (Kefar
Ekhos/‘Ako/‘Ikos/Evos [‘Avos?]).29 It is difficult to accept the proposal that this
name evolved to the form¡iqoq or¡uqoq (÷å÷åç/÷å÷éç), a name that appears in
the amoraic layers of that corpus. First, the form Kefar Ekhos continues to
appear in the amoraic sources alongside the name ¡uqoq.30 Second, it appears
that the name ¡uqoq in rabbinic literature preserves the name of Biblical
¡ukkok (Joshua 19, 34), a name that has been preserved in the name of the Arab
village Yaquq to this day (Saarissalo 1927: 127). It is difficult to assume that the
ancient name that has been preserved to this day changed for a certain period
into Kefar Ekhos and later reverted to ¡uqoq. From a phonetic point of view, it
is difficult to suppose a transition from Kefar Ekhos to ¡uqoq or something
similar (Eusebius, for example, transcribes ¡ukkok as Åé÷þ÷ and Jerome tran-
scribes it as Icoc, forms not similar to êáöáñåê÷þ).
Y Pesa¢im 1, 4, 27c:
àúà .äåä àé÷å÷éç ïðçåé :ïåá 'øéá éñåé 'ø øîà .äáø äééç 'ø éáâ äúñéôã àé÷ñéã ãé÷ôà ùð øá ãç
...øåòéáä úòùá ïéã úéá éô ìò øëîéú :äéì øîà éáøì ìàù
Aman gave R.¡iya Rabba a sack of bread (to keep for him). R. Yosi son of R. Bon said:
it (the man) was Yohanan of ¡iqoq. R ¡iya came (on Passover eve) and asked Rabbi
(what to do). He told him: the beth-din (court) should sell it…
This tradition from the Ymentions R. Yehuda ha-Nasi and R. ¡iya Rabba who
were active in the late second/early third century in relation to ¡uqoq. They are
the earliest individuals mentioned in relation to this settlement in rabbinic liter-
ature. It is interesting that R. Yosi son of R. Bon, who was a Palestinian amora
of the fifth generation (ca. mid-fourth century), refers to the name of someone
from¡uqoq who lived in the time of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi, that is, some 130 years
earlier, and this raises doubt concerning this tradition.
Agriculture: Y Shevi‘it 9, 1, 38c:
:øîà .äéì áñð àì àåäå äéðéî ìôð .àìãøç ïéãäá ïéìâìâî ïåúîç ,÷å÷éçá äåä ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù éáø
.äãåäé 'øë éøåî àðà àìãøç éì éúééîã ïàî
R. Shim‘on ben Lakish was in ¡iqoq. He saw them (the locals) gathering31 mustard.
(Some) fell and they did not (bother to) pick it up. He said: whoever brings me (lit. asks
me about) mustard, I will instruct like R. Yehuda.32
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29 See discussions in Klein 1967: 40; Bar Kochva 1974: 110; Safrai 1985: 38.
30 See for example, Y Sanhedrin 10, 6, 29c (Leiden Ms.); Genesis Rabbah 70, 2.
The previous passage in the Y indicates that the mustard leaves, which Feliks
(1986 vol. 2: 405) identifies with Brassica nigra, were eaten and use was made
of the seeds, apparently for spice production. The story indicates that the people
of ¡uqoq used the mustard plant to their advantage. It appears, however, that
this was a minor crop in agricultural and economic terms and perhaps only
involved utilization of a wild plant.
The latest sages mentioned in relation to¡uqoq are R. Yirmiya, R. Huna and
R. Pin¢as, Palestinian amoraim of the fourth generation who were active in the
first half of the fourth century CE and are mentioned in one story together with
R. ¡izkiyah of ¡uqoq (Y Sanhedrin 3, 10, 21d).
In summary, the individuals mentioned in relation to ¡uqoq are ones who
were active from roughly the first half of the third to the mid-fourth century CE.
All the references are found in the Y, which was completed close to the mid-
fourth century.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 222 identifiable sherds)
The clear connection between this site and nearby Sheikh Nashi [Site 18] neces-
sitates their being discussed together (see below).
It was noted in the first survey of the site that the ancient settlement was
larger than that of the Middle Ages and extended over the eastern part of the
hill, where no Medieval pottery was collected at all. During the second visit to
the site we divided it into two collection zones, the eastern portion and the rest
of the site. Aside from strengthening the conclusions regarding the shrinking of
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31 Y. Feliks (1986: 223) believed that the expression ìãøçá ïéìâìâî (“rolling mustard”)
reflects the method of gathering by rolling the collected plant. Lieberman, on the other hand
(1940: 465) believed that the word rolling (mglglyn) means here ‘to hold in disregard’, which
suits the context in this story. See also Yalon (1935: 227).
32 Thus (äãåäé) in the Vatican Ms., while the Leiden Ms. has R. Yonah (äðåé). Clearly, the
version in the Vatican Ms. is to be preferred, since in the M, R. Yehuda is the one who allows
self-seeded mustard which grew in the sabbatical year. The dispute in the M concerns self-
seeded, that is, produce that grows by itself during the sabbatical year. Sages forbid the eating
of these for fear of transgression of the prohibition by intentional planting and selling of
produce claimed to have grown by itself. R. Yehuda, on the other hand, allowed self-seeded
mustard “since it is not susceptible of transgression.” R. Yehuda, it would seem, is not
concerned that offenders would plant and deal in mustard during the sabbatical year since this
is a wild plant that grows in abundance and is available without planting. Therefore, it must be
treated as the wild plants one is permitted to gather during the sabbatical year (Feliks 1986 vol.
2: 405). Concerning this discussion, this story is told in the Y about R. Shim‘on ben Lakish,
who saw the people of ¡uqoq gathering mustard and did not even bother to collect seeds that
fell due to its minimal value. R. Shim‘on ben Lakish’s conclusion is that the halakhah should
be as R. Yehuda, who maintained that mustard should be treated as wild plants rather than
cultivated vegetables.
the site in the Middle Ages, it was not possible to observe significant changes in
the extent of the settlement during the periods researched.
Two Hellenistic jars characteristic of the Late Hellenistic period are the only
finds from that period and may provide an indication of the beginning of settle-
ment here around the mid-first century BCE.33
The settlement continued uninterrupted from the Early Roman period (19%
of the finds) until the end of the Late Byzantine period. The largest amount of
pottery belongs to the Late Roman period (43%) and even if the amount of
KH1e (27% of the total) is ignored, this remains the most dominant period. The
decline in the percentage of vessels from the Early (18.4%), Middle (5.8%) and
Late Byzantine period (2.7%), is indicative of a gradual decline in the size of
settlement beginning in the mid-fourth/early fifth century. The site, however,
continued to be settled afterwards and the finds include LRRW vessels from all
of the Byzantine sub-periods. Architectural elements scattered around the
center of the site, and a lintel decorated with a menorah that had been here in the
past indicate that there was a monumental synagogue at the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 4–10 11–20 21–25 11–20 4–10 0.5–3
Site No. 18
19–25/54/18
Sheikh Nashi éùàð 'çéù
Map ref.: 1958/2544; Elevation: 42 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: sheikh’s tomb;
Type of site: ancient ruin without recent settlement, some 400 m. from the edge
of ¡uqoq [site 17]-a deep wadi separates the two sites; the lack of continuity
and the difference in the pottery finds led to defining two separate sites; Site
area: 11 dunams; Topography: a hill aboveWadi¡uqoq; a southern spur of Mt.
¡abakuk; Arable land: limited flat areas of brown rendzina and brown
grumusol are east of the site. Moderate slopes and extensive flat alluvial areas
of terra rossa and brown grumusol are 1 km. west of the site; Nearest water
source: ‘En ¡uqoq, 700 m. from the center of the ruin; Water installations:
subterranean reservoir with descent via a staircase (perhaps a miqveh); cistern;
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33 In the survey collection of B. Ravani at the IAAwhich I examined, the finds from this site
include two Persian/Hellenistic mortaria, which moves back the date of settlement here. As
stated, it is difficult to rely absolutely upon this collection because of the manner in which it
was held over the years.
Agricultural installations: winepress and a crushing basin of an olive oil press;
Finds: the upper portion of the hill has a platform-like structure and is
surrounded by indistinct remains-apparently fortifications; Natural fortifica-
tion: Steep slopes protect the site on the west, south and east; it is easily accessi-
ble from the north.
Proximity to roads: Approx. 2 km. north of the Wadi ªalmon route (B2) and 3
km. south of the Beth ha-Kerem-Ramat Korazim route (B4).
Finds from other periods: Scant finds of Iron and Persian periods.
Prior surveys and studies:Gal (1992: 34) reported Iron II and Byzantine pottery
(no quantities given). Ravani reported a peripheral wall and Early and Middle
Bronze, Iron I and II, Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and twelfth-thir-
teenth century CE pottery (no quantities given). Tepper et al. (2000: 25, 45)
reported a miqveh at the top of the hill and remains of a winepress and an olive
oil press in the northern part of the site. According to them, Ravani’s survey, as
well as the finds of coins from their own survey (no quantities given), show that
the main finds at Sheikh Nashi belong to the Hellenistic and Early Roman peri-
ods and that the settlement at nearby ¡uqoq continued to exist in later periods.
They further proposed that the site of Sheikh Nashi was an army camp while
nearby ¡uqoq was a civilian site.
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 182 identifiable sherds)
The settlement began in the Iron Age and perhaps even earlier. One Persian
period sherd and two Persian/Hellenistic sherds may indicate a settlement here
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Fig. 36: Sheikh Nashi: crushing basin of an olive oil press
during the Persian period. The most significant finds at the site belong to the
Hellenistic period (23% of the finds). The site has natural fortifications on three
sides and remains of man-made fortification. These features are characteristic
of Hellenistic sites. A slight decline was observed in the finds from the Early
Roman period (20.8%) and particularly during the Middle Roman period
(12%). The amount of Late Roman and Early Byzantine period types (23% and
20.8% respectively) are mainly due to the strength of type KH1e, which consti-
tutes 30% of all finds at the site. The Byzantine period pottery finds are similar
in composition to those of the destruction layer at Sepphoris, without a single
vessel that must be later than the second half of the fourth century. Notably
absent are imports of types PRS3 and CRS2, typical of assemblages from the
mid-fifth century onward and found at nearby ¡uqoq. This together with the
relatively small number of vessels that must be later than the mid-fourth century
(a total of 5.5%) seem to show that the settlement was abandoned in the second
half of the fourth century.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–11 4–11 4–10 4–10 4–10 – – – –







Fig. 37: Aerial photo of ¡uqoq and Sheikh Nashi (photograph: seeMapping)
Discussion: The proximity of this site to¡uqoq [Site 17] on the other side of the
wadi, and the shared spring and agricultural land, indicate a relationship
between these sites. It would appear that during the early periods, the settlers
preferred this hill because of its high topography to that of nearby¡uqoq, which
is closer to the spring, but lacks strategic advantages. Following the Early
Roman period, the hill of ¡uqoq became the dominant site while that at Sheikh
Nashi began to decline. The absence of monumental public building remains at
Sheikh Nashi, which was settled up to about the second half of the fourth
century, and the presence of such remains at nearby ¡uqoq, further emphasize
the transition of the major center. Nonetheless, the few Middle and Late
Byzantine finds at ¡uqoq apparently show that there was no movement of
population from Sheikh Nashi to ¡uqoq, but rather a decrease in settlement in
this area during those periods.
Site No. 19
18–25/54/19
¡. ªalmon/Kh. Sallameh äîìàñ úáø'ç/ïåîìö úáøåç
Map ref.: 1858/2545; Elevation: 162m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Sallameh-
Arabic; nearby Bedouin village-preserves the name of the ancient settlement
Selame/ªalmin; Ottoman census: Sallamiyah; Sellem in Crusader documents;
Type of site: Tell; Site area: 63 dunams; Topography: a hill located at the
confluence of Wadi ªalmon and Wadi Kamon, connected to a small ridge by a
narrow saddle on the northwest; Arable land: terra rossa, brown grumusol upon
moderate slopes and extensive alluvial plains in the basin of Wadi ªalmon;
Nearest water source: Wadi ªalmon, some 200 m. from the center of the site,
carries water from the ªalmon Springs higher up in the wadi; Water installa-
tions: cisterns; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: burial caves at the northern and northeastern slopes; 24 coins of the
second century BCE to third century CE (Syon 2004: 192–201); a number of
ashlars and an isolated architectural element (a relief of a carved column on an
ashlar); in the past, parts of a decorated lintel and column fragments were noted.
Aviam found a sarcophagus fragment with a burial inscription in Greek, appar-
ently belonging to a Roman soldier (Applebaum et al. 1981/82: 99). Ilan
(1991:136) identified remains of a city wall in the southern part of the site,
doubtful remains of a moat along the saddle connecting the hill of the site with
the spur to the northwest, and architectural elements that he attributed to a syna-
gogue.
Natural fortification: Steep slopes descend from the site to Wadi ªalmon and
Wadi Kamon, which almost entirely surround the site. The only access is via a
narrow saddle to the northwest;
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Proximity to roads: on the Wadi ªalmon route (B2);
Finds from other periods: Early, Middle and Late Bronze, Iron, Persian (scant),
and Early Islamic.
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 460–461) noted numerous
basements and cisterns at the site, as well as two quarried pressing installations.
Gal (1982: 30; 1992: 29) noted that the place was settled in the Early and
Middle Bronze Ages and Iron Age I and was later abandoned until the renewal
of settlement during the Roman period. Aviam (2004: 96) noted the presence of
Early and Middle Bronze, Iron, Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and
Islamic pottery as well as remains of a late citadel.
Identification: ÓåëÜìçímentioned in Josephus and ªalmin/ªalmon in rabbinic
literature and in the lists of the Priestly courses (Klein 1967: 52; Aviam 2004:
96; Safrai 1985: 66; TIR 225);
* * *
Historical Sources
In both of the parallel lists in which Josephus enumerates the sites that he
fortified in preparation for the Revolt (War 2, 573; Life 37, 188) he mentions a
site called Selame, which is identified on the basis of its preservation in the
name of the Bedouin village of Salameh and with ªalmin/ªalmon of rabbinic
literature. The two lists present the sites in different order and differ in other







Fig. 38: Aerial photo of ªalmon (photograph: seeMapping)
details34 and neither follows a clear geographical order. In any event, in both
lists Bersabe, Selame and Jotapata appear in succession, which apparently
indicates geographical proximity, strengthening the identification of Selame
with Salameh which is located between Bersabe (Be’er Sheva‘) to the northeast
and Jotapata (Yodefat) to the southwest.
Rabbinic literature:M Kil’ayim 4, 9:
äùòî :äãåäé éáø øîà .íùì òøæ àéáäì øúåî äîà äøùò ùù äîà äøùò ùù ìò åîøë úà òèåðä
ãöì úåøåù éúù øòù êôåä äéäå äîà äøùò ùù äøùò ùù ìò åîøë úà òèðù ãçàá 35ïéîìöá
.åøéúäå íéîëç éðôì äùòî àáå ...øéðä úà òøåæå úçà
If a man planted his vineyard (in rows) sixteen cubits apart, it is permitted to sow seed
there. R. Yehuda said: It once happened in ªalmin that a man planted his vineyard in
rows of sixteen cubits (apart); (one year) he turned the tips of the vine branches of two
(adjacent rows) towards one place and sowed the ploughed land… The case came
before the Sages and they pronounced it permissible.
The M deals here with the prohibition of planting kilayim, that is, mixing differ-
ent types of crops in the same field and in this context, presents the tradition of a
man from ªalmin who apparently planted grain in his vineyard. The tradition is
presented by R. Yehuda bar ‘Ila’i who lived around the mid-second century.
Based upon the language of the M, Klein (1967:33) assumed that R. Yehuda
referred to an episode that occurred prior to his day.
Another episode at ªalmin following a similar literary pattern, however
without mentioning the name of the transmitter, is found in M Yevamot 16, 6:
åëìäå ,'úî éðà éøäå ùçðä éðëùð ,éðåìô ùéà ïá éðåìô ùéà éðà' øîàù ãçàá 36ïéîìöá äùòî áåùå
.åúùà úà åàéùäå åäåøéëä àìå åéøçà
It once happened at ªalmin that a man called out, “I am so-and-so, the son of so-and-so,
a snake has bitten me and I am dying,” (and although when) they went (to him) they did
not recognize him they allowed his wife to marry (again).
The third and last reference to ªalmon in rabbinic literature, also in the name of
R. Yehuda bar ‘Ila’i, is in T Parah 9, 2:
éðôî äøåñà ïåîìöä úãøåé øîåà äãåäé 'ø äéä ïëå ...úàèç éî ïäî ùã÷ì ïéìåñô úåøäðä ìë
úëìäî äìîð äúéä çåìéù ,ñåîìåô úòùá åáæë úéùàøá éîéî ìë åì åøîà .ñåîìåô úòùá äáæëù
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34 The order in War is: Jotapata, Bersabe, Selame, Caphareccho, Japha, Sigoph, Mount
Itabyrion, Tarichaeae and Tiberias and the caves in the Lower Galilee in the vicinity of the Sea
of Galilee. In Upper Galilee… the rock known as Acchabaron, Seph, Jamnith and Mero. In
Gaulanitis: Seleucia, Soganaea and Gamala. The order in Life is: “The region of Gaulanitis…
Seleucia and Sogane…villages in Upper Galilee, also in very rugged surroundings: Jamnia,
Ameroth, and Acharabe. In Lower Galilee… Tarichaeae, Tiberias, and Sepphoris, and the
villages of the Cave of Arbela, Beersubae, Selame, Jotapata, Kapharath, Komus, Soganae,
Papha and Mt. Tabor.” For a comparison of the lists, see Klein 1967: 39–40.
35 Thus in the Kaufmann Ms.
36 Thus in the Kaufmann Ms.
íéîùâä úåîéî äáø äéäù åà øçà ãöî åæ äðùå ãçà ãöî åæ äðù àöåé äéäù ïééòî ìáà ,åá
.øùë äîçä úåîéá åèòîúðå
[Water from] all rivers is unfit for mixing the purification-water… And so did R. Yehuda
say: “the descendent of the ªalmon is prohibited (for purification-water) because it
ceased (to flow) in time of war.” They said to him: “all the waters of creation ceased in the
time of war; Shiloa¢ – an ant would walk in it (during the war). But a spring which
emerges on one side in one year and on the other side in the next year, or which flows
abundantly during the rainy season and diminishes in the dry season, is permissible.”
It appears that the term “descendent of the ªalmon” does not refer to Wadi
ªalmon as proposed by Safrai (1985: 66), since the T opens with the affirmation
that the water of all rivers are improper for preparing the purification-water and
in continuation, the discussion revolves around spring water. It appears, there-
fore, that the term “descendent of the ªalmon” refers to a spring or the aqueduct
emanating from the spring. Support for this view is found in the response of the
sages who disagree with R. Yehuda, claiming that “all the waters of creation
ceased in the time of war; Shiloa¢ – an ant would walk in it,” and it is clear that
this refers to the Shiloa¢ Spring in Jerusalem. From the language of the
halakhah, it seems that the drying up of the Shiloa¢ occurred during the same
war in which the descendent of the ªalmon dried up and since the Shiloah
Spring is located in Jerusalem, it may be assumed that the dispute mentioned
refers to the First Jewish Revolt. It thus appears that a certain confrontation took
place at ªalmon during the First Jewish Revolt, a confrontation that is not
mentioned in the descriptions of Josephus.37
Summary: The three references to ªalmon in rabbinic literature are found in
tannaitic sources and two of these are presented by R. Yehuda bar ‘Ila’i who
lived at Usha in the Galilee. One of the traditions mentions ªalmon, apparently
during the time of the First Jewish Revolt. The second tradition mentions grape
and apparently also grain cultivation at ªalmon, and from its language, it
appears to also have occurred prior to the time of R. Yehuda, that is, prior to the
mid-second century CE.38
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37 Klein (1967: 53) attempted to link this tradition in the T with the battle at Mt. Á́óáìþí
(Asamon) between the rebels and the army of Gallus at the beginning of the First Jewish
Revolt (War 2, 511). According to him, one should read Mt. Áóá[ë]ìùí, which refers to the
region of ªalmon. In any event, Braslavsky (1954: 248) and Safrai (1985: 67) noted the fact
that according to Josephus, Mt. Á́óáìþí overlooks Sepphoris, which is totally inappropriate
for ªalmon and its vicinity.
38 “Carobs of ªalmona” are mentioned in Sifre Deuteronomy 105 (ed. Finkelstein p. 165)
and in parallels; as well as in the Y ‘Orlah 1, 2, 61a. Press (1961: 160) believed that this is the
term for carobs that grew here at ªalmon. On the other hand, Klein (19232: 4) identified
ªalmona with “mutatu Calmon” mentioned in the writings of the Bordeaux Traveler, as a way-
station between ‘Akko and Shiqmona (Limor 1998: 27). However, “Carobs of ªalmona”
appears to be an expression referring to the carob-shaped fruits of a plant called ªalmona
rather than place-name of the settlement’s location (see Liebner 2003).
List of the Priestly Courses and the Piyyutim: ªalmon is mentioned in several
Palestinian piyyutim of the Byzantine and Early Islamic period, that are based
upon the list of Priestly Courses, in relation to the twenty-third course –
Delaiah.
The only piyyut from which it might be possible to obtain historical informa-
tion is ’ykh yšvh ¢v«lt ha-šrwn (ïåøùä úìöáç äáùé äëéà) by ha-Qallir who
lived in Palestine around the beginning of the seventh century CE
(Fleischer 1984/5: 406). Adan-Bayewitz (1996–1997: 468 n. 99) showed that in
two Genizah copies of this piyyut, instead of the usual wording for the other
Courses: the Cana Course migrated… the Ma‘on Course wandered etc.,
(...ïåòî úøîùî äããð ...,äð÷ úøîùî äòð) the wording is “ªalmon has been
captured,” which is unique to this settlement and Yodefat only. Adan-Bayewitz
also pointed to the fact that the names of the settlements in the piyyut serve only
as nicknames for their courses, while ªalmon and Yodefat are the only ones for
which the paytan hints at historical events that took place at the settlements
themselves. This probably demonstrates the paytan’s historical knowledge
concerning events at these sites. The conquest of Yodefat is not mentioned in
rabbinic literature, which indicates that the paytan had other sources of infor-
mation concerning this. Regarding ªalmon, however, it is possible that the
above T mentioning the water of ªalmon during a war is the source from which
the paytan drew his inspiration for the rhyme “ªalmon has been captured.”39
Historical Analysis (sample size: 254 identifiable sherds)
This site is a tell with numerous early settlement layers. It was continuously
occupied throughout all of the periods with which this study deals and virtually
up to the present day. Clear Persian period finds (scant) suggest that the signifi-
cant settlement of the Hellenistic period (10.2% of the finds) is the continuation
of the Persian period settlement and it is probable that some of the
Persian/Hellenistic types belong to this period. The fact that the most dominant
pottery finds on the surface belong to the Early Roman period (23.6%) is quite
unusual and indicates considerable settlement strength during this period. The
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39 Portions of the piyyut indicate that the paytan drew some of his information and meta-
phors from rabbinic literature. Thus, the first rhyming phrase ïåøî éáøñîá úéáä øñîðë (the
house was handed [to the enemies] byMesarbai Meiron) is based upon YTa‘anit 4, 8, 68d: The
day the Temple was destroyed…was the work-time of Jehoyarib… R. Levi said: “Jehoyarib is
a (name of a) man,” “Meiron is a city,” “Mesarbai: he handed over the house (i.e., temple) to
the enemy.” In addition, it appears that the ancient form of the name Sepphoris – «ypwrym
which appears in the second rhyme, recalls “Jeda‘aya ‘Amoq ªypwrym” mentioned in the Y
above. The fact that historical memory concerning the destruction of Yodefat was preserved
among Palestinian Jewry despite it not being mentioned in rabbinic literature is also supported
by another elegy, apparently composed in the Galilee, recalling the “day of Yodefat” among a
series of calamities and destructions (see Fleischer 1987: 223).
decline in Middle Roman period finds (14.5%) is also anomalous; this may be
connected with some sort of a damage connected to the First Jewish Revolt. It
is clear, however, that the settlement continued into the second and third centu-
ries.
The quantity of sherds representing the Late Roman and Early Byzantine
period (21% and 13% respectively) is, to a large extent, due to the KH1e type
which constitutes 20% of all finds at the site. The amount of imported vessels
(14% of all finds) is considerable, particularly in the Middle Byzantine period.
It is important to note that ªalmon is one of the only sites where a significant
quantity of Early Islamic pottery was found, indicating continuity of settlement
after the seventh century. Architectural elements scattered around the site
suggest that a monumental public building existed here in the past.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
21–40 41–63 21–40 21–40 21–40 21–40 21–40
Discussion: Finds of GCW and ESA ware may suggest a gentile population
during the Hellenistic period, while, on the other hand, it is clear from the
historical sources that during the Early Roman period this was a Jewish settle-
ment. Based upon finds at the site, including Hasmonean coins and eight Long
Rim SJ vessels characteristic of the Jewish settlements from roughly the begin-
ning of the first century BCE, it might be surmised that there was an ethnic
change here following Hasmonean domination of the region. The topography of
this site, surrounded by deep wadis and connected to the spur above by a narrow
saddle, is typical of Hellenistic sites located at strategic points in the region. In
addition, there are sparse remains of fortifications at the site (including a moat
on the saddle) and this too is characteristic of the Hellenistic period. Above we
pointed out that common to sites that Josephus decided to “fortify” is the
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Graph 7: Diagnostic
sherds from ¡. ªalmon.
Total=254
presence of fortifications of some sort prior to his time. Thus, even though there
is no direct evidence, it may reasonably be assumed that the fortifications at
ªalmon are Hellenistic and that Josephus’ activity consisted of restoration or
utilization of the earlier fortifications in preparation for the Revolt.
In addition to Josephus, who noted that he fortified this place but did not
mention any battle here, both the T and one of the piyyutim of the Priestly
Courses include a vague tradition attributing to ªalmon involvement in some
clash. The decrease in finds of the Middle Roman period supports the proposal
that the settlement suffered some sort of setback during the Early Roman
period, possibly related to the First Jewish Revolt. It is difficult, however, to
establish a clear picture regarding this or to measure the extent of damage due to
the continuation of settlement during the subsequent periods.
Site No. 20
19–25/42/20
¡. Ravid/Kh. Rubudiyeh äéãáåø úáø'ç/ãéáø úáøåç
Map ref. 1947/2520; Elevation: 10 m. b.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic; Ottoman
census: Mazra‘at Rabudiyah (also mentioned are two mills of Rabudiyah in the
wadi); Type of site: ancient ruin; Site area: 18 dunams; Topography: top of a
slope that descends northward toward Wadi ªalmon; Arable land: brown
grumusol and brown rendzina on moderate slopes; limited flat area in a stream
of nearby Wadi ªalmon; flat rocky area with patches of terra rossa west of the
site; Nearest water source:Wadi ªalmon (in the past, perennial) and ‘En Ravid,
400 m. from the center of the site; Water installations: cisterns; Agricultural
installations: winepress and numerous quarried features in the western part of
the site;
Finds: caves, hiding complex; 3 coins of the coastal cities dating to the second
half of the second century BCE, 1 Hasmonean coin and 6 coins of the first
century BCE to the third century CE (Syon 2004: 192–201);
Natural fortification: – – ; Proximity to roads: on theWadi ªalmon route (B2);
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 213) noted basements,
cisterns, tombs and pressing installations among the ruins. Tepper and Shahar
(1987: 313) surveyed a hiding complex at the site;
Finds from other periods: considerable amounts of Medieval pottery;
Identification: – –
* * *
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Historical Analysis (sample size: 91 identifiable sherds)
Three Hellenistic sherds and three Late Hellenistic coins may indicate the
beginning of settlement at the site during this period. As at other sites with simi-
lar ceramic profile, these minimal finds probably indicate settlement toward the
end of that period, at the end of the second or during the first century BCE. It is
difficult, however, to reach decisive conclusions concerning this matter. Signif-
icant settlement at the site began during the Early Roman period (25% of the
finds), and the most dominant finds belong to the Middle Roman period (47%).
The decline in the quantity of finds from the Late Roman period, during which
settlement at the site ended, the total absence of finds that must be dated to the
fourth century and the relative weakness of the KH1e type (17%), which gener-
ally constitutes from a third to half of the finds at Roman period sites, indicate
the abandonment of the site during an early stage of the Late Roman period,
toward the end of the third/early fourth century CE. The clear absence of Late
Roman types (with the exception of KH1e, which already appears in the mid-
third century), corresponds with the proposed abandonment during an early
phase of the Late Roman period. It is worth noting that at the site, which
reached its greatest size during the Middle Roman period (up to 18 dunams), no
evidence was found of a monumental public building.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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– – 4–10 11–18 4–10 – – – – – –
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Graph 8: Diagnostic sherds
from ¡. Ravid. Total=91
Site No. 21
18–25/81/21
Kh. Luziah/el-Weiziya äéæàå/äàéæåì úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1887/2517; Elevation: 94 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic/name of a
plot of land indicated on the Mandatory maps; Type of site: field scatter; the site
area underwent heavy mechanized plowing and today lies within and at the
edges of an olive grove; Site area: 6 dunams; Topography: moderate spur
descending toward Wadi ªalmon; Arable land: terra rossa, brown grumusol
upon moderate slopes and extensive flat alluvial areas in the Wadi ªalmon
basin; Nearest water source:Wadi ªalmon (previously a perennial stream) 350
m. from the center of the site; Water installations: plastered pool, partly quar-
ried into bedrock and partly built in the north of the site (indicated on the map as
a lime kiln);
Agricultural installations: – – ; Finds: numerous rock cuttings at the edges of
the site; no construction remains at the site; Natural fortification: – – ; Proxim-
ity to roads: ca. 500 m. from the Wadi ªalmon route (B2); Finds from other
periods: scant Medieval pottery;
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80: vol. 1: 460) noted that no built
remains survive at the site and that only a number of quarried cisterns remain.
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 209 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of the site was probably in the Early Roman period (2.4%).
Judging by the small number of types of this period, however, it appears that if
there was a settlement at the site, it was quite limited. Significant settlement
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Fig. 39: Kh. Luziah: cist tomb Fig. 40: Kh. Luziah: water reservoir, partly
quarried into bedrock and partly built
dates to the beginning of the Middle Roman period (14.3%), around the second
century CE. The most dominant finds belong to the Late Roman period (52%).
This period is also the most dominant if we ignore the large quantity of KH1e
vessels, which constitute 59% (!) of all the vessels at the site. Only five vessels
belong to types that must be later than the mid-fourth century CE and one of
these is an imported CRS1/2 type vessel (doubtful), a type found in the destruc-
tion level at Sepphoris. It appears that the end of the settlement is around the
second half of the fourth century CE. There are no architectural elements at the
site indicative of a monumental public building.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ




Map ref.: 1960/2516; Elevation: 110 m. b.s.l.; Origin of name: modern, after
the name of the nearby settlement; Type of site: pottery scatter in a ploughed
field; scant building remains at the edge of the field on the slope descending to
Wadi ªalmon; building stones were removed by heavy machinery to the south
of the site and examination revealed only fieldstone; Site area: 13 dunams;
Topography: Flat, broad terrace north ofWadi ªalmon; Arable land:Brown and
blackish basaltic grumusol on moderate to steep slopes; limited flat areas on a
terrace above Wadi ªalmon; Nearest water source:Wadi ªalmon, approx. 200
m. from the center of the site (in the past, a perennial stream); Water installa-
tions: Aqueducts and water-powered mills along Wadi ªalmon, approximately
150 m. from the site, some apparently Medieval and some modern (the latter of
concrete); Agricultural installations: – –
Finds from other periods: – – ; Finds: scant remains of the tops of walls and
scant sherds on a low terrace in the southwest, between the field scatter of
pottery and Wadi ªalmon;
Proximity to roads: on the Wadi ªalmon route (B2);
Identification: – –
* * *
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Historical Analysis (sample size: 313 identifiable sherds)
Among the 313 rims collected at the site, the vast majority belong to a number
of Middle/Late Roman jar types and this, together with production waste
collected at the site, indicate that there was a pottery workshop here. These
remains are now being examined by a research group under the direction of D.
Adan-Bayewitz.
Only two rims belong to the Early Roman period and do not seem to attest to
a settlement phase. It appears that the beginning of permanent settlement was
around the mid-second century CE. Settlement at the site continued beyond the
mid-fourth century, as supported by a number of vessels that begin to appear in
assemblages only around this time. The low number of these types, as well as
the absence of vessels clearly belonging to the rest of the Byzantine period,
indicate that the site was abandoned around the second half of the fourth
century.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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– – – – 4–13 4–13 0.5–3 – – – –
Site No. 23
18–25/51/23
‘Ein Najmiah/Kh. Nejeimiyeh äéî'âð úáø'ç/äéî'âð-à ïéò
Map ref.: 1854/2514; Elevation: 320 m. a.s.l.;Origin of name: name of a spring
at the site; Ottoman census: Nujamiyeh; Type of site: Field scatter situated
between olive groves of the village of Deir ¡anna, approximately 1,200 m.
from the ancient core of the village. The site has been entirely ploughed and no
building remains or agricultural installations remain on the surface; Site area:
15 dunams; Topography: the northern and lower portion of the spur that
descends from Mt. Netofa toward Deir ¡anna; Arable land: limited leveled
areas of alluvial soil in the eastern part of the Sakhnin Valley at the foot of the
site; terra rossa on steep slopes at the site and above it; Nearest water source:
‘Ein Najmiah near the foot of the site; Water installations: – – ; Agricultural
installations: – –
Finds: a cave in a small cliff in the eastern part of the site; Natural fortification:
– –
Proximity to roads: 1.5 km. from the Wadi ªalmon route (B2) and 1.5 km. from
the Sakhnin Valley route (B7).
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Prior surveys and studies:Gal (1992: 28) noted a 20-dunam ruin called ‘Ein en-
Nakhleh with Persian andMamluk pottery that, according to the map reference,
should be just southeast of our site. Our survey in the vicinity of ‘Ein en-
Nakhleh found no ruins nor pottery and he probably was referring to ‘Ein
Najmiah.
Finds from other periods: Middle Bronze, Iron and significant amounts of
Medieval and Ottoman pottery.
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 80 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of settlement at the site is in the Hellenistic period (29% of the
finds) and some of the Persian/Hellenistic types may belong to the end of the
Persian period. Prominent are 15 Long Rim SJ vessels typical of the Late Helle-
nistic period. The Early Roman pottery is the most dominant among the finds
with 31% of the total. A slight decline is noted in the Middle Roman period
finds (26%) with a greater decrease during the Late Roman period (12.5%). The
meager amount of Late Roman finds and the weakness of type KH1e, which
generally constitutes a third to half of the finds at Late Roman sites, indicate
abandonment at an early stage of this period, around the beginning of the
marketing of this type during the second half of the third century CE. A single
Middle Byzantine period sherd does not seem to indicate a phase of settlement.
There is no evidence at the site of a monumental public building.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
11–15 11–15 11–15 4–10 – – – – – –
Site No. 24
19–25/11/24
¡. Mimla¢/Kh. Mamelia äéìîàî úáø'ç/çìîî úáøåç
Map ref.: 1917/2514; Elevation: 130 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic name of
the ruins preserves ancient name; Ottoman census: Mamliya/Mazra‘at Mimla;
Type of site: ancient ruin; Site area: 60 dunams; Topography: upper portion of
the hill at the foot of the Mimla¢ Ridge; Arable land: terra rossa and brown
grumusol on moderate slopes and extensive alluvial plains north and west of the
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Fig. 41: Mimla¢: architectural element from
a monumental building
Fig. 42: Mimla¢: architectural element from
a monumental building
Fig. 43: Mimla¢: architectural element from
a monumental building
Fig. 44: Mimla¢: vaulted burial niches in a
rock-hewn burial cave
Fig. 45: Mimla¢: crushing basin of an olive
oil press
Fig. 46: Mimla¢: base of an olive oil press
Fig. 47: Mimla¢: winepress Fig. 48: Mimla¢: winepress
site; Nearest water source: ‘En Mimla¢, 500 m. southeast of the center of the
ruin; Water installations: numerous cisterns; Agricultural installations: olive
oil installation (threshing basin, threshing wheel and press installation); scat-
tered around the site are a number of winepresses and an industrial installation
of uncertain function related to liquids;
Finds: ashlars and architectural elements, column drums including thin
columns, numerous caves and numerous burial caves including niches,
arcosolia and possible evidence for secondary burial; Tepper and Shahar (1987:
300–302) surveyed the entrance to a hiding complex at the site; Natural fortifi-
cation: to the northeast, to the south and to the east, relatively steep slopes; the
approach from the west and northwest is comfortable.
Proximity to roads: Approx. 1.5 km. from the Wadi ªalmon route (B2);
Finds from other periods: Considerable Iron, Early Islamic and Medieval
pottery;
Prior surveys and studies: Stepansky conducted salvage excavations here and
reported structures with Byzantine pottery and coins and architectural elements
scattered amid the ruins (Stepansky 1984: 78). Ilan (1991: 162) identified
elements from a synagogue and suggested the southern slope of the site as its
probable location;
Identification: identified with Mimla¢ of rabbinic literature (Klein 1967:
63–65; Reeg 1989: 413; TIR: 177).
* * *
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Fig. 49: Mimla¢: entrance to a
rock-hewn burial cave
Fig. 50: Mimla¢: remains of a monumental building,
apparently a synagogue
Historical Sources
Identification of the site: The nameMimla¢ appears several times in Palestinian
rabbinic literature, in a fragmentary inscription of a list of the Priestly Courses
from Caesarea, in piyyutim of the Priestly Courses and in a text belonging to the
New Testament apocryphal literature, all in clear Galilean contexts. The sages
mentioned in relation to this place are: R. Meir, R. Yo¢anan and Resh Lakish,
all inhabitants of Tiberias, and the traditions mentioning them in relation to the
settlement are of a local nature, such as coming opun the settlement or a visit to
comfort mourners there. The list of settlements of the Priestly Courses, which
includes Mimla¢, focuses mainly upon the Lower Galilee and it is therefore
likely that Mimla¢ is located in this region. Important literary-geographical
evidence is found in the Christian tradition in the Acts of Pilate. This text, which
has a local Galilean nature and which was apparently written in the fourth
century CE, moves the scene of events of Jesus’ resurrection to Mount Mimla¢
in the Galilee. According to Reiner (1996: 295–317), this tradition is part of a
group of Jewish and Christian Galilean local traditions that attribute a central
place in the appearance of the Messiah to the Arbel Valley and its vicinity. The
proximity of ¡. Mimla¢ to the Arbel Valley (ca. 5 km.), which plays a central
role in these messianic traditions, supports the identification of this site with the
site mentioned in the Acts of Pilate and with the accepted identification of the
ruin with ancient Mimla¢. Finally the name Mamliya appears in the Ottoman
census of the sixteenth century as a settlement in “na¢iyat Tabariya” (Hütteroth
and Abdulfattah 1977: 188) and was documented here as Mamelia and Mimla
by nineteenth century European surveyors.
Rabbinic literature: Genesis Rabbah 59, 1 (p. 630):40
ïúåà äàø àìîîì ìæà øéàî 'ø ,(àì ,æè éìùî) 'äáéù úøàôú úøèò' ,'åâå 'íéîéá àá ï÷æ íäøáàå'
åúåîé êúéá úéáøî ìëå' áéúëã íúà éìòî àîù ?íúà äçôùî åæ éàî íäì øîà ,ùàø éøåçù íìåë
,äð÷æì íéëåæ íúàå ä÷ãöá åìôéèå åëì :íäì øîà .åðéìò ììôúä 'ø :åì åøîà .(âì ,á ,à"ù) 'íéùðà
....'àöîéú ä÷ãö êøãá äáéù úøàôú úøèò' – íòè äî
“And Abraham was old, well advanced in age,” etc. (Gen. 24, 1). “The hoary head is a
crown of glory” (Prov. 16, 31), R. Meir went to Mimla. Seeing that the people there
were all black-haired (i.e., young), he asked them: From what family are you? Perhaps
from ‘Eli, of whom it is written “And all the increase of your house shall die young
men” (I Sam. 2, 33)? They said to him: “Rabbi, pray for us.” He told them: “Go and
engage in charity and you will attain to old age.” What is the proof? “The hoary head is
a crown of glory, it is found in the way of righteousness (lit. charity)…”
This tradition from Genesis Rabbah, a composition edited in the fifth century
CE, connects R. Meir, who was active in Tiberias in the mid-second century CE
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40 And in the parallel: Midrash on Samuel 8, 15.
with Mimla¢.41 Klein (1967: 63) relied in part upon this tradition, which
mentions priests at Mimla, in an attempt to demonstrate that the list of Priestly
Courses reflects a reality of families of priests living in the settlements appear-
ing in the list.
Several Palestinian sources refer to a sage called Yosi Mimla¢iya (Yosi of
Mimla¢).
Lamentations Rabbah 1, 37 [10] (p. 73):
.à÷éñô ÷çöé 'ø ïåäîò ÷éìñ àãñç äéì ìîâéîì ùé÷ì ùéøå ïðçåé 'ø å÷éìñ êîã àééçìîî éñåé...
çúôî úà àúåééøà ïéøú ïéìéà éî÷ :à÷éñô ÷çöé åì øîà .éåìò àøèôî àòá áñ øáâ ãç ïîú äåä
àåä äù÷ :éåìò øèôéàå ìàò .äéøúàá àø÷ééúî éòá áñ øáâ àåäã äé÷áù :ïðçåé 'ø åì øîà !?êîåô
....ùã÷îä úéá ïáøåçîå äøåú äðùîáù úåçëåú íéúù øñç äàîî ä"á÷ä éðôì íé÷éãö ìù ï÷åìéñ
ïðéåä ïéä ïî ,äéðé÷áù àì åìéà :ïðçåé 'ø åì øîà .äéìééçá ïéãä àøáâ êéøá :à÷éñô ÷çöé 'ø øîà
... ?úéìâøî àãä ïéòîù
Yosi of Mimla¢ died. R. Yo¢anan and Resh Lakish went to pay their last respects to him
(i.e., to his funeral) and R. Yitzhaq Pesika accompanied them. There was an old man there
who wanted to present a eulogy. R. Yitzhaq said: “before these two lions (i.e., eminent
scholars) you wish to open your mouth?” R. Yo¢anan said: “allow him, for he is an old
man and wishes this honor in his own place.” He rose and gave his eulogy: “We find that
the demise of the righteous is more grievous before the Holy One, blessed be He, than the
ninety-eight curses mentioned in Deuteronomy and the destruction of the Temple…” R.
Yitzhaq Pesika said: “blessed be the strength of this man.” R. Yo¢anan said: “If we
hadn’t let him (eulogize), how could we have heard this pearl (i.e., fine words)?”
According to this tradition, R. Yosi of Mimla¢ was active in the second genera-
tion of amoraim (ca. 250–280 CE) since R. Yo¢anan and Resh Lakish, who
were active during that period, were present at his funeral, and according to
what is said, it is clear that they were already the foremost authorities of their
generation. On the other hand, in another tradition presented in Leviticus
Rabbah 26, 2 (p. 589)42 R. Yosi of Mimla¢ and R. Yehoshua of Sakhnin present
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41 Concerning R. Meir in Tiberias, see, for example: Y ¡agigah 2, 1, 77b; Sotah 1, 4, 16d.
The form “Mimla” in this tradition is apparently related to the decline of gutturals in the Gali-
lee during the Talmudic period (Kutscher 1977: 120) and similar forms of the name were docu-
mented in the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries as well. The similarity between the name
Mimla¢/Mimla and the Beit Memel family from the village of Rumah mentioned in Y ‘Eruvin
(4, 9, 22a. [in the Leiden Ms., Beit Memeh]) led Klein (1967: 30) to propose that the origins of
the family were in the village of Mimla¢. Press (1946–55: 576) and Rosenfeld (1988: 75), went
even further, claiming that the numerous sages called “bar Memel” were named after the place
where they resided, which was Mimla¢. As indicated in our discussion above about ‘Akbara,
the combination bar+X in Palestinian literature generally means “son of (person) X” rather
than “resident of (place) X.” The interpretations of Klein, Press and Rosenfeld, therefore, do
not seem plausible. It should be noted that a site called Mimla appears in a fourteenth century
Geniza document containing a list of the tombs of righteous men in the Upper Galilee, between
Kefar Maros and Meiron (Ilan 1997: 91). No site with a similar name is known in this part of
the Upper Galilee and this name has no parallel in other lists of tombs or in the numerous
descriptions of pilgrims’ travels at our disposal.
42 And with minor changes, also in Pesiqta de Rav Kahana 4 (p. 56).
an aggadic tradition in the name of R. Levi. It seems that this refers to R. Levi
haDarshan (the aggadist), who was active in Tiberias during the second half of
the third century CE (Albeck 1969: 250), and whose words R. Yehoshua of
Sakhnin frequently quotes. This information, as well as the presentation of the
tradition together with R. Yehoshua of Sakhnin, who was active in the fourth
generation of amoraim (Albeck 1969: 331), shows that R. Yosi of Mimla¢ was
active in the fourth generation, or at the earliest, in the third generation of
amoraim and it is thus not clear how R. Yo¢anan (died 279) was present at his
funeral. This difficulty led Klein (1967: 120) to propose that there were two
sages with this name in the settlement, one during the third century and the
other during the fourth century CE.43
In summary, Mamela or Mimla¢ is referred to in rabbinic sources in tradi-
tions related to R. Meir, who was active in the mid-second century, R. Yo¢anan
Resh Lakish and R. Yosi of Mimla¢ who were active in the second half of the
third century, and perhaps another sage, R. Yosi of Mimla¢ who was active at
the first half of the fourth century CE.
Acts of Pilate: This composition belongs to the New Testament apocrypha and
was apparently composed in the fourth century CE (Reiner 1996: 312). It offers
a different course of events than the one appearing in the canonic gospels
concerning the events following Jesus’ crucifixion. According to this composi-
tion, the ascension of Jesus would appear to have taken place a week following
the crucifixion (instead of three days according to the canonic tradition), and the
place where this occurred was “the mountain called Mamlich in the Galilee.”
Chapter 14:
“…Now Phinees a Priest and Adas a Teacher and Angaeus a Levite came from Galilee
to Jerusalem and told the Rulers of the Synagogue and the Priests and the Levites: We
saw Jesus and his disciples sitting upon the mountain which is called Mamlich… And
while Jesus was still speaking to his disciples, we saw him taken up to Heaven…”
The priest, the teacher and the Levite are rebuked by the rulers of the syna-
gogue, but after a while, they are called to testify before the Sanhedrin. Chapter
16:
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43 In Y ‘Avodah Zarah 2, 4, 41c, R. Yosi of Mimla¢ presents a question to R. Mana. Two
Palestinean amoraim were called R. Mana, one in the second and the other in the fifth genera-
tion (Albeck 1969: 187, 398). This fact does not allow one to decide based upon this source if
indeed there was another sage named R. Yosi of Mimla¢ in the fourth century CE. In addition,
in Y Sotah 3, 7, 19b (according to the Leiden Ms.), a sage named R. Dosa of Mimla¢ is
mentioned and Rosenfeld (1998: 76 n. 80) believed that this was another sage from this place.
In the Vatican Ms., however, the name is presented as R. Dosa bar Memel and in a parallel (Y
Kidushin 1, 7, 61c according to the Leiden Ms.) this tradition is presented by R. Yosi bar
Memel (son of Memel). It appears that the latter version should be preferred and that this is not
a sage from Mimla¢.
“…And they called Adas first and asked him: How did you see Jesus taken up? Adas
answered: ‘As he sat on the mountain Mamlich and taught his disciples, we saw that a
cloud overshadowed him and his disciples. And the cloud carried him up to heaven and
his disciples lay on their faces on the ground…’ (trans. by Hennecke and
Schneemelcher 1965: 462–468).
Reiner indicated the vicinity of the Arbel Valley as the center of eschatological
events in local Jewish and Christian Galilean traditions during the Byzantine
and Early Islamic periods. The proximity to the Arbel Valley explains the pecu-
liar choice of Mt. Mamlich.44
Reiner also noted that this tradition is based upon the canonic gospels,
according to which Jesus (while dead) says to two women who visit his tomb:
“…go and tell my brothers to go to Galilee; there they will see me… Now the
eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to which Jesus had directed
them…” (Matthew 28: 9, 16). The place is therefore called Mount Mamlich.
Reiner also noted a Jewish work found in the Cairo Geniza known as the
Toledot Yeshu, according to which Jesus was crucified at Tiberias and after the
rumor of his ascension had spread, the Jews removed his body from burial and
dragged it through the city. These Jewish traditions disputed local Galilean
Christian traditions that have not reached us in their entirety, such as this tradi-
tion of Mt. Mamlich. Reiner alternately proposed that the Jewish and Christian
traditions noting the redemption beginning in the Galilean region of the Arbel
Valley drew upon a shared ancient source.
Priestly Courses and Piyyutim:Mamly¢ appears in the list of Priestly Courses
in relation to the seventeenth course Hezir. In one of three fragments of a marble
plaque from Caesarea which bore the list of the Priestly Courses, letters were
found that were completed as follows by Avi-Yonah (1962: 139):
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44 It is noteworthy that the transcription of the name in this tradition, Mamlich, is similar to
certain Hebrew forms such as the one that appears upon the fragmentary inscription of
the Priestly Courses from Caesarea which preserves the letters …mly¢, that from the Pesiqta
de-Rav Kahana recalled above, and the transcription in some of the piyyutim. In all Mss. of
the Pesiqta deRav Kahana utilized by Mandelbaum for his edition, the spelling is
àéçéìîî/àééçéìîî (mamly¢iya). In the parallel in Leviticus Rabbah, most of the Mss. use
àééçìîî (mimla¢ya), however the Munich 117 Ms. utilizes àééçåìîî (mamlw¢ya) and perhaps
the yodwas lengthened here to a vav. The Vatican 60 Ms. of Genesis Rabbah 41, 1 mentions R.
Yosi from äééçéìîî (mamly¢yah). In the kerovot of Haduta who was active around the end of
the sixth or beginning of the seventh century CE (Fleischer 1983: 91) the formmamly¢ (çéìîî)
appears 11 times and based upon the photograph of the Ms., it appears, even a twelfth time,
which should be read mamly¢ rather than miml¢ as published by Kahle (1967: 17–20; 88A).
The form mamly¢ also appears in the piyyut of R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen (eighth century) (Elizur
2004: 637). In other rabbinic literary sources, the spelling is mimla¢. According to these testi-
monies, it appears that the name of the place was indeed çéìîî (mamly¢) and the form çìîî
(mimla¢) in rabbinic literature and in some of the piyyutim was a misspelling.
[The seventeenth course Hezir] çéìî (mly¢)
[the eighteenth course Happizzez] úøöð (Nazareth)
[the nineteenth course Pethahiah] [áøò] äìëà (Akhlah [‘Arav])
[the twentieth course Ye¢ezkel] [àéðåð] ìãâ[î] ([Mi]gdal [Nunyah])
Fragments of the inscription were found in secondary use incorporated in build-
ings and some in a pile of debris (Avi-Yonah 1962: 137). The inscription was
dated by Avi-Yonah to the third-fourth centuries on the basis of paleographic
considerations. These parameters, however, are of doubtful value when it
comes to stone engraving (Naveh 1978: 5).
The paytan Haduta, who was active in Palestine at the end of the sixth
century or beginning of the seventh, dedicated a lengthy kerovah to the “Hezir
from Mamly¢” course:
óéñëú çéìîî úáäà óéñú øéæçä øùá éìëåà...
óéñàä âçá íçîùì øåáòá óéñåú íéðäëì çìî úéøá
ïåãæä øä ìôäå äòâ ïåãî àöéå õì [ùøâ]
ïåãà ìàøùéì ùé éë åòã ïåãð íòä äéäé øá[ã]
ñéøâú ùàá åéðéù ñåøä ñéøôî äñøô øùà øéæç[ä]
(Kahle 1967: 17–20) ñéøôîå ïéø÷îë äéäé øåäèå ñéøúéë éäé çéìîî øéæç[å]…
Animosity toward the Byzantine regime, which is refered to as øéæç (¢azir =
swine) emerges from nearly every line in the piyyut and provides an indication
of the problematic relations that prevailed between Palestinian Jewry and the
Byzantine authorities during the lifetime of the paytan. Using the close intona-
tions of ¢azir (swine) and¡ezir (the name of the course), the paytan produces a
contrast between the hated empire and the praised priestly course. On the other
hand, the piyyut does not provide hints that can aid us in solving such questions
as: was Haduta familiar with Mimla¢ or was the place inhabited in his day?
Also another verse that explicitly recalls khl mmly¢ (congregation of Mimla¢,
ibid. 19) can be interpreted as referring to the historical Priestly Course rather
than to actual inhabitants of Mimla¢. This phenomenon, in which the name of
a settlement attributed to a Priestly Course replaces the name of the course
itself, is also familiar in the works of other paytanim and makes the attempt to
obtain historical information concerning the settlements from the piyyutim
even more difficult. In the famous piyyut of ha-Qallir ’ykh yšvh ¢v«lt ha-šrwn
(ïåøùä úìöáç äáùé äëéà Goldschmidt 1968: 50) this verse appears:
çåìùå íëùäá äðéîàä àì éë çìåù ãé ïéàå äùøô
çìîî ùàøá çìåîî ïîù ïéàå çìî úéøá äúáùåäå
One might understand that the paytan mourns the destruction of Mimla¢ itself,
for the expected meaning of the elegy on the cessation of the work of the Course
of Hezir in the Temple would be: “There is no offering oil on the head of¡ezir,”
rather than “on the head of Mimla¢.” However, the phenomenon of referring to
the Courses by the name of the settlements shows that the intention was
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apparently that there was no offering oil on the heads of the priests of Mimla¢ –
the priests of the Course of Hezir.
In summary, Mamli¢/Mimla¢ is mentioned in a synagogue inscription from
Caesarea that is dated to sometime between the fourth and seventh centuries,
and in Palestinian piyyutim of the Priestly Courses, the earliest of which belongs
to the sixth or early seventh century and the latest to the eighth or ninth century.
The nature of the sources, however, does not allow one to conclude anything
about the site at the time of their composition.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 203 identifiable sherds)
The division of this large site into four collection areas showed its reduction in
size following the Late Roman period, when it became limited to the western
hilltop. Likewise, most of the Hellenistic pottery was concentrated on the hill-
top and in the western sector.
This site is one of the outstanding examples of a continuously inhabited site
and was settled throughout the periods covered by the present study. It began
during the Hellenistic period (13.8% of the finds) and the presence of Long Rim
SJ of the Late Hellenistic period stands out. A considerable decline in the
amount of pottery is noted during the Early Roman period (7%), however
vessels from this period were found in all collection areas. There is a consider-
able increase in the amount of Middle (15.7%) and Late (22.6%) Roman types.
All of the sub-phases of the Byzantine period are richly represented with LRRW
wares that represent 17% of all finds at the site. The Middle Byzantine period
stands out in particular with 19 imported vessels. In the eastern collection area,
which was devoid Byzantine pottery, a significant quantity of Roman pottery
was collected, showing the shrinking of the settlement to the hilltop and the
western zone during the course of the fourth century CE. Numerous architec-
tural elements and remains of a building with columns indicate the existence of
a monumental public building at the site.
The considerable Byzantine and Early Islamic pottery show that the site was
settled during these periods. It is therefore likely that paytanim who refer to
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Graph 9: Diagnostic
sherds from ¡. Mimla¢.
Total=203
Mimla¢ – Haduta and ha-Qallir, who were active during the Byzantine period,
probably in the Galilee (Fleischer 1967: 33), and perhaps also R. Pin¢as ha-
Kohen of Kafra in Tiberias, who was active after the mid-eighth century – were
familiar with this settlement.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
21–40 21–40 41–60 41–60 21–40 21–40 11–20
Site No. 25
18–25/50/25
Hararit/Ras Hazaweh äåàæç ñàø/úéøøä
Map ref.: 1852/2509; Elevation: 470 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: name of the
nearby settlement; Type of site: ancient ruin; Site area: 11 dunams; Topogra-
phy: hilltop on a spur that descends from Mt. Netofa northward; Arable land:
terra rossa and rendzina on steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘Ein an-Na¢leh,
550 m. from the center of the site (in autumn 1999 the spring was completely
dry); Water installations: three large cisterns at the site; Agricultural installa-
tions: – – ; Finds: Ancient terraces around the site.
Natural fortification: The site is isolated by steep slopes on every side except
for the southeast, where it is connected with a saddle to the range of hills to the
south.
Proximity to roads: – –
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 465) noted that at Khirbet
Djemieh, located on a plateau several minutes ride from ‘Ein Najmiah, only a
cistern and a quarried basement remain, apparently referring to this site and not
to Kh. Najmiah next to the spring. Bagatti (2000: 130) noted elements
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Fig. 51: Hararit: water cistern Fig. 52: Hararit: fortification remains
belonging to an oil press and Hellenistic pottery including a fragment of an




Historical Analysis (sample size: 26 identifiable sherds)
Repeated visits to this site yielded only 26 sherds from the periods covered by
this study. Thirty-seven Iron Age vessels indicate that this period was signifi-
cant in the history of the site. The site was settled in the Hellenistic period (7
sherds – 27%) and three Persian/Hellenistic jars may belong to the end of the
Persian period. The Roman period finds include Early Roman (9 sherds – 35%)
and Middle Roman (10 sherds – 38%) vessels only. There isn’t a single sherd of
the types common from the mid-third century onward and it appears that the
settlement ended around the first half of the third century CE.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–11 4–11 4–11 – – – – – – – –
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Fig. 53: Hararit: general view, looking north
Site No. 26
19–25/71/26
Kh. Abu-Shusheh/Giv‘at Ayala äìééà úòáâ/äùåù åáà úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1978/2512; Elevation: 140 m. b.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic; after the
name of a sheikh’s tomb at the highest point of the site; Type of site: The upper
part is a tell with meager remains of recent settlement; there is a field cleared of
stones on the slopes. Site area: 52 dunams; Topography: the lower portion of a
spur that descends toward Wadi ªalmon and the Gennesar Valley; Arable land:
brown and brownish black bazaltic grumusol covering extensive flat alluvial
areas in the Gennesar Valley; Nearest water source: Wadi ªalmon and ‘En
Dishna, approx. 250 m. from the center of the site; Water installations: – – ;
Agricultural installations: threshing wheel from oil press in the southern part of
the site (AVST);
Finds: aqueduct and water-powered mill in the southeastern part of the site; the
mill’s aqueduct is of concrete. The mill itself, however, is clearly situated upon
an early mill.
Natural fortification: – – ; Proximity to roads: situated where the Wadi ªalmon
route (B2) enters the Gennesar Valley; ca. 1.5 km. west of the Roman road west
of the Sea of Galilee (R2);
Findings from other periods: Early, Middle and Late Bronze, Iron, Medieval
and Ottoman periods.








Fig. 54: Aerial photo of central Gennesar Valley and Kh. Abu-Shusheh (photograph: see
Mapping)
Prior surveys and studies:Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 209–212) noted the sheikh’s
tomb, flour mill and a number of abandoned huts. Epstein (1974) excavated
four Middle Bronze tombs at the southern foot of the hill. AVST reported a
decorated sarcophagus bearing a faint inscription, apparently in Greek, and
pottery from the following periods: Middle Bronze I and II, Roman, Byzantine,
Mamluk and Late Islamic (IAAA). Tepper and Shahar noted rich Roman and
Byzantine period pottery finds at the site (no quantities given).45
Identification: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 209–212) proposed identifying Abu
Shusheh with ancient Gennesar, a proposal recently made again by Shahar and
Tepper (1991: 47).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 183 identifiable sherds)
The pottery finds from Kh. Abu Shusheh and their comparison with finds from
other archaeological sites from the surrounding valley show that this site should
be identified as ancient Gennesar (see Leibner 20062). Therefore, we shall
begin with an analysis of the pottery finds from this site and presentation of the
data from other archaeological sites in the Genessar Valley, followed by a
discussion of the historical sources dealing with the Gennesar Valley and its
location and with the settlement of Gennesar itself.
The site was settled during the Bronze and Iron Ages. The clear absence of
Persian pottery, however, indicates that intermediate Persian/Hellenistic types
belong to the Hellenistic period. It thus appears that settlement at the site was
renewed during the Hellenistic period, whose pottery constitutes 14.2% of the
finds. The settlement remained stable during the Early Roman period (14.2%),
with a significant increase apparent in the Middle Roman period, whose finds
are clearly predominant (28.4%). This flourishing of the site during the Middle
Roman period corresponds with the main traditions in rabbinic literature which
mention this settlement and which belong to the tannaitic layers of rabbinic
literature that parallel this period.
The Late Roman period finds (27.8%) are mainly of type KH1e, which
constitute nearly a quarter of all the finds at the site. It appears that settlement at
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45 Shahar and Tepper (1991: 27, no. 20) claim that architectural elements from a Galilean
synagogue located here were buried at the dock of Kibbutz Ginnosar. An examination at the
kibbutz and the dock did not provide any trace or documentation of this, and it should be noted
that there is no other evidence for architectural elements from this site, either in reports of the
AVST which documented the village prior to its destruction, or in the lists of Claire Epstein or
the surveys by Guérin and the PEF in the nineteenth century. In a careful examination of all of
the piles of stones at the site, we did not find any hint of architectural elements that could attest
to a monumental public building at the site in the past.
the site during this period was considerably smaller than that reflected in the
pottery finds.46 Three imported vessels from the types found at the destruction
layer at Sepphoris show that the settlement here continued at least up to the mid-
fourth century. The representation of the Early Byzantine period in the tables
(14.2%) belongs almost entirely to the intermediate type KH1e, which is
already widespread from the mid-third century. The relative paucity of Late
Roman period and Early Byzantine finds shows a decline in settlement at the
site beginning during these periods, up to the cessation of settlement around the
second half of the fourth century CE. A single Middle Byzantine sherd and one
Late Byzantine one do not seem to attest to settlement phases at the site. It
should be noted that although the site reached its greatest size during theMiddle
Roman period and remained a large site during the Late Roman period, there
was no sign of a monumental public building.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
21–40 21–40 41–50 21–40 11–20 – – – –
Other archaeological sites in the Gennesar Valley
As we shall see in the section on historical sources below, the al-Ghuweir
Valley, which in recent generations has once more been called the Gennesar
Valley, is indeed the historical Gennesar Valley. Ancient Gennesar should be
identified as lying within the defined geographical boundaries of this valley.
There are six substantial settlement sites in this valley (in contrast to isolated
structures), that are candidates for identification with ancient Gennesar:
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Graph 10: Diagnostic
sherds from Kh. Abu-
Shusheh. Total=183
46 See the discussion of the overrepresentation of type KH1e among the surface finds in
comparison to the excavated finds (above Chapter 4).
1. Tell Oreimah (Chinneroth) on the northern border of the Valley: most schol-
ars identified Gennesar with this site, which is also identified as Biblical
Kinneret (Avi-Yonah 1951; Dalman 1935: 130; TIR: 132). Intensive excava-
tions have been conducted at the tell over the past two decades, revealing
that the site was not resettled following its final destruction in ca. 700 BCE.
Two Ptolemaic coins and a few Hellenistic period sherds found on the slopes
of the site (not in a stratigraphic layer), were interpreted by the excavators as
evidence for the practice of agriculture on the slopes of the site during the
Hellenistic period, rather than as settlement strata (1993: 204, 214; Fritz
19932: 301) and therefore, the site should not be identified as Gennesar.
2. Kh. Minya and nearby Khan Minya, at the southern foot of Tell Oreimeh:
Kh. Minya was proposed by Mazar (1939–40: 412) as the location of
Gennesar. Hübner (1986: 257), followed somewhat hesitantly by Fritz
(1990: 182), proposed that Gennesar is actually the Greek pronunciation of
Kinneret, and that during the Hellenistic period, the site moved from the tell
to the ruins at its foot. Excavations at Kh. Minya showed that settlement here
began no earlier than the seventh century CE (Loffreda 1997: 417; Graber
1993: 1050), and likewise the nearby bathhouse that B. Ravani began to
excavate (unpublished; his notes in the IAAA record Byzantine and Early
Islamic pottery). KhanMinya, north of these ruins (the Sapir Electric Station
stands upon these remains today) was constructed at the end of the Mamluk
period and was in use during the Ottoman period, as excavations conducted
here revealed (Stepansky 1988–89: 73).
3. Tel Hudim (Hunud): An approximately 45 dunam tell, next to the shore of
the lake slightly north of the center of the valley. Fritz surveyed the site in
1977 and wrote that the few sherds collected were Roman-Byzantine (no
details provided), and that during that period, this was the most significant
settlement in the region. Hence, it may be proposed as the location of ancient
Gennesar (Fritz 1978: 44).47 During the present survey, we were able to
collect here 116 indicative sherds (vessel rims), approximately 100 of which
were of the Bronze and Iron Ages,48 and five Medieval ones (all the latter
from a limited area in the west). Only 9 sherds were dated to the period
during which, according to historical sources, Gennesar was supposed to
have been the main settlement in the region, that is, the Hellenistic and Early
and Middle Roman periods.49 The fact that the pottery from earlier periods
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47 Later, Fritz, as stated, proposed to identify Kh. Minya at the foot of Tell Oreimeh as
Gennesar.
48 A small portion may belong to the Persian period (for a pottery chart of the representative
finds from the site, see Leibner 20062). My thanks to Prof. Aren Maeir and to Dr. Yitzhak Shai
for their assistance in examination of the pottery from the early periods.
49 Four Hellenistic, 3 Early Roman and 2 Middle Roman. An additional sherd was of the
Late Roman period and another one Byzantine.
was found in abundance upon the tell shows that the reason for the paucity of
Hellenistic and Roman sherds among the survey finds is not a result of
erosion, covering or poor survey technique, but rather, the absence of settle-
ment at the site during these periods. It appears that these few sherds are
evidence of agricultural activity, seasonal occupation or passersby, but there
appears to have been no permanent settlement at the tell during these periods
and thus, Tell el-Hunud cannot be identified with ancient Gennesar.
4. A small, nameless site (2–3 dunams) north of Wadi Nun in the center of the
valley (near the entrance to Ilanot Beach). At the site is a Muslim cemetery
and the pottery finds belong mostly to the Ottoman period, with a few
perhaps Mamluk in date. Of 60 vessel rims collected in the survey, not a
single one is from the Hellenistic or Early Roman period. Two Middle
Roman sherds and two Late Roman ones do not seem to attest to a settlement
phase.50
5. Migdal: On the southern boundary of the valley. The Franciscans’ excava-
tion at Migdal revealed that the settlement was first established only during
the Hasmonean period around the late second/early first century BCE, and
this was confirmed by the results of the present survey. Mention of the name
“waters of Gennesar” in a description of the journey of Jonathan the
Hasmonean in the Galilee in 145 BCE in the First Book of Maccabees,
which was completed some 20 years later, shows that during that period
Gennesar was already a central and important settlement that gave its name
to the sea of Galilee and can therefore not be identified as Migdal, which was
founded later. In addition, the names Migdal (which has been preserved to
this day in the name of the Arab villageMajdal) and Gennesar are mentioned
frequently in rabbinic literature of the second-fourth centuries as settlements
of that period that existed simultaneously and therefore, it is not possible to
identify ancient Gennesar with Migdal. The excavations at Migdal, located
next to the main road along the shore of the lake, revealed that this settlement
was urban-Roman in character and it appears that it took the place of
Gennesar as the most important settlement in the region until the establish-
ment and strengthening of Tiberias (Safrai 1985: 83).
6. Giv‘at Ayalah/Ghuweir Abu Shusheh: Survey Site 26 on the western border
of the valley: In view of the survey results, this site appears to be the only one
in the valley at which archaeological evidence for settlement during the
Hellenistic period was found. As proposed by Guérin some 130 years ago,
ancient Gennesar should be identified here. Fritz (1978: 44) rejected this
identification, claiming that the site was too far from the lake to have given it
its name (the distance is approx. 2 km.). The combination of data from the
excavations in the area and from the present survey show that the site at
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50 The Roman finds at the site are as follow: 2 KH1b, 1 KH1d and 1 KH1e. For the pottery
chart of representative finds from the site, see Leibner 20062.
Giv‘at Ayala was not only the largest settlement in the region during the
Hellenistic period, but the only significant single settlement in the area west
of the lake during that period and consequently, gave the lake its name
despite not being situated directly on its shore.51




Map 8: Archaeological sites in the Gennesar Valley
51 The three main settlements for which the sea has been named in the different periods:
Kinneret, Gennesar and Tiberias, are on its western shore. The only significant settlement
known on the shore of the Sea of Galilee from the Hellenistic period, except for Abu Shusheh,
is Tel Beth Yera¢ in the southern part of the lake, which should apparently be identified with
Philoteria, mentioned by the historian Polybius (V, 70) in connection with the campaign of
Antiochus III in 218 BCE. In fact, aside from that reference, we have no additional information
about Philoteria. Aside from the excavation of the Byzantine church (Delougaz 1960), the
extensive excavations conducted at the site have not been published, though the name of the
place and perhaps the hoard of Hellenistic coins (Vinogradov 1992: 232) suggest that the
settlement was founded around the mid-third century BCE by Ptolemy Philadelphos
(=ÖéëÜäåëöïò, “lover of his sister”), brother and husband of Philoteria. The reasons for the
disappearance of this city are unclear but may be related to the Hasmonean campaign of
conquest in the region. Another large Hellenistic site is Sussita, which is, however, far from the
shore of the lake and located in a different geographical context. Other Hellenistic sites near
the Sea of Galilee with Hellenistic period finds are Capernaum, with poor Hellenistic remains;
et-Tel, identified today with Bethsaida, some 2 km. from the lake (Arav and Freund 1999) and
Kh. Nasr ed-Din west of Tiberias, ca. 1 km. from the lake (see survey Site 46).
Historical Sources52
Second Temple period: I Maccabees 11:67 states that Jonathan and his troops
camped ôï̀ ‘ýäùñ ôïõ¡ Ãåííçóáñ (by theWaters of Gennesar) during a campaign
around 145 BCE. In Strabo’s geographical description from the beginning of
the first century CE, the name Ãåííçóáñé¡ôéò (Gennisaritis) appears as the name
of the lake (Geography XVI.2.16). In the New Testament, the Land of Gennesar
is mentioned (ãç~ í…ÃåííçóÜñ53), to describe the ÷þñá where Jesus and his
disciples anchored after the story of the walk on the water (Matthew 14:34;
Mark 6:53–55) as well as mentioning the Lake of Gennesar (Luke 5:1),
however a settlement of this name is not explicitly referred to.
Pliny the Elder noted that the Jordan widens at a place called Genesaram
vocant (Sea of Gennesar) and mentions a number of cities around the lake, but
does not mention a city of this name (Natural History V, 15). It is noteworthy
that even Josephus, who mentioned the Lake of Gennesar on numerous occa-
sions (War 2, 573; 2, 463; 506; 510; 516; Antiquities 5, 84; 13, 158; 18, 28; 36;
Life 349) and important events in his story occur in this region, noted that
“the Lake of Gennesar (ëßìíç Ãåííçóá̀ñ) takes its name from the adjacent terri-
tory (÷þñá)…” and that “skirting the lake of Gennesar, and also bearing that
name, lies a region (÷þñá) whose natural properties and beauty are very
remarkable… (War 3, 506; 516, see below), but did not mention a settlement of
that name.54
The fact that the lake is called by the name of the main settlement next to it in
different periods (Sea of Kinneret in the Old Testament and Sea of Tiberias in
rabbinic literature of the Roman period) shows that in the Hellenistic and Early
Roman periods, during which the names Lake of Gennesar and Gennesar Valley
appear, the settlement of that name was the main settlement in the region (Nun
1977: 66), though specific references to the settlement are found for the first
time only in traditions from rabbinic literature that reflect the second century
CE (Safrai 1985: 78–83). It appears that the relative distance of the site from the
lake was the reason for not mentioning it in the framework of texts dealing with
events along its shores, such as in the Gospels and the works of Josephus, as
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52 For a detailed discussion, see Leibner 20062.
53 In this form (ÃåííçóÜñ = gnysr = Gennesar) the name appears in the important Ms. D
(Codex Bezae), but in most editions of the New Testament the form ÃåííçóáñÝô is the most
common, perhaps influenced by the Biblical name Kinneret (see Flusser 2002: 343). The better
Mss. of rabbinic literature, and particularly the Leiden Ms. of the Y, indicate that the original
form of the name of the place is øñéðéâ, similar to the Greek transcription ÃåííçóÜñ.
54 The Greek word ÷þñá is interpreted as a region or area in general and also as a territory or
agricultural hinterland of a specific settlement (generally a polis). The absence of mention of a
settlement in these cases apparently suggests that the Gennesar Valley was not perceived by
Josephus as being a territory belonging to a settlement of that name, despite it being likely that
the settlement gave the valley its name.
well as its absence from early geographical works describing the main settle-
ments alongside the lake.55
The Location of the Gennesar Valley: In the framework of a description of the
battle at Tarichea-Migdal, Josephus presents the following:
“The Lake of Gennesar (ëßìíç Ãåííçóá̀ñ) takes its name from the adjacent territory
(÷þñá)… Skirting the Lake of Gennesar, and also bearing that name, lies a region
(÷þñá) whose natural properties and beauty are very remarkable… Besides being
favored by its genial air, the country is watered by a highly fertilizing spring… This
region extends along the border of the lake which bears its name, for a length of thirty
furlongs (óôÜäéá), and inland to a depth of twenty. Such is the nature of this district.”
(War 3, 506–521 [Thackeray 1927, 719–723]).
The length of the Gennesar Valley is 5.5 km. and its maximum width approx. 2
km. This indeed fits Josephus’ description, which noted a size of 30×20 stadia
(approx. 5.4×3.6 km.). The valley constitutes a closed geographical region that is
separated from its surroundings: Mt. Arbel, which reaches the edge of the Sea of
Galilee, closes the valley to the south, the ridge of Mt. Kor and Tel Oreimah close
the valley to the north, and on the west, the valley is bounded by the slopes of
the hills of the Lower Galilee. Both Josephus’ physical description of the valley
as a region with abundant water as well as its inclusion in his presentation of the
battle at Tarichea support its identity as the valley known by this name today.
In several rabbinic literary sources, the Gennesar Valley is referred to as an
example of goodness due to the fertility of its land and the quality of its fruits,
and Klein (1967: 139) noted the similarity between these descriptions and
Josephus’ account.
Genesis Rabbah 99, 21 (p. 1267):
'äáøòä íé ãòå úøðëî' áéúëã àåä äãä ïéçìùä úéá äìåëù åöøàá øáãî – 'äçåìù äìéà éìúôð
úøðë àø÷ð äéøáè ìù äîé óåç ìë äéëøá éáø øîà ...øñåðâ øîà øæòìà 'ø :'úøðëî' .(æé ,â íéøáã)
...íéøù éðâ :éøîà ïðáø ?øñåðâ äúåà àøå÷ àåä äîìå
“Naphtali is a hind let loose” (Gen. 49:21): This refers to his territory which is all irri-
gated.56 Thus it is written: “From Kinneret even unto the sea of the Arabah” (Deut.
3:17): From Kinneret: Rabbi Elazar said, (this is) Gennesar…Rabbi Berakiah said: The
whole shore of the Lake of Tiberias is called Kinneret. And why does he call it
Gennesar? The Rabbis said: (Gennesar means) gardens of rulers57…
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55 It should be noted that the rabbinic sources do not mention Gennesar in contexts that
might indicate immediate proximity to the lake (fishing, boats, etc.), but rather, only in agricul-
tural contexts (Shahar and Tepper 1991: 47 n. 96), once more, a fact that suits the location of
the site.
56 This midrash is based on the similarity in pronunciation between äçåìù äìééà (ayala
shlu¢a = hind let loose) in this verse and ïéçìùä úéá (beit hashalchin), which indicates a field
whose crops are irrigated.
57 Themidrash is based on a play on words: Gennesar = ganei-sar, i.e., gardens of the states-
man.
This connection between the Gennesar Valley and irrigation agriculture leaves
no room for doubt that this is the valley known by this name in our day, since
this is the only area in the region that can be irrigated in its entirety.58
The name Gennesar, as the name of an agricultural zone, was preserved in
the form Mazra‘at Janusar until the sixteenth century in the Ottoman tax
censuses (Rhode 1979: 82), and its presence in Na¢iyat Jira, among other sites
west of the Sea of Galilee, leaves little doubt concerning the identification of the
Valley.
The Settlement of Gennesar
The site Gennesar was apparently still known up to the early nineteenth century
and the sources in which it is mentioned also point to the present-day Gennesar
Valley as the area in which this site should be sought. R. Eshtori ha-Par¢i, who
lived in Beth Shean at the beginning of the fourteenth century, noted that
Gennesar is located half an hour (on horseback, apparently) north of Tiberias
and half an hour west of Tan¢um which is Capernaum (Kaftor va-Perah vol. 1:
286). In the Jacotin map, prepared during Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt and
Palestine (1798/9), a site of ruins bearing the name Ruines de Genezareth is
noted in the northern part of the al-Ghuweir Valley (Panckoucke 1826). The fact
that this map was drawn by the French army corps of engineers for military
purposes apparently shows that the name Gennesar or a similar name was
encountered by the cartographers in the field and was not their own identifica-
tion. In any event, significant topographical distortions in this map, which in
effect is the first modern map of Palestine, do not allow us to determine the
precise location of the site in the valley. A final piece of evidence for the preser-
vation of the site name is found in a book by Yehosef Schwarz (1845: 220), a
researcher active in the Land of Israel during the first half of the nineteenth
century who noted that about an hour north of Tiberias are ruins called øåñðàâ
(g’nswr) which is ancient Gennesar. Since then, this name has disappeared and
it does not appear in the works of Robinson, of the PEF or of Guérin, who were
active in the region later in the nineteenth century.
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58 Klein (1967: 147) believed that the midrash that mentions “gardens of the statesmen”
(ganei-sarim) preserves an early tradition that the Gennesar Valley was a royal holding, in his
view, from the time of the Ptolemies onward. Flusser (2002: 344), on the other hand, believed
that the midrash indicates Hasmonean dynastic control by Simon or his son Johanan who, in
his view, functioned as srym (rulers) prior to the Hasmonean monarchy. It seems difficult,
however, to reach historical conclusions from such studies of word play (Gennesar = ganei-sar
= ganei-sarim), of which there are numerous examples in rabbinic literature.
Rabbinic Literature
As stated, rabbinic traditions reflecting the second century CE are the earliest
references to the settlement called Gennesar. Two sources related to R. Yosi
(active in the second century CE) mention “Yonatan ben ¡arsha a man of
Gennesar” who queried the sages of Yavneh concerning halakhic issues.59 The
questions refer to the cultivation of date palms, appropriate to the botanical
realia of the region and suggesting one of the branches of agriculture in the
valley (Safrai 1985: 83). Two additional tannaitic sources show that Gennesar is
the name of a settlement and not only of a region.
T ‘Eruvin 7, 13:
úìã çúåô äæå ,íéáøä úåùø íúåñå åôéôø÷ úìã çúåô äæù ,øñéðâ äùòîá äãåäé 'øì íéîëç ïéãåî
...òöîàá ïéðúåðå ïéàùåðå ïéáøòîù ,íéáøä úåùø íúåñå åôéôø÷
The sages concede to R. Yehuda in the case of Gennesar that (if) this (one) opens the
gate of his enclosed area and closes off the public domain, and that (one) opens the gate
of his enclosed area and closes off the public domain (then) they prepare an ‘erub, so
that they may carry or set (objects) in the center (of the enclosed space).
The discussion in which R. Yehuda (bar ‘Ila’i – first half of the second century
CE) participates deals with turning public domains into private domains, which
is related to laws of the Sabbath. An example from Gennesar is presented to
illustrate how this is done.
T Tohorot 6, 7:
äðåøçàáå åéìò úåôìçúî úåúëä åéäå ïúîçì øñéðéâî åúåà ïéëéìåî åéäù ãçà ïëåñîá äùòî
.ãáìá äðåøçàä úë àìà åàîè àìå íéîëç éðôì äùòî àáå ïãéá úî àöîð
It once happened they were bringing a dying man from Gennesar to ¡amatan and the
groups (of bearers) were changing and at the last (group) he was found dead in their
hands, and the case came before sages, and they declared unclean only the last group (of
bearers) alone.
An additional source from which it emerges that Gennesar is the name of the
settlement is in YMegillah 1, 1, 70a:60
,äì äëéîñã – øö ,àééèéç øôë – íéãéöä (äì ,èé òùåäé) 'úøðëå ú÷ø úîçå øö íéãöä øöáî éøòå'
ïðéà åá éîç àúéà ?íéåâ ìù äùòðå êøëä áøçå ...øñéðéâ – úøðë ,àéøáéè – ú÷ø ,äúîç – úîç
!?ïéøå÷ åì äöåçáå ïéøå÷
‘…And fortified cities (that are) ªiddim, ªer, ¡ammath, Rakkath, Kinneret’ (Josh.
19.35). ªiddim is Kefar ¡ittaya. ªer is near it. ¡ammath is ¡ammata. Rakkath is
Tiberias. Kinneret is Gennesar… A city that was destroyed and was settled again by
gentiles (does the Jewish population in its vicinity read the Book of Esther on the
15th?). Take note: if (in the city) it is not read (on the 15th), (does it make sense) that
outside of the city they will read (on this day)?!…
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59 T Kelim 5, 6; Y Ma‘aserot 1, 2, 48d.
60 See also parallel, B Megillah 6a.
This source, which deals with the times at which the Book of Esther is read (on
the festival of Purim), “in walled towns from the days of Joshua” deals with
identification of the fortified cities in the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee that are
mentioned in Joshua 19. Based upon the fact that the fortified city Kinneret was
identified by the sages with a place called Gennesar, Gennesar also emerges as
the name of a specific site familiar to the sages (though not necessarily settled in
their day) and not only as the general name of the region. The date of the list of
these identifications is not clear, but the language of the list is Aramaic and in
the discussion, R. Aybo bar Nagrei and R. ¡iya bar Abba are mentioned.61 It
appears, however, that these sages are discussing an already-formulated list
with which they are familiar and therefore, it appears that it was compiled prior
to their time. It is of interest that at Gennesar [Site 26] and at Kefar ¡itaya [Site
40], two sites mentioned in this list that were included in our survey, there are
settlement remains much earlier than the time of these Roman period sages.
Therefore, it seems that the identification by the sages relied upon remains of
ancient settlements that they saw in these places.62
This proposal corresponds with Adan-Bayewitz’s findings (1996–1997:
467–469) which showed that one of the criteria in the tannaitic halakhah for
“houses of walled towns from the days of Joshua,” is the presence of remains of
ancient fortifications at these settlements, remains that were known to the
Jewish inhabitants at the time of the composition of the rabbinic sources that
dealt with the matter. It is noteworthy that among the sites mentioned in
rabbinic tradition under this category are also Gamla and Yodefat, which, in
light of the archaeological excavations, appear to have been sites fortified by
gentiles and settled by Jews following Hasmonean domination of the region.
This appears to be true at ¡ittin as well, which we surveyed and which also
belongs to this category (see below, discussion of Sites 40–42). Thus, it is prob-
able that the traditions of the “walled towns from the days of Joshua” reflect a
historical memory related to Hasmonean domination over fortified settlements
(we shall expand upon this point in the discussion of the Hasmonean conquest
in chapter 6). If my assumption is correct, then it would appear that Gennesar
also was a fortified settlement in the Hellenistic period. This also seems appar-
ent due to the nature of the settlements of the period, which were usually forti-
fied.
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61 Fourth and third generation of amoraim, ca. end of the third and beginning of the fourth
century.
62 Safrai (1985: 83) believed that sages identified the fortified towns with the important
settlements of their period. However, the fact that ªer was identified by the sages with a name-
less site (“near Kefar ¡itaya”) apparently shows that this site was not settled at all in their day
and subsequently, that this is not a decisive criterion for inclusion in the list. This site “near
Kefar ¡itaya” is apparently our survey’s Site 41 (Kh. el-‘Aiteh) which is located approx. 300
m. southwest of ¡ittin. The site was abandoned during the Late Hellenistic period and was not
resettled.
Summary: The name Gennesar as the name of the lake or of the valley west of
the lake appears in sources beginning in the second half of the second century
BCE and during the course of the entire Early Roman period. We first learn of a
settlement by this name in rabbinic traditions that reflect the second-fourth
centuries CE, though it is clear that the settlement existed previously and gave
the lake and the valley its name. These sources are also the latest fromwhich we
may learn of the existence of a settlement at the site, while in later sources, the




¡. Sabban/Kh. Sabana äðàáñ úáø'ç/ïáñ úáøåç
Map ref.: 1947/2504; Elevation: 138m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic; Ottoman
census: Sabana al Fauqa; Type of site: recent settlement remains upon ancient
ruins; Site area: 28 dunams; Topography: hilltop upon a spur that splits-off
eastward from the Mimla¢ ridge; Arable land: light-colored rendzina, proto-
grumusol and blackish-brown basaltic grumusol on steep and moderately steep
slopes; Nearest water source: – – ;Water installations: numerous large cisterns
throughout the site, two with staircases descending to the bottom; Agricultural
installations: in the immediate vicinity of the settlement, 6 winepresses were
located, each with a depression for a beam in one wall. Three of these are unusu-
ally large (3.5×3.5 m) with collecting vats, also of unusual dimensions (approx.
1.5×1 m. and 1 m. deep). One of these vats has a staircase descending to the
bottom; Finds: a series of caves on the terraces beneath and north of the site;
Natural fortification: steep slopes on the north, south and east; to the west, the
hill is connected by a saddle to the ridge; Proximity to roads: 2 km. from the
Wadi ªalmon route (B2);
Prior surveys and studies:Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 359) noted ancient cisterns.
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63 Thus, for example, the twelfth century pilgrim Saewulf, who notes the plain of
Gennesareth to the north of Tiberias; see PPT Vol. IV, p. 25. The name Gennesar appears
frequently as the name of the Sea of Galilee, mainly in the literature of Christian pilgrims who
undoubtedly were influenced by references to this name in the New Testament. Abbot Daniel,
a Russian pilgrim (early twelfth century) notes a city called Genisara near the Sea of Gennesar,
‘which is the sea from which the Jordan River flows into the Sea of Tiberias…’ (ibid., p. 65),
and the traveler Fretellus mentions during the same period a hollow mountain full of gold near
the Sea of Galilee where Gennesar is located and from it emerges the swamp of Gennesar…
(PPTVol. V, p. 29). These, however, are undoubtedly legendary descriptions that do not reflect




Historical Analysis (sample size: 145 identifiable sherds)
This site was divided into three separate collection areas. The only clear conclu-
sion arising from this division, however, is that the strong medieval settlement
here extended only over the hilltop and the southern slope, while the ancient
settlement was larger and extended over the northern slope as well.
Two Hellenistic sherds may perhaps indicate the beginning of settlement
during that period (probably in its latter part). The clear beginning of settlement
is during the Early Roman period (16.5% of the finds), with a continuous
increase during the Middle (20%) and Late (29.6%) Roman periods. Settlement
at the site continued through all Byzantine sub-periods, but once more, the pres-
ence of intermediate LR/E BYZ types pose a methodological difficulty.
The Early Byzantine period (17%) is represented by a single imported vessel
that belongs with certainty to this period, and the only other representation is
due to the intermediate KH1e type (which constitutes 33% of the finds at the
site). On the other hand, Middle Byzantine period finds (6%) include 8
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Fig. 55: ¡. Sabban: winepress Fig. 56: ¡. Sabban: winepress
Fig. 57: ¡. Sabban: winepress
imported vessels and the Late Byzantine period (9%) presents 12 imported
vessels. The absence of KH4d and KH4e types and Diamond Rim jars typical of
the fourth century should be noted. It is possible that there was a decline in the
size of the settlement during the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century
and only around the mid fifth century was there some recovery here. It is diffi-
cult to resolve this question unequivocally because type KH1e extends from the
mid-third to the beginning of the fifth century.
It should be noted that there is no evidence for a monumental public building
at this large site, which was settled during the Byzantine period. This is in
marked contrast to other large Byzantine sites in the survey area.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ




(No pottery was collected at this site)
Map ref.: 1877/2496; Elevation: 200 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arab village;
Ottoman census: Aylbun; apparently preserves an ancient name; Type of site:
Arab village upon ancient ruins; Site area: unknown; Topography: hilltop and
tops of slopes of a spur that descends fromMt. Ha-Ko« northward; Arable land:
terra rossa on relatively steep slopes; brown grumusol and hydromorphic
grumusol over extensive flat alluvial areas in the Netofa Valley, 1.5 km. south of
the site (sometimes flooded in winter); Nearest water source: ‘Ein ‘Ailbun,
approx. 300 m. from the ancient central core of the village;Water installations:
– – ; Agricultural installations: – – ; Natural fortification: steep slopes protect
the site on the west, north and east. In the south, the site is connected by a saddle
to the Mt. ha-Ko« ridge.
Proximity to roads:On the watershed route (B5), approx. 1.5 km. from theWadi
ªalmon (B2) and Wadi Arbel (B3) routes.
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 359) noted that the village
lies upon an ancient settlement and that it includes poor remains of a pillared
building (perhaps a synagogue), and a nearby burial cave. The PEF surveyors
reported a sarcophagus west of the village (SWP vol. 1: 381).
N. Tefilinski, an antiquities inspector during the 1960s, noted tens of burial
caves containing Roman pottery on the slope north of the village, and a water
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tunnel and a springhouse west of the village (IAAA). In excavations he
conducted along the course of the National Water Carrier near the village, a
horizontal tunnel deep underground was exposed, to which one descends from
the surface via a slanted tunnel that apparently served as a passageway and
provided ventilation. Small amounts of pottery that he dated to the second-third
centuries were collected in the tunnels (Tefilinski 1963: 14–15). The nature of
the tunnel and its height (approx. 1.8 m.) makes it difficult to accept Tepper and
Shahar’s proposal (1987: 280) that this was a hiding complex;
Identification: åáìéò – ‘ylbw, mentioned in the list of Priestly Courses as the




åáìéò (‘ylbw) is mentioned for the first time in the list of the Priestly Courses as
the settlement of the seventh course, Hakkoz, and there is agreement among
scholars concerning its identification with the village of ‘Ailbun. In the inscrip-
tion of the Priestly Courses from Bait al-¡ader in Yemen, which was published
by Degan (1972–73: 303) and dated by him to the fifth or sixth century (see
above, note 28), the following line is preserved:
éòéáùä øîùî åáìéò õå÷[ä] [h]kw« ‘ylbw mšmr hšvy’y (the seventh course)
This name appears as a settlement of the Course of Hakko« in several piyyutim
composed in Palestine at the end of the Byzantine period and during the Early
Islamic period.64
The name of the village appears in the Ottoman tax census from the end of
the sixteenth century (Hütteroth and Abdulfattah 1977: 189 – Aylbun) and in
the account of an eighteenth century traveler (Yaari 1976: 438).
Summary: The only literary evidence in which ‘ylbw is mentioned are Pales-
tinian piyyutim from the end of the Byzantine and Early Islamic period. We do
not know if the site was settled at the time of their composition, or if the
paytanim utilized the name from a list compiled prior to their time.
Historical Analysis
Due to the dense settlement at the site today, we were unable to conduct a thor-
ough survey; the following analysis is based upon chance archaeological finds
and literary sources only.
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64 See: ha-Qallir – Goldschmidt 1968: 49; El‘azar Berabi Qallir – ibid. 150; R. Pin¢as ha-
Kohen – Elizur 2004: 630.
The identification of ‘Ailbun with ‘ylbw of the list of the Priestly Courses
appears quite reasonable and – as we concluded in the case of Maghar – this
suggests that the site was settled during the Roman period, at least prior to the
early fourth century CE. The sporadic archaeological evidence also indicates
that the site was apparently settled during the Roman period.
Sparse remains of an ancient public structure that Guérin saw – an ancient
synagogue in his opinion – have not been noted since (including by the PEF
surveyors), and the existence of a monumental building at the site thus remains
doubtful. If indeed there was a monumental synagogue at the site, then as we
proposed in the case of Maghar, it is probable that the settlement of that period
belongs to the C Group or greater (11–20 dunams) and that it continued to exist
at least into the fourth century.
At this stage of our research, we are unable to present a more precise histori-
cal-settlement portrait and therefore, these partial data will not be incorporated
into the tables and summarizing regional analysis.
Site No. 29
18–24/68/29
¡. Beth Netofa/Kh. Natef óéèð úáø'ç/äôåèð úéá úáøåç
Map ref.: 1862/2488; Elevation: 194 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic; appar-
ently preserves an ancient name; in Crusader documents: Valée Battof; Otto-
man census: Mazr‘at ‘Ayn al Natif, a term used to describe the area; Type of site:
ancient ruin; Site area: 52 dunams; Topography: isolated hilltop in the northeast
of the Netofa Valley; Arable land: brown grumusol and hydromorphic
grumusol on an extensive flat alluvial area in the Netofa Valley (occasionally
flooded in winter); Nearest water source: ‘En Netofa, 1,200 m. from the center
of the site; Water installations: five large cisterns; Agricultural installations:
base of a screw-type olive oil press and fragment of a crushing wheel in the
southern slope of the site;
Finds: large caves in the southern and northwestern sides of the site; cistern
from which two caves branch, apparently part of a hiding complex; two cist
tombs with their stone covers at the foot of the southern slope and at the foot of
the eastern slope of the site; a concentration of smooth ashlars and ashlars with
marginal drafting as well as massive remains, apparently of fortifications, on
the northwestern slope of the site;
Natural fortification: steep slopes on all sides; the site overlooks the Netofa
Valley;
Proximity to roads: on the Netofa Valley-Wadi Arbel route (B3);
Finds from other periods: Iron, Persian and Medieval pottery;
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Prior surveys and studies: Guérin reported numerous rock-cut cisterns and
basements as well as a pillared building in the northern part of the site, perhaps a
synagogue (Guérin 1868–80 vol. 1: 465). H. Eshel (1983: 51) reported a hiding
complex at the site. Gal (1992: 27) noted Iron II, Persian, Roman-Byzantine and
Mamluk pottery (no quantities given). Ilan (1991: 125) also identified a public
building on the northern slope of the site and, in addition to ashlars and roof
tiles, also reported column drums and architectural elements no longer visible at
the site. Ilan also reported an architectural element in secondary use next to the
spring. Recently, a pump was erected over the spring and the surrounding
archaeological remains have been destroyed.
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Fig.58: Beth Netofa: ancient route
climbing from the valley to the site
Fig. 60: Beth Netofa: cist tomb with a trian-
gle slab cover
Fig. 61: Beth Netofa: fortification remains
Fig. 59: Beth Netofa: base of a
direct-pressure screw oil press
Identification:Klein (1967: 22) believed that the Beth Netofa Valley of rabbinic
literature is named after the main settlement of the region, whose name has been
preserved in its Arabic place name – Kh. Natif. This identification has been
accepted by scholars dealing with the site (Braslavsky 1954: 244; Klein 1967:
22; Safrai 1985: 50; TIR: 84).
* * *
Historical Sources
There is no reference to a settlement called Beth Netofa in the historical
sources; the name appears in rabbinic literature in several variations as the name
of the valley – äôåè/úôåè/àôåèð/äôåèð-úéá úò÷á (bq’t byt-ntwfh/ntwf ’/
twft/twfh). Klein was the first to identify the ancient Beth Netofa Valley based
upon the valley’s Arabic name – Sahel al-Batuf, and even proposed that the
Arabic name Batuf65 preserves the Aramaic form äôåè éáã àúò÷á (bq’t’ dby
twfh).
In Genesis Rabbah 79, 18 (p. 941–945), following the famous story about the
purification of Tiberias by R. Shim‘on bar Yo¢ai, it says:





Fig. 62: Aerial photo of Beth Netofa (photograph: seeMapping)
65 This form is familiar as early as the Crusader documents which refer to the region as
Valée Battof (Prawer 1971 vol. I: 534).
ïá éëãã ïåúéøîà àì 'à àøôñ éé÷ðã äéì÷ òîù 66,äééòáö ìãâî ïéãäá øáòå äéúéáá úåáùé ÷ìñ
íéà÷ ùðøá ãç àîç 67,äôåè úéáã äéúò÷á äãäá øáò ...!?ìéè÷ ãç ïåçëùà ïéøîà ?äéøáèì éçåé
...?ïä úéòéáù éçéôñ àìå åì 'à .úéòéáù éçéôñ è÷ìî
…He then departed to spend the Sabbath at home. Passing Migdal ªaba‘aya he heard
the voice of Nakai the Scribe saying: “Have you not said that ben Yo¢ai has purified
Tiberias? Yet it is said that a corpse has been found there?!…” He then passed through
the valley of Beth Tofa. He saw a man standing and gathering the aftergrowth of the
Sabbatical year. He said: “Is this not the aftergrowth of the Sabbatical year?…”
The (legendary…) route of R. Shim‘on bar Yo¢ai thus left Tiberias northward
and in the vicinity of Magdala, turned west at the ascent of Wadi Arbel, to the
Beth Netofa Valley. This route, in the broad and gradually ascending channel of
Wadi Arbel, is the most comfortable for movement from the basin of the Sea of
Galilee directly to the Netofa Valley and to the heart of the Galilee. Evidence for
the use of this route exists up to at the beginning of the twentieth century (SWP
I: 379; Dalman 1935: 118).
The widespread practice in rabbinic literature of calling a valley after a
nearby settlement, as well as the form Beth Netofa Valley, and the preservation
of the name Natif for a ruin at the east of the valley, show that this, indeed, was
apparently the ancient name of this settlement.
Safrai (1985: 43) proposed that the name Beth Netofa Valley replaced the
earlier name ytvt/ywdft Valley úôãåé/úáèé úò÷á (T Niddah 3, 11; B Niddah 20a)
and this attests to Beth Netofa becoming the main settlement in the valley after
the decline of Yodefat following its destruction in the First Jewish Revolt.
Examination of the sources, however, reveals that both these names were used
in the same period. In the M Shevi‘it 9, 5, the Beth Netofa Valley is mentioned
in the words of R. Shim‘on (mid-second century), and in the T Niddah (3, 11),
the ytvt Valley is mentioned in the words of R. Yosi, a contemporary of R.
Shim‘on. If indeed ytvt is Yodefat, as emerges from the parallel tradition in the
BT,68 then it appears that the Beth Netofa Valley is the eastern portion of the
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66 In the parallels (Y Shevi‘it 9, 1, 38d; Pesiqta de Rav Kahana 11, p. 193), the reading is
àìãâî (Magdala).
67 In some Mss. àôåèð úéáã/äôéè úéáã.
68 And this is in no way clear. Settlements rarely mentioned in the Palestinian literature, or
settlements with difficult names, sometimes appear in the B in corrupted forms or in “satisfy-
ing forms.” Thus, ñåáà/ñåëà øôë (Kefar ‘kws/’bws) in the Palestinian literature is turned into
åëò øôë (Kefar ‘Akko) in the B (see above, site 17), äéøåáð øôë (Kefar nbwryh) becomes
àéøåáâ øôë (Kefar gbwrya) or ìéç øåáâ øôë (Kefar gbwr ¢yl), etc. Further, the possibility should
be noted that the M before us resulted from a literary reworking of an earlier halakhah appear-
ing in the T, and in that instance, the editor of the M changed ytvt-Yodefat to Netofah, which
perhaps was known and more central in his day following the destruction of Yodefat in the
Jewish Revolt (on the T as one of the early sources for the M of Rabbi Yehuda see: Friedman
2002: 14–22).
entire valley (the present-day Sahel al-Batuf), while the ytvt Valley lies in its
western portion.
It is noteworthy that the appearance of the name Beth Netofa Valley in the
Palestinian sources from the third-fifth centuries (M, Y and Genesis Rabbah),
does not necessarily attest to the existence of a settlement called Beth Netofa
during the entire period and it is possible that the name of the valley remained as
before, even after the disappearance of the settlement (Safrai 1985: 43 n. 96).
Therefore, these sources cannot aid us in clarifying the history of the settlement.
Agricultural Crops:M Shevi‘it (9, 5):69
.äôåèð úéá úò÷áî úåéøâñ åìëéù ãò äìéâøá ïéìëåà ,øåòéáì ãçà ÷øé ìë :øîåà ïåòîù 'ø
R. Simon says: All vegetables are alike in what concerns the law of Removal: one may
continue eating (i.e., during the Seventh Year) regilah until sigariyot (in the Y:
sinadiyot) come to an end in the valley of Beth Netofa.
The halakhah deals with the question of how long it is permitted to eat vegeta-
bles in the sabbatical year. R. Simon states that all the vegetables are alike and
one may eat the plant called regilah (Portulaca oleracea) so long as the
sigariyot plant from the Netofa Valley is eaten.70 The sigariyot has not been
identified, however it appears that, like the regilah, it was not a cultigen but an
edible wild plant that ripened late and grew in the Beth Netofa Valley.71
Historical Analysis (sample size: 341 identifiable sherds)
This site was divided into four collection areas, a division that enabled us to
conclude that the Early Byzantine finds were concentrated primarily at the
summit and on the southern slope. For other periods, no significant variations
were noted.
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69 And with minor changes, in the M cited in Y Shevi‘it 9, 5, 38c.
70 For the interpretation of this M and the identification of the regilah, see Feliks 1987:
223–225.
71 In a number of places in the Palestinian literature from the third-fourth centuries, zyt hntwfh
(Netofa olive) is mentioned as the name of a specific type of olive. Thus, for example, inM Pe’ah
7, 1 (according to the KaufmannMs.): äçëù åðéà ,åçëùå åúòùá äôåèðä úééæë äãùá íù åì ùéù úéæ ìë
(Any olive tree which has its special name in the field, such as the Netofa olive in its season,
and it is forgotten, [the law of the] Forgotten Sheaf does not apply to it). Various scholars
proposed that this olive is named after the settlement or the valley (Klein 1967: 22; Safrai
1985: 51; TIR: 84). On the other hand, from the discussion in Y Pe’ah 7, 1, 20a, it emerges that
the amoraim understood this name as referring to olive trees considered special because their
fruit drip oil (notef in Heb. = drips). Because of their uniqueness, it is obvious that their owners
did not forget to pick their fruit (fruit left on the tree by their owners, ordinarily become gifts to
the poor). From the continuation of the discussion as well, in which the question of whether a
field that consists entirely of netofa olives is exempt from the law of the Forgotten Sheaf, it
emerges that the amoraim understood netofa olive as a description of a quality rather than as
the name of a place.
The site was settled in the Iron and in the Persian periods, and probably some
of the Persian/Hellenistic types belong to the Persian period. The site was
settled during the Hellenistic period (7.3% of the finds) and its size remained
unchanged during the Early Roman period (8.5%). There was a marked
increase in the quantity ofMiddle Roman period finds (22.5%). The most domi-
nant finds belong to the Late Roman period (48%), once more largely due to the
KH1e type which constitutes 38% of all of the finds at the site. Among the
Middle and Late Roman period finds, the relatively numerous finds of vessel
types – jars, bowls and kraters – identified as manufactured at Shi¢in should be
noted. It appears that the relative proximity of the site to Shi¢in had an influence
on the quantity of these finds.
Eighteen vessels (5%) belong to the group that began to appear in the region
only from the mid-fourth century onward, including 4 imported vessels – all
types found in the 363 CE destruction layer at Sepphoris (Balouka 1999). The
imported vessels of the Middle and Late Byzantine periods found in large quan-
tities at nearby sites (such as ¡. ‘Ammudim, ¡. Mashkanah and Nimrin) are
entirely absent here and demonstrate the abandonment of this large site during
the Early Byzantine period. The similarity between the late vessel repertoire
here and that of the destruction layer at Sepphoris without a single later sherd,
allows us to focus upon the final abandonment of the site at a date close to that
of the earthquake that hit Sepphoris, that is, the second half of the fourth century
CE.72
Ashlars and roof tiles as well as column drums and building remains with
columns seen in the past appear to indicate a monumental public building here,
apparently a synagogue. At the same time, our precise survey of all of the piles
of stones at the site did not reveal any decorated stones and it is therefore
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Graph 11: Diagnostic sherds
from ¡. Beth Netofa.
Total=341
72 Representation of the Early Byzantine period in the graph (13%) is primarily due to type
KH1e. Sherds of this type were divided here between the Late Roman and Early Byzantine
periods at a ratio of 4:1, in accordance with the policy adopted for the intermediate types
(above, Chapter 4).
probable that the building stones were either undecorated or had few decora-
tions (similar to the synagogue at Kh. Shema‘). Our conclusion concerning the
date of the settlement’s abandonment indicates that this monumental building
was constructed before the mid-fourth century CE, an important finding in light
of the question of the dating of the Galilean synagogues, much disputed by
scholars in recent years.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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21–40 21–40 41–52 41–52 – – – – – –
Site No. 30
19–24/08/30
Kh. Es‘ad/Kh. S‘ad ãòñ/ãòñà úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1901/2485; Elevation: 120m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic; Ottoman
census: Xirbat Sa‘ad; Type of site: ancient ruin, part of which was damaged by
heavy machinery; Site area: 8 dunams; Topography: a small hilltop upon a spur
descending from Mt. Nimra to Wadi Arbel, near the wadi; Arable land: brown
and light-colored rendzina and blackish-brown basaltic grumusol on steep and
moderately steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘Ein Es‘ad in Wadi Arbel, 400
m. from the center of the site;Water installations: a number of cisterns, three of
them with impressive capstones; Agricultural installations: faint traces of quar-
rying in the northern slope – apparently remains of a winepress; Finds: tops of
walls; seven first century BCE-third century CE coins (Syon 2004: 192–201);
Natural fortification: steep slopes on the north, west and east; to the south the
hilltop is connected by a saddle to the hill above; Proximity to roads: on the
Wadi Arbel route (B3) and ca. 1.5 km. from the watershed route (B5);
Prior surveys and studies: Gal (1992: 34) reported Iron II and Persian pottery
(no quantities given). Stepansky reported piles of stones and Iron Age pottery at
S.E. 142, 300 m. southwest of the ruins (IAAA).
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 175 identifiable sherds)
The clear beginning of settlement at the site is during the Early Roman period
(37% of the finds). Three Hellenistic sherds (1.7%) may indicate its
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establishment at the end of the Hellenistic period, around mid-first century BCE
or slightly earlier, however we are unable to draw a clear conclusion in this
regard. Ten vessels of the T1.3 jar type that was common only up to the mid-
first century CE indicate a significant presence during the first part of the Early
Roman period. Settlement remained stable during the Middle Roman period
(35%), while in the Late Roman period, which marked the end of settlement at
the site, there is evidence for a significant decline in the amount of pottery finds
(25%). The relatively small amount of the Kh1e type (which constitutes
between a third and half of the finds at Late Roman period sites) and the absence
of predominant fourth-century types indicate the abandonment of the site
around the end of the third or beginning of the fourth century at the latest. Two
local Byzantine sherds do not seem to indicates a settlement phase. No
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Graph 12: Diagnostic sherds
from Kh. Es‘ad. Total=175
architectural elements indicative of a monumental public structure were found
at the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 4–8 4–8 4–8 – – – – – –
Site No. 31
19–24/38/31
¡. Mizga/Kh. el-Muzekka ä÷æåî úáø'ç/äâæî úáøåç
Map ref.: 1930/2481; Elevation: 40 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic; Type of
site: recent construction remains upon ancient ruins; Site area: 7 dunam;
Topography: hilltop upon a shoulder that descends from Mt. Savyon to Wadi
Arbel, next to the wadi; Arable land: brown and light-colored rendzina and
brown grumusol on steep slopes; very limited flat areas in the streambeds of
nearby Wadi Arbel and Wadi Nemerim; Nearest water source: spring in Wadi
Arbel 250 m. from the center of the site (indicated as a well on maps); Water
installations: – – ; Agricultural installations: two winepresses on the southeast-
ern slope of the site; Finds: a cave at the hilltop; faint traces of a wall surround-
ing part of the site are probably the remnants of fortifications; Natural
fortification: steep slopes to the east, west and south. To the north, a saddle
connects the hilltop to Mt. Savyon. The site overlooks the confluence of Wadi
Arbel and Wadi Nemerim and the spring at its foot; Proximity to roads: on the
Wadi Arbel route (B3);
Prior surveys and studies:Gal (1992: 34) noted Iron II and Ottoman pottery (no
quantities given).
Identification: Vilnay (1955: 131) and Peres (1946–55: 560) identified this site
as Mizga, which appears once in rabbinic literature.
* * *
Historical Sources
Genesis Rabbah 34, 7 (according to the Vatican 30 Ms.):
àãç äøîà .ïîúî ïéùð ïéúøú ïé÷ôð ,äéøáéèã ñéñìåà äãäá àúéøåàá éòì áéúé äåä ùé÷ì ùéø
àðà 'îà .äâæî ïî ïéøîà ?ïåúà ïî ïåäì 'îàå ïåäì çååö .äùéá äøéåà ïéãäî ï÷ôàã êéøá :äúøáçì
.åéáùåé éðéòá íå÷îì ïç ïúðù êåøá øîàå çúô .ïøîåò ïéúøú àìà äá úéìå äâæî íëç
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Resh Lakish was sitting and studying Torah in ilsis73 of Tiberias when two women
came out from there. One (of them) said to the other: “Praised be He who had led us out
from that bad air.” He called out to them: “From what place do you come?” They said:
“From Mizga.” He said: “I know Mizga, and it contains no more than two dwelling
houses” (see: Sokoloff 1990: 399). He said: “Blessed is He who causes the inhabitants
of a place to like it.”
Klein (1939: 104; 1967: 96) identified this Mizga with Mes¢a (Kefar Tabor),
however this does not appear likely on phonetic grounds and the identification
proposed by Vilnay and Peres with¡. Mizgah inWadi Arbel, which is nearer to
Tiberias, appears to be preferable. On the British Mandatory maps, this ruin
appears with the name Mazaqqa and in the SWP, Mazekka, names phonetically
similar to Mizgah. The modest dimensions of the site (up to 7 dunams), suit
Resh Lakish’s provocative reference to it as a “settlement of two houses” and its
isolated location at the bottom of Wadi Arbel suits the provincial image of its
women reflected in the midrash. If the settlement mentioned in the midrash is
indeed¡. Mizga, then it is mentioned in a story whose protagonist lived around
the mid-third century CE.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 164 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of settlement at the site was during the Iron Age and a single
clear Persian period sherd may indicate a settlement during that period. The site
was settled during the Hellenistic period (12% of the finds) and its high topo-
graphical location and the faintly visible remains of fortifications constitute the
characteristics of Hellenistic settlements in the survey area. There was a consid-
erable increase in the finds belonging to the Early Roman period (38.4%). The
Middle Roman period finds (39.6%) indicate stability in the settlement here,
while the Late Roman finds reflect a precipitous drop (9%). The absence of
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Graph 13: Diagnostic sherds
from ¡. Mizga. Total=164
73 Lieberman (1932: 208) proposed that ilsis was a place name where a center for glass
manufacture was located. Gil (1977: 26), on the other hand, proposed that ilsis means a court-
yard or palace and that this is the term employed for the bet midrash of Tiberias.
clear fourth century vessels as well as the small number of type KH1e indicate
the end of settlement here shortly after the beginning of the production of this
type in the second half of the third century CE.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–7 4–7 4–7 – – – – – – – –
Site No. 32
19–24/67/32
Kh. ¡amam (¡. Veradim) (íéãøå .ç) íàîç úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1961/2679; Elevation: 90 m. b.s.l.; Origin of name: the Arabic name
of the adjacent wadi (today, also of a permanent settlement of Bedouins);
perhaps Mazra‘at Mugr al Hammam of the Ottoman tax censuses; Type of site:
ancient ruin; Site area: 54 dunams; Topography: the base of a cliff and a
basaltic slope on the eastern side of Mt. Nitai, at the meeting point of the Arbel
and Savyona streams; Arable land: terra rossa and rendzina on steep slopes;
extensive alluvial areas at the outlet of Wadi Arbel into the Genessar Valley (1.5
km.); Nearest water source: ‘Ein Arbel at the foot of the site, 70 m. from its
center;Water installations: – – ; Agricultural installations: portions of an olive
oil press: crushing basin, vertical posts, screw-type pressing installation and
weights for beam-type press;
Finds: Numerous architectural elements from a public structure including
column drums, heart-shaped columns, building stones, limestone and basalt
architectural elements, and a lintel bearing a relief of a raptor (today at Beit
Gordon in Kibbutz Degania). A monumental lintel bearing a pair of lions in
relief, incorporated in secondary use at Kul‘at Ibn Man [Site 35] opposite this
site (SWP vol. 1: 410, now at the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem), perhaps
originated here.
There are numerous walls and building remains at the site attesting to a
settlement built on terraces; the lanes between the terraces on different levels
are visible. There are numerous natural and man-made caves in the cliffs above
the site (see Site 33) and an impressive wall, including nine towers at the top of
Mt. Nitai, some 350 m. above the site.
A number of limestone sarcophagi with lids were taken from Kh. Wa‘ara el
Soda (Map ref. 1955/2486) to the Ramat Gan Park (IAAA 1960) and some
elements, apparently of a mausoleum can be seen today in gardens in the
Bedouin village (Ilan 1991: 130). There is no evidence for ancient settlement in
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Fig. 64: Kh. ¡amam: crushing basin of an
olive oil press
Fig. 65: Kh. ¡amam: base of a direct-pres-





Fig. 66: Kh. ¡amam: back of a heart-shaped
pedestal and column of the synagogue
Fig. 67: Kh. ¡amam: column, probably from
the synagogue
Fig. 68: Kh. ¡amam: basalt drum of a heart-
shaped column
Fig. 69: Kh. ¡amam: corner pilaster, proba-
bly from the synagogue
this adjacent ruin and it appears that it is only a burial area of the settlement at
¡amam;
Natural fortification: – – ; Proximity to roads: on the outlet of the Wadi Arbel
Route (B3) and ca. 2 km. west of the Roman road west of the Sea of Galilee
(R2).
Prior surveys and studies:Braslavsky (1954: 276) was the first to note the syna-
gogue at the site. Shahar and Tepper (1991) surveyed the ruins, the caves and
the wall at the top of the cliff and noted considerable Roman and Byzantine
pottery (no quantities given).
Identification: Shahar and Tepper (1991) proposed identifying ¡amam with
ancient Arbel, based upon the relation to cave networks, the fortifications at the
top of the cliffs and linguistic analysis of the expression biq‘at Arbel.
* * *
Historical Analysis
Results of shovel testing at this site and comparison with the surface survey
results were discussed at length in Chapter 4. The small amount of Hellenistic
pottery (1.2% in the survey and 2.1% in the shovel testing) may indicate settle-
ment at the site as early as this period. However, such a small quantity out of
such a large sample as well as the specific types found, seem to indicate the
beginning of settlement at the site around mid-first century BCE or slightly
earlier. Significant settlement here is apparent during the Early Roman period











Fig. 71: Aerial photo: Kh. ¡amam, Mt. Nitai and the Arbel cliffs (photograph: seeMapping)
(14.5% in the survey and 28% in the shovel testing), with a significant increase
during the Middle Roman period (24.5% in the survey and 38% in the shovel
testing). The five coins found in the survey and shovel testing all belong to these
periods (see appendix on the coins).
The significant difference between the strength of the Late Roman period in
the survey (51%) and in the shovel testing (26%) is a result of the dominance of
type KH1e on the surface, which has been discussed at length in Chapter 4. In
any event, the results of the excavation indicate that during the Late Roman
period the size of the settlement diminished significantly.
In the surface survey, seven vessels (2.1%) were collected of types produced
from ca. mid-fourth century onward (ARS58; CRS1; CRS1/2; C4B; two C3a;
PRS2) and nine vessels in the shovel testing (=3.8%: C3a; C4b; two KH4e; two
C3a covers; Sim Byz CP; CRS1; CRS2). Aside from a single Middle Byzantine
vessel that does not seem to represent a settlement phase, all of the imported
vessels clearly belong to the group characterizing the destruction layer of 363
C.E. at Sepphoris. This dramatic decline in the transition between Late Roman
and Early Byzantine types, and the tiny number of vessels of the types that
penetrate the region beginning in the mid-fourth century indicate the final aban-
donment of this large site not long after the appearance of these types – around
the second half of the fourth century CE.74
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 41–54 41–54 21–40 – – – – – –
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Survey: total 331
Shovel test: total 237
Graph 14: Diagnostic sherds
from Kh. ¡amam. Total=568
74 The representation of the Early Byzantine period in the graph (8% of the survey and 5%
of the shovel testing) belongs largely to the type KH1e which is common from the mid-third to
the early fifth century. The almost total absence of vessels that must be dated to after the 363
earthquake, led to classification of the considerable finds of type KH1e on the graph mainly to
the Late Roman period and only a minority to the Early Byzantine period (in a ratio of 7:1,
according to the relative quantities of the other types from the two periods.)
Discussion: As stated, the ashlars and numerous architectural elements scat-
tered around the ruins attest to a monumental synagogue at the site (Foerster
1983: 243), and the fact that part of the elements are of limestone and part of
basalt even led to a proposal that there were two synagogues at the site (Ilan
1991; 128). The foundation of numerous synagogues during the Byzantine
period has become increasingly clear in recent years (Loffreda 1972; Levine
2005: 210–214). It emphasizes the strength of this settlement at which a monu-
mental synagogue was already constructed during the Roman period. As at
Netofa [Site 29], the conclusion concerning the period of abandonment of the
settlement indicates that this monumental structure is apparently earlier than the
mid-fourth century CE. It is also important to note that at one of the shovel test
excavations near the concentration of architectural elements tesserae were
found, perhaps indicating that this synagogue had a mosaic floor. This informa-
tion, together with the mosaic floor of the synagogue at ¡. ‘Ammudim, which
belongs to ca. late third/early fourth century, strengthens Levine’s claims that
mosaic floors need not be a late characteristic of Galilean synagogues and that
not all of the buildings of this type were paved with stone slabs (Levine 1982:
10; 2000: 337).75
The similarity between the latest types of pottery at this site and the types
found in the destruction layers of the 363 earthquake at Sepphoris may, perhaps,
indicate that the final abandonment of the settlement was related to the earth-
quake. This earthquake is referred to in detail in a church document from the
fourth century CE that lists numerous sites in the Galilee and throughout Pales-
tine that were damaged (see Brock 1977; Russell 1980). Recently, Balouka
(1999) compiled information from many sites at which there is archaeological
evidence of damage in the fourth century, damage that in her view should be
attributed to that earthquake.
As is known, in addition to the nature and strength of construction, location
and precise topographical character of a settlement have a decisive influence on
its vulnerability during an earthquake (Karcz and Kafri 1978: 251). Kh.¡amam
is located in the Rift Valley, a region highly vulnerable to seismic activity
(Amiran 1996: 54). Additionally, its location at the foot of cliffs and the nature
of the site, built on terraces on a steep slope, certainly made the site highly
vulnerable to an earthquake. An earthquake here could result in the collapse of
portions of the cliff, cause landslides, and a chain reaction in the event of the
collapse of the houses constructed on the terraces. Beyond this possible reason
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75 Two seasons of excavations were conducted lately (2007–8) by the author at Kh.¡amam.
All the data collected meanwhile leads to the conclusion that the initial phase of the synagogue
had a mosaic floor and belongs to the late third or early fourth century. It is worth noting that
the historical picture gained by the survey, which pointed to the abandonment of the site in the
late fourth century has remained valid after two seasons of excavation in different areas of the
site.
for the final abandonment of the site, which is purely conjectural, it is more
important to note its decline during the Late Roman period and the failure of
this large and impressive settlement to recover.76 These points will be dealt with
in detail in Chapter 6.
Identification of the Site: Shahar and Tepper (1991) claimed that Kh. ¡amam
should be identified with ancient Arbel and that, over the generations, the
ancient name “migrated” to nearby Kh. Irbid. This proposal does not stand up to
critical evaluation. First, the survey and shovel testing at Kh. ¡amam revealed
that the settlement was abandoned around the second half of the fourth century
CE, while the pottery from Kh. Irbid shows that the settlement there continued
uninterrupted for hundreds of years, at least until the middle of the Early Islamic
period. This is further supported by the tens of Byzantine coins (fifth-seventh
centuries) and 25 Umayyad coins (seventh-eighth centuries) found there (Dolev
1988: 30).77 A considerable amount of Crusader-Mamluk and Ottoman pottery
at Kh. Irbid shows that the site flourished during these periods as well. The
proposal that the name of the settlement that was abandoned since the fourth
century CE was transfered to a nearby contemporary site that was settled
continuously, virtually to the present day, for hundreds of years after the aban-
donment of the former, must be rejected. In addition, the “people of Arbel” are
mentioned in the synagogue inscription from ¡ammat Gader, which is dated to
the sixth century CE (Foerster 1983: 11; 1995: 90; Naveh 1978: 57–59). This
does not fit Kh. ¡amam which was abandoned long before that. The series of
references to Arbel and the valley in literary sources of the Roman, Byzantine
and Early Islamic periods, together with the identification of the settlement at
Kh. Irbid in travelers’ literature of the past thousand years, indicate the preser-
vation of the name at the known site (Elitzur 2004: 58 n. 3); see Site 39 below.
Shahar and Tepper’s proposal relies upon four main arguments:
a. The immediate connection of Kh. ¡amam to the Mt. Nitai caves in their view corre-
sponds to Josephus, who notes “caves very near the village called Arbel” (Antiquities 14, 415)
and in another place, includes the “cave of Arbel” among the villages that he fortified (Life
188). Kh. Irbid, on the other hand, is not visible from the western group of caves located next to
this ruin and according to Shahar and Tepper, these caves include no Early Roman period finds.
In fact, however, in these caves (located approx. 400 m. from Kh. Irbid) we collected rich finds
from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods, that indicate these periods as the height of
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76 Noteworthy is the fact that the name of a settlement of this size and so close to Tiberias
has not been preserved. I shall only briefly note that at most of the settlements abandoned
during the Roman period, the ancient names have not been preserved while for most of the sites
where settlement continued into the Byzantine period, the ancient names have been preserved
(see below, Chapter 7).
77 This also emerges from an repertory of the coins found in the numismatic card files of the
IAA. My examination yielded 32 coins of the fifth century and later, mostly Byzantine and
some Umayyad. My thanks to D. Ariel for permission to examine these files.
activity at the site (see Site 36). It is likely that preparation of the caves for habitation, which
included quarrying cisterns and rooms, took place during these periods.
The fortified nature of this group of caves, their proximity to Kh. Irbid and the indications
that they were prepared for habitation probably during the Late Hellenistic period seem to indi-
cate that they were the caves referred to by Josephus. As we have already seen, the sites that he
selected to “fortify” were mainly ones that had already been fortified during the Hellenistic
period.
b. The massive wall on the summit of Mt. Nitai above Kh.¡amamwas identified by Shahar
and Tepper (see also Aviam and Richardson 2001: 181; Aviam 2004: 100) as part of Josephus’
fortifications intended to protect the caves and the settlement at the foot of the hill, which,
according to their view, was Arbel. This interpretation relies upon the nature of the wall and its
towers, which face westward and create a protected area to the east, as well as the absence of
similarity between this compound and the familiar Roman siege camps.
Firstly, it should be noted that the guiding line in Josephus’ fortification activity was fortifi-
cation of built-up areas in major settlements (see p. 339), which does not fit the fortifications at
Mt. Nitai, which was, in effect, a fortified camp in an open field. The view that this wall was
intended to block Roman military movement toward the settlement and its caves at the foot of
the cliffs of the mountain to the east, is totally unreasonable. The descent from the vicinity of
the wall to Kh. ¡amam involves an extremely difficult descent via the cliffs, something virtu-
ally impossible for the heavy Roman army, which would undoubtedly choose to move via the
broad streambeds of Wadi Arbel or Savyona, over which the wall has no control whatsoever.
Izdarechet’s view (1988: 67), that the wall belonged to Herod’s camp from the siege against
those holding out in the caves of Arbel around the years 38–39 BCE (War 1, 307–313), is a far
more reasonable explanation. It should be recalled that the siege conducted by Herod against
those holed-up in the caves was not undertaken under “sterile” conditions, but in what was a
hostile region from Herod’s point of view, settled by a pro-Hasmonean population that
supported Antigonus, who even went to an open-field battle directly against Herod and nearly
defeated his army (War 1, 304–305, and see below, site 39 concerning the identification of the
location of this battle). It should be recalled that Herod acted under the auspices and with
massive aid from the Roman army (Stern 1966: 236) and it may be proposed that he utilized the
Roman army to construct the compound.
From Josephus’ writings, it appears that the suppression of the rebels by Herod was cut
short by the winter season, during which he apparently left a garrison to besiege the rebels in
the caves (War 1, 307–308). Leaving a garrison in hostile territory prior to suppressing the
rebellion obliged Herod’s army, first and foremost, to protect itself (indeed, immediately after
Herod left the region, upon the surrender of the last of the rebels in the caves, the inhabitants of
the region once more rose up against his army and killed its commander Ptolemaeus. SeeWar
1, 315). The wall at the summit of Mt. Nitai creates a protected area with virtually impassible
cliffs on three sides, while the west, which is the only side from which there is access to the
compound, is protected by the wall. The compound offers a view over the entire region and
makes it possible to warn of any approaching enemy from a distance of kilometers, and in addi-
tion is located just opposite the western group of caves of Arbel (above, Section a) and controls
their openings. Herod’s army’s success in overcoming the rebels by lowering boxes containing
fighters from the top of the cliff opposite the openings of the caves had to have been directed
from the opposite side, which corresponds to the area at the top of Mt. Nitai and to the descrip-
tion according to which åî áðüðôïõ äå ²Çñþäçò åðéâëÝðùí – “Herod observed from a conspic-
uous place” (see Rengstorf 1973 I: 203) an old man killing his wife and children, and even
negotiated with him (War 1, 312).
It is possible that the creation of the compound was even earlier than Herod’s day, for,
nearby Tarichea (approx. 2 km. distant) was, apparently, the base of support for Aristobulus the
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Hasmonean, and his Parthian patrons in their struggle against the Romans around 53 BCE. A
Roman military camp is specifically mentioned in Tarichea in a letter dated 43 BCE (below,
site 34). A possible indication of this is found in the fortification towers in which two building
phases are clearly visible (particularly in the northernmost). The lower courses belong to a
tower with a circular profile, which is characteristic of the Hellenistic period, while the upper
courses belong to a square structure.
c. In accord with their view that the term äò÷á (bq’h “valley”) in rabbinic literature denotes
a narrow and deep area or the delta of a wadi, Shahar and Tepper believed that the term
ìáøà úò÷á (bq’at Arbel) in rabbinic literature was appropriate for the delta of Wadi ¡amam,
next to which Kh.¡amam is located, but was inappropriate for the basaltic heights upon which
Kh. Irbid is located.
This interpretation of the term bq’h does not coincide with the many rabbinic sources that
indicate that bq’h is an extensive plain lying lower than its surroundings, which suits the
accepted identification of the Arbel Valley, and is certainly inappropriate for the limited delta
of Wadi ¡amam.
d. According to Tepper and Shahar (1984: 45), the large spring adjacent to Kh. ¡amam
suits the description of Arbel as a center for the production of flax, a crop that requires consid-
erable amounts of water, contrary to Kh. Irbid, which has no spring at all and therefore lacks
the features required for the cultivation and processing of flax. However, there is no foundation
to the view that flax cultivation requires an abundance of water (Izdarechet 1988: 70). It can be
grown in Israel under dry-farming conditions, like winter grains, while for the purpose of soak-
ing the harvested flax, there is no need for large amounts of water.
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Fig. 72: Fortification on the summit of Mt.
Nitai: remains of one of the wall towers
Fig. 74: Fortification on the summit of Mt.
Nitai: remains of one of the wall towers
Fig. 73: Fortification on the summit of Mt.
Nitai: remains of one of the wall towers
Fig. 75: Fortification on the summit of Mt.
Nitai: remains of one of the wall towers
Site No. 33
19–24/57/33
Har Nitai Caves éàúéð øä úåøòî
Map ref.: 1959/2478; Elevation: 40 m. b.s.l. to 60 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name:
name of the mountain; Type of site: large group of caves on several levels; Site
area: the caves extend in several groups over the face of the slope for an approx.
600 m. stretch at an elevation of approx. 200 m.; Topography: the southern and
eastern cliffs of Mt. Nitai and the steep slope between the peak and Kh.¡amam
[Site 32]; the difficult approach and the distance of some of the caves from Kh.
¡amam (for those in the southern cliff, approx. 1 km.) and the difference in
pottery finds, led to the definition of the cave group as a separate site; Arable
land: terra rossa and rendzina on steep slopes; extensive alluvial areas at the
outlet of Wadi Arbel to the Genessar Valley (1.8 km. from the center of the cave
group); Nearest water source: ‘En Arbel in Wadi Arbel, approx. 400 m. from
the center of the cave group; difficult access; Water installations: quarried
reservoir in a cave in the high, northern part of the area and other reservoirs on
the level adjacent to Kh. ¡amam ; Agricultural installations: – – ; Finds: – – ;
Natural fortification: access to the caves is extremely difficult and possible
only by climbing from below; Proximity to roads: above the Wadi Arbel route
(B3) and approx. 2.5 km. west of the Roman road west of the Sea of Galilee
(R2).
Prior surveys and studies: Shahar and Tepper (1991: 24–53) surveyed the caves
and noted that some of them were quarried; they also noted numerous Roman
and Byzantine sherds (no quantities given).
Identification: Based upon proximity to Kh. ¡amam, identified, in their view,
with ancient Arbel, Shahar and Tepper (1991) proposed that the cave complexes
together with the ruins constitute “cave village of Arbel” noted in Josephus (see
above, site 32).
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 110 identifiable sherds)
As stated, part of these cave assemblages are located in direct proximity to Kh.
¡amam [Site 32] and some are distant and very difficult to access from the ruin.
The finds from the Hellenistic period in the caves (6.3% of the finds) included 1
ESA vessel and 6 Long Rim SJ attributed to the end of the Hellenistic period.
These finds correspond with the considerable activity reflected in the cave
assemblages of Wadi Arbel during the Hellenistic period, particularly during its
latter part (see Sites 35 and 36). The bulk of the finds belongs to the Early and
Middle Roman periods (33% each) while a significant decline in activity is
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perceptible in the Late Roman period (16.3%). The poor finds from the Early
Byzantine period (8%) consist of one imported vessel and of the calibrated
amount of intermediate Late Roman/Early Byzantine KH1e vessels. This
decline in L.R/E BYZ finds corresponds to the decline in settlement at ¡amam
during the Late Roman period and its abandonment in the Early Byzantine
period and reflects the relation to the ruins (reservoirs and chambers quarried
into these caves appear to indicate their use as dwellings). There is not even a
single Middle Byzantine sherd. Noteworthy finds are four Late Byzantine
imports, all found in an area of particularly difficult access of the upper cave
level on the southern side of the cliff.
A similar phenomenon in the Arbel West caves [Site 36] and a lead bulla
bearing the image of Mary and Jesus – a find typical of Christian sites (see
appendix 1) – may indicate Christian monastic presence in the cliffs of Wadi
Arbel during the Late Byzantine period, though there is no unequivocal
evidence for this.
Although considerable finds belong to the Early Roman period, in view of
the direct relation of numerous caves to Kh. ¡amam, as well as the no less
considerable finds dated to the Middle Roman period, it is difficult to accept
Shahar and Tepper’ proposal that the Early Roman finds are evidence of rebels
seeking refuge in caves. It is, of course, probable that the phenomenon of caves
of refuge mentioned by Josephus includes these caves, however, the archaeo-
logical finds offer no proof of this.
In terms of function, these cave assemblages do not reflect an ordinary civil-
ian settlement, and obviously it is difficult to compare them to other sites in
terms of position in the hierarchy of settlements. Nonetheless, because of the
archaeological evidence for continuous settlement during certain periods and
the fact that their use was not limited to being places of refuge, we decided to
evaluate their size in terms of possible population.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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Map ref.: 1986/2478; Elevation: 200 m. b.s.l.; Origin of name: ancient;
preserved in the name of the Arab village located here until 1948; in Crusader
documents: Magdala; Type of site: ancient ruins; Site area: 90 dunams;
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; Topography: plain at shore of Sea of Galilee, extending from the lake in the
east to the foot of Mt. Arbel in the west; Arable land: brown alluvial grumusol
upon extensive flat areas in the Genessar Valley; Nearest water source: ‘Ein
Kera in the northern part of the site; ‘Ein Nevi‘an, 150 m. northwest of the
center of the site;Water installations: Early to Late Roman period nymphaeum
(Aviam 1997: 399–400); water tower and aqueduct; Agricultural installations:
weight from an olive oil press (doubtful) (Frankel 1984: 376);
Finds: Domestic dwellings, a villa urbana, nymphaeum, paved urban plaza
surrounded by colonnades, water installations and sarcophagi, all dated from
the first century BCE to the fourth century CE; a Byzantine monastery that may
have continued to function as such during the Early Islamic period; a Byzantine
bathhouse adapted for other purposes during the Early Islamic period (Corbo
1974: 19–32; Corbo and Loffreda 1974: 40; 1976: 9; 1977: 8; Corbo 1976: 360;
Loffreda 1976: 342; Netzer 1987: 165–172; Abu Uqsa 2001);
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads:Roman road west of the Sea of Galilee (R2) crosses the site.
Prior surveys and studies: Extensive excavations were conducted by the Fran-
ciscans at the center of the site, the final report of which has not yet been
published. A small, decorated public building (9×7 m.) was found, surrounded
on three sides by columns and a water channel. Above the original first-century-
BCE floor, another floor dated by the excavators to the first century CE was
laid. Corbo (1974: 19–32) proposed that the building was a miniature syna-
gogue during the initial phase and became a spring-house in the second phase.
However, architectural considerations as well as the absence of significant
changes in the transition between the first and second phase, seem to support E.
Netzer’s suggestion that the building was intended as a spring-house from the
outset and was never a synagogue of unusual proportions and design (Netzer
1987).
A Roman villa urbana was uncovered in the north of the site (Corbo 1978:
232–240), while in the south of the site, a large, multi-roomed structure was
excavated. South of this building was found a paved plaza surrounded by colon-
nades extending over an area of 900 sq. m. To the west, a paved street that
crosses the site (called cardo maximus by the excavators) and an aqueduct were
exposed (Corbo 1976; 1978). Remains of a fortified Byzantine period monas-
tery were uncovered in the southern part of the site (HA 48–49 [1974]: 40;
Corbo 1974: 7–8; Loffreda 1976: 338). No evidence for damage to the settle-
ment in the First Jewish Revolt was found (Loffreda 1976: 340). In the last
decade salvage excavations were conducted at three spots in the site (Abu Uqsa
2001; 2005). In the first excavation, approx. 30 m. west of the Byzantine
monastery, remains of buildings whose pottery assemblages belong to the first-
third centuries CE were discovered directly beneath the surface. In the second
excavation, conducted approx. 40 m. south of the Franciscan compound,
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superimposed remains were found: sparse Mamluk period remains; remains of
an Early Islamic period public structure with a mosaic pavement dated to the
late eighth/early ninth century, apparently a church – according to the excava-
tor; and remains of a Byzantine period bathhouse (Abu Uqsa 1995; 2001).
These remains apparently belong to the above-mentioned monastic compound
exposed by the Franciscans. In the third excavation (Abu Uqsa 2005), slightly
farther south, buildings with pottery assemblages on their floors dated to the
second-third centuries CE were discovered (my thanks to the excavator for
permission to visit the excavation and examine the pottery finds; some of the
types found continue into the fourth century, however the assemblage as a
whole belongs to the second-third centuries). In all the excavations conducted
at the site, the earliest finds belong to the Hasmonean period.
A concentration of sarcophagi dated from the third century CE onward was
found south of the site (Tefilinski 1965: 14). In the underwater survey
conducted in the Sea of Galilee just southeast of the site the foundations of a
tower that may have given the site its name were found, as well as an approx.
90-m.-long wharf and a harbor marked by a breakwater. Pottery and oil lamps
typical of the first century CE were found in the wharf and its vicinity (Raban
1989: 48; Galili 1991: 161; Aviam 1997: 399–400).
In 1985 when the water level of the Sea of Galilee dropped, a first century
BCE-first century CE boat was found approximately 1.5 km. north of Migdal
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Fig. 76: Migdal: sarcophagi with slab covers (photograph: Y.
Gal)
(Carmi 1990; Wachsmann 1990). The boat may have been connected with the
sea-battle that took place in the autumn of 67 CE opposite the shore of Migdal
between the Jews and the army of Vespasian (War 3, 462–542). A hoard of 188
coins, minted between 74 and 222 CE, was found in the vicinity of present-day
Migdal, west of the site (Meshorer 1976: 54–71).
Identification: The accepted identification of this site in the last generation has
been with the settlement of Tarichea, mentioned in Greco-Roman literature and
called Migdal, Magdala or Migdal Nuniya in rabbinic literature and in the




Identification of the Site:78 Pliny the Elder noted that the city Tarichea lies at the
southern end of the Sea of Galilee (Natural History V.71) and at the beginning
of modern research it was identified with Kh. Kerak (Robinson 1856 II: 387;
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Fig. 77: The Arab village of el-Mejdel in the early 20th century (after K. Gröber, Palästina,
Arabien und Syrien, Berlin 1925)
78 See details in Leibner 2006.
Masterman 1909: 28). Despite this, in light of Josephus’ description of the
campaign of Vespasian from Beth Yera¢ to Tiberias and thence to Trichea,79 it
appears that this settlement is located north of Tiberias, on the western shore of
the Sea of Galilee. Based upon a critical reading of Pliny together with an analy-
sis of Josephus’ evidence, which also noted that Tarichea is located 30 stadia
from Tiberias,80 Albright decided in favor of Wilson’s proposal to identify
Tarichea with the Arab village ofMajdal in the southern Genessar Valley, which
corresponds to the indicated distance from Tiberias.81
The preservation of the name Majdal, geographical considerations and the
similarity between the Greek name Ôáñé÷Ýá = Tarichea (salted fish) and the
name Migdal Nunya (tower of the fish) in Hebrew sources (see below) led
Klein (1923: 76; 1967: 116) to propose that these were Greek and Aramaic
names for the same settlement, a proposal that has been accepted by most schol-
ars.
However, the only source in rabbinic literature that mentioned the name
Migdal Nunya noted an entirely different distance from Tiberias, which makes
the identification of Migdal Nunya with Majdal-Tarichea problematic. This
source deals with the time it takes for dough to rise.
B Pesa¢im 46a:82
ì"î÷ àä !?ìéî àîéìå ."ìéî – àéøáèì äéðåð ìãâîî íãà êìäéù éãë" :ùé÷ì ùéø 'îà åäáà ø"à
úìéèðìå äìéôúìå ìáâì :ùé÷ì ùéø 'îà åäáà ø"à .àéøáèì äéðåð ìãâîîë ?éåä äîë ìéîã àøåòéù
...ïéìéî úòáøà – íééãé
R. Abbahu said in the name of R. Shim‘on ben Lakish: ‘(dough is considered leavened
if enough time has elapsed) so that a person can walk fromMigdal Nunya to Tiberias – a
mile’. Then let him say (directly, the time it takes to walk) a mile?! (By mentioning
these places, R. Shim‘on ben Lakish) is teaching us that the measure of a mile is like
(the distance) from Migdal Nunya to Tiberias. R. Abbahu said in the name of R.
Shim‘on ben Lakish: ‘with regard to (purifying) a (hired) kneader and with regard to
prayer (in a synagogue) and with regard to (the obligation of) washing hands, (the
distance one is obligated to seek these) is four miles.
A comparison is made here between the times it takes for dough to rise and the
time that it takes to walk from Migdal Nunya to Tiberias, which is a distance of
a mile (1,450 m.). The discrepancy regarding the distance between Migdal and
Tiberias according to this source on the one hand and Josephus’ testimony on
the other, together with the actual distance of Arab Majdal from Tiberias
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79 War 3, 445–462.
80 See Life 157. 30 stadia are approx. 5.4 km.
81 See Albright 1921–2; Wilson 1877: 10–13.
82 According to Munich Ms. (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek-95).
(approx. 5 km.), has led to the proposal that there were two adjacent settlements
north of Tiberias with Migdal as the first part of their names.83 However, it
appears that the cause for the discrepancy is the different halakhic view of the
Babylonian sages concerning the length of time required for dough to rise – a
view that led them to correct the original distance of four miles to one mile and
thereby to “revise” the geography of the Galilee.84 Thus, according to the origi-
nal tradition, the distance between Migdal Nunya and Tiberias was 4 miles, the
exact distance between Majdal and Roman Tiberias, which supports the
accepted identification proposed by Albright.
Second Temple Period: Following the description of the results of the
Parthians’ defeat of the Romans (53 BCE) and their invasion of Syria, Josephus
noted:
ÊÜóóéïò… á³ öéêüìåíïò á³ íÝâç êáé̀ åé³ò ôç̀í ³Éïõäáßáí. Ôáñé÷Ýáò ìå̀í ïõÀ í ðñïóðåóù̀í
åõ³èõ̀ò áé²ñåé~, êáé̀ ðåñé̀ ôñéóìõñßïõò á³ íèñþðïõò á³ íäñáðïäßæåé…
Cassius… went up to Judaea. Here he fell upon Tarichea, which he quickly took
and made slaves of some thirty thousand men… (Antiquities 14, 120; see also War 1,
180).
These events are related to the cooperation between the supporters of
Aristobulus the Hasmonean and the Parthians against Rome (Pucci 1982: 125).
The numbers presented by Josephus appear very high, and it is not clear if he
meant inhabitants of Tarichea or the rebels from throughout the area (Shatzman
1991: 135 n. 19). However, even if there is some numerical exaggeration here,
the impression created by this source, which recalls the earliest episode
connected with Tarichea, is of a large and important settlement during the mid-
first century BCE. It is worth noting that the earliest text in which the name of
the settlement85 appears is by the same Cassius who, in a letter he sent to Cicero
in Rome in 43 BCE, closed with the words: “ex castris Taricheis” (from the
Tarichea camp). This source is also the sole evidence for the existence of a
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83 Albright, ibid.
84 In the continuation of this discussion in the B, three additional halakhot are recalled in the
name of the same sages dealing with the measurement of distance and in all of these the
distance is “4 miles.” In the discussion of this same question in the Y (Pesa¢im 3, 2, 30a), the
Palestinian amoraim clearly establish that the time required for dough to rise is equivalent to “a
4-mile walk” and it thus appears that the original halakhah incorporated in the B was similar. It
appears that a different halakhic opinion of the Babylonian sages led them to change the
authentic Palestinian tradition regarding the time needed to walk from Migdal Nunya to
Tiberias and to note that the distance between these two settlements was a single mile only.
See Leibner 2006: 38 n. 17 and the literature mentioned there. On the manner in which the
Palestinian traditions reached and were changed on the way to Babylon, see Rosenthal
1999.
85 Josephus wrote his book toward the end of the first century CE.
Roman military camp in the region.86Aside from Josephus, who we shall return
to below, the town is also mentioned in three geographic-historical essays of the
Early Roman period. In the midst of a description of the Dead Sea region and its
characteristics (such as the asphalt and the story of the destruction of Sodom)
the Greek geographer Strabo (early first century CE) mentions the town of
Gadara and then notes:
Åí äå ôáéò êáëïõìÝáéò Ôáñé÷Ýáéò Þ ëßìíç ìåí ôáñé÷Ýéáò é÷èýùí áóôåßáò ðáñÝ÷åé
In the place called Tarichea, the sea provides good fish for salting (Geography
XVI.2.45).
The confused geographical presentation indicates something about Strabo’s
level of familiarity with the region. However, the fact that Tarichea and Gadara
are the only settlements mentioned by him in the region of the Sea of Galilee
demonstrates the town’s importance in his day.
In describing the region of the Sea of Galilee at the end of the same century,
Pliny the Elder noted in his essay:
…Genesaram vocant… amoenis circumsaeptum oppidis, ab oriente Iuliade et Hippo, a
meridie Tarichea, quo nominee aliqui et lacum appellant, ab occidente Tiberiade…
…the Sea of Genessar… surrounded by pleasant towns of Julias and Hippos in the east,
Tarichea in the south – a name by which the sea itself is called, and in the west
Tiberias… (Natural History V.71).
In addition to his mentioning Tarichea, Pliny’s statement that some call the Sea
of Genessar the Sea of Tarichea also attests to the importance of the site, for the
lake is generally named after the most important settlement on its shores (see
above, site 26).
In his book Lives of the Caesars, the Roman historian Suetonius noted:
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86 Cicero, Epistulae ad Familiares XII, 11. The Latin word castris can be understood as
either a permanent fortified camp or as a temporary camp or as a force in a military battle. His
mention of the camp in closing the letter, as well as the preposition ex (from), seems to show
that this was not a temporary overnight encampment or a military force in a battle, but a perma-
nent and known camp. In 44 BCE, this Cassius participated in a plot to murder Julius Caesar
following which he took control over the Provincia Syria where he ruled from 44–42 BCE. In
the letter, Cassius notes that his ally Bassus sent him a legion that was under his orders. It
seems that this legion was sent in preparation of the invasion of Dolabella, Mark Anthony’s
candidate for the position of the governor of Provincia Syria, who invaded the region in 42
BCE (Schürer 1973–87 vol.1: 249). Probably the preparation for this invasion led to the
creation of a military camp in the area of Tarichea, which lies alongside an important route. On
the other hand, this camp was perhaps created in the framework of the suppression of the revolt
by supporters of Aristobulus in 53 BCE, a revolt that apparently received Parthian support, as
they were Aristobulus’ patrons and invaded Syria during the same period (Schürer 1973–87
vol. 1: 270). It is possible that the impressive wall at the top of Mt. Nitai, ca. 2 km. northwest of
Tarichea, is related to this Roman camp (see above, site 32).
(Titus)…deinde honore legioni praepositus Tarichaeas et Gamalam urbes Iudaeae
ualidissimas
(Titus)… was placed in command of the legion and conquered Tarichea and Gamla,
strong Jewish towns (De Vita Caesarum: Titus IV, 3).
The reference to Tarichea alongside Gamla as a strong town likewise shows its
importance during the Early Roman period.
The Urban Nature of Tarichea during the Early Roman Period
Aviam, in summarizing the archaeological finds from the site, noted that during
the Roman period the settlement was apparently a small and well-planned town
(Aviam 1997: 399). However, in studies based largely on historical sources and
dealing with the hierarchy of settlements in the Galilee during the Early Roman
period, Tarichea does not appear among those of a distinctly urban character
(Safrai 1985: 94–95; Goodman 1983: 27; Freyne 1980: 133). I wish to elaborate
on the point made by Aviam, utilizing historical sources and the archaeological
finds that demonstrate the urban nature of the settlement. I will limit my conclu-
sions, however, to the Early Roman period, as it is only from this time that there
is evidence for this urban character.87
In two sources Josephus notes Tarichea as one of four towns that were added
with their toparchies by Nero to the kingdom of Agrippa II:
ðüëåéò… óõ̀í ôáé~ò ôïðáñ÷ßáéò, ºÁâåëá ìå̀í êáé̀ ³ÉïõëéÜäá êáôá̀ ôç̀í Ðåñáßáí, Ôáñé÷Ýáò äå̀
êáé̀ ÔéâåñéÜäá ôç~ò Ãáëéëáßáò
cities…with their districts namely Abila and Julias in Peraea, and Tarichea and Tiberias
in Galilee.88
The fact that Tarichea served as the capital of a toparchy over thirty years after
the foundation of the capital of the Galilee at nearby Tiberias, testifies to the
continuity in the settlement’s dominance. As we shall see below, there appears
to have been tension between these settlements with their dissimilar popula-
tions. We have no clear answer regarding when Tarichea developed its impor-
tant regional status. From the survey results it emerges as the largest settlement
in the region during the Early Roman period, and Josephus’ account of the
Roman conquest in 53 BCE shows that already at that early stage Tarichea was
apparently the most important settlement in the region. Tarichea may have
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87 Urban indicators generally include: management of city affairs by an organized body,
public buildings and structures for entertainment and leisure, an urban water-supply system,
and generally, a rural hinterland controlled by the city and government recognition of the
special status of the settlement (Garnsey and Saller 1987: 27–34). Most of these characteris-
tics, though not all, find expression in the historical sources or archaeological finds from
Migdal (see below).
88 War 2, 252; see also Antiquities 20, 159.
attained the status of an administrative center during the Hasmonean period,
when it took the place of Genessar as the main settlement on the west side of the
Sea of Galilee (Leibner 20062).
Classification of Tarichea as a town also seems justified in view of the extent
of its population. As stated, at the time of the conquest by Cassius in the mid-
first century BCE, an impression is made of a settlement with a considerable
population. During the period of the First Jewish Revolt, Josephus noted that
the town had 40,000 inhabitants (War 2, 608) and Suetonius likewise depicts it
as an important town during the period of the revolt. Again, even if the numbers
are exaggerated, one still gets the image of a town with a considerable popula-
tion.
As known, Josephus does not always distinguish between cities or towns and
large villages which he also sometimes refers to as poleis.89 However, in the list
of settlements he fortified Josephus makes a clear distinction between two types
of settlements and classifies Tarichea alongside Tiberias and Sepphoris as a polis.
Life 188:
å³í ôà~ êÜôù Ãáëéëáßú ðüëåéò ìå̀í Ôáñé÷Ýáò ÔéâåñéÜäá ÓÝðöùñéí, êþìáò äå̀ ³ÁñâÞëùí
óðÞëáéïí, Âçñóïõâáß, ÓåëáìÞí, ³ÉùôÜðáôá…
In lower Galilee I fortified the cities of Tarichea, Tiberias and Sepphoris, and the
villages of the Cave of Arbela, Beersubae, Selame, Jotapata…90
Apparently the classification of Tarichea as a polis here was not merely because
of its size or its population but because of its urban status, as the size of Arbel,
which Josephus includes among the villages, is 80 dunams in this period,
ªalmon is 60 dunams and Be’er Sheva‘ approx. 50 dunams, none significantly
smaller than Tarichea, which during this period was 90 dunams.
It appears that the question of the name of the settlement can also contribute
to this discussion. The corpus of names in the tannaitic literature, as well as in
the Gospels, show that the local population continued to use the ancient Hebrew
or Aramaic names, even when the official names utilized by the administration
had been changed to Greek ones (Jones 1971: 228–229; Grünzweig 1999: 354).
On the other hand, new settlements given Greek names are always called by
their Greek names in these sources. Thus, the names Julias, Diocaesarea or
Scythopolis are not found in rabbinic literature or in the Gospels, but rather,
Bethsaida, Sepphoris and Beth Shean. On the other hand, there is no evidence
for any attempt to create Hebrew names for Tiberias and Caesarea, which were
founded with these names. It thus appears that Magdala is the original name of
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89 Goodman (1983: 27). Galilee settlements to which Josephus refers as polis are: Kabulon
(or Zebulon) (War 2, 503), Gabara (or Gadara) and Gush¡alav (ibid. 629) and Yodefat (ibid. 3,
111), which, in the list of fortifications below is counted among the villages.
90 The construction ìåí… äå… is used to show a contrast (on the one hand… on the
other…).
the settlement, while the name Tarichea was given later. The fact that this
Jewish settlement received a Greek name has been interpreted by scholars as a
translation of the Hebrew name Migdal Nunya i.e., tower of the fish or of the
fishermen (Klein 1967: 200). This is considered a functional name describing
the occupation of the inhabitants (Schürer 1973–87 vol. 1: 494) or as a name
attesting to trade connections or a Greek speaking population (Safrai 1985: 78).
At other settlements, Greek names are related to the reception of a special
status, to royal construction activity or to becoming a real poleis.91 It is
proposed that the Greek name Tarichea was given to the settlement as part of its
receiving certain urban privileges. The Greek name may be connected to royal
construction or fortification of some sort, as in the case of Bethsaida/Julias, or
perhaps to its becoming the center of the toparchy.92
It is not clear when the settlement received its Greek name. From archaeo-
logical evidence concerning the foundation of the settlement around the late
second century BCE, it is obvious that the settlement was Jewish from the
outset, as already in 53 BCE it was involved in Jewish rebellion, so that the
name Tarichea cannot be related to an earlier phase during which it might have
been inhabited by gentiles. The Greek name is perhaps related to the foundation
and renewal of cities by Pompey after his conquest of the east. The permanent
presence of the Roman army in the region probably contributed to the develop-
ment of the settlement and led to it receiving a Greek name.93
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91 For example, Sepphoris, which was fortified by Herod Antipas, receives the name
Autokratoris and Beth Hermata which he surrounded by walls receives the name Juliada
(Antiquities 18: 28). Nearby Bethsaida is a good example: this settlement received the status of
polis from Philip (ðüëåùò ðáñáó÷ùí áîßùìá Antiquities, ibid.) and the name Julia and Philip
even fortified it and added to its inhabitants. However, in the extended excavation conducted at
et-Tel which is identified with Bethsaida, no monumental construction was found (Arav
19992: 88–91), and there is no evidence that this settlement minted coins. Thus, two outstand-
ing characteristics of a polis are absent from this settlement despite it being clear that it
received the status of polis.
92 It should, nonetheless, be noted that centers of other toparchies in Judea included in
Josephus’ and Pliny’s lists (War 3, 54–55; Natural History V.70), preserve the Hebrew or
Aramaic names and do not bear non-Hebrew/Aramaic names. In addition, the functional name
Tarichea (salting fish) differs in character from Greek names given by the authorities often-
times related to the name of the Caesar or those close to him, or expressing a concept (city of
peace, city of freemen). At the same time, there are Hellenistic cities with functional-descrip-
tive names, such as Hippos (Sussita), a name stemming from the topographical form of the
settlement, or Semitic names that were merely modified to make them Greek-sounding –
Gader/Gadara, Pa¢l/Pella, etc.
93 On the presence of the Roman army as an economic impetus for development, see Safrai
1994: 39–49. In this regard, the influence of the Roman army on the leisure culture of the local
population should also be noted. If there was indeed a permanent Roman military presence in
the region of Tarichea in the first century BCE, this could explain the rapid development of the
settlement and perhaps also the fact that there was a hippodrome here (see below), which is a
clear sign of Hellenistic leisure culture.
Indirect support for the view that Tarichea enjoyed urban privileges emerges
from studies that show the difference reflected in Josephus’ writings between
the rural population, which supported the Jewish Revolt (the “Galileans”) and
the urban population, which refrained from revolt for fear of harming their
economic status and these privileges (Cohen 1979: 209 n. 53; Freyne 1992: 84).
In a number of places in Josephus’ writings, it appears that among the perma-
nent inhabitants of Tarichea were ones opposed to the revolt “out of fear for
their property and their city” (War 3, 492; 500). This also emerges from the fact
that following the conquest, Vespasian divided the permanent inhabitants
whom he spared, from the outsiders who were killed or sold into slavery
because he believed they were responsible for the revolt (ibid. 532). In addition,
from Josephus’ description the Romans apparently did not destroy the town
itself following the conquest.94 This too is a possible indication of a distinction
made by the Romans between the town’s native inhabitants and the “Galilean”
initiators of the revolt – apparently mainly refugees from the settlements
destroyed in clashes between Jewish and gentile populations. This opposition to
the revolt among inhabitants of Tarichea is similar to the opposition of the
inhabitants of Sepphoris and of members of the First Party in Tiberias. It may be
indicative of the socio-economic stratum to which they belonged. Tarichea
being an important settlement in Agrippa’s kingdom and its permanent resi-
dents his subjects is perhaps an additional reason for Vespasian sparing the
town. According to Josephus, it appears that this was a main consideration in
Vespasian’s policy (see, for example, War 3, 453–461; 540–542). At the same
time, the difference in Agrippa’s relations with his subjects inhabiting Tiberias
and those at Tarichea should be pointed out. After the lives of the latter were
spared by Vespasian, Agrippa sold them into slavery. This may indicate a funda-
mental difference in his relation to the inhabitants of Tiberias, which was
founded by Herod Antipas, and in his relation to Migdal, which was founded by
and perhaps still identified with the Hasmoneans. Cohen has proposed that the
fact that recently founded Tiberias took the place of the veteran Tarichea as the
main city in the region and as holder of privileges, constituted the main factor
in the hostility the inhabitants of Tarichea felt toward Tiberias (Cohen 1979:
209).95 As we shall see below, the historical sources provide clues concerning
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94 In the extensive excavations conducted by Corbo and Loffreda at the site, no destruction
level or gap in settlement during the second half of the first century CE was revealed (Loffreda
1976: 340).
95 The creation of Tiberias has been understood by scholars as the desire of Herod Antipas
to create an independent, pro-Herodian Roman center, against the pro-Hasmonean tendencies
of Sepphoris (Kasher 19882: 4). It appears that the decision to create a new city with all of the
inherent difficulty involved, rather than develop nearby Tarichea, which already had an impor-
tant regional role, also stemmed from the pro-Hasmonean character of the latter, a character
reflected in its participation in the revolt of Aristobulus in 53 BCE and again, to some extent, in
the First Jewish Revolt.
the tense relations between these settlements, which continued into much later
periods.
The complex picture presented above points to an important settlement of
Agrippa II and on the other hand to a settlement that constituted a base of
support for the revolt in eastern Galilee (see, for exampleWar 3, 458). It is diffi-
cult to suppose that Josephus would have chosen to locate his command at
Migdal and to concentrate his soldiers there had it not been for the support of at
least a significant segment of the local population. The central role played by
the city in anti-Roman activity in the first century BCE and in the first century
CE show, in my opinion, a zealot ideology among part of the town’s population.
In addition, the survey enabled us to see common characteristics in the sites
fortified by Josephus or which served as his bases (such as Migdal, Arbel, Beth
Maon), particularly their foundation or settlement by Jews in the Hasmonean
period. It appears that the population settled by the Hasmoneans in the region,
perhaps as part of an organized project,96was infused with Hasmonean ideology
(Ben Shalom 1993: 170–171; 303; 315) and, some five generations later, played
a central role in Jewish Revolt.
An additional question, perhaps related to the outcome of the revolt,
concerns the circumstances in which Tarichea lost its administrative status as
the capital of the toparchy. We have no sources specifically dealing with this,
but the absence of any reference to an administrative status of any sort later in
the Roman period led Avi-Yonah (1966: 111; 138) to suppose that following the
revolt or in the time of Hadrian, Tarichea lost its status and its territory was
placed under the control of Tiberias.
Urban Construction in the Literary Sources
Fortifications of the Town: It should first be noted that no remains of fortifica-
tions were uncovered in the excavations at the site. However, it must be recalled
that the various excavations focused upon the Franciscan compound and its
immediate surroundings at the center of the site, so that in any case, one would
not have expected to encounter peripheral fortifications. In any event, the town
wall is mentioned several times by Josephus and the detailed description of the
outflanking of the wall during the conquest of the town by Titus leaves no doubt
that the town was walled. It may reasonably be assumed that the town wall was
destroyed by the Romans following the bloody battle that led to the conquest of
the town and it appears that the destruction of the wall was part of the “rules of
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96 See Bar-Kochva 1977. For possible evidence for this settlement project, see Adan-
Bayewitz and Aviam 1997.
conquest” implemented by the Roman army.97 From Josephus’ remarks,
presented above, he would appear to have fortified the town, along with several
other settlements that he fortified prior to the revolt. Further information, at
least concerning his intention to fortify the town, is presented to us in connec-
tion with the rebellion that erupted against him in Tarichea in reaction to his
confiscation of a precious cargo that was stolen from a convoy belonging to
Agrippa and Berenice. Josephus attempts to extract himself from the angry mob
by calling to the inhabitants that he needed money because:
…ðüëéí á³óöáëßáò äåïìÝíçí êáé̀ ðñï̀ò êáôáóêåõç̀í ôåß÷ïõò ÷ñà́éæïõóáí á³ñãõñßïõ… ôá̀
÷ñÞìáôá ðñïåéëüìçí, ȩ́í õ²ìé~í ðåñéâÜëùìáé ôåé~÷ïò. (War 2, 606)
“…the city had to be put in a state of defence and that it was in lack of funds to construct
ramparts… I decided quietly to keep this money in order to encompass you with a
wall…”
This translation may suggest that Josephus strengthened existing defenses. It
should likewise be noted that in the description of the battle itself, Josephus
noted once more that the city was fortified by him, however, its fortifications
were not as strong as those of Tiberias, whose wall was built in the early days of
the revolt, when he had access to abundant resources, while Tarichea was forced
to make due with leftovers (War 3, 464–465).
Shatzman (1991: 266), noted that the capitals of toparchies: Jerusalem,
Herodion, Jericho and Sepphoris, were fortified in Herod’s day and had garri-
sons and proposed that other capitals of toparchies, including Tarichea, were
also fortified by Herod (or perhaps, even before his time). One may thus assume
that Tarichea was fortified prior to Josephus’ day and that his words concerning
fortification of the city and making due with leftovers suggest strengthening an
already existing fortification. If this assumption is correct, it strengthens the
impression concerning the urban character of the settlement. Such elements
were found mainly in urban contexts and were rare in Roman period villages.
Hippodrome: Josephus mentions the hippodrome of Tarichea (War 2, 599;
Life 132). This was probably not a built hippodrome such as those known
throughout the Roman Empire, but an open field for races typical of the Helle-
nistic and the Early Roman period (Humphrey 1986: 5–11; 530). In either case,
however, it shows something about the leisure culture of the inhabitants, which
had a clearly urban flavor.
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97 At nearby Tiberias, for example, Josephus notes that despite the city opening its gates to
Vespasian, he only refrained from destroying its walls after the intervention and at the request
of Agrippa (and that only after he had destroyed part of the southern wall in order to open “a
broad passage for his soldiers” [War 3, 453–461]). Also at Gush ¡alav, the Romans destroyed
a portion of the walls after the city opened its gates to them (War 4, 112–120), while Yodefat,
which, like Tarichea, did not open its gates, was destroyed to its foundations with its wall (War
3, 336–339).
The Urban Character as Reflected in Archaeological Findings
An agoranomos weight of the first century CE found upon the surface of the site
was attributed by Qedar to the market of Tiberias (Qedar 1986–87: 31),98
however, in accord with our proposal to see Tarichea as a settlement with a
network of urban facilities, it may be proposed that such weights belonged to
the local market supervision, a clear urban function.
Two additional urban characteristics are a paved central plaza surrounded by
colonnades covering an area of approx. 900 sq. m., dated by coins found in the
foundations to the early first century CE (Corbo 1978), as well as a water supply
system that includes an aqueduct and storage installations, founded apparently
during the Early Roman period (Corbo 1976: 360; Loffreda 1976: 342). A bath-
house, located in the center of the site also fits this urban character although
bathhouses may also be found in rural contexts.
The stylized and elaborated spring-house erected in the first century BCE
(Corbo 1974: 19–32; Netzer 1987), is a typical urban structure. A pillared
monument upon a rock in the lake next to the settlement – perhaps a lighthouse
conceivably giving the settlement its name, Migdal (“tower”), should be added
to this list (Galili et al. 1991: 161–162). Construction projects like the above are
unknown in the rural sector in the region during this period. The organizational
ability and the extensive financing required to undertake such projects would
have required local administrative supervision and perhaps even external
sources of funding and supports the assumption that this settlement had a
clearly urban character.
Summary: Although Tarichea of the Early Roman period was not a polis in the
full political, economic and architectural sense of this concept, it nonetheless
had clear urban qualities that set it apart from contemporary large central
villages, and place it among the towns.
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98 Translation of the inscription upon the weight reads: (side A) – Year forty three of the
great king Agrippa (our) lord (according to Ala Stein, the correct reading is “year twenty
three…” see, Kushnir-Stein 2002: 131 no. 32). (side B) – (In the term of office of the)
agoranomoi Iaesaias (son of) Mathias and Aianimos (son of?) Monimos. Qedar believed that
the Agrippa in question is Agrippa II, however since it is not at all clear if he reigned 43 years
(i.e., until year 98 or 103 CE), Qedar proposed that the date indicated does not reflect the years
of his reign, rather, the 43rd year since the founding of Tiberias (61/2 CE). According to the
chronicler Fotius (ninth century), who perhaps relied upon a lost chronicle of Justus of Tiberias
(see Stern 1974–84 vol. 2: 333), Agrippa II died in the third year of Trajan’s rule, that is, in 100
CE, however this has not been accepted by all scholars (see Schürer 1973–87 vol.1: 481 n.
45–47). An additional difficulty in establishing a chronology for Agrippa is the fact that on his
coins, apparently two systems were used for indicating the year of his rule, one beginning in 49
CE in Paneas (Kushnir-Stein 2002) and the second beginning in 61 CE (Meshorer 2001: 107;
114). This confusion makes it difficult to determine whether his latest coins were minted in
88/89 (Stein) or in 95/6 (Meshorer).
The New Testament: Dalman (1935: 128) proposed that the region ÄáëìáíïõèÜ
(Dalmanoutha), along the Sea of Galilee mentioned inMark 8:10 is a corruption
of the nameMigdal Nunya. The same story appears inMatthew 15:39 where the
place is calledÌáãáäáí (Magadan), a name much closer to Magdala.
Ìáñßá Þ Ìáãäáëçíç (Mary Magdalene) is referred to several times in the
New Testament and Christian tradition identifiesMajdal as her place of origin.99
Ruf (1995: 44) believed that the epithet Magdalene, which lacks relevance for
Migdal itself, shows that at the time of the events in the Gospels, Mary was no
longer living at Migdal.
The fact that Migdal itself is not mentioned in the Gospels in direct relation
to Jesus’s orMary’s activities but only as an epithet added toMary’s name could
explain why there are few traditions of sanctity attached to this place in Chris-
tianity and why it is mentioned less in pilgrims’ accounts than other nearby
places such as Tab¢a, Capernaum and Kursi.
It is important to note that neither Eusebius in the Onomasticon (written
around the early fourth century [Freeman-Grenville et al. 2003: 3]), nor Jerome
in his Latin edition of that work (edited around the end of the same century),
mention Migdal on the shore of the Sea of Galilee at all in the entry for
Ìáãáäáí. Both locate this site next to Jerash in present-day Jordan, despite
Matthew specifically speaking of èÜëáóóáí ôçò ÃáëéëÜéáò (the Sea of Galilee)
as the place where the events took place, and stating that Jesus arrived at the
area ofÌáãáäáí by boat. This is even more surprising in view of the familiarity
with the site and its sanctity among Christian pilgrims of the Byzantine era,
evidenced by the monastery at the site and testimonies of pilgrims (see below).
This fact is probably related to the decline of the settlement at Migdal during the
Late Roman period. Perhaps it had declined to such an extent that Eusebius
never heard of it and it may also be connected with Eusebius’ limited familiarity
with the eastern Galilee (Notley and Safrai 2004: 128).100 It is also likely that the
monastery at the site was erected only after the time of Eusebius and Jerome,
based upon the local traditions with which they were unfamiliar, though an
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99 In another context, Bar-Kochva (2002: 21 n. 34) maintained that the form of the ending
íç is a suffix used for districts and accordingly, the meaning is “Maria from the district of
Migdal”; this is possible against the background of a proposal that at least during the Early
Roman period, Migdal was the capital of a toparchy. However, such a suffix is also utilized to
denote a city of origin, as is seen in the burial inscription of Áííáò èõãÜô[ñïò] Ìáèéèßá
ÂéóáñçíÞ (¡annah daughter of Mattathias of Beth She‘arim). See Avi-Yonah and Schwabe
1942: 31.
100 The fact that the sites in the center of the country, which Eusebius apparently knew first
hand, received more up-to-date descriptions than those in other regions was noted by Wallace-
Hadrill (1960: 205). The fact that Eusebius does not, in fact, know anything about nearby
Bethsaida led the researchers there to propose that abandonment of the settlement before his
time or unfamiliarity with the region were the possible reasons (Smith 2004).
absence of data from excavations of the monastery does not allow us to estab-
lish the date of its foundation at present.
Rabbinic Literature: The form Migdal Nunya first appears in the B (Pesa¢im
46a) and in Palestinian piyyutim of the Byzantine period based upon the list of
Priestly Courses, however, it is not found at all in Palestinian rabbinic literature,
where it appears as Migdal or Magdala. Apparently the name Tarichea reflects a
Greek form of Migdal Nunya and it seems that in the New Testament as well,
there is an echo of the form Migdal Nunya, making it peculiar that this form
does not appear in Palestinian rabbinic literature. Probably this large and impor-
tant site, which lies at a central place on the shore of the Sea of Galilee and on
the Roman road from Tiberias northward, was simply called Magdala, which is
the Aramaic shortened form containing the definite article (“the tower”) that
appears many times in rabbinic literature.101 On the other hand, the poetic style
of the lists of the Priestly Courses and the piyyutim preserved the full name of
the settlement: Migdal Nunya.102
Two rabbinic literary sources mention a synagogue at Migdal. The first deals
with R. Shim‘on Bar Yo¢ai, the earliest figure in rabbinic literature mentioned
in relation to Migdal (ca. mid-second century). After the famous legend of his
activity purifying Tiberias from its uncleanliness, it is told that:
éëãã éçåé øá àä :øîåà àìãâîã àøôñ é÷ðéîã àì÷ òîùå àìãâîã àúùéðë éîå÷ øáò ÷ôðã ïî
.úåîöò ìù ìâ äùòð ãéîå äéá ìëúñàå ééåðééò àìú ?äúéåä ïééðéîä ïî àìå äéì 'îà .àéøáè
When he left (Tiberias), he passed in front of the synagogue of Magdala and heard the
voice of Minkai the scribe of Magdala, saying (i.e., criticizing): ‘Here is Bar Yo¢ai who
purified Tiberias’. He (R. Shim‘on) said to him: ‘Were you not with us when the vote
was taken’? He cast his eyes and looked at him and (the scribe) immediately became a
heap of bones.103
The aggadic character of this tradition makes it difficult to draw a clear conclu-
sion concerning the existence of a synagogue at Migdal around the mid-second
century CE. In any event, the criticism of the scribe of Migdal regarding the
purification of Tiberias in this legend is interesting. Above we pointed to the
hostility between the inhabitants of Migdal and Tiberias in the Early Roman
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101 On the other hand, less central places called Migdal (Migdal ªab‘aya, Migdal Gader,
Migdal Mal¢a, among others) generally appear in full so as to differentiate them from one
another.
102 Use of the Hebrew forms of settlement names are more characteristic of the tannaitic
layers of rabbinic literature, while the amoraic layers generally utilize Aramaic forms. All of
the names of settlements in the list of the Courses are in the more ancient Hebrew form (except
for Migdal Nunya itself, which sounds Aramaic). One might add the use of the early form
«fwrym rather than «ypwry, a form that appears in a halakhah that apparently belongs to the
Second Temple period (Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997: 467). Possibly, the compiler of the list of
Courses wished to give it an ancient touch and therefore utilized archaic expressions.
period, as reflected in the writings of Josephus, and we proposed that it is
connected among other things, with the Hasmonean roots of Migdal and its
inhabitants as opposed to the Herodian and to a certain extent, pro-Roman
settlement at Tiberias. This rabbinic tradition, which reflects a much later
period, may suggest a continuation of this tension between these two settle-
ments.
A second source of special interest is Y Megillah 3, 1, 73d:
ïåì øîà ?úøçà úñðëä úéáá úåðáìå åæ úñðë úéáî íéðáà ç÷éì åäî :éîéà 'øì ïåìàù éàðùééá
'øì ïåìàù ééàìãâåî :øîà ïåéøåâ 'ø .ùôð úîâåò éðôî àìà éîéà 'ø øñà àì åáìç 'ø øîà .øåñà
åìéôà :éîéà 'ø éøåä .øéñà ïåì øîà ?úøçà øéòá úåðáìå åæ øéòî íéðáà ç÷éì åäî :ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù
.íå÷îä åúåà ïáøåç éðôî øåñà äáøòîì äçøæîî
The people of Beth Shean asked R. Ami: “What is (the law) with regard to the taking of
stones from this synagogue for the use in the building of another synagogue?” He said
to them: “It is forbidden.” R.¡elbo said: “R. Ami only forbade this because of sorrow.”
R. Gorion said: The people of Migdal asked R. Shim‘on b. Lakish: “What is (the law)
with regard to the taking of stones from (a dilapidated synagogue) from this town for
use in the building (of a different synagogue) in another town?” He said to them: “It is
forbidden.” R. Ami had taught: “Even from the eastern to the western (side of the city) it
is forbidden because of the destruction (that would be evident) at that site (where the
synagogue once stood).”
Unlike the previous source, this tradition deals with a concrete halakhic ques-
tion, which makes it easier for us to rely upon it as a historical source. From the
question posed by people ofMigdal to R. Shim‘on ben Lakish, one may surmise
that in the second half of the third century CE there was a destroyed synagogue
in the town, the stones of which they wished to utilize to construct a synagogue
in another town. It is interesting that in the numerous surveys conducted at the
site in recent decades, no evidence of a monumental synagogue was found, a
peculiar fact considering the size and importance of this settlement.104 Later in
the passage, R. Ami (ca. 290–320) states that “even from east to west it is
forbidden,” however it is not clear if this too concerns the question posed by the
people of Migdal, which could, perhaps, show that some of the settlement was
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103 Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana 11, 16 (Mandelbaum edition, p. 193); and with minor changes, Y
Shevi‘it 9, 1, 38d, where a synagogue is not mentioned; Qohelet Rabbah 10, 8; and with more
major changes, Genesis Rabbah 79, 18 (p. 941–945). For comparison between the sources and
an extensive discussion of the entire story, see Levine 1978. Levine proposed that the criticism
of the purification of Tiberias in the tradition reflects the tension between that city and
Sepphoris, against the background of the conflict between these two cities over supremacy in
Galilee. He proposes that the absence of Sepphoris in the tradition was a literary device
intended to place the criticism of Sepphoris in the mouths of others (ibid. pp. 175–178 and n.
144).
104 As stated, the structure that the excavators identified as “a small synagogue” was in fact a
spring-house (Netzer 1987).
destroyed or abandoned and that its inhabitants wished to move the synagogue
to the part that survived.
Aside from R. Shim‘on ben Lakish, other Palestinian amoraim of the second
generation (ca. third quarter of the third century) are mentioned in relation to
Migdal, as in this well-known story in Y Horayot 3, 1, 47a:
çìù .ñòëå äàéùð äãåé 'ø òîù ...äùìùìù ïéã úéáá åúåà ïé÷ìî àèçù àéùð :øîà ùé÷ì ùéøå
...àéèéç øôëã äãá ïéøîã úéàå àìãâåîã àãá ÷øòå ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù 'ø úé ñôúéîì ïééúåâ
And Resh Lakish said: ‘A Nasi (Patriarch) who sinned – they administer lashes to him
by the decision of a court of three (judges)’… R. Yehuda Nesi’ah (the Patriarch) heard
(this ruling) and was outraged. He sent (a troop of) Gothes to catch R. Shim‘on ben
Lakish. (R. Shim‘on ben Lakish) fled to Magdala, and some say, it was to Kefar
¡ittaya.105
It is worth noting that both Migdal and Kefar ¡ittaya, the “refuge” of R.
Shim‘on in the different versions, are settlements that, according to archaeolog-
ical evidence, were founded or settled by Jews during the Hasmonean period. It
appears that in this tradition as well, there is suggestion of the ongoing tension
between Tiberias, represented here by the seat of the patriarchate (which, of
course, was not only located at Tiberias but also maintained close ties with the
Roman administration) and Migdal, which represents, at least to the minds of
the creators of the tradition, an alternative, “Hasmonean” tradition and opposi-
tion to pro-Roman ideas.
Another sage of the second generation of Palestinian amoraim, R. Yi«¢ak of
Magdala, is mentioned on several occasions in Genesis Rabbah and in the B,
however he does not appear in the Y.
The latest certain personage mentioned in relation to Migdal is R. Yudan of
Magdala of the fourth generation of Palestinian amoraim (ca. 320–350).106
Priestly Courses and Piyyutim: Migdal Nunya appears in the list of Priestly
Courses in relation to the twentieth course of Jehezekel. In one of three frag-
ments of inscriptions of the Priestly Courses from the synagogue at Caesarea,
Avi-Yonah (1962: 139) completed the fragmentary text as follows:
çéìî[î øéæç äøùò òáù úøîùî]
úøöð [õöéôä äøùò äðåîù úøîùî]
[áøò] äìëà [äéçúô äøùò òùú úøîùî]
[àéðåð] ìãâ[î ìà÷æçé íéøùò úøîùî]
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105 According to the Leiden Ms., and with minor changes also in Y Sanhedrin 2, 1, 19d.
106 In Y ‘Eruvin 4, 3, 21d, R. ¡unah mentions Magdala and Tiberias in regard to their
Sabbath limits, however, this name is shared by two Palestinian amoraim, one belonging to the
third generation (290–320) and one belonging to the fifth (mid-fourth century; see Albeck
1969: 232, 387), and it is not possible to decide which of them was intended here.
Fragments of the inscription were found in secondary use and amid piles of
debris (Avi-Yonah 1962: 137) and were dated to the third-fourth century by
Avi-Yonah on the basis of paleographic considerations. These paleographic
considerations, however, are quiet doubtful regarding inscriptions engraved on
stone. The Course of Jehezekel and Migdal Nunya are mentioned in several
piyyutim composed in Palestine, apparently at the end of the sixth or beginning
of the seventh century onward, however, from most of them, we cannot obtain
historical data about the settlement at the time the piyyutim were composed.107
In R. El‘azar Qallir’s piyyut ’ykh yšvh ¢v«lt ha-šrwn (ïåøùä úìöáç äáùé äëéà)
(early seventh century; see Fleischer 1984/5: 406) there appears:
äéðàå äéðàúá / äéðàë éúøòñä éë äàø
äéðåð ìãâî / äéåðçî äòðå / äéåðî çáèì ïàöë éúãòå
Probably, by his inclusion of ’nyh (boat) in the piyyut, the writer provides an
indication of the settlement on the shore of the Sea of Galilee, which can show a
familiarity with the geography of the area. As we have seen, it appears that at
the time of the composition of the piyyutim, there was no longer a Jewish
community at Migdal and on the ruins of the town, abandoned during the course
of the fourth century, a monastery was constructed in the Byzantine period. In
other words, the paytanim were not relating to a contemporary community or
settlement.
Church Fathers and Christian Pilgrims: The site is absent from the fourth-
century writings of Eusebius and Jerome. During the sixth century Migdal is
mentioned in Theodosius’ Topography of the Holy Land, a work apparently
based upon imperial administrative lists of roads. Aside from mentioning the
distance of two miles from Tiberias and noting the birth of Mary there, there are
no details concerning the site (Wilkinson 2002: 9, 103).
In the seventh or eighth century CE, the monk Epiphaneus, in a description
of a journey he made along the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, mentioned a
village at Tabgha (?) where the Church of the Heptapegon is located. However,
at the next site, two miles to the south, the writer noted “a church containing the
house of the Magdalene at the place called Magdala” without mentioning the
existence of a village there (Wilkinson 2002: 214). This laconic description and
the numerous alterations and additions this travel log suffered (ibid.: 20), do not
allow us to reach any clear conclusions.
The Village of Magdalom between Tiberias and Capernaum is mentioned in
a description of the journey of Willibald, dated to the eighth century (Wright
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107 For example, in the piyyut on the Courses by R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen, who was active in the
second half of the eighth century, there is a reference to the “Course of Jehezekel Migdal
Nunya” both in the title and at the side of the page of the twentieth verse. See Elizur 2004: 639.
1969: 16), though this source is likewise full of alterations that prevent us from
reaching reliable conclusions.108
Summary of Historical Sources: Migdal-Tarichea first appears in literary
sources of the first century BCE, corresponding with the most ancient archaeo-
logical remains found at the site, which are only slightly earlier. Within a short
time, the settlement achieved its status as foremost in the region, including
certain privileges, urban construction, culture and leisure facilities as well as
demographically. It appears that the rapid development of the settlement stems
from its location on the main road and perhaps the presence of a nearby Roman
military camp. Excavations show the height of monumental urban construction
at the site during the Early Roman period. In the anti-Roman and anti-Herodian
uprising in the region in the first century BCE the site served as a base for
supporters of Aristobulus the Hasmonean and perhaps also for his Parthian
allies. During the first century CE, the settlement played a key role in the Jewish
Revolt, serving as the center of strength and support of Josephus; it appears that
this support came mainly from the numerous refugees flooding the city. A huge
massacre accompanied the conquest of the city by Vespasian and Titus,
however the city itself was not destroyed and it appears that most of those killed
were refugees who played an active role in the fighting. The settlement is
mentioned several times in rabbinic literature in relation to second, third and
early fourth century CE figures, however aside frommentioning a synagogue at
the site, these sources shed no light on the character of the settlement during
those centuries. The settlement is mentioned in the list of the Priestly Courses,
whose period of editing and historical interpretation are disputed. In any event,
it appears that at the time of the composition of piyyutim based on this list
during the later Byzantine period, the place, except for a monastic compound,
was no longer settled.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 448 identifiable sherds)
In the survey, the site was divided into three separate collection areas:
A. Channel cut by the Salt-Water Carrier – this channel crosses the site from
north to south and its average depth below the surface is approx. 1.5 m. In
effect, this channel constitutes an archaeological “section” extending for
hundreds of meters that crosses the entire site and hundreds of sherds were
collected from it.
B. The area that encompasses the Franciscan compound. The main finds were
from the north and west of the compound, while we succeeded in collecting
little pottery to the south and east (along the shoreline).
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108 For example, Willibald does not note a church at either Migdal or Capernaum, but does
tell that he visited a church at Beth Saida and at the church of Chorazim…
C. West of Route 90 up to the foot of the sharp eastern escarpment of Mt. Arbel.
Analysis of the breakdown of pottery according to collection area shows that
the extent of the settlement westward, west of Route 90, occurred mainly
during the Early and Middle Roman periods. The Late Roman finds from
this area are relatively few and Byzantine finds are entirely absent.
The sparse Byzantine finds at the site were found almost entirely in the area of
the Monastery compound. The Medieval settlement was limited, centered
mainly in the northwestern part of the site.
It is also important to note the difference between the relatively large number
of Early Roman period types from the section of the National Water Carrier and
the relatively small number among the finds from the other collection areas.
This increase in earlier finds below the surface in comparison with finds from
the surface was also observed at sites where we conducted shovel tests.
From the numismatic finds from the various excavations conducted at the
site (below), the beginning of settlement emerges as the end of the Hellenistic
period, around the end of the second/beginning of the first century BCE. The
quantity of Hellenistic finds (5% of the finds) corresponds with the proposed
start of settlement towards the end of that period. The absence of the dominant
Early Hellenistic types and the abundance of the Long Rim SJ, attributed to the
end of that period, also support this proposal. The settlement appears to have
peaked in size during the Early (29% of the finds) and Middle (32%) Roman
periods. Late Roman period finds (30%) show a slight drop in comparison to the
preceding period. In view of the fact that this period marks the end of settlement
in most parts of the site, and the relative paucity of types characteristic of the
fourth century (KH4d, KH4e, Diamond Rim jars and particularly the paucity of
type KH1e, which constitutes only 13.5% of the finds in comparison to other
Late Roman period sites at which it generally constitutes between a third to half
of the finds),109 it appears that the sharp decline of this large settlement started at
the late third/early fourth century. This conclusion is supported by the numis-
matic finds (see below).
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Graph 15: Diagnostic sherds
fromMigdal. Total=448
109 The virtual absence of vessels of types appearing from the mid-fourth century resulted in
attribution of intermediate type KH1e in the graph entirely to the Late Roman period.
Of the large pottery collection (448 identifiable sherds!), only 13 (2.9%) are
of types that must be later than the mid-fourth century CE and they belong to all
of the Byzantine sub-periods. The data concerning 96 coins uncovered in the
various excavations at the site were processed by D. Syon, who generously
allowed us to use his results. 67 coins from this collection were published by
Corbo (20012). The coins appear in a table divided into centuries, having been
classified according to the primary century of their production, for example,
coins of Jannaeus (103–76 BCE) have been placed in the first century BCE;
those of Trajan (98–117 CE) have been placed in the second century CE, etc.
Five city coins classified by Corbo and Syon as first-second centuries CE have
been divided between these centuries. Beyond the number of coins, which
permits statistical analysis, the importance of the collection is in it having origi-
nated in several excavations carried out in different parts of the site. Examina-
tion of the numismatic finds divided by century presented in the following table
emphasizes the decline in settlement at the site.
2nd c. 1st c. 1st c. 2nd c. 3rd c. Late Roman 4th c. 5th c. 6th c. 7th c.
BCE BCE CE CE CE unclassified CE CE CE CE
1 17 20 18 10 14 5 0 2 9
Aside from a single coin dated to the third century (Severus Alexander 222–235
CE), the remainder of the coins from salvage excavations at the site belong to
the first century BCE-second century CE. Except for three, all of the coins from
the fourth-seventh centuries from the Franciscans’ excavations as well as coins
classified by Corbo as “Late Roman,” were found in a limited portion of Area E
(Corbo 1976: 372–377). In addition, all the coins classified as fourth century
belong to the first half of that century (Constantine I, 308–324 CE).
Comparison between the data in the table of coins and the graph of sherds
shows great similarity in the results and strengthens the view that there was a
sharp decline in settlement at the site around the end of the third/beginning of
the fourth century. Corbo and Loffreda’s conclusion, based upon their extensive
excavations at the site, was that the buildings of the city were abandoned early
in the fourth century, except for a pool in Area E that remained in use and a
monastery that was constructed in the southern part of the site during the
Byzantine period (Corbo and Loffreda 1976: 9).
Estimate of site size in dunams
Late H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
41–60 Over 90 Over 90 41–60 4–10 – – 0.5–3
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Summary: The foundation of Migdal in the Hasmonean period may explain its
involvement in anti-Roman activity over a lengthy period, as it appears that the
Zealot-Hasmonean ideology was adhered to by at least a part of the population
of the city, at least up to the First Jewish Revolt. The settlement was established
upon the important route along the western shore of the Sea of Galilee in the
south of the fertile Genessar Valley. The favorable conditions resulted in it
becoming the most important settlement in the region during the first century
BCE. Its importance and status as capital of the toparchy, which is documented
around the mid-first century CE, is probably much earlier than this documenta-
tion and perhaps related to Hasmonean administrative division; however we
have no sources relating to this. The status of capital of an independent toparchy
is documented over 30 years after the establishment of the capital of the Galilee
at nearby Tiberias. Reading Josephus’ description carefully, one notes the
tension and perhaps even hostility between the people of Migdal and those of
Tiberias who identified more with the Herodian administration. The settlement
is located in a plain without strategic advantage, something shared by many
settlements created during that period. It is likely that the settlement was forti-
fied even before Josephus, perhaps by the Hasmoneans or by Herod as part of
his policy of fortifying the centers of his toparchies, which did not prevent
Josephus from adding it to the list of cities that he himself fortified… In
Josephus’ description there is, in fact, no evidence of the destruction of the
settlement at the time of its conquest by the Romans during the Jewish Revolt,
and from the survey, it emerges that the settlement remained stable throughout
the Early and Middle Roman periods. The preliminary publication of the Fran-
ciscans excavation results in their compound at the center of the site (approx. 10
dunams) offers no evidence for damage at that time. This publication, as well as
the salvage excavations at the site, further reveal that, except for the monastic
compound in the southern part of the site, the rest of the settlement is primarily
first century BCE to fourth century CE. These data correspond to the findings of
the survey, which indicate the Early and Middle Roman periods as the peak of
settlement of the site and the Late Roman period as a time of decline leading to
nearly complete cessation of settlement at the site during the fourth century.
It appears that from the Early Byzantine period onward, there was no ordi-
nary settlement at the site and the presence there consisted of the monastery
established during the Byzantine period (apparently, in a late phase of that
period), where the house of Mary Magdalene was identified.
Despite the extensive excavations, descriptions of travelers who visited here
and intensive surveys conducted at the site in recent generations, there is no
evidence at the site of a monumental synagogue. This stands out even more
against the background of the fact that this is the largest site in the entire survey
area and against the background of the urban character of Migdal during the
Early/Middle Roman period that we have discussed in detail. This site thus
joins several other large sites at which monumental synagogue buildings are
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lacking, and which share in common cessation of settlement or marked decline
in settlement during the Late Roman period.
We have dealt above with the source from YMegillah concerning the ques-
tion of the people of Migdal whether it is permissible to take the stones of a
synagogue “from this city and to build in another.” This question suggests the
existence of a synagogue there – however it appears that there was no monu-
mental public structure – rather something that would be difficult to distinguish
among the architectural ruins and the dwellings at the site.
Beyond the question of the synagogue, this tradition appears in a new light in
view of the settlement-history conclusions and it seems to reflect the situation at
Migdal around the second half of the third century, when its (former?) inhabit-
ants wished to move the synagogue to another settlement! This seemingly
casual tradition, which combines a discussion concerning the sanctity of the
synagogue and its appurtenances, bears an indication of the sharp decline of the




Kul‘at Ibn Man ïòî ïáà úòì÷
Map ref.: 1968/2477; Elevation: 100 m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic, dating to
Ottoman period; Type of site: large group of caves containing building remains
and quarried spaces; remains of Ottoman period fortress, apparently upon
ancient fortification at entrance to central caves; Site area: several groups of
caves at different levels along approx. 300-m. stretch of cliff; Topography: cliff
and cliff base atop steep slope above Wadi Arbel, at foot of summit of Mt.
Arbel; Arable land: in Arbel Valley – reddish-brown and brownish black
basaltic grumusol covering very extensive flat alluvial areas; in Wadi Arbel –
terra rossa on steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘Ein Arbel in Wadi Arbel,
approx. 600 m. from center of cave cluster; difficult access;Water installations:
approximately 20 plastered cisterns scattered in cave complexes, three of which
are miqva’ot; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: Extensive remains of Ottoman period fortress, incorporating ashlars
with marginal dressing characteristic of Late Hellenistic/Early Roman period in
secondary use; east of Ottoman fortress is a wall corner built of ashlars with
marginal dressing, demarcating a large quarried hall; lintel bearing relief depict-
ing lions was in the past incorporated in entrance to fortress (today at the
Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem); it may have originated at one of the syna-
gogue buildings of the vicinity; a coin of Alexander Jannaeus, a Mamluk coin,
arrowheads and ancient metal nails on the slope beneath the entrance to the caves;
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Natural fortification: Access to caves is difficult, well controlled from
entrances of caves and possible only by climbing from below;
Proximity to roads: Above Wadi Arbel route (B3) and approx. 1.5 km. west of
Roman road west of Sea of Galilee (R2).
Prior surveys and studies: Z. Ilan surveyed the cave assemblages and noted
building remains, miqva’ot, a Hellenistic coin, two Hasmonean coins, a
Byzantine coin and noted that the use of “caves of refuge,” as he defines them,
continued during the Byzantine and Ottoman periods. Ilan was also the first to
identify the style of construction typical of the Second Temple period and
proposed that a fortress already stood here during the Hellenistic or Early
Roman period (Ilan and Izdarechet 1988: 200–207; Ilan 1989–902).
Identification: Ilan (ibid.) proposes that these caves are part of the cave
complexes noted in Josephus in reference to the rebellions during Herod’s reign
and the First Jewish Revolt.
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 122 identifiable sherds)
Numerous building remains, reservoirs, miqva’ot, small finds and a consider-
able amount of pottery scattered in front of and at the foot of the cave openings
attest to intensive activity and permanent settlement in this group of caves
during certain periods. In the absence of pottery clearly earlier than the Helle-
nistic period, the intensive activity here appears to have begun only in that
period. The Hellenistic period pottery, the most dominant (31% of the finds),
corresponds to the Seleucid and Hasmonean coins found at the site.110 Over a
third of the Hellenistic finds are Long Rim SJ jars typical in Jewish settlement
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Fig. 78: Kul‘at Ibn Man: arrowhead
110 Absence of clear Persian period pottery indicates that the intermediate Persian/Hellenis-
tic types probably belong to the Hellenistic period.
areas from approximately the early first century BCE. Intensive activity is also
apparent here during the Early (26%) andMiddle (19.6%) Roman period, while
a sharp decline in activity is noted during the Late Roman period (5.7%). There
is not a single sherd that must be dated to the Early Byzantine period. Sparse
activity here was noted for the Middle Byzantine period (5.7%), which
strengthens during the Late Byzantine period (11.5%).
These cave assemblages are not similar in terms of their function to ordinary
civilian settlements, and it is difficult to compare them with other sites in terms
of settlement hierarchy. Nonetheless, because of archaeological evidence of
continuous settlement here over several periods and finds indicative of the
caves having served as permanent dwellings during some of these periods, we
decided to evaluate their size in terms of possible population.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
4–10 4–10 4–10 0.5–3 – – 0.5–3 0.5–3
Discussion: The dominance of Hellenistic period pottery together with coins
and ashlars of masonry characteristic of the Hasmonean and Early Roman
period, create the impression that there was some sort of fortress here – possibly
Hasmonean or Herodian.111 This proposal appears even more acceptable in
view of Josephus’ tendency to select previously fortified sites for “fortifica-
tion.” The question of why Josephus did not fortify Arbel itself, one of the larg-
est and most important settlements in the region during the Early Roman period,
becomes clear in view of the conclusion that there had been an existing fortifi-
cation near the settlement. The most likely place for the “Cave of [the village
of] Arbel” which Josephus fortified is here, in the vicinity of Kul‘at Ibn Man.
As we shall see below, there is also evidence for intensive activity at the western
group of caves [Site 36] during the Early Roman period. It appears that in the
preparation for the revolt, various cave complexes were readied, as also
emerges from the parallel in Josephus, where he mentions the “caves around the
Lake of Genessar.” It is also worth noting the differences in Josephus’ terminol-
ogy: Josephus notes that the fortification of Antigonus’ supporters against
Herod took place “in caves very near the village called Arbel” – caves that we
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111 On Hasmonean fortifications in the Galilee, see Shatzman 1991: 83–87. The strong oppo-
sition to Herod in the Galilee during the early years of his reign led Shatzman (ibid.: 260) to
propose that he certainly held fortifications throughout the Galilee. If this was the case, a
Herodian fortification in the vicinity of Arbel appears most likely in view of the strong opposi-
tion to his rule that found expression both during the battle at Arbel and among the rebels seek-
ing refuge in the caves of Arbel.
propose to identify with the western cave complex. The site fortified in prepara-
tion for the First Jewish Revolt, is referred to as the “cave of [the village of]
Arbel” – and here the reference is apparently to the eastern complex of caves,
where there appears to have already been an actual fortress.
The significant Early Roman finds might support the assumption that these
caves indeed served as places of refuge for rebels during the First Jewish
Revolt, however, this cannot be proven and there is a considerable amount of
pottery from other periods as well.
Despite the decline of finds from the Late Roman and Early Byzantine peri-
ods, it appears that activities were renewed during the Middle Byzantine period
and strengthened further during the Late Byzantine period (sixth-seventh centu-
ries), as evidenced by the imports from this period. This anomaly may indicate
Christian monastic activity in the caves at the end of the Byzantine period, as
shall be discussed below [Site 36].
Site No. 36
19–24/57/36
Arbel Caves West áøòî ìáøà úåøòî
Map ref.: 1958/2472; Elevation: 20 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: name of nearby
site; Type of site: group of caves on three levels; signs of quarrying and build-
ing; Site area: dense group of caves along a 200 m. stretch; 1 km. from eastern
group of caves around Kul‘at Ibn Man [Site 35]; Topography: cliff and base of
cliff at top of steep slope above Wadi Arbel; Nearest water source: ‘Ein Arbel,
approx. 800 m. down the wadi; difficult access; Water installations: two quar-
ried and plastered reservoirs, one stepped – perhaps a miqveh; Finds: arrow-
head, nails, 3 Hasmonean coins, Early Roman coin, Late Byzantine bulla
depicting Mary and Jesus, Crusader coin; Natural fortification: access to caves
is difficult, easily controlled from the caves and possible only by climbing from
below;
Proximity to roads: Above Wadi Arbel route (B3) and approx. 2.5 km. from
Roman road west of Sea of Galilee (R2); Finds from other periods: Middle
Bronze, Iron, Persian and Early Islamic.
Prior surveys and studies: Ilan (1988: 200; 1989–902: 14–15) surveyed the cave
complex and noted the quarried ancient silos and Late Roman and Byzantine
pottery. Ilan further noted that the preparation of the caves indicates their use as
permanent dwellings.
Identification: Due to the proximity of the ruins of Arbel, Ilan (ibid.) proposes
to identify them with the “caves of Arbel” referred to by Josephus.
* * *
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Historical Analysis (sample size: 128 identifiable sherds)
The pottery finds point to activity in the caves as early as the Iron Age. Sparse
finds from the Persian period may indicate that some of the intermediate
Persian/Hellenistic types belong to the Persian period.
The most significant activity in this cave complex occurred during the Helle-
nistic period (48% of the finds) and this large quantity of pottery corresponds to
the Hasmonean numismatic finds from the site. It should be noted that half of
the Hellenistic pottery belongs to the Long Rim SJ types attributed to the end of
the Hellenistic period. There is reduced, though significant activity during the
Early Roman period (19%) and a sharp decline in the Middle and Late Roman
periods (11% and 3% respectively). There is not a single sherd unequivocally
dated to the Early or Middle Byzantine period, in contrast to seven imported
vessels belonging to the Late Byzantine period. All of the local Byzantine
pottery has thus been attributed to the Late Byzantine period (constituting a
total of 18.7% of the finds) and it appears that the activity here continued during
the Early Islamic period as well.
As stated, these cave assemblages are not similar in terms of their function to
ordinary civilian settlements and it is difficult to compare them to other sites in
terms of their place in the hierarchy of settlements. Nonetheless, as the archaeo-
logical evidence indicates continuous settlement here through several periods
and the finds attest to the caves having served as permanent dwellings during
certain periods, we decided to evaluate their size in terms of possible popula-
tion.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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4–10 0.5–3 0.5–3 – – – – – – – –
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Fig. 79: Arbel Caves West: arrowheads
Discussion: The dominance of the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman finds
suggests that the preparation of the caves as dwellings and the quarrying of
reservoirs were carried out during those periods. This group is the most likely
candidate for “the caves very near the village called Arbel” where the support-
ers of Antigonus against Herod’s army found refuge. It is likely that the prepara-
tions for the First Jewish Revolt included, aside from the eastern complex of
caves, this complex as well, which fits Josephus’ reference to “the caves around
the Lake of Genessar.” Likewise, preparation of the caves, apparently at the end
of the Hellenistic/beginning of the Early Roman period, corresponds with our
conclusion that Josephus’ fortifications were restorations or reuse of sites that
had already been fortified. The finds from the Early Roman period certainly
attest to activity here during that period and lend some support to the proposal
that these caves served as a hide-out during the revolt, though there is no
unequivocal evidence of that.
Following a lengthy hiatus in activity, significant activity was renewed
during the Late Byzantine period (sixth-seventh centuries). A lead bulla found
here bears a portrait of Mary nursing Jesus on one side and a cross in relief on
the other, and is dated to the sixth-seventh centuries (see numismatic appendix).
As stated, during the Late Byzantine period the other cave complexes in Wadi
Arbel also experienced an increase in activity, in contrast to the decline in many
of the settlements. This bulla, typical of Christian sites, together with the
increase in the volume of activity in the Wadi Arbel cliffs during the Late
Byzantine period and the establishment of a monastery at Magdala at the open-
ing of the wadi, may indicate the activity of Christian monks in the caves.
Site No. 37
18–24/68/37
¡. ‘Ammudim/Kh. Umm el-‘Amed ãîò-ìà íåà úáø'ç/íéãåîò úáøåç
Map ref.: 1863/2488; Elevation: 210 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic; appar-
ently named after an ancient synagogue column standing at the site; Ottoman
census: Mazra‘at Umm al ‘Amed; Type of site: ancient ruin; Site area: 55
dunams; Topography: pair of small hilltops upon ridge bordering Beth Netofa
Valley on the east; Arable land: terra rossa and brown grumusol on moderate to
steep slopes; extensive flat alluvial grumusol tracts in adjacent Beth Netofa
Valley (1 km.); Nearest water source: in the past, a spring probably existed in
the northern part of the site (in autumn 1998, there was a damp area and reeds
generally associated with water);Water installations: cisterns in eastern part of
site; a seasonal pool, perhaps man made, in the western part of the site; Agricul-
tural installations: oil press in the southern part of site; winepress;
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Finds: Synagogue in the western part of site; additional structure, partly of
ashlars, in the southern part of site; lime kiln, pits, quarried installation of
unknown function, cist tombs and a sarcophagus in the eastern part of site – an
area that apparently served for industry and burial; road demarcated with curb-
stones descending from the center to the eastern part of site; faint remains of a
wall or terrace in northern part of site; Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: At intersection of Wadi Arbel route (B3) and watershed
route (B5);
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 361) noted the synagogue
and ashlar-built structure to its south, perhaps constructed from elements taken
from the synagogue. Kohl andWatzinger (1916: 71–79) excavated here in 1905
and established the synagogue’s plan. Z. Yeivin (1971: 63–68) made a plan of
the settlement in the framework of a survey of settlements in the Galilee and the
Golan. L.I. Levine (1982: 1–12) excavated the synagogue in 1979 and, based
upon numismatic evidence and finds of pottery studied by Adan-Bayewitz
(1982: 13–31), dated its construction to the late third/early fourth century and,
following a brief period of use, its abandonment in the late fourth century.
Ma‘oz (1996: 423) believed that the mosaic floor, beneath which was found
pottery and coins upon which Levine based his dating, represents a later phase
of the structure and that, based upon its style, the original building appears to
have been constructed at the end of the second-beginning of the third century.






Naveh completes the inscription as follows:
...[äìñ ïîà] äúëø[á äì àäú] äøâàå äñ[ôéñôã] äìáè äã[ä ãáòã] [íå]çð[ú øá..áèì øéëã]
[May he be remembered for good… bar Ta]n¢[um who made th]is pavement [of
mosa]ic and paid (?) for it [may he be b]lessed [Amen Selah]
An additional inscription found by Sukenik in 1930 inscribed upon a building






Yo‘ezer the ¢azzan and Shim‘on his brother made this tq’ (?) of the master of heaven
Naveh (1978: 40–42) raised the possibility that the word tq’denotes an ark and
that it refers to the donation of the Torah ark.
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Fig. 80: ¡. ‘Ammudim: architectural
elements and a still standing heart-shaped
column (photograph: Z. Ilan, courtesy of A.
Ilan)
Fig. 81: ¡. ‘Ammudim: crushing wheel of
an olive oil press
Fig. 82: ¡. ‘Ammudim, southern part of the site: Amonumental lintel bearing a pair of lions in
relief
E. Braun conducted a salvage excavation in the southwestern part of the
settlement. Pottery finds included fifth-sixth century LRRW imports as well as
Medieval pottery (Braun 2001: 237–242).
Identification: Dalman proposed identifying this with Kefar Uziel, referred to
as one of the settlements of the Priestly Courses (Dalman 1913: 49; 1935: 52,
116).112
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 611 identifiable sherds)
This site, which was divided into three separate collection areas, optimally
displays the importance of site division into secondary areas. The collection
areas were:
A. The northern hill – approx. 35 dunams in area. The monumental synagogue
structure lies in the southern part of this area.







Fig. 83: Aerial photo of H. ‘Ammudim (photograph: seeMapping)
112 This proposal is fundamentally mistaken, for Dalman believed that this is the site that
Guérin refers to as el-Weiziya, and notes that this name preserves the ancient form Uziel.
However el-Weiziya [Site 21], which is near Wadi ªalmon, is some 5 km. from ¡. ‘Ammudim.
See Guérin 1868–80 vol. 1: 460.
B. The southern hill – approx. 20 dunams in area. Incorporated into construc-
tion in this area are ashlars and numerous architectural elements apparently
taken from the synagogue.
C. The eastern area with a concentration of agricultural installations extending
over several dunams.
In all, approx. 700 vessel rims were collected at the site, 611 of which are from
the period with which this study deals! The quantity of pottery from Area C is
not sufficient to constitute a reliable statistical base, and the discussion below
will focus only upon areas A and B. From the large sample, only 11 rims belong
to the Hellenistic period (1.7% in the northern area and 2.1% in the southern) of
which 8 are Long Rim SJ of the Late Hellenistic period. These data indicate the
beginning of the settlement at the end of the Hellenistic period, around the mid-
first century BCE or slightly earlier. The large quantity of type T1.3 jars (18 in
all) that belong to the earlier part of the Early Roman period, indicate a signifi-
cant presence as early as that period. The pottery picture for the Early (17.6% in
the north and 12% in the south) and the Middle Roman period (14.7% and
10.2%) is quite similar and it may be noted that a slight decline in the amount of
finds in both areas between the two periods is perceptible.
Prior to dealing with the Late Roman period, it is important to note the major
changes in the Byzantine finds from both parts of the site. In the northern area,
of 346 vessels, only 15 belong to groups whose production began around the
mid-fourth century CE (4% of the finds in this area), of which 3 are LRRW
vessels of the Early Byzantine period and 2 of the Late Byzantine period. On the
other hand, in the southern area, 82 vessels belonging to this group (35% of the
finds in this area) were collected, 46 of which are LRRW vessels from all the
Byzantine sub-periods. Since noMedieval sherds at all were found in the north-
ern area (in other words, the Byzantine period is the latest period and effectively
seals the settlement in this part of the ruins), one may say that during the
Byzantine period, the northern part of ¡. ‘Ammudim was virtually without
settlement. It is important to recall that the two collection areas are adjacent and













H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ L BYZ
'Ammudim north: total 346
'Ammudim south: total 234
Graph 16: Diagnostic
sherds from ¡. ‘Ammudim.
Total=580
only the arbitrary line of a terrace separates them. The small amount of
Byzantine pottery in the northern area may be attributed to the significant pres-
ence in the southern part of the site during the Byzantine period or to a sparse
settlement in the northern area during that period.
On the other hand, despite a certain presence in the southern area in the
Medieval period (a very limited presence, only on the upper portion of this hill),
the Byzantine finds from this area are dominant.
Summarizing the information we have obtained from the division into two
distinct collection areas, it clearly emerges that during the Byzantine period the
site was reduced to the southern 20 dunams only, in contrast to the Roman
period when the entire site was inhabited.
If we now return to the Late Roman period and attempt to focus on the period
during which settlement at the site declined, we will be confronted with the seri-
ous problem of intermediate type KH1e, which constitutes 45% of the finds in
the northern area. This type, common from the mid-third to the first decades of
the fifth century, makes it difficult to focus on the period in which this area was
abandoned. Based on the minute quantity of Byzantine pottery in the northern
area, it appears that the crises at the site occurred near the beginning of the pene-
tration of Byzantine types to the area, around the mid-fourth century or slightly
later. The excavation of the synagogue, located at the northern part of the site,
which pointed to its abandonment during the late fourth century, confirms our
conclusion.113
The enormous quantity of pottery collected at this site enables us to present a
very large sample (354 vessels) even without the dominant and problematic
KH1e type, assuming that the rest of the sample will reflect the relation between
the periods and perhaps even do so more accurately:













H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ L BYZ
'Ammudim north: total 191
'Ammudim south: total 163
Graph 17: Diagnostic
sherds from ¡. ‘Ammudim
without type KH1e.
Total=354
113 It should be noted that the dating of the abandonment of the building is not unequivocal
because it is based on a single locus in the level above the supposed level of the synagogue
floor (in this vicinity, no pavement or mosaic has been preserved). See Adan-Bayewitz 1982;
Levine 1982.
In this manner of presentation of the findings, one can see that stability was
maintained in the Roman sub-periods and the sharp increase during the Late
Roman period disappears in both areas of the site. The few finds from the Early
Byzantine period in both areas (4.7% in the north and 10.4% in the south) may
suggest that the entire settlement underwent a crisis during this period and that
this is not a scenario in which demographic decline produced mere shrinkage in
a certain area of the site. The impressive increase in the southern area during the
Middle Byzantine period is clearly perceptible through this graph, as is the
further decline during the Late Byzantine period.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 41–55 41–55 41–55 11–20 11–20 4–10
Discussion: The abandonment of the northern part of the site around the mid-
fourth century, as well as the conclusion of the excavators regarding the aban-
donment of the synagogue around the same time, not long after its foundation,
suggest a severe crisis at the settlement. It is difficult to assume that after
hundreds of years of habitation throughout the site, the entire population
decided to move and crowd into its southern part, and it is clear that the decrease
in its size from around 55 dunams to 20 dunams within a relatively short period
of time reflects a dramatic demographic decline. Although the archaeological
picture is not sufficiently clear to establish this with certainty, it is possible that
the settlement was abandoned for a certain period during the Early Byzantine
period and resettled (only on the southern hill) during the Middle Byzantine
period in the course of the fifth century. It should be noted that from the fifth
century settlement phase onward, the synagogue building was not utilized or
restored and the inhabitants preferred to reuse its building stones for construc-
tion in the southern area. If these inhabitants were Jews, it is not clear why they
would have done so. It may be proposed that renewal of settlement at the site
was related to ethnic change, however, we have no data that can aid us clarify
this question.114 Finally, it should be noted that the ancient name of this large
site, lying in a central position at the crossroads of local routes, has not been
preserved. While not evidence for ethnic change here, this is, however, quite
unusual among the other sites that were continuously settled during the Roman
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114 Ethnic exchanges of this type during that period at nearby settlements with similar histor-
ical-settlement characteristics may apparently be seen at Kh. Qana. See Edwards 2002. It
should, of course, be noted that if Edwards is correct in his proposal that the site is identified
with Cana of the New Testament, it is easier to understand the ethnic change and the Christian
settlement there.
and Byzantine periods, most of which preserved their ancient names (see
discussion on toponymy in Chapter 7).
As stated, this site optimally emphasizes the importance of dividing a site
into secondary areas while collecting pottery. It is important to note that were it
not for this division, we would not identify the dramatic changes in the settle-
ment analyzed above and at most, might note a decline in the quantity of sherds
from the Byzantine period.
Site No. 38
19–24/16/38
el Ma‘aser øöàòî ìà
Map ref.: 1913/2468; Elevation: 108 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: The Arabs of
¡ittin refer to it as el-Ma‘aser (“the presses”) (Tor 2000: 22); Type of site:
Ancient ruin; Site area: 14 dunams; Topography: Base of a spur descending
fromMt. Nimra, extending northward, and a saddle betweenMt. Nimra andMt.
Doron; Arable land: Light brown rendzina on steep slopes; alluvial grumusol
on extensive plains in nearby western Arbel Valley (1.5 km.); Nearest water
source: a modern pumping station, approx. 800 m. east of the site, might be
located upon a spring (not indicated on map); Water installations: Three
cisterns; Agricultural installations: Ten wine presses were surveyed at the site
and its immediate vicinity and several more on nearby Mt. Doron. An agricul-
tural installation that apparently served for crushing is located at center of site,
however its precise function remains unclear;
Finds: Partially blocked cave (miqveh?) with descent via short staircase at
center of site;
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: On branch of B3 which connects settlements of Arbel
Valley with Netofa Valley. Clear remains of road, portions of which rest upon a
retaining wall, have been preserved in site area;




Historical Analysis (sample size: 129 identifiable sherds)
This site is divided into two collection areas: the hill known as S.E. 108, where
building remains are concentrated; and adjacent Mt. Doron to the north where a
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concentration of wine presses and quarries are found. Three Hellenistic vessels
may suggest the beginning of the site in this period, apparently toward its end.
The indisputable beginning of settlement at the site is during the Early Roman
period and the amount of pottery finds gradually increases from 12.4% in the
Early Roman period to 23.2% in the Middle Roman period and 35.6% during
the Late Roman period, again owing to the dominance of type KH1e. The settle-
ment continues to exist during the Early Byzantine period (23% – mostly
KH1e). The finds include 9 sherds of types that must be later than the mid-
fourth century, 8 of which are LRRW vessels, 5 E BYZ and 3 M BYZ. The
scanty finds from the Middle Byzantine period seem to attest to a continued
sparse settlement here and the absence of Late Byzantine types shows the cessa-
tion of settlement at the site during the Middle Byzantine period, around the
first half of the sixth century. No remains of a monumental public structure were
found at the site.
Estimate of site size in dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
– – 11–14 11–14 11–14 11–14 0.5–3 – –
Site No. 39
19–24/56/39
¡. Arbel/Kh. Irbid ãéáøéà/ìáøà úáøåç
Map ref.: 1956/2467; Elevation: 30 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic, appar-
ently preserves ancient name; Nasir al-Khusraw visited here in 1047 and
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Fig. 84: el Ma‘aser: water cistern Fig. 85: el Ma‘aser: cave
(miqveh?) at the center of the site
referred to it as Irbil (Le Strange 1965: 457); in Crusader documents:
Irbid/Erpelle/Erbeth/Erbel; twelfth and fourteenth century travelers: Arbel;
Ottoman census: Irbid; Type of site:Ancient ruin; Site area: 85 dunams; Topog-
raphy: Edge of plain atop a steep slope that descends from the basaltic Arbel
Valley to Wadi Arbel; Arable land: In valley – brownish-red grumusol and
brownish-black basaltic grumusol upon very extensive alluvial plains; in Wadi
Arbel – terra rossa on steep slopes; Nearest water source: ‘Ein Nitai springs in
the ascent of Wadi Arbel; the nearest of these is 1.3 km. from center of site;
Water installations: Well lined with basalt stones in southeastern part of site;
two constructed pools in western part of site – one unusually large (Tsuk 1988:
156). Reservoir with vaulted roof in eastern part of site; several cisterns in
different parts of site; Agricultural installations: Two winepresses; several
fragments of donkey-powered mills (Pompeian mills); crushing stone from oil
press in west of site, and another possible crushing stone at center of site;
another oil press descending toward Wadi Arbel, approx. 250 m. north of the
site; near it, several small quarried installations including a small domestic
olive oil installation (bodidah), cup-marks and a small winepress. Ilan (1988:
36) noted that there were large pools, probably used for flax processing.
Finds: Synagogue at center of site with ashlars and architectural elements gath-
ered by Ilan and Izdarechet from around the ruin; additional architectural frag-
ments were found at Moshav Arbel; large number of cist tombs, some with
covers, mostly on the slope north of the site; several sarcophagi, some with lids,
today at Moshav Arbel; several incomplete sarcophagi apparently indicate that
the quarrying area was northeast of the site; burial cave with burial niches north
of site. Bronze weights of 3 oz. (79.9 gm.), bearing a cross and the Greek letter
gamma, apparently Byzantine; ring with depiction of eye and an animal,
inscribed with the name ìàåîù in the center (IAAA);
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: Approx. 500 m. above route B3. A parallel branch of this
route appears to have originated at Arbel, crossing Arbel Valley and climbing
toward Beth Netofa Valley;
Finds from other periods: Early Islamic and Medieval pottery;
Prior surveys and studies: The PEF published a plan of the synagogue (SWP
1882 vol. 1: 397). Kohl and Watzinger exposed a portion of the synagogue and
published plans and reconstructions of it (Kohl and Watzinger 1916: 59–70).
Yeivin (1971: 56–63) surveyed the building remains at the site and drew a site
plan. Ilan and Izdarechet (1988; 1989) conducted a comprehensive survey at the
site and examined the synagogue’s architectural style. In this framework, T.
Tsuk (1988) surveyed the water installations, A. Ayalon (1988) surveyed the
agricultural installations and M. Dolev (Dolev 1988) examined the coins found
at the site. Based upon the numismatic findings, Ilan dated the beginning of
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settlement to the second century BCE. In Ilan’s opinion the synagogue was
founded in the fourth century CE and existed until the eighth century, with reno-
vations and modifications in the late sixth or early seventh century CE. Ilan
qualified his views, noting that the dating is not based upon excavations, but
numismatic finds and architectural style.
In the summer of 2000, M. Aviam conducted a salvage excavation at the
northern part of the site and exposed three Late Byzantine period dwellings, two
of which includedmiqva’ot. In one area, a floor was uncovered and upon it were
found a coin, pottery and stone vessels dated to the second century CE (Aviam
20042: 25 n. 9–10).
Identification:Most scholars identify this site with ancient Arbel (Klein 1967:
12; Yeivin 1971: 57; Safrai 1985: 73; Reeg 1989: 56; TIR: 66).
* * *
Historical Sources
Identification of the site: The identification of Kh. Irbid with ancient Arbel,
mentioned often in Josephus’ writings, in rabbinic literature, in piyyutim and
midrashei geulah, has been accepted since the beginnings of modern research
and is based upon the preservation of the name, the geographical context
implied by ancient sources, and the reports by numerous travelers beginning in
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Fig. 86: Arbel: entrance to the synagogue (after Conder and Kitchener 1882 vol. 1: 397)
the eleventh century who mention the site.115 Elitzur noted that as in the case of
ÁñâçëÜ in Transjordan (mentioned by Eusebius), the L changes to D in the
transition to Arabic, and the name becomes Irbid (Elitzur 2004: 58).
Second Temple Period: The earliest reference to Arbel would appear to be in the
description of Bacchides’ campaign to Judea during the second century BCE,
according to which he encamped “in Masaloth, which is in Arabella” (1
Maccabees 9:2); and in detail in Josephus, (Antiquities 12, 421). However, Bar-
Kochva (1989: 552) showed that inclusion of Arbel of the Galilee in a descrip-
tion of the campaign is not possible geographically and proposed that Arbel in 1
Maccabees is a corruption of hr byt ‘l (ìà úéá øä), a corruption that misled
Josephus, whose description is based upon the Book of Maccabees.
In chapters 1 and 2 ofMAvot, the main transmitters of the Torah from gener-
ation to generation are listed in chronological order. In Chapter 1: 6–7, Mathei
of Arbel (éìáøàä ééúî – thus in the Kaufmann and Parma Mss.) appears and it
seems that he was active around the second half of the second century BCE
(Albeck 1952–58 Neziqin: 347–349). The appointment of a sage of Arbel as
head of the Sanhedrin (see M ¡agigah 2, 2) led researchers to conclude that
even during this early period there was significant Jewish presence in the Lower






Fig. 87: Aerial photo of Arbel (photograph: seeMapping)
115 Guérin 1868–80 vol. 1: 198; Dalman 1935: 116; Klein 1967: 12; Yeivin 1971: 57; Safrai
1985: 73; Reeg 1989: 56; TIR: 66; Elitzur 2004: 58 and many others. Contrary to this view,
Shahar and Tepper (1991) identified Arbel with Kh. ¡amam. See my reservations concerning
this identification in site 32.
Galilee.116 It should be noted that this evidence concerning a local second
century BCE sage appears in a composition edited only in the early third
century CE, which, of course, makes it necessary to exercise caution in reaching
conclusions based solely upon this information.
If we accept Bar-Kochva’s view above, then the earliest mention of Arbel is
in the struggle between Herod and the supporters of Antigonus that took place
ca. 39–38 BCE. InWar (1, 305), Josephus noted that after gaining control over
Sepphoris, Herod sent a military force “to the village of Arbela” (ðñïò Á́ñâçëá
êþìçí), and 40 days after he had arrived there a battle was waged between his
army and the supporters of Antigonus. The rebel army succeeded in defeating
Herod’s left flank, but thanks to his right flank, he eventually succeeded in
winning the battle. Supporters of Antigonus fled, most toward the Jordan, and
some, apparently, to nearby caves. A similar description appears in Antiquities
14, 415, however there the campaign is not to “the village of Arbel” but rather
against the rebels living in caves Ýããéóôá ä´ çí ôáõ¡ôá êþìçò ÁñâÞëùí
ëåãïìÝíçò (“very near the village called Arbel”). From the description of the
battle it emerges that this was not a guerilla war of rebels against an organized
army, but one in which the opposing forces faced one another on the battlefield.
Based upon the numbers presented by Josephus, Shatzman (1983: 81) calcu-
lated the size of Herod’s army in this battle at between 5,000 and 7,000 troops.
These figures produce the following conclusions:
A. Antigonus’ supporters in the Galilee, numbering at least several thousand
trained soldiers, were able to wage a battle against Herod’s army that was
built and armed along the lines of the Roman army (Shatzman 1991:
193–216), and even to prevail against it in the first round.117Applebaum
proposed that these were either military settlers who had been placed in the
fertile Arbel Valley by the Hasmoneans, or perhaps a Hasmonean garrison
from a nearby fortress (Applebaum 1989: 23).
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116 Klein 1967: 11; Ilan and Izdarechet 1988: 7; Rappaport 1993: 29. It should be noted that
Arbel/Irbid in Transjordan and another Arbel in the Jezreel Valley (9 miles east of Legio), are
first mentioned in the writings of Eusebius in the fourth century (Klostermann 1966: 14–15)
and are apparently not referred to in rabbinic literature (but see n. 125 below). This strengthens
the assumption that the Arbel in M Avot is the known Arbel in the Galilee which is mentioned
many times in rabbinic literature. It should be noted, however, that references to the location of
a sage in the M generally follow in the form: “Rabbi X of (place name) Y” (“of Sokho,” “of
ªreda,” “of Jerusalem,” “of Yavneh,” “of Tib‘in,” etc.) while the form of the definite article he
before the name with yod in the suffix is quite rare, raising doubt whether it refers to the name
of a settlement or has some other significance (to the best of my knowledge, the only other
examples in theM are: Elazar theModa’ite [Avot 3, 11], R. Shim‘on the Shezurite [Demai 4, 1]
and perhaps R. Yosi son of the hwtf the Efratite [Kil’ayim 3, 7]. On the other hand, a similarity
probably exists here to the common feature of Biblical toponyms with definite articles, a
feature also found in documents from the Bar-Kokhba period, close in time to the M
(Goodblatt 1993).
B. The conditions of the battle in which opposing armies of thousands of
soldiers deployed one against the other are indicative of the extensive plain
of the Arbel Valley as the most likely location for the battle, as proposed by
Izdarechet (1988: 62).
From the two parallels it emerges that, following his victory in this battle, Herod
sent his soldiers to winter camps and only after a time, returned to defeat those
of the enemy who had retreated to the caves (War 1, 307–309; Antiquities 14,
417–421). There are three groups of caves in the cliffs of Mt. Arbel. The ones in
which the rebels took refuge should be identified with the western group “which
is very near the village called Arbel” as Josephus noted (approx. 400 m. from
the ruins, as the crow flies). Hence, Herod’s garrison as well as Herod’s camp at
the time of the battle against those in the caves, were probably in the fortified
enclosure at the top of Mt. Nitai to the north of Arbel. This enclosure overlooks
the entrances of the western group of caves and would accord with the descrip-
tions of Herod observing the events unfolding from a strategic position and
even communicating with those besieged in the caves (see above, p. 211).
The next events mentioned in relation to Arbel are Josephus’preparations for
the revolt. Josephus notes in the list of places that he fortified (War 2, 573) that
“he further provided with walls the caves in Lower Galilee in the neighborhood
of the lake of Gennesar.” However, in a parallel version in Life 188, in the list of
villages he fortified in the Lower Galilee, appears óðÞëáéïí ÁñâÞëùí (“cave of
Arbel”).118 It is not clear why Josephus deviates here from his custom of fortify-
ing central Jewish settlements (Aviam 2004: 94; Safrai 1985: 190), and
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117 The words of Josephus to the effect that Herod’s army did not frighten the rebels “… but
(they) met him in arms; for their skill was that of warriors, but their boldness was the boldness
of robbers” (ëçéóôñéêüí – here in the sense of a political rebel), point to the fact that supporters
of Antigonus were not merely a “popular militia” but a trained military force, as emerges from
the battle itself. Even after Herod’s victory in the battle and after the surrender of those forti-
fied in the caves, the region still remained pro-Hasmonean, as emerges from the fact that the
garrison left by Herod in the region was attacked by the rebels (War 1, 315; Antiquities 14,
432). It should be noted that an army of supporters of Antigonus in Judea and in Jerusalem was
probably even larger than this force in the Galilee, which shows the considerable military
might at the disposal of Antigonus.
118 Based on this passage from Josephus’ Life, Shahar and Tepper (1991:40) proposed that
Josephus fortified a village called “Village of the Cave of Arbel,” which, in their view, fits Kh.
¡amam where caves are found in direct relation to the ruins, hence “village of the cave” or
“village of the caves.” Ilan (1988: 51) also seems to understand the above passage in this way,
though he believed “village of the caves” to be the western group of caves at Mt. Arbel.
However, it appears that the translation of the passage does not confirm this reading. The
expression ÁñâÞëùí óðÞëáéïí is in the genitive case which expresses belonging, hence, “the
cave of Arbel” (rather than Arbel Cave in the sense of the cave called Arbel). It thus appears
that the precise translation of the sentence is “In the Lower Galilee I fortified cities: Trachaeae,
Tiberias… and villages: the cave of the (village) Arbel, Be’er Sheva‘… etc.,” in other words,
the cave that belongs to or is located near the village of Arbel.
instead of the large and important village of Arbel, chose to fortify a complex of
caves.
In Chapter 6, we will see in detail that archaeologically, the sites that
Josephus selected to fortify existed during the Hellenistic period and in some
cases we can clearly show that they had also been fortified at that time. In other
words, Josephus restored or reused existing fortifications from the Hellenistic
period and apparently did not construct fortifications himself. Arbel itself,
which was first settled shortly after the Hasmoneans gained control over the
area, around the end of the second century BCE, was established at a site lack-
ing topographical-strategic advantages and was not surrounded by a network of
fortifications (a phenomenon that characterized settlements established from
this period on). Above, we saw that there is ample evidence of habitation in the
western Arbel Caves [Site 36] during the Hellenistic period, and apparently,
their preparation as dwellings occurred then. There is likewise evidence for the
existence of fortifications at Kul‘at Ibn Man [Site 35] during that period. The
proximity of these assemblages to Arbel and the nature of the sites Josephus
chose to “fortify,” explain why Josephus fortified the cave of Arbel and not
Arbel itself. It is likely that the site Josephus “fortified” is the eastern group of
caves where there are remains of actual fortifications. However, the parallel text
inWar on the fortification of the caves around the Lake of Genessar could also
point to the western caves of Arbel, and it is likely that there, as at other cave
complexes in the Galilee, places of refuge were prepared.
In Life 311, Josephus noted that after a letter supporting his control of the
Galilee arrived from the command of the revolt in Jerusalem, he convened the
Galileans (ôùí Ãáëéëáßùí), his supporters in Arbel, while his opponents,
including the members of the Tiberias council, notables from Gabara and the
first group of emissaries from Jerusalem under Jonathan, convened for delibera-
tions against him, apparently in Tiberias. The gathering of his supporters in
Arbel apparently shows that this settlement supported Josephus, who at least
gave the appearance at the time of supporting revolt against the Romans. Proba-
bly, as at Migdal, Jewish refugees who constituted the catalyst for the revolt
also gathered at Arbel or perhaps in nearby caves. At least some of the settle-
ments supporting Josephus (or, more precisely, the revolt) had in common foun-
dation or settlement by Jews during the Hasmonean period. It appears that
something remained of the zealot tradition among this population which the
Hasmoneans had settled in the region (see: Ben Shalom 1993: 170–171; 303;
315). This proposal corresponds with Appelbaum’s assumption, noted above,
concerning Herod’s battle in the Arbel Valley, according to which Arbel was a
Hasmonean military settlement.119
Rabbinic Literature: Rabbinic sources in which Arbel is mentioned have been
dealt with in the past by Klein (1967: 119) and Safrai (1985: 73–76), mainly in
relation to the cultivation of flax there. Aside from Mathei the Arbelite,
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mentioned above, the earliest source in which Arbel is mentioned appears to be
T Parah 12, 16:
.äæåî äæä íàå äæé àì äæ éøä òé÷ô ìùå ïúùô ìù .äàæäìå äàîåèì øåáç éìáøàä ùåë
An Arbelite spindle is connected for (issues of) uncleanness and for sprinkling. And
one (i.e., a spindle) used for flax and wick – lo, one should not sprinkle on it. And if one
sprinkled, it is sprinkled.
Lieberman (1937–39 vol. 2: 255) noted that this weaving implement is named
after the settlement, which dealt in flax, and Safrai (1985: 74) brought this as
evidence that there was flax production at Arbel in the first half of the third
century.120 It should be noted that the T distinguishes between an Arbel spindle
(kwš ‘rbly) and a flax spindle (kwš šl pštn) which appears at the conclusion of
this halakhah. It may be inferred that the Arbel spindle was utilized in another
type of production and not in spinning flax, but in view of the text in Genesis
Rabbah, (below), it appears that, in fact, it indeed was an implement for spin-
ning flax, though different in form from the commonly used one, and therefore
received a distinct name, taken from the settlement where it was utilized.121
The Arbel Valley is mentioned in a famous tradition telling about R. ¡iya
and R. Shim‘on bar ¡alafta, of the first generation of Palestinian amoraim (ca.
220–250 CE) Y Berakhot 1, 1, 2c; Yoma 3, 2, 40b (and later parallels):
'øì äáø àééç 'ø øîà .äøåà ò÷áù øçùä úìééà åàøå äúöéø÷á ìáøà úò÷á àãäá ïéëìäî ååä...
úëìåä àéäù äî ìë .äàîé÷ äàîé÷ äìéçúë .ìàøùé ìù ïúìåàâ àéä êë éáøéá :àúôìç ïá ïåòîù
...úëìåäå äáø àéä
…were walking in the Arbel Valley when they saw the dawn whose light burst forth. R.
¡iya said to R.¡alafta: “Such is the redemption of Israel. At first it comes little by little
(but) as it continues it becomes greater and greater…”
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119 The late Prof. Y. Meshorer informed me (orally) that according to rumor, in the 1930s a
hoard of coins that included coins of the First Jewish Revolt was found in the Arbel region.
According to him, an antiquities dealer from Tiberias purchased this hoard, but there is no
documentation concerning its exact content, the precise place of its discovery, or its fate.
120 It should be noted that examinations of pollen from the recently published Bethsaida
excavations (Geyer 2001: 233) show that flax was an important element in the region’s crops
by the beginning of the first century CE. This is in contrast to the accepted view that flax only
became an economically important crop from around the mid-second century (Safrai 1986:
36–38).
121 The T indicates that the Arbel spindle “is connected for uncleanness and for sprinkling.”
In other words, all parts of that implement were considered to be a single unit and impurity that
touched a portion of the implement brought impurity to its entirety. Thus, sprinkling on part of
it would be sufficient to purify all of it. On the other hand, with the flax spindle, sprinkling on
part of it was insufficient to purify its entirety, in other words, the implement was not regarded
as a single unit (or part of it was made of different materials). In any case, it is different from
the Arbel spindle. It should likewise be noted that in a parallel halakhah, in theM (Parah 12, 8),
a “Raban spindle” (and in another version, Ruban) is noted instead of the Arbel spindle.
This tradition is the earliest of the numerous traditions in which the Arbel
Valley is mentioned in reference to eschatological ideas and the question is
whether it is probable that this tradition is the reason why later ones connected
the beginning of redemption with this place.122
It is worth noting that R. ¡iya, who is mentioned here in relation to Arbel,
which was known for its flax industry, is mentioned elsewhere as personally
involved in flax cultivation.123
The first source in which Arbel is specifically mentioned as a center for flax
production is Genesis Rabbah 19, 1 (p. 170), a composition edited around the
fifth century CE, in a tradition presented in the name of R. Yo¢anan who was
active in ca. the third quarter of the third century CE:
éìë ìáà ,íéãáà íä äàîé÷ íä íéîçôúî íà ,ïàù úéáî íéàáä íé÷ãä ïúùô éìëë ïðçåé 'ø øîà
.ïäéîã äîëå ïä äîë ïéìáøàä ïúùô
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122 See below, n. 132. Reiner (1996: 294) proposed that the origins of the messianic tradi-
tions connected with Arbel lie in Second Temple period apocrypha (ca. second century BCE).
In the first source he notes (Book of Jubilees 34, 9), a place called Robel (thus in the translation
from Ethiopian; Vanderkam 1977: 227) is mentioned. And in the Greek translation of the book,
²ÑáâÜçë is mentioned in connection with the war of Jacob against the Emorite kings that took
place in the “Desert of Shechem.” In view of the proposal to see this chapter of the Book of
Jubilees as a reflection of the wars of the Maccabees, Vanderkam (ibid.) proposed that Robel is
a corruption of Arbel and that what the text says here suggests the “roads of Arbel” in the
campaign of Bacchides. However, it is difficult to assume that Arbel in the Galilee could have
been included in a story so full of geographical details all indicating the central hill region as
the place where these events took place (Tapua¢, Shiloh, Ga‘ash, Beth ¡oron, Timnat ¡eres).
Even if we accept Vanderkam’s views concerning the reflection of the Hasmonean battles in
this source and the distortion of the name (which is entirely unclear), then it is more likely that
the source indicates the “Mountain of Beth El,” apparently the place where Bacchides camped
(Bar-Kochva 1989: 557). Support for this is found in the Greek transcription of the place name
– ²ÑáâÜçë (Mt. Beth El?). A parallel tradition is found in the composition of the Testament of
Judah, however here too, the reading Arbel is unlikely. The Greek version first states that the
people of ²Éùâçë came to battle against the sons of Jacob at the place called Kozba (ibid. 6, 1).
Following their victory over them and over the inhabitants of Makir, Shiloh, Ga‘ash and
Timnah, Judah and Jacob build Timnah and ²ÑáâÜçë (ibid., 7, 9. This name appears only in a
part of the Ms. Concerning the Greek versions, see Charles 1966: 74–77). The similarity to the
tradition in the Book of Jubilees is clear, and it appears that the author of the Testament of
Judah combined the borrowed tradition, places where Judah is mentioned in the Biblical
description (Keziv, Timnah, and ‘Adolam [ibid. 8, 2]). There is thus no real basis for the read-
ing “Arbel” in these sources, and the identification of Arbel of the Galilee proposed by Reiner
(1996: 316), seems to lack textual support.
123 See Y Bava Metzia 5, 7, 10c. Another tradition in which R. ¡iya asks Rabi how to
deal with a pest that affects flax is found B ¡ullin 85b. This tradition also appears in Y
Ma‘aser Sheni 5, 13, 56d, where Rav is the cultivator of flax and his question is posed to R.
¡iya.
Rabbi Yo¢anan says: “The fine linens that come from Beth Shean – if they are singed a
bit, they are ruined, but the coarse linens that come fromArbel, what is their value, what
is their price?!”124
One learns of the fertility of the Arbel Valley from the following tradition,
which laments the economic decline of the land. Y Pe’ah 7, 4, 20a:
.àîìò éðúùéà éåîåéáã åðéúåð÷æá åðìëàù ïé÷ñøôî åðéúåãìéá åðìëàù óåñôéñ äôé :ïðçåé 'ø øîà
äàñ ïéáåñ äàñ øáé÷ äàñ çî÷ äàñ úìåñ äàñ äàéöåî äúéä úéìáøà äàñ :àá øá àééç 'ø øîà
.àîéé÷ àì àãçá àãç åìéôà ïåãëå .ïéðéðâ äàñ ïñøåî
R. Yo¢anan said: “The late fruits (i.e. the worst of them) that we used to eat in our youth
were better than the peaches that we would eat in our old age. For in our days the world
was changed (i.e. for the worse).” R. ¡iya b. Ba said: “A se’ah (approx. 7.3 liter) of
Arbel used to produce a se’ah of fine flour, a se’ah of (ordinary) flour, a se’ah of cibar
(flour), a se’ah of coarse bran, [and] a se’ah of flour containing all sorts of colours. And
nowadays, there is not even one measure for a measure.”125
In other words, a se’ah of Arbel grain that could, in the past, produce six se’ah
of various products, today cannot produce even one se’ah…
In another tradition, R. Abbahu (ca. late third century) is mentioned in Arbel.
Y Shevi‘it 6, 3, 36d:
àãäë ïåì éøåäå àééìöá ïéìéàá äéì ïåìàùå ïåúà .ïîéðá øá àáà éáâ ìá÷úéàå ìáøàì ìàò åäáà 'ø
...àøéòæ 'øã
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124 And with minor changes, also in the Vatican 30Ms. However, in the important Vatican 60
Ms., the text reads: íéîã äîëá ïäî ãçà åîçàô íà ïàù úéáî ïéàáä ïé÷ãä ïúùô éìë 'çð øá 'åîù 'ø'à
åéîã ïä äîå àåä äî áø ïäî ãçà åîçàô íà ,ìáøàî ïéàáä ïéñâä ïúùô éìë .éåùò àåä. R. Shmuel bar
Na¢man said: “The fine linens that come from Beth Shean – if one of them is singed, how
much does it cost (lit. how expensive is it)? The coarse linens that come from Arbel, if one of
them is singed – so what, what is its value, what is its price!?” R. Shmuel bar Na¢man was
active at the end of the third century, one generation after R. Yo¢anan. It should be noted that in
all of theMss. in the apparatus of Theodor-Albeck, it says R. Yo¢anan, and even in the continu-
ation (Genesis Rabbah 20, 21 [p. 197]) “The fine linens that come from Beth Shean” are
mentioned in a tradition in the name of R. Yo¢anan.
125 And with minor changes, in parallels Y Sotah 1, 8, 17b; ibid. 9, 12, 24b. In a discussion in
Y (Ma‘aser Sheni 4, 1, 54d), which deals with Ma‘aser sheni redemption values in different
places, Adbael or Arbael appears in the discussion of exchange rates for coins: “We have been
taught: ‘Aperson is permitted to earn up to a shekel or up to a quarter (without transgressing the
laws of usury). How can one do it? A [gold] dinar here (in Tiberias?) is worth two thousand
[dinarri] and in Adbael (in some versions: Arbael) (it is worth) two thousand and a leukon (a
coin or unit of value)…” The Talmud proceeds to describe how a man can earn only by trans-
ferring dinars from one place and exchanging them in another. It is difficult to suppose that at
Arbel in the Galilee there were different exchange rates than those at nearby Tiberias and it
appears equally unlikely that this rural settlement (regardless of its great local importance) had
a unique exchange rate that would merit mention in discussing this question. If, indeed, the
reading Arbael is correct (which must not be assumed due to the lack of clarity in the discus-
sion and the numerous differences between the many versions), then it is more likely that this
refers to the settlement of Arbela-Irbid in the Pe¢al district in Transjordan (see Sperber 1991:
33 n. 23).
R. Abbahu went to Arbel and was received at (the home of) Abba bar Binyamin.
(People) came and asked him about those onions and he instructed them like R. Ze‘ira
(instructed)…
Aside from an esoteric tidbit of information indicating that onions were grown
at Arbel at the end of the third century CE, we are informed that R. Abbahu, the
greatest Palestinian sage of that generation, who customarily resided at
Caesarea (Albeck 1969: 217), arrived at this settlement, which is not located on
a main road. This is indicative of the place’s importance at the end of the third
century. Abba bar Binyamin was apparently a local sage whose name appears
elsewhere in rabbinic literature.126
The latest individual referred to in rabbinic literature in relation to Arbel is
R. Mar ‘Okba (Y Sotah 4, 3, 19d) who was active in the fourth and fifth genera-
tion of Palestinian amoraim (ca. mid-fourth century) and taught halakhah there.
Piyyut Literature and Midrashei Ge’ulah (midrashim of redemption): Refer-
ences to Arbel and the Arbel Valley in the piyyutim andmidrashei ge’ulah have
been treated extensively by Ilan (1988: 16–22) and Reiner (1996: 296–317),
without discussing the question of settlement there during the period in which
these compositions were written. The following passage is preserved in an
inscription of the Priestly Courses from Bait al-¡ader in Yemen, which Degan
proposed dating to the fifth-sixth centuries:
éòéùúä øîùî ìáøà ôãùð òåùé (Degan 1972–73: 302; Urbach 1972–73: 307).
A similar form has been preserved in a passage from the Book of Zerubbabel
(apparently seventh century), where it is referred to in a prophecy of the War of
the End of Days, apparently influenced by the wars between the Byzantines and
the Persians and Arabs at the beginning of the seventh century (Fleischer 1983:
92):
úò÷á ìò ãåîòéå [åá øùò äòáøàá] ïñéð ùãçá íåàúô àáé ìàéîò ïá íçðî" ...ìàëéî éìà øîàéå
çéùî àåä éðà ,ìàéîò ïá øîàé íäìå ,ìàøùé éîëç ìë åéìà åàöéå [óøù ïá òùåäéì øùà] ìàáøà
åúåà úéæá äúàù åîë åäåæáéå íéîëçä åá åèéáéå .íëéøøåö ãéî íëìéöäìå íëøùáì 'ä éðçìù øùà
àéáðä åäéìà åîòå íìùåøé éøòùá àáéå ,úùåáìú í÷ð éãâá ùáìéå åúîç åá øòáúå ,[åá åðéîàé àìå]
"...ìàéîò ïá íçðîá åðéîàéå âøäðä ìàéùåç ïá äéîçð úà åéçéå åöé÷éå
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126 Aside from Caesarea, we find R. Abbahu at Bozrah – capital of Provincia Arabia, at
Alexandria in Egypt, at Tiberias, Sepphoris, Lod, and at Arbel (Albeck 1969: 217). Abaye b.
Binyamin teaches a baraita in Y Berakhot 5, 5, 9d and in a parallel in Y Gittin 5, 8, 47b. The
same baraita is presented in B Rosh Hashanah 35b; Sotah 38b in the name of Abba b. R.
Binyamin b. ¡iya. Albeck (1969: 350) believed that this is a Babylonian amora since in B
¡ullin 80a he poses a question to R. Huna bar ¡iya. Contrary to this, Rosenfeld (1998: 84)
proposes that two sages are referred to: the first, a Palestinian sage from Arbel and the second,
a Babylonian sage, the similarity of whose names resulted in their being switched in the tradi-
tions.
Michael said to me… “Mena¢em ben ‘Amiel will come suddenly in the month of Nissan
[on the fourteenth day], and will stand in the Arbel Valley [of Yehoshu‘a b. Saraff]. And
all the sages of Israel will go out to him and b. ‘Amiel will say to them: ‘I am the
Messiah whom the Lord has sent to give you tidings and to save you from the hand of
your oppressors.’And the sages will look and will despise him as you despised him [and
will not believe him], and he will put on garments of vengeance, and will come to the
gates of Jerusalem, and with him Elijah the prophet. And they will awaken and resusci-
tate Nehemiah the son of ¡ushiel who was slain, and (then) they will believe Men¢em
b. ‘Amiel.”127
An additional example of this special form is found in Seder ‘Olam Zuta (appar-
ently edited in the ninth century), which states:
.øéòä çøæîá ïäëä óøùð ïá òùåäéì øùà ìàáøà úòáâá ìàøùé õøàá øá÷ðå äé÷æç áéëùå
And ¡izqiya died and was buried in the Land of Israel in the hill of Arbel of Yehoshua
ben Nšrf in the east of the town (Neubauer 1887–95 II: 71).
Reiner (1996: 298) proposed that the origin of the expression nšrf is in the Gali-
lean tradition concerning the burial of Joshua in the vicinity of Arbel, a tradition
that in one of its forms was attributed to the high priest Joshua son of Jeho«adaq,
the “brand snatched from the fire” (Zechariah 3:2). According to Reiner, the
origin of this tradition is in “an etiological tradition of a family of Galilean
priests named nšrf that lived at Arbel.”
The only piyyut that may contain an indication of historical or geographic
realia related to the settlement of Arbel is Qallir’s åðéúôù åðà äëéà øåëæ (appar-
ently seventh century), which states:
øáãä ìáøà ãåù øöáî áåè / øáã àìì åçìàð íéáåè åðùôðá
øáù ÷îòá úù÷ éôùø áåè / øáãð íúà äìåö ãò áåè
øáã éòéùú ãò / øáãá åòáè
(Goldschmidt 1968: 151) øáãîä ÷åöì / øáã çåìùî äúàîè
Reference to ìáøà ...øöáî (Arbel fortress), which here indicates the priestly
course residing at Arbel, is based upon Hosea (10:14) which states: “…and all
thy fortresses shall be spoiled, as Shalman spoiled Beth-arbel in the day of
battle…”, however it is possible that in the background lies the paytan’s famil-
iarity with the geography of the place, and possible support for this are the ÷îò –
‘mq (Arbel Valley?) and the ÷åö – «wq (the Arbel cliff?) that follow in the text.
The literary nature of the piyyutim and the eschatological character of the
midrashei ge’ulah do not allow us to reach historical-settlement conclusions
regarding Arbel, neither concerning the realia of settlement of the Priestly
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127 Midrashei Geula p. 83. This tradition of the War of the End of Days that will take place in
the Arbel Valley is also referred to in a piyyut of Qallir, which appears to be slightly earlier than
the Book of Zerubbabel: ïñéð ùãåç àåä ïåùàøä ùãåçá / àéää úòáå íää íéîéá
àåáé íåàúô ìàéîò ïá íçðî / åá øùò äòáøàá íðîà
(Midreshei Geula p. 113) åáåèçá ùáìé í÷ð éãâáå / åáåè çîöé ìàáøà úò÷áá
Courses in the Galilee, nor concerning the existence of a given settlement
during the periods in which these compositions were written. The archaeologi-
cal data that emerge from the survey, as well as the rich numismatic finds from
the site, indicate that Arbel was settled continuously from the Hasmonean
period through the entire Roman, Byzantine and Early Islamic period. It is thus
likely that Qallir, who was active during the Byzantine period, possibly in this
region (Fleischer 1967: 33), and perhaps even R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen of Kafra
near Tiberias, who was active after the mid-eighth century and also mentions
Arbel in his piyyutim, knew this place. It is elso possible the writer of the Book
of Zerubbabel who appears to have been active at the beginning of the seventh
century in the area in which the Persian and Byzantine armies clashed, probably
in Palestine (Midrashei Geula 1954: 63–66) was familiar with this settlement.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 407 identifiable sherds)
Division of the site into sub-areas revealed that the northwestern part was not
settled during the Middle Ages. No other significant differences were observed
between the different parts of the site.
The beginnings of the site were clearly in the Hellenistic period (5% of the
finds), and the settlement remained stable throughout all Roman and Byzantine
sub-periods. The rich and varied finds of LRRW types from this site, including
110 rims (28% of the finds at the site), are significant. The fact that the finds
from the early periods are roughly equal in quantity to the later periods (which
are closer to the surface) seems to show that the settlement here was apparently
larger during the Early andMiddle Roman period than during the later periods.
Numismatic finds: A table summarizing the chronology of 298 coins from the
ruins at Arbel was published by Dolev (1988). In addition, 15 coins were found
in the salvage excavation conducted by M. Aviam in the northwest of the ruin,
(the excavator has generously provided the information about them presented
here) and 62 coins were found in a project of cleaning the synagogue carried out
by Ilan in the 1980s. The data from the last two collections are found in a
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Graph 18: Diagnostic
sherds from ¡. Arbel.
Total=407
numismatic catalogue of the IAA and presented here courtesy of D. T. Ariel.
The table below summarizes the data for 375 coins from the site,128 however
caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions concerning settlement
intensities during the various periods since all of the coins in the Ilan collection
and apparently a large number in the Dolev collection were obtained from the
synagogue and its immediate vicinity (see Dolev 1988: 29). Nonetheless, the
periods represented in the rich numismatic finds were probably ones during
which the site was settled.
2nd C. 1st C. 1st C. 2nd C. 3rd C. 4th C. 5th C. 6th C. 7th C. 7th-8th 12th-13th 19th-20th
BCE BCE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE C. CE C. CE C. CE
(Byz) (Arab)
18 28 30 23 50 115 43 26 11 27 2 2
Discussion: The number of Hellenistic finds indicate that this site was founded
at the end of the Hellenistic period. The abundant numismatic finds enable
greater precision in dating and indicate the end of the second century BCE as
the period of the settlement’s foundation.129 The combination of this data
enables us to propose that additional sites with similar pottery profiles, for
which we have no numismatic data, were also founded around that time.
The existence of Arbel as a significant settlement in the Hasmonean period
corresponds to the tradition concerning Mathei the Arbelite who was an impor-
tant sage during this period. Furthermore, the involvement of Arbel and its
region in pro-Hasmonean activity against Herod as well as anti-Roman activity
later on appear against the historical settlement background of the site, which
was established after the Hasmoneans achieved domination over the region and
likely as part of the Hasmonean settlement policy.130 As we noted above, this
characteristic was shared by settlements active in the Jewish Revolt.
The intensity of settlement at the site is notable in all of the sub-phases of the
Roman period; however, against the background of the severe settlement crisis
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128 Coins belonging to two centuries were classified here according to their main period (for
example, coins of Jannaeus (103–76 BCE) were assigned to the first century BCE, etc.). Coins
classified in a general manner by Dolev, without details (e.g., “second-first centuries BCE”)
were divided equally between the two centuries.
129 All of the second century BCE coins are from Dolev’s collection; two are coins of
Antiochus III (222–187 BCE), one of Antiochus VII (138–129 BCE) and six of John Hyrcanus
I (Dolev mistakenly attributed them to Hyrcanus II. Today, it is clear that all of the yw¢nn coins
belong to Hyrcanus I; see Meshorer 2001: 25–26). Dolev’s publication contains detailed infor-
mation concerning only some of the coins, but in any event, his conclusion from analysis of the
coins is that “at the end of the second century BCE, the site was already settled.”
130 Concerning Arbel specifically, see Appelbaum 1989: 23; concerning Hasmonean mili-
tary settlement in general, Bar-Kochva 2002: 7–28.
that took place in the region during the Late Roman/Early Byzantine period, its
continued significant existence in all Byzantine sub-periods should be empha-
sized. In effect, among the large Jewish villages located in the Genessar Valley
and its surroundings during the Roman period (Genessar, Migdal, ¡amam, and
Arbel), Arbel is the only one that remained in existence after the late-fourth
century, and pottery and numismatic evidence indicate its continued existence
even during the Early Islamic period. We have no unequivocal historical
evidence concerning the identity of its inhabitants during the Early Islamic
period, however based upon the archaeological findings indicating a continuity
of settlement, we may assume that they were Jews.131 These data indicating the
continued existence of a large Jewish settlement here, apparently into the Early
Islamic period, can explain the frequent references to Arbel in the piyyutim and
in eschatological literature from the Early Islamic period. Moreover, it appears
more than a coincidence that the War of the End of Days and the beginning of
the redemption are attributed in these genres to the area of Arbel, which was a
focus of zealot military activity in the distant past and whose dominant Jewish
settlement remained in existence uninterrupted from that distant past to the time
of those genres’ creation.132
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131 In the salvage excavations conducted by Aviam at the site, dwellings withmiqva’ot dated
to the Late Byzantine period were uncovered (Aviam 20042: 25 n. 9–10).
132 The question of “historical memory” among the Galilean Jews in antiquity and its taking
shape around sites and monuments in the region still requires comprehensive clarification. An
important effort in this direction is the work of Reiner (1996). The fact that historical informa-
tion about sites and events of the Hasmonean and Early Roman period appear in rabbinic litera-
ture from much later generations or piyyutim of the Byzantine period, at times without the
“mediation” of rabbinic literature, demonstrates this phenomenon (see, for example, my
discussions of the list of walled towns at Genessar and¡ittin; and of the piyyut on ªalmon, and
see also Elizur 1995). It likewise appears that the inclusion of the settlements in the list of
Priestly Courses, which is connected with the formation of a historical memory, is not random
and is apparently connected to sites with a particular characteristic (see Chapter 7 below). The
question of what led to the connection between traditions about the redemption or the War of
the End of Days and the Arbel Valley and during what period that occurred, is unclear (as I
noted above, there is no actual evidence for these traditions in the apocrypha of the Second
Temple Period, as Reiner has proposed). Was the insertion of the tradition from the Y concern-
ing the sages discussing the redemption in the Arbel Valley intentional, and evidence for
“historic memory” of some sort, or was it placed there merely by chance? Perhaps the very
same anecdote came to shape historical memory? The answer to the second question depends
upon the influence that the circle of sages and their traditions had on the Jewish public in the
Galilee, on its paytanim and commentators in their day and afterwards, during the Byzantine
and Islamic periods. However, this influence is very unclear and it is difficult to burden the
minor tradition in the Y with the heavy load of the redemption that piyyutim and midrashei
ge’ulah place upon the Arbel Valley in the following generations. Links between the War of
the End of Days and the Arbel Valley are likewise suggestive of a historical memory connected
with military events more suited to the Hasmonean and Early Roman periods, however, it must
be admitted that the entire matter remains elusive and unclear.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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Map ref.: 1926/2458; Elevation: 100 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: ¡ittin-Arab
village until 1948; preserves the name of the ancient settlement Kefar ¡ittin;
mentioned in the twelfth century by the Islamic geographer al-Harawi as ¡attin
(Le Strange 1965: 450); in Crusader documents, Hattin and in Ottoman tax
census ¡ittin; Type of site: Destroyed Arab village on ancient ruins; Site area:
25 dunams; Topography: Base of a slope and beginning of a plain; Arable land:
Grumusol on extensive alluvial plains in Arbel Valley; Nearest water source:
‘Ein ¡ittin in southern part of site;Water installations: Plastered pool in south-
western part of site; Agricultural installations: South of mosque, in channel,
base of pressing installation of olive oil press;
Finds: Row of four cist tombs in southwestern part of site; probably several
architectural elements at nearby moshav Kefar Zeitim come from this site;
AVST reported lintels, doorposts and ashlars incorporated into village houses,
rock-cut tombs west of the village, Chalcolithic and Early Bronze pottery and a
single rim of a Hellenistic red-slipped bowl near the village spring (IAAA);
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads:On branch of route B3, which linked Arbel Valley with Beth
Netofa Valley; approx. 2.5 km. from Roman Sepphoris-Tiberias road (R1).
Prior surveys and studies: Lawrence Oliphant (Oliphant 1976: 192) visited
here in 1884 and noted that the mosque was built over a Byzantine church.
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Fig. 88: Hittin: a clay ossuary from a burial cave
west of the site (courtesy of the IAA)
Based on architectural elements mentioned above and Oliphant’s observations,
Z. Ilan believed that there had been a synagogue here (Ilan 1991: 138). West of
the site, Y. Stepansky exposed a burial cave containing a clay ossuary and a
small glass juglet, according to which the burial was dated to the first or second
century CE (Aviam and Syon 2002: 169).
Identification: Researchers who dealt with the site have identified it with Kefar
¡ittin/¡ittaya in rabbinic sources (Dalman 1935: 114; Klein 1967: 119; Reeg
1989: 340; TIR: 163).
* * *
Historical Sources
Rabbinic Literature: R. Shim‘on ben Lakish of the second generation of
amoraim (ca. 250–280 CE) is the earliest figure mentioned in rabbinic literature
in connection with Kefar ¡ittaya and appears in a tradition discussed above in
connection with Migdal (above, p. 231).133 As noted above, it does not seem
coincidental that the authors of the tradition choseMigdal or Kefar¡ittaya as R.
Shim‘on’s place of refuge when he escaped the anger of the Patriarch in
Tiberias, who symbolized the connection with Roman rule. These settlements
were apparently founded or settled with Jews by the Hasmoneans. Tension
between this element of the population and the population of Tiberias, clearly
evident in Josephus’ first-century writings, emerges from time to time in
rabbinic literature in traditions reflecting considerably later periods.
The following tradition, which mentions Kefar ¡ittaya, is presented by R.
Abba bar Kahana who was active in the third generation of Palestinian amoraim
(ca. 280–310 CE).
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133 B ¡agigah 5b tells of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi and R. ¡iya who went to greet a blind scholar
and received his blessing: “You have greeted one who is seen and does not see; may you live to
greet one who sees and is not seen.” In reply to their question of where he learned this blessing,
he replied “I heard it at the lecture of R. Jacob. Since R. Ya‘akov of Kefar ¡ittaya used to visit
his master every day…” Thus, we have a tradition that appears to mention a sage from Kefar
¡ittaya who lived prior to or in the time of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi (Klein 1967: 118; Rosenfeld
1998: 77). However, Kister (1993: 446) showed that in the original Babylonian version, the
sage fromwhom the blind man learned the blessing was R. Eliezar ben Ya‘akov and later, unre-
lated to this tradition, there appears a different tradition mentioning R. Ya‘akov of Kefar
¡ittaya. Furthermore, Rosenthal (1999: 10) noted that the original form of the series of legends
appearing (with certain errors) in B Hagigah above, is found in Y Pe’ah 8, 9, 21b; Shekalim 5,
6, 49b. That the Babylonian tradition concerning R. Ya‘akov of Kefar ¡ittaya does not appear
at all in the series of aggadot in Y, and that a sage of this name does not occur anywhere else in
rabbinic literature, raises, in my view, serious doubts concerning its reliability and the very
existence of a sage by this name.
Genesis Rabbah 65, 15 (p. 728):
äúà øùà (øîåà äúàå) øîúå åì åéä íéùð äîëå :'úéáá äúà øùà (...åùò éãâá úà ä÷áø ç÷úå')
àãäá ïåèéøàôã äòéñ àãçá äåä àãáåò :àðäë øá àáà 'ø 'îà .ïåäéãáåò äî òãé äåäã àìà ?úéáá
ìò ïé÷ì÷î àééîøâ ïååä ïéìëà ïååäã ïî .äáåùá ùîø éúôà ìë äúùéðëá ïéìëà ïååäå äéèéç øôë
äì ååä ïéîçø äîë .äøôñì ïåäì 'à ?êéðá ìò ã÷ôî úà ïîì äì ïéøîà ,êéîã ïî ïåäðéî ãç .äøôåñ
134...ïåäéãáåò äî òãé äååäã àìà ,äøôñì øîà àåäå
“(And Rebekah took the coveted garments of Esau) which were with her in the house”
(Gen. 27.15): How many wives did he have, yet you say “which were with her in the
house”? Nevertheless, he knew their ways (i.e. could not trust them). R. Abba b.
Kahana said: “There was this incident with one group of servants135 at Kefar ¡ittaya
who would eat in the synagogue every Saturday eve. After they had eaten, they would
throw the bones at the scribe. (Now) one of them was dying, and they asked him: “To
whose charge do you commit your son?” He said to them: “To the scribe.” How many
(lit. so many) friends he had, yet he said “To the scribe”!? Nevertheless, he knew their
ways.
It is difficult to decide whether this clearly didactic sermon has any historical
authenticity. If we assume that themidrash has a historical basis, then this could
show that a synagogue that also served as some sort of guest house, where a
scribe (=teacher of children, see Safrai 1995: 53–60) and a group of servants or
mercenaries resided permanently, existed at Kefar¡ittaya at the time of or prior
to the time of R. Abba bar Kahana.
As stated, a number of architectural elements at the nearby moshav Kefar
Zeitim as well as Oliphant’s testimony from 1884 show that, despite the
absence of remains today, there was a monumental public structure at the center
of the settlement, though its identification as a synagogue is unclear.
In Leviticus Rabbah (and in a parallel in Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana), a sage by
the name of R. ‘Azariya of Kefar ¡ittaya is mentioned. Based upon the sources,
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134 According to MS Vatican 30. In MS Vatican 60, this entire segment is missing. Theodor
and Albeck noted in the apparatus that in MS Vatican 30, the version is: äéèéç øôëã äøæéá äãäá
(in that house of strangers [?] of Kefar ¡ittaya). Klein (1967: 108) regarded this version as the
original version and based upon it and an inscription from the village of Rama that in his view
and Ben-Zvi’s (19332) mentions a guest house, Klein proposed that by zrh was a house for
guests (zrym). In Kleins’ view, this was a common institution in Jewish settlements in the Gali-
lee, located near the synagogue and for which the local scribe was responsible. However, the
basis for this proposal is weak. Examination of a photograph of MS Vatican 30 clearly shows
that before the word äãäá (bhdh) was a word of which one can still clearly read the letters å.ä.á,
and which was erased by the scribe who below this corrected to bhdh kfr ¢y©yh. The preserved
letters, and particularly the order of the words in the sentence, do not make it possible to accept
the Theodor-Albeck reading äéèéç øôëã äøæéá äãäá. The state of preservation of the inscription
from Rama (in the Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem) is quite poor, as already attested by Ben-
Zvi himself (ibid.), and in examining it and the photographs utilized by Ben-Zvi to read it,
Naveh (1978: 34) noted that “It is difficult to accept the readings proposed by Ben-Zvi and
Klein…” and does not accept the view that it refers to a guest house.
135 ïåèéøàô from ´õðçñÝôçò, a group of servants or mercenaries.
we cannot establish his precise period, but it can be established that he was
active prior to the fourth generation of Palestinian amoraim.136
Another tradition mentioning Kefar ¡ittaya, though its date is unclear, is a
tradition in Y Megillah with which we dealt above (site 26), concerning the
identification of walled cities from the time of Joshua which identifies ancient
ha-ªedim with Kefar ¡ittaya. In the discussion, amoraim active in the begin-
ning of the fourth century are mentioned, however it is unclear if the verse
containing the identification of the cities also belongs to the sages of that period.
In any event, this list of fortified cities and the settlements with which they are
identified was known to sages who dealt with it at the beginning of the fourth
century, and they were thus familiar with the settlement called Kefar ¡ittaya,
though this does not necessarily mean that the place was inhabited in their day.
Klein (1967: 119) proposed that this identification of ha-ªedim with Kefar
¡ittaya actually referred to¡ittin al-Qadim (today, Kh. ‘Eika, Site 42), a site on
the hilltop above ¡ittin which, in the survey, turned out to have been settled
during the Hellenistic period. It is worth noting that the quantity of Hellenistic
pottery collected at ¡ittin itself shows that it too was settled during the Helle-
nistic period. The distance between ¡ittin, located at the bottom, and Kh. ‘Eika
at the hilltop is approx. 300 m. of steep slope, and during the Hellenistic period
this was possibly a single settlement unit. On the other hand, the complete
absence of Roman and Byzantine pottery from the hilltop site shows that the
settlement was located in the vicinity of the spring, from the middle of the slope
downward, during these periods. As noted above, the tradition identifying forti-
fied sites mentioned in the Book of Joshua with sites from the time of the sages
is apparently related to sites with remains of ancient fortifications Jews encoun-
tered when they settled in the region following the Hasmonean conquest and
which they referred to as “walled cities from the days of Joshua.” This explana-
tion fits Kefar ¡ittaya, in which and near which there are settlement remains
earlier than the time of the Hasmonean conquest of the area.
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136 Leviticus Rabbah 7, 4 (p. 157); Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana 6, 3 (p. 118). In the former,
mentioned in the sayings of R. Berakhiyah and R. ¡anan (fourth and third generation
amoraim, respectively) and in the latter, in the sayings of R. Abba bar Kahana and R. ¡anin
(third and fourth generation amoraim, respectively). Klein (1967: 118) proposed that there was
another sage from this place called Bar ¡ittaya or Shim‘on bar ¡ittaya. As concluded above,
the combination “br X” in Palestinian literature is used to refer to the son of a person rather
than someone from a certain place. Beyond this, an examination of the versions in all of the
places where this sage is mentioned (Genesis Rabbah 1, 10; 26, 3; 30, 8; 31, 10; 53, 12 [p. 9;
246; 273; 282; 569]; Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana 12, 5 [p. 206] and later parallels), shows that all of
the reliable Mss. read Bar ¡utah or Bar ¡uta, including MS Vatican 60, which does not appear
in Theodor-Albeck’s apparatus and is apparently the best manuscript of Genesis Rabbah. In
MS Vatican 30 in three places the reading is br¢y©h in one word and in another place, Bar
¡utah. In any event, the version Bar Hittayah or Bar Hittaya proposed by Klein does not exist
in any important Ms. of any of the six sources in which this sage is mentioned, and these
sources do not appear to indicate a person from ¡ittaya.
Summary of Rabbinic Sources: Kefar ¡ittaya is mentioned in Y and Genesis
Rabbah – Palestinian sources completed in the fourth and fifth centuries CE.
The earliest sage mentioned in reference to this settlement is R. Shim‘on ben
Lakish (active ca. 250–280); another sage mentioned in reference to the settle-
ment is R. ‘Azariya, a native of Kefar¡ittaya, whose period of activity is uncer-
tain. The settlement is mentioned again in a discussion by sages from the early
fourth century about a list that seems to reflect a historical memory of some sort
concerning the beginning of Jewish settlement there, apparently in the
Hasmonean period.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 148 identifiable sherds)
During the survey, the site was divided into six collection areas; however the
only obvious difference observed as a result of this division is the relocation of
the site during the Middle Ages from mid-slope where it was in earlier periods
to the foot of the slope and the field below. The beginning of settlement at the
site was in the Hellenistic period and the relatively considerable finds from that
period (16.3%) are noteworthy. Also remarkable are the quantity of Middle
Roman period finds (25.6%) and the obvious weakness of the Late Roman
period (14%) and the Early Byzantine period (8%). These periods generally
enjoy strong pottery representation due to type KH1e, which usually accounts
for between a third and half of the finds at Late Roman/Early Byzantine sites,
while here it constitutes only 5.5% of the finds. It thus appears that there was a
certain decline in settlement during these periods. In this regard, it should be
noted that in salvage excavations conducted recently by M. Hartal at the site,
there was a clear gap in the Late Roman period followed by renewal of settle-
ment (in the restricted area excavated) during the Byzantine period. In any
event, 8 sherds clearly dated to the fourth century collected in the survey137
demonstrate, in my opinion, that there was presence of some sort at the site
during that period. The increase of finds from the Middle Byzantine period
(14% of the finds, of which 12 are LRRW vessels, as opposed to 2 in the
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Graph 19: Diagnostic sherds from
Hittin. Total=148
137 C4a1; KH4d; Diamond Rim SJ 3; LR Krater 1.
preceding period) should also be noted, as should the stability maintained
during the Late Byzantine period (10%). Prior to our survey architectural
elements and remains of a public building, apparently beneath the village
mosque, were noted, however, its identification as a Jewish public building has
not been validated archaeologically.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
11–20 11–20 11–20 4–10 4–10 11–20 11–20
Discussion: It appears probable that during the Hellenistic period, this site and
Kh. ‘Eika [Site 42] on the hilltop constituted a single settlement unit. It is clear
that following the Hellenistic period there was no settlement on the hilltop or on
the adjacent terraces, and that the settlement was located mainly from the center
of the slope downward, near the spring. As stated, Kefar¡ittaya is mentioned in
rabbinic sources as “a city surrounded by a wall from the days of Joshua” and is
identified with the fortified biblical city of ha-ªedim.
In our discussion, we noted that these are sites where Jews of the Second
Temple period encountered remains of earlier fortifications when they settled
the region. Probably, this tradition is related to the Hasmonean domination of
the Galilee and the Jewish settlement that followed (see Sites 41 and 42 below).
It is probable that the identification of Kefar ¡ittaya in this tradition with the
fortified ancient city of ha-ªedim refers to the fortified site of Kh. ‘Eika, which
is situated at the top of the slope upon which the later settlement lies (it is note-
worthy that the Arabic name of Kh. ‘Eika is¡ittin al-Qadim = “Ancient¡ittin”!
See discussion of Site 42 below). At ¡ittin itself, a considerable amount of
Hellenistic pottery was also collected and this area at mid-slope is probably that
identified by the tradition as ha-ªedim (though we found no remains of fortifi-
cations here – perhaps because of the intensive settlement here until recently).
All of the rabbinic sources in which Kefar¡ittaya is mentioned are related to or
presented in the name of sages who were active during the Late Roman period;
one of these mentions the synagogue of the village.
Site No. 41
19–24/25/41
Kh. el ‘Aiteh (el-Haraker) (øëàøä ìà)/äúééò-ìà úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1924/2456; Elevation: 210 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Apparently
Arabic; el-Haraker: name of the plot in the British Mandatory map (Tor 2000:
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23); Type of site: Ancient ruin; Site area: 11 dunams; Topography: Hilltop with
steep slopes, west of the tomb of Nebi Shu‘eib; Arable land: Grumusol cover-
ing extensive flattened alluvial plains in the Arbel Valley at the foot of the site;
blackish-brown basaltic grumusol upon extensive plains south of the site; Near-
est water source: ‘Ein ¡ittin; 300 m. from center of site; difficult access;Water
installations: – – ; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: Several caves in the northeastern slope of the hill; high stone walls
within the site; remains of a wall surrounding the site on the south – the only
side not naturally defended. During the survey, a significant difference was
noted between the abundant pottery found from this line of wall inward (north-
ward) and the small amount of pottery outside the line of this wall.
Five Rhodian amphora handles bearing Greek inscriptions collected by B.
Ravani are today in the storerooms of the IAA. On three, Ravani noted “site
west of Karnei¡ittin” which apparently refers to this site or to nearby Kh. ‘Eika
(see appendix 2);
Natural fortification: Steep slopes to the north, east and west; controlled and
accessible from the south;
Proximity to roads: Above a branch of route B3, which linked the Arbel Valley
with the Beth Netofa Valley; approx. 2 km. from the Roman Sepphoris-Tiberias
road (R1);
Prior surveys and studies: The site appears on SWPmaps and was rediscovered
by Mr. Y. Tor of the IAA (Tor 2000: 22);
Finds from other periods: Early and Middle Bronze pottery.
Identification: – –
* * *
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Fig. 89: Kh. el ‘Aiteh: general view, looking north-west
Historical Analysis (sample size: 127 identifiable sherds)
The absence of clear Persian period finds apparently indicates that the rich finds
of intermediate Persian/Hellenistic types (32% of the finds at the site) belong to
the Early Hellenistic period. Rhodian amphora handles collected by B. Ravani
(4 from the this site and a fifth upon which Ravani noted the map reference of
this site or of nearby Kh. ‘Eika) were examined by G. Finkielsztejn and dated to
the second half of the third century and the first half of the second century BCE
(see appendix 2).
Finds of relatively large amounts of ESA vessels (6.3% of the finds in addi-
tion to bases and numerous body sherds) indicate that the site was still settled
after the beginning of the penetration of these vessels into the region around the
third quarter of the second century BCE. On the other hand, the total absence of
Kefar ¡ananya types of the Early Roman period, which constitute the absolute
majority of cooking vessels in the region in assemblages from the mid-first
century BCE onward, shows that the site was no longer inhabited by the mid-
first century BCE.
The absence of Early Roman pottery from this site also shows that ESA type
vessels that cannot be categorized as Hellenistic or Roman, belong to the Helle-
nistic period, raising the percentage of Hellenistic vessels to 92% of all the finds
at the site.
The minute amount of pottery representing all of the Roman period sub-
phases up to LR/E BYZ (10 vessels for a 500 year period) does not represent, in
our view, settlement phases at the site and probably comes from nearby ¡ittin.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
11 – – – – – – – – – – – –
Discussion: See Site 42 below.
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Graph 20: Diagnostic sherds from
Kh. el ‘Aiteh. Total=127
Site No. 42
19–24/25/42
Kh. ‘Eika/Kh. Madin ïéãî úáø'ç/äëéò úáø'ç
Map ref.: 1927/2455; Elevation: 251 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Apparently
Arabic; Type of site:Ancient ruin; Site area: 15 dunams; Topography:Hill with
steep slopes east of the tomb of Nebi Shu‘eib; Arable land:Grumusol on exten-
sive alluvial plains in the Arbel Valley at the foot of the site; blackish-brown
basaltic grumusol on extensive plains south of the site; Nearest water source:
‘Ein ¡ittin, 250 m. from the center of the site; difficult access; Water installa-
tions: – – ; Agricultural installations: Stone fragment of pressing installation of
some sort, near the hilltop.
Finds: Top of wall constructed of large trimmed stones preserved to height of
1–2 courses for approx. 15 m. in southern part of site – apparently remains of
fortification intended to protect the site at its weakest point. Building remains
and outlines of buildings, visible mainly in western part of site; large quantities
of building stones scattered around the site.
Natural fortification: Steep slopes to the north, west and east; site is controlled
and accessible from its southern side;
Proximity to roads: Above branch of route B3 which connected the Arbel and
BethNetofaValleys and approx. 2 km. fromRoman Sepphoris-Tiberias road (R1).
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 193) visited the site in 1875
and refers to it as ¡ittin al-Qadim;
Finds fromother periods:Early andMiddleBronze, Iron and Persian periods pottery.
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 118 identifiable sherds)
33% of the finds at this site belong to intermediate Persian/Hellenistic period
types and the presence of types clearly belonging to the Persian period indicate
that the site was settled during that period and that some of the intermediate
types apparently belong to it.
The relatively large quantity of ESA vessels (7.6% of the finds) shows that
the site existed at least for a certain period after the third quarter of the second
century BCE. On the other hand, the total absence of Kefar ¡ananya types, so
common during the Early Roman period, shows that settlement ceased prior to
the mid-first century BCE.
The absence of Early Roman pottery at this site shows that ESA types that
cannot generally be classified as Hellenistic or Roman belong here to the
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Hellenistic period, thus increasing the share of the Hellenistic vessels to 93% of
the finds at the site. The rest of the finds extend over all sub-phases of the
Roman period to E BYZ (8 vessels over a span of approx. 500 years) and do not
seem to represent settlement phases; their source is apparently at nearby¡ittin.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
H ER MR LR E BYZ M BYZ LBYZ
15 – – – – – – – – – – – –
Discussion: The sites Kh. el ‘Aiteh and Kh. ‘Eika are located across from one
another on opposite sides of a deep gorge, in the same agricultural area. Both
sites depend on the water of ‘Ein¡ittin in the valley below them. The clear rela-
tionship between the two sites138 led us to examine (twice!) whether this is
perhaps a single large site, however, we did not find any building remains or
sherd scatter between them. The presence of unequivocal Persian pottery at
‘Eika as opposed to its absence at Kh. el ‘Aiteh led us to propose that the latter
was established in the Early Hellenistic period as a kind of “branch” of the
former. Their strategic location on a hilltop with steep slopes and the remains of
fortifications surrounding both apparently indicate that the reason for the estab-
lishment of the new settlement, rather than expansion of the old toward the
saddle or the slopes, had to do with security.
The similar pottery profile for the two sites, the presence of ESA ware in
relatively large quantities and the total absence of Kefar ¡ananya Early Roman
types indicate that these sites were abandoned between ca. the third quarter of
the second to the mid-first century BCE. It appears that the most likely histori-
cal explanation for their abandonment and the presence of a Jewish site in their
agricultural plot during the Roman period (¡ittin, Site 40) is the Hasmonean
domination of the Galilee. The presence of imported vessels from the end of the
first century BCE and of GCW at both sites and the presence of imported
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Graph 21: Diagnostic sherds
from Kh. ‘Eika. Total=118
138 It is of interest that at both, significant amounts of Early Bronze pottery were also found.
amphorae at Kh. el ‘Aiteh seem to support the view that the sites were settled by
gentiles and that their abandonment was related to Hasmonean domination of
the region. The question regarding when Jews started to avoid utilizing
imported wares and gentile wine (if, indeed, the amphorae here were for wine),
has been examined from the archaeological perspective as regards the ampho-
rae from Jerusalem, where a sharp decline in their use is recorded from the mid-
second century BCE onward (Ariel 1990: 18–25), though Ariel himself is not
convinced that the interpretation of this decline is related to halakhic consider-
ations (see Ariel 20002: 276–280).139



















Map 9: ¡ittin Area
139 Finkielsztejn (1993: 29–37), on the other hand, is more adamant in his view that this is a
result of intentional avoidance. In addition, a summary presented by Berlin (2002; 2005)
concerning imported serving vessels at sites in the Galilee (Gamla, Yodefat, Bethsaida, and
Capernaum) indicates, in her opinion, the end of the first century BCE as a period during which
this phenomenon of avoidance became widespread among the Jewish population. Berlin
explains this avoidance as a political anti-Roman act or as a symbol of identity rather than a
halakhic act, because in earlier periods, the Jewish inhabitants did use imported vessels,
however she does not deal with the possibility of development and change in halakhah (or with
the period before halakhic rules became norms of behavior in Jewish society).
Further support for the proposed abandonment of the sites related to
Hasmonean domination is found in a rabbinic tradition mentioned above, which
saw Kefar ¡ittaya and another nearby site as “towns surrounded by a wall from
the days of Joshua” (Y Megillah 1, 1, 70a). Two other sites, also known in
rabbinic tradition as walled from the days of Joshua, are Yodefat and Gamla,
both of which present evidence for the existence of Hellenistic fortifications
prior to Hasmonean domination (Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997). This is probably
true of this case as well. As stated, the identification of Kefar ¡ittaya as a
walled town from the time of Joshua probably refers to fortified Kh. ‘Eika,
which lies at the top of the slope upon which the later settlement lies. The identi-
fication of the biblical city of ªer with an unnamed site (“near Kefar ¡ittaya”)





Map ref.: 1902/2455; Elevation: 340 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arab village
until 1948; Ottoman census: Nimrin; perhaps Naim in Crusader documents
(Prawer 1971 vol. 1: 536, n. 15); Type of site: Arab village upon ancient ruin;
construction of military base here damaged western part of site; Site area: 23
dunams; Topography:Moderate spur descending northward from Mt. Nimrah;
Arable land: Brown grumusol and terra rossa upon moderate slopes and exten-
sive alluvial plains in nearby (1.5 km.) eastern Tur‘an Valley; Nearest water
source: – – ;Water installations:AVST reported tens of cisterns at site (IAAA);
in our survey, we found five of these. Presumably some of the cisterns were
damaged by construction of a military base; Agricultural installations: The
report of the AVST noted a threshing wheel of an olive oil press (today opposite
the command of the base).
Finds: AVST reported cist tombs, a column drum and a number of ashlars in
secondary use.
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: approx. 2.5 km. north of the Roman road from Sepphoris to
Tiberias;
Finds from other periods: Pottery from the Middle Bronze, Iron, Persian
(scant), Early Islamic, Medieval and Ottoman periods.
Prior surveys and studies: – –
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Identification: Accepted identification is Kefar Nimrah/Imra in rabbinic litera-
ture (Dalman 1935: 115; Avi-Yonah 1951: 140; Klein 1967: 10; Safrai 1985: 2;
Reeg 1989: 353; TIR: 164).
* * *
Historical Sources
The village of Nimrin is mentioned in the Ottoman tax census from the end of
the sixteenth century (Hütteroth and Abudulfattah 1977: 189) and existed as an
Arab village until 1948. Klein (1967: 10) identified this site as Kefar Nimrah,
which he cites as appearing in rabbinic literature, based on the preservation of
the name. This identification has been accepted by many researchers. The only
rabbinic source that appears to mention Kefar Nimrah is Lamentations Rabbah
2, 2 (Buber edition p. 54):140
éâøåà ìù úåéåðç úåàî ùìùå àééòáöã àìãâîá åéä úåøäè éøëåî ìù úåéåðç úåàî 'â øîà àðåä áø
.äøîð øôëá åéä úåëåøô
R. Huna said: There were three hundred stores selling [food preserved in the condition
of] cultic cleanness in Migdal ªaba‘aya and three hundred stores of those who weaved
veils (i.e. curtains for synagogue arks or for the Temple) in Kefar Nimrah.
However, this source in Lamentations Rabbah is taken from a series of destruc-
tion narratives in Y Ta‘anit (see Bubers’ introduction pp. 11–12), to which the
editor, on the one hand, added more material and, on the other, inserted errors.
The tradition in Y Ta‘anit 4, 6, 69a, according to the Leiden Ms., differs thus:
úåéåðç íéðåîù :àá øá äééç 'ø 'îà .àééòáö ìãâîá åéä ñâìô éâøåàìù úåéåðç íéðåîù ïðçåé 'ø øîà
àøîéà øôëá åéä úåøäè éøëåîìù
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Fig. 90: Nimrin: crushing basin of an olive oil
press
140 In fact, this passage does not appear at all in the Vatican Ms. of Lamentations Rabbah
upon which Buber based his edition. Its inclusion here by Buber was based on the parallel in Y;
see below.
R. Yo¢anan said: There were eighty stores of those who weaved palgas (a certain
garment) in Migdal ªaba‘aya. R. ¡iya bar Ba said: There were eighty stores selling
(food preserved in the condition of) cultic cleanness in Kefar Imra.
Thus, a place called Kefar Nimrah is not mentioned at all in rabbinic literature,
and its identification with the Arab village of Nimrin in the Galilee, or with any
other place, lacks textual support.141
Another source noted by Klein (ibid.) in connection with this identification
is a verse from the piyyut “’wdkh ky ’nft by” (éá úôðà éë êãåà) by Yosef bar
Shlomo of Carcasonne (France, eleventh century):
ñéðùä äøåáâ äãåäé éáëî / ñéðëä äîéðô åéçàå åäéúúî...
äðçîä óãø íéøîðì åëòî / äðæîä øé÷ãä õò ìë úñàî
...éðøôéìàì ãâéå íìëå íöçî
This piyyut for the Sabbath of Hanukkah includes events from the time of the
Hasmoneans drawn from Megilat Ta‘anit, from the Book of Judith and from
later midrashim based on the story of Judith (Weinberger 1998: 170). Klein
believed that the line äðçîä óãø íéøîðì åëòî (from ‘Akko to Nemerim he [Judah
Maccabee] chased the army) “…the paytan certainly did not invent himself”
and that it is taken from an ancient midrash that has not reached us. Klein also
believed that this verse reflects the battle of Simon the Hasmonean, who
reached the gates of ‘Akko (1 Maccabees 5:22); herefore, it should be corrected
to “from Nemerim to ‘Akko” which is evidence that the battle mentioned in 1
Maccabees began at Nimrin in the Galilee. In fact, “the paytan certainly did not
invent this line himself” since it appears in a literary work comprising the above
variety of sources in the she’iltot of R. A¢ay Gaon (27 [Mirsky edition, p. 188])
who lived in Babylonia in the eighth century CE. It is difficult to accept a
midrash that is scattered throughout with legends and that was written some
1,000 years after the Hasmonean period as a reliable historical source, though a
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141 A type of a date, known as ktbt hnymryn (ïéøîéðä úáúë) is mentioned in TYoma 4, 3 and is
probably named after its place of growth. This place is mentioned again in the famous baraita
of the boundaries of the Land of Israel in T Shevi‘it 4, 11; and in the parallel Sifre Deuteron-
omy 51: ...ïåáùçå ,à÷áéå ,éàøåæã çìîå ,ïéøîðå ,àúåãäù øâéå ,äøöáì íçúîã àðåëøèå... In T Shevi‘it
(7, 11), äéúåøáçå äøîð úéá (beth Nimrh and her neighbors) are mentioned as examples of places
in the valley in Transjordan. In all of these sources it is clear that Nimrin east of the Jordan
valley is referred to, which is ÂçèíáìñÜímentioned by Eusebius (Klostermann 1966: 44; 48).
This place is mentioned again in YShevi‘it 9, 2, 38d, while identifying cities of the kingdom of
Si¢on mentioned in Joshua 13: “…and in the valley, Beit-Haram, and Beit-Nimrah, and
Sukkot, and ªafon, the rest of the kingdom of Si¢on…” Beit-Haram – Beit Ramtah. Beit-
Nimrah – Beit Nimrin. Sukkot – Dar‘ela. ªafon – ‘Amtu… In M Pe’ah 4, 5 it tells of øîð úéá
(byt nmr) where they would demarcate the peah of the field that was left for the poor with a
rope. If indeed this refers to the name of a place rather than to the name of a family, then it is
likely that it is the same place as in the other occurrences of this name, i.e., Beth Nimrah in
Transjordan, and identified as such in the research literature (Klein 1939: 16; Avi-Yonah 1951:
166 n. 3; Segal 1979: 41; Grünzweig 1999: 87).
number of motifs from this literary work appear in a Hanukah piyyut of the
Byzantine period by Qallir (Elizur 1995: 306). Recalled in this piyyut is a battle
of the Hasmoneans “from ‘Akko to Levo Hammath” and Namer (“tiger”)
appears in the piyyut as a name for Greece.142 It appears that, as a result of an
error or a misunderstanding of this piyyut, the line “from ‘Akko to Nemerim”
found its way into the she’iltot of R. A¢ay Gaon and from there to the piyyut of
Yosef bar Shlomo of Carcasonne.
Summary: The only reference to Kefar Nimrah in rabbinic literature originates
in a copyist’s error. Therefore, there is no foundation for its identification with
Nimrin or any other place. It is likewise difficult to accept that íéøîð (nmrym),
first mentioned in the She’iltot de-R. A¢ay Gaon in the eighth century, faithfully
preserves a tradition concerning Hasmonean battles in the Galilee in the second
century BCE.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 156 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of the settlement is in the Bronze and Iron Ages and distinct
Persian period finds (few) indicate that the Persian/Hellenistic types belong, in
part, to that period. The Hellenistic period finds (20% of the finds) are slightly
more dominant than those of the other periods and there was a decline in the
Early and Middle Roman periods (11.6% and 9.6% respectively). Despite the
weakness of type KH1e (only 15% of the finds), an increase is perceptible in
Late Roman period (19%) and Early Byzantine period (18.7%) finds.
Only two types of LRRWbelong to theMiddle Byzantine period, and both of
them are of type PRS 3H, which was produced only from the beginning of the
sixth century onward. This, together with six imported Late Byzantine vessels,
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Graph 22: Diagnostic sherds from
Nimrin. Total=156
142 According to Avi-Yonah’s reconstruction, the sixteenth course in the list of Priestly
Courses – the Course of Immer – is attributed to Kefar Nimrah (Avi-Yonah 1962: 138).
However, this reconstruction is not supported by the numerous piyyutim in which the names of
settlements are mentioned, nor in any of the inscribed names of settlements of the Priestly
Courses found to date.
may indicate a decline of some sort in the settlement around the fifth century
and renewed growth in the sixth century, though we have no sufficiently exten-
sive data at our disposal to show this definitively. The exceptional absence of
remains of a public building at this site, which continued to exist through the
Byzantine period, should be noted.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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11–23 4–10 4–10 11–23 11–23 4–10 4–10
Site No. 44
18–24/83/44
¡. Mashkanah/Kh. Meskeneh äðëñî 'ç /äðëùî úáøåç
Map ref.: 1886/2433; Elevation: 250 m. a.s.l.;Origin of name:Arabic. Ottoman
tax census: Maskanah; apparently, Mareshaucie or Maneskalkia in Crusader
documents (Prawer 1971 vol. 1: 536, n. 14); Type of site: Ancient ruins; Site
area: 35 dunams; Topography: Very moderate eastern spur of SE 253 east of
Tur‘an Valley; Arable land: Brown grumusol and terra rossa on extensive allu-
vial plains in eastern part of Tur‘an Valley; Nearest water source: – – ; Water
installations: Large seasonal pool west of site; five large cisterns at site, the
three easternmost very near one another; Agricultural installations: Concentra-
tion of installations in southern part of site, including the base of a screw-type
direct-pressure press cut directly in bedrock; rock-cut pool that apparently
served as an industrial installation of some sort; winepresses and cave; several
winepresses west of the site; remains of columbaria (Tal et al. 2002: 57);
Finds: Several cist tombs west of the ruins; sarcophagus decorated with vases
was moved from the ruins to ‘Ailbun (IAAA). Top of wall of carefully trimmed
ashlars in eastern part of ruins and scattered in the vicinity, numerous other
ashlars, including one with carved column base or capital in relief and portions
of a doorpost and what appears to be part of an architrave indicate the existence
of a monumental building at the site. No finds suggesting synagogue remains
reported in previous studies;
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: Approx. 300 m. north of the Roman Sepphoris-Tiberias
road (R1). Z. Safrai reported a local road from the site that connects with the
Roman road;
Finds from other periods: Early Islamic, Medieval and Ottoman pottery;
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Prior surveys and studies: PEF reported sarcophagi near the site (SWP 1881–3,
vol. 1: 403). Shenhav (1984: 107) surveyed remains of the Roman road at the
foot of the site to the south and reported four milestones, one bearing an inscrip-
tion apparently mentioning the Emperor Caracala. Stepansky (20022: 22–23)
uncovered a 400-m.-long segment of this road south of the site, which includes
branching of a secondary road toward the site. Z. Safrai (1985: 167–172)
surveyed the site and drew a plan of several structures, including a building he
identified as an inn (÷ãðåô).
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Fig. 91: ¡. Mashkanah: base of a direct-pres-
sure screw oil press cut directly in bedrock







Fig. 93: ¡. Mashkanah: architectural
element from a monumental building
Fig. 94: ¡. Mashkanah: wall of large ashlars,
maybe a synagogue
Identification: Mashkanah is a settlement referred to in rabbinic literature
(Dalman 1935: 114; Klein 1967: 116; Safrai 1985: 168; Reeg 1989: 424; TIR: 181).
* * *
Historical Sources
Identification of the site: Aside from the preservation of the nameMashkanah in
the Arabic name Kh. Meskeneh, literary sources provide clear indication of the
location of this settlement:
Y Berakhot 9, 5, 14d:
íéðùì (ìùî) .'êáæòà íéîé éðéáæòú íåé' :áåúë åàöî íéãéñç úìéâîá :ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù 'ø øîà
ãò) äæî äæ ùåøôì å÷éôñä àì .äðëùî àãçá äæá äæ åòâôå ïéøåôéöî ãçàå àéøáéèî ãçà åàöéù
...ïéìéî éðù äæî äæ ïé÷åçø åàöîð ,ìéî äæå ìéî äæ (êìäù
R. Shim‘on ben Lakish said: “In Megillat ¡asidim it was found to be written: ‘Should
you abandon Me for one day, I will abandon you for (many) days.’ (This is like) two
individuals who left, one from Tiberias, the other from Sepphoris, and met each other in
that Mashkanah. They have just separated from each other, this going a mile and this
going a mile, (and already) they are two miles apart (so one who abandons God for one
day is really separated from Him for longer)…
Y Sanhedrin 3, 1, 21a:
øîàù äæì ïéòîåù ,éøåôéöá øîà äæå àéøáéèá øîà äæ :øæòì 'ø øîà ...'äæìù åðééã ìñåô äæ'
ïéáéäé ïååäã ïåðéàá 'éøåôéöá øîåà äæå àéøáéèá øîåà äæ' øæòì 'ø øîã éàäå :àì 'ø øîà ...àéøáéèá
...ïéìéî 'è àëäì àëä ïî ,ïéìéî 'æ àëäì àëä ïî ,àðëùî àãçá





Fig. 96: Aerial photo of ¡. Mashkanah (photograph: seeMapping)
“One may invalidate the judge (chosen) by the other (party)”… R. El‘azar said: “This
one says (they should go to court) ‘In Tiberias’ and that one says ‘In Sepphoris’ – they
accept the position of the one who said ‘In Tiberias.’” … R. La said: “And as to that
which R. El‘azar has stated, ‘This one says “In Tiberias” and that one says “In
Sepphoris” – (that statement applies to) those who are located in that Mashkanah, from
here to here (i.e. from Mashkanah to Tiberias the distance is) seven miles, from here to
here (i.e. from Mashkanah to Sepphoris the distance is) nine miles…143
From the first source it appears that Mashkanah is located on the route that leads
from Sepphoris to Tiberias and from the second source we learn that it is seven
miles (approx. 10.5 km.) from Tiberias and nine miles (approx. 13.5 km.) from
Sepphoris. These data fit Kh. Meskeneh both in terms of the distance from
Tiberias and Sepphoris as well as its position beside the Roman road to
Tiberias.144
Summary: The two sources that mention Mashkanah are both in the Y, which
was completed shortly after the mid-fourth century CE. The first tradition is
brought in the name of R. Shim‘on ben Lakish (ca. 250–280) and the second in
the name of R. La (ca. 280–310, see Albeck 1969: 223), apparently indicating
that the place was still inhabited in R. La’s day.
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143 The question concerns the agreement that litigants must reach concerning the location of
the trial and the composition of the judges. R. Elazar determined that if one wishes the case to
be tried in Tiberias and the other in Sepphoris, the wishes of the one who opted for Tiberias are
respected; from the continuation of the question, it is clear that his reasoning was that the house
of judgment in Tiberias is more important. R. La interprets the statement of R. Elazar in a
geographical context and presents examples of litigants at Mashkanah, which is 7 miles from
Tiberias and 9 miles from Sepphoris, explaining that R. Elazar noted that one must to go
Tiberias because it is nearer (and not more important). The example of R. La concerning liti-
gants in Mashkanah appears to be taken from the realia with which sages of the bet midrash
were familiar, and therefore, seems to indicate that the place was inhabited in his day.
144 The proximity of the site to the road and the description of the meeting between passersby
led Klein (1967: 116) to propose that there was a roadside inn here, in addition to the inn at
nearby Lavi (Lubieh, ca. 1.3 km.) which is explicitly referred to in the sources (Site 49 below).
Safrai, on the other hand, assumed that it is unlikely that there would be two inns operating so
close to one another, and therefore proposed that Mashkanah was an “offshoot village” of Lavi
and that the inn of Lavi referred to in the sources in fact referred to the inn at Mashkanah. In the
survey he conducted, he proposed identifying the inn with the remains of a structure at the high
eastern part of the site (Safrai 1985: 168–172). From the survey we conducted, it emerged that
this was a large village (approx. 35 dunams) with agricultural installations, cisterns and burial
facilities and that it was continuously inhabited from the Early Roman period at least up to the
Early Islamic period. The size of the site, even greater than Lavi itself, makes it difficult to
accept the proposal that Mashkanah was an “offshoot village” of Lavi and that the Inn of Lavi
was actually at Mashkanah. The remains of that inn may possibly be identified with Khan
Lubya south of Kibbutz Lavi (see note 164 below).
Historical Analysis (sample size: 243 identifiable sherds)
The site was divided into two collection areas – a northwestern area and the rest
of the site. The pottery distribution clearly indicates that, unlike the Roman-
Byzantine settlement that stretched over the entire site, the Medieval settlement
was more limited and did not include the northwestern area.
There is not even a single sherd earlier than the first century BCE. Thus the
beginning of settlement here was during the Early Roman period (11.5% of the
finds) and continued through all the Roman and Byzantine sub-periods and
generally maintained stability throughout these periods. The abundant
Byzantine finds, including 65 LRRW vessels (27% of the finds), should be
noted. Early Islamic period pottery indicates that a presence continued here into
that period.
Based on the ashlars and an architectural fragment here, the site appears to
have had a monumental structure, apparently a synagogue. Indeed, such build-
ings appear at most of the large survey sites dating to the Byzantine period.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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– – 11–20 21–35 21–35 21–35 21–35 21–35
Site No. 45
19–24/83/45
Tel Ma‘on/Sheikh Kaddum íåã÷ 'çééù/ïåòî ìú
Map ref.: 1984/2432; Elevation: 250 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: On SWP map
and Mandatory maps: Tell Ma‘un; based on the names appearing in documents
and its location on modern maps, Prawer (1972; see also Beyer 1945: 236)
noted a settlement here called Mahum during the Crusader period, and Rhode
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Graph 23: Diagnostic sherds
from ¡. Mashkanah.
Total=243
(1979: 87), a settlement called Ma‘un in the sixteenth century. As we shall see
below, the name Ma‘on appears to have moved from a site located approx. 1
km. east of Tel Ma‘on (Kh. Nasr ed-Din; Site 37). The absence of Medieval
pottery at Tel Ma‘on and its presence at Nasr ed-Din, as well as the fact that the
detailed Ottoman defterler do not mention a place called Nasr ed-Din, seem to
point that Mahum/Ma‘un in the Crusader and Ottoman documents refers to
Nasr ed-Din, and the shifting of the name apparently occurred only at the end of
the Ottoman period; Type of site:Asherd scatter at the top of Upper Tiberias; no
building remains found; recent preparations for construction may have elimi-
nated any ancient remains; Site area: 2–3 dunams; Topography: High basaltic
hilltop that controls the area; Arable land: Reddish-brown basaltic grumusol
upon moderate slopes descending to the Yavne’el Valley;Nearest water source:
– – ; Water installations: – – ; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: – –
Natural fortification: The hilltop of the site is the highest in the entire area;
steep slopes to the north and east; moderate slopes to the south and west.
Proximity to roads: Near Roman Tiberias-Sepphoris road (R1) which appar-
ently passed south of the tell.
Prior surveys and studies: B. Ravani surveyed the hill in 1954, prior to the
construction, and reported that there were no antiquities or sherds here and that
it is a natural hill and not a tell (IAAA).
Identification: Several researchers proposed identifying this site with Beth
Ma‘on referred to by Josephus and in rabbinic literature (Avi-Yonah 1951: 139
[and in attached map]; TIR: 84 [and in attached map]. Klein (1967: 115)
rejected this identification because of the site’s distance from Tiberias, while
the sources indicate that Ma‘on was very close to Tiberias.
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 76 identifiable sherds)
As stated, this site is a small sherd scatter lacking any building remains. Despite
the exposed surface and repeated visits, we collected only 76 diagnostic sherds.
The earliest sherds date to the Early Roman period, which is also the most
dominant among the pottery finds (39.4%). The presence here continued into
the Middle (30.2%) and Late (30.2%) Roman period. The absence of definitive
fourth century types indicates that the site was abandoned around the late
third/early fourth century.
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Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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– – 0.5–3 0.5–3 0.5–3 – – – – – –
Site No. 46
19–24/92/46
Nasr ed-Din ïéã-à øöàð
Map ref.: 1995/2428; Elevation: 80 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Small Arab
village until 1948; Mahum/Ma‘un, appearing in Crusader period and sixteenth
century documents, appears to refer to this site (see previous site); Type of site:
Ancient ruin; there was a small Arab village over a small portion of the western
part of the site until 1948; Site area: 45 dunams; Topography: Slope descending
from the Poriah ridge eastward toward Tiberias; Arable land: Brownish red
basaltic grumusol and light colored rendzina on steep slopes; Nearest water
source: Spring at center of site;Water installations: Tunnel, collecting pool and
part of an aqueduct (recently constructed, judging by concrete); Agricultural
installations: – – Finds: – – Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: Indistinct remains of ancient road at edge of village proba-
bly belong to Roman road that ascended from Tiberias to Sepphoris (R1);
approx. 1 km. west of the Roman road along the western shore of the Sea of
Galilee that passes through Tiberias (R2).
Finds from other periods: Largest number of surface sherds collected are
Middle Bronze! Two MB I burial caves were excavated near the ruins.
Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 264) reported cisterns,
aqueduct, quarried basements and ashlars scattered around site; B. Ravani
reported Early Bronze, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and Crusader pottery
(IAAA). Y. Stepansky (1990: 30) surveyed the spring tunnel and believed that
despite it being late in its present form, it appears to have been quarried in
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Graph 24: Diagnostic sherds
from Tel Ma‘on. Total=76
antiquity and may be attributed to the Roman period. Y. Alexander conducted a
salvage excavation in two adjacent Middle Bronze II burial caves (Alexander
1999). H. Ben Nahum (1999) conducted extensive salvage excavations in the
northeastern part of the ruins where she uncovered dwellings (some standing to
their original height), dated to the second-third century CE.
Identification: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 264) proposed identifying this site as
ancient Beth Ma‘on, a view lately supported by Reeg (1989: 113), Stepansky




Identification of the Site: In the past Beth Ma‘on was identified with the high
hilltop of upper Tiberias, known as Sheikh Qadum by the Arabs, and already
called Tel Ma‘on by the PEF in the nineteenth century (SWP 1881 I: 371; Klein
1909: 60; Avi-Yonah 1951: 139 [and on attached map]; TIR: 84 [and on
attached map]). Later, Klein perceived the difficulty of this identification due to
its distance from Tiberias, since the sources indicate that Ma‘on was next to
Tiberias. He therefore proposed that the tell preserves the name of the ancient
settlement that lay below it to the east (Klein 1967: 115).
In fact, as early as the fourteenth century, R. Eshtori ha-Par¢i noted that
Ma‘on is located approx. 2,000 ama (approx. 1 km.) west of Tiberias, based on









Fig. 97: Aerial photo of Nasr ed-Din (photograph: seeMapping)
the source in the Y that will be dealt with below (Kaftor va-Pera¢ vol. 1: 133).
At the end of the nineteenth century, Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 264) proposed
identifying ancient Beth Ma‘on with Kh. Nasr ed-Din based on the facts that
this ruin is the first site one encounters on the road ascending from Tiberias to
Sepphoris, and upon its distance from Tiberias, which is identical to that cited
by Josephus.
Second Temple period: Josephus’ Life (64) states:
áºñáò ïõÀí ìåô’ áõ³ôù~í á³ðï̀ ôç~ò Óåðöùñéôù~í ðüëåùò åé³ò êþìçí ôéíá̀ Âçèìáïõ~ ò ëåãïìÝíçí
á³ ðÝ÷ïõóáí ÔéâåñéÜäïò óôÜäéá ôÝóóáñá ðáñáãßíïìáé, êáé̀ ðÝìøáò å³íôåõ~èåí ðñï̀ò ôç̀í
ÔéâåñéÝùí âïõëç̀í êáé̀ ôïõ̀ò ðñþôïõò ôïõ~ äÞìïõ ðáñåêÜëïõí á³ öéêÝóèáé ðñüò ìå.
I accordingly set out with them (i.e., the messengers from Jerusalem) from headquarters
at Sepphoris and came to a village called Bethmaus, four stadia distant from Tiberias,
and from there sent to the council and principle men of that city, requesting them to
come to me.145
The distance noted by Josephus – “4 stadia from Tiberias,”146 as well as the
conclusion that emerges from his statement that this settlement lies next to the
Sepphoris-Tiberias route, precisely fits Kh. Nasr ed-Din, which is located west
of Tiberias along the road that climbs the Poriah ridge, a point already made by
Guérin. In fact, among the three archaeological sites known today that are close
to Roman Tiberias from the west: Qasr Bint Malik to the southwest, Tel Ma‘on
to the west-northwest and Nasr ed-Din directly to the west, the last is the only
one that fits, both in terms of distance to Tiberias and in terms of proximity to
the road. Among the three, Nasr ed-Din is also the only site whose remains may
be seen as belonging to a village. Qasr Bint Malik was only founded in the sixth
century CE and even then, only as a monastery (see Hirschfeld 2004). The scant
pottery scatter at Tel Ma‘on indicates only a meager presence there and was
apparently a small farmstead and certainly not anything that may be defined as a
village.
It appears that the Roman road from Tiberias to Sepphoris, remains of which
still exist near Kh. Nasr ed-Din and which was apparently paved during the
second or third century CE, is based upon the location of the more ancient route
whose existence may be indicated in Josephus. It should be noted that this route,
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145 It should be noted that in Complex 20 of the Beth She‘arim necropolis (dated to ca. late
second-early third century CE, see Avigad 1976: 91; 263) appears the inscription Ìåùíéôï~ í
which Schwabe and Lifshitz interpreted as a genitive form indicating the place of origin of the
deceased (i.e., the Ma‘onite). They, however, believed that this referred to Ma‘on in Judea, and
saw this as proof of the existence of Ma‘on in Judea during that period, of its connections with
Beth She‘arim and perhaps also of its inhabitants’ use of the Greek language (Schwabe and
Lifshitz 1974: 182, 218). It would, in my opinion, be more reasonable to identify the origin of
the deceased as Beth Ma‘on.
146 i.e., approx. 700–800 m. (1 Stadia = approx. 180 m.; see Liddell and Scott 1996: 1,631).
ascending directly westward from Tiberias, was still in use at the end of the
nineteenth century, according to the notes and maps of the SWP (1881 I: 380) as
well as Guérin’s description above.
Based on Josephus (above), who indicates that upon his arrival to the eastern
Galilee, he refrained from entering Tiberias and at this spot asked the city’s
notables to ascend to him in Beth Ma‘on, one may understand that even in the
early phases of his establishment in the region, he preferred to rely on the rural
population and distrusted the urban population, a pattern that would character-
ize all of his later activity in the Galilee (Cohen 1979: 206–210). It is notewor-
thy that despite Beth Ma‘on’s immediate proximity to Tiberias, Josephus did
not fear to locate himself there and to act from there against Tiberias (see
below), which may indicate this village’s independence from the nearby polis.
Josephus’ reliance upon the rural population and the hostility between Beth
Ma‘on and the nearby polis, to the point of actual violence, are further empha-
sized in the story of the conquest of Tiberias by Josephus, which appears in Life
320–329. After Josephus’ soldiers captured a delegation sent from Tiberias to
the revolutionary government in Jerusalem aimed at deposing him, Josephus
tells of the preparations for conquest of the city, including placing 10,000
soldiers in the village of Adamah (³Áäþìáéò)147 and another 1,000 in another
village in the hills: á³ðÝ÷ïõóáí äå̀ ôç~ò ÔéâåñéÜäïò ôÝóóáñáò óôáäßïõò (“which is
4 stadia from Tiberias”). Based upon the similarity between this source and
Josephus’ Life 64 (above), which describes the distance from Beth Ma‘on to
Tiberias, Klein (1967: 44) proposed that Beth Ma‘on was the village where
Josephus’ soldiers were readied. This proposal is also supported by the fact that
Nasr ed-Din (= Beth Ma‘on), is the only settlement located at a distance of 4
stadia from Tiberias and is in the mountains right above that city.
The survey results point to a significant presence here during the Hellenistic
period, and that the founding of this settlement preceded by many years that of
nearby Tiberias, which was founded between 17 and 20 CE (Kasher 19882: 5).
One may assume that aside from the city-village tension between these two
settlements and the urban privileges granted Tiberias (cf. Cohen 1979:
206–210), it is probable that another factor aggravating their relations was the
anti-Roman position of the inhabitants of BethMa‘on. This was likely related to
the pro-Hasmonean tendencies of the Galilee population of previous genera-
tions in contrast to the pro-Herodian/Roman tendencies of at least the members
of the First and Second Party in Tiberias (Rappaport 19882: 13–19), a city
founded by Herod Antipas (Antiquities 18, 36–38).
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147 Thus according to Thackeray in the LCL edition. There are other possible readings based
upon other Mss. of Josephus’ Life.
Rabbinic Literature: Several sources in rabbinic literature indicate the
geographical proximity of Beth Ma‘on to Tiberias and two of them even aid us
in establishing the precise location of Beth Ma‘on.
Y ‘Eruvin 5, 1, 22b:
úà äàåø úàå àéøáéè íò úøáòúî ïåòî úéá àäúù úåùòì éðà ìåëé :ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù 'ø øîã
ïåúð ïåòî úéáå .ïéãèöàì íééøéùå íéòáù êåúá ïåúð ïéøö÷äå .íéúá äàìî àéä åìéë ïéãèöéàä
...íéøö÷ì íééøéùå íéòáù êåúá
…R. Shim‘on ben Lakish said: “I can make Beth Ma‘on a continuance of Tiberias (i.e.,
a joint Sabbath domain); you see the stadium as if it is full of houses. And the castra is
located within (a distance) seventy (cubits) and two-thirds from the stadium. And Beth
Ma‘on is located within seventy (cubits) and two-thirds from the castra…”
The tradition deals with establishing the distance one is permitted to walk on the
Sabbath (t¢um ha-shabbat) from Tiberias,148 and quotes the words of R.
Shim‘on ben Lakish, who noted that he is able to create a link between Beth
Ma‘on and Tiberias, thereby turning them into a single settlement unit for the
purpose of the t¢um ha-shabbat. This connection was achieved by considering
structures located between the two settlements, including the stadium and the
castra, as part of an urban continuity, thereby turning Tiberias and Beth Ma‘on
into a single settlement unit. This source contains evidence that Beth Ma‘on
was inhabited during the time of R. Shim‘on ben Lakish, i.e. around the third
quarter of the third century CE. In addition, it seems that the location of the
stadium and the castra of Roman Tiberias should be sought in the area adjacent
to the western side of the city. Furthermore, it emerges from this source that
Beth Ma‘on lay at a distance of only several hundred meters from Tiberias, as
was indicated by Klein (1967: 114) and Lieberman (1932: 209). The portion of
the building exposed recently by Hartal on the shore of the Sea of Galilee north
of Roman Tiberias (Hartal 2002: 22–24) cannot, in my opinion, be the stadium
referred to in this source as Hartal believes, because according to the source,
that stadium was located between Tiberias and Beth Ma‘on, which was west of
Tiberias.
Genesis Rabbah 85, 13 (p. 1,040):
úçàå äãåäéìù úçà ïä úåéðîú éúù øîà áø :'äúðîú äìåò êéîç äðä øîàì øîúì ãâéå'
ïî äì ïé÷ìñã ïåòî úéá äãäë :éøâð øá åáééà 'ø øîà ...àéä úçà äðîú øîà ïåîéñ 'ø .ïåùîùìù
.éúáåù øôë ïî äì ïéúçðå äéøéáè
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148 The verse “do not leave your place on the seventh day” (Exodus 16:29) was interpreted
by the sages as prohibiting going more than 2,000 amot outside the boundaries of the settle-
ment on the Sabbath. This question deals with the establishment of the boundaries of the settle-
ment and the possibility of including buildings and areas that extend beyond the city line (up to
70 amot, see: M. ‘Eruvin 5, 2) within the boundaries of the city for the purpose of Sabbath
halakhah. R. Shim‘on ben Lakish believed that it is permitted to include a series of several built
elements located outside the city, the distance between which is not greater than 70 amot,
thereby extending the boundaries of the city.
“It was told to Tamar, saying, Behold, your father-in-law is going up to Timnah…”
(Gen. 38.13): Rav said: “There were two (places called) Timnah, one of Judah and the
other of Samson. R. Simon said: There was but one Timnah…R. Aybo bar Nagri said: It
is like Beth Ma‘on, to which one ascends from Tiberias but descends from Kefar
Shabtai.”149
Concerning the words of Rav, who noted that there were two settlements called
Timnah, one to which Judah went up and one to which Samson descended (“and
Samson descended to Timnah” – Judges 14:1) R. Aybo150 replied noting that
there was only one Timnah located on a slope, similar to Beth Ma‘on which one
ascends from Tiberias; but one descends to it from Kefar Shabtai. Kefar Shabtai
is identified with Kafr Sabth west of Tiberias.151 Thus, we have further evidence
for Beth Ma‘on being located west of Tiberias, on the eastern slopes of the
Poriah heights.
Genesis Rabbah 80, 1, (p. 950) tells about a preacher by the name of Yosi
fromMa‘on (around the second half of the third century) who gave a sermon in
the synagogue of Ma‘on against the house of the nasi (Patriarch):152
åðéæàä êìîä úéáå ìàøùé úéá åáéù÷äå íéðäëä úàæ åòîù" éàðåòîã àúùéðëá íâøú äéðåòî éñåé
àìå ,äøåúá íúòâé àì äîì' ïéãá íéðäëä ãéîòäì ä"á÷ä ãéúò :øîà .(à ä òùåä) "èôùîä íëì éë
àì äîì' "ìàøùé úéá åáéù÷äå" .'íåìë ïì ïéáäé àì' :ïéøîà ïåðéä ?úåðúî ã"ë éðáî ïéðäð íúééä
ïéáñð ïååä äàéùð úéáã ïéìà ìò' :ïéøîà ïåðéä '?[äøåúá éúáúëù äðåäë] úåðúî ã"ë íäì íúúð
,(â çé íéøáã) ?"íéðäëä èôùî äéäé äæå" äéä íëìù' "èôùîä íëì éë åðéæàä êìîä úéáå" '.ïåäìåë
...ñòëå 'ø òîù ".'úëôäð ïéãä úãéî íëéìò êëéôì
Yosi of Ma‘on interpreted in the synagogue of Ma‘on: “Listen to this, you priests,
Listen, house of Israel, And give ear, house of the king! For the judgment is against
you” (Hosea 5:1). He said: “In the future the Holy One, blessed be He, will make the
priests stand in judgment, saying to them, ‘Why did you not toil in the Torah: did you
not enjoy from my children the twenty-four (priestly) dues?’ To which they will reply,
‘They gave us nothing.’ (Then): “Listen, house of Israel,” ‘Why did you not give them
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149 In a parallel in Y Sotah 1, 8, 17a, the version in MS Leiden reads: It is like Beth Ma‘ayan,
to which one descends from Plateta äúèìô (in MS Vatican: àúâåìô – Plugta) and ascends from
Tiberias. Klein (1967: 115 n. 14) believed that Plateta/Plugta was another settlement lying
west of Tiberias. It can also be proposed that this refers to a familiar crossroads (plwgt’) or
plain or road (pl©t’; see Sokoloff 1990: 435) which lay west of Tiberias.
150 R. Aybo was active during the third-fourth generation of Palestinian amoraim, and appar-
ently lived in Tiberias. See, Margalioth 1995: 34.
151 Map ref. 191/238; see TIR: 165; Klein 1967: 115, etc. The site is located outside the
survey boundaries.
152 In a parallel in YSanhedrin 2, 5, 20c-d, the place where the events occur is a synagogue in
Tiberias. Theodor and Albeck, in their commentary on Genesis Rabbah, attempt to resolve the
contradiction between the sources and propose that this refers to the synagogue of the people
of Ma‘on in Tiberias. Eliav (1995: 73) noted the difficulty in accepting that people of Beth
Ma‘on had a synagogue in nearby Tiberias; an indication that the original version is the one in
Y. If our explanation for the circumstances of the place of the sermon is correct (below), it is
clear that this is not coincidence and that the author intentionally placed the story in Beth
Ma‘on.
the the twenty-four (priestly) dues, [as I prescribed for you in the Torah]?’ To which
they will answer: ‘Because the members of the house of theNasi took everything.’ “And
give ear, house of the king! For the judgment is against you,” ‘(Were those privileges)
yours, (which I intimated in the verse): “And this shall be the priests’ due [from the
people]” (Deut. 18:3)?’ ‘Therefore against you will judgment be turned.’” Rabbi heard
of this (sermon), and was angry…
Irshai (2004: 77–79) dealt at length with this tradition, viewing it as reflecting
the tension between the two positions of the leadership in Late Antiquity, the
priesthood and the patriarchate. As we have already seen at other settlements
founded or settled by Jews following the Hasmonean conquest (Migdal and
Kefar Hittaya), we can find this element in the population as one that main-
tained some sort of “Hasmonean” or “anti-Roman” identity or tradition. This is
clearly expressed in Josephus’writings concerning the relation of their inhabit-
ants toward Herodian/pro-Roman Tiberias, and it appears that it sometimes still
emerges in the tradition of the sages that reflects a much later period. It thus
appears that it is not mere chance that the criticism of the patriarchate (based in
Tiberias and symbolizing the pro-Roman attitude in that it drew its power from
Roman patronage) was by a person from Ma‘on.
In Y Megillah 1, 11, 72d, concerning a discussion on the Mishna’s determi-
nation that in the days of the Tabernacle at Shiloh it was permitted to eat sacred
offerings not only in Shiloh itself but also äàåøä ìëá bkl hrw’h (anywhere from
which Shiloh was visible) it says:
äìéù :äéì øîà ?äìéù ïëùîå äìéù åà ,äìéù ?äàåøä åäî :øæòì 'ø éîå÷ àòá àùééî øá ïåòîù 'ø
.ïåòî úéá àãä ïåâë äìéù ïëùîå
R. Shim‘on b. Miasha asked before R. L‘azar: “What does (the law that one must) see
(indicate)? (Seeing) Shiloh, or (both) Shiloh and the tabernacle of Shiloh?” He said to
him: “Shiloh and the tabernacle of Shiloh, as in the case of Beth Ma‘on.”
It can be understood that R. El‘azar, in his reply that äàåøä (hrw’h) refers to the
person who sees Shiloh and the Tabernacle of Shiloh, presents Ma‘on and the
synagogue of Ma‘on that is visible from Tiberias as an example. Perhaps it was
even visible from the place where the two sages sat and studied.153
Y Bava Metzia 7, 1, 11b:
åðéà áéøòäìå íéëùäì àìù åâäðù íå÷î ,áéøòäìå íéëùäì ïäì øîàå ïéìòåôä úà øëåùä – 'éðúî
éðá .ïéáéøòîå ïéîéëùî ïåòî úéá éðá .ïéáéøòî àìå ïéîéëùî àì àéøáéè éðá – 'îâ ...ïôåëì ìåëé
ïéøëùð àéøáéèá øëùì åãøéù ïåòî úéá éðá .ïåòî úéáë ïéøëùð ïåòî úéá øëùì åìòù àéøáéè
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153 In B Zeva¢im 118b where this discussion appears with some alterations, the version is
indeed: It was taught: When they said, “(As far as the eye could) see (the tabernacle) … for
example the synagogue of Ma‘on.” This proposal, that it was a living example in the course of
study, has already been proposed by Schwarz (1845: 215 n. 2). For a hypothesis concerning the
location of the bet midrash of Tiberias, see: Hirschfeld 1990: 21; “synagogue of Ma‘on” is
referred to three other times in the B (Shabbat 139a; Zeva¢im 118b; ¡ullin 97a), in regard to
events involving sages active around the mid-third century.
ïåëúáùçîá ú÷ìñ ïë ïåäì øîéî åìéëé ïåòî úéáî ïéìòåô øëùì àéøáéèî äìåòù ìáà .àéøáéèë
ïéâá ïéáéøòîå ïéîéëùî ïåúàã ïåëéìò úéòîùã ïéâá àìà !?àéøáéèî ïéìòåô øâéî çëùî àðéåä àìã
.àëä úé÷ìñ ïë
Mishnah: He who hires (day-) workers and tells them to rise early and retire late – in a
place in which they are accustomed not to rise early nor retire late, he cannot force them
to do so… Talmud: The people of Tiberias do not rise early and do not retire late. The
people of Beth Ma‘on rise early and retire late. The people of Tiberias who went up for
employment in Beth Ma‘on are employed according to (the conditions prevailing in)
Beth Ma‘on. The people of Beth Ma‘on who went down for employment in Tiberias are
employed according to (the conditions prevailing in) Tiberias. However, if someone
went up from Tiberias to hire workers in Beth Ma‘on, he can say to them: “Now did you
imagine that I did not find workers in Tiberias? But it is because I hear about you that
you rise early and retire late; on that account I came up here (to hire you).”
Aside from the implied geographic proximity of the two settlements and the
evidence that Beth Ma‘on was located above Tiberias, from this source one
learns about of the labor relations that existed between the two settlements as
well as about one form of income of the local inhabitants, which was day labor.
It also appears to reflect upon the urban character of Tiberias laborers who “do
not rise early or retire late” (i.e., a standard workday does not begin before
sunrise and does not end after sunset), vs. the rural character of the inhabitants
of Beth Ma‘on who “rise early and retire late.”154
Piyyutim: The following line is preserved in an inscription containing a list of
the Priestly Courses found at the village of Beit al-¡ader in Yemen, dated by
Degan to the fifth or sixth century:
äùìù øîùî ïåòî úéá äô[åç]
155(Degan 1972–1973: 303) ø[ùò]
Reference to Beth Ma‘on as a settlement of the Course of Huppah also appears
in numerous piyyutim probably composed in Palestine starting at the end of the
sixth or beginning of the seventh century.156 As noted in previous discussions,
the liturgical and flowery language of the piyyut and the custom of utilizing the
name of a settlement in reference to the priestly course make it difficult to
derive historical data from them. Does, for example, ïåòî úøîùî ïåòîî äòð (“the
course of Ma‘on fluctuated from its place”) in the piyyut of Qallir (Goldschmidt
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154 It is possible that the àéðåòîã àìñôéñ (“bench of the Ma‘onites”) mentioned by R.
Yo¢anan in YMegillah 3, 2, 74a is a bench in Tiberias where the people of Ma‘on would offer
their services as laborers for hire (thus the interpretation of Pnei Moshe). Whereas Lieberman,
in light of the context, corrected to 'àéðåòîã àéìå÷ñô', i.e., the charity the people of Ma‘on
pledged while they were in Tiberias (Lieberman 1940: 463).
155 On the problematic dating of the inscriptions of the Priestly Courses and on their relation
to the piyyutim of the Courses, see above, note 28.
156 See: Haduta – Kahle 1967: vi-vii; Qallir – Goldschmidt 1968: 50; El‘azar Berabi Qallir –
ibid. 153; R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen – Elizur 2004: 634.
1968: 50) refer to the exile of the course from the Temple (ma‘on [“dwelling”]
of God) or is the paytan indicating an event that took place in the settlement of
Ma‘on itself?
Similarly, the absence of passages that reflect the familiarity of paytanim
with the geographical or settlement realia of Beth Ma‘on prevents us from
determining whether they were familiar with the place and if it was inhabited in
their day. The results of the survey (below) and the extensive excavation indi-
cate that the site was abandoned around the second half of the third century.157 It
appears probable that this abandoned settlement, adjacent to the Jewish center
at Tiberias was known to paytanim such as Haduta and Qallir who were active
in Palestine at the end of the Byzantine period, or to R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen of
Kafra in Tiberias who was active in the second half of the eighth century.
Summary: The earliest literary references to Beth Ma‘on are dated to the second
half of the first century CE in Josephus’writings from which it emerges that this
settlement served as one of Josephus’ bases against the pro-Roman inhabitants
of Tiberias. The settlement appears in rabbinic literature in reference to
amoraim of the second and third/fourth generation, i.e. from about the middle to
the end of the third century.158 Also emerging from rabbinic sources are the
geographic proximity and the strong connections between this settlement and
nearby Tiberias. The piyyutim of the Priestly Courses mention this settlement as
the seat of the Course of Huppah, however it is not possible to obtain historical
information about the site from the piyyutim.159
Historical Analysis (sample size: 229 identifiable sherds)
Comparison of the surface survey finds with those of shovel testing at the site
was discussed at length in Chapter 4. The beginning of settlement was during
the Hellenistic period, as attested by the relatively large quantity of pottery
finds from that period, both from surface survey and shovel testing (43% and
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157 A few sherds may indicate very limited settlement (near the spring) that is renewed
around the second half of the fifth century.
158 An additional source embodying a tradition of doubtful reliability, is Avot de R. Nathan
B, 46 (Shechter edition, p. 65): “Three books (i.e., of Torah) were found in the (Temple) Court:
the book of Ma‘onah, the book of Za’atutah and the book of He… In one it was written (in
Deut. 33:27) … ‘Ma‘on’ and in one it was written… ‘Ma‘onah’… R. Yosi said this is the book
that is found in BethMa‘on…” Thismidrash, howeover, also appears in YTa‘anit 4, 2, 68a and
in Sifre Deut. 355 (Finkelstein ed., p. 423) without the words of R. Yosi. Beyond the differ-
ences in versions, which prevent us from knowing for certain which R. Yosi is referred to, it
appears that his words are an association connecting the Book of Ma‘onah with the settlement
of Beth Ma‘on, and, in any event, do not shed light on this settlement in his day.
159 On the possible reason for the inclusion of this settlement in the list of Priestly Courses,
see Chapter 7.
15% respectively), as well as numismatic finds from excavations in the north-
eastern part of the site (below). The absence of clear finds from the Persian
period indicate, in our opinion, that the few intermediate Persian/Hellenistic
types all belong to the Hellenistic period. It is thus probable that the settlement
was founded only after the Hasmonean occupation of the area, however, a
number of coins from the mid-second century BCE and our limited ability to
divide the Hellenistic finds into sub-periods prevent us from reaching any
definitive conclusions regarding this matter, and it is possible that settlement at
the site began earlier. In any event, it is clear that during the Hasmonean period
this was a relatively large settlement and the inhabitants’ anti-Roman senti-
ments during the Early Roman period, which we indicated in our discussion of
the literature, strengthen the assumption concerning the site having been settled
by the Hasmoneans.
The intensity of presence here was also considerable during the Early Roman
period (24% of the surface finds and 43% of the finds from shovel testing) and
both forms of sampling indicate a decline in the Middle Roman period (17%
and 20%). A similar picture arises from the numismatic finds from the excava-
tion in the northeastern part of the ruins.
The extremely weak representation of Late Roman types and the tiny
amounts of type KH1e (5%–7%) suggest that the site was abandoned around the
beginning of the appearance of these types – around the second half of the third
century CE. This conclusion is supported by the complete absence of types
characteristic of the fourth century, and the absence of LRRW vessels of the
Byzantine period. The finds in the area excavated by Ben Nahum in the north-
eastern part of the site strengthen this conclusion even more since the rich finds
from the last occupation stratum in this vicinity clearly belong to the second-
third centuries, with no later finds at all (Ben Nahum 1999; Adan-Bayewitz
2003: 17). Middle and Late Byzantine LRRW vessels from surface survey and
shovel testing apparently indicate renewed presence here around the second
half of the fifth or early sixth century. Nonetheless, the few finds from these
periods, as well as their presence in just a few of the test probes, merely show
that the settlement during these periods was much smaller and limited to the
area of the spring and the area southeast of the spring. It should be noted that in
the second half of the sixth century, the new city wall of Tiberias was erected at
the foot of the site, and at Mt. Berenice, approx. 1 km. southeast of the site, a
monastic compound was established (Hirschfeld 2004). Renewed presence at
the site may be related to these projects, though we cannot verify this.
There is no indication of a monumental public building at this large site.
Since a few rabbinic traditions mention the “synagogue ofMa‘on,” it seems that
this synagogue lacked monumental elements since no such elements were
found in this survey nor in previous surveys, nor in excavations at the site.
Sixty-three coins from H. Ben Nahum’s excavations have been identified by
D. Syon, who has kindly allowed me to utilize his data. Below is a table
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showing the distribution of the coins by century, with coins belonging to two
centuries classified according to their main period (Trajan, for example [98–117
CE] has been classified as second century). It is, however, important to note that
the finds reflect the area of the excavation only, which is removed from the core
of the ancient settlement and which appears to have been a separate neighbor-
hood or nearby farmstead.
3rd 2nd 1st 1st CE 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 12th
BCE BCE BCE
1 14 8 5 30 2 1? – – – – – – 1 1
As stated, the numismatic finds likewise indicate a predominance of material
reflecting the Hellenistic, Early Roman (over half of the coins of the second
century CE are from the beginning of the century) and Middle Roman periods.
There is a notably steep decline from the third century and a total absence of
coins from the Byzantine period. The total absence of coins (and pottery) from
the Middle/Late Byzantine period indicates that the renewal of settlement
during these periods did not include the area excavated by Ben Nahum and
supports the conclusion that the settlement during these periods was extremely
limited.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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(No pottery was collected at this site)
Map ref.: 1850/2425; Elevation: 340 m. a.s.l.;Origin of name: Touraan appears
in Crusader sources (Schmidt 1970: 161; Prawer 1971 vol. 1: 534); in Ottoman
tax census of late sixteenth century – Turan (Hütteroth and Abdulfattah 1977:
188); preserved in the name of the Arab village located here; Type of site: Arab
village, apparently on ancient ruins; Site area: unknown; Topography: Deep
valley between two ridges at outlet of Tur‘an Valley; Arable land: Brown
grumusol and terra rossa upon extensive alluvial plains in Tur‘an Valley at foot
of the site; Nearest water source: Spring approx. 300 m. up the valley from site
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core; Water installations: Cisterns noted in past surveys in old village core;
Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: Burial caves on a spur east of the village, hiding complex (?) near
ancient core of village; burial cave with Middle Bronze finds (Eisenberg 1975:
7); Iron II kernos (Gal 1993: 124).
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads: Approx. 1 km. north of the Roman Sepphoris-Tiberias road
(R1).
Prior surveys and studies: The village was surveyed by Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1:
182) who mentioned the village spring and numerous quarried cisterns.
In the winter of 2003, ‘A. Muqari conducted a limited salvage excavation at
the ancient core of the site. The finds included remains of walls and Ottoman,
Mamluk, Byzantine (body sherds only) and Roman Kefar ¡ananya-type
pottery (apparently third century). During work in a sewage system in the
village in the 1990s, the entrance to a hiding complex of unknown dimensions
was uncovered (unpublished). My gratitude to ‘A. Muqari for this information.
Identification: Klein (1967: 207) proposed identifying this site with Tir‘an,
appearing in rabbinic literature in a relatively late midrash.
* * *
Historical Sources
Midrash Song of Songs Rabbah 6, 9, (4) (Dunesky ed., p. 142):
ïîöò ìò åçéîå åãîò ,åéä úåøùë ïòøéú éùð :éáø øîàã ïòøéú éùð åìà – 'äöøúë éúéòø úà äôé'
ìò êøä ïéøéèèñéì ,ä"á÷ä åøáéù äù÷ä ïéøéèèñéì äî åøîà .ìâòä äùòîì íäéîæðî åðúð àìå
.äîëå äîë úçà
“You are beautiful, my darling, as Tir«ah”: this refers to the women of Tir‘an, for Rabbi
said: “The women of Tir‘an were virtuous, and made up their minds not to give their
nose-rings for the making of the calf. They said: ‘If the Holy One, blessed be He, could
break the hard listetirin (idols),160 how much more so the soft listetirin.’”
Klein (1967: 207) proposed that Tir‘an in the midrash is the village of Tur‘an
east of Sepphoris. It is unclear what the women of the village of Tir‘an have to
do with the episode of the calf. This midrashmay be based on a play on words:
Tir«ah-Tir‘an-listetirin. The traditional commentators believe that “women of
Tir‘an” is a scribal error or a reference to women of the generation of the desert
– their explanation relies upon a parallel in thismidrash itself (4, 20, [9]) as well
as a parallel in an earlier midrash:161
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160 Apparently, from the Latin statua meaning a statue.
161 Leviticus Rabbah 2, 1 (Margalioth ed. p. 36), and see: Sahar 2002: 138.
äùòîì ïäéîæðî åðúð àìå ïîöò åëìîðå åãîò äùòî åúåàì åòéâäù ïåéë ,åéä úåøùë øáãîä éùð
ìâòä
The women of (the generation of) the wilderness were virtuous; when they (i.e. the Isra-
elites) arrived to this act (i.e., making the calf) they (the women) stood and decided not
give from their nose-rings for the making of the calf.
Summary: The only place in rabbinic literature where Tir‘an is mentioned is in
Midrash Song of Songs Rabbah which was edited around the sixth-seventh
century (Herr 1971: 1511), however, it is probable that the source is corrupt.
The name of the settlement appears in several Medieval documents.
Historical Analysis
As stated, we did not survey this site and except for a limited salvage excavation
conducted recently at the ancient core of the village, we have no archaeological
information about it. In the excavation, body sherds of what appear to be
Byzantine vessels were found, as well as cooking pots of Kefar ¡ananya types.
The literary evidence concerning this settlement from Midrash Song of Songs
Rabbah is doubtful and probably a corruption of the original source. Aside from





Map ref.: 1904/2424; Elevation: 310 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Arabic. Arab
village until 1948. In Crusader documents: Lubija/Lubie/Lubia; Ottoman
census: Lubiya; Type of site: Large Arab village upon ancient ruin; Site area: 70
dunams (area of Arab village); Topography: Extensive, high hilltop upon a
ridge east of the Golani Junction; Arable land: Light-brown rendzina on steep
slopes; brown grumusol and terra rossa on extensive alluvial plains in nearby (1
km.) eastern Tur‘an Valley; Nearest water source: – – ; Water installations:
Tens of quarried cisterns; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: Numerous caves, hiding complex;
Natural fortification: Steep slopes facing north, east and west. Easily accessible
from south;
Proximity to roads: approx. 600 m. south of the Roman Tiberias-Sepphoris road
(R1);
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Prior surveys and studies: Guérin (1868–80 vol. 1: 184) reported a house built
of ashlars oriented east-west, that in his view lay over an ancient church and
reused its building stones. PEF reported winepresses and a sarcophagus (SWP
1881–3 vol. 1: 412). AVST noted two sherds of terra sigillata, Roman, and
Medieval pottery, as well as architectural elements including column drums,
capitals and lintels of limestone and basalt in secondary use in village houses.
Nearly every courtyard has a quarried cistern (at this site and at nearby el-
Khirbeh, over 100 rock-cut cisterns were counted). Also reported were remains
of an olive oil press, apparently modern, that includes a basin and crushing
stone. A hiding complex was surveyed by Y. Tepper (Tepper and Shahar 1987:
294–299). Gal (1992: 21) surveyed the site and noted Persian and Byzantine
period pottery, but his doctoral dissertation indicates that these were finds from
the adjacent site of el-Khirbeh (Gal 1982: 23). Ilan (1991: 161) reported archi-
tectural elements that appeared at the site in the past, leading him to believe that
there had once been a monumental synagogue here.
Identification: Several researchers have identified Lubieh with Levi/Lavi
appearing in rabbinic literature (Klein 1967: 116; Safrai 1985: 172; TIR: 170).
* * *
Historical Sources
See discussion of next site [Site 49].
Historical Analysis (sample size: 31 identifiable sherds)
At the time of the survey, this large site was divided into four separate collection
zones. Repeated visits yielded a total of 31 identifiable sherds from the periods
covered by the study, the vast majority from the western base of the hill near the
saddle connecting this site with nearby el-Khirbeh [Site 49], and a minority
from the northern edge of the site; this in contrast with 257 indicative sherds
dated to the Medieval and Ottoman periods. It should be noted that we did not
encounter a similar situation at other sites covered byMedieval strata or at Arab
villages (such as ¡uqoq, ¡ittin, Parod, etc.). This, together with the area in
which the relevant pottery was collected, as well as the name of the adjacent site
el-Khirbeh (i.e. “the ruin”), suggests that the ancient site was indeed el-
Khirbeh, upon the nearby hilltop to the west. At a certain phase in the Middle
Ages, apparently after a period of abandonment, the settlement moved or was
rebuilt on this hill to the east. The fact that the site on the western hill lacks a
name and was simply called “the ruin” by the locals, provides further indication
in support of the proposal that the Medieval village bore the name of the nearby
ancient settlement. An abundance of building stone at the eastern site, in
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contrast to its near total absence upon the surface at the western one, indicates
that the inhabitants of Lubieh took advantage of the ruins of the nearby site as a
source of building material. The relevant pottery finds concentrated mainly at
the western edge of Lubieh, near the saddle, belong, in our view, to the edge of
the western site, which also extended over part of the western slope of the east-
ern hill, which constituted a branch of the main site of el-Khirbeh. This proposal
leads to the conclusion that the ashlars, column drums and architectural
elements scattered around Lubieh and incorporated in the past in secondary use
in the village houses, originally belonged to a monumental public building that
stood upon the western hill – a hill that should be identified as Lubieh/Lavi of
rabbinic literature. The relatively meager pottery finds make it difficult to
sketch a reliable picture, however it appears that this neighborhood existed at
least from the Early Roman period onward. A number of sherds of well-repre-
sented types from assemblages of the Sepphoris destruction layer, with no later
finds, apparently indicate that this neighborhood was abandoned around the
mid-fourth century and that the settlement at el-Khirbeh (below) was then
reduced to the western hill alone.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams (of the area at the western edge of
settlement)
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Map ref.: 1898/2421; Elevation: 326 m. a.s.l.; Type of site: Ancient ruin; Site
area: 30 dunams; Topography: Extensive and high hill upon a ridge southeast
of the Golani Junction; Arable land: Light-brown rendzina upon steep slopes;
brown grumusol and terra rossa over extensive alluvial plains in eastern part of
adjacent (1 km.) Tur‘an Valley; Nearest water source: – – ;Water installations:
Over 40 cisterns were counted on the hill, some unusually large; Agricultural
installations: Two crushing basins of oil presses on the western hill; next to one
of these, found in a cave, were oil press weights; winepresses.
Finds: Cist tombs, hiding complexes;
Natural fortification: Steep terraces to the north, east and west. Easily accessi-
ble from the south;
Proximity to roads:Approx. 800m. south of the Sepphoris-Tiberias road (R1);
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Prior surveys and studies: Gal (1982: 23) noted Persian and Byzantine pottery.
A. Shenhav exposed a winepress that was deepened at a later phase and turned
into a cistern (Shenhav 1984: 107). Tepper and Shahar surveyed three hiding
complexes at the site (1987: 294–299). Y. Alexander conducted a salvage exca-
vation at the site and exposed a Roman building on bedrock as well as Hellenis-




In view of our conclusion that this is ancient Lavi, the sources concerning that
settlement will be discussed here.
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Fig. 98: el-Khirbeh: cist tombs Fig. 99: el-Khirbeh: crushing basin of an
olive oil press
Fig. 100: el-Khirbeh: a weight from the under-
ground olive oil press
Fig. 101: el-Khirbeh: an underground olive oil
press
Identification of the site: Klein (1967: 116) proposed to identify Pundaka de-
Levi/Lavi (the inn of Lavi) which is mentioned in two places in Y, with the Arab
village on the basis of the preservation of both the name of the village Lubieh
occurring in Crusader and Ottoman period documents (Prawer 1971 vol. 1: 418;
Hütteroth and Abdulfattah 1977: 187) and the name of the khan called Khan
Lubieh (map reference 1926/2429) east of the village. Klein’s identification
was subsequently accepted by some researchers (Press 1946–55: 517; Safrai
1985: 172; TIR: 170), while others proposed that the name Pundaka de-
Levi/Lavi was not a place name but a personal name (Sussmann 1973/74: 135 n.
140) or a functional name signifying “inn of the caravans” (Sokoloff 1990:
278). Demsky (1979: 190) proposed identifying Pundaka de-Levi/Lavi with
Lubiyeh mentioned in the Rehob Inscription, in his view identical with Nabi
Lawin northwest of el-Fandakumiya (ancient Pentacomia) in Samaria.
As we shall see below, the best Mss. present the form éåì lwy, however, it is
peculiar that in certain Mss. the form éàáåì lwb’y or àéáì lby’ is preserved,
which is a less likely and less intelligible form. It is difficult to believe that the
copyist would go from a simple form “Inn of Levi” to an unfamiliar name “Inn
of Lubai” which is the lectior difficilior; however in view of the form éåì lwy in
the best Mss., we are unable to decide this matter.
Y Shekalim 7, 3, 50c:
éëìäî áåø íùîå äàéöî íùî :íéøáã éðù íùî åäåøéúäå éåìã à÷ãðåôá çëúùéà àðáåâã ìåâéò
àéèìôîå äìåãâ äéèøèñéàî ,øäðä úðåùî ,éøàä ãéî ,ñééâä ãéî ìéöîä :éðúã äàéöî íùî .íéëøã
.éåâ úðéáâ íùî :íéëøã éëìäî áåø íåùî .ïäî ïéùàééúî íéìòáäù éðôî åìù åìéà éøä äìåãâ
...éñåé 'øéá øæòìà 'øã ïî çëúùéàå








Fig. 102: Aerial photo of Lubieh and el-Khirbeh (photograph: seeMapping)
Awheel of cheese was found in the Inn of Levi,162 and they permitted it on two counts:
on account of it being a lost item (the owners having despaired of finding it), and on
account (of the principle) that most of the people who walk these roads (are Jewish). On
account of it being a lost item, for it has been taught: “He who rescues (something) from
soldiers, from the (mouth of a) lion, from the surge of a river, from a main road and from
a large piazza – lo, these are to be his, for the owner despairs (of ever getting his prop-
erty back).” And on account of the fact that most of the people who walk about these
roads (are Jewish): (should we be concerned on account) of the cheese having been
made by Gentiles (thus being prohibited). It turned out that the cheese came from (the
household of) R. El‘azar bar R. Yosi.
R. Elaz‘ar bar Yosi of the fifth generation of Palestinian amoraim, apparently
the son of R. Yosi who had been the head of the sages of Tiberias in the preced-
ing generation (Hyman 1964: 178), probably lived and was active in Tiberias.
The fact that this fourth century tradition noted that most of the travelers pass-
ing through the Inn of Levi were Jews points to the eastern Galilee as the place
in question. It is certainly impossible to accept Demsky’s proposal that most of
the travelers passing through an inn in the region of Sebastia in Samaria in the
fourth century were Jews.
Y Berakhot 7, 4, 11c:
êøáî ãçàå ãçà ìë ,ãçà øëëî ïéìëåà íìåëù ô"òà êøãá ïéëìäî åéäù íãà éðá äøùò :éðú
ïéîæ äéîøé 'ø .íìåë éãé ìò êøáî ãçà ,åîöò øëëî ìëåà ãçàå ãçà ìëù ô"òà ,åìëàå åáùé .åîöòì
.éåìã ÷åãðåôá äéøîçì ~(?) ïîæ
It has been taught: “If ten persons were traveling on the road, even though all eat of one
loaf, each one says grace for himself; but if they sat down to eat, even though each one
eats of his own loaf, one says grace on behalf of all.” R. Yirmiya said grace (on behalf)
of the donkey drivers in the Inn of Levi.163
Also this source, which mentions R. Yirmiya who lived and was active in
Tiberias in the fourth generation of amoraim (Albeck 1969: 342), probably
indicates the eastern Galilee as the location of the Inn of Lavi. We are unable to
determine conclusively whether pwndq’ dlwy/lwb’y is the name of a place, a
personal name or a functional name, but from the sources, it appears that it was
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162 Thus (éåì) in the Leiden Ms. Also in Y fragments from the Geniza, the name is Levi
(Ginsberg 1909: 139) while in Dikdukei soferim appears àéáìã à÷ãðåôá (bpwndq’ dlby’, see
Lieberman 1930: 110) as does the version that was used by R. Shlomo Syrileo (Garboz 1958:
108). The question deals with the rules concerning food found en route, and tells that sages
permitted eating a wheel of cheese that was found in the inn of Levi, in terms of halakhot
concerning loss, as it was probable that the owners despaired of finding it, and in terms of
kashrut since most of those passing along the roads here were Jews, making it possible to
presume that the cheese had belonged to a Jew and was thus kosher.
163 Thus in the Vatican Ms. In the London and Paris Mss.: éàáåìã à÷ãðåôá àéøáçì ïéîæ (said
grace on behalf of the friends in the Inn of lwb’y); in the Leiden Ms. à÷ãðåôá àéøáçì ïéîæ (said
grace on behalf of the friends in an inn); and in the fragments of Y from the Geniza:
éåìã à÷ãðåôã êåøá äééøîçì ïéîæ (said grace on behalf of the donkey drivers outside (?) the Inn of
Levi (Ginzberg 1909: 28).
in the Galilee. Nonetheless, in light of the fact that the name Lubia appears in
thirteenth century Crusader documents and in the Ottoman tax census of the
sixteenth century, and in light of the village’s location near an important cross-
road and the fact that the pottery evidence shows the presence of settlement here
during most periods from Hellenistic times to the present day, the view that the
name Lubieh preserves an ancient name appears quite reasonable. This, in addi-
tion to the evidence that east of the village remains are preserved of an inn that
according to the findings of Guérin and the PEF was known by the locals as
Khan Lubieh or el-Khan, supports Klein’s proposal to identify pwndq’ dlwy
with the inn named after the adjacent settlement: Levi or Lubai.164
Summary: éåìã à÷ãðåô (pwndq’dlwy) is mentioned in Y in two traditions involv-
ing individuals who lived and were active during the fourth century. Both of the
traditions are clearly Tiberian in orientation, lending support to the view that
pwndq’ dlwy was located in the eastern Galilee. It therefore appears that it
should be identified with Lubieh, located near the Golani Junction.
Historical Analysis (sample size: 241 identifiable sherds)
The beginning of settlement was in the Hellenistic period (8.5% of the finds).
The absence of clear Persian period pottery indicates that the intermediate
Persian/Hellenistic jars belong to the Hellenistic period. Settlement continued
into the Early and Middle Roman periods; even if we minimize the weight of
dominant type KH1e, there are still significant finds from the Late Roman
period (20.6%; 27%; 25% respectively). The relatively rich finds of vessels of
types produced at Shi¢in (Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman 1990), apparently due
to the relative proximity to the latter, are also significant.
The LRRW and the local Byzantine pottery indicate a continued presence
here during the Early (13.7% – mostly of type KH1e) and Middle Byzantine
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164 There is no evidence in the literary sources to support the view that the khan was
constructed and utilized during the Mamluk or Ottoman period (El. Stern 1997: 125). That
view appears to have been accepted due to the use of the term “khan” by the locals and perhaps
due to the similarity of its plan with typical Mamluk and Ottoman khans (incidentally, the
photograph presented in Sterns’s book (ibid.) is not of Khan Lubieh but of the Arab village of
Lubieh to the west). The earliest references in the literature to the khan (as opposed to the
village) date only to the second half of the nineteenth century and are by Guérin (1868–80 vol.
1: 185) and the PEF (SWP 1881 I: 394), which describe the place as entirely ruined. The small
amount of pottery that we managed to collect at the site includes the rim of an ER/MR jar, a rim
of cooking pot type KH4c, a lid of a Byzantine cooking pot, a Late Byzantine imported bowl of
type PRS 10, three Medieval/Ottoman rims and numerous body sherds belonging to wares
typical of products of Kefar ¡ananya and Shi¢in workshops as well as sherds from wares of
typical Medieval fabrics. Thus, the remains of Khan Lubieh are possibly those of pwndq’dlwy
or lie upon its remains, however this cannot be verified without excavation.
period (5%). The total absence of Late Byzantine pottery apparently indicates
the decline of the settlement around the first half of the sixth century.
As stated, the hill of el-Khirbeh appears to be an ancient site that should be
identified with Levi/Lubay and it appears that the numerous building stones as
well as elements of a monumental structure scattered around adjacent Lubieh
originated on this hill.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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Map ref.: 1938/2425; Elevation: 120 m. a.s.l.; Origin of name: Not preserved;
the name ‘Oodaysa appears on Mandatory maps as the name of the surrounding
agricultural plot; Type of site: Ancient ruins; Site area: 7 dunams; Topography:
Small basaltic hilltop in the midst of a ploughed field on a slope facing the
Yavne’el Valley to the south; Arable land: Blackish-brown basaltic grumusol
and basaltic proto-grumusol on moderate slopes descending toward the
Yavne’el Valley; Nearest water source: – – ; Water installations: Quarried
reservoir in southeastern part of site; Agricultural installations: – –
Finds: AKorazim windows wall, approx. 10 m. long, in the center of the site;
Natural fortification: – –
Proximity to roads:Approx. 1 km. south of the Sepphoris-Tiberias Roman road.
Prior surveys and studies: – –
Identification: – –
* * *
Historical Analysis (sample size: 105 identifiable sherds)
The Early Roman period was the beginning of settlement and also the period
with the greatest quantity of finds (56%). Two Hellenistic sherds may indicate
the beginning of settlement here at the end of that period, around the mid-first
century BCE. The relatively large number of jar T1.3 (13 vessels) indicates
significant presence in an early phase of the Early Roman period.
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A slight decline is evident in the Middle Roman period (42%) and the total
absence of the types common in large amounts elsewhere from the mid-third
century onward indicate the end of the presence here around the first half of that
century. There are no objects that might suggest a monumental public building
at the site.
Estimate of Site Size in Dunams
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– – 4–7 4–7 – – – – – – – –
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Graph 25: Diagnostic sherds from
‘Oodaysa. Total=105
Chapter 6
Settlement History of the Eastern Galilee
in Light of the Archaeological Survey
Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented the settlement periods of each site as well
as an evaluation of its size during each period. The archaeological data together
with the historical sources constitute the basis for the spatial-historical synthe-
sis presented in this chapter.
In the first part of this chapter the raw data is presented, discussion of which
will follow in the sections dealing with the chronological periods. The entire
period under discussion has been divided into periods of fifty years, in an
attempt to evaluate the changes that occurred in every half century. The evalua-
tions are not intended to provide exact dates, but a general historical framework.
It is quite likely that there may be deviations of up to fifty years in each direc-
tion.
Despite the high resolution achieved in the division of the Roman and
Byzantine finds, the ability to accurately divide the Hellenistic period into sub-
periods is limited. Nonetheless, several of the chronological anchors pointed
out in Chapter 3, as well as evidence from excavations and numismatic finds
from a number of sites, sometimes enable us to show sites that were established
around the beginning of the first century BCE. For this reason, the Hellenistic
period has been divided into two sub-periods: the first (designated “Hell.” in the
tables) represents the period between 300 and 100 BCE and the second, the
period between 100 and 50 BCE. It is important to emphasize that when a site is
indicated as existing during the Hellenistic period, it does not necessarily mean
throughout the entire period. It is possible that it existed only during part of that
period, as in the case of Zeitun er-Rama [Site 7] which was inhabited only at the
beginning of the Hellenistic era. It is also possible that some of the sites defined
as Hellenistic were established only at the end of the Hellenistic period, but due
to the limited resolution achieved with Hellenistic pottery, we were unable to
establish this with certainty and for the sake of caution, defined them in a more
general manner as Hellenistic.
Demographic Introduction
It would be hard to exaggerate the importance of demographics in an attempt to
understand any society. The ability to identify demographic changes is what
enables us to trace phenomena such as growth or collapse, migration and immi-
gration or to discuss issues of production and consumption (Osborne 2004). At
the same time, the need to calibrate data with assumptions (and an awareness of
the criticisms of various demographic estimates) often led archaeologists to
avoid dealing with demography, though they are the ones with the best available
data and the ability to present it in a critical fashion. Consequently, historians
often make use of raw archaeological data for their demographic estimates,
despite their inability to critically evaluate such data (Wilkinson 1999).
Among a variety of methods for making demographic estimates, a calcula-
tion based on the number of settlement sites during each period would appear to
be the least reliable due to divergent settlement patterns and fluctuations in size
in different periods.1 Estimates of the carrying capacity of the land based on
calculations of grain-growing potential cannot stand alone either, at least not
during periods in which there was lively trade with foreign markets, as was
apparently the case in our region during the Byzantine period. Despite difficul-
ties, presentation of a demographic picture based upon the model proposed by
Wilkinson (op. cit.) would appear to be the most reliable method. This model is
based upon using advanced survey methods and presenting estimates of settle-
ment size for each given period. The total settled area for every period can then
be multiplied by an approximated number of individuals per dunam. As
explained in detail in chapter 4, estimating the size of a settlement during a
given period is difficult. Therefore, it was decided to present categories of range
rather than a strict “numerical” size. Adding-up the results produced a range of
upper and lower estimates of settled area for each period, allowing comparisons
of the different periods rather than “accurate” population numbers. In addition
to this data, which are not “solid,” the estimated number of individuals per
dunam in Israel in antiquity ranges from 40–50 in the center of a city to 16–25 in
suburbs and rural areas.2 Thus, we are faced with an “equation with two vari-
ables.” Caution obliges us, therefore, to present a possible population size range
for each period.3 This often results in a huge gap between the minimalist and
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1 For example, Wilkinson’s study of northern Iraq indicated a period with a relatively low
number of settlements as the period of greatest demographic expansion, as most of the settle-
ments were urban centers of over 200 dunams. During this period there was also the most
extensive evidence for agricultural activity over the greatest area (Wilkinson 1999: 48–49).
Concerning the various methods for demographic estimates based on archaeological data, see
Hassan 1981.
2 See, for example: Broshi and Gophna 1984; Tsafrir 1996; Safrai 1997.
3 On this model of upper and lower estimates, seeWilkinson 1999, who proposes a range of
10–20 individuals per dunam.
maximalist proposals. However, as for estimates of settled areas, here too the
main achievement is the presentation of a model indicating the difference
between periods, even if we cannot give precise numbers. Our study deals
mainly with rural settlements, but during certain periods some became semi-
urban (e.g., Migdal) or walled settlements in which population density was
greater. Thus, a population range between 16 and 35 individuals per dunam was
established for our estimates.
Summary of the Site Survey Results
The first table summarizes the number of sites in every period without taking
settlement size fluctuations into consideration. The estimate for the period
during which a site was abandoned relates, in the following two tables, to the
first period during which it is indicated as uninhabited (and not for the last
period for which it is indicated as inhabited). For example, a settlement that was
abandoned between the years 250–300 CE will be indicated in the column for
those years as uninhabited.
















































1. Sammu‘iya + ÷ – – – – – + + + + + + + + +
2. MizpehYamim + – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
3. ‘Akbara + + + + + + + + + + + + + + – –
4. Parod – – + + + + + + + + – – – ÷ ÷ –
5.¡. Kefir + – + + + + + + + + + + + – – –
6. Be’er Sheva‘ + + + + + + + + – – – – – – – –
7. Zeitun er-Rama + – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
8. Kf.¡ananya – – + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
9. ‘Ein Camonim + + + + + + + + + – – – – – – –
10. Kh. Bellaneh – – + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
11. Kul‘at Shuneh + + + + – – – – – – – – – + + +
12.¡azon – – + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
13. W. ‘Amud Site + + + + – – – – – – – – – – – –
14.W. ‘Amud Cvs. + + + + + + + + – – – – – – – –
16. Ka¢al – – + + – – – – + – – – – – – –
17.¡uqoq – – + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
18. Sheikh Nashi + + + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
19.¡. ªalmon + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
20.¡. Ravid – – + + + + + + + – – – – – – –
















































21. Kh. Luziah – – – ÷ ÷ + + + + + – – – – – –
22. Livnim – – – – – + + + + + – – – – – –
23. ‘Ein Najmiah + + + + + + + + – – – – – – – –
24.¡. Mimla¢ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
25. Hararit + + + + + + + – – – – – – – – –
26. Abu Shusheh + + + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
27.¡. Sabban – – + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
29.¡. Beth Netofa + + + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
30. Kh. Es‘ad – – + + + + + + + – – – – – – –
31.¡. Mizga + + + + + + + + – – – – – – – –
32. Kh.¡amam – – + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
33.¡. Nitai Caves ÷ ÷ + + + + + + + + ÷ ÷ – – ÷ ÷
34. Migdal – + + + + + + + + ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ + +
35. Kul‘at Ibn Man + + + + + + + + ÷ ÷ – – ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷
36. Arbel Cvs. W. + + + + + + + + ÷ – – – – – + +
37.¡. ‘Ammudim – – + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
38. el-Ma‘aser – – + + + + + + + + + + ÷ ÷ – –
39.¡. Arbel – + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
40.¡ittin + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
41. Kh. el ‘Aiteh + – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
42. Kh. ‘Eika + – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
43. Nimrin + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
44.¡. Mashkanah – – + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
45. Tel Ma‘on – – + + + + + + + – – – – – – –
46. Nasr ed-Din + + + + + + + + – – – – + + + +
48. Lubieh – – + + + + + + + + – – – – – –
49. el-Khirbeh + + + + + + + + + + + + + – – –
50. ‘Oodaysa – – + + + + + – – – – – – – – –
Total 26 22 40 40 37 39 39 38 32 27 15 15 15 14 15 15
+ Existing settlement ÷ Doubtful or very limited settlement – No settlement
The summary line includes only existing settlements.
The above data are presented in graph form below. These include all 46 sites at
which a pottery survey was conducted, including small sites and cave
complexes whose settlement significance is not always clear. The graph does
not reflect precisely the number of settlements in the region during the various
periods nor their varying size – only the number of sites with evidence for activ-
ity during the different periods.
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The two outstanding phenomena in the above graph are the sharp rise in
evidence for the presence of sites in the region during the first century BCE and
a sharp drop at the end of the third century and during the fourth century CE,
phenomena that will be discussed in detail below. The values presented in the
graph include cave complexes whose settlement significance is not always
clear, or sites that had very limited settlement, such as the temple at Mt. Mi«peh
Yamim or the Byzantine monastery at Migdal. Hence, another graph (below),
presents the dynamics of settlements only, eliminating all of the above phenom-
ena, which are insignificant in demographic terms and likely to create a skewed
settlement picture in a visual presentation.
This graph illustrating the difference in the number of settlements during the
different periods provides a preliminary picture of the intensity of settlement in
the region, but relates only to the number of settlements without relating to their
sizes. A consideration of the different sizes of the sites during different periods
is an essential basis for any demographic and historical study. It might be
claimed, for example, that the 15 Middle Byzantine period settlements were all













































































































































of Sites by Period
larger in size and with more inhabitants than the 35 Middle Roman period
settlements, which may have all been small. The following table, therefore,
presents the various sites divided into sub-periods in conjunction with estimates
of the change in range at each site, based upon the method of estimation
presented in Chapter 4 and implemented in Chapter 5.






















































1.Sammu‘iya C ÷ – – – – – C C C C C B B B B +
2.Mi«pehYamim A – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – +
3.‘Akbara C C D D D D D D D D B B B B – – +
4.Parod – – C C C C C C C C – – – ÷ ÷ – +
5.¡. Kefir A A A A A A B B B B B B B – – –
6.Be’er Sheva‘ E E E E E E D D – – – – – – – – + +
7.Zeitun er-Rama B – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
8.Kf.¡ananya – – D D D D E E E E E E C C B B
9.‘Ein Camonim B B B B B B B B B – – – – – – – +
10.Kh. Bellaneh – – C C C C C C C C – – – – – –
11.Kul‘at Shuneh B B C C – – – – – – – – – B B B + ++
12.¡azon – – B B B B C C C C – – – – – – +
13.W. ‘Amud Site B B B B – – – – – – – – – – – –
14.W.‘Amud Cvs. A A A A A A A A – – – – – – – – + +
16.Ka¢al – – A A – – – – A – – – – – – –
17.¡uqoq – – B B B B C C C C C C B B A A
18.Sheikh Nashi B B B B B B B B B B – – – – – – + +
19.¡. ªalmon D D E E D D D D D D D D D D D D + +
20.¡. Ravid – – B B B B C C B – – – – – – –
21.Kh. Luziah – – – – – B B B B B – – – – – –
22.Livnim – – – – – B B B B B – – – – – –
23.‘Ein Najmiah C C C C C C C C – – – – – – – –
24.¡. Mimla¢ D D D D D D E E E E D D D D C C
25.Hararit B B B B B B B – – – – – – – – – +
26.Abu Shusheh D D D D D D E E D D – – – – – – +
27.¡. Sabban – – C C C C D D D D C C C C C C +
29.¡. Netofa D D D D D D E E E E – – – – – – + +
30.Kh. Es‘ad – – B B B B B B B – – – – – – – +






















































31.¡. Mizga B B B B B B B B – – – – – – – – + +
32.Kh.¡amam – – E E E E E E D D – – – – – –
33.H. Nitai Cvs. A A B B B B B B A A A – – – A A + +
34.Migdal – E F F F F F F E B B – – – A A
35.Kul‘at Ib.Man B B B B B B B B A A – – A A A A + +
36.Arbel Cvs. W B B A A A A A A – – – – – – A A + +
37.¡. ‘Ammudim – – E E E E E E E E C C C C B B
38.el-Ma‘aser – – C C C C C C C C C C A A – –
39.¡. Arbel – E E F F F F F E E E E E E E E
40.¡ittin C C C C C C C C B B B B C C C C
41.Kh. el ‘Aiteh B – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – + +
42.Kh. ‘Eika C – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – + +
43.Nimrin C C B B B B B B C C C C B B B B
44.¡.Mashkanah – – C C C C D D D D D D D D D D
45.Tel Ma‘on – – A A A A A A A – – – – – – – +
46.Nasr ed-Din C D D D D D D C – – – – B B B B
48.Lubieh – – B B B B B B B B – – – – – – +
49.el-Khirbeh C C D D D D D D D D C C B B – – +
50.‘Oodaysa – – B B B B B – – – – – – – – –
A=0.5–3 dunam; B=4–10 dunams; C=11–20 dunams; D=21-40 dunams; E=41–60 dunams;
F=61–90 dunams
* Nat. Fort.=Natural Fortification – site in a location with natural fortification, generally at the top of
an isolated hilltop.
** Fort. Rms.=Fortification Remains – remains on the surface identified as belonging to a fortification,
generally a wall.
In the next table, data for the various periods have been summarized according
to the number of settlements in each category. The aim of the table is to present
an estimate of the possible range of settled area for each period and to serve as a
basis for analysis of settlement models during the different periods. Therefore,
we used the estimate for all of the sites including farms, cave complexes and
sites that had only limited activity during certain periods. Since the estimate of
the site size during the various periods is presented as a category of possible
range and not as an absolute number, the summary line of the table presents the
possible range of the extent of settled area during each period. The boundaries
of this possible range are, of course, not “hard data” either since the possibility
exists that our estimate is imprecise for some of the sites or we did not reach a
number of small settlements in the region. In any case, estimating dimensions of
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sites in different periods based on methodological tests gives, in our view, a
cautious and reasonable estimate of the extent of the total settled area in the
region. The presentation of a model of relative amplitudes that change from
period to period is of primary importance. The inability to provide an exact
number, as well as the range of possible settled area that sometimes presents a
very large gap between the minimum and maximum, are secondary.

















































A0.5-3 dunams 4 3 5 5 4 4 3 3 4 2 1 – 2 2 5 5
B 4-10 dunams 10 8 14 14 13 15 13 11 9 7 4 3 7 7 6 6
C 11-20 dunams 8 5 8 8 7 7 8 10 7 7 7 7 4 4 3 3
D 21-40 dunams 4 5 7 7 8 8 7 6 7 7 3 3 3 3 2 2
E 41-60 dunams 1 3 5 4 3 3 6 6 6 5 2 2 1 1 1 1
F 61-90 dunams – – 1 2 2 2 2 2 – – – – – – – –




















































The following graph summarizes the above table of estimated range of settled
area for each period:























































































Graph 28: Range of Settled Area
Settlement Dynamics, Distribution and Patterns
during the Various Periods
The Hellenistic Period (ca. 300–100 BCE)
Introduction: There is a nearly complete absence of historical sources concern-
ing the eastern Galilee during the 550 years between the Assyrian conquest and
the Hasmonean rebellion. The paucity of published archaeological finds
belonging to this period likewise makes it difficult to reconstruct the political
and administrative situation in the region, limiting our knowledge of the Galilee
as a whole.4 A survey of Iron Age sites in the Lower Galilee conducted by Z.
Gal, combined with data from numerous excavations, revealed that in the after-
math of the Assyrian conquest, most of the settlements in the region were aban-
doned (Gal 1992: 108-109). Our knowledge of the circumstances leading to the
renewal of settlement in the region, as well as its range and pattern, is minimal.
The Phoenician coastal cities of ‘Akko, Tyre and Sidon had considerable
influence in the Galilee during the Hellenistic period, particularly judging from
numismatic finds (see Syon 2004). The picture is less definitive regarding the
administration during this period. Researchers assume that there was an
eparchy known as Ãáëßëá (Galila) in the administrative area known as Syria
and Phoenicia during the Ptolemaic period.5 If such an eparchy existed, nothing
is known about it or about its boundaries. The only settlements in the eastern
Galilee (in the broad sense of this term) that are mentioned in historical sources
of the Ptolemaic period are Scythopolis, Philoteria, Kedesh and perhaps Beth
‘Anat.
Nor are there sources dealing with the administrative division of the region
following the final Seleucid conquest around 198 BCE, nor references to the
Galilee as a separate administrative unit or of any administrative boundary
between the Galilee and the Phoenician coast (the first direct references to these
matters are found only in Early Roman period sources). Avi-Yonah proposed
that the country was divided into eparchies: the Galilee belonged to the eparchy
of Samaria and was separate from the eparchy of the costal zone which was
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4 Most scholars assume that the Galilee constituted a separate administrative unit during
the Persian period and have proposed Megiddo, ¡a«or and even ‘Akko as its capital. The
discovery of a public building dating to the Persian period beneath the Hellenistic administra-
tive building at Kedesh led the excavators to propose that by the Persian period Kedesh served
as the center of Tyrian control in the Upper Galilee or as an Achaemenid customs post on the
border between the territory of Tyre and the Galilee. See Herbert and Berlin 2003: 46–48.
5 Avi-Yonah 1966: 36; Stern 1990: 46. The basis for this proposal is the name Ãáëßëá
mentioned in the list of the Egyptian administrator Zenon who visited the Land of Israel in
260–258 BCE. See Westernman and Hasenoehrl 1934: 6–8.
called Paralia. M. Sartre, on the other hand, has proposed that the Galilee was a
separate eparchy. Herbert and Berlin, in view of the finds from their excavation,
have proposed that the capital of this eparchy was at Kedesh.6
F.M. Abel (1967 II: 134) believed that during this period the Galilee served
as the agricultural chora of the Phoenician coastal cities and was divided among
them. Syon, likewise, noted that the division was mainly between ‘Akko and
Tyre (Syon 2004: 145). Rappaport agreed to some extent, stating that the terri-
tory of ‘Akko included at least part of the western Galilee (Rappaport 1988: 41).
Whether or not the Galilee was a separate district from the Phoenician coast
from the early Hellenistic period, it appears that at least with the decline of the
Seleucid empire in the second century BCE, the Phoenician coastal cities
gained control over territories within the Galilee. Conclusions based on our
survey seem to support this proposal regarding control of the coastal cities deep
within the Galilee (see below).
The Number and Character of Settlements: Of 27 Hellenistic period sites, four
are cave complexes [14; 33; 35; 36], one is a temple site without settlement [2]
and one belongs only to the very early phase of the Hellenistic period [7]. We
shall now focus on the twenty-one actual settlement sites remaining.
Among the settlement sites, only one [5], a pottery scatter and whose early
form is not known, belongs to Category A (0.5–3 dunam). Six settlements [9;
11; 13; 18; 25; 31] belong to Category B (4–10 dunams) and the shared charac-
teristic of these is either naturally fortified locations – such as a high, isolated
hilltop – or easily fortified position. Eight sites belong to Category C (11–20
dunams) four with obvious natural fortification [1; 3; 42; 49] and four without
[23; 40; 41; 43]. Five settlements [19; 24; 26; 29; 46] belong to Category D
(21–40 dunams). Aside from Nasr ed-Din (46), all are located on high hilltops
with excellent natural fortifications. Of all of the settlements of this period, only
Be’er Sheva‘ [6] belongs to Category E (41–60 dunams) and also has natural
fortification.
A significant characteristic of Hellenistic period settlements is the predomi-
nance of fortified or naturally fortified sites. Hence, it seems that security
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6 See Avi-Yonah 1966: 42–50; Sartre 1989; Herbert and Berlin 2003. Herbert and Berlin’s
proposal is based on the public building uncovered at Kedesh, which contained an archive with
over 2,000 bullae. Alternatively, Herbert and Berlin have proposed that Kedesh may have
served as the seat of the strategos of Coele Syria and Phoenicia until its destruction by the
Hasmoneans in the mid-second century BCE. The excavators prefer this explanation of a
Seleucid administrative center over the interpretation of the site as a Tyrian administrative
center (despite most of the official seals from the collection being in Phoenician and some
containing Tyrian motifs). They also raise the possibility that the site simultaneously served as
a Seleucid and a Tyrian administrative center. In any event, the bullae and other material finds
from this excavation are indicative of the close connections between Tyre and this distant site
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considerations were the main factor in selecting settlement locations. In the
previous chapter we noted the sites of Be’er Sheva‘, el-‘Aiteh, ‘Eika, Sheikh
Nashi, ªalmon, Mizga and Netofa where remains of constructed fortifications
were identifiable. The abandonment of el-‘Aiteh and ‘Eika at the end of the
Hellenistic period and the findings from the excavations at Be’er Sheva‘
(Aviam 2004: 28; 95) indicate that the fortifications at these sites indeed belong
to this period. Even though without excavation it is not possible to establish the
date of the fortifications at the other sites, the existence of all of these settle-
ments in the Hellenistic period, as well as the common denominator of topo-
graphical-fortification, suggest that these fortifications also belong to that same
period. This is further supported by the pattern that characterizes later settle-
ments of Hasmonean and Early Roman periods (such as Arbel, Kefar ¡ananya,
or Mashkanah) at locations lacking both defensive advantages and fortifica-
tions. Another interesting point related to the security question is significant
finds from this period in all of the cave complexes we surveyed. All these
complexes share locations with difficult approaches and some have remains of
built fortifications at their entrances; here again, we cannot date them without
excavating.7
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: The absence of urban settlements in the
survey area and its vicinity during the Hellenistic period is noteworthy. The
nearest urban settlements are Scythopolis, the Phoenician cities of the Coastal
Plain and Hippos-Sussita in the southern Golan, all at a considerable distance
from the survey area. Closer to the survey area was Philoteria, which is identi-
fied with Tel Beth Yera¢ on the southern shore of the Sea of Galilee, though our
knowledge of that city as well as the circumstances of its disappearance,8 is
minimal. The overall picture that emerges from the survey area is of a rather
small settlement, both in terms of population and settled area, approximately
half of the population and size that existed later on in the Early Roman
period.
With the exception of Nasr ed-Din [46], all of the large settlements (20
dunams and greater) are located at the margins of the valleys or abutting exten-
sive patches of alluvial soil: three are located in the western part of the region
(Be’er Sheva‘ [6], ªalmon [19], and Netofa [29]); in the center of the region are
Mimla¢ [24] and the cluster of settlements in the western Arbel Valley: ¡ittin,
‘Eika and el-‘Aiteh [40; 41; 42]; and in the eastern part of the region only one
significant settlement – Abu-Shusheh [26]. This is also true among the smaller
sites; most are located in proximity to extensive agricultural plains (except for
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7 See sites 14, 33, 35, 36, and the caves of ¡. Sela‘ discussed with site 3.
8 Apparently as a result of the Hasmonean conquest, see: Stern 1981: 39 (the information is
based exclusively on Syncellus, an eighth–ninth century Byzantine author whose reliability is
doubtful).
‘Akbara [3], Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [11], Wadi Amud Site [13] and Mizga [31]). An
additional shared characteristic of this period is the location of most settlements
near a permanent water source.
The pattern that emerges is of a series of medium and large-sized settlements
near extensive areas suitable for agriculture, most in the west and center of the
survey area, most fortified or at least with natural fortifications. In addition to
these, there are a few small settlements of Category B, mostly in fortified loca-
tions, with no small farms at all in the agricultural areas.
Demography:On a settled area estimated between 255–492 dunams, the poten-
tial population ranges from 4,080, (according to the minimal estimate of 16
individuals per dunam), to 17,220, (according to the maximal estimate of 35
individuals per dunam). In order to produce a base which enables comparison of
different periods (even if the numbers are not accurate), we multiply the aver-
ages of these estimates of area and of population per dunam (374 dunams times
26 individuals per dunam), obtaining the result of 9,724 individuals.
Ethnic Identity: The ethnic identification of the inhabitants of the Galilee during
the Persian and Hellenistic periods is problematic. The Galilee is shrouded in
near total obscurity in terms of historical sources from the Assyrian conquest in
the eighth century BCE to the Hasmonean takeover in the second century BCE
(Rappaport 1993: 20–25). Information about the region is sketchy until its
annexation to the territory of Judaea in Gabinius’ administrative structuring,
which followed the Roman conquest in the mid-first century BCE. This annex-
ation proves that the demographic weight of its Jewish population was critical.
Ethnic identification is related to essential questions concerning the roots of the
vibrant Jewish settlement in the Galilee during the Early Roman period and to
the origins of early Christians. The presence of Jews in the Galilee prior to the
mid-second century BCE is demonstrated by Simon Maccabaeus’ campaign
(ca. 164 BCE) to assist them (1 Maccabees 5: 14–23). However, we do not
know when they arrived in the Galilee, what the extent of their settlement was
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or where in the Galilee they settled. The view of some scholars that the begin-
ning of Jewish settlement was based on remnants of the Israelite kingdom who
survived the Assyrian exile is pure conjecture,9 whereas there is rather exten-
sive archaeological evidence indicating a settlement gap in the Lower Galilee
following that exile (Gal 1992: 108-109). Likewise, the assumption that Jewish
settlement in the Galilee expanded after the return from the Babylonian exile
during the Persian period (Klein 1967: 5–8), does not appear reasonable. This
assumption was based on sources in rabbinic literature that mention “cities
surrounded by walls from the time of Joshua… which were sanctified by the
returnees from the exile” (Sifra BeHar 4.1 [Weiss ed. p. 108b]). However,
Gamla and Yodefat, for example, are included among those cities, but accord-
ing to archaeological evidence, they were first settled only in the Hellenistic
period and they appear to have been settled by Jews only following Hasmonean
takeover of the area (Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997: 460–470).10
A number of researchers believed that even before the Hasmoneans gained
control over the Galilee, there was a significant Jewish hold on the area
(Rappaport 1993: 22–29; Frankel et al. 2001: 109; Stern 1993: 8–10). This is
based on the following: the freedom with which Jonathan the Hasmonean
moved around the Galilee (ca. 145 BCE), indicative of support for him on the
part of the region’s inhabitants; the story of the exile of Alexander Jannaeus to
the Galilee during his youth, around the end of the second century BCE (Antiq-
uities 13, 322–323); the battle of Ptolemy Lathyrus against the Jews of Shi¢in
and Sepphoris around 103/2 BCE (Antiquities 13, 337–338), which presumably
indicates large, long-established Jewish settlements; and lastly, the activity of a
sage called Nita’i from the village of Arbel (M Avot 1, 6–7), apparently during
the time of John Hyrcanus. In addition, according to Rappaport, the absence of
any mention of Hasmonean conquest of the Galilee in historical sources points
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9 See Klein 1967: 1–3; Horsley 1995: 19–52; Frankel et al. 2001: 110. The isolated infor-
mation in II Chronicles 30: 1–10 on the participation of individuals from the tribes of Asher
and Zebulon in the Passover in Jerusalem during the time of Hezekiah at around the end of the
eighth century BCE might indicate, at best, that some remained following the Assyrian exile
during that period. The identification of Jotbah, from where the wife of one of the last kings of
Judah came (II Kings 21: 19) with Yodefat (Abel 1967 II: 438) has been shown impossible
since the latter was not settled during the Iron Age (Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997: 461). Like-
wise the identification of Rumah, from where the wife of Josiah came, with Khirbet Rumah,
also in the Beit Netofa Valley (Abel 1967 II: 366), is no more than an assumption and also
appears unlikely. Finally, both the time and background of the books of Tobias and Judith in
which some connection between Judah and the Galilee is mentioned are obscure and disputed
(Rappaport 1993: 21).
10 It appears that the term äìåâ éðá benei gola (returnees from the exile) in Tanaitic sources is
identical in meaning with the term ìáá éìåò olei bavel (returnees from Babylon), which relates
to the entire period from the return from Babylon during the Persian period up to the time of the
formulation of these sources during the Roman period, and not necessarily to the beginning of
that period (see Sussmann 1976: 252).
to the annexation of a Jewish or pro-Jewish region to the Hasmonean kingdom
following the conquest of Samaria and Scythopolis. These cities constituted
sort of barrier between the Jews of the Galilee and those of Judah.
Bar-Kochva (1977) rejected both the possibility of significant Jewish settle-
ment in the Galilee prior to Hasmonean takeover and the possibility of wide-
spread conversion of its inhabitants.
Adding to the difficulty is the question of the reliability of a piece of infor-
mation brought by Josephus (Antiquities 13, 319) in the name of Timagenes of
Alexandria stating that Judah Aristobulus annexed part of the land of the
Itureans and forcibly converted them during the only year of his reign (104–103
BCE). Schürer considered this information reliable and concluded that the
“Jewish” Galilee of the time of Jesus was, in fact, settled by the descendents of
those same Iturean converts. Other scholars, such as Kasher and Rappaport,
accepted Josephus’ report, at least in part, and proposed that this was a process
of voluntary Judaization of the Itureans or other rural Semites, which took place
in the Upper or at least in the Eastern Upper Galilee.11 Currently, however,
archaeological information does not support either proposal. Iturean material
culture has been clearly identified in the northern Golan and the Hermon, where
it has been intensively studied in recent years (Dar 1993; Hartal 2005).
Elements of this material culture, however, do not appear at sites of the Upper or
Lower Galilee (or in the Eastern Upper Galilee). Nor is there any reason to
believe that conversion and annexation occurred in the predominantly Iturean
region of the Northern Golan, the ¡ermon and the Lebanese Beq’a. It is clear
that this area remained outside Hasmonean borders and its population remained
Iturean-pagan (Hartal 2005: 374). In addition, there is ever-growing evidence
for Hasmonean control over the area east of the Sea of Galilee even before the
time of Judah Aristobulus (see below). Thus the scholars who reject Josephus’
report as entirely unreliable appear to be correct (Bar-Kochva 1977: 191).
Recent archaeological evidence has revealed that prior to Hasmonean
control of the area, the Upper Galilee was settled by a pagan population who, if
not truly rural-Phoenician, had at least strong links to the Phoenician coast.12
This picture is supported by excavations at Tel Anafa, Kedesh (which remained
outside the boundaries of Hasmonean control) and ash-Shuhara. In the Upper
Galilee Survey, GCW pottery was found in 25 Hellenistic sites, which did not
continue into the Early Roman period. The presence of this type of pottery at the
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11 See Schürer 1973–87 vol. 1: 9; 275–276; Kasher 1988: 79–85; Rappaport 1993: 29; see
also Stern 1974–84 vol. 1: 225.
12 The occurrence of GCW pottery at sites in the Upper Galilee, and its absence from the
Phoenician coast, led scholars to propose that another ethnic group was involved (whose iden-
tity remains unknown). See Frankel et al. 2001: 109–110; Aviam and Amitai 20022: 126–132.
In any event, at some of the sites where it appears, there were also finds indicating connections
with the Phoenician coast (ESA vessels, Rhodian amphora handles or bronze figurines from
Be’er Sheva‘ and Mi«peh ha-Yamim; see sites 2, 6, 19, 41, 42).
pagan temple at Mi«pe Yamim and at Be’er Sheva‘ of the Galilee where cultic
figurines were likewise encountered, indicates, according to the researchers of
the Upper Galilee, that the population that used the GCW was pagan and that
the abandonment of the settlements occurred in the aftermath of the Hasmonean
conquest. Since they also believed that there was a significant Jewish presence
in the Galilee even prior to Hasmonean control, they proposed that the Lower
Galilee was Jewish while the Upper Galilee was “the whole Galilee of the
Gentiles” (ðáóáí Ãáëéëáßáí áëëïöýëùí) cited in 1 Maccabees 5:15.13
From the current survey it appears that until the end of the Hellenistic period,
the entire area was sparsely inhabited, with most of its population concentrated
in large fortified centers at the margins of the western and central valleys.
Following Hasmonean domination of the region around the end of the
second–beginning of the first century BCE,Migdal and Arbel, the largest settle-
ments in the surveyed region, were established. This was the beginning of a
very extensive wave of settlement that occurred mainly in the first century BCE
and which dramatically changed the region (see below).
Some scholars believe that the developed Jewish Galilee of the Early Roman
period was a result of a combination of factors: Jewish settlements prior to the
Hasmonean period, extensive conversion of the local population, and immigra-
tion from Judah.14 Bar-Kochva, on the other hand, attributes it mainly to immi-
gration from Judah. The conclusions of our survey favor the latter position.
Clearly, the dramatic increase in the size of the settled area (some 50%) within
4–5 generations could not have stemmed from natural increase of the indige-
nous population and was largely a result of immigration.
Moreover, among the few sites in the survey area and its surroundings for
which we have a clearer picture, it appears that Hasmonean domination of the
region included actual conquest, followed by abandonment of sites or resettle-
ment by Jews rather than a process of “voluntary unification of the Jewish
nation and its metastasis” (Rappaport 1993: 29).
The sites of el-‘Aiteh [41] and ‘Eika [42], at which finds suggest a gentile
population with links to the Phoenician coast (GCW, ESA ware and Rhodian
amphora handles), were abandoned. During the Roman period the Jewish
settlement of ¡ittin [40] was located here in this catchment area. The material
finds and in particular, the abandonment of these two sites, suggest ethnic
changes there. The finds of figurines and GCWpottery at Be’er Sheva‘ indicate
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13 See Frankel et al. 2001: 109–110. This passage presents the words of the emissaries of the
Jews of the Galilee who reached Jerusalem following the start of the Hasmonean rebellion:
“They gathered against us from Ptolemais and from Tyre and from Sidon and from the whole
Galilee of the Gentiles to destroy us.” Rappaport (1988: 42; 2004: 173) defined “Galilee of the
Gentiles” as a literary term (borrowed from Isaiah 8: 23) or as a paraphrase of the first half of
the verse and rejected the simple interpretation of Bar-Kochva (1977: 192) that the Galilee was
largely inhabited by gentiles.
14 Rappaport 1993, esp. n. 27; Stern 1993: 8–11; Safrai 2000, esp. p. 82.
a pagan population and together with the coins, show a connection to the Phoe-
nician coast. During the Early Roman period, however, it was an important
Jewish settlement, as we may surmise from Josephus’ decision to fortify it
prior to the revolt. Hence, it appears that here too, there was a change in popula-
tion.
At this point, we will expand the methodological and geographical scope
regarding population change. At sites where there is a continuous sequence of
pottery between the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods, it is difficult to show
ethnic change based upon survey findings alone. Thus, without the finds of
figurines at Be’er Sheva‘, it would have been difficult to establish change in the
ethnicity of the population at the site. A similar picture emerges from the exca-
vations at Yodefat where, if it were not for the small finds, it would have been
difficult to assume that an ethnic change had taken place. The pre-Hasmonean
layer, including oil lamps decorated with Cupids (Aviam 2005: 115), Phoeni-
cian jars, and imported amphora (ibid. 111–113) points to a gentile population
with close connections to the Phoenician coast. In addition, eighty Seleucid and
Phoenician autonomous coins that belong to the period between 222 and
110/109 BCE were found, indicating a clear connection with the Phoenician
coast.15 From that time to the end of the first century BCE, there are no coins
unequivocally belonging to that group whereas the presence of 81 Hasmonean
coins clearly indicate influence of the Hasmonean kingdom. The pre-
Hasmonean layer was apparently destroyed by fire (ibid. 274), but the site
was resettled immediately, this time by Jews, as the archaeologists have
convincingly asserted (ibid. 115). The sites of Yodefat and Be’er Sheva‘ are
quite similar in their characteristics and location – both are at the margins of
valleys, upon high hills with natural defenses and surrounded by man-made
fortifications.
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15 See Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: 155–161. Syon has proposed that Yodefat was
settled by Jews already prior to Hasmonean domination of the region (Syon 2004: 219–222).
This proposal (which Syon himself describes as speculative) is based on finds of two coins of
Antiochus VII from Jerusalem (138–129 BCE); upon what seems to be a “preference” for
coins of Tyre over those of nearby ‘Akko (according to Syon, because of the tension between
‘Akko and the Jewish population); and upon the view of scholars who claim that the Jewish
presence in the Galilee prior to the Hasmonean conquest was in the western Lower Galilee.
The number of coins upon which this proposal is based is extremely low and coins of
Antiochus VII could have reached the site following the Hasmonean conquest, which took
place shortly after the period of their minting. In addition, the tension between the Hasmoneans
and ‘Akko was, of course, higher due to proximity and conflict of interests (see below). This
does not, however, mean that relations with Tyre were of such a different character that there
was a “preference” for its coins, as clearly emerges from conflicts with Tyrians and their settle-
ments before the Hasmonean conquest of the region (see for example, 1 Maccabees 5: 14–23;
11: 63–74).
It may be assumed that ethnic changes occurred at additional sites where
there was a continuity of habitation from the Hellenistic to the Early Roman
period and Jews settled after Hasmonean control was established over the area.
ªalmon [19] for example was settled continuously during these periods and has
similar characteristics – high isolated hill, remains of fortification and location
in a vast agricultural area. Hellenistic coins of the coastal cities and GCW
pottery, suggesting a gentile population during the Hellenistic period, were
found here. Historical sources show that this site was later inhabited by Jews
during the Early Roman period (see discussion of the site in Chapter 5).
Hasmonean coins as well as eight Long Rim SJ vessels, common at Jewish
settlements from about the beginning of the first century BCE (Berlin 2005:
425–428), were found at the site. These support the assumption that here too,
ethnic change followed the consolidation of Hasmonean control over the
region.16
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16 There is disagreement regarding the circumstances and dating of the beginning of Jewish
settlement at Gamla. However, it is probable that there was ethnic change at this site too, or at
least significant Jewish settlement as early as the end of the second century BCE, that is, before
the date accepted by most researchers. Based upon Josephus (War 1, 105), Gamla appears to
have served as a gentile stronghold and the excavators proposed that some of the fortifications
of the site are Seleucid and precede the Hasmonean conquest (Gutman and Rappel 1994: 84;
Syon 2002: 139). Josephus tells of the military campaign of Jannaeus (ca. 83–80 BCE) during
which he conquered a series of sites in Transjordan and the Golan and afterward, “took the
strong fortress of Gamla, and stripped Demetrius, who was governor therein, of what he had,
on account of the many crimes laid to his charge.” According to this passage, it became
accepted that Jewish settlement at Gamla (and elsewhere in the Golan) began only following
this event, at the end of Jannaeus’ reign. Despite this, the find of coins at Gamla, include 310
coins of John Hyrcanus (135–104 BCE) and 30 coins of Judah Aristobulus (104/103 BCE)
constituting the largest collection of coins of this ruler, which are relatively rare. In addition, in
contrast to hundreds of Phoenician coins from coastal cities of the second century BCE, at
around 98 BCE these disappear almost entirely and Hasmonean coins become virtually the
only ones at the site for the following decades (Syon 2004: 95–107). Based on these data,
Syon’s view (ibid.) that significant Jewish settlement at Gamla preceded Jannaeus’ campaign
appears credible. The question of control in Gamla prior to Jannaeus’ campaign and the iden-
tity of Demetrius, who Jannaeus removed, remains unclear. Syon proposes that the Jewish
inhabitants were the ones who raised the accusations against Demetrius, who was apparently a
local despot or perhaps a Seleucid officer. In this context, the information we have about
Jewish mercenaries in Hellenistic armies in the region of Syria (Stern 1981; Rappaport 2004:
257) and the proposals of Seleucid rulers to draft Jews as mercenaries to their armies (1
Maccabees 10:36; 13:40), should be mentioned, though it must be admitted that it is difficult to
imagine such a reality during the days of Jannaeus and in such close proximity to the
Hasmonean kingdom. In connection with ethnic changes during this period, the excavation by
M. Aviam (2004: 59–88) at the fortress of Keren Naftali should be noted. That fortress was
apparently erected by the Seleucids. However, a miqveh, which was later added to one of its
rooms and Hasmonean coins excavated at the site, show that it passed to Jewish hands around
the beginning of the first century BCE.
Settlement continuity thus does not necessarily prove unchanging ethnic
continuity. Signs of ethnic change in population over a relatively brief period of
time are beginning to emerge from the few sites from which we have more
detailed information. There is also support for the assumption concerning
ethnic changes from rabbinic literary sources. A tannaitic tradition mentions
Sepphoris, Gush ¡alav, Yodefat and Gamla as sites “surrounded by walls from
the days of Joshua” (M ‘Arakhin 9, 6; Sifra BeHar 4, 1 [Weiss ed. 108b]).
Yodefat and Gamla were settled by Jews only during the Hasmonean period.
Adan-Bayewitz, citing Talmudic sources, demonstrated that one of the criteria
for classification of “walled cities” is the existence of fortification remains that
preceded the Jewish settlement at these sites, remains that were later attributed
by the Jewish inhabitants to “the days of Joshua…” (Adan-Bayewitz
1996–1997).
Adan-Bayewitz proposes considering that other sites mentioned in this list may have been
fortified by gentiles and settled by Jews during the Second Temple period. Particularly impor-
tant are Gush ¡alav and Sepphoris. Considerable finds of GCW found in a survey and a
salvage excavation near the summit of the tell at Gush ¡alav, Hasmonean coins (Aviam 1999:
10; Frankel et al. 2001: 88, 110), as well as the site’s appearance in a list of “walled cities” may
indicate that this site was also gentile and was settled by Jews following the Hasmonean
conquest of the region.
Of particular interest is the question of Sepphoris, which as early as 103 BCE is portrayed
as a strong Jewish settlement that resisted the army of Ptolemy Lathyrus. At the present, there
is no clear information concerning the character of Sepphoris during the Early Hellenistic
period. At the top of the hill were exposed remains of a massive structure identified by the
excavators as a fortification. Two miqva’ot of the Late Hellenistic period and numerous
Hasmonean coins within the structure indicate that it was used by Jews – the Hasmonean army,
according to the excavators’ proposal – as early as the beginning of the first century BCE.
Since the walls rest upon bedrock, the excavators are not certain that this is also the date of the
founding of the building and indeed, in pockets on bedrock, earlier pottery was discovered
(Meyers 1999).
If the list of the “walled cities” indeed preserves a historic memory and includes only sites
that were fortified by gentiles and settled later by Jews, then it is probable that, like at Gamla
and Yodefat, the Jewish settlers in Sepphoris found remains of earlier fortifications and here as
well, the tradition is related to Hasmonean takeover of the region. Rappaport relied, among
other things, on Sepphoris’ endurance in the face of Ptolemy Lathyrus as evidence for the
antiquity of significant Jewish presence in the Galilee. It is improbable, in his opinion, that
such a strong a Jewish settlement developed entirely in just two years after the Hasmonean
conquest of the region (which, in his view, began during the reign of Judah Aristobulus, 104/3
BCE). First, it seems that the Hasmonean domination of the Galilee apparently preceded the
reign of Judah Aristobulus and took place during that of his father, John Hyrcanus (135–104
BCE). The conquest of Scythopolis by John Hyrcanus (War 1, 66) attested to in the archaeo-
logical excavations (Bar-Nathan and Mazor 1994), apparently occurred around 107 BCE. The
disappearance of coins of the coastal cities from Yodefat and their replacement with
Hasmonean coins that indicate Hasmonean dominance over the site, took place between the
years 125–110/109 BCE (Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997: 161). From the numismatic
research of Syon it also emerges that during the reign of Judah Aristobulus the Galilee already
had a significant Jewish population (Syon 2004: 234). Second, if the Hasmonean takeover was
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indeed accompanied by Jewish settlement in fortified sites that had previously been gentile, it
can be proposed that Sepphoris was settled by immigrants from Judah, perhaps military
settlers, and that the process was indeed rapid.
On the other hand, Frankel et al. maintained that the tradition of the “walled
cities” simply records central Jewish settlements from the period of the Mish-
nah (Frankel et al. 2001: 109). It should be noted, however, that Gamla and
Yodefat, which appear on the list, were destroyed during the First Jewish Revolt
long before the editing of the Mishnah (early third century) and never resettled.
In addition, on a similar list at least one site is mentioned that appears not to
have been settled at all during the period of the composition of the list. There-
fore, the view that these are important settlements from the period in which the
traditions were compiled cannot be accepted. The second list, which is
presented only in the amoraic layers of rabbinic literature (Y Megillah 1, 1,
70a), identifies fortified cities mentioned in the Book of Joshua with sites
known to the authors of the list. This list relates to a halakhah that the Book of
Esther is read in cities “surrounded by a wall from the days of Joshua” on a
different day then in other cities. In this source, biblical Kinneret is identified
with Gennesar, ªiddimwith Kefar¡ittaya (¡ittin [Site 40]) and ªer is said to be
“near Kefar ¡ittaya.” Gennesar, Kefar ¡ittaya and ªer should be identified as
sites 26, 40/42 and 41 respectively (see discussion in Chapter 5). The fact that
remains of fortifications exist at two of these, and both were abandoned around
the end of the second century BCE indicates that the list in the Y preserves a
similar tradition of settlements where Jewish inhabitants of the Second Temple
period encountered remains of earlier fortifications constructed by gentiles.17
Control over the Area at the end of the Seleucid Period: Based on the physical
characteristics of settlements of the period discussed above; the indications of a
gentile population with connections to the Phoenician coast; and the abandon-
ment or ethnic change around the end of the second century BCE, we can
assume that the Lower Galilee (particularly the area of the large valleys there)
was the breadbasket of ‘Akko before the Hasmonean conquest. Apparently, this
series of fortified settlements constituted a frontline annex of the polis where
the agricultural activities of this fertile region were concentrated.18 Accord-
ingly, the chora of the coastal cities during this period included considerable
areas deep within the Galilee, if not the entire Galilee, and not only the coastal
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17 It may be assumed that ¡ittin [40] and perhaps Gennesar [26] were settled by Jews
around the Hasmonean period. However, it cannot be proposed that all of the sites in the list
were settled by Jews during that period for, Tiberias, which appears on the list as identical with
the Biblical Rakkath, was first established only in the first century CE.
18 In this regard, Aviam’s study should be noted. It points to a series of fortified Hellenistic
sites, primarily in the western Galilee, that were, in his view, established for the purposes of
‘Akko’s control and defense of its rear (Aviam 2004: 22–30).
plain or a strip of the western Galilee. If this assumption is correct, it would help
explain: the hostility of the Phoenician coastal towns, particularly ‘Akko,
toward the Jews from the beginning of the Hasmonean period; the aggressive
initiative taken by ‘Akko against the Hasmoneans time and again; and the
repeated attempts of the Hasmoneans to conquer those towns, especially ‘Akko
(Rappaport 1967; 1988). According to this proposal, it is likely that the struggle
was over land and control over the entire region–not only over limited property
in the western Galilee or a general fear on the part of the coastal towns of the
Hasmonean threat. If this is correct, the question of the area of Jewish settle-
ment in the Galilee prior to the Hasmonean conquest should be reconsidered.
The assumption that Jews were concentrated in the western Lower Galilee is
based on Simon Maccabaeus’ rescue campaign (ca. 164 BCE) in which he
pursued the gentiles “to the gates of ‘Akko” (1 Maccabees 5:23–24) as well as
the report that Sepphoris and Shi¢in were strong Jewish settlements as early as
103 BCE (see above). However, if the Galilee (the Lower Galilee, at least)
constituted the chora of ‘Akko, it is clear why the battle – casually mentioned as
one of the many encounters during this campaign – was with the people of
‘Akko or with the rural population fleeing to ‘Akko. This does not prove that the
Jewish population necessarily inhabited western Galilee.19 As stated, it appears
that an extensive wave of Jewish habitation, in some cases apparently military
settlers, began with Hasmonean domination over the region. Jewish presence at
Sepphoris and Shi¢in thus did not necessarily stem from settlement that
preceded the Hasmonean conquest.
Galilean Coarse Ware: The presence of this pottery at pagan sites of the Helle-
nistic period and the abandonment of numerous Upper Galilean sites at which
this pottery was dominant around the end of the second century BCE led
researchers to regard this pottery as characteristic of the pagan population that
was expelled during the Hasmonean conquest. However, absence of this pottery
from sites on the Phoenician coast led the same scholars to regard the popula-
tion that used it as non-Phoenician (Frankel et al. 2001: 109–110; Aviam 2004:
49).
These vessels are not restricted to the Upper Galilee and are also found in the
Lower Galilee as has already emerged from the excavations at Yodefat. During
the course of our work we collected 52 vessels belonging to this group from 12
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19 Around 145 BCE there was a battle between Demetrius II and Jonathan in the vicinity of
¡a«or and Kedesh in the eastern Upper Galilee. According to Josephus, the concentration of
Demetrius’ army in that region was intended to lure Jonathan there since he would not be able
to exercise restraint if the Galileans, who were his own people, would be attacked (Antiquities
13, 154). Thus, it seems that the Jewish concentration was in fact in the eastern Upper Galilee.
However, the source upon which Josephus relies when he expands on the story in 1 Maccabees
(13, 63–74) is unclear. See Kasher 1990: 101.
sites. While this pottery appears at more sites adjacent to the Upper Galilee, it
should be noted that the sites containing the richest finds of GCW ware were
sites 41 and 42 in the southern part of the survey area, which were abandoned
towards the end of the Hellenistic period. It should be noted that the definition
and typology of GCWpottery as a family is still unclear. Vessels of this type (or
very similar ones) from the stratum dated to the mid-second century BCE have
been found recently at Kedesh in the Upper Galilee, a site with strong connec-
tions to Tyre and the Phoenician coast. In the current survey, GCW pottery was
found together with large quantities of ESA finds, also strengthening the possi-
bility of a link to the Phoenician coast (see sites 41, 42). The distribution of this
pottery in the interior of the Galilee thus suggests local production. However,
the claim of a non-Phoenician ethnic factor still requires proof. In addition,
since it appears that most pre-Hasmonean Galilee was settled by gentiles, it is
natural that this local pottery would be found at the sites abandoned following
the Hasmonean conquest. We do not know, however, if the Jews who settled in
the Galilee prior to the Hasmonean conquest – whatever their number and wher-
ever they settled – used this pottery. It is important to note that no pottery
belonging to this group was found at Migdal and Arbel, both which were estab-
lished around the end of the second century BCE and settled by Jews from the
start.20 The explanation for this may be ethnic, i.e., these vessels were used
solely by a gentile population. However, the explanation may be chronological,
meaning that by the end of the second century BCE these vessels were no longer
in use.
Economy:We have little archaeological data concerning the region’s economy
during the Hellenistic period. At sites that were in existence only until the end
of the Hellenistic period: a columbarium was found near Zeitun er-Rama and a
fragment of a press installation (the precise purpose of which remains unclear)
was found at Kh. ‘Eika. Although the last period of settlement at both these sites
was Hellenistic, it is possible that the installations belong to earlier periods of
habitation. The only clear information is drawn from the Zenon Papyri of the
mid-third century BCE, which mention wine, raisins, figs, wheat and perhaps
perfumes from the estate of Beit ‘Anat, which was apparently located west of
the survey area.21
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20 At Nasr ed-Din as well, where rich Hellenistic finds were encountered, this group is not
present. However, we are unable to establish if the site was first settled only following
Hasmonean domination and whether it was a Jewish settlement from the beginning, as it
certainly was during the Early Roman period.
21 Perhaps in the area of the Beth ha-Kerem Valley. See Tchericover 1933: 235–236, 356,
364; Safrai and Safrai 1976; Frankel et al. 2001: 14.
The end of the Hellenistic Period (ca. 100–50 BCE)
The Pattern and Number of Settlements: The temple at Mi«pe Yamim [2], el-
‘Aiteh [41], Kh. ‘Eika [42] and apparently also Sammu‘iya [1] were abandoned
at the end of the Hellenistic period. Despite a slight decline in the number of
settlements from 21 to 19 (not including cave complexes, the temple at Mi«pe
Yamim, and Zeitun er-Rama which was abandoned at the beginning of the
Hellenistic period), the settled area increased due to the foundation of Migdal
[34] and Arbel [39] around the beginning of the first century BCE. These soon
became the largest sites in the entire survey area (Category E). These occur-
rences of abandonment of settlements on the one hand and the foundation of
Jewish ones on the other hand, are connected to the Hasmonean conquest.
It is possible that other sites with Hellenistic pottery were established during
the Hasmonean period as well. However, the ability to divide the Hellenistic
material into sub-periods is limited and we are not always able to establish
during which phase each settlement was founded. For example, most Hellenis-
tic finds from Nasr ed-Din, both numismatic (from the IAA excavations), and
apparently also the pottery from this survey, belong to the late Hellenistic
period. However, a number of coins from the early and mid-second century
BCE and the inability to classify the pottery finds at a high resolution did not
permit us to establish precisely the beginning of settlement here. Therefore, it
was classified in a general manner as Hellenistic. In addition, at most of the sites
whose foundation was dated to the Early Roman period, there is a recurring
pattern of few finds from the Hellenistic period, generally in the form of Long
Rim SJ type, which begins to appear around the end of the second century BCE
and is widespread during the first century BCE. Thus, it is possible that the
establishment of this group of sites occurred during the Hasmonean period,
prior to the Roman conquest. Since we do not know to what extent this type of
jar was in use, and in view of the small number found, it is possible that these
sites were settled only at the end of the Hasmonean period or perhaps even
slightly afterward. In any case, it is clear that the beginning of the major wave of
settlement in the region, which is observed more clearly in the Early Roman
period, began during the Hasmonean period, around the end of the
second/beginning of the first century BCE.
Since most of the settlements established from the Hasmonean period
onward are located in areas without topographical advantages and lack natural
fortification, it would appear that defense considerations were not of particular
importance to the new settlers. In addition, the majority were not established in
proximity to a permanent water source.
Government and Administration: Hasmonean domination over the area was
presumably achieved by actual military conquest apparently in the final years of
John Hyrcanus’ rule. Syon’s numismatic study shows that during this period
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Hasmonean coins became dominant in eastern Upper and Lower Galilee, the
Golan and, to a lesser extent, in the Beth-Shean Valley. At the same time there
was a sharp decline in the presence of Phoenician bronze coins (Syon 2004:
226–235). Syon attributes this not only to the inclusion of the Galilee into the
Hasmonean state, but also to a preference on the part of the Jewish inhabitants
of the Galilee. The boundaries of Hasmonean control are clearly delineated by
the distribution of Hasmonean coins (ibid., 230) and the area of the current
survey is located at the heart of this region. We do not have historical sources
concerning the administrative division of the region during the Hasmonean
period. The status of Migdal-Tarichea as the center of a toparchy in the mid-first
century CE may have originated in the Hasmonean period, when the settlement
was apparently founded. As we observed, the pro-Hasmonean orientation of
Migdal’s population is still apparent for a long period thereafter (see discussion
of the site in Chapter 5). It is likely that Sepphoris also served as an administra-
tive center during the Hasmonean period.22 However, we do not have any solid
information about administrative borders or zones during this period.
The Early Roman Period (50 BCE–135 CE)
The Number and Character of Settlements: The settlements of the Hellenistic
period, with the exception of Sammu‘iya [1], Mi«pe Yamim [2], el-‘Aiteh [41]
and Kh. ‘Eika [42], continued without interruption into the Roman period. This
does not mean that the population remained unchanged, and the question of
ethnic change has been discussed above.
The period from around the end of the second century BCE up to the first
half of the first century CE is characterized by a great wave of settlement
throughout the survey area. The number of settlements rose from 21 during the
Hellenistic period (not counting cave complexes, the temple at Mi«pe Yamim
and Zeitun er-Rama which was abandoned at the beginning of the Hellenistic
period) to 36. The size of the settled area increased by some 50%. In addition to
Migdal [34], Arbel [39] and perhaps Nasr ed-Din [46], which were founded
during the Hasmonean period, sixteen new sites were established during the
Early Roman period (Parod [4], Kefar ¡ananya [8], Bellaneh [10], ¡azon [12],
Ka¢al [16], ¡uqoq [17], Ravid [20], Sabban [27], Es‘ad [30], ¡amam [32],
‘Ammudim [37], el-Ma‘aser [38], Mashkanah [44], Tel Ma‘on [45], Lubieh
[48], and ‘Oodaysa [50]). Scanty Hellenistic finds – generally Long Rim SJ
vessels – at sites 10, 12, 17, 20, 27, 30, 32, 37, 38, 50, raises the possibility that
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22 In view of the fact that with the Roman conquest, it was established as the administrative
capital (synedria) of the entire Galilee. Also the presence of a Hasmonean garrison in the city
during the days of Matthias Antigonos (Antiquities 14, 413–415) is indicative of its important
status in the Hasmonean administration.
these sites were founded slightly prior to the Roman period, that is, during the
Hasmonean era.23 The division of the Early Roman period itself into sub-phases
in order to distinguish, for example, between settlements founded around 50
BCE and ones founded around 50 CE, is difficult to do with any measure of
confidence based only upon survey data. Still, the occurrence of minor Helle-
nistic finds at many sites from this period and the appearance of the Early
Roman T1.3 SJ type at most of the Early Roman sites – a type found until ca. the
mid first century CE – indicates that most of the sites were settled during the
early phases of this period.
The wave of settlement that began with the Hasmonean takeover seems to
have continued and even strengthened during the reign of Herod or of his son
Herod Antipas. As is known, the period of Herod’s rule is characterized by
monumental building and settlement projects. The stabilization of security
during this period apparently contributed to prosperity and to the creation of
unfortified settlements in the agricultural areas. At the same time, no Herodian
construction projects are known in the northern part of the country (except for
the temple at Paneas). Aviam has proposed that due to Herod’s conflict with the
inhabitants of the Galilee at the beginning of his reign, he did not invest in, nor
develop this area (Aviam 20042: 15). The increase in rural settlement may be
attributed to the reign of Herod Antipas and his construction enterprises.
Antipas also rebuilt Sepphoris in the west and founded Tiberias in the east of
our survey area around the beginning of the first century CE. These rapidly
became the largest settlements in the Lower Galilee – the only ones with clearly
urban characteristics. In the subsequent Roman and Byzantine periods, they left
their mark on the region as economic, administrative and ruling centers.
The foundation and expansion of cities following Graeco-Roman framework
was followed by intensification of agricultural exploitation and rural settlement
in the hinterland upon which the cities relied (Garnsey 2000). Therefore, it
might have been expected that the establishment of Tiberias and Sepphoris as
Roman cities would bring about the foundation of surrounding agricultural
settlements in the subsequent phase. However, it should be noted that the begin-
ning of most rural sites in the survey area, more or less parallels (or even
precedes) the foundation of these cities. The growth of settlement must also be
understood in the context of the Roman Empire and the significant expansion of
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23 Based upon Hasmonean coins from excavations and surveys at Jewish settlement sites
throughout the Galilee, Aviam maintained that all of the Jewish settlements we know from the
Roman period were founded already during the Hasmonean period (Aviam 2004: 48).
However, Syon has shown that Hasmonean coins continued in widespread use well into the
first century CE, perhaps even until the First Jewish Revolt. Of the numismatic finds from the
western quarter of Gamla, for example – an area that was first settled during the first century
CE and existed until the First Jewish Revolt – 75% of the coins (2,370) were Hasmonean (Syon
2004: 116–122). Thus, Hasmonean coins cannot alone serve as evidence for settlement during
the Hasmonean period.
rural settlement in many regions that came under its control. This was largely a
result of changes brought about by this administration in the realms of taxation,
security, urbanization etc. (See ibid.).
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: Small rural sites such as Ka¢al [16], Tel
Ma‘on [45] and ‘Oodaysa [50] were founded together with numerous sizable
settlements (of over 20 dunams) such as Kefar ¡ananya [8], Sabban [27],
¡amam [32], ‘Ammudim [37], and Mashkanah [44]. During this period most
new settlements were founded at sites lacking both natural fortification and
permanent water sources. A significant increase in the number of sites occurred
throughout the area, however, it was particularly prominent in the eastern
portion of the survey area, which had only been sparsely settled during the
Hellenistic period. In effect, aside from Abu-Shusheh [26] and Nasr ed-Din
[46] (which was probably also established only after Hasmonean domination of
the region), there were no significant settlements in the eastern part of the area
during the Hellenistic period. On the other hand, at the end of the Hellenistic
period and during the Early Roman period, ¡uqoq [17] and nearby Sheikh
Nashi [18] form a significant settlement bloc in the northeast of the region.
Migdal [34], Arbel [39] and ¡amam [32] – three large settlements – were
located in close proximity to each other at the center of the eastern portion. The
city of Tiberias crowned the southeast of the region.
The model that emerges is of a series of fortified or naturally fortified settle-
ments that existed during the Hellenistic period. These continued into the
Roman period and were joined by new large unfortified settlements as well as
numerous small settlements scattered over the area. Some of these small settle-
ments were in remote and poor agricultural areas.
Arbel [34] and nearbyMigdal [39] are the largest settlements in the area. The
latter, having certain urban characteristics, served as the capital of a toparchy
even long after the foundation of Tiberias. Other large settlements (over 40
dunams) in the region are Be’er Sheva‘ [6], ªalmon [19], ¡amam [32] and
‘Ammudim [37]. Aside from Migdal, not one of these settlements had urban
characteristics.
In conclusion, during the period extending over four–five generations (at
most) from roughly the beginning of the first century BCE to the first half of the
first century CE, settlement in the region underwent a dramatic change: numer-
ous settlements were established; unsettled or sparsely settled areas, such as the
eastern portion of the region or hilly areas with limited agricultural potential,
experienced a wave of settlement; and the size of the settled area doubled.
During this period the number of sites reached its height. This settlement map
remained stable until about the mid-third century when an abandonment of sites
and decline in settlement began.
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in the late 1st c.
Demography: In a settled area estimated between 579 and 1,015 dunams, the
number of inhabitants ranges between 9,264 individuals according to the mini-
mal estimate (16 individuals per dunam) and 35,525 according to the maximal
estimate (35 individuals per dunam).
Taking the averages for area and population and multiplying them (797
dunams×26 individuals per dunam), the result is 20,722 individuals, double the
population of the Hellenistic period.
Economy: A columbarium at Parod ceased to be used as such during the Early
Roman period when it was converted into a burial cave. The excavators
proposed to date it and other columbaria they examined (at Kefar ¡ananya,
Mashkanah, Be’er Sheva‘, Zeitun er-Rama and Deir ¡anna) to the end of the
Second Temple period (Tal et al. 2002). Since the vast majority of the survey
sites are multi-period, agricultural installations could not be dated to specific
periods (except those with technological-chronological determinations). None-
theless, it should be noted that no olive oil installations were found at Kul‘at
esh-Shuneh [11], Wadi ‘Amud Site [13] and Ka¢al [16], which were abandoned
during the Early Roman period – an issue that will be dealt with below. At the
two latter sites, wine presses were found. However, we were unable to deter-
mine if they belong to the Early Roman period, as these sites were also settled
during other periods.
Ethnic Identity: Many scholars have dealt with the issue of ethnic identity,
particularly in view of following questions: the background environment in
which Jesus and his first disciples lived and were active; the Galilean zealots;
and the general character of “Galilean Jewry” in comparison to “Judean Jewry.”
We are unable to cover the vast number of essays written on this topic (for a
survey, see Chancey 2002: 11–27), and will therefore focus only on those points
which the present work can contribute to. As stated, the view that the roots of
Galilean Jewry during the Early Roman period lie in the Kingdom of Israel has
neither a historical nor an archaeological basis. Early Christianity certainly
cannot be seen as a movement working among communities preserving the
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culture of the ancient Kingdom of Israel, as Horsley claimed (1995: 19–52). To
the archaeological evidence gathered by Reed concerning the religious similar-
ity between the Galilean population and that of Judea at the end of the Second
Temple period, (miqva’ot, stone vessels, secondary burial, absence of pig bones
– see Reed 1999; 2000) may be added minor finds such as the ossuaries from
Parod, ¡uqoq or ¡ittin (see site descriptions). More important, however, is the
survey’s documentation of increased settlement construction in the region
following the Hasmonean conquest. In view of the archaeological evidence
concerning ethnic change that point to a considerable portion of the indigenous
population not remaining in the region and the large number of new settlements
founded at the beginning of the period both in Eastern Galilee and the Lower
Golan,24 a picture emerges of a very considerable wave of settlement. These
new settlers were most likely immigrants, possibly connected with a settlement
project initiated by the Hasmoneans, as suggested in the past by Bar-Kochva
(1977).25 This wave of settlement, which Judaized the region, is probably the
reason for the inclusion of the Galilee in the area of Jewish domain following
the Roman conquest. It also explains the massive support of Hasmonean
descendents by the inhabitants of the Galilee in their struggle first against Rome
and later against Herod. This support cannot be understood if we assume that
the population of the Galilee was forcibly converted or a remnant of the ancient
Kingdom of Israel with which contact had been broken many centuries earlier.
It seems that zealotry originating from Hasmonean ideology is recognizable
among the inhabitants of the region even five or six generations after the
Hasmonean conquest, up to the days of the First Jewish Revolt. This results
from an examination of the foci of support for the revolt that was indicated in
our discussion of different sites (see analysis of the sites Migdal [34], Arbel
[39], and Beit Ma‘on/Nasr ed-Din [46], to which should be added, of course,
Yodefat and Gamla). This strengthens the view that most of the Jewish settle-
ment in the region was a result of the Hasmonean conquest.26
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24 Only at five sites in the Lower Golan survey were significant Hellenistic remains found
(five sherds and more, constituting at least 5% of the finds), as opposed to 33 sites from the
beginning of the Early Roman period (Ben David 2005: 179; 183). It is noteworthy that in this
survey as well, there are occurrences of minimal Hellenistic finds at sites definitely settled
during the Early Roman period. These apparently should be interpreted as having been settled
in the early phases of the Early Roman period, around the middle of the first century BCE, or
even slightly earlier, during the Hasmonean period.
25 See also Bar-Kochva 2002: 8–15 and the discussion above in the section dealing with the
Hellenistic period.
26 Concerning zealotry and its ideological roots resting firmly in the Hasmonean tradition,
see Ben-Shalom 1993: 19, 303–304. See also Loftus 1977: 78–98; Farmer 1956. Freyne (1980:
67–68), on the other hand, believed that the zealots and the pro-Hasmonean tendency among
the population of the Galilee were insignificant.
All sites in the survey region, which are mentioned in historical sources from
this period (‘Akbara, Be’er Sheva‘, ªalmon,Migdal, Arbel, the Arbel Caves and
Beit Ma‘on/Nasr ed-Din)27 were settled by Jews and attest to a homogeneous
Jewish region. It is difficult to verify this through survey findings, since the
widespread local pottery in the region during the Early Roman period was used
by both Jews and gentiles.28 There is an absence of material finds that might
indicate a pagan population in the survey area during this period in contrast to
the preceding period (bronze figurines from Mi«pe Yamim and Be’er Sheva‘)
and to Roman-period pagan temples from adjacent regions (in the northern
Upper Galilee, northern¡ulah Valley and the Hermon. For a survey, see Aviam
2004: 12–17).
Government and Administration: The knowledge about the administration of
the area during this volatile period is much better than for the preceding period
(see Avi-Yonah 1966: 77–117; TIR 10–14). After the Roman conquest of the
country by Pompey (63 BCE) and the arrangements made by Gabinius (55
BCE), the Galilee remained within the boundaries of Judaea. This attests to the
dominance of the Jewish population there since gentile areas and cities
conquered by the Hasmoneans were taken from its territory (Levine 1984: 154).
Until the death of Agrippa II at the end of the first century CE, the eastern
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27 In addition, traditions from rabbinic literature that were discussed above that mention
Gennesar and ¡ittin, apparently reflect Jewish settlement during the Hasmonean period.
28 As evident from Kefar ¡ananya types at gentile sites of the northern Golan and at Tel
Anafa (Adan-Bayewitz 2003: 10). Andrea Berlin proposed that from around the beginning of
the first century CE the northern Jewish population intentionally refrained from using ESA
vessels (Berlin 2002; 2005). As discussed in Chapter 3, it appears that there was indeed a
decline in the presence of these vessels in the survey area during the Early Roman period, in
comparison with the Hellenistic period (the amounts are too small to establish this with
certainty). However, it is not possible to rely upon this decline as evidence for Jewish settle-
ment, or for intentional avoidance by Jews of these vessels. The foundation of Provincia
Iudaea during that period (ca. 6 CE; see below, the discussion on Government and administra-
tion) and tariffs on goods that perhaps began to be charged at borders may have been the factor
for the paucity of finds of these types in the rural areas, while the wealthy population of Jeru-
salem – to which Berlin draws a comparison – could continue to afford these vessels (see also
Syon 2004: 155). In addition, Kefar ¡ananya kitchenware of the Early Roman period have
been found in considerable quantities in gentile settlements. However, the distribution of jars
of this period indicates different patterns. Comparison of Early Roman storage jars among the
finds at Yodefat and Beth Zeneta in the western Galilee shows that at the first site there were
finds of “Shi¢in/Yodefat” types without Phoenician storage jars and at the second site, the
opposite. This led researchers to propose that the preference was ethnically motivated
(Avshalom-Gorni and Getzov 2002). Nonetheless, the difference may be due, at least in part, to
the range of marketing of the Shi¢in pottery, which was limited in relation to that of the Kefar
¡ananya products. As noted in Chapter 3, even in the clearly Jewish region of the survey, the
distribution of certain “Shi¢in ware” vessels or “Yodefat jars” was very limited and barely
reached the north of the region.
Galilee was mostly under the rule of Herod and his descendents, and only for
brief periods did it come under direct Roman rule. From 47 BCE, the entire
Galilee was ruled by Herod, first as governor (under the Hasmonean ethnarch
Hyrcanus II) and from 37 BCE, as king of all Judaea. Sepphoris served as the
Galilee’s district capital from the time of Gabinius until the foundation of
Tiberias at the beginning of the first century CE (Avi-Yonah 1951: 52; Levine
1984: 162). The years between the Roman conquest and the beginning of the
first century CE were marked by repeated Jewish uprisings against Rome and
the Herodian dynasty. Most of the insurgence in the north of the country was
concentrated in the eastern and central Lower Galilee.29
After Herod’s death (4 BCE), his kingdom was divided among his heirs.
Herod Antipas, who received the Galilee, rebuilt Sepphoris and later, around
17–20 CE, founded Tiberias, which replaced Sepphoris as the capital of the
Galilee and its administrative center. It appears that the period of Antipas’ rule
(4 BCE–39 CE) was calm since we do not know of conflicts between him and
his subjects (Smallwood 1976: 183–187). It is probable that the foundation of
Provincia Iudaea (6 CE), which brought the areas of Judea, Samaria and the
central coastal plain under direct Roman control, had administrative repercus-
sions in the Galilee as well, though their substance is unclear. The census and
land registry carried out by Quirinius, the procurator of Syria, along with the
foundation of the province, aroused strong local opposition apparently also in
the areas under Antipas’ and Philip’s control.30 After the removal of Antipas in
39 CE, the Galilee was transferred to the control of King Agrippa I from ca. 40
CE until his death in 44 CE when the region came under the control of the proc-
urator of Provincia Iudaea. In 61 CE Nero annexed Tiberias, Tarichea (Migdal)
and their toparchies to the kingdom of Agrippa II, which included the Golan,
Bashan and Trachonitis (War 2, 252; Antiquities 20, 159). Thus, the eastern
Galilee was separated from the rest of the Galilee, which remained under direct
Roman control and whose administrative capital returned to Sepphoris. This
administrative division probably continued until the death of Agrippa II around
the end of the first century CE. Here, we observe for the first time that Tarichea
served as the center of a toparchy. In view of the detailed division of the region
of Judea into toparchies during the Early Roman period (Antiquities 12, 212;
Pliny NHV. 70), it is probable that such a division existed in the Galilee as well.
This division apparently preceded the reign of Agrippa II, however we do not
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29 See, for example: the battle in Tarichea in 53 BCE (Antiquities 14: 120; see also War 1,
180); Herod’s campaign against the rebels in the vicinity of Arbel (Antiquities 14, 415–433;
War 1, 304–316); the uprising at Sepphoris following the death of Herod (Antiquities 17,
471–472).
30 So it appears from the local rebellion led by Judah the “Galilean” or the “Golanite.”
Regarding the census, seeWar 2, 117–118; Antiquities 17, 1–7; 26; Smallwood 1976: 150–153.
Schürer, on the other hand, believed that the census did not include the territories of Antipas
and Philip. See Schürer 1973–87 vol. 1: 400–427.
have clear information about it.31 In view of the Roman policy of basing the
organization of provinces upon cities and their territories and the absence of
later references to toparchies in the Galilee, Avi-Yonah proposed that these
were eliminated after the death of Agrippa II, apparently during the reign of
Hadrian, at which time the entire Lower Galilee was divided between the terri-
tories of Sepphoris and Tiberias (Avi-Yonah 1966: 111; 138).
Josephus’Fortifications:Much has been written about Josephus’ fortifications
(for a summary, see Aviam and Richardson 2001: 177–201). In the discussion
that follows we shall focus on the topics that can advance research concerning
this subject. First, it should be noted that an examination of the sites whose
identification seems certain shows that they were settlements, apparently large
and central ones, rather than military fortifications as already noted by Aviam
(2004: 93-94) and Safrai (1985: 190). Hence, one should not attempt to see
these sites as a strategic or tactical arrangement for controlling the area, block-
ing arteries, etc., as Avi-Yonah (1953: 94–98), for example, believed.
The archaeological and literary discussion of each site individually is found
in the previous chapter. Here, we will synthesize these so as to obtain an overall
view. As a starting point for our discussion, three features should be noted:
A. All of the sites in our survey area that Josephus chose to fortify were already
settled during the Hellenistic period.
B. Many first century villages were not fortified by Josephus although they
were large and central. Most of these were established only from the first
century BCE onward.
C. At sites where the picture can be clarified, it appears that the fortifications
there preceded Josphus’ days. This is true of the Arbel Caves (Kul‘at Ibn
Man), of Be’er Sheva‘, and probably also of Tarichea/Migdal, the capital of
the toparchy, which may have been fortified by Herod or perhaps even
earlier.
Expanding our examination of Josephus’ fortifications to sites outside the
survey area whose identification appears certain, we find settlements whose
substantive archaeological data suggest their having already been settled during
the Hellenistic period. This is the case with Jamnith identified as Kh. Yavnit
(Frankel et al. 2001: 82), with Mero identified as Meroth (Ilan and Damati
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31 Avi-Yonah assumed that the division belonged to the days of Herod and that Sepphoris
and ‘Arav (‘Arabe) in the Lower Galilee should be added to Tiberias and Tarichea, which are
mentioned explicitly as toparchy capitals and that the upper Galilee was a separate toparchy
(Avi-Yonah 1966: 97). There is no historical information concerning the boundaries between
these toparchies. However, it seems that the survey area, except, perhaps, for a small portion in
the west, is within the toparchies of Tiberias and Tarichea. Regarding the division between the
Lower and Upper Galilee, which apparently also reflects an administrative division, seeWar 3,
35–40; T Shevi‘it 7, 11; M Shevi‘it 9, 2.
1987: 19, 129), Seph identified as Safed (Frankel et al. 2001: 39), and Yodefat
and Gamla.32 As mentioned earlier, most Hellenistic sites were situated at natu-
rally fortified locations. Thus, Josephus would logically select these easily
defendable sites for fortification. However, there are also some sites dating
from the Roman period that were suitable for fortification that Josephus did not
fortify (such as Parod [4] or Sabban [27]). It is difficult to assume that Josephus
did not see fit to fortify any of the important villages established during the
Roman period by mere chance. Apparently, the parameters of central settle-
ments suitable for fortification were not Josephus’ only considerations. Exami-
nation of the sites for which there is archaeological or literary data presents the
following interesting picture: at Mt. Tabor, a fortification is mentioned in
connection with the war between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids in the third
century BCE (Polybius V.70.6) and later, in connection with its conquest by
Alexander Jannaeus in the first century BCE (Antiquities 13, 396).33 Gamla is
mentioned as a “strong fortress” during the days of Jannaeus and its excavators
documented remains of a Seleucid citadel or fortifications (Syon 1995:4 n. 6).
At Yodefat, a Hellenistic period fortification system bearing a number of build-
ing phases was uncovered.34 Impressive remains, apparently of a Hasmonean or
perhaps even pre-Hasmonean period citadel were exposed recently at
Sepphoris. That city’s stand against the army of Ptolemy Lathyrus in 103 BCE
(Antiquities 13, 337–338) also suggests that the city had been previously forti-
fied (see Shatzman 1991: 83: Meyers 1999). Tiberias, Herod Antipas’ capital
and the main construction project in his kingdom probably had fortification or
perhaps even a wall from the time of the establishment of the city at the begin-
ning of the first century CE. Though partial, these details lead one to believe
that a central consideration in the selection of sites by Josephus was the exis-
tence of earlier fortifications. This explanation also solves some difficulties in
understanding the logic of Josephus’ actions. It seems surprising that Josephus
did not fortify Arbel, a base for his activity and one of the largest and most
important settlements in the area, choosing instead to fortify a nearby cave.
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32 The accepted identification of Sigoph (or Soganae) with Sakhnin is not possible from a
linguistic point of view, nor from the geographical order of the list of sites presented in
Josephus’ Life, as Bar-Kochva has noted (Bar-Kochva 1974: 113–114). Ben David (2005: 87)
also showed that the accepted identification of Seleucia in the Golan with Tell Salukiya south
of Ka«rin does not suit either Josephus’ geographical description or the archaeological finds at
that site.
33 Shatzman proposed that the place may have served as a Hasmonean military stronghold,
later used by Herod (Shatzman 1991: 87; 260)
34 Aviam (2005: 198) noted that in a lower area remains of a wall were found that he attrib-
utes to the revolt. Part of the wall was constructed with towers and part improvised by connect-
ing walls of nearby houses and filling their rooms with earth. The eastern wall of Gamla was
also constructed in this fashion and appears to also date to the revolt, though, as stated, there
seems to have been a fortification of some sort here prior to the revolt.
However, the existence of an earlier fortification at the adjacent cave complex
explains this choice. Mt. Tabor is also unusual in the list of fortifications. The
site was apparently not a permanent settlement during that period (Aviam and
Richardson 2001: 191). Here too, the existence of prior fortifications on the
mountain explains Josephus’ choice, and how in 40 days – if we were to believe
what he says – he erected a wall encompassing an area 26 stadia long, i.e., over
4.5 km. (War 4, 55–56). Josephus chose to “fortify” rural Hellenistic sites where
fortifications were characteristically common, in contrast to the Early Roman
period settlements which were generally unwalled and lacking fortification.
Migdal, an exception among these sites, had perhaps already been fortified by
Herod (Shatzman 1991: 266) or, perhaps because of its urban status and consid-
erable population Josephus did fortify it.
The fact that no Hellenistic wall was found at Gamla, but only what appear to
be the remains of a citadel of some sort, may indicate that not all sites were
surrounded by fortifications. Some sites may have had a citadel or acra to
which the inhabitants could flee in the event of Roman attack.
Thus, Josephus’ activity, if any, appears to have involved mere restoration or
re-use of existing fortification systems. This is also reasonable given the short
period of time at his disposal to prepare for the revolt and the difficulties that he
faced both internally and externally. In effect, only at Gamla and Yodefat have
portions of fortifications been found that could possibly be attributed to the First
Jewish Revolt. However, the wall of Gamla and at least a portion of the wall of
Yodefat attributed to the time of the revolt are unimpressive, blocking passage-
ways between nearby houses or making use of rooms as part of the wall by fill-
ing them with earth. Josephus’ activity apparently consisted of such makeshift
constructions (see also Weiss 2007: 55-56). A reasonable conclusion would be
that higher quality fortifications involving considerable effort and investment,
such as the massive fortifications at the top of Mt. Nita’i, moats such as those at
ªalmon and Meroth or reservoirs in the cliffs of Arbel and atop Mt. Tabor, are
unrelated to Josephus’ preparations for the revolt.
The Effect of the First Jewish Revolt on Settlement: Three sites along Wadi
‘Amud (Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [11], Wadi ‘Amud Site [13] and probably the small
farmstead at Ka¢al [16]) were abandoned toward the end of the first century CE,
apparently as a result of the revolt. The picture that emerges from these sites
stands in contrast to that of the other survey sites, where there is no evidence for
a cessation of settlement during the first century CE. Moreover, during the
second century there appears to have been a strengthening of settlement at many
sites. Abandonment of a settlement for a generation or two cannot be estab-
lished through survey (and sometimes, not even through excavation), and theo-
retically, this may have occurred at some of the settlements as a result of the
revolt. Such abandonment appears unlikely, however, since the settlements
following the revolt are at the very same locations as before the revolt.
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Among the many sites excavated and surveyed in the Galilee to date, only at
Yodefat, Tel Basul in the Beth-Shean Valley35 and at the three sites referred to
above is there archaeological evidence for damage attributable to the First
Jewish Revolt.
Nor does the literary evidence indicate extensive destruction of Galilee
settlements during the revolt. Josephus noted destruction only at Yodefat,
Gamla, ‘Araba and Kabul. The last two are known settlements during subse-
quent generations, as indicated in rabbinic literature (see their entries in TIR).
Although Josephus noted the large number of people killed at Japhia and
Tarichea during the revolt, there too, it is clear from archaeological finds and
historical sources that habitation continued and it is questionable if there was
any physical destruction (see, ibid.).36 Incorporation of the archaeological
evidence both from the Galilee and from the Lower Golan, where Gamla is in
fact the only site where settlement ceased as a result of the revolt (Ben David
2005: 183), together with the picture that emerges from the literary sources,
shows that destruction of settlements as a result of the revolt was, in fact, very
limited (see also Rappaport 1983: 50). The increase in population and settled
area that characterizes the period following the revolt (see below) also indicates
that demographic damage was limited in scope.
The Abandoned Settlements: The only three survey sites that were abandoned in
the First Jewish Revolt are located in a limited geographical area, intimating
that the damage to them was related to their location or to a specific event in the
vicinity. The fact that settlement was not renewed at these sites for hundreds of
years strengthens this view and may be related to Roman punitive policy.
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35 At this site 47 coins dating from the Hellenistic period to the First Jewish Revolt were
collected, with no later coins. Hence, Syon’s proposal that the site was abandoned following
the revolt appears likely (Syon 2004: 244). Syon also proposed that Tel Yardinon in the ¡ulah
Valley was also damaged during the revolt, based upon four Jewish War coins and an absence
of coins dating to the end of the first century (ibid. 243). Nonetheless, it is possible that this
absence is coincidental, as eight coins of the second–third centuries were found at the site
(ibid. 200). In Chapter 5 we have indicated the anomalous decline in the Middle Roman finds
from ªalmon [19] as opposed to the rich Early Roman finds and the possibility of connecting
this with an unclear tradition in the T concerning a battle that took place there, perhaps during
the First Jewish Revolt. On the basis of available data, however, we can not confirm this and it
is clear that a large settlement existed at the site later in the Roman and Byzantine periods.
36 A tradition in the Y (Ta‘anit 4, 6, 69a) notes Kabul, Shi¢in and Migdal ªaba‘aya as settle-
ments that were destroyed due to the sins of their residents. However, it does not note when this
destruction occurred. The destruction of Kabul in the First Jewish Revolt (War 2, 504) led
Klein (1967: 50) to attribute this tradition to the destructions that occurred during that revolt.
In any event, rabbinic literature clearly indicates that these three settlements existed during the
following Roman period (see their entries in TIR) and it is not clear if this tradition deals with
the First Jewish Revolt.
Geographical background: The easiest and shortest route from ‘Akko to the
eastern Galilee and to the Golan leads from the ‘Akko coastal plain directly east-
ward, via the Beth-HakeremValley,¡ananya Valley –Wadi Livnim and contin-
ues eastward to the Korazim Heights. The route must cross the deep chasm of
Wadi ‘Amud at the foot of Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [11] and this is the only significant
impediment along this course. From there, it continues in a southeasterly direc-
tion along Wadi ‘Amud as far as the Gennesar Valley and the Sea of Galilee, or
directly eastward to the Korazim heights toward the Benot Ya‘akov Pass and
the Golan. The strategic location of Kul‘at esh-Shuneh above this weak point is
demonstrated by the presence of an Ottoman fortress here as well as a French
camp dating from Napoleon’s campaign of 1799 (see Jacotin map –
Panckoucke 1826). The most likely explanation for the abandonment of the
three nearby settlements is their proximity to this weak point in the wadi.
It may be possible to connect one or more movements of the Roman army
during the First Jewish Revolt with this route. Vespasian’s base was at ‘Akko
(War 3, 29; 115), whence he first went on a series of campaigns in the western
and central Galilee (to Gabara, Japhia and Yodefat). After the conquest of
Yodefat, Vespasian returned to ‘Akko. He later moved to Caesarea where he left
two legions to winter, and sent an additional legion to winter at Scythopolis
(War 3, 409–413). He himself went out to camp at Paneas with forces, whose
size Josephus does not indicate (ibid., 443). This forced him to cross the entire
Galilee from the coast to the ¡ulah Valley. Josephus does not mention the route
taken. It is likely that Vespasian chose to avoid passing both the Sea of Galilee
basin (which was not yet under his control) and crossing the hilly and difficult
passage through Upper Galilee. Whether Vespasian first moved to ‘Akko and
then eastward via the route described above, or went eastward via the more
southerly valleys of the Lower Galilee as far as the Galilee’s main watershed
line and from there began to move northward in order to reach the¡ulah Valley,
he had to cross the problematic passageway of Wadi ‘Amud. The abandonment
of these settlements may possibly be connected with this journey.
The second campaign that may be connected to this route is related to the
siege of Gamla. This siege lasted approximately one month and was the most
distant from the coast conducted by the Romans during their campaign in the
north of the country. It undoubtedly required transport and supply lines to the
main base at ‘Akko. The wadi ‘Amud route is the shortest and easiest way from
‘Akko to Gamla. The abandonment of the three settlements above, thus, may be
related to protection of the supply route from ‘Akko to Gamla.
In this regard, it is important to note a small site approx. 400 m. southwest of
Kul‘at esh-Shuneh, which lies on a dominant hilltop overlooking Kul‘at esh-
Shuneh and the terrace west of the wadi (map ref. 2568/1954). This site was
first surveyed by B. Ravani (unpublished), who referred to it as a “fortress” and
noted pottery of the first and second centuries CE. Our subsequent repeated
surveys at the site produced a total of ten indicative sherds, all of the Early and
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Middle Roman periods.37 Clearly evident at the site are remains of a square-
shaped peripheral enclosure wall with 40 m. sides. The character of the fortifi-
cation and its commanding location near the weak point of the route, as well as
the few sherds gathered, may indicate that a fortress was erected there during
the Roman period.
The abandonment of these settlements might also be related to local upris-
ings of the inhabitants against the Roman army. It should be recalled that there
are cave complexes with remains of man-made fortifications and rock-cut
reservoirs just next to these settlements, on the cliffs of Wadi ‘Amud (see site
14). Arrowheads and coins found in these caves led researchers to propose that
rebels sought refuge here during the First Jewish Revolt (Tepper et al. 2000:
87–96). The continued abandonment of these settlements following the revolt
may indeed suggest a direct link to it, in view of the Roman policy of expropri-
ating lands in areas where inhabitants actively participated in hostilities
(Appelbaum 1977).38










Fig. 103: Kul‘at esh-Shuneh: aerial photo (photograph: seeMapping)
37 One H/R ESA, one KH3a/b, two KH4b/c, two ER/MR SJ and four KH1b. We were
unable to locate the pottery from Ravani’s survey of this site in the IAAwarehouses.
38 B. Isaac has shown that the passage in Josephus (War 7, 216–217) which researchers have
attempted to interpret as meaning that all of the lands of Judaea were expropriated by Vespasian,
has been misunderstood. Rather, only the lands of those who participated in the revolt were
confiscated and sold after the revolt (Isaac 1984). Ben David has shown that following the
destruction of Gamla, which was not resettled after the revolt, five new settlements were estab-
lished in its vicinity. At four of these, archaeological evidence has been found for Christian pres-
ence during the Byzantine period (Ben David 2005: 184–185). It is likely that gentile penetration
of the Gamla region, in the center of a substantial Jewish area of the Roman and Byzantine peri-
ods, occurred as a result of expropriation of the town’s lands and their sale following the revolt.
The Bar-Kokhba Revolt: B. Zissu has documented extensive destruction at
numerous rural settlements in Judea during the early second century (Zissu
2001). In contrast to this, the increase of settlement and the fact that not even a
single settlement in the entire survey area was abandoned during the second
century, strongly supports the view that this revolt did not spread to the Galilee
(Mor 1991: 102–121). Nor is there any evidence from the survey supporting the
view that the Galilee participated in and was harmed during the Jewish Revolt
in the reign of Trajan (115–117 CE; ibid. 121; Oppenheimer 1991: 37).
The Middle Roman Period (135–250 CE)
The Number and Character of Settlements: Except for the three settlements [11,
13 and 16] that appear to have been abandoned due to the First Jewish Revolt,
all the rest of the sites settled during the Early Roman period continued into the
Middle Roman period. The small site of Luziah [21] was apparently established
around the beginning of the second century, and the site at Livnim [22] in the
second half of the same century. The small site (farmstead?) at Ka¢al [16] was
resettled, apparently around the first half of the third century CE as was the site
of Sammuªiya [1], which was abandoned from the end of the Hellenistic period.
Around the first half of the third century the number of settlements (except for
cave complexes) stands at 35 at its peak, in contrast to 36 settlements on the eve
of the First Jewish Revolt. The four sites added/resettled during this period are
relatively small (Category B, B, A and C, respectively) and these small varia-
tions are the only changes in the settlement map of the survey area until the first
half of the third century.
Nonetheless, in this period the size of the settled area grew from the esti-
mated 579–1,015 dunams of the Early Roman period to between 656–1,119
dunams (an approximate 10–15 % increase). The increase occurs in settlements
belonging to all categories – from Category A settlements (apparently farm-
steads) which become small villages, to medium-sized settlements which
become large villages.
During the Middle Roman period, the extent of settlement reached a peak.
Toward the mid-third century initial signs of settlement decline appear. This
decline will become a major crisis during the fourth century (see below).
The settlements Hararit [25] and ‘Oodaysa [50] were abandoned prior to the
mid-third century. A decline is noted at the large sites of Be’er Sheva‘ [6]
and Nasr ed-Din [46], which were later abandoned in the second half of that
century.
Emigration from Judea to the Galilee: At this point, it is appropriate to relate to
the common view that numerous refugees arrived from Judea and settled in the
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Galilee following the suppression of the Bar-Kokhba Revolt.39 This view is
based mainly on analysis of rabbinic sources and supported by archaeological
records of settlement expansion (below). These sources suggest the movement
of scholars and of the Patriarchate from Judea to the Galilee following the revolt
and the foundation of batei midrash in the Galilee during this period
(Oppenheimer 1982).40 In view of the literary sources, there is no doubt that
individuals from Judea arrived in the Galilee in the aftermath of the Bar-
Kokhba Revolt. The question is: what was the extent of this phenomenon and
what was its demographic significance? Examination of the archaeological data
does not provide clear answers. As stated, according to our estimate, there was
an approx. 10–15% increase in settled area, and based on numerous excavations
in the Galilee, this period indeed emerges as one of prosperity and settlement
expansion.41
However, new settlements were seldom established in the region during the
Middle Roman period. According to the survey, only two small settlements
were founded in the area during the course of the second century CE and
another two around the beginning of the third. Also, in all of the excavations
noted above, there was no establishment of new settlements and all the sites
existed already during the Early Roman period, if not earlier.42 Some of this
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39 See, for example, Klein 1967: 72; Goodman 1983: 32–33; Safrai 1985: 10–12; Chancey
2002: 60–61.
40 In addition, the list of Priestly Courses and their settlements in the Galilee, known primar-
ily from sources dating to the Byzantine period, has been interpreted by most scholars as
reflecting a transition of the Priestly Courses from Judah to the Galilee following the Bar-
Kokhba Revolt. This transition was seen as “a representative sample of the population which
attests to widespread migration from Judea to the Galilee” (Safrai 1985: 12). Other researchers
express doubt concerning the assumption that the list reflects a historical event during the
second century (Trifon 1989) or even a historical-settlement reality at all (Irshai 2004). I shall
deal with this list extensively in chapter 7. Here, let it suffice to note that at two of the sites in
the list, ªalmon [19] and Beit Ma‘on/Nasr ed-Din [46], a decline in settlement is noted during
the Middle Roman period, compared to the preceding period.
41 The significant expansion of Sepphoris from the acropolis to the plateau to the east is
dated to this period (Weiss and Netzer 1997: 6). Likewise, the expansion of the settlement at
Meiron is dated to this period (Stratum III, Meyers et al. 1981: 156–157). Other extensive
excavations in the Galilee, for which we still lack a final picture, present a similar phenomenon
of expansion and extensive construction during the second–third centuries. For example: Beth-
She‘arim (Mazar 1973: 17), Nabratein (Meyers et al. 19812, 19822) and Tel Dover (Rapuano
2002).
42 See previous footnote. In all of these excavations, the Early Roman period is represented
mainly by numismatic finds and pottery, but remains of buildings from this period are few
because of the continued settlement and intensive construction during the rest of the Roman
period (aside from Yodefat and Tel Anafa which ceased to exist in the first century CE, there
are virtually no significant architectural remains from the Early Roman period from the numer-
ous excavations in the Galilee). This clearly presents methodological difficulties in evaluating
the nature and size of settlements during the Early Roman period and the ability to estimate the
degree of change in the subsequent periods, even at sites that were excavated.
prosperity and enlargement of settlements may reasonably be attributed to natu-
ral population growth. The Pax Romana was a period of prosperity in the rural
areas of many regions of the empire (Garnsey 2000). The data thus leave a ques-
tion mark concerning the extent of immigration from Judea to the Galilee and,
on the face of it, this appears to have been a rather limited phenomenon with no
significant effect on demography or settlement in the rural region.
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: As in the Early Roman period, there were
settlements in the region covering the entire spectrum of categories including
small settlements (mainly of Category B) scattered throughout the area. As we
shall see below, these small settlements disappeared mainly during the course of
the fourth century. During the Byzantine period only nuclear villages generally
remained. The settlement hierarchy of the Early and Mid-Roman periods but
not later ones, is, therefore, the one reflected in rabbinic literature in sources
dealing, for example, with farmers arriving at villages for market day or to
participate in religious ceremonies due to lack of community facilities on their
farms. To the Early and Mid-Roman periods belong the settlement ranking of
‘ir (village) and kefar (farm) that appears in these sources (see MMegillah 1, 1;
Y Megillah 1, 1, 70b; Safrai 1995: 29–49).
It should also be noted that none of the small sites seem like an estate or a
villa. The ability to distinguish between the architectural character and func-
tional use of a site based upon survey data is limited, and sites that at later stages
became villages may have developed from villas of the preceding period.
However, this absence stands in contrast to the villas or estates that have been
discovered in surveys in the Mediterranean region or in other parts of Palestine
(for a summary, see Hirschfeld 1997). On the whole, however, settlement in
the entire Roman east was characterized mainly by villages, while estates
and villas were relatively few (Ward-Perkins 20002: 328; Chavarría and Lewit
2004: 19).
The considerable expansion of Sepphoris during this period arouses interest
in terms of town-country relations. Indeed, one would expect that this growth
(and apparently also that of Tiberias, though our archaeological information
about the latter during this period is limited) would also bring an increase in
surrounding rural settlement upon which the economy of the city relied. There
was indeed an expansion at many of the existing settlements in the region,
though new settlements were rarely established during this period. This is prob-
ably because the area was already densely settled and expansion therefore took
the form of increasing the density of existing settlements and probably, intensi-
fication of cultivation rather than creation of new settlements.
Demography: In a settled area estimated at between 656 and 1,119 dunams, the
number of inhabitants would range between 10,496 according to the minimal
estimate (656×16 individuals per dunam) and 39,165 according to the maximal
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one (1,119×35 individuals per dunam). Taking the averages of these estimates
of area and population and multiplying them (887 dunams at 26 individuals per
dunam), the result is 23,062 individuals, a growth of over 10% compared to the
Early Roman period.
Ethnic Identity: Our knowledge of the ethnic presence in the region during this
period is primarily based upon rabbinic sources, which present a picture of a
region of predominantly Jewish settlement (Oppenheimer 1991: 89–90).
Support for this picture of Jewish ethnic homogeneity is found in the archaeo-
logical findings from the region, which include miqva’ot, ossuaries and stone
vessels (for a summary, see Aviam 2004: 19), though their dating is not always
unequivocal. Closer examination of this picture reveals that monumental syna-
gogues would be erected at most of the sites that remained in existence into the
Late Roman and Byzantine periods. It appears likely that these sites were
settled by Jews in earlier periods as well. Map 14 presents the sites mentioned in
the literary sources as being Jewish, beginning with Josephus through rabbinic
literature and as late as the piyyutim. The map also indicates sites where remains
of monumental synagogues and Jewish artifacts, such as the ossuaries, were
found. In order to clarify the ethnic character of the settlement, sites that were
not settled during the Middle Roman period have been removed from the map.
The picture that emerges reveals historical and archaeological evidence for
settlement by Jews during the Roman period at most of the sites. Nowhere in the
survey area was anything found that can attest to gentile rural settlements or
mixed settlements during the Roman period.
Government and Administration: Following the death of Agrippa II, his lands
in eastern Galilee, the Golan and Perea were included within the boundaries of
the province of Judaea. It appears that around this period the division into
toparchies was eliminated and the entire Lower Galilee was divided between
the jurisdictions of Tiberias and Sepphoris. It is likely that most of the survey
area, except, perhaps, for the margins of the valleys in the west, was under the
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jurisdiction of Tiberias.43 Aside from tax collection by the urban administration
(both for the city and the empire), this subjection does not appear to have had
great significance in the rural areas (Goodman 1983: 130–134). In addition, the
ceramic uniformity in the Tiberias-Sepphoris area certainly does not indicate a
border or economic barrier between their territories.
The Late Roman Period and the beginning of the Early Byzantine
Period (ca. 250–400 CE)
Introduction:During the period between the mid-third to the late fourth century
CE, dramatic changes in the region took place, particularly involving the disap-
pearance of numerous settlements. Even before the mid-third century, the small
settlements of Hararit [25] and ‘Oodaysa [50] were abandoned. Around the
middle of that same century, there were 33 settlements in the region. At the end
of the Late Roman period, around the mid-fourth century, only 26 settlements
remained in the region. In the second half of the fourth century, or at latest the
beginning of the fifth, that number declined to 15.44 Although this decline over-
lapped two periods, and was somewhat spurred on by specific historical events,
it will be dealt with below collectively.
Many present-day scholars hold that Galilean Jewry enjoyed a period of
stability and even continuous settlement growth into the Byzantine period.45
This common view demands we present evidence for this decline in detail. This
presentation obliges familiarity with the methodology and with the Galilean
pottery presented in detail in Chapters 3–4. For the convenience of the reader,
we shall reiterate pertinent information. The dominant pottery vessels in the
Galilee during the Roman period are those referred to as the “Kefar ¡ananya
group,” the vast majority of which were produced at Kefar¡ananya itself, and a
minority, imitations of the same types, which were produced at other sites
(Adan-Bayewitz 1993; 2003). Another important production center, at Shi¢in,
produced mainly storage vessels and in this case too, there were competing
centers manufacturing similar vessels (particularly storage jars). During the
fourth century vessels from other production centers (henceforth: “Local
Byzantine”) began to penetrate the region. These were entirely different from
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43 See Avi-Yonah 1966: 111. It should be noted that there is no information (for the entire
Roman period) on the territorial boundaries of these cities.
44 In addition, it seems that the sites of Sabban [27] and ‘Ammudim [37] underwent a crises
and perhaps even a period of abandonment around the mid-fourth century (see site descrip-
tions), however, since I cannot establish this with certainty, I have left them out of this discus-
sion.
45 See, for example: Levin 1997; 2004: 28; Stemberger 2001: 159, 313–315; Schwartz
2001: 181–184, 203–204, among many others.
the Kefar ¡ananya types and gradually took the place of the latter. Research on
local Byzantine ceramics enables us to date most of these types in general terms
only as “Byzantine.” The production of some of the Kefar ¡ananya types
continued in some form until the beginning of the fifth century and assemblages
dated to this period are the final evidence for these vessels.46 As early as the
mid-fourth century, however, the local Byzantine vessels had taken over
considerable portions of the market for Kefar ¡ananya vessels, particularly in
areas relatively distant from Kefar ¡ananya.47
The large sample of identified pottery vessels collected from each surveyed
site was the basis for documenting periods of settlement, and the last period of
settlement was determined by the latest pottery phase represented in the sample.
At numerous sites, Kefar¡ananya types proved to be the latest pottery phase in
the sample. At other sites there were also few local Byzantine and imported
Byzantine vessels (LRRW) of types that became common around the mid-
fourth century. At other sites the finds included considerable local Byzantine
pottery as well as large amounts of LRRW of the fifth–seventh centuries.
Something must be said first concerning the question of the relationship
between the ceramic finds – our main tool in dating settlements – and the “pres-
ence” or “disappearance” of settlements. The phenomenon of an enormous
quantity of Roman pottery (Kefar ¡ananya and Shi¢in types) in contrast to low
quantities and sometimes total absence of Byzantine pottery, is clear to anyone
who has had field experience in this region. The question is to what extent the
paucity of Byzantine finds reflects a decline in settlement? It might also reflect
changes in lifestyle that resulted in decreased use of vessels or it may reflect
surveyors’ subjective difficulty in gathering or identifying this pottery.48 It
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46 The cessation of production at Kefar ¡ananya after hundreds of years of dominance,
without the establishment of new production centers in the eastern Lower Galilee (to the best
of our knowledge) attests to a decline in demand and the decline of settlement in the region
(Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 239–243; 2003: 20–23).
47 For example, in excavation of the destruction layer of the 363 CE earthquake at
Sepphoris, most of the cooking vessels were already of types of the new production centers.
This was in contrast to earlier levels in which the Kefar ¡ananya types were clearly dominant
(Balouka 1999).
48 It has recently been claimed that at least part of the sharp decline in settlement in Western
Europe during the post-Roman period should be attributed to the population of the period
being “invisible” in archaeological terms. Stone houses and roof tiles were replaced by
wooden houses and thatch and pottery vessels of the period were few and of such poor quality
that they were not preserved in the ground or are very difficult to identify. In the absence of
traces, it is impossible to prove that settlements disappeared. However, as Ward-Perkins has
correctly stated, it is impossible to prove their existence as well (Ward-Perkins 2005:
138–146). This phenomenon, however, does not exist in our area, where the local and imported
pottery are well known and the basic material cultural traditions continue through the
Byzantine period (with changes in style and quality).
might also be claimed that the characteristically dark local Byzantine pottery is
difficult to identify on the surface, particularly in comparison to the reddish
Kefar ¡ananya ware, and is therefore less frequently collected.
Rich Byzantine period pottery finds in residential complexes from excava-
tions in the region, such as Sepphoris or Capernaum, show that there is no basis
for assuming that there were changes in pottery usage. Furthermore, the numer-
ous samples of local Byzantine pottery of a variety of types collected from
many sites show that there is no problem of collection or identification of this
pottery.49 Yet, these vessels (as well as LRRW – see below) were absent from
many other nearby sites. The question if indeed there is a difficulty in identify-
ing and collecting local Byzantine pottery was examined also by shovel testing
at three sites. All of the excavated earth was sieved and all of the sherds were
collected and processed. Comparison of the percentages of finds of these
vessels from the probes and from the surface survey does not indicate signifi-
cant differences. At these three sites, Byzantine finds were concentrated in a
limited number of probes. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that many inhabit-
ants used a small amount of pottery, for in such a case the pottery from that
period should have been scattered over the entire site.
An important point for this discussion is the presence of imported Byzantine
vessels (LRRW) at sites in this rural area. The shiny red slip and the large sherds
of these vessels make them easy to find and collect, and these vessels were gath-
ered in large quantities at numerous sites. At every site where local Byzantine
pottery was collected, LRRWwere also found. The relatively accurate dating of
these types (Hayes 1972; 1980) enabled us to indicate the period around the
mid-fourth century as one during which these vessels began to appear in the
region in considerable amounts. The same picture emerged from the Sepphoris
excavations, where these vessels began to be common in the 363 CE destruction
level. Examination of the distribution and quantities of these vessels (see map
15) clearly shows that they are found in settlements of all sizes and in all parts of
the survey area. These include: hill sites distant from main roads, such as
Sammu‘iya [1], ‘Akbara [3], Kul‘at esh-Shuneh [11], and Sabban [27]; sites in
regions of difficult access such as cave complexes in the cliffs of Mt. Nitai [33],
Kul‘at Ibn Man [35] and Arbel Caves West [36]; and sites in wadis such as
ªalmon [19] and el-Ma‘aser [38]. These vessels were thus in use by the entire
population of the region during the Byzantine period and were not limited to
large and wealthy settlements or to specific ethnic groups.
Thus, we have two groups of pottery: local Byzantine vessels and LRRW.
Both groups became common around the mid-fourth century and their types
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49 Eg.: Arbel – 42 vessels, ‘Ammudim – 45 vessels, Nimrin – 35 vessels, Mimla¢ – 23
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were readily collected and identified at numerous sites in the area.50 The
complete or nearly complete absence of vessels from these two groups at other
sites where considerable Roman pottery was collected shows that settlement at
those sites ceased before these vessels came into widespread use, or during the
early stages of their appearance.
Dating the Last Phase of Settlement: The following table summarizes the settle-
ments abandoned during this roughly 150-year period. The time of abandon-
ment proposed for each settlement is based upon the latest pottery phase in
the sample, according to the following guidelines (based on Ben David 2005:
42):
1. Sites with considerable Middle Roman pottery, without Late Roman types
that begin to appear around the mid-third century (particularly type KH1e,
which is very common at Late Roman sites), were abandoned before the
mid-third century.
2. Sites with considerable Middle Roman pottery and small amounts of Late
Roman pottery were abandoned after these vessels began to appear, i.e., after
the mid-third century.
3. Sites with a considerable quantity of Late Roman pottery without any
Byzantine local pottery or LRRW, were abandoned before the mid-fourth
century.
4. Sites at which a considerable quantity of Late Roman pottery was found with
small quantities of local Byzantine pottery and LRRW of the fourth century,
and no LRRW types of fifth–seventh century (which are the most common
types in the survey area), were abandoned around the second half of the
fourth or the beginning of the fifth century (at the latest). It should be noted
that at all of the sites in this group, the percentage of Byzantine pottery (local
and LRRW) is never greater than 6%, and usually accounted for 2%–3% of
the collection. As discussed at length in Chapter 4, it is difficult to interpret
a few isolated sherds as a settlement phase. This is even more valid when
large quantities (often, hundreds) of sherds from earlier periods were
collected.
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50 In addition to the prominent nature of the Byzantine pottery, this period, which is closer
to the surface in relation to the Hellenistic and Roman pottery, should be the best represented in
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25. Hararit 200-250 CE 11 d. – – – MR pottery. No LR pottery
50. ‘Oodaysa 200-250 CE 7 d. – – – MR pottery. No LR pottery
6.¡. Be’er Sheva‘ 250-300 CE 50 d. – – – MR pottery. Scanty LR pottery
46. Nasr ed-Din 250-300 CE 45 d. – – – MR pottery. Scanty LR pottery
23. ‘Ein Najmiah 250-300 CE 15 d. – – – MR pottery. Scanty LR pottery
31.¡. Mizga 250-300 CE 7 d. – – + MR pottery. Scanty LR pottery
4. Parod 300-350 CE 25 d. – – + LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
9. ‘Ein Camonim 300-350 CE 6 d. – – – LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
16. Ka¢al 300-350 CE 1-2 d. – – + LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
20.¡. Ravid 300-350 CE 18 d. – – + LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
30. Kh. Es‘ad 300-350CE 8 d. – – + LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
45. Tel Ma‘on 300-350 CE 2-3 d. – – – LR pottery. No LRWW/local Byz.
10. Kh. Bellaneh 350-400 CE 20 d. – + + LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
12.¡azon 350-400 CE 10 d. – + – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
18. Sheikh Nashi 350-400 CE 11 d. – + + LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
21. Kh. Luziah 350-400 CE 6 d. – – – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
22. Livnim 350-400 CE 13 d. – – – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
26. Abu Shusheh 350-400 CE 52 d. – + – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
29. Beth Netofa 350-400 CE 52 d. Synagogue + – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
32. Kh.¡amam 350-400 CE 54 d. Synagogue + – LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
34. Migdal 350-400 CE 90 d. Monastery ? – LR pottery. Scanty LRWW/local
Byz. Late (?) Byzantine monastic
site
48. Lubieh 350-400 CE 10 d. – – + LR pottery. Scanty Early
LRWW/local Byz.
* Maximum size – the settlement’s peak during one of the periods, and not necessarily during the
period prior to abandonment.
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The Number and Character of Settlements: The settlements abandoned during
the third century were small-to-medium size (Categories B–C) and located in
relatively hilly regions with limited agricultural potential. An exception is Be’er
Sheva‘, which is located above the fertile ¡ananya Valley and had been a Cate-
gory D settlement (21–40 dunams) during the Middle Roman period. Nonethe-
less, it cannot be proposed that this was a structural change of abandonment of
small settlements and concentration in larger ones since in the next stage of the
crisis many of the large settlements were abandoned and at others there was a
decline in size.
During the first half of the fourth century abandonment of small- and
medium-size settlements continued with Parod [25] and Ravid [18] being the
largest abandoned. In the second half of the fourth century, alongside the
continuation of the abandonment of small and medium-size sites, larger settle-
ments were also abandoned. Examples of this are: Migdal [34] (Category F),
which during the previous period had been the largest settlement in the survey
area; settlements of Category E such as Abu Shusheh [26], identified with
Gennesar; and Netofa [29] and ¡amam [32], two sites with remains of monu-
mental synagogues.
Demography: The extent of the settled area reached its peak in the first half of
the third century and the estimated population based upon the average estimates
of area and number of individuals per dunam was 23,062. In the second half of
the fourth century, after the abandonment of settlements indicated in the above
table, the estimated extent of settled area was between 239–423 dunams. The
number of inhabitants would range between 3,824 according to the minimal
estimate (239×16 individuals per dunam) and 14,805 according to the maximal
one (423×35 individuals per dunam). Taking the averages for settled area and
population and multiplying them (331 dunams×26 individuals per dunam), the
result is 8,606 individuals, a decline of over 60% compared to the population
estimate some 150 years earlier!
The Decline in Settlement – Additional Data: This documented sharp decline in
settlement during the fourth century stands in contrast to the accepted view in
recent years that Jewish settlement in the Galilee was stable and even prospered
during this period. This view is based mainly on the numerous synagogues in
the northern part of Palestine dated to the Byzantine period. The focus upon
them created a lopsided picture and the illusion that the region flourished during
the Byzantine period (see in detail below).
Amore balanced view emerges from the data collected in numerous salvage
excavations conducted in the survey area and its vicinity. These excavations are
random and in large numbers can constitute an indication of settlement and
intensity of human activity in the region. Most important, they are not deter-
mined by the excavator’s preferences or influenced by the existence of
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monumental architecture (Faust and Safrai 2005).51 The following table
displays data from salvage excavations from the periods covered by this study.
These excavations include those conducted between 1960-2003 within the
boundaries of the survey area, and others conducted in the past decade
(1993–2003) within a radius of 10 km. of its northern, western and southern
boundaries. The data presented are only from published excavations or from
ones that a considerable portion of the finds was examined by the auther. The
periods noted are those established by the excavators for dating structures or
assemblages and limited finds from earlier or later periods are not mentioned.
Excavations at which finds have not been clearly dated or have only a presumed
date have not been included. For publications that include pottery plates, the
plates have been carefully examined and stars are indicated in the “comments”
column with the number of pottery vessels and lamps published.
Table 14: Data from salvage excavations in survey area and vicinity
Site Type of
structure









Sasa Ft.? and Dm. + *21 Vs. (2 Hell.) Smithline 1997
Gush¡alav Ft.? + + + *15 Vs. Aviam 1999
¡urfeish Dm. + *8 Vs. Amitai 2000
¡urfeish BC + *1 Vs. Shaked 2000
¡urfeish BC + + + Abu Uqsa 1997
2
Meiron BC and Sc. + ? + + *16 Vs.(3 rele-
vant)
Stepansky 2003
Kisra 2 BC + Lieberman-
Wander 1994
Parod 2 BC and
instal.
+ + + + *7 Vs. Tal et al. 2002
er-Rama 5 Dm. + + + *22 Vs. Abu Uqsa 2001
2
Hazon 2 Cs. + + *30 Vs. Bahat 1974
¡uqoq 2 BC + + *20 Vs. Ravani 1961
Camon Dm. + + Hartal 2004
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51 Safrai and Faust maintained that data from salvage excavations are the most reliable tool
for portraying settlement history because of their number, the relative precision of their dating
of finds and their randomness. This tool is indeed very useful when entire regions undergo
extensive development. However, in some cases it can be deceptive. Despite the general
picture emerging from the survey and from the salvage excavations being quite similar, it
should be noted that the vast majority of these excavations (necessitated mainly due to
construction) were conducted in Arab villages where the settlement patterns of the Byzantine
period (large nuclear villages at the edges of valleys) are largely preserved. These lie over the
Byzantine sites and most of the Byzantine finds come from these sites. The excavations, there-
fore, are not entirely random, and it is certainly possible to point to ancient patterns of settle-
ment that are not proportionately represented in the salvage excavations.
Site Type of
structure









Sakhnin BC + + Muqari 1996
Kh. Qav
(Karmiel)












‘Araba Dm. + + *6 Vs. Yitah 2001
‘Araba BC + + *1 Vs. Syon 1997
‘Araba BC + + Stern Ed. 1998
‘Araba BC + + *3 Vs. Stern Ed. 1998
Mimla¢ Dm. + Stepansky 1984
Migdal Bathhouse
Ch.?
+? *31 Vs. mainly
Early Arab
Abu Uqsa 2001
Migdal Dm. + + *23 Vs. Abu Uqsa 2001
Migdal Dm. + +? 20 Abu Uqsa 2005
Migdal Dm. + + +? Stepansky 1986
Migdal tombs +? Tefilinski 1965
‘Ailbun Water tunnel? + Tefilinski 1963




‘Uzeir Dm. + + + + Alexander 2001




el-Khirbeh Dm. + + + *25 Vs. Alexander 2003
Rumana Dm. and Sc. + + + *37 Vs. Stepansky 2002
Kefar Kana 2 BC + + *23 Vs. Abu Uqsa 2002
Kefar Kana BC + + + *2 Vs. Abu Uqsa 2002
Kefar Kana Dm. + + + *10 Vs. Gal and Hanna
2000
Kefar Kana 2 BC + + *6 Vs. Najjar 1997
Kefar Kana 2 BC + + Abu Uqsa and
Najjar 1997
Beth Yera¢ tombs + Gatzov 1998
Sepphoris Dm. + + + + *18 Vs. Syon 2001
Moshav
Zippori
Dm. + *6 Vs. Gal et al. 2002
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Site Type of
structure









Reine BC + Najjar 1998
Nazareth BC + Najjar and
Najjar 1997
Nazareth BC + *3 Vs. Yavor 1998
Yafa
(Japhia)
BC + + Abu Uqsa 1998
Yafa
(Japhia)
BC + + *10 Vs. Muqari 1999
e-Dir Dm. and
instal.
+ Gal and Hanna
2003
Dabburiye BC + + *14 Vs. Aviam 2002
Dabburiye 2 Dm. + +? + Gal and
Satterfield 1996
Dabburiye BC + + Najjar 1997
2
Iksal BC + + + + + *3 Vs. Muqari 2003








Total 5 27 34 19 9 5 8 4
BC=burial cave Ch.= church Cs.=cistern Dm.=domestic structure Ft.=fortification Sc.=scatters
Vs.=vessels
Byz. U.C. In a number of excavations, the finds were defined as “Byzantine” in general. These have been
noted as Byzantine Unclassified
The summary line of the table is represented in the following graph.
The picture that emerges from the salvage excavations is quite similar to the
survey results (see graphs at the beginning of this chapter): sparse findings for
the Hellenistic period, a sharp increase during the Early Roman period, and
reaching a peak in the Middle Roman period. The documentation of the decline
during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods is important. Each method sepa-
rately portrays a similar picture of sharp decline around the fourth century
followed by stabilization after the decline.


















Graph 32: Periods represented in
salvage excavations (Unclassified
Byzantine sites have been divided
equally among the sub-periods of
the Byzantine era).
It is further interesting to note that most of the representation for the Middle
and Late Byzantine periods in the salvage excavations comes from sites that,
based on literary sources or remains of churches, are known to have been settled
by Christians, or at least had some Christian population, during this period
(Rama, ¡orvat Qav, Migdal, Kafr Kanna, Daburiyeh and Iksal). Historical
sources or archaeological data further indicate that all these sites were Jewish
settlements during the Roman period (aside from ¡orvat Qav, about which we
know nothing prior to the Byzantine period).52 These changes – assuming that
this was not a population that converted to Christianity53 – suggest that these
settlements did not continue smoothly into the Byzantine period either and
probably suffered a break during the same period in which a crisis was docu-
mented for the rest of the area. This will be dealt with below.
Adjacent Regions and Cities: The documentation of the severe crisis in the late
third and fourth centuries and of the few settlements remaining in the
fifth–seventh centuries (see below) stands in sharp contrast to the commonly
held view that all of Palestine, including the Galilee, enjoyed a period of
prosperity during the late Roman and particularly the Byzantine periods.54 In
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52 See their entries in TIR. It is also interesting to note that evidence for the custom of burial
in caves comes mainly from the Early and Middle Roman periods, decreases significantly
during the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods, and disappears almost entirely after-
wards. The only evidence from the Middle Byzantine period (from Iksal) comes from a cave
that was quarried and in use for a lengthy period beforehand (see also: Faust and Safrai 2005:
149–150).
53 A few reliable historical sources indicate conversion of Jews to Christianity in Byzantine
Palestine, but as individuals rather than entire villages (Safrai 1998: 73–75). From the west of
the empire, on the other hand, there are a number of reports of group conversions to Christian-
ity, mainly of high status individuals from urban communities. See, for example, Schwartz
2001: 195–198.
54 See, for example, Broshi 1979; Tsafrir 1996; Stemberger 2000: 159, 313–315; Schwartz
2001: 181–184, 203–214; Bar 20012; Levine 2004; Bowersock 1998 (especially p. 44) and
many others. This view is based mainly upon a count of sites on maps of the Survey of Israel,
without regard for their size or character, and most important, without real data of the surveyor
concerning the types of pottery representing each period and their quantities. In many cases,
knowledge of the local pottery, which is the main raw material of the surveyor, does not permit
classification of the finds, and thus we find, for example, numerous sites that are defined as
“Roman-Byzantine” – a period of some 700 years! From the few works in which quantities
were published, it emerges that chronological definitions were often based upon a few sherds
only, raising serious doubts about the use of maps from the Israel Survey to create a historical-
settlement picture. In order to emphasize this problem, we shall note that Bar (20022) and
Lapin (2001), who both made use of data from such surveys for areas adjacent to or overlap-
ping our survey area, deduced that the Byzantine period (according to Lapin, the fourth
century) was the high point of settlement in the region. Almost the complete opposite of what
we have concluded here.
addition, these findings raise questions about the situation in nearby regions and
cities. It is indeed conceivable that the crisis may have been unique to the
eastern Lower Galilee, assuming for example, a demographic shift to nearby
regions or to urban centers. It is worthwhile, therefore, to examine the situation
in nearby regions and cities. However, drawing a comprehensive picture is
problematic since most regional studies of the nearby areas have not provided
the very basic data needed for such a picture.55 Therefore, the focus will be on
studies where extensive and detailed chronological data are available.
Lower Golan: This area of substantial Jewish population was recently surveyed
systematically, employing many of the same methods used in our survey. Forty-
five settlements from the Roman and Byzantine periods were documented and
sampled.56 The picture in this region is much more dynamic than that of eastern
Lower Galilee, especially with respect to the Middle Roman period, during
which a series of settlements were deserted while others were settled for the
first time. However, between the early third and mid-fourth century, 15 settle-
ments were deserted while only 3 new sites were settled.57 It is questionable if
this decrease in settlement can be interpreted as a result of the concentration of
the population in large settlements, since there are no convincing data to
support such an assumption. In addition, the survey results show that during the
Byzantine period (mid-fourth century and onward) no new settlements were
established in this area, except for one small farm.58 It is worth noting that this
reconstruction of settlement patterns in the Golan challenges the previous
accepted view that there was a settlement gap in the region after the First Jewish
Revolt and a wave of new settlement construction in the early fourth century
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55 Except for the survey of Upper Galilee (Frankel et al. 2001), none of the previous surveys
throughout the Galilee have offered the essential information, i.e. a systematic presentation of
the data. Due to the absence of the basic information concerning what pottery types represent
(in the surveyor’s eyes) what period and what quantity of datable pottery was collected (a
“handful” of sherds? 10 sherds? 100 sherds?), it is impossible to evaluate a survey’s reliability
or the validity of its conclusions.
56 Ben David 1999; 2005. An average of over 150 identified Hellenistic through Byzantine
sherds were collected from each site.
57 Ibid. 1999: 225, 241–244. The estimated sum of the areas of the deserted settlements is
approx. 170 dunams, and of the new settlements, approx. 70 dunams. It is worth noting the
large scale excavations conducted recently at et-Tell, on the western border of Lower Golan
(identified by the excavators as Bethsaida). The last phase of occupation, as attested by the
pottery and coinage, seems to be around the mid-third/early fourth centuries. See, Fortner
1995; Tessaro 1995; Kindler 1999. I would like to thank C. Savage, the expedition’s
ceramicist, for the information.
58 Carved crosses in this small site (Kh. Daliyye) point to Christian inhabitants. See, Ben
David 2005: 157.
(Ma‘oz 1997). Unlike the new perception, based on a systematic examination
of all settlement in the region, the previous view was not based on a
systematic site-by-site study. Rather, it was apparently influenced by the monu-
mental synagogues of the Golan, most of which probably date to the Byzantine
period.
To conclude, although the settlement in Lower Golan seems to be more
stable than in eastern Lower Galilee (a drop of only 30% in the number of settle-
ments continuing into the late fourth/fifth centuries) the picture does not
support the suggestion of large immigration into this area in the late Roman and
Byzantine periods.59 Indeed, it seems that Lower Golan itself experienced some
demographic decrease at the same time as eastern Galilee.
Eastern Upper Galilee:60 The eastern Upper Galilee was another area of Jewish
settlement in the Roman and Byzantine periods. The Meiron Excavation team
conducted research at several different sites, namely, Meiron, Kh. Shema‘, en-
Nabratein and Gush ¡alav. Most importantly, their excavations of relatively
large residential areas at the first three sites, enabled a reconstruction of settle-
ment history. Indeed, the findings from these three excavations have pointed to
a severe decline during the Early Byzantine period. Meiron was gradually
forsaken until it totally disappeared in the course of the late fourth/early fifth
centuries (Meyers et al. 1981: 161). At Kh. Shema‘, residential areas were
deserted early in the fifth century and the excavators are doubtful if the site
continued to be occupied later in the Byzantine period (Meyers et al. 1976: 109,
112, 258, 260). Most interesting is the story of en-Nabratein, where excavations
indicate the abandonment of the site in the mid-fourth century and a re-occupa-
tion some two centuries later.61Only at Gush¡alav did the excavations (limited
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59 This was first suggested by Meyers et al. 1978: 22, and more recently by Bar 2005.
60 The survey of Upper Galilee (Frankel et al. 2001) introduced an important innovation
into the regional research of the Galilee, i.e., a systematic presentation of the data. However,
this survey (dealing with settlements from prehistoric times to the Ottoman period) is problem-
atic when trying to gain a picture of specific periods since, at many of the sites, periods of
occupation were determined on the basis of isolated sherds. For example, a simple count
showed that the classification of 95 sites as “Roman” or “Byzantine” was based on 1–3 sherds
representing those periods (see the pottery tables, ibid. pp. 83–89). As discussed in Chapter 4, a
few sherds can be coincidental and can hardly be seen as representing a period of habitation. In
addition, a group of Kefar ¡ananya types, common from the mid-third to late fourth centuries
(one – KH1e – continues to the early fifth) was classified in the Upper Galilee survey exclu-
sively as “Byzantine.” This had serious implications for the interpretation, since this group
(consisting of 16% of the total Byzantine pottery collection in that survey) was at many sites
the major “Byzantine” representative and in some, the only one (see, for example, ibid., sites
46 and 296 on pp. 14, 37). Thus, even a site that ceased to exist in the late third century can be
classified in this survey as “Byzantine.”
here to the synagogue alone) point to a continuation well into the fifth and sixth
centuries.
Large sites with monumental synagogues in Lower Galilee were deserted in
the later stages of the crisis. Hence, it may be assumed that in Upper Galilee as
well, during a period when the number of large settlements with monumental
synagogues decreased, the situation in farms and smaller villages was probably
quite similar.
Although the picture from this region is limited, the available evidence
suggests a considerable decrease in settlement. In any case, a substantial shift of
population from the eastern Lower to Upper Galilee in the late Roman and
Byzantine periods is not indicated.
Urban Centers: The strengthening of the urban centers of late Roman and
Byzantine Palestine is a well known phenomenon62 and indeed, one could imag-
ine a shift from the survey region to nearby Tiberias and Sepphoris, cities with
dominant Jewish populations.63 Many salvage excavations and a few initiated
university excavations have been conducted in Tiberias in recent decades (for
general overviews see, Hirschfeld 1993; Stacey 2004). However, producing an
archaeological synthesis that will enable a comparison of the Roman city with
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61 I would like to thank E.M. Meyers who shared information regarding this site. See
Meyers and Meyers (forthcoming) and meanwhile, Meyers et al. 19822: 35–54. As noted, the
phenomenon of re-occupation of a few sites in the Middle Byzantine period was observed also
in the Lower Galilee.
62 The best nearby and clear example is Beth-Shean which seems to have (roughly) doubled
in size during the Byzantine period (Tsafrir and Foerster 1997: 99–105). However, the docu-
mentation for this expansion belongs mainly to the fifth and sixth centuries, i.e., after the crisis.
Besides being an urban center with a largely gentile population, facts which can help explain
the contrast to the survey area, no doubt the expansion of Beth-Shean is connected to its estab-
lishment as the capital of the new province of Palaestina Secunda probably in the early fifth
century (ibid. 86). Likewise, the expansion of Jerusalem (Tsafrir 1999) and presumably of
Caesarea (see, Raban And Holum 1996: map 3–4) belong mainly to the fifth–sixth centu-
ries and are most likely connected to their sacred or provincial status. On the other hand,
some extensively excavated urban centers have shown considerable signs of decline during
the Byzantine period such as Paneas and Petra (Hartal 2003: 151, 301; Fiema 2002) and
the general picture seems to show major differences from city to city and from region to
region.
63 On emigration from rural sites into urban centers in Byzantine period Palestine see,
Stemberger 2000: 15. Based on rabbinic sources, Sperber claimed that during the crisis of the
third century many villagers in Palestine fled to the cities. On the other hand, the fourth century
in his view was a period of improvement, hence suggesting a movement back to rural settle-
ments. See, Sperber 1978: 54–56, 64.
the Byzantine one is presently impossible, since the vast majority of these exca-
vations have not yet been published.64
Large sections of ancient Sepphoris have been excavated in the past 20 years
and although most of the material has not yet been published, preliminary
reports present a general picture. There is no doubt that this city flourished
during both the Roman and Byzantine periods. We are focused here, however,
on the question of whether there are indications of significant growth (mainly
during the fourth century) that could suggest a shift of population from the
nearby Jewish rural area, into the city. First, it is worth noting that the excava-
tions revealed widespread destruction in Sepphoris itself in the mid-fourth
century, a result of the severe earthquake of 363 CE. Later in the Byzantine
period, the city was renewed and flourished but the archaeological findings
point to a dramatic break in the mid-fourth century. Secondly, all the areas
where Byzantine-period structures were uncovered revealed also a Roman-
period layer beneath. There is no indication of an expansion of the Byzantine
city further than the borders of the Roman city.65 The upper city (acropolis),
moreover, which was a densely populated area until the 363 CE earthquake,
was apparently less inhabited thereafter and even this re-occupation included
both residential and non-residential structures.66 In addition, the evidence of an
increasing presence of Christian population at Sepphoris from the late
fourth/early fifth century and onward does not support the proposal of massive
Jewish immigration to the city during that period.
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64 There is no doubt that the area of the city surrounded by the wall constructed in the 6th
century was much larger then that of Roman Tiberias. But this wall, built by the Emperor
Justinian I (527–565), surrounded the summit of Mount Berenice where an impressive
pilgrimage center (including a church and structures identified as a hospice and a monastery),
was built overlooking the city (Hirschfeld 2004: 75–134, 220–222). The city encircled by this
wall included large portions of very steep slopes, unsuitable for building. In addition, in its
southern part the Byzantine wall was attached to the free-standing Roman–period gate. Exca-
vations in this area (inside the limits of the city-wall) revealed agricultural terraces, not domes-
tic structures (Stacey 2004: 28). Also, from the many salvage excavations conducted lately in
different parts of Tiberias, Byzantine findings are frequently absent and Early Arab period
remains are stratified directly on top of a Roman layer (I thank Dr. M. Hartal for this informa-
tion). Hence, the area encompassed by the Byzantine city-wall by itself cannot serve as proof
for growth of the domestic area.
65 For example, the Byzantine structures uncovered in the outlying areas of the lower city,
the Nile Festival Building in the south and the synagogue in the north overlay Roman-period
structures. See, Weiss and Talgam 2002: 55–90; Weiss 2005: 30–37. There are, however, indi-
cations from a few areas within these borders of the city for intensification of building during
the Byzantine period (my thanks to Z. Weiss for this comment).
66 See for example, Strange: 1992: 346–347. Weiss and Netzer 1991: 114–115, 121; idem
1996: 81; Hoglund and Meyers 1996: 42.
In conclusion, archaeological data indicate that a considerable demographic
decline, mainly during the fourth century, was a process that also affected adja-
cent rural areas and was not limited to the region of eastern Lower Galilee
(although it seems to have been more severe in that region). Nor do the data
support an assumption of substantive growth in the Jewish population of
Sepphoris during this period.67
Since these areas were populated mainly by Jews, the possibility of attribut-
ing the decrease to ethnic issues, namely, Christianity’s rise to power and its
effect on the Jewish population, should be considered. This impression is
strengthened by the data collected from the salvage excavations where most of
the Middle and Late Byzantine findings came from Christian settlements. It
should, however, be noted that Northern Golan, an area of Christian and pagan
settlement, also experienced considerable decline during the Early Byzantine
period. In a recent systematic survey, M. Hartal found that in comparison to 69
settlements occupied in this area during the Late Roman period, only 40 (58%)
remained during the Byzantine period.68
Discussion: Previous documentation of the decline of settlement in the Galilee
came mainly from excavations at sites that had monumental synagogues.69 At
all of these sites, the crisis was dated from the mid-fourth to the early fifth
century, and consequently, researchers dealing with the question focused
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67 The many ritual baths (miqva’ot) from the Roman period layers in the upper city point to
Jewish inhabitants. On the other hand, the post-363 structures in this area contained several
ostraca with Christian names and prayers and LRRW vessels with stamped crosses (see,
Meyers and Meyers 1997: 532; Meyers forthcoming). The location of the Byzantine period
synagogue and its uncommon plan and arrangement within the urban layout may indicate that
the Jews were shoved to the margins of the city in this period. Later in the Byzantine period –
probably in the late fifth or early sixth centuries – two churches were erected in the very center
of the city (Weiss and Netzer 1996: 81–87). These emphasize Christian presence, and possibly
reflect Christian dominance.
68 Hartal 1999; 2003: 151, 301. Like the surveys of Lower Golan and eastern Lower Galilee,
this survey was based on the collection of large samples of pottery from each site and was
carried out by an archaeologist knowledgeable in Roman and Byzantine pottery. A decline in
the Byzantine period is revealed in the preliminary reports of additional regions. Thus, in the
western Jezreel Valley, a region that appears to have been partially, if not largely, inhabited by
Christians during the Byzantine period, systematic shovel tests were conducted at several sites
and the results indicated a significant decline during the Byzantine period (Portugali 1986: 18).
A similar picture emerges from the survey in the area of Petra (Fiema 2002: 231–232; 2003:
38–58).
69 Beth-She‘arim (Avigad 1976: 3), ¡orvat ‘’Ammudim (Levine 1982: 10–11), Korazim
(Yeivin 2000: 106), Kh. Shema‘ (Meyers et al. 1976: 6, 37–38, 81, 109), Meiron (Meyers et al.
1981: 160–161) and Nabratein (Meyers et al. 1982: 36, 43, 49–50). See summary in Adan-
Bayewitz 1993: 240–243.
mainly on events or processes from the mid-fourth century onward. Among the
factors proposed for the decline were the Gallus Revolt, the earthquake of 363,
political pressure in the wake of the Empire’s and the region’s Christianization,
a rise in taxes, Christian attacks following the death of Julian the Apostate, a
series of drought years, over-cultivation resulting in depletion of the land, or a
combination of several of the above.70
The new data point to the beginning of the decline in the late third century,
continuing in the first half of the fourth, and peaking in the middle and up to the
end of that century. This steady decline creates the impression that this was an
ongoing process rather than due to any specific event. Its initial phases in the
late third century and the beginning of the fourth, prior to the rise of Christian-
ity, show, in my opinion, that the roots of the crisis are unrelated to the “Jewish-
ness” of the area. At the same time, it is quite likely that the dramatic events of
the mid-fourth century strengthened and hastened the process that had already
started.
On the other hand, the fact that the survey area did not recover following the
crisis and remained sparsely populated for the rest of the Byzantine period is
apparently related to its Jewish population (see below).
Since the documentation of the decline shows it as an ongoing process that
began in the late third century, it is reasonable to connect it with the crisis that
swept the entire Empire during this period. This crisis is well known from
historical sources, however, systematic archaeological data have until now
come mainly from the west of the Empire, while the numerous sources from
Palestine that mention this crisis have not been supported by systematic archae-
ological data until recent years.71 The continuation and worsening of the crisis
during the fourth century arouses particular interest because that century has
generally been understood as a period of recovery in Palestine. It should be
noted, however, that a considerable portion of historical sources relating to the
settlement crisis throughout the empire as well as sources on the crisis from
Palestinian rabbinic literature date to the fourth century.
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70 See, for example, Geller-Natanson 1981; Meyers et al. 1981: 160–161; Mor 1989; Adan-
Bayewitz 1993: 240–243; Safrai 1998: 83–128.
71 For documentation of the decline from surveys in the Western Empire, see, for example
Hayes and Martini 1994: 71; Eliss 1998: 226–232; and lately, a broad overview and informa-
tive discussion of the West in Ward-Perkins 2005. For a discussion of the sources on the crisis
in the Palestine, see Avi-Yonah 1976: 89–114; Sperber 1978; Levin 19822. Bar recently came
out against the “concept of a crisis” in Palestine, and on the basis of data collected from exca-
vations and surveys, claimed that the crisis was not felt at all in Palestine (Bar 2002; Bar 20022:
177–187).
A.H.M. Jones attributed the dramatic decline in settlement and mass aban-
donment of lands first and foremost to the ever-increasing tax burden which
often made working the land unprofitable.72
This narrative, based exclusively on historical sources, has undergone a
dramatic change in recent years, particularly in view of the extensive archaeo-
logical documentation of prosperity in the late Eastern Empire.73 According to
the new narrative, there is a great difference between the Western Empire,
which was in decline, and the Eastern Empire, which continued to prosper for
several hundred years. Numerous contemporary complaints concerning the
difficult situation in the Eastern Empire should be regarded as subjective. The
obsessive attention of Byzantine laws with abandoned lands – agri deserti – or
prohibiting tenant farmers from leaving the land, should be seen more as fiscal
changes than as evidence for the decline of settlement.74
Ward-Perkins’ recent synthesis, based upon extensive archaeological data
and comparison between the different parts of the empire, serves as a basis for
continuing this discussion.75 First, it appears that most of the clearly dated
archaeological material reflecting the prosperity of the late Eastern Empire
(including the material from Palestine) belongs to the fifth and sixth centuries.76
The situation in the East during the fourth century was not more stable than that
in the West. It may have been even worse in view of the repeated invasions by
Goths and Huns and the need to rely upon military aid from theWest. However,
the geographical conditions,77 the quiet on the Persian border during the fifth
century, the competent administration of Theodosius I (379–395) who was
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72 Jones 1973. Many of the sources Jones relies upon are from the eastern provinces.
Concerning a drastic increase in taxation in the fourth century, see for example, Jones 1974:
82–89. In addition to the increase in taxes Jones points to significant changes that took place in
the system of taxation (some apparently during the reign of Diocletian). These include collec-
tion of a fixed tax regardless of the yield of a given year’s agricultural crop, or the linkage of
tax to units of land rather than individuals (boundary stones from the ¡ulah Valley dated to the
reign of Diocletian reflect the division into fiscal units and are related to these changes. See
Millar 1993: 196). Abandoned or uncultivated lands were appropriated and sold to new
owners. If buyers were not found, the owners of other lands in the same village or fiscal unit
were made responsible for collection of the land tax. This code is probably reflected in the
gradual abandonment of settlements in the survey area when, during the first phase, the small
settlements were abandoned, followed by medium-sized ones and only toward the end of the
crisis, the large sites. It is clear that the burden of tax collection that was re-divided following
the abandonment of some of the inhabitants would have been more severe in a small settlement
than in a larger one, where the burden was divided among more numerous inhabitants.
73 See Cameron 1993. For the rural sector, see Foss 1995.
74 See Goffart 1974; Garnsey Whittaker 1998.
75 Ward-Perkins 2000; 20002; 2005.
76 Ibid. See also Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988; Chavarría and Lewit 2004: 16. For Palestine,
see Tsafrir 1996.
77 The band of oceans separating Asia from Europe constituted a barrier protecting all of the
wealthy provinces from Asia Minor to Egypt from invading tribes.
specially appointed caesar after the defeat in the battle with the Goths at
Hadrianopolis (where two-thirds of the Eastern armywas massacred), as well as
considerable luck, brought the East a fate entirely different from that of theWest
during the remainder of the Byzantine period. The survival and renewed pros-
perity of the Eastern Empire from the fifth century on also resulted from the
final and decisive break between the two halves of the empire at the end of the
fourth century. Since, a large portion of the empire’s income that funded the
never-ending wars in the West during the third and fourth centuries arrived
mainly from the wealthy provinces in the East, the final separation removed an
enormous tax burden from its population, making renewed prosperity possible
in the East.
Contrary to this model, many scholars paint a picture of prosperity in the
East as a permanent feature – at least since the end of the crisis of the third
century. However, the picture of the fourth century in large parts of the East is
blurry and most of the archaeological surveys in the region do not distinguish
between the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods (Ward-Perkins 20002:
316). The advanced knowledge of local pottery in the current survey, which
enables differentiating between Late Roman and Early Byzantine pottery and
the fact that settlement at many sites did not recover during the fifth and sixth
centuries seem to provide a unique window to the fourth century from which
one may also learn about other regions in the East. In view of the scene that
emerges, it indeed seems likely that the prosperity was not continuous and that
the historical sources that suggest abandonment of lands and an extremely
heavy tax burden during the fourth century should be taken seriously.
Here we should note that the famous law of the colonatus forbidding land
tenants from leaving the land they were cultivating and which was understood
by scholars as an attempt to halt the abandonment of lands, was explicitly
applied in Palestine around 386 CE.78 Cancellation of the cession bonorummay
also be related to this. This declaration, common earlier in the empire, enabled a
debtor who relinquished his property (most likely – land), to be declared bank-
rupt and thus saved from physical punishment. However, in 385 a law explicitly
relating to Palestine forbade the cession bonorum (Dan 1976: 237). The picture
that emerges both from the survey area and from excavations at various sites in
the Galilee indicates a peak in abandonment during the second half of the fourth
century. The enactment of these two laws in Palestine may have been an attempt
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78 In other regions, the law was already applied at the beginning of the fourth century and a
number of assumptions concerning its explicit application in Palestine have been made. See
Dan 1976: 235–244; Safrai 1998: 40–41; Bar 2005. Interestingly, the prohibition of people
leaving the land may be reflected in a question preserved in the Genizah and originating, prob-
ably, from Byzantine Palestine. Jews forced to adopt Christianity ask how to divorce their
wives living in a different province, as they themselves are not allowed to leave their land. See,
Friedman 1981/82: 193–205.
to halt the mass abandonment of lands by peasants and landowners relinquish-
ment of ownership in lieu of tax obligations. Also, comments by the church
father Jerome, who lived in Palestine ca. 385–420, support this view of a harsh
period during the late fourth–early fifth centuries. In his commentary on Isaiah
(6:11–13) Jerome pointed out that the Jews remaining in Palestine were barely a
tenth of their number in previous periods. Jerome also noted the impact the Hun
invasion of Asia Minor and Syria in 395 CE had on the local population, though
scholars disagree over whether this invasion did indeed reach Palestine (see,
Newman 1997: 13–18). Another invasion, this time of the Isaurians, took place
ca. 405–407 CE. Jerome explicitly mentioned harm to the Galilee as a result of
this invasion (Letter 114, a, p. 394; see Newman ibid. 418–419).
Further support that prosperity in other regions of Palestine during the
fifth–sixth centuries began only after a period of crisis is found in data from
excavations in adjacent areas. At most sites where salvage excavations yielded
Middle and Late Byzantine finds, clear evidence for Christian population
during this period was found (generally, a church). Literary sources or archaeo-
logical finds indicate that all of these sites were settled by Jews during the
Roman period (except for one, about which there is no prior information). Simi-
larly, Z. Safrai collected data from various rural sites that had evidence of
Jewish settlement during the Roman period and Christian settlement during the
Byzantine period. Aside from those mentioned above, churches are also noted
at Bethlehem of the Galilee and ‘Araba west of the survey area, and at Beth-
Yera¢ and Sarona south of it (Safrai 1998: 79–80). Most of these churches are
not precisely dated, but those that are, like most of the churches in rural Pales-
tine, are dated to the second half of the fifth and particularly the sixth century
(Di Segni 1999). It is difficult to assume that entire villages were converted to
Christianity or that the Jewish hold continued at these sites alongside the new
Christian population.79 It appears that there was Christian settlement after
Jewish habitation in these places had ended. A similar picture has been noted in
recent years in the villages around Hippos/Sussita in the southern Golan (see
Ben David 2005: 222–223; ibid. 2006: 220). Historical sources indicate that
during the Roman period this area had a mixed population of Jews and gentiles.
However, the absence of synagogues and the remains of churches and cross
decorations at most of the sites in this region show that during the Byzantine
period this area was settled mainly by Christians. Archaeological data from
some Jewish sites indicate their abandonment during the third–fourth centuries.
The increase in the number of Christian settlements during the Byzantine
period, some of which were established near or upon the abandoned sites, came
mainly after the crisis of the fourth century and after the abandonment of many
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79 The villages in Palestine, at least from the fifth century onward, are characterized by clear
religious segregation between Christian and Jewish villages (except for the exceptional cases
of Capernaum and perhaps Nazareth, due to their sanctity in Christian tradition).
Jewish settlements. This picture strengthens Safrai’s claim that the dwindling
Jewish settlement and the growing Christian settlement in the region were two
distinct processes, separate in time (Safrai 1998: 64–80).
The Misleading Impression of Monumental Buildings: The discovery of the
many monumental synagogues in northern Israel dating to the late
Roman/Byzantine periods has played a major role in the new perception view-
ing Palestinian Jewry as flourishing during the Byzantine era. “Flourishing” is a
relative observation however, and we should ask ourselves: what is flourishing
and in comparison to what?
First of all it is important to emphasize that monumental building at rural
sites was mainly a phenomenon of the late Roman and particularly the
Byzantine period in Palestine. This building activity (as well as religious
symbols or dedicatory inscriptions common during this period) reflects motiva-
tions that emerged or strengthened during this period.80 It does not necessarily
reflect a demographic increase and obviously cannot be used as a parameter for
obtaining a comparative picture of settlements in different periods. From the
Middle Roman period for example, there is not even one monumental building
in the eastern Galilee, though the number of settlements and their range peaked
during that time. The tendency of researchers to concentrate on monumental
buildings (often excavating only those buildings) led scholarly research to
focus specifically on the settlements in which they were built, such as
Capernaum.81 This and other settlements which continued into the Byzantine
period, created an impression, or more properly – an illusion – that the entire
region prospered during the Byzantine period. The systematic survey that
examined the entire picture – settlement by settlement, clearly indicated that the
settlements (and population) of the Byzantine period were less then half of that
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80 The increase in synagogue building in Byzantine Palestine is seen lately as reflecting the
efforts of the Jewish communities to demonstrate their religious identity in a period when
Christianity was rising to power and churches were being built nearby (Levine 2004: 35). In
addition, in light of the survey’s results, it seems that most of these buildings were constructed
after a period of a considerable decrease in Jewish population and against a background of the
penetration of Christianity into areas of the Galilee previously populated by Jews. In the course
of this process, the dominant Galilean Jewry of just a few generations earlier became a minor-
ity, which consisted of communities in a region undergoing Christianization. Hence, the build-
ing activity (and likewise other “visual” demonstrations) can perhaps be seen as a phenomenon
characteristic of minority groups, trying to express vitality precisely because of their lack of
power. On monumentality in the ancient world precisely as a mask for the lack of power, see
Marcus 2003.
81 For example, Kh. Abu-Shusheh [26], deserted late in the fourth century, was a settlement
of about the same size as Capernaum, located just a few kilometers away. However, like many
other sites lacking monumental remains, it is actually unknown to most researchers dealing
with Roman/Byzantine Galilee.
found in the region a few generations earlier, even though a synagogue was
standing virtually in every inhabited settlement during that period.82
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: During the Late Roman period, settle-
ments (not including cave complexes) of Category A and many of Category B
disappeared from the survey area. After this period the region is mainly charac-
terized by medium and large nuclear villages. The sites of Category A or B that
appear in the tables and maps of the Byzantine period were apparently not like
farmsteads. Rather, they are settlements overlying the medium/large nuclear
villages of earlier periods and, based upon the amount and distribution of
pottery, appear to have preserved their character, though they were reduced in
size. Thus, small settlements that probably did not have community institutions,
existed through the Early and Middle Roman periods, however most ceased to
exist during the Late Roman period. A similar phenomenon in the same time
frame has been documented in the Jewish settlement area of the Lower Golan
(Ben David 1999: 229–231). Hirschfeld (1997) noted the absence of farms and
manors in the Jewish regions of Late Roman–Byzantine Palestine. The pres-
ence of farms in gentile areas indicates that their absence from Jewish areas is
not related to security or agricultural considerations but to the need of the
Jewish population for community institutions. This explanation seems reason-
able. It should be noted, however, that documentation of the phenomenon in the
eastern Galilee and the Lower Golan from mid-third and primarily fourth
century, is much later than Hirschefeld’s proposal that relates to the results of
the First and Second Jewish Revolts. It appears more likely that the
dissappearance of farms is connected to the struggle for group identity and
strengthening of the community dimension among the Jews of Palestine during
the Late Roman and Byzantine periods (Schwartz 2001: 180; 2004: 351–352).
Aside from the sociological explanation, the phenomenon should not be sepa-
rated from the entire Roman East. Many surveys across this empire documented
a process of abandonment of farms and hamlets (except monasteries) and
concentration in nuclear villages during this period (see Bintliff and Snodgrass
1988).
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82 The economic resources for funding these buildings will be discussed in Chapter 7. As
will be shown below, the Middle Byzantine period seems to have been a time of relative stabil-
ity. This may be reflected in the construction of many synagogues during this period in differ-
ent parts of the country (after over a century of stagnation), see Levine 2005: 177. But again,
monumentality, especially in religious buildings, does not necessarily reflect a general wealth
but rather motivations or different priorities. See, for example, the wave of church construc-
tions in Epirus (Greece) during a period of public impoverishment as reflecting a new agenda
and elite (Bowden 2001). Likewise, the construction of impressive churches in Petra took
place while major urban landmarks and large sections of the surrounding city lay, literally, in
ruins, see Fiema 2002.
Government and Administration: Diocletian’s reform at the end of the third
century included a re-division of the administrative boundaries and the borders
between villages. However, unlike the nearby¡ulah Valley and northern Golan
where this new division is supported by the discovery of numerous boundary
stones, up to now not even a single boundary stone has been found in the survey
area. It is unclear how – if at all – this re-division affected the Galilee.
It appears that Tiberias and Sepphoris served as the only administrative
centers in the Lower Galilee until the reign of Constantine when the city of
Helenopolis (²Åëåíïõðïëéò), with a separate domain that was taken in part from
that of Sepphoris, was founded in the Tabor area (Avi-Yonah 1966: 123). This
change, however, apparently did not affect settlement in the survey area, which
was mainly under the administrative control of Tiberias and perhaps only its
western part under control of Sepphoris.
Economy:
Olive Oil: No olive oil presses were found at any of the sites abandoned in the
first and third centuries CE (a total of 9 sites). Among the sixteen sites aban-
doned during the fourth century, only at six or seven of the large ones (aban-
doned in the second half of that century) were oil-presses found. On the other
hand, oil-presses were found in nearly all settlements that continued into the
fifth and sixth centuries. The conclusion that mass production of oil in the
region began only in the Byzantine period will be dealt with below.
Wine: Evidence for wine production, however, is found at both small sites of
Categories A–B and at sites abandoned during earlier periods, including those
abandoned during the first century CE. This could be due to the simplicity and
relatively low cost of winepress installations in comparison to oil-presses which
are concentrated in large settlements. This indicates the importance of viticul-
ture in the region during the first centuries CE, as opposed to olives, which
apparently became the main crop only at a later stage.
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Graph 33: Size of sites
(excluding cave complexes)
of the Late Roman Period
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Total=26
Ethnic Identity: The ethnic picture portrayed above for the Middle Roman
period is also valid for the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods. All the
evidence, both literary and archaeological, indicates Jewish homogeneity in
villages in the survey area without any evidence for gentile presence or settle-
ment (see map 14).
Specific Historical Events – the Gallus Revolt of 351/2 CE: Aside from an
unclear note by the Roman historian Sextus Aurelius Victor, which mentions a
rebellion of Jews without noting the circumstances or location (Liber De
Caesaribus 42: 9–12. See Stern 1974–84 vol. 2: 500), the first to explicitly
mention a rebellion by the Jews of Palestine is Jerome in his additions to the
Chronicon of Eusebius, which he wrote while he was still at Constantinople in
the 370s. Jerome does not mention the reason for the rebellion but notes that
Sepphoris, Tiberias, Lod and numerous other Jewish cities were destroyed in
this revolt (see: Geiger 1982: 202-208; Herr 1985: 65, 225).
Scholars are divided concerning the extent and even the occurrence of this
rebellion. Some minimize its importance and believe it should be regarded only
as a localized disturbance. M. Mor has proposed that the destruction Jerome
attributed to this rebellion was in reality caused by the earthquake of 363.
Others give weight to the rebellion and believe that it encompassed large parts
of Palestine.83 Based upon finds related to destruction in the mid-fourth century,
B.G. Nathanson (1981: 161) noted that at least Sepphoris, Beth-She‘arim,
Korazim, Meiron, Nabratein and Ju¢der (in the Golan) suffered damage during
this revolt. Waner and Safrai have proposed that several coin hoards from
Jewish sites are evidence for this rebellion.84Asevere earthquake in Palestine in
363 CE (Brock 1977; Russell 1980: 47–64) makes it difficult to utilize archaeo-
logical evidence of destruction layers from the mid-fourth century CE to
demonstrate that a revolt took place. It should be noted that so far, archaeologi-
cal excavations have not yielded unequivocal evidence of damage to Jewish
settlements as a result of this rebellion. Moreover, at Sepphoris, which is the
only settlement mentioned by all Christian chroniclers who relate to this revolt,
the extensive damage of the mid-fourth century is dated by the excavators to the
363 CE earthquake on the basis of numerous Julian coins (361–363) that were
found in the destruction layer. The excavators of Meiron and Nabratein, who
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83 Those who minimize its importance: Lieberman 1946: 329–370; Schäfer 1986: 184–201;
Mor 1989. Those who maximize its importance: Avi-Yonah 1976: 176–181; Geiger 1982.
84 Waner and Safrai (2001) note eight hoards related, in their opinion, to the Gallus Revolt
and indicate its “Jewish” character. A cautious examination of these hoards by Bijovsky
showed that only two of them (from Beth-She‘arim and Korazim) may be related to the period
of the Gallus Revolt. The rest of the hoards are totally unrelated to the revolt and contained
considerable quantities of later coins (Bijovsky 2007).
documented a severe crisis in the mid-fourth century, propose a number of
possible explanations and date the archaeological break to 363 CE.85
The 363 CE Earthquake: The 363 CE earthquake is documented archaeologi-
cally in the excavations at Sepphoris and a few other sites in Northern Israel
(Balouka 1999). It appears that at least one survey site, Kh.¡amam, suffered as
a result of this event, though a decline in this settlement is already evident
during the Late Roman period, as documented by shovel testing. The earth-
quake may have quickened the process of abandonment at other sites with a
similar pottery profile, though it appears that it was not the decisive event lead-
ing to such abandonment.
The Early Byzantine Period (350–450 CE)
The beginning of this period (the second half of the fourth century) was exam-
ined together with the previous one. It appears that following the severe crises
of the previous century, the first half of the fifth century CE was a period of
stability. Based upon our analysis, settlements were not abandoned or settled
during this period of time and there are no significant demographic variations.
Ethnicity (Throughout the Entire Byzantine Period): The data that emerge from
archaeological finds and, even more, from literary sources, show that the area
was an exclusively Jewish one with no gentile penetration in the rural sector
until the mid-fourth century. The problem becomes more complex when we
examine the period from the mid-fourth century onward. Literary sources from
the Byzantine period that were edited in the Galilee, particularly early Palestin-
ian midrash, are almost entirely lacking in information from the period when
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85 Sepphoris: Meyers et al. 1981: 158; 19822: 36. For a comprehensive discussion on the
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they were edited and no firm historical information can be drawn from them
concerning that period.
In the discussion on the Hellenistic period we presented sites where despite
the continuity of pottery between the Hellenistic and Roman periods, ethnic
change did occur. In light of this, wemust ask if sites where no cessation of settle-
ment was noted between the Roman and Byzantine periods remained Jewish.
Based upon the absence of Christian symbols (signs which are common at
Christian sites of the Byzantine period in adjacent areas), together with the
noted continuity of settlement, one may assume that Jews continued to live at
such sites. On the other hand, at sites where there was a cessation of settlement,
this assumption is not as well founded. At ¡. ‘Ammudim, for example, there
was a severe crisis and perhaps even a brief period of abandonment around the
mid-fourth century during which the synagogue there was probably abandoned.
It is likely that this also occurred at ¡. Sabban, which was also a large site (see
Chapter 5). According to finds from the excavation, the synagogue at
‘Ammudim remained in ruins despite the settlement itself recovering (or being
resettled) after a generation or two. At¡. Sabban no evidence for a monumental
synagogue was found, unlike most of the settlements of the Byzantine period
where remains of such structures were found. Thus, it is at least possible that
there were no Jewish inhabitants at these sites during this period.86 Similarly,
following an approximately 200-year abandonment, limited settlement was
renewed at Nasr ed-Din around the mid-fifth century and at Kul‘at esh-Shuneh
early in the sixth century (following an approximate 400-year abandonment).
At these sites no monumental synagogues were constructed either, though this
may be attributed to their limited size. Given the current state of research we are
unable to determine the ethnicity of the Byzantine period inhabitants of all these
settlements. A monastery complex was erected at Migdal at some phase of the
Byzantine period (Corbo 1976; 1978). As noted in Chapter 5, caves in the cliffs
of Wadi Arbel may have been settled by Christian monks affiliated with that
monastery during the Late Byzantine period. This Christian presence, related to
the sanctity of Migdal in Christian tradition, cannot shed light on whether there
was Christian settlement in ordinary villages of the survey area.
In contrast to archaeological evidence in the form of synagogue remains that
attest to Jewish presence at most of the settlements that remained in existence
during the Byzantine period, we have no archaeological or literary evidence for
Christian settlement in the survey area except from Migdal. It appears that the
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86 At nearby Kh. Qana in the Beth Netofa Valley, Edwards (2002) proposes that the Jewish
site became a place of Christian pilgrimage during the course of the Byzantine period, with a
monastery complex. It is possible that also at this site there was a break between the Roman
and Byzantine periods. It should, nonetheless, be noted that there is a difference between ordi-
nary settlements and this site which, according to Edwards, was identified by Christians as
Cana of the New Testament, hence attracting Christian presence.
Christian presence in the surrounding region included: churches constructed at
Tiberias beginning around the late-fourth century; a Christian community in
that city, the existence of which we first hear of at the beginning of the fifth
century (Tsafrir 1966: 81–85 and n. 41); and monasteries and churches located
at sites holy to Christianity along the shores of the Sea of Galilee – Migdal,
Tab¢a and Capernaum. Remains of Byzantine churches at rural sites that are not
holy places in Christian tradition were found south and west of the survey
area.87 These indicate penetration of Christian population into areas that were
settled by Jews during the Roman period. We shall deal with this below.
It seems that even in the later periods of the Byzantine era, the survey area
remained an enclave of homogeneous Jewish rural settlement in the Lower
Galilee. This enclave was surrounded on the south, west and east by areas with
large Christian presence, but remained geographically connected to the Ramat
Korazim, eastern Upper Galilee and the Lower Golan regions in which homo-
geneous Jewish rural settlement continued (see maps showing the distribution
of synagogues and churches, TIR maps 4–5).
Government and Administration: The division of Palestine into two parts
(around 358 CE) did not influence the area in question. However, a further
subdivision (around 400 CE) in which the Galilee, the Golan and northern
Transjordan were subordinated to a new province called Palaestina Secunda
(TIR: 16), was certainly felt in the region, particularly in view of the establish-
ment of the capital of the province at nearby Scythopolis, and the subjugation of
Tiberias and Sepphoris to this gentile city. The administrative affiliation of the
survey area did not change and it remained under the control of Tiberias with
perhaps only its western margins affiliated with Sepphoris.
A list of the Christian bishoprics provides a good picture of the main cities in
the area since the Christian hierarchical division overlapped the civil districts of
the empire (Avi-Yonah 1951: 74). From these lists it appears that the strength
of Tiberias and Sepphoris as the main cities of the Lower Galilee weakened,
for aside from these cities, bishoprics are also mentioned in Helenopolis
(apparently in the vicinity of Mt. Tabor),88 Na’im (Nin), Dabaritta and at
Maximinopolis.
Economy (Throughout the Entire Byzantine Period):
Olive oil: No olive oil installations were found at any sites abandoned during
the first–third centuries CE. Among the sixteen sites abandoned in the course of
the fourth century, only six or seven of those abandoned in the second half of
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87 For example: Beth-Yera¢ (Delougaz and Haines 1960), Sarona (Ilan 1991: 168) and Kafr
Kama (Saarisalo and Palva 1964) to the south, al-Bo‘eina (Ovadiah 1984: 131), ‘Araba
(Tzaferis 1971: 242) and Rameh (Tzaferis 1972: 7) to the west. See also TIR map 5.
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that century had olive-oil installations – Bellaneh [10], ¡azon [12], Sheikh
Nashi [18], Abu-Shusheh [26], Netofa [29], ¡amam [32], and perhaps Migdal
[34]. It should be noted that the last four are relatively large settlements (Cate-
gories C–E), and the installation at Sheikh Nashi (Category B) probably also
served nearby ¡uqoq and therefore belonged to a large settlement concentra-
tion. Oil presses were found at most of the sites that continued into the
fifth–sixth centuries (11 of 15 sites, see map 18). It is noteworthy that oil
presses were found at all of the monumental synagogue sites in the survey area,
except for ªalmon.89 Two main conclusions emerge from these data:
A. Olive oil production or at least installations for crushing and pressing, were
concentrated in large settlements. If olives were also grown in small rural
settlements (which may reasonably be assumed) it appears that the farmer
would use the oil press of a nearby large settlement. This may be echoed by
the tradition in the Y dealing with the fee charged by oil-press owners at
‘Akbara from farmers who came to produce oil there (see Chapter 5: ‘Akbara).
B. Since all of the Late Roman/Byzantine sites are ones that remained in exis-
tence from the Early and Middle Roman periods, it is possible that at least
some of the oil presses there are pre-fourth century. Still, the fact that there is
not even a single oil press at any of the sites abandoned up to the beginning
of the fourth century is of considerable weight. It seems that extensive olive
oil production in the region, documented in the past (Frankel 1984; Aviam
2004: 51-58), began not earlier than the fourth century.
Similar but less vague chronological results were obtained from the nearby area
of the Lower Golan, where numerous oil presses were found in Byzantine
settlements founded only during the third century (Ben David 2006: 206–209.
See also Ben David 1998). Both eastern Galilee and Lower Golan surveys pres-
ent documentation of a large rural area where, around the fourth century, exten-
sive production of olive oil began. This, according to Ben David’s calculations
(ibid.), far exceeded the local demand.90
The reasons for this change in farming are not clear and several hypotheses
may be proposed. First, two processes that occurred simultaneously in the
fourth century should be noted. On the one hand, there was a sharp decline in
settlements and demography, undoubtedly accompanied by widespread
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89 Thus, absence could be a result of intensive theft of stones that the site has experienced in
recent years.
90 Olive oil was, of course, produced in the region prior to this, as emerges from the testi-
mony of Josephus and rabbinic tradition. It appears, however, that this production was aimed
mainly at local consumption while from the fourth century, production began aimed at external
markets. In the large settlements of Yodefat and Gamla for example, only one and two oil
presses were found (respectively), pointing to modest oil production during the first century.
On the other hand, many Byzantine-period settlements in the Golan, even relatively small
ones, yielded 4-6 oil presses (Ben David, ibid.).
abandonment of agricultural lands.91On the other hand, there is evidence for the
beginning of intensification of olive oil production and evidence for the devel-
opment of trade connections with distant regions. Extensive evidence for these
connections comes in the form of the rich finds of LRRW pottery, which from
approximately the mid-fourth century became common in the region, after
some 300 years during which imported vessels were entirely absent there.
Pottery vessels were a rather insignificant factor in the ancient economy. Their
importance lies in their preservation, the ability to date them and the indication
they provide of the level of trade in their period. If pottery vessels were trans-
ported as a commodity for hundreds if not thousands of miles, it is likely that
goods of high value such as oil were transported for great distances as well
(Ward-Perkins 2000). Studies in other parts of the Mediterranean basin have
shown a strong link between marketing of surpluses to external markets and the
presence of imported vessels during this period. Consequently, it has been
proposed that these vessels accompanied the main cargo or were cargo return-
ing on empty ships (see, for example Hitchner 1993; Fentress et al. 2004). This
is probably the means by which imported vessels penetrated our area. The
network involved in exporting products from the region, brought in these
vessels on their return voyage. If this hypothesis is correct, it seems that local
olive oil was marketed to Mediterranean ports in the west, from whence these
imported pottery vessels clearly arrived to our area. It is tempting in this context
to point to the decline of the large oil production centers in the western Mediter-
ranean, in Spain around the end of the second century and in Tripolitania and
perhaps in other parts of North Africa at the end of the third or in the fourth
century (Mattingly 1988; 19882. See also Mattingly and Hitchner 1995; Ward-
Perkins 2000: 357). The problem with this hypothesis is that the evidence is not
sufficient, meaning that we have documentation for mass production of olive oil
and for the presence of imported vessels in our region. However, at present we
have no documentation concerning jars from the eastern Galilee or Lower
Golan appearing at sites in the Mediterranean region, or even in the Galilee
coastal cities, that could indicate the exportation of olive oil to distant regions.92
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91 An analytical palynological study by researchers from the University of South Florida
should be noted in this context. Samples from Middle Roman and Byzantine period levels of
two excavated areas at the upper city of Sepphoris indicated a clear decline in the agricultural
vegetation and a rise in wild vegetation during the Byzantine period, in comparison to the find-
ings for the Roman period. See Longstaff and Hussey 1997.
92 Jars typologically similar to the Late Roman/Byzantine Galilean jars are referred to by
Kingsley as LR5, and were found at numerous sites throughout the Mediterranean and in
Egypt. According to Kingsley, these arrived as containers in which products from Provincia
Palaestina (primarily wine) were marketed (Kingsley 2001). At present there is no proof (to the
best of my knowledge) that the source of these jars was indeed Palestine. As Kingsley notes
(ibid., p. 57, note 73), typologically identical jars were produced at numerous sites along the
Nile (in his view, as imitations of the Palestinian jars).
The distribution of LRRW in the area may be related to the foundation of
Constantinople at 330 CE. From that time on, the African Anona Civica which
was a tax in kind, was sent to Constantinople, where the empire supplied wheat
and oil to the masses (as in Rome). According to this hypothesis, the ships that
traveled from Africa to Constantinople with agricultural products were loaded,
mainly on the return route, with products traded in ports along the way
(Kingsley and Decker 2001). This assumption alone does not explain the pene-
tration of LRRW far from the coast and deep into the Galilee and the Golan.
This penetration seems to be connected to the transportation system exporting
oil or other goods from the hinterland to the coast. It is also probable that collec-
tion of taxes in the form of products rather than money, which began during the
late third century (Hopkins 1980: 120), and the search for economic alternatives
against the background of the ever-growing tax burden during the fourth
century, led to the increase of oil production and, consequently, to the penetra-
tion of the LRRW.
An alternate hypothesis is that reduction of tariffs on goods transported
between provinces (a result of Diocletian’s reform? Constantine’s reform?)
resulted in increased exports. There are very few historical sources dealing with
tariffs from the empire as a whole throughout its existence. Documentation
from various regions and possibly regarding diverse products from the
first–third centuries, show huge differences in tariff rates, ranging from 2.5% to
25%. Ben-Efraim and Hartal have shown that the provincial boundary between
Syria-Phoenicia and Palestine in the Golan was also a clear boundary for the
distribution of pottery from production centers on both sides of the border
during the Roman period. Hartal convincingly maintains that the most reason-
able explanation for this boundary is transit tariffs for which pottery vessels
were liable (Ben-Efraim 2002; Hartal 2005: 264–273). Sources from the begin-
ning of the fourth century reveal changes in tariff regulations, such as a full
exemption for importing agricultural implements (Corbier 2005: 370). It is
possible that changes or reductions in tariffs were broader. However, in the
absence of clear sources, the only thing that can confidently be said is that there
is little evidence for trade with the exterior from the first to the third century CE
(the absence of imported vessels). In contrast to this, from approximately the
mid-fourth century onward there is an abundance of imported vessels93 and
intensification of olive oil production, apparently for export.
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93 The sudden penetration of imported vessels during precisely that period was also noticed
in surveys and excavations in Cyprus. See Lund 1993; Given and Knapp 2003: 280–281.
The Middle Byzantine Period (450–550 CE)
The Number and Character of Settlements: In the first half of the fifth century
there were 15 settlements in the survey area (excluding cave complexes and the
Migdal monastery). In the course of the fifth century, the small site of ¡. Kefir
[5] was abandoned, while in the second half of the same century or in the early
sixth, limited settlement was renewed at Nasr ed-Din [46]. It should be noted
that in the first half of the sixth century the large complex of the Anchor Church
was constructed approximately 1 km. south of Nasr ed-Din and that the wall of
Tiberias was erected at the foot of that site (Hirschfeld 2004). It is difficult,
however, to attribute renewal of settlement at the site to those projects. At
Kul‘at esh-Shuneh, which had lain desolate since its abandonment in the first
century CE, settlement was also renewed around the early sixth century.94 It
should be noted that also at Beth-She‘arim, which the first excavators viewed as
a poor settlement during the Byzantine period (Avigad 1976: 3), remains of
buildings and mosaics belonging to the sixth century have recently been uncov-
ered (Vitto 1996). These perhaps attest to some degree of renewed settlement
and prosperity at the site. The relatively extensive excavations at Nabratein also
indicated abandonment in the mid-fourth century and renewed settlement at the
site during the sixth century (Meyers and Meyers forthcoming; Meyers et al.
19822: 35–54). Despite this evidence being at somewhat remote geographical
settlements, taken together, it creates a picture of renewed settlement around the
late fifth/early sixth century at sites that had been abandoned. It should be
emphasized that the extent of this phenomenon in the survey area is very
limited, both in terms of the number of sites where one can suggest renewal and
in terms of pottery, which is extremely limited and apparently attests to a very
sparse re-settlement.
The number of settlements in the area at the beginning of the sixth century
thus stands at sixteen. During the first half of the sixth century el-Khirbeh [49],
el-Ma‘aser [38] and probably also ‘Akbara west [3] were apparently abandoned
and the settlement in the region declined to the lowest level ever (see below).
Except for the resettled sites which were limited in number and of unclear
significance, the other sites settled during this period were medium- or large-
sized (Categories B–E). Small rural sites in the agricultural area are absent, and
other than Arbel (Category E), very large villages that characterized the Roman
period are likewise absent. It should be noted that Category B and C sites that
were settled during this period were neither farms nor large manor houses, for
the vast majority were situated in the large nuclear villages of the previous peri-
ods. It appears that these sites maintained their character, but were reduced in
area. In addition, there are remains of monumental synagogues in nearly all of
384 Chapter 6: Settlement History in Light of the Archaeological Survey
94 This may also be the case at Parod, though the small quantity of Byzantine pottery from
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the settlements during this period – a phenomenon that will be dealt with in
Chapter 7.
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: The common denominator of most of the
sites that remained is their location at the periphery of valleys or in regions with
extensive areas suitable for cultivation. Exceptions are Sammu‘iya [1] and
‘Akbara [3], which have no such areas nearby. Security problems do not appear
to have troubled the inhabitants, as settlement continued at sites lacking natural
fortification.
Demography: On a settled area estimated at between 177 and 336 dunams, the
number of inhabitants was between 2,832 according to the minimal estimate
(177×16 individuals per dunam) and 12,810 according to a maximal (336×35
individuals per dunam). Taking the averages for area and population and multi-
plying them (256 dunams by 26 individuals per dunam), the result is 6,656 indi-
viduals.
The Late Byzantine Period (550–650 CE)
During the first half of the sixth century, el-Khirbeh [49], el-Ma‘aser [38] and
probably ‘Akbara west [3] were abandoned. The Late Byzantine period had the
lowest number of settlements of all the periods in the study, with only 13 settle-
ments in addition to the monastery at Migdal. As in the preceding period, most
of the settlements were built on large villages of the Roman period (such as
Kefar ¡ananya, Mimla¢, ‘Ammudim, Arbel and Mashkanah) and even if their
area decreased during the period in question, they remained nuclear villages.
This period also witnessed an increase in activity in the cave complexes inWadi
Arbel, possibly related to Christian monastic activity.
The only criterion according to which we were able to classify sites to this
period was finds of LRRW types dated to this phase. The question arises
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whether the absence of such types necessarily proves a site was uninhabited at
the time, a question Ben David dealt with regarding his finds in the Golan (Ben
David 2005: 195). Alternatively, the absence of these types may be attributed
either to Jews intentionally avoiding imported vessels or to changes in the trade
routes of this pottery. The appearance of these types at Jewish sites in the Golan,
where the dating of synagogues proves that the population during this period
was Jewish, as well as at sites in the Galilee such as Arbel, which to the best of
our knowledge were also Jewish during this period contradicts the possibility
that Jews avoided using imported vessels during this period. In addition, exami-
nation of the distribution of LRRW (map 15), clearly shows that the Late
Byzantine LRRWare found throughout the survey area – including small settle-
ments in remote mountainous areas and even in cave complexes located in
cliffs. Therefore, it does not appear to have been a question of changes in
marketing routes or that such imported vessels were found only in large settle-
ments or ones with a population of a certain economic profile. Similar to Ben
David’s conclusion (ibid.), the paucity of sites with these types of pottery
indeed seems to attest to a decline in settlement during this period.
The view that the decline of settlement in the area began during the
Byzantine period, and not as late as the Arab conquest as was previously
thought, is dealt with in studies concerning the western and northern Golan
regions and the western Galilee where a decline in settlement is already docu-
mented during the Byzantine period (Frankel and Getzov 1996: 36; Ben David
2005: 195; Hartal 2003: 301). The data from the current survey show that, at
least in this area, the sharp decline in settlement occurred mainly during the
fourth century, with a further but less significant decline at the end of the
Byzantine period. Evidence for considerable Jewish presence in the area at the
end of the Byzantine period emerges from the fact that the Emperor Heraclius
made a treaty with the Jews of Tiberias during his campaign to re-conquer
Palestine from the Persians in 629 CE (Baras 1982: 343). Aside from this
isolated report from the end of the Byzantine period, historical sources dealing
with the region and its settlements and the social and political circumstances of
its inhabitants are almost entirely absent. Without archaeological documenta-
tion, it is difficult to obtain a historical picture of the region during this period.
The Early Islamic period is beyond the boundaries of our discussion here,
though it should be noted that Early Islamic period pottery, sometimes in signif-
icant amounts, was found in at least half of the Late Byzantine period sites.
Hence, settlement in the area certainly continued during that period.
Demography: On a settled area estimated at between 143 and 275 dunams, the
number of inhabitants would be between 2,288 according to the minimal esti-
mate (143×16 individuals per dunam) and 9,625 according to the maximal
(275×35 individuals per dunam). Taking the averages of these estimates for area
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and population and multiplying them (20 dunams by 26 individuals per dunam),
the result is 5,434 individuals.
Settlement Pattern and Distribution: Settlement patterns of the Early and
Middle Byzantine periods were maintained during this period. Characteristic of
most of the settlements is their location at the periphery of valleys or in regions
with extensive flat areas suitable for cultivation. The sites are situated more or
less uniformly across the area. In addition, most of the settlements are not
located at topographically “strategic” points and are not fortified. The inhabit-
ants do not appear to have been concerned with security considerations.
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Additional Topics Concerning the History of the Region
during the Roman and Byzantine Periods
Toponymy
The study of the changes in place names over the generations is a field of great
geographical-historical importance and rules of transcription and substitution
of letters and vowels in different languages have been discussed by Aharoni
(1966: 94–117) and more recently, by Elitzur (2004). Beyond the proposed
identifications that arise from the toponymic study of the preservation of
names, its main geographical-historical importance is in providing an indica-
tion of settlement continuity or lack thereof at a given site or region (Elitzur
1993: 2–11). Aside from gathering literary references to names of settlements
from historical sources for the periods being studied, an effort was made to
gather the names of places as they appear in Cairo Geniza documents, in
Crusader period documents, in travel literature, in Ottoman censuses, in works
of nineteenth century explorers, and on modern maps. Most of this work was
done by Grootkerk (2000) in his study of Galilean place names.
Under the column Name in the following table the site names are presented
as they appear in the SWP maps. The few sites not mentioned in the SWP are
presented according to their names in Guérin (1868–80), in Yalkut ha-pirsumim
(the Official Gazette of the IAA) or in the maps of the Survey of Israel. Sites
that do not occur in these sources were named after a geographical feature or a
nearby settlement and are marked with an asterisk.
In the column Ottoman Census names of sites appearing in defterler of
sixteenth century Ottoman tax authorities are presented in English translitera-
tion based on the studies of Rhode (1979) or Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977).
The great importance of these defterler, preserved in Ottoman archives in Istan-
bul and Ankara, lies in the fact that they contain a systematic listing of fiscal
units that owed tax. Aside from settlements, they document agricultural plots
and installations and khans that sometimes preserved the names of earlier settle-
ments located there or nearby. Rhode’s work relies upon six censuses conducted
between the years 1525 and 1596. There are sometimes minor changes both in
the spelling of settlement names from one census to the other, as well as
between Rhode’s work and that of Hütteroth and Abdulfattah. The latter work is
based upon one census conducted in the first half of the sixteenth century and
does not include the names of agricultural plots and installations.
Under the column for the Middle Ages are names mentioned in: Geniza
documents; Muslim geographers; traveler and pilgrim literature as well as the
Crusader names, taken partly from Prawer (Prawer 1971; Prawer and
Benvenisti 1972) and mainly from O. H. Schmidt’s gazetteer (1970), which, in
turn, is largely based upon the research of G. Beyer (1945).
The next column contains names (in their most common form) appearing in
Rabbinic Literature as well as in the list of Priestly Courses and in Byzantine
period piyyutim based upon that list.
In the next column are names from the Second Temple Period in their Greek
form as presented in the works of Josephus Flavius (sometimes in genitive
rather than nominative), as well as one namementioned in the New Testament.
The sixth column presents Biblical Names.
The last column presents proposals for Identifications which withstand phil-
ological and archaeological scrutiny. The descriptions of the sites in Chapter 5
contain separate discussions for each site.































6.Kh. Abu esh Sheba‘ Siba ÂçñóáâÝ Be’er Sheva‘
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30.Kh. S‘ad Xirbat Sa‘ad














































































Discussion: The present names of 15 out of 50 sites in the survey area (approxi-
mately 30%), occur in literary sources of the Hellenistic, Roman or Byzantine
period in a similar form to the modern name and their identification seems reli-
able. For two others –Maghar and Tur‘an – reference to them in ancient sources
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is doubtful. In addition, the names Gennesar and Beth Ma‘on were apparently
preserved up to the Ottoman period and disappeared only at the beginning of
modern times. If we include these four sites, the percentage of sites whose
names have been preserved rises to 38%.
A number of sites have clearly Arabic-sounding names, such as Khirbet Jul
and Khirbet el-‘Aiteh, which are apparently later names. Support for the view
that distinctly Arabic sounding names are apparently not the ancient names of
sites also arises from the archaeological identification of Nasr ed-Din and
Khirbet Abu-Shusheh with ancient Beth Ma‘on and Gennesar. Nonetheless, it
should be noted that names that end in -iya/ -ieh/ -iyeh, regarded as an Arabic
suffix of recent centuries (Knauf 1991: 284; Ben David 2005: 224), appear in
three cases as endings on names that apparently preserve ancient names:
Lubieh-Lubai, Mamaliya-Mimla¢ and Furediya-Parod. Thus, it is possible
that other names with this suffix (Semûaieh, Rubu™ dîyeh, el-Weiziya and
Nejeimiyeh) preserve elements of ancient names that have not reached us in
historical sources.
All of the sites whose names have been preserved are large or at least
medium-sized (Category C and larger) except for ¡. Mizga (Category B). It
may be categorically stated that the names of small sites have not been
preserved. This is apparently related to settlement patterns of the Byzantine
period, during which habituation continued almost exclusively at the large sites
while small rural ones were abandoned and their names forgotten (see below).
Not all of the names of large sites were preserved either. Even names of large
settlements in central locations, such as Umm el-‘Amed (¡. ‘Ammudim) or Kh.
¡amam, do not seem to preserve ancient names.
By examining preserved names from different periods one can discern
several interesting phenomenon. Among the five relatively large biblical sites
in the survey area and its immediate vicinity (Karnei ¡ittin, Tell Quneitra, Tell
Abu Hunud, Tell ‘Oreimeh and Tell Jul [=Zeitun er-Rameh]), not even one has
kept its ancient name, which apparently attests to the gap in settlement follow-
ing Iron Age II (compare: Gal 1992: 108).¡uqoq – Yaquq, a settlement of inter-
mediate size located in a relatively hilly area, is the only ancient site that
probably preserves its biblical name (Saarisalo 1927: 127).
The vast majority of the sites whose names preserve their ancient ones were
settled in the Byzantine period, while the names of most of the sites abandoned
up to the end of the Roman period were not preserved. Moreover, most of the
sites whose names were preserved are mentioned in documents from theMiddle
Ages to the fifteenth century as settlements. Among those surveyed, only two
(¡. Mizga and Kh. Abu esh-Sheba‘ – Be’er Sheva‘) lack literary or archaeologi-
cal evidence for settlement during the Byzantine period and the Middle Ages.
Aside from supporting the assumption that preservation of a name attests to
continuity of settlement in the region, the combination of literary and archaeo-
logical data show that preservation of a name depends primarily upon
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settlement at the site at some time during the Middle Ages, since names of sites
that were not settled during theMiddle Ages usually were not preserved.1None-
theless, there are several sites that were abandoned during the Roman or Early
Byzantine period whose names were preserved, such as Be’er Sheva‘, Beth
Netofa or Mizga, and owe their preservation to the continuation of settlement at
nearby sites. These data should be compared to the toponymic study of the
Lower Golan where there was a settlement gap of hundreds of years between
the Early Muslim and Mamluk period, and another gap from the end of the
Mamluk period to the nineteenth century (Ben David 2005: 226–229). Of the 48
settlements examined by Ben David, not even one preserved a Roman-
Byzantine period name with certainty. Likewise, boundary stones of many
villages in the central and northern Golan, apparently from the early fourth
century, note names of settlements unknown in the region today.
The preservation of settlement names is thus a function of the continuity of
settlement at the site itself, or, at least, in the immediate region.
Literary Works
The extent to which the cultural sphere is influenced by variables related to
historical factors (such as demographic growth or decline, economic prosperity
or pressure, etc.) is a matter much disputed among scholars. Palestinian
rabbinic literature, which is primarily Galilean (Safrai 1982: 146), will not be
dealt with in detail. Rather, the emphasis will be on the interesting correlation
between historical processes of settlement, demography or economy and the
sphere of cultural activity.
The period of the late second-early third centuries is considered the apogee
of Galilean Judaism, both politically and culturally. The political leadership
under R. Yehuda ha-Nasi is portrayed by rabbinic sources as at the peak of its
strength vis-à-vis Palestinian Jewry and the Diaspora and in relation to its
connections with the Roman authorities (Levine 1996: 4–12). The redaction of
the Mishnah, undertaken by R. Yehuda ha-Nasi, marks the climax of intensive
cultural activity. Indeed, the Middle Roman period emerges in the survey as the
height of flourishing settlement in the region.2
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1 The existence of literary or ceramic evidence for settlement during the Middle Ages
(particularly from the Crusader and Mamluk periods) at most of the sites that were settled
during the Byzantine period, does not necessarily indicate that they were settled during the
intervening period. This does, however, appear to indicate a similar geographic model of
concentration in large settlements at the edges of the valleys, while more distant settlements in
hilly regions or in the wadis were abandoned.
2 Also from many excavations in the Galilee, the Middle Roman period emerges as an era
of prosperity (see discussion in Chapter 6). It is reasonable to see a connection between settle-
ment and economic prosperity and thriving culture.
The relationship between historical conditions and cultural activity is even
clearer at the conclusion of the Talmudic period in Palestine. The completion of
the Mishnah marking the end of the tannaitic period was followed by the period
of the amoraim. The primary work of the Palestinian amoraim – the Talmud
Yerushalmi – consists mainly of discussions and interpretations of theMishnah.
The vast majority of amoraim mentioned in this Talmud were Galileans, as are
the bulk of settlement or place names where events described took place.
Scholars have shown that most of the Y was compiled in Tiberias (Herr 1985:
169; Moscovitz 2006: 665). A large portion of the traditions in the Y belong to
the generation of R. Yo¢anan and to the generation of his students (roughly
middle to end of the third century). There was a marked decline in the number
of sages, traditions and discussions during the last two generations of Palestin-
ian sages from the early fourth century onward (Levine 1989: 67–68). The
processes of compilation and editing of the Y ceased rather suddenly after the
mid-fourth century. Y. Sussmann’s observation is instructive: “It is as if the
creation of the Talmud Yerushalmi came to a sudden end as if cut with a sharp
knife.”3 A period of unprecedented and vibrant cultural activity in the Galilee
that lasted for over 200 years came to a sudden end. The decline of the sages and
their creative work in the last two generations of the Y, up to the abrupt cessa-
tion of its creation around the 360s, surprisingly parallels the severe settlement
crisis, which was extensively discussed in the previous chapter. The results of
the survey point to the second half of the fourth century as the peak of the crisis
when a series of large settlements were abandoned and the population of the
entire region decreased sharply. A similar picture emerges from the excavations
at five synagogue sites in the Galilee and from the numerous initiated excava-
tions and salvage excavations discussed in the previous chapter. It is thus possi-
ble to see a direct link between this severe demographic decline and the end of
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3 Sussmann referred to the fifth generation of Palestinian amoraim and specifically estab-
lished the cessation of the creation of the Y not later than the 60s of the fourth century. He
rejected attempts to stretch the Y to the end of the fourth century or beginning of the fifth for
lack of evidence (see, for example: Epstein 1962: 274; Safrai 1998: 61–62). Sussmann based
his views on the absence of any reference to the major events that occurred in the empire and in
Palestine, in particular during the decades around the mid-fourth century such as the rise of
Christianity, Julian’s plan to rebuild the Temple, Christian reaction following the death of
Julian, the earthquake of 363, etc. In addition, words of the sages of the mid-fourth century are
brought directly and not presented by later sages, as was generally the case, and no discussion
of or reaction to them is generally presented. Also, there is an absence of real editing (introduc-
tions, summaries, etc.) in this Talmud, so that it appears that its redaction “froze” in the middle
of the process. See Sussmann 1990: 67–103, esp. n. 35, 187; see also Herr 1985: 168–169;
Moscovitz 2006: 665–673. The latest figure mentioned in the Y who we are able to identify
from extra-Talmudic sources is Ursicinus, a general in Gallus’ army at the beginning of the 50s
of the fourth century; there may also be a hint of Julian’s campaign to the east in 363.
the Palestinian amoraic period.4Nonetheless, literary creation in the Galilee did
not cease with the closure of the Y and the obvious difference between literature
prior to the completion of the Talmud and that of aggadic literature attributed to
the fifth century onward is noteworthy. The essence of the transition from the
genre of Talmudic-halakhic literature to the genre of midrash aggadah litera-
ture itself marks a break between the fourth and fifth centuries that requires
explanation.5 An even more salient change is the “disappearance of the sages
from the stage of history” as Levine has defined it (2004: 27). While the early
layer of literary work reflects a reality of active batei midrash, contemporary
sages (second to mid-fourth century) active in cities and villages and large
vibrant Jewish settlement, the Palestinian midrash aggadah of the Byzantine
period (Genesis Rabbah, Leviticus Rabbah, Lamentations Rabbah, Early Esther
Rabbah, Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana, and apparently also Ruth Rabbah and Song of
Songs Rabbah) are mainly edited versions and adaptations of material by Pales-
tinian amoraim of the previous period. The sayings, the characters and the
stories mentioned in these midrashim belong almost entirely to the period up to
the mid-fourth century and, aside from the work of editing and adapting, do not
contain independent contemporary works and do not mention contemporary
sages or places. As such, it is quite possible that they are not “products of the
batei midrash” but projects undertaken by individuals who gathered and edited
earlier traditions. These editing projects probably began only around the mid-
fifth century when the settlement situation stabilized. The available archaeolog-
ical and historical data, however, do not provide a clear enough picture to estab-
lish this.
It appears that the settlement crisis of the fourth century constituted, at least
in the consciousness of later generations, a break between the “golden age” of
Palestinian Talmudic literature and their age. This break was undoubtedly influ-
enced by major contemporary historical events: the Christianization of the
empire and of Palestine; the quick transformation of the Galilee from a densely
populated Jewish area to a collection of communities surrounded by non-
Jewish areas; and the apparent cessation of activities of at least some of the
batei midrash. Apparently this break meant that in the subsequent period when
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4 Compare Herr 1985: 169: “It appears that the [closure of the Y] should be related to the
conditions prevailing in Palestine after 363… Christian pressure, political pressure and
economic edicts brought about increasing Jewish emigration from the Land of Israel, particu-
larly among the social elites. The ranks of the sages dwindled and the batei midrash gradually
emptied…”
5 On the difference between these genres and proposals for the cause, see Irshai 2004: 83 n.
43; Levine 2004: 45–47. The dating of collections of midrash aggadah is quite problematic
and I relate here to what is accepted concerning their dating, which is unproven. Other genres
such as piyyut or apocalyptic literature were also first created in Palestine approximately paral-
lel to the midrash aggadah. These, however, are not a product of the bet ha-midrash and were
not created in the world of the sages, as Irshai (ibid.) has noted.
the work of editing the midrashim took place, the Y was already a sacred and
closed text that could not be changed, and thus, it remained virtually unedited.
Possibly, creative forces who saw themselves worthy of this editing task did not
remain in the area. In any case, the historical and settlement framework is the
most likely explanation for this significant cultural change.6
Monumental Synagogues
In recent decades various scholars have expressed doubts concerning the
accepted view that the main period of construction of the so-called Galilean
Synagogues was the end of the second and the third century. Indeed, today there
is no monumental synagogue structure unanimously dated by archaeologists to
those centuries. The debate encompasses issues of historical perspective, archi-
tectural-artistic style and stratigraphy, where each side offers a different inter-
pretation of late finds exposed beneath the synagogue floors. This dispute goes
well beyond the specific archaeological questions of period and artistic style.
The dating of the synagogues is of central importance in our understanding of
the cultural, economic and even political world of Galilean Jewry during the
Roman, or Byzantine period depending upon which side one takes.
Most of the studies dealing with synagogues have focused upon excavation
or analysis of the buildings themselves, while research questions concerning the
connection between the settlement and the synagogue have been generally
ignored. However, since the synagogue functioned as an organic part of an
existing settlement and did not exist in a vacuum, it is important to examine this
against the background of the history of these sites. The prevalent assumption is
that in all Jewish settlements in ancient times (or at least, in Late Antiquity; see
Schwartz 2004: 207), there was a synagogue. However, is this assumption veri-
fied in the field or is it merely a result of researchers’ focus on synagogue sites?
At what stage in the life of a settlement was a monumental synagogue (defined
as ashlar built, with architectural decoration, pillars, and stone or mosaic floor)
erected: from the beginning or after several generations? Were synagogues
constructed in different settlements during different periods, or is some sort of
regional phenomenon of synagogue construction perceptible? Is there any
correspondence between a period of flourishing settlement and the construction
of a monumental synagogue or did the construction of such buildings perhaps
occur during periods of religious or political pressure? Below, we will focus on
issues to which the present study can contribute.
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6 Safrai, on the other hand, proposed that the decline in cultural creativity and the extreme
difference in literary genres do not necessarily reflect a population decline and could have
resulted from internal spiritual processes unrelated to the demographic or economic situation.
See Safrai 1998: 2; 61–62; contra Irshai 2004: 82–84, n. 42–43.
Three key points serve as a basis for the discussion:
A. At all six sites abandoned up to the end of the third century, including Be’er
Sheva‘ and Nasr ed-Din (=Beth Ma‘on), which were relatively large and
important settlements, there are no remains of monumental public build-
ings.
B. Of the 15 relatively large settlements abandoned between the late third and
late fourth century, only at ¡amam and apparently at Beth Netofa were
remains of monumental structures found.7
C. At 11 of 13 sites that continued to exist into the fifth and sixth centuries,8
there are remains of monumental public buildings. These include also sites
belonging to Categories C and B.
The Third Century: Two traditions in Palestinian rabbinic literature that relate to
sages who were active in the second half of the third century mention syna-
gogues, one at Migdal and the other at Beth Ma‘on (see the sites in Chapter 5).
The two sites were surveyed as early as the nineteenth century by Guérin and
the PEF, and relatively extensive excavations were later conducted at both. We
carried out an intensive survey at these sites. Both sites declined before being
abandoned between the late third and late fourth century. At neither is there
evidence of monumental synagogues.9 There is an absence of remains of monu-
mental synagogues at other sites abandoned in the third century as well, both in
the survey area and in the Lower Golan (Ben David 2005: 192). A picture now
emerges of an area with a large number of Jewish settlements that existed until
the third century CE, where there are no remains of monumental synagogues. It
appears that most of the synagogues often referred to in rabbinic traditions of
the second and third centuries, including those at Migdal and Beth Ma‘on, were
not monumental structures. They probably resembled the first-second century
synagogues excavated recently in the Judean Shephelah (e.g., Kiryat Sepher
and Um el-‘Umdan), which would be difficult to identify in an archaeological
survey and even in an excavation.
It is not clear if the presence of synagogues at most of the settlements that
continue to exist into the Byzantine period, and their absence at sites abandoned
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7 Numerous architectural elements with stone carving were found at ¡amam, while at
Netofa, only ashlars, doorposts and roof tiles were found. It appears that the presumed syna-
gogue at Netofa (see also Ilan 1991: 125; TIR: 85) was not of the Galilean type characterized
by stone carvings, but more closely resembled the simpler types, such as the synagogue at Kh.
Shema‘.
8 Not including Kul‘at esh-Shuneh and Nasr ed-Din, whose settlement was renewed in the
mid-Byzantine period following a lengthy period of abandonment.
9 The building at Migdal that Corbo regarded as a “mini-synagogue” was, in both phases, a
nymphaeum, as Netzer (1987) has demonstrated.
in the third century, indicate that monumental synagogues belong mainly to the
Byzantine period. At the moment there is insufficient data to answer this ques-
tion, since all of the sites settled in the Byzantine period at which remains of
monumental buildings have been found are ones where settlement continued
uninterrupted from the Roman period. Without excavation of the synagogues, it
is not possible to answer this question. Nonetheless, the abandonment of
¡amam and Beth Netofa around the late-fourth century CE gives us a clear
terminus ante quem for the construction of synagogues in these settlements.
Thus, they join the synagogue from ‘Ammudim, whose construction is dated to
the late third/early fourth century and which was apparently abandoned not too
long after its foundation.
In view of the claims made lately for dating some or most of the Galilean
synagogues later, to the Byzantine period, and particularly to the fifth and sixth
centuries (see, for example Magness 1997; Magness 20012; Schwartz 2002:
208–212), the fact that the Synagogues at ¡amam and Beth Netofa predate the
late-fourth century is particularly important.10 It supports the view of scholars
such as EricMeyers, Gideon Foerster and Lee Levine that buildings of this style
were first constructed no later than the late third century. Interestingly, ¡amam,
‘Ammudim and Beth Netofa, sites with monumental synagogues that were
abandoned around the fourth century, are all very close geographically.11
On the other hand, the severe settlement crisis that began in the late third
century makes the construction of monumental synagogues such as ‘Ammudim
during this period even more surprising. Based upon the findings of our survey,
we must reject Levine’s suggestion (2005: 187–193) that the crisis in Palestine
was not as severe as imagined. We should also reject his idea that recovery
during the reign of Diocletian might explain the construction of synagogues
since it appears that the settlement crisis only worsened during that period. The
most acceptable of Levine’s proposals, and indeed, the one he preferred, is that
construction was undertaken in an attempt by the Jewish community to demon-
strate its vitality and power against the backdrop of the difficult events in the
late third century.
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10 Two seasons of excavations were conducted lately (2007–8) at the synagogue of Kh.
¡amam by the author. All the data collected meanwhile leads to the conclusion that the initial
phase of the building belongs to the late third or early fourth century.
11 Noteworthy is the basic similarity between the synagogue at ¡amam and the one at ¡.
‘Ammudim. Both are large and basilical in form, pillars with heart-shaped section in the
corners, entrances facing south; ¡amam, like ‘Ammudim, also had a mosaic floor (see discus-
sion of sites, Chapter 5). It is also noteworthy that a lintel with lion reliefs from¡. ‘Ammudim,
belonged, most likely, to the synagogue. A similar lintel was incorporated in secondary use at
Kul‘at Ibn M‘an on the cliffs of Arbel and maybe originated in the synagogue of ¡. ¡amam,
which is situated just across the wadi.
The Fourth Century and Beyond: In a summary of synagogue excavations
throughout the country, Levine (2005: 176–177) noted that following a wave of
construction of monumental synagogues from the mid-third century through the
fourth century, there was apparently a halt in building during the fifth century
(except for Capernaum and Sepphoris) with a new wave beginning around the
early sixth century. Aside from ¡ammath Tiberias, Korazim12 and perhaps
Meroth,13 all of the synagogues in the Galilee belonging to the first wave are
dated by the excavators to the late third century. This apparently corresponds to
the entire historical perspective that emerges from the survey area and its
surroundings, which indicates that the climax of the settlement crisis was
around the second half of the fourth century. Only around the mid-fifth century
was there stabilization and even resettlement at a small number of sites.
Aside from ¡amam and Beth Netofa, all the sites where monumental
remains were found were continuously settled from the Roman and into the
Byzantine period. It is therefore not possible to date the foundation of the syna-
gogues without proper excavation. In any event, at three of these sites,
Sammu‘iya [1], ‘Akbara [3] and el-Khirbeh [49], there are large amounts of
Late Roman pottery (third-fourth centuries) as opposed to relatively limited
amounts of Byzantine pottery (fifth-seventh centuries). ‘Akbara and el-Khirbeh
were even abandoned, or at least suffered a significant decline during the first
half of the sixth century. Hence, the synagogues at these sites may also belong
to the first wave of monumental synagogues, however, we do not have suffi-
cient data to prove this.
All that can be definitively stated at present, is that no monumental building
can be proven to date from the first-second and most of the third century. There
are, however, two buildings of this type at settlements abandoned around the
late-fourth century. On the other hand, there is a monumental synagogue at
nearly every site where settlement continued into the Byzantine period. These
data strengthen the impression that monumental synagogues belong mainly to
the period from the end of the third century onward, and that this trend contin-
ued to spread during the Byzantine period, encompassing the vast majority of
the villages in the area.
Levine has recently dealt with the absence of archaeological finds of syna-
gogues dating to the two centuries following the destruction of the Temple,
despite the frequent mention of such structures in the historical sources of those
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12 Here too, the conclusion of the excavator is that construction of the synagogue
commenced at the beginning of the fourth century and ceased for a lengthy period, after which
the building was only completed in the late fourth century, though not according to the original
building plan. See Yeivin 2000: 105–109.
13 The excavators dated the first phase of the building to the end of the fourth/beginning of
the fifth century. See Ilan 1992: 1008.
centuries (Levine 2005: 179–193). The explanation he prefers is that intensive
Byzantine period construction obliterated the remains of the Roman period so
that, with the exception of one or two doubtful cases, no synagogues from the
two centuries after the Temple’s destruction have been preserved. The results of
the present survey, like those of the Lower Golan Survey, point to a different
explanation. Over 30 settlement sites in these Jewish settled areas were docu-
mented as having been abandoned in the third and fourth centuries, and no
remains attesting to monumental structures were found in them. At these sites,
this absence cannot be attributed to earlier remains having been covered by
Byzantine period remains (see Ben David 2005: 194). A more satisfactory
explanation is that either there were non-monumental buildings for public gath-
erings (difficult to identify in a survey and even through excavation) or that
there was an absence of public buildings altogether at some of the settlements of
the period. The discovery of “non-monumental” synagogues (that is, ones not
built of ashlars, without stone carving and rich architectural decoration), such as
those found recently in the Judean Shephelah, were all, to the best of my knowl-
edge, chance discoveries by salvage excavations. Even “monumental” syna-
gogues with elaborate mosaic floors (such as Beth Alfa, Na‘aran or Sepphoris),
lacking ashlar construction and external architectural decoration, have been
chance finds in salvage excavations or work on modern-day infrastructure and
agriculture. On the other hand, the existence of “Galilean” or “Golan” syna-
gogues is easily identifiable on the surface due to their architectural elements.
Usually it is even possible to point to the exact location of these buildings on
account of elements that have remained standing, protruding above the surface.
Therefore, the absence of architectural elements at sites abandoned during the
third-fourth centuries probably indicates the absence of a synagogue of the
Galilean type at these sites. The contradiction between the historical sources
and the archaeological finds should probably be attributed to the non-monu-
mental character of the synagogues of that period.
From recent studies it emerges that nearly all of the Byzantine period settle-
ments had monumental synagogues (Levine 2005: 242–249; Schwartz
2002: 206–208; 277). This can be explained against the background of the
confrontation with Christianity, the strengthening of community status and
issues involving the self-determination of the Jewish communities. The exten-
sive construction of churches in Palestine, particularly from the fifth century
onward, appears to have led to a “struggle of monuments.” If previously only
the largest Jewish settlements had monumental synagogues and most made do
with simple structures for public gathering, now smaller Jewish settlements
began to invest in construction of outstanding structures (whether externally or
only internally). It appears that the struggle for group identity was a factor that
instigated the construction of these monuments. A strong Christian presence
began to be felt throughout Palestine, even around and within the Jewish areas
of the Galilee in the fifth century and probably, to some extent, even during the
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fourth century. In addition, legal pressure on the part of the Christian regime, a
sharp demographic decline leading to the loss of Jewish dominance in the
region within a few generations, and becoming a minority in the midst of a non-
Jewish majority, created the need to consolidate the community inward
around the institution of the synagogue. Apparently, it also motivated construc-
tion of monumental buildings that would emphasize the vitality of the commu-
nity.
Synagogues and Olive Oil Production: As shown in Chapter 6, extensive olive
oil production in the region appears to have started around the fourth century.
The correspondence between synagogue and oil press sites arouses interest,
since remains of oil presses were found at 12 of the 13 monumental synagogue
sites and were almost totally absent from sites lacking monumental synagogues
(compare maps 14 and 18). A similar picture emerged from the Lower Golan
Survey, where there was also a correlation between the synagogue sites and oil
presses (see Ben David 2005: 15, 208). The capital gained by the mass produc-
tion of trade surplus of olive oil probably played an important role in enabling
the construction of these monumental buildings.
The List of Settlements of the Priestly Courses
Introduction: I Chronicles (24: 7–18) attributed to David the division of the
priests into 24 courses for a rotation system of work in the Temple. Only the
name of the course and its number appear in this list: “…the fifth to Malchijah,
the sixth to Mijamin” etc. In Palestinian piyyutim composed from the sixth
century onward, these courses are mentioned, each attributed to a specific
settlement in the Galilee. According to these piyyutim and a brief passage in the
Yerushalmi, Klein (1924: 1–29) reconstructed a list of “settlements of the
Priestly Courses.” He believed that its source lay in the Mishnaic period, hence
called it the “Baraita (tannaitic source) of the Priestly Courses.” Since Klein’s
publication, remains of several stone plaques bearing this list, which stood in
synagogues in antiquity, have been found. It thus becomes apparent that the list
was well known and played an important role in contemporary consciousness
and among the artifacts pertaining to the ancient synagogues.14 The list itself, as
preserved in synagogue inscriptions, is laconic and does not shed any light upon
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14 Since Klein’s publication, many additional piyyutim from the Cairo Geniza have been
found that mention the priestly courses and their settlements. On the role that this list played in
the world of the ancient synagogue, see the summary and bibliography in Levine 2005:
519–529.
the period or circumstances of its composition.15 The piyyutim based upon the
list neither shed light on these questions, nor on the settlements at the time of
composition of the piyyutim. In general, it is difficult to isolate solid historical
data from these liturgical compositions.
Numerous historical sources indicate that until the destruction of the Second
Temple, most of the priestly families were concentrated in Judea, mainly in
Jerusalem and its environs. Klein therefore proposed that the list reflects the
transition of the priestly courses to the Galilee following the destruction of the
Temple, and the settlement of each course in a different place.16 This view was
accepted by most scholars and most of the discussion revolved around the time
at which this occurred: following the first Jewish Revolt (Klein 1967: 62);
following the Diaspora Revolt (Urbach 1974: 66–69); or following the Bar-
Kokhba Revolt (Avi-Yonah 1962; Safrai 1984: 183; Herr 1985: 226;
Oppenheimer 1991: 53–57). In recent years, some have disputed the idea of an
actual historical episode representing the massive transfer of priestly families to
the Galilee during the Mishnaic period. Trifon (1989) maintained that the list
was created only in the second half of the third century and that it reflects the
large number of priests in the Galilee at that time, the result of significant immi-
gration of Jews from the Diaspora (mainly from Babylon) to the Galilee during
this period. The reason the list includes only settlements in the Galilee lies,
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15 Five remains of such inscriptions have been found in Israel; at Nazareth, Re¢ov,
Caesarea, Ashkelon and probably Kissufim and one, the most complete, was found in Yemen.
See Naveh 1978: 87; 89; 91; 143; Eshel 1991. The spelling of the names of the courses and
their number is virtually identical in Chronicles and in the inscription from Yemen and clearly,
the version in Chronicles is the basis for the complete list, while between each name of a
course and its number is inserted the name of a settlement; “Mijamin Yodefat the sixth course,”
etc. (see Naveh 1978: 142). To some of the courses, nicknames have been added for reasons
unknown, mostly names of priests mentioned in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. Among the
inscriptions, none has been discovered in a stratigraphic context that would allow dating. Avi-
Yonah dated the one from Caesarea on paleographic grounds to the third-fourth centuries and
as a result, believed that the inscriptions preceded the piyyutim and were the source of the
paytanim’s inspiration (Avi-Yonah 1962, and see Reiner 1996: 297, who believed that the
piyyutim preceded the inscriptions). In any event, it is quite doubtful that it is possible to
precisely date such inscriptions on paleographic grounds, since they probably reflect only the
level of skill of the craftsman who inscribed them (Naveh 1978: 5).
16 Frequent reference to the list in piyyutim (in some, it constitutes the main theme) and
evidence for an ancient custom of announcing the name of the course whose turn it was to work
in the Temple that week, led a few scholars to propose that the piyyutim were an expression of
priestly patriotism and were intended “for those communities in which priests were concen-
trated” (Zulay 1950/51: 30). Fleischer (1967: 32) believed that at the time of composition of
the piyyutim (even in the days of the paytan R. Pin¢as ha-Kohen from Kafra in approximately
the second half of the eighth century) “There still existed in the Galilee communities of priests
or at the very least, synagogues of priests.” See also Klein 1924.
according to Trifon, in its composition in the Galilee and is a reflection of
contemporary Galilean local patriotism. Irshai (2004: 94) also expressed doubt
concerning the geographic-historical value of the list and connected its wide-
spread appearance in the Byzantine period with the strengthening of the image
of the priestly class among the local communities at that time. Other approaches
relate to the list as a symbolic literary work that reflects a reality of priestly
presence in the Galilee, but not an organized transfer of priestly courses at any
particular time or concentration of priests in the settlements appearing on the
list. Many difficulties, indeed prevent us from accepting the approach that the
list reflects a historical process of settlement of priestly courses in the Galilee
during the late first or early second century.
The following is a list of these difficulties (some were already raised by
Trifon):
A. It is difficult to escape the impression of something “too good to be true.”
The idea that in the midst of the chaos that reigned following the First or Second
Jewish Revolt, 24 priestly courses arrived from destroyed Judea to the Galilee
and settled seems highly unlikely. Furthermore, the suggestion that each course
then settled in a different location, until each location came to be identified with
the members of the Course that had settled there, appears too facile and too
literary, even if only parts of courses were involved, as Safrai has proposed
(1993: 291). Historical sources show that during the Second Temple period the
courses were not concentrated in their own particular settlements (Safrai 1985:
196). How can we therefore assume that following the First or Second Jewish
Revolt there was a process of consolidation and concentrated settlement of each
and every Course? Furthermore, there is no evidence that following the Bar-
Kokhba Revolt priests were identified or preserved their identification with
their courses (aside from much later evidence, some of it clearly literary-
symbolic). In view of the above, it is difficult to assume that following the
rebellions, a sufficiently sophisticated organizational mechanismwas created to
effect the unification of the courses and their transfer to specific settlements
(Trifon 1989: 84–86).
B. The key question is: What was the aim of formulating the list of settlements?
Clearly, the compiler of the list did not intend to provide a geographical survey
per se of the dispersion of refugees from the priestly families and it doesn’t
seem that such a geographical list would have become a sacred text with a key
role in the customs of the synagogue. From the earliest historical source
concerning the list (a short passage in the Y, see below) it is clear that from the
beginning, the list was of symbolic significance and this is even more emphatic
in the liturgical piyyutim and in the placement of the inscriptions in synagogue
halls. Oppenheimer’s view (1991: 56) that the list points to the patriotism of the
priests who wanted to preserve the attribution to their courses living in a partic-
ular settlement, is problematic. The sanctification of the list and its central place
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in the liturgy and in inscriptions were not limited to “priestly communities” but
rather nationwide.17
If the aim was to preserve the status of the course active at the time of the
Temple, one might expect that names of the original priestly settlements in
Judea would be mentioned, as is the case in genealogical lists, rather than noting
the settlements to which they arrived as refugees. This difficulty becomes even
stronger in view of the piyyutim. Not only is there no prayer for the return of the
courses to their settlements in Judea nor even any mention of such settlements,
often the piyyutimmourn the exile of the courses from their settlements in Gali-
lee and repeat the request for their return to their places, in Galilee.18
C. It is difficult to assume that in the dense settlement and agrarian conditions of
rural Galilee in the late first or early second century, extended families
succeeded in finding agricultural land, each in a different settlement among
existing and populated settlements.19 The results of the survey indicate that the
Galilee was barely harmed by the First Jewish Revolt and as far as can be
judged, was not harmed at all in the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. Therefore, it is diffi-
cult to propose that priestly families settled on lands that were abandoned by
residents of the Galilee due to these revolts, as suggested by Safrai (1993: 290).
This difficulty increases if we examine the data on the map. Of 24 settlements in
the list, approximately 21 have preserved their names to this day and their iden-
tification is quite clear (Klein 1967: 64–65; Safrai 1985: 98–202). Eighteen (or
17)20 are located in the fertile and most convenient areas across the Lower Gali-
lee along a band not more than 20 km wide. Only three (or four) are located in
the Upper Galilee and not even one in Judea, in the Golan or Perea. In view of
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17 Among the sites at which remains of these inscriptions were found, only Nazareth is
included in the list. In addition, except for Sepphoris, where a dedicatory inscription mention-
ing a priest who contributed to the synagogue (among other non-priestly contributors), at none
of the “settlements of the courses” have remains or inscriptions indicative of the presence of
priests been found (Fine 2005: 5). At the vast majority of settlements on the list, we do not
know from other sources of priestly residents and certainly not of concentrations of priests
during the period of the Mishnah and the Talmud, while at the same time, at several other
settlements not included in the list, we do know of priests during this period (see Trifon 1989:
83).
18 See, for example, the piyyut of El‘azar ha-Qallir eichah yashva ¢ava«elet ha-sharon:
(Goldschmidt 1968: 50).
19 All five of the “settlements of the courses” that we surveyed (see below) were settled over
a lengthy period before the “transition” of the priestly courses to the Galilee at the late
first/early second century. Of these, ªalmon, Migdal, Arbel and Beth Ma‘on had, in our esti-
mation, reached their maximum size in the first century CE. Also the other sites identified in
the list concerning which we have archaeological or literary data from the Early Roman period
(such as Meiron, Shi¢in, Yodefat, Kabul and Sepphoris) had already been settled before the
assumed “transition.”
20 There are two proposals for the identification of Ma‘ariya on the list: Maghar-Ha«or in
the Lower Galilee and Maghar al-¡ayyat in the Upper Galilee.
the knowledge concerning the distribution of Jewish settlements in the late
first/early second century, is it possible that refugees from Judea (even if
priests) succeeded in settling the most heavily populated areas in the center of
the Lower Galilee which was already densely settled at that time? How is it that
none of the courses reached Jewish areas of the Golan or Transjordan and that
so few “settled” in the more sparsely inhabited areas of the Upper Galilee? No
course “settled” in the coastal cities or at the margins of Judea, where Jewish
communities remained following the Bar-Kokhba Rebellion, nor in the areas of
the Beth-Shean Valley and the Jezreel Valley, despite these areas apparently
having a considerable Jewish presence during the period in question.
































Map 21: Settlements of the Priestly Courses (courtesy of M. Aviam)
D. If priestly families moved to these settlements in the late first/early second
century, and this process was so obvious that the sites were identified with the
courses that settled in them, one wonders how this presence is not mentioned in
any source earlier than the late third or early fourth century (see below).21 Pales-
tinian rabbinic literature was edited, for the most part, in the Galilee and it is
very rich in Galilean traditions of the second and third centuries. Is it possible
that these sources are silent concerning such an ideal topic for interpretation and
discussion as the priestly courses in Galilee settlements?
The earliest source that includes a passage from the list is Y Ta‘anit 4, 6, 68d.
Following a tannaitic source that noted that the Temple was destroyed while the
Jehoiarib Course was on duty, the words of two amoraim endorse the two first
lines in the list, explaining each word. This style is an additional reason scholars
attributed the list to the tannaitic period, despite not having been preserved in
any tannaitic text. For, in addition to the common midrashim (homiletical
exegesis) on biblical verses, there are also a fewmidrashim on tannaitic sources
of special importance (Safrai 1985: 197; Safrai 1993: 288). However, Yahalom
(1999: 116) recently pointed out that this homily in the Y actually criticizes the
priestly courses and presents them in a derogatory manner!
The first line in the list “Jehoiarib msrbyy myrwn” [ïåøéî ééáøñî áéøéåäé] is
interpreted by R. Levi (ca. late third/early fourth century):
“Jehoiarib is a (name of a) man. Meiron is a city. Mesarbai: He (Jehoiarib) handed the
house (i.e., the Temple) to the enemies.”
The interpretation states, hence, that members of the Course of Jehoiarib gave
the Temple to enemies (i.e., to the Romans). R. Berakhiya (ca. first half of the
fourth century), explains this line:
“[Jehoiarib]: God (Yah) quarreled (heriv) with his sons, because they rebelled (maru)
and refused (servu) him.”
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21 Klein gathered rabbinic traditions that mention priests in Galilean sites, including a
number of settlements appearing in the list (Klein 1967: 62–65; see also Trifon 1989: 83).
However, in these sources there is no mention at all of the courses, of the transfer of priests to
Galilee, or of their concentrated settlement. Since priests certainly lived in Galilee settlements,
references to them in the literature offer no evidence in support of Klein’s historical theory. In
the description of the funeral of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi it is stated that Bar Kappara called the
people of Sepphoris “our brothers the sons of Jedaiah,” hence suggesting that at the beginning
of the third century the sons of the Course of Jedaiah were known at Sepphoris. However, as
Trifon demonstrated (1989: 80), this sentence appears only in a version found in Qoheleth
Rabbah (7, 11), a midrash that was composed in the Early Islamic period, when the motif
of priestly courses in Galilee settlements was already widespread, and apparently influenced
the editors of the midrash. The sentence is missing from an earlier version of the story,
which appears in the Y (Kilayim 9, 4, 32b) and in the version of the story in the B (Ketubot
104a).
In other words, the destruction came as a result of the rebelliousness of the
priests against God. The second line of the list is apparently also interpreted by
R. Berakhiya and states:
“Jedaiah ‘amwq «ypwrym” [íéøåôéö ÷åîò äéòãé]: God (Yah) knew (yada‘) the deep
(amwq) conspiracy (?) that was in their hearts and he exiled them to ªipporin
(Sepphoris).22
From these interpretations, it appears that at the beginning of the fourth century
at the latest, at least part of the list was known, for contemporary sages reacted
to it.23However, contrary to an ordinarymidrash that uses the words of a sacred
text to interpret it or to introduce new content, here the text is used by the inter-
preter in order to condemn the objects of the list, that is, the priestly courses
themselves. The interpretation thus provides no evidence for the antiquity of the
list and certainly not for its sanctity in the eyes of the interpreter, who in fact
criticizes it. At the same time, the fact that the interpreters attack the list turning
its significance from positive to negative apparently shows that certain circles
did indeed attribute symbolic or sacred importance to the list.24 Yahalom (ibid.)
proposed that beneath the interpretation lies a leadership struggle between
sages and priests. Trifon (1989) and Irshai (2004) also maintained that the list
was formulated by or is related to priestly circles outside the world of the rabbis.
Fine (2005) doubted the connection to priestly circles and proposed that it is
part of a complex of Temple and priestly themes that developed among Jewish
society in general in Late Antiquity. According to Fine, the list of priestly
courses placed in synagogues fits into the artistic array that described the
temple, its appurtenances and its service, and was intended to turn the syna-
gogue into a “small sanctuary” and prayer into “the priestly service.”
All of the above points indicate that the list, indeed, does not reflect a histori-
cal reality of priestly families settling in the Galilee during the Mishnaic period.
However, even for those who support the symbolic approach, there remain the
questions of when the list was created, why these specific settlements were
included in it and above all, what it symbolizes.
Let us begin with an examination of the settlement history of the sites associ-
ated with the courses. In light of this, we will attempt to make progress in this
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22 It should be noted that the Y (Berakhot 3, 1, 6a) mentions the synagogue of Gophnah at
Sepphoris and several researchers believed that this was a synagogue of exiles from Gophna in
Samaria (according to others, it is “the synagogue of the grape vine”). However, an inscription
from Gophna, apparently dating from the Second Temple period, indicates that Priests of the
Course of Jakim and Bilgah inhabited this town, and not those of the Course of Jedaiah who are
attributed in the list of the courses to Sepphoris (Trifon 1989: 88).
23 Trifon (1989: 81) proposed that this passage in the Y is perhaps the ancient core from
which the entire list developed in a later period.
24 On the decisive opposition of the sages to religious concepts that did not develop in their
world, see Boyarin 2004.
debate. Six sites from the list which have been identified lie in the survey area:
ªalmon, Mimla¢, Migdal, Arbel, BethMa‘on (Nasr ed-Din) and ‘Ailbun as well
as a seventh site, Ma‘ariya, whose identification with Maghar is uncertain. We
did not survey ‘Ailbun orMaghar, and hence, have almost no chronological data
concerning these settlements. The other settlements were all inhabited already
during the Hasmonean period, an important point to which we shall return
below. All of these settlements were inhabited also during the first and second
centuries CE (the “period of transition” according to Klein). However, this data
is not sufficient to prove the theory of the “immigration.” The settlement of
ªalmon, Mimla¢ and Arbel continued uninterrupted through all of the periods
with which this study deals and in all three, evidence of settlement in the Early
Islamic period was also found. On the other hand, at Beth Ma‘on, which is
attributed in the list to the Course of ¡uppah, the settlement was abandoned
around the second half of the third century (a very limited settlement was re-
established at the site in the sixth century). Migdal, attributed to the Course of
Jehezekel on the list, was abandoned during the fourth century. Later in the
Byzantine period, a Christian monastery was established at the site.
We shall now turn to the settlements on the list outside the boundaries of the
survey for which historical or archaeological data is available. The extensive
excavation at Meiron, which appears first on the list and is attributed to the
Course of Jehoiarib, documented settlement beginning in the Hasmonean
period, a period of prosperity in the Middle and Late Roman periods, and aban-
donment of the settlement in the early fifth century (Meyers et al. 1981: 155,
160–161). The excavation at Yodefat (attributed to the Course of Mijamin)
documented settlement at the site beginning in the Hellenistic period, when
Jewish control apparently began here towards the end of the second century
BCE (Adan-Bayewitz and Aviam 1997). The settlement was destroyed in the
First Jewish Revolt and was not resettled. A new site, however, apparently with
the same name, was settled nearby at a later date. Shi¢in, attributed to the
Course of Jeshebeab, was also settled by Jews during the Hasmonean period,
before the end of the second century BCE (Antiquities 13, 337–338), as was
Sepphoris, (attributed to the Course of Jedaiah), as indicated both from this
source in Antiquities and from excavations at the site (Meyers 1999). The two
settlements flourished during the Roman period, as the excavations at
Sepphoris and the study of pottery produced at Shi¢in have shown (Adan-
Bayewitz et al. 1995). However, while Sepphoris enjoyed an additional period
of prosperity during the Byzantine period, the results of a thorough survey
conducted at Shi¢in seem to indicate a decline during that period (Strange et al.
1995: 172–180).
At Kafr Kanna, apparently Cana, which is attributed to the Course of
Eliashib, a mosaic floor of a synagogue of unknown date was found. A church
here is hinted at in the writings of a sixth century traveler and is explicitly
mentioned in the eighth century. Remains of a Byzantine church, whose precise
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date is unclear, were found at the site.25 At other sites on the list known as
Jewish settlements during the Roman period, the sources or archaeological
findings indicate a Christian population during the Byzantine period. Kabul,
which is attributed to the Course of Shecaniah, is represented by an episkopos at
the First Council of Nicaea in the mid-fourth century (TIR: 102). At Ari¢ (Beth
Yera¢), which is attributed to the Course of Ma‘aziah,26 the first phase of the
large church at the site is dated to the early fifth century (Delougaz and Haines
1960). The remains of Byzantine churches dated to the fifth or sixth centuries
were also exposed at Bethle¢em of the Galilee, which is attributed to the Course
of Malchijah, and at ‘Arav (‘Araba), which is attributed to the Course of
Petha¢iah (Tzaferis 1971: 242; Ovadiah and De Silva 1981: 209) hence, point-
ing to a Christian population during this period. At Nazareth, which is attributed
to the Course of Aphses, a church was erected around the early fifth century,
though historical sources show that Jews continued to live in this settlement
even during the sixth century (Bagatti 1969: 21–24, 107–108).
What can we learn from this historical-settlement data? Let us begin with the
date of the list. The settlement situation reflected in the list is not later than the
mid-fourth century since some of the settlements were abandoned by that time.
The quote of the first two lines of the list in the Y shows that part of it was
certainly already known at the end of the third/beginning of the fourth century.
The polished version that appears there, and in particular, the “attack” on the list
by the sages seem to suggest that the two lines quoted were part of a complete
version that had already been consolidated and not merely “an ancient core” of
the list. It is difficult to assume that the list was composed during the period
when it first appears in its entirety in piyyutim dating to the sixth century.27 This
would force us to assume that sites that had already been abandoned for a
lengthy period were still familiar to the compilers of the list. However, even if
the list was only formulated in its entirety during this late period, it appears that
it expresses a somewhat nostalgic look at a past settlement array no longer in
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25 Concerning the synagogue mosaic, see Naveh 1978: 52–53. For travelers’ reports, see
Wilkinson 1977: 79, 128. Concerning the church, see Ovadiah 1970: 99–100; Loffreda 1969.
At Kh. Qana, which is also a candidate for identification as Cana, excavations brought to light
evidence for Hellenistic period settlement and for a Jewish population, at least from the
Hasmonean period. Following a decline at the site during the third-fourth centuries, it flour-
ished again during the Byzantine period, though apparently as a Christian settlement (Edwards
2002).
26 This course is the only one to which the list assigns two settlements,¡ammath (¡ammath
Tiberias) and Ari¢ (Beth Yera¢), see below.
27 The earliest piyyut in which the courses are mentioned is a small portion from the Geniza
that is attributed to Yannai (Fleischer 1969), who apparently was active around the first half of
the sixth century. Most of the early piyyutim of the courses are by El‘azar ha-Qallir and Hadota
who appear to have been active around the late sixth/early seventh century, as well as by R.
Pin¢as ha-Kohen of Kafra, who was active after the mid-eighth century (Trifon 1989: 79, n.
14).
existence, rather than relating to contemporary Jewish settlements. It is there-
fore not possible to accept the recent view that the list reflects priestly patrio-
tism in settlements on the list during the Byzantine period. Some of the
settlements had been abandoned by the fourth century and some were settled by
Christians by the fifth century! Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that
the entire list had already been consolidated during the period in which we find
the first evidence for its existence, around the third-fourth century. Nonetheless,
it is impossible to accept Trifon’s view that the historical framework for its
creation was the arrival of waves of migration with numerous priests from the
Diaspora to the Galilee, resulting in the growth in the Jewish population in the
Galilee during the late third and the fourth century. While in rabbinic literature
there is evidence of a number of Babylonian sages immigrating to Palestine
during that period, one cannot conclude on that basis that this was a widespread
phenomenon (most of the evidence indicates the opposite phenomenon:
emigration to Babylon, Herr 1985: 125). The archaeological data indicate, as
we have shown, a sharp drop in the Jewish population during that period.
Since the list is symbolic, it seems that any attempt at understanding its
general purpose must be based upon an understanding of the selection of the
settlements it mentions. The linkage of the place names with the names of the
courses and the widespread association of the name of the course with the name
of the settlement in piyyutim, indicate that the settlements themselves served as
part of the symbol.28 It is therefore clear that their selection was not haphazard.
In recent years much has been written about the rise of priestly motifs in
synagogue art, in liturgy and in the literature of the Galilean Jewry of Late
Antiquity (Irshai 2004; Levine 2005: 519–529; Fine 2005).29 It is clear that the
list of the priestly courses belongs to the rise of these motifs (although its
appearance apparently precedes the appearance of other expressions of priestly
motifs). Also from the source in the Y, which apparently reflects tension
between sages and priests (or, at least, opposition on the part of the sages to
what the list represents), it is clear that the list was intended to emphasize
priestly motifs. This point does not aid us in solving the problem of determining
what characterizes these settlements and why they were selected as part of the
symbol of the priestly courses.
The list is not based on any reality of priestly settlements of the Mishnaic
period, or of the third-fourth centuries and certainly not during the Byzantine
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28 Except for the piyyutim in which each course and its settlement are mentioned, there are
ones in which only the names of the courses appear and ones in which only the names of the
settlements occur. Therefore, it is clear that both the course and its attributed settlement repre-
sent a single theme.
29 Researchers are divided over the question of whether these motifs reflect a historical real-
ity of priests in positions of leadership (Irshai 2004), or are only symbolic (Weiss 2004:
256–262; Fine 2005).
period. Therefore, it cannot be regarded as an expression of patriotism on the
part of priests who lived in these settlements. The idea that the list expresses
“sacred geography” or an attempt to define the geography of the Galilee “in
Jewish terms” (Fine 2005: 6) does not clarify the reason for selecting these
settlements, nor their association with the priests. Aside from the fact that the
list begins in the north (Meiron) and ends in the south (¡ammat and Beth
Yera¢), there is no geographical order of any sort in the list that can suggest the
reason for these settlements having been selected.30
I. Rozenson dealt with three of the sites in the list and claimed that the choice
of settlements and their arrangement in the list are not haphazard. The reason
that the remote rural settlement of Meiron heads the list, even before the city of
Sepphoris, is related to the attribution to that settlement of the Course of
Jehoiarib, to which the Hasmoneans belonged, and of R. Shim‘on Bar-Yo¢ai, to
whom tradition attributes anti-Roman sentiments. In his view, the list was
intended, at least in part, to create an ethos of independence. The inclusion of
Sepphoris in second place on the list, versus the remarkable absence of Tiberias
– the most important city of the Jewish Galilee – stems from tensions that are
not sufficiently clear to us, but which brought the compilers of the list to empha-
size certain settlements, sometimes at the expense of others (Rozenson 2001:
68; 2001–2: 214–215). The difficulty in Rozensons’ view is that most of the
settlements are rural, relatively small and lacking in importance. Some of the
settlements are entirely unknown from any source outside the list. In addition,
most of them are not known in connection with any historical narrative, at least
not one that is known to us from ancient sources.
As we observed, the list cannot reflect Jewish settlement during the
Byzantine period. During the Roman period these sites were indeed settled by
Jews but there is nothing they have in common at this time. Surprisingly
however, settlements on the list for which we have historical or archaeological
data indicate a clear common denominator – Jewish habitation dating from the
Hasmonean period. As we showed in detail in Chapter 6, intensive Jewish
settlement in the area began with the Hasmonean conquest at the end of the
second century BCE. Among the sites belonging to this wave of settlement for
which we have archaeological-chronological data are: Be’er Sheva‘, ªalmon,
Mimla¢, Gennesar, Migdal, Arbel, Kefar ¡ittaya and Beth Ma‘on; and outside
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30 Based on his historical approach, Klein (1967: 64–65) proposed that the priests settled at
sites that participated in and were damaged during the First Jewish Revolt and that is what they
have in common. However, among all of the “settlements of the courses” there is evidence in
Josephus only for the destruction of ‘Arav and Yodefat (War 2, 504; 3, 338). Furthermore, the
second course is attributed to Sepphoris, which collaborated with the Romans and was
certainly not damaged during the Rebellion (Safrai 1985: 204). Ambiguous traditions in
rabbinic literature attribute destruction or damage to Kabul, Shi¢in, Migdal and ªalmon,
though it is not clear from the sources when these occurred (see Y Ta‘anit 4, 6, 69a; T Parah 9,
2).
the survey area: Yodefat, Gamla, Meiron, Sepphoris, Shi¢in and Qana. A
further wave of settlement, even larger, followed the Roman conquest. Around
the end of the first century BCE or the beginning of the first century CE, large
and important settlements were founded, including Kefar ¡ananya, Parod,
Ravid, Mashkaneh, Sabban, and of course, Tiberias. Indeed, all of the settle-
ments on the list for which we have firm data belong to the first group, while the
settlements founded during the Roman period are clearly absent. It would thus
appear that the list of the settlements reflects a historical memory of some sort
concerning Jewish settlements of the Hasmonean period. The obvious absence
of Tiberias from the list strengthens this view. From its very beginning, Tiberias
competed with Sepphoris for the status of the Galilee’s main center. During the
third century it superseded its rival, apparently both demographically and as a
Jewish center, once the political leadership (the seat of the Patriarch) and the
center of the sages set up residence there. Every attempt to interpret the list as
symbolic of the Jewish Roman or Byzantine Galilee, “the map of the Galilee in
Jewish terms,” or even “local priestly patriotism”31 cannot explain Tiberias’
striking absence from it. This absence, however, is easily explained if we recall
that Tiberias was not a Hasmonean settlement. Understanding the list as a
reflection of Hasmonean settlement will also explain why the distant, rural
settlement of Meiron has been placed at the top of the list. For, the Course of
Jehoiarib, from which the Hasmonean dynasty emerged (I Maccabees 2, 1), is
attributed to this settlement and therefore it is worthy of opening the list and
preceding even the city of Sepphoris.32
This explanation likewise clarifies why settlements that are not known to be
of special importance in contemporary Roman sources, and even entirely
unknown settlements, appear on the list. It simply recalls settlements in the
Galilee that were already Jewish during the Hasmonean period.
The question of the historical accuracy of the list and to what extent it indeed
reflects Jewish settlement during the Hasmonean period is of secondary
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31 Concerning priests at Tiberias, see Levine 1978: 174; Irshai 2004: 71–75.
32 Jehoiarib is not mentioned among the priests who arrived during the return from the
Babylonian Exile (see Ezra 2: 36–38; Nehemiah 7: 39–41). In the list of priests from the days
of Nehemiah, Jehoiarib is mentioned only toward the end of the list (Nehemiah 12: 1–21). In
the earliest testimony for the division of the priests into 24 courses, which appears in I Chroni-
cles (24: 7–18), Jehoiarib appears at the top of the list and therefore, several researchers have
proposed that the consolidation of the list was related to the rise of the Hasmonean dynasty. See
Schürer 1973–87 vol. 2: 250, n. 50; cf. Liver 1968: 35, n. 6. A difficult question is why the
Course of Jehoiarib is attributed to Meiron. In addition, several piyyutim clearly indicate that
among the Jews of the Galilee, it was also believed that the Hasmoneans belonged to the
Course of Immer (Elizur 2004: 307), and surprisingly, this course is also among the only ones
attributed to a settlement in the Upper Galilee (Jabnit, a few kilometers from Meiron). Did the
Jews of the Galilee preserve traditions concerning the settlement of members of the
Hasmonean family in the Upper Galilee? At the current stage of research, we cannot answer
these questions.
significance.We are apparently dealing with an attempt to create a narrative or a
nostalgic look backward. In any event, in terms of the archaeological record, it
appears that most of the list reflects a real situation and that it indeed expresses a
historical memory that survived to the period of the lists consolidation. In this
regard, we should recall other traditions of the Roman period related to histori-
cal memory of the Hasmoneans gaining control over the Galilee and the settle-
ment that followed this event. Two tannaitic traditions contain lists of “walled
cities,” with the Galilee represented by Sepphoris, Gush ¡alav, Yodefat and
Gamla (M ‘Arakhin 9, 6; Sifra Behar 4, 1). Based upon analysis of the sources
and the archaeological findings from Yodefat and Gamla, Adan-Bayewitz
(1996–1997) showed that these two sites represent fortified settlements that
were settled by Jews following the Hasmonean takeover of the region.33 An
additional list that appears in the Y (Megillah 1, 1, 70a) has been dealt with in
Chapter 5 (sites 26, 40, 42) and here too, the archaeological finds from sites
named in the list show that it reflects a memory of the Hasmonean takeover of
the region. These lists thus show that Galilean Jews of the Roman period knew
about sites that were settled by Jews during the Hasmonean era. Based on the
partial archaeological information available, it appears that their knowledge
was accurate. While the lists in rabbinic literature mention sites for practical,
halakhic purposes and also refer to settlements outside the Galilee, it appears
that the consolidation of the list of the Courses’ Settlements was intended from
the outset to create a narrative, and a Galilean one at that, since, the list includes
only settlements in the Galilee and only in a relatively limited part of it.34 The
question is: what narrative was the list intended to create?
Recently, scholars have emphasized the important place the Hasmoneans
have in the piyyutim of the Byzantine period, in contrast to rabbinic literature,
which pays little attention to the Hasmoneans (Elizur 1996; Irshai 2004: 89).35
According to Irshai, this important role of the Hasmoneans is related to the
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33 The fact that Sepphoris and Yodefat are included in the lists in rabbinic literature and on
the lists of settlements of the courses, strengthens our proposal to see it as a list of Hasmonean
settlements. Gamla and Gush ¡alav were probably not placed on the list of settlements of the
courses due to their considerable geographical distance.
34 Some believe that the tannaitic source known as “Baraita of the Borders of the Land of
Israel” reflects settlements in the Galilee during the Hasmonean period (Frankel et al. 2001:
111–113). There is further evidence for the preservation of historical memories among Gali-
lean Jewry over a long period of time. For example, the fall of Yodefat, which is not mentioned
in any Palestinian source later than Josephus, is mentioned in a piyyut of El‘azar ha-Qallir, who
was active around the early seventh century (see Adan-Bayewitz 1996–1997: 468, n. 8).
35 Most of the piyyutim deal with the Hasmoneans as a link in a chain toward redemption
and only few offer historical descriptions of their activities, apparently due to the limited
historical material at the disposal of the paytanim. However, it is noteworthy that attributed to
El‘azar ha-Qallir, who composed many of the piyyutim dealing with the courses, is a lengthy
and detailed piyyut about the Hasmoneans’war containing information that does not appear in
any other source later than the Books of Maccabees and Josephus (see below).
strengthening of the priesthood as the leadership class during this period, which
led to the popularity of priestly motifs. A list of settlements from the period
during which the Hasmoneans gained control over the Galilee fits well with the
extensive interest in the Hasmoneans during the Byzantine period. It appears
that the list was intended to highlight the Hasmoneans’ golden age or their
conquest of the Galilee. In this connection, it is worth noting that most of the
piyyutim dealing with the priestly courses deal with two occasions: mourning
for the Ninth of Ab; and Hanukah – the holiday of the Hasmoneans (Yahalom
1999: 113). This can be explained simply in connection with the extensive inter-
est in priestly and temple themes. The Hasmoneans, a family of priests,
achieved and symbolized victory and the renewal of the Temple service.
However, priestly courses worked in the Temple not only during Hanukah, but
throughout the entire year and during all holidays. We do not know of any
particular connection between the priestly courses (established long before the
Hasmonean period) and Hanukah.
In light of our interpretation of the list being based on a memory of settle-
ments from the Hasmonean period, a thematic connection is apparent here
between the holiday of the Hasmoneans and the settlements established by
them. The extensive interest in priestly, Temple and Hasmonean motifs among
the Jews of the Galilee of Late Antiquity led to the creation of a thematic web.
This web connected the priestly courses that served in the Temple during the
glorious days of the Second Temple and the settlements established following
the conquest by the dynasty of Hasmonean priests. These motifs reflect a period
of splendor, involving military victories and national independence. Since the
settlements selected to represent the courses are all in the Galilee, it is clear that
the thematic web is a Galilean creation. In view of the settlements selected, we
can assume the list was created specifically in the Lower Galilee.
Support for the idea that the list was viewed in antiquity as reflecting settle-
ments of the Hasmonean period can be found in a piyyut for Hanukah, appar-
ently written by R. El‘azar ha-Qallir, the greatest of the classical paytanim.
According to the piyyut, after the Hasmoneans defeated the Greeks:
36"àééëåéèðàá äéììè ïåçöð" / äéëìîá òîùð ìå÷ úá / äéëá ìå÷ úçú
øîåù úøéæâá / øîéà éçøô åööéø / øîð éùàø úòáøà
úéðååé ïåùì ìë / úéðç äööé÷ éë / úéðáé úåöåçá øùáì
Instead of a sound of weeping / a Devine voice was heard in Malchijah (the fifth course)
/ “the youngsters gained victory in Antioch” /
The four heads of the Tiger (a symbol for the Greeks) / were shattered by the youngsters
of Immer (the sixteenth course) / in the command of the guard (God)
To announce in the streets of Jabnit / that the spear has slashed / every Greek tongue
(S. Elizur 2004: 306)
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36 Compare: Y Sotah 9, 12, 24b.
At Jabnit, a settlement attributed to the Course of Immar, a certain Hasmonean
victory was celebrated. Hence, the paytan sees this place as the settlement of
this course from the Hasmonean period.
How is it possible to explain that the list, which was apparently known
already around the late third century, appeared such a long time before the other
priestly motifs, which flourished only in the fifth-sixth centuries?
First, it might be proposed that priestly narratives, or ones related to the
Hasmoneans, circulated in the Galilee as early as the Roman period, but went
virtually unmentioned in rabbinic literature, either for lack of interest or due to
the sages opposition to such traditions, as indicated in the passage from the Y.37
These motifs, revealed to us in their entirety in piyyutim of the Byzantine
period, were consolidated by circles other than the rabbinic sages (Irshai 2004:
83, n. 43). Second, it is probable that at first a list (or the memory) of the
Hasmonean period settlements stood on its own. In the period when priestly
motifs began to flourish, this memory was added to the list of the priestly
courses that was taken as-is, word for word, from I Chronicles 24, pairing the
settlements with the courses. The theme of the list of the courses and their
settlements was apparently consolidated already in the third-early fourth
century, when a portion of it appeared in the Y. However, it is also possible that
in this source from the Y, we see only the initial phase in the combination of the
two lists into one. It is also possible that the original list of settlements included
additional sites, but that those extra sites were eliminated in order to match the
number of the Priestly Courses. As stated, we know from rabbinic literature of
other places which were settled following the Hasmonean conquest. In addi-
tion, even in the list of the Courses’ Settlements itself, the Course of Ma‘azia is
attributed to two different settlements. The fact that this is the last course,
creates the impression that the editors of the list were left with a settlement
“without a match,” and were forced to pair it with the last course on the list.38
Summary: A list of settlements in the Galilee was paired with the list of the
Priestly Courses that appears in I Chronicles attributing each course to a settle-
ment. It appears that the compilers of this “combined” list chose sites that,
according to historical memory (or perhaps, an actual list), were settled by Jews
following the Hasmonean conquest of the Galilee and were connected to the
ethos of the glorious past of the Hasmonean Galilee. The thematic array came
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37 As we showed in Chapter 5, from the testimony of Josephus, one obtains the clear impres-
sion of tension between those living at Migdal, Arbel and Beth Ma‘on – three “settlements of
the courses,” on the one hand, and Roman Tiberias, on the other. It appears that the background
for this is a “Hasmonean” or “anti-Roman” tradition among the inhabitants of the former. In
rabbinic literature as well, there is evidence for tension between these settlements and Tiberias
or the House of the Patriarch at Tiberias that largely drew its power from Roman authority (see
these site entries in Chapter 5).
together in the Galilee during a period in which treatment of motifs connected
with the priesthood and with the Hasmoneans flourished. The theme linked the
Priestly Courses of the Second Temple to the local “ancient” settlements that
also reflected that same glorious period of priestly leadership.
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38 A further question that must be asked is if during the period of the composition of the
piyyutim, the list of the courses and their settlements served purposes other than the narrative
intended by its writers. Many of the piyyutim of the courses are elegies for the day of the
destruction of the Temple (see Fleischer 1983: 71, n. 2; 1986: 52). In view of the fact that many
settlements from the list stood abandoned or settled by Christians during the period of the
composition of the piyyutim, might we assume that the list served as the basis for the elegies, as
a symbol of the illustrious Jewish Galilee of several generations earlier that was slowly disap-
pearing? In view of the custom of the paytanim to interweave contemporary calamities with
past tragedies, and in particular, the destruction of the Temple (Fleischer 1987: 215), this
seems possible. It must, however, be recalled that the motif of the courses continued to serve as
a basis for piyyutim related to Hanukah and the Hasmonean victory and requests for the resto-





Nasr ed-Din (pit 13)
1. Seleucus IV (187–175 BCE), ‘Akko-Ptolemais(?).
Obv: Head of Apollo r. In l. field, monogram
Rev: ÂÁÓÉËÅÙÓ ÓÅËÅÕÊÏÕApollo stg. l., holding arrow, resting elbow on
tripod.
Æ, #, serrated, 7.56gm, 20 mm.
(Houghton and Spaer 1998: 122, No. 845).
Nasr ed-Din (pit 14)
2. Justin II, Nicomedia, 573/574 CE.
Obv: DN IVSTI–NVS PP AVG Justin and Sophia seated facing on double
throne. Above between them, a cross.
Rev: M in l. field: ANNO; above, cross; in r. field date: μIII; below: B; in
exergue: NIKO
Æ, $, follis, 14.77gm, 31 mm.
(Bellinger 1966: 229, No. 99).
3. Justin II, Nicomedia, 576/577 CE.
Obv: [DN I]VSTI–NVS] PP AVG Justin and Sophia seated facing on double
throne. Above between them, a cross.
Rev: M in l. field: ANNO; above, cross; in r. field date: XII; below: a; in
exergue: NIKO
Æ, #, follis, 13.02gm, 29 mm.
(Bellinger 1966: 231, No. 102).
Sammu‘iya
4. Ayyubids, Al-Kamil, Egypt, after 623 AH = 1226 CE.
Obv: Tetrafoil within circle. In center:  א א	א 
א	  
Traces of inscription in margins.
Rev: Tetrafoil within circle. In center: א	  אא א	
Traces of inscription in margins.
Æ, fals, 4.07gm, 22 mm.
(Balog 1980: 160, No. 420).
¡. Mashkanah
5. Antiochus VII (138–129 BCE), Antioch.
Obv: Head of Eros r.
Rev: ÂÁÓÉËÅÙÓÁÍÔÉÏ×ÏÕÅÕÅÑÃÅÔÏÕHeaddress of Isis. Date illegible.
Æ, #, 4.96gm, 18 mm.
(Houghton and Spaer 1998: 256, No. 1900).
Arbel Caves (West)
6. Alexander Jannaeus, Jerusalem, from 80 BCE onwards.
Obv: ÂÁÓÉËÅÙÓ ÁËÅÎÁÍÄÑÏÕAnchor within circle.
Rev: Star.
Æ, prutah, 1.04gm, 13 mm.
(Meshorer 2001: 210, group L).
7. Alexander Jannaeus (104–76 BCE), Jerusalem.
Obv: Inscription within wreath: ...ïä / ëä ïúð / åäé
Rev: Double cornucopia, within a pomegranate.
Æ, 2, prutah, 1.97gm, 12×14 mm.
(Meshorer 2001: 212, group P).
8. Hasmonean (unidentifiable ruler), Jerusalem.
Obv: Illegible inscription within wreath.
Rev: Double cornucopia, within a pomegranate.
Æ, 7, prutah, 1.56gm, 14 mm.
9. Roman, Pseudo-Autonomous, Apamea in Syria(?), first century BCE.
Obv: Laureate head of Zeus r.
Rev: Tyche seated l., holding ears of corn(?)
Æ,", 6.22gm, 15 mm.
(Burnett et al. 1992: 634, No. 4371).
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10. Byzantine bulla, Theodoros, second half 6th–7th centuries CE.
Obv: Bust of the Virgin Mary facing, nimbate, holding the infant before her
breast. In field l., cross.
Rev: Monogram:
Pb, 6.36gm, 20 mm. Grayish, upper string channel entrance (above head of the
Virgin) is broken. Lower channel slightly indented and broken. Monogram
barely legible.
(Zacos 1972-84 vol. 1: 468, No. 537 [reverse]; Zacos 1972-84 vol. 2: 757, No.
1216, Pl. 234, No. 176. [monogram]). Identified by R. Kool.
11. Crusader, Henry I (1218–1253 CE), Cyprus.
Obv: +HEPRICVS Tower with battlements and gateway.
Rev: +REX.CVPRI Cross pattée.
Þ, denier, 0.51gm, 16 mm.
(Metcalf 1995: Pl. 25:No. 639).
Kul‘at Ibn Man
12. Alexander Jannaeus, Jerusalem, from 80 BCE onwards.
Obv: Anchor within circle.
Rev: Star.
Æ, prutah, 1.92gm, 14 mm.
TJC 2001:210, group L.
13. Mamluk, unidentifiable.
Æ, fals, 2.60gm, 17 mm.
Kh. ¡amam
14. Salonina (wife of Gallienus, c. 253–260 CE), Tyre.
Obv: [CORNEL SALONI]NAAVG Bust r.
Rev: COL TVRO METR Tyche stg. r. beside altar, pointing towards a temple
with a club within entrance. In r. field, murex-shell.
Æ, #, 14.75gm, 28 mm.
(Cf. Hill 1910: 294, No. 490 (Gallienus). Variant unpublished [?]).
15. Roman Provincial, second century CE.
Obv: Bust r. Inscription illegible.
Rev: Tetrastyle temple(?)
Æ, 8.36gm, 20×23 mm.
Completely worn, identification uncertain.
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Kh. ¡amam (pit E)
16. Hadrian (117–138 CE), Caesarea.
Obv: IMP TRAHADRIANO CAES AVG Bust r., laureate and draped.
Rev: COL I FL AVG CAESARENS Bust of Serapis r.
Æ, #, 13.41gm, 23 mm.
(Kadman 1957: 102, No. 28).
17. Autonomous issue, Tyre, 131/132 CE.
Obv: Head of Tyche r., turreted and veiled.
Rev: ÉÅÑÁÌÇÔÑÏÐÏËÉC Palm tree flanked by date: ZM – Ó
Æ, #, 4.10gm, 17 mm.
(Hill 1910: 266, No. 346).
Kh. ¡amam (pit M)
18. Gallienus, Antioch, 266–268 CE.
Obv: GALLIENVS AVG Bust l., radiate.
Rev: SOLI INVICTO Sol stg. l., holding whip.
Æ, #, antoninianus, 3.63gm, 22 mm.
(Webb 1927: 189, No. 658).
Kh. Jul/Zeitun er-Rama
19. Hasmonean (unidentifiable ruler), Jerusalem.
Obv: Illegible inscription within wreath.
Rev: Double cornucopia, within a pomegranate.
Æ, $, prutah, 2.66gm, 13 mm.
Kul‘at esh-Shuneh (Pit L)
20. Constantine I, Antioch, 324–330 CE.
Obv: CONSTAN–TINVS AVG Head r., laureate.
Rev: PROVIDEN–TIAE AVGG Camp-gate, above a star. In exergue:
SMANTB
Æ, #, 3.07gm, 18 mm.
(Hill and Kent 1965: 30, No. 1333).
And two unidentifiable fragmentary coins.
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H. Mimla¢ (west)
21. Autonomous, 1st century BCE–2nd century CE, Sidon(?)
Obv: Head of Tyche r.
Rev: Galley(?)
Æ, 1, 6.76gm, 21 mm. Very worn.




from the Collection of B. Ravani
Gerald Finkielsztejn
Twelve stamped amphora handles from the survey of B. Ravani are today in the
storerooms of the IAA and are brought to light here for the first time. Ravani’s
survey covered roughly the eastern half of our study area. According to
Ravani’s records, handles 3, 6, 7 and 8 were probably found at Kh. el ‘Aiteh [site
41] and handle 4 probably at Kh. ‘Eika [site 42]. I could not clarify the exact
location were the rest of the handles were found. The handles were analyzed by
Dr. Gerald Finkielsztejn to whom I am indebted.
No. Reading Dating
1 Ep. Symmachos, Mo. Artamitios
ÅÐÉ ÓÕÌÌÁ/×[Ï]Õ)/ÁÑÔÁÌÉÔ[ÉÏ]Õ
173/171 BCE
2 Ep. Xenophanes, Mo. Artamitios
ÅÐÉ ÎÅÍÏÖ/ÁÍÅÕÓ ÁÑ/ÔÁÌÉÔÉÏÕ
189 BCE
3 Fab. Agoranax, Mo. Thesmophorios, 2nd style+frame
ÁÃ[ÏÑÁ]Í[Á]ÊÔÏÓ/ÈÅÓÌ[Ï]ÖÏÑ(ÏÉÕ)
197/195 BCE
4 Ep. Peisistratos, Mo. ?, Rose ÅÐÉ ÐÅÉÓÉÓÔÑÁÔ[ÏÕmonth] 160 BCE
5 Fab. Hieroteles, button stamp [É]ÅÑÏÔÅË[ÇÓ] 260-235 BCE
6 Fab. Olympos, Torch ÏË[Õ]Ì[ÐÏÕ] Ca. 180 BCE
7 Ep. Nikasagoras I, Head of Helios (Fab. Marsyas)
ÅÐÉ Í[É]/ÊÁÓÁÃ[ÏÑÁ]
172/170 BCE
8 Fab. Menon I, Thyrsos [ÌÅ]Í[Ù]ÍÏÓ Ca. 220 BCE
9 Ep. Aristodamos II, Mo. ?, Rose [ÁÑÉ]Ó[ÔÏ]ÄÁÌ[ÏÕ] 166/164 BCE
10 Fab. Sokrates II, Torch ÓÙ[ÊÑÁÔÅ]ÕÓ 185-173/171 BCE
11 Ill. 2nd half of 2nd c. BCE
12 Name and month illegible 3rd quarter of 2nd c. BCE
Ep.= eponym, High Priest of the God Helios for one year; Fb.=fabricant; Mo= month
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